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EXCESS PROFITS TAXATION, 1940

FRIDAY, AUGUST 9, 1940

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
ComMIrEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

I'ashington, D. 0.
The committee met at 10 a. m., Hon. Robert L. Doughton (chair-

man) presiding.
The CHAIRUAs. The committee will please be in order.
As previously announced in the press, and generally understood,

the meeting this morning is for the purpose of beginning hearings on
the subject of an excess profits tax, amortization, and the suspension
of the Vinson-Trammell Act during the life of the excess profits tax,
should such tax be imposed.

It was agreed by the Committee on Ways and Means, at a meeting
held yesterday, that these hearings should be confined to the three
propositions, namely, amortization, the suspension of the Vinson-
Trammell Act, and an excess profits tax.

Of course we all understand that the proposed legislation is directly
related to the question of national defense, a question on which our
country is united and determined, and it is therefore exceedingly im-
portant that this legislation be enacted as promptly and speedily as
is consistent with a matter of such great national magnitude and
importance.

We are pleased to have with us this morning, to participate in
these hearings, the members of the Finance Committee of the Senate,
and we extend to them a cordial welcome and request them to co-
operate with us fully and on equal terms in conducting these hearings.

The basis of thehearings will be a report of the Subcommittee on
Internal Revenue and Taxation of the Ways and Means Committee.
I suppose each member has a copy of this report. A copy will be
made a part of these hearings.

Senator Harrison, we will be pleased to have a statement from you
at this point, if you desire to make one.

Senator HARRIsoN. I have no statement to make, Mr. Chairman,
except that the Finance Conmittee are very much pleased that you
have extended them the invitation; and they are here.

(The report of the Subcommittee on Proposed Excess-Profits Taxa-
tion and Special Amortization is as follows:)

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

AuousT 8, 1940.
lion. ROBERT L. DouoHToN,

Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means,
tlou8e of Repreenatirms, Washington, D. C.

My DEAR MR. CUAIRMAN: As chairman of the Subcommittee on
Internal Revenue Taxation, and on behalf of the members thereof, I
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am transmitting the report of tie subcommittee relating to (1) excess-
profits taxation, (2) special allowance for amortization of emergency
national-defense facilities, and (3) the suspension of the Vinson-
Trammell Act, in accordance with tile action taken by the Committee
on Ways and Means in referring such proposals to the subcommittee
for preliminary study and report.

The report submitted herewith is divided into three parts and makes
recommendations unanimously adopted by the subcommittee relative
to the subject matters referred to above. The subcommittee has
worked diligently and continuously in the consideration of tile many
complex an' difficult problems involved and have had the full coopera-
tion from representatives of the Treasury Department., the members
of the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,
and the legislative counsel's office, and has had the benefit of advice
from the Advisory Commission to the Council of National Defense.
It is hoped that this report will be useful to the Committee on Ways
and Means and form thte basis for public hearings and in the consid-
eration anti enactment of subsequent legislation.

Respectfully transmitted. JEn COOPER ,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Taxation.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE
TAXATION OF THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
RELATIVE TO EXCESS-PROFITS TAXATION AND SPECIAL
AMORTIZATION

This report sets out the recommendations of the Subcommittee on
Internal Revenue Taxation of the Committee on Ways and feans
to the full committee with respect to the following correlated and inter-
dependent subjects: (a) The suspension of the application of the pro-
visions of the Vinson-Trammell Act restricting profits upon naval and
aircraft construction; (b) the provision of special amortization in
respect to facilities necessary for national defense; and (c) an excess-
profits tax.

Your subcommittee feels that it is desirable to consider these three
kindred questions in the same bill.

For the sake of clarity, each aspect of this 3-point program will be
discussed separately. Furthermore, the recommendations respecting
the excess-profits tax are divided into two parts so that the major
problems may be discussed first.

I. SUSPENSION OF THtE VINSON-TRAMMfNIELL ACT

Your subcommittee -econmends that those provisions of the so-
called Vinson-Trammell Act, as amended, which relate to limitation
of profit upon tie construction or manufacture of naval vessels and
Army and Navy aircraft, be suspended as to contracts or subcon-
tracts for such construction or manufacture which are entered into or
completed during the taxable years to which the excess-profits tax
will be applicable.

Since the proposed excess-profits tax will apply to all corporations,
including corporations now subject to the special profit-limiting
provisions of the Vinson-Trammell Act, it is felt that such special
provisions should not apply while the excess-profits tax is in force.
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Uniformity will thereby be achieved in the treatment for tax purposes
of all abnormal profits resulting from the national-defense program.
It is not believed that the limited types of businesses affected by the
Vinson-Trammell Act should be treated. during the period in which the
excess-profits tax applies, differently from the way in which other
businesses engaged in production for the national defense are treated.

II. AMORTIZATION OF EMERGENCY FACILITIES

The extension of existing facilities is a necessary and vital part of
the national-defense program. To obtain the needed facilities will
require the investment of hundreds of millions of dollars. Your sub-
committee his been informed by the Advisory Commission to the
Council of National Defense that .substantial amounts of private
capital will not be invested in the construction of such facilities
unless corporations are assured, in view of the fact that such facilities
will be of use chiefly only during the period of national emergency,
that they will be permitted to amortize the cost thereof over a shorter
period than would be permitted under the depreciation provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code.

Your subcommittee, therefore, recommends that a corporation be
allowed a deduction for income- and excess-profits tax purposes for the
amortization of certain facilities which are certified by the Advisory
Commission to the Council of National Defense and either the Secre-
tary of War or the Secretary of the Navy as necessary in the interest of
national defense during the present emergency. Such facilities are
land, buildings, machinery, and equipment, or parts thereof, con-
structed, reconstructed, erected, installed or acquired after July 10,
1940, and the construction, reconstruction, erection, installation, or
acquisition of which was contracted for prior to the termination of the
present emergency. It is reconmmended that the write-off of the cost
(adjusted basis for income-tax purposes) of such facilities be per-
mitted to be spread over a period of 60 months, this deduction to be
in lieu of the present deduction for exhaustion, wear and tear, and
obsolescence provided for in section 23 (1) of the Internal Revenue
Code. The taxpayer should have the option of beginning the 60-
month period either with the month following the month in which the
facility is completed or with the taxable year following the year in
which tile facility is completed, by signifying on the appropriate
income-tax return its desire to have the benefits of the amortization
deduction.

It is further recommended that if, after having elected the amortiza-
tion deduction, the taxpayer desires to terminate such deduction and
use the deduction provided by section 23 (1) of the Internal Revenue
Code with respect to the remainder of the adjusted basis of the
facility, that it be permitted to do so upon notice to the Commis-
sioner at any time prior to the termination of the 60-month period
and that (except as set forth below) it be not permitted thereafter
again to elect amortization with respect to the same facility.

Your subcommittee further recommends that if the President has
proclaimed the ending of the emergency or the Secretary of War, or
the Secretary of the Navy, has certified to the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue that the facility ceased to be necessary in the
interest of national defense during the emergency, and such proclama-
tion or certificate is made before the end of the 60-month period, the
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taxpayer may elect to recompute the amortization deduction on the
basis of the period as terminated by the proclamation or certificate
in lieu of the 60-month period. The benefits of this election should
be accorded regardless of whether the taxpayer has in the past elected
the amortization deduction with respect to the facilities involved.

Your subcomdttee recommends that a deduction be allowed, in
lieu of the amortization deduction above described, equal to the
amount of certain payments received from the United States with
respect to a facility if such parents are required to be included in
the taxpayer's gross income. It is felt that the payments referred to
should consist only of amounts certified by either the Secretary of
War or the Secretary of the Navy as compensation to the taxpayer
for the unamortized cost of the facility, made because further con-
tracts with the United States involving the use of the facility are not
forthcoming.

I III. EXCESS-PROFITS TAX

There are two basic types of excess-profits tax distinguished chiefly
by difference in concept as to earnings which ere to be considered"excessive." One type is based upon the amount of capital being
risked by the taxpayer and contemplates a tax on all profits in excess
of a stated percentage of return upon the taxpayer's investment.
The other type of excess-profits tax involves a comparison of the tax-
payer's earnings for the taxable year with those experienced during
some fixed previous period.

The plan recommended by your subcommittee combines what your
subcommittee believes are the best elements of each of these funda-
mental excess-profits tax concepts. It is recommended that the tax
apply only to corporations, as individual and partnership incomes m
subject to heavy surtaxes upon all net income, whether left in the
business or not, while corporations and their stockholders are relieved
from surtaxes upon earnings which are not distributed. Moreover,
as all of the assets of an individual, or of all of the individuals com-
prising a partnership, are liable in any venture it is extremely diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to determine the capital attributable to any
particular undertaking or business in which an individual or partner-
ship is engaged.

A. GENERAL DiscussIoN

1. TAXABLE YEARS AFFECTED

It is recommended that the excess-profits tax be applicable with
respect to all taxable years beginning after December 31, 1939.

2. BASE PERIOD

For the purpose of ascertaining the previous earning experience of
corporations which is to be used as a comparative measure of their
earnings for the taxable year, it is recommended that the years 1936
to 1939, inclusive, constitute the base period.

S. EXCESS-PROFITs CREDIT

In determining tho portion of the corporate profits to be considered
as "excessive," to which the tax will apply, your subcommittee ri.com-
mends that in the case where the taxpayer corporation was inexistence
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during the whole of the base period it be given an election of either
of the following methods of computing the excess-profits credit:

(a) It may take as a credit against its net income for the taxable
year its average earnings for the base period. The amount so arrived
at shall be increased by 8 percent of the additions to capital occurring
after the beginning of the taxpayer's first taxable year under the excess
profits tax and decreased by 6 percent of reductions in capital during
the same period; or

(b) It may take as such credit an amount equal to the percentage
of its invested capital for the taxable year which its earnings during
the base period bears to its invested capital for the base period, but
not to exceed 10 percent or be less than 4 percent. With respect to
the first $500,000 of investW capitAl |i'thb taxable year, the minimum
is 6 percent instead o(.#i rcent.

IN ith respect to ttiise corporations which were' ,ot in existence
during any part of lie base period itis recommended .kat the excess-
profits credit b l 0 percent of the Arst'$500,000 of the inOVsted capital
for the taxable year and 8 pere&t of such capital in excess ,f $500,000.

As to cor nations which wete in I istencduring only 09rt of the
base period' it is rec9lnmende4 that Any part,?f the bWa period
during whh they welrinot, in istentethey be e.med to hive had
an invested capital equal to their qctu invested capital a of the
first day bf its taxable year.1 0 uton which basethey are seemed
to have ecived aunings ot 10 percent o he firs $500,000and 8
percent the bal)n. o in,-, A

For e. mple, co poratioii"A" came ito existenconJanry I,
1938. 1%ahd an * vested.chpital afofJ' uary 1, 1940, of $ .0,00
and keep,.its books {nd 0cadouts orA cakzd k.y.r basis. It ad an
average in ested calitAt and ex eesisp ofdts et minc'be for theortioa
of thebaseeriod during which it wa actual in exitence as icated.
These factodi for the portion qf th6 base -rio during w hd it was

not in existeav are supplied as folios:

Yea irvatd ~t
1907.......................................~ ISMO
1937 ..................................... _............93 7BO n 1 maIon .............................................. ........... $s0,00l i 60 OH T
1 ................................................................. [ mMA
1o0o ................................................................. .in .o ..............s.

Thus tee amount sand i prcentels maked by an aett (a) Ike wbhkb ie coratUca M no atual
renehave ben auM by the InretcdcptlIe4 upon whic aM 0ild oterme% Wc the ant

Wrt ors A S peent the WbanIs imed.wh&

Thus corporations which were in existence during the whole of the
base period are allowed an optional method of computing the excess-
profits credit, while those corporations which were in existence during
only a part of the base period or which came into existence in 1940
or later may compute their excess-profits credit only on the basis ofinvest;] capital.

In the case of corporations which elect to compute their excess.
profits credit on the basis of invested capital, a return on additions
to the invested capital is allowed at a rate of 10 percent to the extent
that the invested capital does not exceed $500,000, and 8 percent on
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such new capital in excess of $500,000. For the purpose of dis-
tinguishing between old and new capital, all capital in excess of that
for the beginning of the taxpayer's first taxable year is considered to
be new. Furthermore, should the invested capital of the taxpayer
in any subsequent year reach a point lower than any previous ex-
perience after the beginning of its first taxable year under the excess-
profits tax, such lowest invested capital would then become the
measure of new capital.

For example, a corporation on a calendar-year basis had on January
1, 1940, the beginning of its first taxable year under the excess-profits
tax, an invested capital of $100,000. In 1941 its invested capital had
increased to $150,000. This $50,000 increase would be considered as
new capital and allowed a return of 10 percent. In 1942 its invested
capital was $130,000, or $20,000 less than 1941, but still $30,000 more
than in 1940. This $30,000 would still be regarded as new capital as
it is in excess of the measure established by 1940. However, if in
1943 the invested capital were to be reduced to $75,000 this figure
would replace the $100,000 figure for 1940 as the measurement of new
capital. That is, for years subsequent to 1943 any invested capital
in excess of $75,000 will be considered as new capital until a new low
is established.

4. INVESTED CAPITAL

Your subcommittee recommends that the invested capital of the
taxpayer should consist of equity invested capital and borrowed
invested capital.

(a) Equity invested capital.-In computing equity invested capital
for any taxable year, the taxpayer would add the sum of the following
four items:

(1) Money paid in for stock or as paid-in surplus or as a contribution
to capital;

(2) Property likewise paid in.
(3) Taxable stock dividends: Taxable stock dividends are included

in invested capital because they represent in effect a reinvestment of
earnings in the business.

(4) Accumulated earnings and profits as of the beginning of the
taxable year.

The sum so obtained is reduced by the aggregate of the following
amounts: (1) distributions out of capital during previous taxable
ears, plus (2) the deficit in the earnings and profits account as of the

beginning o the taxable year, plus (3) distributions previously made
during the taxable year out of capital or out of the accumulated
earnings and profits as of the beginning of the taxable year. Thus,
the fluctuations of earnings and profits for the taxable year have no
effect upon the invested capital for such year.

(b) Borroued inrested capital.-Your subcommittee recommends
that to the equity invested capital so arrived at there be added under
a graduated limitation at varying percentages (100, 66N, 331j), the
borrowed capital of the taxpayer which is evidenced by a written
promise to pay.

For example if the equity invested capital of a corporation is
$60,000, it is alowed to include $40,000 of its borrowed capital at
100 percent, $900,000 at 66% percent, and all remaining borrowed
capital at 33,% percent. Thus, if this corporation has an equity in-
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vested capital of $60,000 and borrowed capital of $2,000,000, its
invested capital will be increased as follows:

Borrooe copI.l iuded copl
$40,000 ($100,000 less $60,000 (equity Invested capital)), at 100 percent. $40, 000
$900,000 at 6631 percent ---------------------------------------- 600,000
$1,00,0%0,at%33 percent --------------------------------------- 353, 333

$2,000,000 Total ----------------------------------------- 33, 333

If the equity invested capital is $100,000 or more, say $300,000,
and the borrowed capital is the same, that is, $2,000,000, the invested
capital would be increased as follows:

Borrmedespla
IedcL t

Borr wed cepid (veted copilt
$700,000 ($1,000,000 less $300,000 (equity invested capital)), at 6651

percent ----------------------------------------------------- $466, 667
$1,300,000 ($2,000,000 less $700,000), at 33% percent -------------- 433,333

Total -------------------------------------------------- No, 000

5. ADMISSIBLE AND INADMISSIBLE ASSETS

The average invested capital as computed above is reduced by g
percentage which is the ratio of the inadmissible assets of the corpora-
tion for the year to the total of admissible and inadmissible assets
for such year.

"Inadmissible assets" are (1) corporate stocks (except stock in a
foreign personal holding company), and (2) State and local securities,
obligations of corporate agencies, and obligations of the United States
or its possessions. All other assets are "admissible assets."

The invested capital is so reduced for the reason that since the
income from inadmissible assets is not taxable to the corporation,
the assets from which such income arose should be excluded from
invested capital.

Inadmissible assets are not deducted directly from the invested capi-
tal for the reason that the total of admissible and inadmissible assets
is not ordinarily equal to the invested capital.

6. EXCESS-PROFITS NET INCOME

A. Where the inrested capital method oJ computing the ercss-projits
credit is usd.-In determining the net income for any taxable year,
including the years in the base period, for the purposes of the excess-
profits tax, it is recommended that there be used the normal tax net
income, with the following adjustments:

(1) Dividends received: The credit for dividends received will be
100 percent and will .apply to dividends on the stock of all corpora.
tions, whether domestic or foreign, except dividends (actual or con-
structive) on stock of foreign personal holding companies.

(2) Interest: The deduction allowable for interest paid or accrued
during the taxable year shall be reduced by an amount which is the
same percentage of so much of such interest as represents interest on
borrowed capital as the borrowed invested capital is of the total
borrowed capital.

(3) A deduction is allowed equal to the normal corporate income
tax payable for such year.
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(4) Gains or losses from the sale or exchange of assets (depreciable
or nondepreciable) held for more than 18 months are disregarded for
the purpose of the excess-profits tax.

B. Where the inrested capital method of computing the exzess-profits
credit is not used.-In computing the exc ss-profits tax net income for
the taxable year, excess-profits tax net income means the normal tax
net income with the following exceptions:

(1) A deduction is allowed equal to the normal income tax payable
for such year; and

(2) Gains or losses from the sale or exchange of assets (depreciable
or nondepreciable) held over 18 months are disregarded for the
purpose of the excess-profits tax.

In computing the excess-profits tax net income for the base period,
the same concept is used. "

7. METHODS OF COMPUTATION OF TAX

Method No. I.-If the taxpayer so elects, it may take as its excess-
profits credit its average earnings during the base period. The tax
base, in that event, will be the excess of the earnings for the taxable
year over the base period average, such excess to be reduced by a
specific exemption of $5,000.

For example-
Excess-profits net Income for the taxable year ------------------- $160, 000
Less: Average excess-profits net income for the base period (excess-

profits credit) ----------------------------------------------- 100,000
Excess of profits for the taxable year over the average profits

for the base period .----------------------------------- 50,000
Less specific exemption ----------------------------------------- ,000

Excess profits subject to tax ------------------------------ 45, 000

If the corporation acquires new capital after the beginning of its
first taxable year under the excess-profits tax, its credit, as arrived at
in the above example, will be increased by 8 percent of such now capi-
tal. For example, if a corporation on a calendar-year basis acquired
$100,000 of new capital on January 1, 1940, its excess-profits credit
of $100,000 as shown in the above example would be increased by
$8,000 (8 percent of the $100,000 addition to capital).

If the corporation reduces its capital after the beginning of its first
taxable year under the excess-profits tax its excess-profits credit will
be reduced by 6 percent of the reduction in capital.

Thus in the above case if a reduction in capital of $100,000, in-
stead of an increase of such amount, had occurred, the excess-profits
credit of $100,000 would be reduced to $94,000.

Method No. 2.-If the taxpayer elects to compute its excess-profits
credit upon the basis of invested capital instead of under method No. 1,
it may take as such credit an amount equal to the percentage which
its aggregate excess-profits net income for each of the years in the base
period (reduced by the deficit in income for any of such years) bears
to the aggregate of the invested capital for each of those years, but
not in excess of 10 percent or less than 4 percent-except that with
respect to the first $500,000 of invested capital in the taxable year
the minimum is 6 percent instead of 4 percent. Thus, if the tax-
payer's return on its average invested capital for the base period is,
for example, 2 percent, it is given a miniunr of 6 percent upon the
first $500,000 of its invested capital plus 4 percent upon the balance
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of such invested capital. Likewise, if the taxpayer's base period earn-
ings are in excess of 10 percent upon its average invested capital for
the base period, its excess-profits credit, in the case of an election to
compute such credit under method No. 2, is limited to a ceiling of
10 percent.

If the percentage of the base-period earnings to the base-period
invested capital lies between the extremes indicated, the corporation
is allowed an excess-profits credit for the taxable year equal to such
percentage of its capital for the taxable year.

For example, a corporation has a base-period percentage of 10. Its
excess-profits net income for the taxable year is $150,000 and its average
capital for such year is $1,000,000.

Its excess-profits credit is computed as follows:
Excess-profits net Income --------------------------------------- $150, 000
Less: Excess-profits credit (10 percent of invested capital) --------- 100o000

50,000
Less specific exemption ----------------------------------------- 5,000

Excess profits subject to tax ------------------------------ 45, 000
If a corporation acquires new capital after the beginning of its first

taxable year under tie excess-profits tax or after a subse-quent taxable
year for which its invested capital was lower than it was at the
beginning of such first taxable year, its credit, computed on the basis
of its lowest previous invested'capital, is increased by 10 percent of
so much of its new capital as does not produce a total invested capital
in excess of $500,000, and 8 percent of the remainder of its new
invested capital.

In the computation of the excess-profits tax in both the examples
given under method No. 1 and that given tinder method No. 2, the
procedure is the same. For example, in both cases, after the deduc-
tion of the specific credit of $5,000 and the excess-profits credit of
$100,000, there was left $45,000 subject to tax. The tax on this
sum in each case is computed as follows:
First bracket: 25 percent of so much of the excess-profits net Income as

does not exceed 10 percent of the excess-profits credit (10 percent of
$100,000=$10,000) -------------------------------------------- $2, 00

Second bracket: 30 percent of so much of the remainder of the excess.
profits net Income as does not exceed 10 percent of the excess-profits
credit (10 percent of $100,000=$10,000) --------------------------- 3,000

Third bracket: 40 percent of so much of the excess-profits net income as
is not taxed under the first and second brackets ($45,000 less $20,000=
$25,000) ---------------------------------- * -------------------- 10, 000

Total excess-profits tax ------------------------------------- 15, 500

8. TREATMENT OF FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

In the case of a foreign corporation in existence during the entire
base period and engagedT in trade or business in the United States or
having an office or place of business therein, your subcommittee
recommends that its excess-profits credit consist of the excess of its
excess-profits net income for the taxable year over its average excess-
profits net income for the base period, with no adjustments for addi-
tions to or reductions in capital. Such corporations will also be
entitled to a specific exemption of $5,000. In the ease of such foreign
corporations, which were not in existence during the entire base period,
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the tax shall be computed by reference to the invested capital, which
shall be determined as follows:

The daily invested capital for any day of the taxable year shall be
the aggregate of the adjusted basis of each United States asset held
by the taxpayer in the United States on the beginning of such day.
For the pur;--e of reducing the average invested capital by the ratio
of inadmissible assets to total assets, the terms "admissible assets"
and "inadmissible assets" shall include only United States assets.

9. SPECIAL RELIEF PROVISIONS

Your subcommittee believes that the need for special assessment
under the plan formulated by it is much less than it was under the
excess-profits tax legislation of the World War period. This is due
to the following reasons:

(1) Allowing corporations to compute their excess-profits tax on
the basis of the excess of their income for the taxable year over the
income of a base period.

(2) The inclusion in invested capital of borrowed capital to a
considerable extent.

(3) The omission of any percentage limitation upon the value of
intangible property paid in for stock that may be included in investedcapital.

(4) The elimination of gains or losses from the sale or exchange of
assets (depreciable or nondepreciable) held over 18 months.

(5) The fixing of a minimum credit of 6 percent on the first $500,000
of invested capital, plus 4 percent of the remainder of the invested
capital.

(6) Allowing new capital a return (free of excess-profits tax) of 10
percent up to a total of $500,000 invested capital and 8 percent on
the balance, and recognizing that the capital of corporations coming
into existence after December 31, 1939, is new capital.

(7) Allowing corporations which were in existence during only part
of the base period, an invested capital for such part of the period they
were not in existence, consisting of the invested capital as of the be-
ginning of the taxable year 1940 upon which they are deemed to have
earned 10 percent on the first $500,000 and 8 percent on the balance.

Your subcommittee has granted special relief only in cases where the
Commissioner is unable to determine the taxpayer's equity invested
capital for the first day of the first taxable year beginning after Decem-
ber 31, 1939. In such a case, such equity invested capital shall be an
amount, determined in accordance with rules and regulations pre-
scribed by the Conuissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,equal to the cash on hand plus the aggregate of the adjusted bases at
such time of the assets of the taxpayer then held minus the indebted-
ness outstanding at such time. The equity invested capital for each
day in the taxpayer's base period and for each day after the beginning
of the taxpayer's first taxable year shall be determined using as the
basic figure the equity invested capital as of the beginning of such
first taxable year.

10. PERSONAL SERVICE CORPORATIONS

A corporation whose income is to be attributed primarily to the
activities of the principal owners or stockholders who are themselves
regularly engaged in the active conduct of the affairs of the corpora-
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tion and in which capital is not a material income-producing factor is
classed as a personal service corporation. Such a corporation may
signify in its return for any taxable year its desire not to be subject
to the excess-profits tax and in such case it will be exempt from tax
for such year. However, in order to obtain such treatment the share-
holders of the corporation are required to include the undistributed
income of such a corporation in their gross income, which then is
subject to normal tax and surtax.

ii. EXEMPT CORPORATIONS

The following corporations are to be exempt from the excess-profits
tax:

(a) Corporations exempt under section 101 from the tax imposed
by chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code.

(b) Foreign personal holding companies, as defined in section 331.
(c) Mutual investment companies, as defined in section 301.
(d) Personal holding companies, as defined in section 501.
(e) Foreign corporations not engaged in trade or business within

the United States and not having an office or place of business therein.

B. DETAILED Discussion

TAXPAYERS AND TAXABLE YEARS AFFECTED

Your subcommittee recommends that an excess-profits tax be im-
posed for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1939, upon
all corporations except (I) corporations exempted under section 101
from the tax imposed by chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code, (2)
foreign personal holding companies, (3) mutual investment companies,
(4) personal holding companies, and (5) foreign corporations not
engaged in trade or business within the United States and not having
an office or place of business therein. It is further reconunended that
a personal service corporation be permitted to elect to have its income
taxed in the hands of its shareholders in lieu of paying the excess-
profits tax.

RATES OF TAX

It is recommended that the excess-profits tax be measured by the
taxpayer's adjusted excess-profits net income, defined as so much of
the taxpayer's net income (computed with certain adjustments) as
exceeds the sum of a specific exemption of $5,000 and an excess-
profits credit hereinafter described. The following graduated rates
of tax are recommended:

25 percent of so much of the adjusted excess-profits net income
as does not exceed 10 percent of the excess-profits credit;

30 percent of so much of the adjusted excess-profits net income
as exceeds 10 percent of the excess-profits credit and does not
exceed 20 percent of such credit;

40 percent. of so much of the adjusted excess-profits hiet income
as exceeds 20 percent of the excess-profits credit..

EXCESS-PROFITS CREDIT

Your subcommittee recommends that the excess-profits credit be
computed under two alternative methods. It is further recom-

251391-40-----2
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mended that a taxpayer in existence during the whole of the base
period (the years 1936 to 1939, inclusive) be permitted to elect for
each taxable year whichever method it chooses. A taxpayer which
was not in existence during the whole of such base period would be
required to compute the credit under the second of the following
alternative methods:

Credit based on average base period income.:-Your subcommittee
recommends that the credit computed under the first alternative be
based upon a comparison of net income for the taxable year with the
average net income for the base period. The credit is to consist of
the average net income for the base period increased by 8 percent of
money or property (taken at its basis for tax purposes) paid into the
corporation for stock or as paid-in surplus or as a contribution to
capital after the beginning of the taxpayer's first taxable year under
the excess-profits tax. The credit is to be decreased by percent of
distributions other than distributions of earnings or profits, made afterthe beginning of such year.

Credit based on inre tkd capital.-Your subcommittee recommends
that-the credit computed under the second alternative be based upon
the relationship of net income to invested capital. In determining
this credit there must first be ascertained the base period percentage,
defined as the percentage which the aggregate net income for the base
period is of the aggregate of the invested capital for each of the
taxable years in the base period. In no event, however, shall such
percentage be more than 10 percent or less than 4 percent. In the
case of corporations which have made no additions to their invested
capital following the close of the base period, the excess-profits credit
is to be an amount equal to the base period percentage of the invested
capital for the year, except that as to so much of the invested capital
as does not exceed $500,000 the percentage shall be 6 percent, if the
base period percentage is lower. Any increase in the invested capital
for the taxable year over the invested capital at the close of the base
period or the invested capital for any preceding taxable year begin-
ning after December 31, 1939, will increase the credit computed upon
such previous invested capital by 10 percent of so much of the new
invested capital as does not produce a total invested capital in excess
of $500,000, and by 8 percent of the remainder of the new invested
capital.

It is recommended that the invested capital for any taxable year
(including the years in the base period) be the average invested
capital for such year ba.sd on the invested capital for each day of
the taxable year. Such invested capital is to consist of two component
parts:

(a) Equity invested capital; and
(b) Borrowed invested capital.
Equity invested capital for any day of the taxable year is to be the

sum of the following amounts:
(1) Mfoney previously paid in for stock, or as paid-in surplus,

or as a contribution to capital;
(2) The unadjusted basis (for determining loss) of property

other than money previously paid in for stock, or as paid-in
surplus, or as a contribution to capital. Property so admitted
is taken at its unadjusted basis for determiniug loss upon the
sale or exchange., The use of the unadjusted basis is dictated
by the fact that adjustments to basis, notably for depreciation,
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are reflected in earnings and profits. Where the property so
paid in was disposed of before the beginning of the taxable year,
the basis is determined just as if the property were still in the
taxpayer's hands. The result is uniformity of basis treatment,
regardless of the law in effect at the time of the disposition of theproperty';(3) Taxable stock dividends to the extent they constituted a

distribution of earnings and profits other than earnings and
profits of the taxable year. To the extent that distributions in
stock have reduced the earnings and profits of the corporation,
such distributions are included in invested capital. Conversely,
if the dividend was not considered taxable to the distributed
under the applicable revenue law, it is not deemed to reduce
the earnings and profits account and is, therefore, already
reflected in the accumulated earnings and profits; and

(4) Earnings and profits at the beginning of the taxable year,
and in computing such earnings and profits, distributions made
during the first 60 days of the taxable year are considered, to the
extent they do not exceed the accumulated earnings and profits
as of the beginning of the taxable year, to have been made on the
last day of the preceding taxable year; less the sum of the
following amounts:

(1) Distributions in prior taxable years which were not
out of accumulated earnings and profits;

(2) Any deficit in accumulated earnings and profits as of
the beginning of the taxable year; and

(3) Distributions previously made during the taxable year
which were not out of earnings and profits of the taxable year.

Borrowed invested capital for any day of the taxable year is to be
based on the borrowed capital at the beginning of such day, consisting
of indebtedness of the taxpayer evidenced by a bond, note, bill eo
exchange, debenture, certificate of indebtedness, mortgage, or deed
of trust, but is not to exceed the following amounts as the case may be:

(1) If the equity invested capital is les than $100,000, 100 per-
cent of that portion of the borrowed capital which does not exceed
the difference between $100,000 and the equity invested capital
plus 66% percent of so much of the remainder of the borrowed
capital as does not exceed $900,000, plus 333% percent of any
remaining borrowed capital.

(2) If the equity invested capital is $100,000 or more and less
than $1,000 000, 66% percent of that portion of the borrowed
capital which does not exceed the difference between $1,000,000
and the equity invested capital, plus 33% percent of the remainder
of the borrowed capital.

(3) If the equity invested capital is $1,000,000 or more, 33%
percent of the borrowed capital.

It is recommended that the invested capital be reduced by an
amount which is the same percentage of the invested capital as the
inadmissible assets of the taxpayer are of its total assets, with an
adjustment for sliort-terni capital gains realized upon the sale or other
disposition of such inadmissible assets. Inadmissible assets are to
consist of stock in other corporations (except foreign personal holding
companies) and wholly or partly tax-free obligations.
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It is recommended that corporations in existence during part but
not all of the base period be treated in the same manvrr, for the pur-
poses of the credit based on invested capital as corporations which
were in existence during the entire base period. The invested capital
of such taxpayers for each taxable year in the base period during the
whole of which they were not in existence is to be an amount equal to
the invested capital as of the beginning of the first taxable year after
December 31, 1939, reduced by the same percentage of reduction on
account of inadmissibles as is applicable to invested capital for the
preceding taxable year. The invested capital for any portion of a
taxable year in the base period during which they were not in existence
is to be a proportionate part of such amount. The excess profits net
income for each taxable year or portion thereof in the base period
during which they were not in existence is to be 10 percent of so
much of the invested capital as does not exceed $500,000, plus 8
percent of the remainder.

It is recommended that the credit of corporations which were in
existence during no part of the base period be 10 percent of that
portion of the invested capital which does not exceed $500,000, and
8 percent of the remainder.

EXCESS-PROFITS NET INCOME

Your subcommittee recommend that the net income computed for
excess-profits tax purposes for any taxable year (including taxable
years in the base period) be the normal tax net income computed with
the following adjustments:

(1) The deduction for taxes paid or accrued is to be increased
by an amount equal to the income tax payable for such taxable
year;

(2) The amount of any gain or loss realized upon the sale or
exchange of any asset (depreciable or nondepreciable held for
more than 18 months) is to be excluded from the computation.

If the excess-profits credit based upon invested capital is used, the
following further adjustments are to be made:

(3) The deduction for interest on indebtedness which represents
borrowed capital is to be reduced by an amount which is the same
percentage of such interest as the amount of borrowed capital
included in invested capital is of the total borrowed capital.

(4) Instead of the limited credit for dividends received allowed
by section 26 (b)L a credit is to be allowed of the full amount of
al dividends received from another corporation, whether foreign
or domestic (except foreign personal holding companies).

Personal-serriee corporatlons.-It is recommended that a personal-
service corporation be given the privilege of electing whether to be
taxed under the excess-profits tax provisions applicable to other cor-
porations or, in lieu of paying such tax, to have its shareholders include
their pro rata share of the coijoration's net income in their own income
as a constructive dividend subject to tax in the same manner as other
dividends. For this purpose it is proposed to define a personal-service
corporation as any corporation whose income is to be ascribed pri-
mnaifly to the activities of the principal owners or shareholders who are
themselves regularly engaged in the active conduct of its affairs and
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in which capital, whether invested or borrowed, is not a material
income-producing factor, but not including any foreign corporation
or any corporation 50 percent or more of the gross income of which
consists of gains, profits, or income derived from trading as a principal.
Whichever method of taxation is chosen by the corporation, the cor-
poration will, of course, continue to be subject to the normal corporate
income tax.

Rtulefor cases where equity inrested capital cannot be determined Under
general rule.-It is recommended that., in cases where the Commissioner
determines that the equity invested capital of a corporation as of the
beginning of the taxpayer's first taxable year which begins after
December 31, 1939, cannot be determined in accordance with the
method previously described, such equity invested capital be an
amount, determined in accordance with regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, equal to the cash
on hand plus the aggrtgate adjusted bases at such time of the assets
of the taxpayer then held minus the indebtedness outstanding at such
time. The equity invested capital for each day in the base period
and for each day after the beginning of the taxpayer's first taxable
year which begins after December 31, 1939 shall be computed in
accordance with regulations, using as the basic. figure the equity
invested capital as of the beginning of such taxable year.

Inrveted capital of foreign corporalions.-It is recommended that
in the case of foreign corporations (in existence during the whole of the
base period) in trade or business within the United States, or having
an office or place of business therein, the excess-profits credit be
computed under the second alternative method. For this purpose the
invested capital shall be based only on the assets of the taxpayer held
by it in the United States. Such assets shall be taken into account in
accordance with their adjusted bases as of the day for which the
computation is made. If the Commissioner determines that the
amount of the United States assets cannot be determined, invested
capital is to be an amount which is the same percentage of all the
assets of the corporation as the United States income is of the total
income. It is recommended that if such foreign corporation was not
in existence during the whole of the base period it be compelled to
compute its excess-profits credit in accordance with the first alternative
method but with no adjustments for increases or decreases in capital.

Earnings and profits.-Your subcomnmittee recommends that
chapter I of the Internal Revenue Code be clarified in order that the
unrecognized gain or loss upon the sale or exchange of property by a
corporation not be reflected in its earnings or profits account. This
rule is in accord with the previous practice adopted by taxpayers and
the Bureau of Internal Revenue alike and set forth in the income-tax
regulations.

The CHAIRMAN. It was deemed best to hold the hearings on the
report, which was unanimous, and leave the drafting of the bill until
the hearings are concluded in order that tie committee might have the
benefit of any and all facts and information the hearings might dis-
close.

The first witness to appear this morning is the Honorable Henry
Morgenthau, Jr Secretary of the Treasury, whom we shall be very
glad to hear at this time.
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STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY MOROENTHAU, JR., SECRETARY
OF THE TREASURY; ACCOMPANIED BY DANIEL W. BELL, THE
UNDER SECRETARY; AND JOHN L. SULLIVAN, ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY

Mr. NIORGENTHAU. Mr. Chairman members of the Ways and
Means Committee of the House and of the Finance Committee of the
Senate, the national defense program places upon us the duty of re-
considering certain features of the tax structure now, in order to
obtain a rapid expansion of production for defense and a better dis-
tribution of its cost to the taxpayer.

I should like first to outline the fiscal situation as it has developed
since the beginning of June, when the revenue bill of 1940 was under
consideration.

According to the Budget estimates, as of June 3, with the revenue
laws then in force and the appropriations which had passed or were
pending, the expected deficit for the fiscal year 1941 was $4,350,000,000.
The balance of the borrowing authority at that time under the limita-
tion of $45,000,000,000 was $1,950 000,000. With the rate of expendi-
ture anticipated at that time this balance would be exhausted and the
working balance of the Treasury would be seriously depleted by the
end of January 1941.

In view of these circumstances, a provision was placed in the
Revenue Act of 1940 authorizing the issuance of not more than
$4,000 000,000 of short-term obligations for financing national defense
expenditures. At the same time additional taxes were provided, most
of which are to be used to retire within 5 years any defense obligations
issued under this authority. As I reported to you, these provisions
of the bill then pending before your committee were sufficient to meet
the situation as it existed at that time.

With the rapid deterioration of world conditions, however, it became
necessary to plan for an expansion of the program for national defense,
and the President requested the Congress to provide additional funds
for this purpose. I have here a statement showing the appropriations
and contract authorizations for defense now made or pending before
this Congress. The total as of August 5 is $14,702,000,000, to be
expended during the next few years as rapidly as circumstances will
permit.

The Bureau of the Budget and the Treasury now estimate that the
receipts for the current fiscal year will amount to $6,367,000,000, and
that the total expenditures will probably exceed $12,000,000,000,
leaving a net deficit of about $5,700,000,000. I have a further
statement showing the revised Budget estimates as of August 5,
compared with those made on June 3 and those included in the
President's Budget message of January 3, 1940.

To meet the expected deficit of $5,700,000,000, we had as of July
31, a balance of borrowing power of $965 000,000 under the debt
limitation of $45,000,000,000 and the whole of the $4,000,000,000
authorization of the 1940 ReVenue Act. In addition, the Treasury
had a working balance of $1,504,000,000.

By the end of the calendar year 1940, the borrowing power under
the general limitation will be down to about $800,000,000, and that
under the $4,000,000,000 authorization will have been reduced to
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about $2,460,000,000. On June 30, 1941, according to present esti-
mates, the balance under the general debt limitation will have shrunk
to $300,000,000, and the $4,000,000,000 authority will have been
exhausted. In addition, it will have been necessary to draw upon
the working balance of the Treasury, reducing that balance to about
$1,275,000,000.

On the basis of these estimates it is obvious that in view of the
requirements of the defense program, the present combined debt
limitation of $49,000,000,000 will sooner or later need to be increased.
Whether an increase will be required before the end of the present fiscal
year must depend in the first instance upon the speed at which the
defense program progresses. Naturally we all hope that present
estimates of the rate of defense expenditure can Le greatly exceeded,
and certain changes in time tax law that we are now discussing are for
this very purpose.

At the same time, I want to point out that in addition to readjust-
ing the tax structure in a way. to speed the production of defense
material, the proposed tax legislation should also aim at an increase in
revenues which will help to strengthen the fiscal position of the
Treasury. Accordingly, it is desirable not only to provide for changes
in the period of amortization on war facilities, and for the suspension
of the present profit limitation on certain Army and Navy contracts
but also to enact an excess profits tax that will provide additional
revenue without restricting the productive activity necessary for
defense.

I am in hearty accord with the statement made by this committee
in its report on the last revenue bill, in which you cilled attention to
the need for providing special amortization, and for preventing the
creation of new war millionaires.

Since those statements of policy were made, however, there has
arisen in the minds of contractors who desire to do business with the
Government a barrier of uncertainty as to the conditions under which
they will operate. In some cases, on this account, contractors have
been hesitant to accept Government contracts. To remove this hesi-
tancy, it has been my opinion that immediate steps should be taken
to obtain adequate remedial legislation.

The Treasury Department accordingly presented to the sub-
committee a plan for an excess profits tax, with corresponding changes
in the amortization rules and the Vinson-Trammell Act. The
subcommittee has adopted many features of this plan and has added
other provisions which alter the excess profits tax in certain respects.
I think we all agree, however, that the present need is for imnniediate
action, so that those businesmen who have hesitated to participate
in the national defense program because of tax uncertainties may
proceed without further delay. It is therefore essential that differ-
ences as to details of the bill be not allowed to stand in tie way of
early passage of this urgently needed legislation.

Members of the Treasur'staff will of course be glad to give any
assistance which the committee may desire.
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(The statements referred to above by Secretary Morgenthau are as
follows:)

Appropriations and contract authoritations for nalional defense I

(Figures tn mIllions of dollars]

Army Navy Total

A M =3 ........................................... %W 1667 4. 8
a.odaionStingpproved ................................... ,677 31 283

Contract authorizatlons pnin .................................... X250. 49 189

4"31 3.2M# I 1087
2-ocean navy and other construction previously authorized......... ............ 4k61 4.615

Total ......................................................... 6Mg 7.893 14.702

I As of Aug. 5,1940.
ots.-Des not Include any estimate ooss of bill to autborse selective compulsory military training

A service or bill to authorize the President to order the National Guard Into active militsy service.

Rewsed budget summary
(In millions o dollars)

1941

Revised Revised In budget
Aug. 5, IM ruoe 3, 19 d

Internal re-7em*......................................... 4489 kn73.8 6498Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act .7 S .8
Custom................................................... 1 ~ 300 27. 3 +
AIL"sceneous receipts ................................... 221 221.4w 231.4

Total ........................................... 69r61 8 61 .i1.
Deduct net a- * tno to Feder Old-A re nd Survivors I

Insurance Trust Fund ................................... 609 6A7 6018

.Net receipts .......................................... 6, 36W j 61±3 MA54

It. Expenditures:
Leyiative, jud! , e! ecutlye .............................. 37 37 .4
Civil dtltmento and sgencles ............................. 1,060 940 932.2GtD" ubli Works I,.- ................................. '&M &% UL'
National defemI ........................................... 6,000 3.250 1, 93.?
Veterans' pensions and benefits............................. 562 60 5601
Aids to Arculthre (including Farm Security Adminlitra-

tlon, 141) .............................................. 1.0go 90 1.028.
A ds to youth ........................................... 374 37S 306
So l Security .............................................. 427 417 t1,
Work relief (intdudtln W. P. A., 1941) ..................... 1,,00 1,40 1.122
Refunds................................................... 70 it 71
Interest on public debt ...................................... 1,100 1,100 1,10
Transfers to trust accounts .................................. 26 225 2
Sup4erental Items (regular) .............................. U2 10 100

Total expenditures (etluding debt retirement) ........... .1%058 10,001 8 424I.

it. Net deit ........................................... Mel 4,344. ? 5,8 2
IV. Debt retirement ....................................... .10 100 100

V. Oros deflt .................................................... '4091I 4,44&T 7 071&'

AEetudes Army and Navy. I Incdes public works.
Avo. 5, 19A40.

The CHAIRMAN. Does that complete your main statement, Mr.
Secretary?

Secretary MoONTHA1U. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Does any member of the Finance Committee of

the Senate desire to ask any questions of the Secretary?
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Senator VANDENBERG. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the Secretary
just one question? On page 2, you estimate thie net deficit as $5,700,-
000,000 at tie end of the present fiscal year. Can you tell me how
much of that deficit, is represented by what might "be called extra-
national defense expenditures?

Secretary MOROGNTHAU. Would it be agreeable to you, Senator, if
I asked Mr. Bell to answer that question?

Senator VANDEMInBG. Yes.
Mr. BELL. It is a little difficult, Senator Vandenberg, to differen-

tiate between the supplemental estimates for national defense and
the original estimates; they have been so integrated. But tihe esti-
mates in the budget for national defense were $1,939,000,000 for 1941.
The estimate today is $5,000,000,000. Now, a part of that $1,939,000
represented emergency national defense as compared with expendi-
tures a year ago; probably $400,000,000. That is as nearly as I can
separate it..

Senator VANDENBERG. 'May I put the question differently? How
much of the $5,700,000,000 deficit would have existed without the
national defense appropriations?

Mr. BELL. You are talking about. the emergency matters that have
been sent up in tie last 2 months?

Senator VANDENBERG. Yes.
Mr. BELL. I think that. is tIe same question put another way.

I think you would have to deduct from the deficit of $5,691,000,000,
approximately $3,100,000,000.

Senator VANDENBERO. You do the arithmetic and give me the
answer.

Mr. BELL. That will give you $2,600,000,000.
Senator VANDENBERG. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions by members of

the Finance Committee? If not, are there any questions by members
of the House committee?

Mr. McCOnMACK. I would like to ask one question, Mr. Chairman.
On page 4 of your statement., Mr. Secretary, on line 3, referring

to the suggestion'in the report that it is desirable not only to provide
for changes in the period of amortization on war facilities and for the
suspension of the present profit limitation on certain Army and
Navy contracts, you also say:

* * * but also to enact an exet.s profits tax that will provide additional
revenue without restricting the productive activity necessary for defense.

I assume you also mean to include, without unnecessarily curtailing
business in other respects?

Secretary MOROENTHAU. Yes.
Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Secretary, on page 4 of your statement

you make reference to the difficult tof securing thle cooperation of
contractors, awaiting this legislation". Would you be kind enough
to tell us to what extent this hesitancy has appeared?

Secretary MOROENTHAU. Well, Mr. Treadway, I would be giving
it to you second-hand. I think either Secretary Stimson or Mr.
Knudsen could answer that. They could give it'to you first-hand.

Mr. TREADWAY. That would be entirely satisfactor-, but perhaps
we had better wait until these gentlemen make their statements later.

Secretary MOROENTHAU. Very well.
Mr. KNvTsoN. Mr. Secretary, on page 3 of your statement you

say that sooner or later it will be necessary to increase the debt fimit.
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Using the present defense program as a basis, how much do you think
it will be necessary to increase the limit? Has the Treasury Depart-
ment given consideration to that?

Secretary MOROENTHAU. We have just made the estimates through
the balance of this fiscal year and from these figures which I submitted
we can get through to the end of this fiscal year.

Do you want us to say when we will reach'the debt limit if the bill
now pending passes Congress?

Mr. KNUTSON. Yes.
Secretary MOROENTHAU. Mr. Bell, would you answer that ques-

tion?
Mr. BELL. We will have about $300,000,000 of borrowing power at

the end of this fiscal year. There is a statement attached to the
Secretary's prepared statement., showing that you already have on
the books a national-defense program of $14,700,000,000. We are
going to exhaust about $5,000,000,000 of that this year. So that you
will still have a program, if you enact no more legislation except that
contained in the President's message of July 10, of $9,000,000,000.
And to the extent that such balance is not offset by additional revenue
that may be collected under existing tax laws as a result of improving
business conditions, you will either have to have a debt increase or
additional taxes to finance that..

Mr. KNUTSON. In the event taxes were not increased, we would
have to increase the debt limit by $7,000,000,000?

Mr. BELL. $9,000,000,000 if you do not get additional revenue
under present tax laws or from other sources.

Mr. KNUTSON. That would be $57,000,000,000, would it not?
Mr. BELL. $58,000,000,000; yes, sir.
Mr. KNUTSON. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions?
Senator KING. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask one question.

You mentioned the figure of $14,000,000,000 a moment ago as repre-
senting the national-defense program. Does that include any of the
ordinary expenses of running the Government, or is that exclusively
national defense?

Mr. BELL. That includes all national-defense expenditures of
every character, but it does not include expenses tlat are outside of
the national defense.

Senator KING. Where do you draw the line between national-defense
expenditures and the ordinary expenses of the Government?

Mr. BELL. We call national-defense expenditures those expendi-
tures made by the War and Navy Departments for military purposes.
We do not include the nonmilitary activities of the War Department.

Senator KING. Then you anticipate that the War Department and
the Navy Department Will expend approximately $14,000,000,000 for
national defense?

Mr. BELL. That is your present program; yes, sir.
Senator TOWNSEND. Included in that estimate is the $4,500,000,000

that is before the Senate Appropriations Committee at the present
time?

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir; everything is included in this estimate except
the two bills pending before Congress which authorize the selective
compulsory military training and calling of the National Guard.
I have no estimates on that.

Senator TOWNSEND. You have no estimates on that?
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Mr. BELL. No, sir.
Senator Kiso. Would those costs be included in the figure of

$14,000,000,000?
Mr. BELL. No, sir.
Senator KINo. Then the total military expenditures might be

$20,000,000,000 or in excess of that?
Mr. BELL. That I cannot answer. I have no estimates on those

two bills.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Are you preparing any estimates on the cost

of those bills?
Mr. BELL. There will be estimates prepared later; yes, sir.
The CHAIRAN. Are there any further questions?
If not, we thank you, Mr. Secretary and Mr. Bell, for your appear-

ance and the testimony you have given the committee. I suppose
later Assistant Secretary Sullivan and Mr. Stain will be called upon to
make some detailed explanation of the bill. They had a large part in
the preparation of the bill. Before that, however, we will hear the
next witness on our calendar, who is the Secretary of War, the llonor-
able Henry L. Stimson.

Mr. Secretary, we shall be very glad to hear you at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY L. STIMSON, SECRETARY OF WAR

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, do you prefer to make your main
statement without interruption and then answer questions after you
have concluded?

Secretary STISISON. I have a very brief statement, Mr. Chairman.
I should prefer to go through it, and then if you think any questions
are necessary, I shall do my best to answer them.

Gentlemen of the WYays and Means Committee and of the Finance
Committee, I am not here to enter into the details of this legislation at
all, nor even to discuss the philosophy or the fairness or justice of the
taxes which I understand you are considering. I am here simply to
point out., in a few sentences, that insofar as your present deliberations
relate to making provision for quick amortization of defense facilities
and to removing the present uncertainties as to future tax legislation
affecting the manufacture of munitions, their prompt conclusion is a
matter of vital importance to the national defense. And I am happy
to say that during the few days of this week in which your subcomndt-
tee has been making such progress in its work, as shown by the state-
ments which the chairman has made and by the completion of its
report, there have been favorable repercussions in the fields of our
work.

Let me take the problems confronting the aviation industry as an
outstanding illustration of the difficulties which I have in mina.

Air power today has decided the fate of nations. Germany, with
her powerful air armada, has vanquished one people after another.
On the ground, large armies have been mobilized to resist her but each
time it was that additional power in the air that decided the fate of
each individual nation.

When Germany invaded Holland she faced an army of 560,000
ground troops. Yet because the Dutch had but 100 first-line planes
and a grand total of less than 200 planes, Germany was able to win
decisively in less than 4 days; and all the help of the British and French
planes was insufficient to frustrate the German attack from the air.
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Again, in Belgium, in 18 days, the results were similar. A Belgian
Army of 050,000 ground troops with but 70 first-line airplanes and
about 350 obsolescent planes could not cope with the modern German
attackers- and the British Expeditionary Forces and the French
Armies, decidedly inferior to Germany in the air, suffered a similar
series of disasters in Flanders.

With slight variations, the same story was repeated in France.
French territory was invaded on May 14. The break-through at
Sedan. took place on May 16. On June 22 the fighting was over.
The French Army, despite its 3,500,000 men, proved inadequate.
French deficiency in air power to a large extent explained the subse-
quent disaster.

On May 16, 2 days after the Dutch surrender, the President of the
United States sent a message to Congress calling attention to our
national defense needs. In response to this message, Congress passed
the military A)propration Act for 1941, approved June 13 1940,
which provided for the addition of 200 heavy bombers and 1,700
training planes at a cost of approximately $100,000,000. In addition,
Congress provided $13,000,000 to modernize existing airplanes.

Thjereafter, as reports from overseas multiplied, emphasizing again
and again the vital role of the airplane and what it portended for our
own security, the President on May 31, 1940, sent another message
to Congress requesting further increase of our air forces. As a result
of his recommendations there was passed and approved on June 26,
1940, the first supplemental National Defense Appropriation Act of
1941, providing for 1 635 additional combat planes and for 546
others at a total cost of approximately $300,000,000.

In other words, and to sum up, Congress made available to the
Army during the month of June approximately $400,000,000 for air-
planes, engines, and accessories. Yet today, almost 7 weeks later,
we have been able to sign contracts for the construction of but 33
planes of the over 4,000 for which these appropriations that I have
mentioned were made.

I might say that some of the newspapers in their articles this
morning carried an inaccurate summary of the information given out
yesterday by Mr. Knudsen. These papers reported Mr. Knudsen as
having stated that some 45 percent of the airplane contracts had
been awarded. As a matter of fact, Mr. Knudsen's statement was
to the effect that contracts for some 45 percent of the entire War
Department program, including a vast number of items other than
airplanes, had been awarded. The true figures as to airplanes are
those which I have just stated to you.

Now, gentlemen, the fault is not with the Army. So far as I am
aware, there has been no undue delay in the preparation of Army
specifications and designs for the contracts. The fault has certainly
not been with the Defense Advisory Commission. The members of
that body have brought to bear on the solution of this problem their
great experience, good judgment, and wholehearted efforts. Nor has
it been the fault of industry.. The representatives of industry have
been earnest; they have shown every desire to cooperate with the
Army and with the Defense Commission in the difficult negotiations
which have been carried on during these 7 weeks. So far as I have
been informed, there has been no evidence that at any time there has
been any tendency on the part of industry to hold back on the Army
in these negotiations.
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The fact is that we have all been facing a difficult problem, and we
have been facing it with earnest efforts to cooperate. That problem
arises in a large part from the fact that the entire program of airplane
construction is so large that it necessarily involves a great expansion
of existing plant facilities and the construction of new plants to meet
the requirements of our Army in the present emergency.

Risks are inherent in any business enterprise. Industry may be
expected to undertake normal risks. But the risk to industry of under-
taking at the request of the Government to expand plant capacity at
industry's own expense and of then being left, upon a suddev cessa-
tion of the emergency, with these expanded facilities useless, is one
that is entitled, in my opinion, to special consideration. Under those
circumstances, the uncertainty of future taxation as affected by this
expanded construction not only, it seems to me, fails to give the special
consideration which I have just mentioned, but it rather tends to
penalize the situation which the manufacturers confront. It is this
element of uncertainty in respect to the industry's right quickly to
amortize its investments in an expanded construction program, and
also the uncertainty, or I may sa the delay, as to the amount and
character of taxation which will te levied during the period of the
contract, which according to our observations chiefly have prevented
the execution of these contracts.

The War Department of the United States does not manufacture
airplones. It must depend upon private industry for the production
of the planes that it needs today and tomorrow. Consequently it
must attend to the legitimate needs of that industry in this matter of
construction.

I have singled out the aviation industry as an example. The prob-
lem, however, is much wider. Those who manufacture guns for use
in our planes are faced with the same problems as those who are manu-
facturing the planes. Those who must build our tanks, our artillery,
and our ammunition are faced with the same problem as to plant
expansion and uncertainties of taxation. Definite tax legislation upon
which the calculations of the future may be more safely made will
benefit every factory that may be called upon for extensive plant
expansion to meet our needs.

We're in the midst of a grave crisis. The time factor is our prin-
cipal obstacle. I am confident that the War Department and the
Defense Advisory Commission, each in its respective sphere, will do
their best to protect the true interests of the United States in this vital
matter.

As I said when I opened my statement, I have been greatly encour-
aged by what has happened this week and by the attitude which I
have met in my discussion with the chairmen of these committees and
the subcommittees.

That is the situation as far as I, in the limited time that I have
been here, have been able to diagnose the reasons why there has
been delay in the execution of these contracts.

Now as you gentlemen well know, the details of the execution of
these contracts are in other hands. The various heads and various
bureaus of the War Department negotiate them, and they with the
advice of Mr. Knudsen of the Defense Commission, conduct these
negotiations and carry through the details. As to such details they
can give you full information. I can only give you the broad outline
that comes to me in my official capacity of supervising their tasks.
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That is all I have.
The CHAIRMAN. That completes your statement?
Mr. STImSON. That is my complete statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg.
Senator VANDENBFRO. If I may, Mr. Secretary, I would like to

ask this question: Does your testimony carry the implication that if
this bill is to be effective it must carry the assurance that this is the
final word in a tax bill?

Secretary ST1msoN. No; I do not think that is necessary. But at
the present time, there has been vacillation back and forth in sugges-
tions that have been made and in the various bills introduced and
statements made on the floor of Congress which has left the entire
matter indefinite. An amendment to the Vinson-Trammell Act on the
subject of excess profits was made on nearly the very day that the
airplane appropriation became available. While the contracts had
not been signed, much work had been done on them in anticipation of
their being signed as soon as possible after the appropriation became
law; yet at that very moment an element of immediate uncertainty
was introduced, which made these businessmen unwilling to sign and
commit themselves under the changed conditions. They now hesi-
tate to do so until they know what conditions, at least in the beginning
they are likely to confront.

Now of course, every businessman knows that Congress has the
right to change legislation while it is in effect, but any changes occur-
ring during the very moments of negotiation and of such wide character
as those presently being discussed, make it very difficult to proceed
to execute contracts until the businessman knows at least what ho is
starting off with.

Senator VANDENBERG. I completely sympathize with the immediate
necessity of trying to serve them, and I want to be helpful to them.

Secretary STIMsoN. I appreciate that. In fact, I have been before
similar bodies too many times over too many years to not know that
that feature rests in your hands and not in anybody elses.

Senator VANDENBERG. The only thought in my mind was that in
contemplating a deficit so utterly staggering it is perfectly obvious
that the American people have to pay infinitely more taxes than they
have ever contemplated and I do not want to have the implication
left that we are through with war taxation when we pass this bill.

Secretary STIMSON. I think I understand you.
Senator VANDENBURO. May I ask you one further question: Has

your Department made any tentative estimate of the cost of the
National Guard organization bill and of the contemplated conscription
bill for the next fiscal year?

Secretary STIMSON. -If so that has not passed through my hands,
and I do not think they have.

Senator VANDENBURO. Those figures would have to be added to
the deficit which the Secretary of the Treasury reported for the next
year.

Secretary STIMsoN. Yes; I.believe they would. I have not seen
such an estimate, and I do not think it has been made up.

The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Senator VANDENBuRo. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Harrison do you have any questions?
Senator HAnRISONI. I do not think so.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Treadway.
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Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Secretary, with reference to the item of
taxation, in your statement, you referred to favorable impressions in
your recent contacts with contractors. Would you go into that in
a little more detail?

Secretary STIMSON. I referred particularly to statements which I
think havebeen given out by Mr. Cooper in the last few days.

Mr. TREADWAY. There has been, Mr. Secretary, considerable
uncertainty as to the relation between these three items constituting
the proposed bill. There was, of course, a speech made on the floor
of the H ouse day before yesterday by a prominent Member of the
House wherein he referred to some criticism of the fact that this coin-
mittee has not reported an amortization bill and perhaps the repeal
of the Vinson-Trammel Act..

Now is it your opinion that criticism of that kind is perhaps in
error in that there is close relationship between these three pur-
poses and that one cannot be effected satisfactorily without the
other two?

Secretary STiMSON. That is the class of question, Mr. Treadway,
which I prefer to leave entirely to the discussion of the Congress.
But I can say that there might be an argument made that there is a
connection between them. I had no intention in the remarks, which
I have made here, to make such a criticism as you mention, and I
trust that my remarks will not be so interpreted. I merely sought to
state that there is uncertainty today as to the conditions with which the
manufacturer is to be confronted.

Businessmen, as you know, Mr. Treadway, are human beings, and
they can be affected by changes that come while they are engaged in
negotiations, and they can be made timid by that fact, and that is
what happened, as I understand it.

Mr. TREADWAY. Have you had contact with manufacturers, Mr.
Secretary, to get that impression from them?

Secretary STIMSON. I have not personally. I have not contacted
them personally, but I have kept in very close touch with the gentle-
men who have met them.

Mr. TREADWAY. Yes; you now refer to Mr. Knudsen?
Secretary SftMsov. I am rcferiiig to Mr. Knudsen on tie one

side and referring to the staff of the War Department on the other
particularly those who have had charge on the other side, Colonel
Burns and General Arnold of the Air Corps, who have charge of the
basis upon which the negotiations of these contracts rest.

Mr. TaEADWAY. Is it fair to assume that any views that Mr.
Knudsen may express would be in accord with your experience,
insofar as it gives the attitude of the contractors?

Secretary STimSON. I have great confidence in Mr. Knudsen's
experience'with contractors, and I have great confidence in his very
long, earnest, and laborious work in this case to iron out the problems
with the contractors.

Mr. TREADWAY. I would like to clear up, if I can, by the various
witnesses, this thought: That we could, perhaps, have hurried the
work of Congress by separating these three itens, and I refer now--

Secretary STIMi0N (interposing). I would rather not give an
opinion on that myself. That is a matter over which I have no
control.

Mr. TREADWAY. Well, I think you did refer to the timidity of pos-
sible contractors.
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Secretary Snisso-. Yes.
Mr. THEADWAY. In not entering into contracts.
Secretary STIMSON. I have mentioned some of the factors that enter

into it. There may also be the matter of the excess profits taxation.
The CuAIRMAN. Mr. McCormack.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Mr. Secretary, in your statement you said the

fault is not with the Army.
Secretary STimSON. That is true so far as I know.
Mr. MCCORWACK. And you also said that the fault was not with

the Advisory Commission; nor has the fault been with industry.
From that I might draw the inference, at least, that the fault is with
the Congress?

Secretary STIESON. I tried to clarify that in the next statement.
Mr. ,McComi1ACK. You did not intend to express that view?
Secretary STIMsON. No; I did not have that intention, and in the

sentence that followed, I was careful to point out that we have, for
example, in the aviation program, the basic and fundamental problem
of asking the manufacturers to make a tremendous enlargement in
their industry.

I suppose you gentlemen have already learned that American
manufacturers make a very good plane. But the industry has never
made them in what we call mass production. It has made them, as
I have heard it stated, the way Swiss manufacturers make watches;
they have made very good planes, very carefully, but they have never
made them on such a large scale as the problem now before the
United States demands.

Now under those circumstances we find we have this tremendous
problem of getting the plants, of getting skilled employees in sufficient
numbers to enable them to increase their production be end anything
the industry has ever had, and it was that basic problem, which I
mentioned when I was speaking on that point, which the producers
are facing in reference to these tax problems.

Mr. ,CCoa u cK. What amortization really is, is accelerated
depreciation.

Secretary STImsoN. Accelerated depreciation; yes.
Mr. MCCOMACK. Because we have a basic policy in tax matters

of allowing reasonable depreciation, except to cover emergencies
where you-have a program such as this where expansion is necessary
and that reasonable depreciation would have to be accelerated over
what ordinary business activities would justify in normal times.

Secretary STIM6SON. If a man is obliged to build a factory which
he can only use in the emergency, such as we are now in, and is only
allowed the amortization over a period, we will say, of 20 years, then
if the emergency ceases in 3 or 4 or 5 years he is in trouble.

Mr. MCCORMACK. The situation wilh which we are faced at present
is one of the conditions which arise making necessarylegislation because
I do not believe anyone could criticise the businessman, who under
present conditions is trustee of other peoples money, if he is trying to
be careful in its expenditure. But it is also fair to say, from your
knowledge, that from the time this matter has been called to the
attention of the Congress, which, so far as I an concerned was really
last week, the acute situation that this legislation was definitely con-
nected with the national defense program, and that the legislative
committees of the Congress, both the Ways and Means Committee in
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the House and the Finance Committee in the Senate, have been doing
everything they could to expedite action.

Secretary STIMSON. My personal contacts with the Representatives
of the Congress in this matter, in this particular matter, began on
MNonday, last, when I had the honor to be invited to a meeting in
which this Committee of Ways and Means, and its chairman, and the
Finance Committee its chairman and other members were present.
From my personal knowledge I should say that there has been the
utmost zeal shown by the gentlemen whom I met to accelerate this
matter as quickly as possible, and I would like to state that as a matter
of record.

Mr. M CCORMACK. And that meeting was really an informal
meeting to trv and adjust some differences.

Secretary STIMSON. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Between the Treasury Department and the

technical staff of the W ays and Means Committee and at that time
Secretary Morgenthau said they would be ironed out by 10 o'clock the
next morning, did he not?

Secretary ST1MSON. Well, the Secretary is here and can speak of
that.

Mr. MCCORMACK. There is just one more question, Mr. Secretary:
In the enactment of legislation, whatever it might be, whether it comes
from this committee or any other committee, when it is enacted into
law, particularly in this emergency, do you not think that the Con-
gress should give to those administering the legislation, which is so
vital to the national-defense program, that is, that the legislation
should be as broad and as flexible administratively as is possible to
meet the existing problems that will arise, and cannot be otherwise
handled in an emergency.

Secretary STIMsoN. You raise in that a question of constitutional
government, and particularly of democratic constitutional govern-
ment, of long standing. It has many complexities and there is much
to be said on it.

Mr. MCCORMACK. The Congress can enact broad legislative stand-
ards, but in the standards the administrative power should be flexible.

Secretary SiimsoN. I was about to say that my opinion for many
years has been that a government which is based upon the proposition
that you cannot trust anyone does not get very far.

Mr. MCORMACK. I agree with you.
Senator TOwNs:ND. I would like to ask one question.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator.
Senator TowNSEND. Has not the amortization question been

worked out by rules and regulations of the Department?
Secretary STImsoN. Not the one that I have reference to.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Senator VANDENBERO. May I just supplement my previous in-

qury, Mr. Secretary.
As I understand ihe purpose, we are not asked to amortize defense

construction against future taxation, but that the contractors start
even and on Fhe same basis as everybody else if additional taxes
have to be assessed.

Secretary STImsoN. That would express my view exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Knutson.

254391--40---4
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Mr. KNursox. Mr. Secretary, during the last 7 years Congress has
appropriated for national defense some seven thousand millions of
dollars. Will you kindly put in the record a statement showing how
the Army has shared in that vast sum?

Secretary STIMBON. If you will give me the time to have it pre-
pared.

Mr. KNUTSON. Yes; you will have time to prepare thr statement
for the record, before it is printed. I would appreciate that very
much.

Secretary STIMSON. Is that all, gentlemen?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; Mr. Secretary; we thank you, for your very

splendid statement.
Secretary STJMSON. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF LEWIS COMPTON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
THE NAVY

Tie CIIAIRMAN. The next witness on the calendar is lion. kwis
Com ption, Assistant Secretary of the Navy. 'We will be glad to hear
you Mr. Compton.

Mr. Coi( PTON. Mr. Chairman anl gentlemen of the committee,
and gentlemen of the Senate Committee on Finance, I want to explain
first that I am here representing Colonel Knox, the Secretory of the
Navy, who presents his compliments to you, Mr. Chairman and to the
members of the committee of the Itouse antl of the Senate and sends
his sincere regrets at his inability personally to appear before you this
morning to express his views and those of the Navy Department on
this important subject.

Colonel Knox has been unavoidably detained in Chicago and it is
impossible for him to be here, therefore, I am here to represent him.

The statement which I have prepared is one which I have read to
the Secretary of the Navy this morning over the telephone anti I have
his authority to say that I am expressing his views in the expression
of opinion contained in this statement. If you will bear with me, I will
stick closely to my notes in order that I may present to you the views
of the Navy Department and of the Secretary.

The early enactment of excess-profits tax legislation now being con-
sidered by your committee is of paramount importance to the Navy
in the speedy and orderly execution of the tremendous task now con-
fronting the Department. Although the Navy Department, whole-
heartedly subscribes to the principle of profit-limitation legislation,
we have felt for some time that the present method of attaining this
worth-while objective was wrong. In the first place, the profit-
limiting features of the Vinson-Trammell Act and amendments thereto
have been and are discriminatory in" that they only affect purchases
made by the Navy Department, with the exception of aircraft, which,
under the Army Aircraft Procurement Act. is also subjected to a
similar method ;f profit limitation. This, of course, places the Navy
in a very unfavorable buying position when compared with domestic
and foreign business and nonmilitary departments and when com-
pared with the Army. except in the case of aircraft.

After 6 years of experience operating under the profit-limiting clause
of the Vinson-Trammell Act, the Navy has found that competition
has been restricted. We have also found that administrative diffi-
culties caused considerable delay and some expense duo to the rather
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cumbersome administrative procedures necessary in the enforcement
of the present act. The Navy has experienced considerable difficulty
in gaining and retaining the interest of smaller business and manu-
facturing concerns in bidding on the Navy's requirements. These
smaller concerns do not have and cannot afford the legal and account-
ing staffs necessary to insure compliance with the law and the ad-
ministrative regulations. Our prime contractors have also experienced
considerable difficulty ii slpreadiiig some of the Navy's business to
small subcontractors for tii saenc reason.

The recent enactment by Congress of a measure which raised the
limit of exemption to $25,000 from $10,000 has helped the situation
somewhat, although it has not cured it.

In many of the industrial concerns with whom the Navy has been
doing business difficulty has also been experienced in segregating the
Navy's business on which the profit is limited from the normal com-
mercial business of the concern.

May I cite one or two concrete examples of the effect that the
present profit-limiting clause in the Vinson-Trammel Act is having
upon current Navy business. A contract has recently been under
negotiation and practically consununated with a firm to manufacture
$10,000,000 worth of 5-inch naval guns needed for 6 of our naval
vessels now under construction. Six subcontractors were involved in
supplying to the prime contractorgears, castings, and so forth, for these
guns. TI ese subcontractors absolutely refused to accept the business
on the S-percent basis now invoked insofar as shipbuilding and ord-
nance is concerned. There is another case of an aircraft firm who bid
on the 12-percent profit basis and before the award was made, the legal
profit was reduced to 8 percent. The result was that the subcon-
tractors refused the business on the basis that it was not attractive to
them under those conditions. This was a cae where the rules of the
genie were changed while the game was in progress.

That is an example of the condition mentioned by Secretary
Stimson in his remarks.

For the above reasons the Navy Department feels that the best
interests of the national defense would be by repeal rather than a
suspension of the present profit-limiting clause of the Vinson-Tram-
mell Act and by the recapture of excess profits through the medium
of taxation.

The Navy Department is also very vitlnly interested in the clause
in the tax bill under consideration which definitely stipulates in ad-
vance the amortization period which will be allowed for depreciation
of plant and facilities. Industry and business must know the rules
of the game before the game is played rather than when the game is
over. The inability of the manufacturers to predetermine the rate
of depreciation presents a very serious problem to the Navy Depart-
ment particularly in respect to our aircraft program.

May I state here that, the same serious situation exists in the Navy
Department in connection with our aircraft program as was so ably
presented by the Secretary of War.

I might cito as an example, one firm increased its production
capacity from 100 motors per month to 700 per month by plant and
facility' expansion financed through loans and foreign orders. It is
now called upon by the Navy to develop a 1.400-motors-per-month
production. To accomplish this it would need about $18,000,000.
This firm on top of its existing expansion does not feel justified in
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undertaking this large expenditure without knowing in advance the
rate of amortization for tax purposes that it will be permitted to use.
There is another case now pending where a firm is called upon to pro-
vide 60,000 tons of special-treatment steel, sometimes known as class B
armor. In order to meet this added production of 60,000 tons it is
necessary for this firm to construct a new plant. For the past month
this planift has been delayed because the manufacturer is unwilling to
proceed until he definitely knows what rate of amortization can be
applied.

The Navy has under contract approximately $1,250,000.000l
involving slups, ordnance, aircraft, and public works. It has only
been possible to (o this volume of business under the existing law,
because of the fact. that industry in some instances has been willing,
to the limit of its economic ability, to finance its own plant expansion
and take a chance on what amortization will be allowed.

In some instances, it has been necessary for the Navy to finance
plant expansion on a 100-percent basis. In these instances, of course,
the Government owns the plant and facilities so financed.

The splendid cooperation of the Treasury Department and the
Advise r Commission to the Council of National Defense has con-
tributed materially to the early placement of these contracts.

In view of the fact that some contractors have been willing to
proceed with the acquisition of the additional facilities without de-
laying until tie question of amortization of such facilities has been
settled by the enactment of the necessary legislation, the Navy
Department feels that ordinary fairness indicates that the law should
he so worded that existing contracts be covered under the provisions
of the new law. It is the considered opinion of the Navy )epartnent
that no single net would be more beneficial in expediting our progm
than the clarification of the present situation through the early enact-
ment of an excess-profits tax.

Mr. Boruis. Do I understand that the last few words of your
statement mean that existing contracts should be covered under the
new amortization schedulee provided for in the proposed legislation?

Mr. COMPTON. Yes, sir. In other words, some industries have .one
ahead, financing their own plant expansion and acquisition of iddi-
tional facilities and have put up their own money under the present
law antl present regulations. They have been" willing to take a
chance on just what the rate of amortization allowed wifl be.

The contention of the Navy Department is that if this new law
fixes a more favorable rate of amortization then it. ought to be appli-
cable to those cases where industry has been willing to gamble and
to put up their own money. It. seems to me that is the only fair
thing to do.

Mr. BOEUNE. However, the report of the subcommittee proposed
that this not be done further back than July 10, 1940.

Mr. COMPTON. I did not know that.
Mr. BoEzINE. Do you propose., even though new buildings have

been built and equipment placed therein before that., that that should
be covered under the schedule proposed?

Mr. COMPToN. If that can be done without seriously impairing
the tax features of the bill. I merely suggest, this because it seems to
me the fair thing to do, if it can be done consistently with the revenue
features of the act.

Mr. BOEHNE. Wouldyou venture to figurehow far backyou wouldgo?
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Mr. COMpTON. It seems to me it only ought to cover those plants
and those firms who have actually put up their own money for plant
expansion that they did not need for their own commercial activities,
but constructed specifically to assist in national defense.

The earliest one I recall-and I will have to correct this figure if it
is not correct-was about 2 years ago when the steel industry built
some plant facilities, putting'up about six or seven million dollars of
their own money to accommodate our requirements for heavy armor,
which is not a commercial product.

Mr. BOEMINE. I believe I can speak for the subcommittee to this
extent, that this is a program based on the President's message which
was addressed to the Congress on July 10, and that that was the
reason that date was put in there.

Mr. COMOTo,'. Of course, it may not have been generally known
that this condition existed-that some industries have already put up
sonic money of their own to finance plants and facilities expansions
specifically to meet the needs of national defense.

Mr. MCCORSIACK. Following the line of questions asked by Mr.
Boehne, are there some companies that have, since January 1, ex-
panded their plants, or made contracts for Navv planes, as the result
of negotiations with the Navy Department, which the Navy Depart-
ment believes are e ntial in relation to the national defense program?

Mr. COMPTON. Yes; there are many of them. I can give you a
complete list of those, with the amounts.

Mr. MCCORMACK. Can you give us a list of those, where that has
occurred since January 1 of this year?

Mr. ComIeon. Yes; but there are some that go back prior to
January 1.

Mr.rKcCORMACK. The difficulty is that whatever date you put in
is more or less of an arbitrary date, and there are always some cases
that have occurred prior to that date.

Mr. COMPTON. We could give you such a list.
(The statement above referred to is as follows:)

STATEMENT INDICATING THE PLANT EXPANSION AND FACILITY ADDITIONs WHICH
HAVE BEEN FINANCED BY PRIVATE CAPITAL UPON THE SOLICITATION OF THE
NAvi DEPARTMENT, IN ORDER THAT PRIVATE SIANUFACTURINO AND .nIP-
BUILDING CONCERNS COULD MEET THE NAVY'S REQUIREMENTS

SHIPS

As of August 9, the following table indicates the amount of plant expansion
made by private shipbuilders on solicitation of the Navy Department for the
periods shown. The-e were occasioned by the contracts for B157, 58, and 59.
The costs were included in the cost of the respective ships.

N.ewpor
Nes York News lkthkeum

;SIp*i4- Sbirt~ALd- Steel Co.
Ing Cot- tnr & SNIp ,5J. Total
p1rl00n DrV) Dock I lg1 !-

lio7 $;on B

D~.I1934b p ......9.......................$5M4541 M_09023 4 1.0OK 447 82.429.014
1, 1909. I..De.31 .1 99........................ 4,%%952 361.661 3&%6 6b 1,191.301

Jtn. 1,19 0, I oluly 10,140........................... 353 I9 30. MA 1 a 74,&6 3A0651
Icly I, M1t9o dte .................................. Nonw 1 .'Pon

Total ..............................................1,sc21S1 n9. 1,504. 6: 3,95 9;6

I Mar. 30, 1940.
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In the event of repeal of the Vinson-Trammell Act, consideration should also
be given to the following item representing additional facilities to be paid for by
the contractors and to which the contractor will retain title. These are In con-
nection with the 11-pereent program, contracts for which were let July 1, 1940,
and July 3, 1910.
Bath Iron Works Corporation ----------------------------------- $203, 671
Newport News Shipbuilding & Drydock Co ----------------------- 200. 000
Electric Boat Co ---------------------------------------------- 27,000
Federal Shipbuilding Co ---------------------------------------- 227,250

Total ------------------.------------------------------ 657,921
In addition to the above, facilities in the amounts shown below will be required

for the companies indicated on account of the vessels of the 11-percent increase
program awarded on July 1, 1940, and July 3. 1940. The contractors have
Indicated that they desire the Government to peay 100 percent of the cost.
New York Shipbuilding Corporation --------------------------- $3, 000, 000
Bath Iron Works Corporation --------------------------------- 1, 500, 000
Bethlehem Steel Co.:

Quincy Plant ------------------------------------------- 3, 400,000
Staten Island Plant --------------------------------- 1,250 000
Union Iron Works --------------------------------------- , 450, 000

Electric Boat Co -------------------------------------------- , 500, 000
Federal Shipbuilding Co -------------------------------------- 2,000,000
Newport News Shipbuilding & Drydock Co ---------------------- 6.000,000

Total ------------------------------------------------ 20, 100, 000

ORDNAC CE MATERIAL,

The following table gives a IM4 of private manufacturingi concerns that within
the past 2 years have, at the earnest solicitation of the Bureau of Ordnance in
order to meet urgent requirements for ordnance material, substantially expanded
their plant facilities with private capital. With regard to the:e expansions it is
pointed olt th, at in at least three eaes the plant caacity was Increased by at
least 75 percent. Inasmuch as a considerable part of this expansion was for the
purpose of annor production shich is limited to Government purchase, and the
rest was to meet Government requirements for national defense along other lines
since no prospective demand frotis trade called for the increased facilities, it ap-
pears that means for reasonable amortization of these facilities should be provided.

Company Nature o( eiransioae JTt*iS" Cost itelt-
Compny NI rnti-Med panzion

ARMOR iCILITIES

Midrale Steel Co ...........Netw marhite equipment-............Dec. I. 1.3 M M0,W
Do _----------............... New equipment, furnaces, and facli- Feb. 21,1939 575.00

ties.
Carnegk-IllinoisSteelCorporation- New machine equipment, enrie ...... do ....... 1,225,000

me t o€furnces.extenslonol

Bethlehem Steel Co .................. Enlr.gement of furnaces, rearrange- ..... d ....... O.W
meat a f faclit is.

FTRE CONTROL. FACIII
Bau"c & Lomb ..................... New range fidor test tower ........... r. .1939 6 $71

Do ............................... New assembly building, toob, and &p4. a. 199 5.3.
equipment. During Cal- 612.429

endar eae1139.
General Electric Co. (Scheectady New building and tools ............... Sept. 1. l39 1., 0D

Plant).
Spencer Lens o ..................... ..... do .............................. .....do ... 291,000

ARMOR FILIMUTIEI
Midrak Steel Co .................... Etestoocibuillinr, erectlonof p es. Nor. 219i9 723.000

FR& CONTROL FACtIlTES
Ford Instrument Co ................ Tension building and new equlp- Div.1, 139 0,000

ment.
General Electri Co. (Ere Plant).. New equipment ...................... do..... 000
Bausch & Lomb ................... Toos and equipment ............. Jan. 1,1940 IM t 293
Aim a Corporti o .................. .... do ................................ Ape. 1,1940 0,00

Total ............................................................ ................... &0 ,6
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AIRCRAFT

The matter of plant expansions in the aircraft industry Is extremely complex
and Involves considerations of foreign orders and Army orders as well as Navy
requirements. In the past 18 months, a number of plant expansions have been
carried through, but these have, in general, been made to meet the requirements
of foreigh orders and have been financed out of payments made by foreign pur-
chasers.

So far as relates to plant expansions and facility additions which have been
financed by private capital upon solicitation of the Navy Department, there are
only a few cases that are of such size as to warrant mention, and in some of these
the expansion has not come about solely through Navy Department solicitation.
Various other factors are known to have played their part In influencing the
contractors to arrange for expanded facilities.

LIST Or KNOWN PRIVATELY FINANCED PLANT EXPANSIONS

Edo Aircraft Corporation (in July 1940): Entirely to take care of Navy work.
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation (in December 1939): Largely on

account of Navy work.
Curtiss Propeller Division: Not believed to be mainly due to Navy work.

Expansion of the facilities of this concern has taken place within the last 12 months.
Brewster Aeronautical Corporation: Within the last 3 months and probably

partly due to Navy work.
Eclipse Aviation: Within the last 6 months and probably partly due to Navy

work.
Walter Kidde & Co., Ine.: Expansion started about May 1940 and due mainly

to Navy work.

Mr. NICCORACK. The thought in my mind was that in most of
those cases the Treasury Department 'has pretty broad powers to
determine what is reasonable depreciation, and while I recognize that
they probably Would not want to go to 20 percent in statutory le-is-
lation, I make the suggestion that in the ease of companies as to which
it can be definitely shown that a company made such an expansion
of its plant. or facilities, prior to July 10, in connection with nationaldefense, and they get the necessary: certificate from the p roper gov-

ernmental agency, the Treasury Department, through the Internal
Revenue Bureau might well consider that with relation to such deduc-
tions with reference to reasonable depreciation, or with reference to
expanded plant facilities that might. be larger than ordinarily would
be allowed under normal conditions. That might, in a sense, be a
way to meet vourproblem.Mr. CoMPIo.'. That might very well be, and I do not doubt that
they would receive fair treatment at the hands of the Treasury.

M1r. BoENE. I want to read into the record a statement that is
found on page 2 of the report of the subcommittee on proposed excess-
profits taxation, as follows:

Such facilities are land, buildings, machinery, and equipment, or parts thereof,
constructed, reconstructed, eceted, installed or acquired after July 10, 1940-

anti so on.
That is a part of the report.
Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Secretary Would you mind reading again the

last paragraph of your statement, having to do with excess profits?
Mr. CoMPTON. My closing sentence was:
It is the considered opinion of the Navy Department that no single act would be

more beneficial In expediting our program than the clarification of the present
situation through the early enactment of an excess-profits tax.

Mr. TREADWAY. I assume, then, that the attitude of the Nay De-
partment is that the amortization feature and the proposed suspension
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of the Vinson-Trammell Act should not be separated from the excess-
profits tax?

Mr. COMPTO. That is a matter of legislative policy, I think, Mr.
Treadway. I have not any opinion on that.

Mr. TREADWAY. We are going to be charged with the enactment
of the legislation, so I think it is fair to have an expression of opinion
as to whether or not the three should be in unison.

Mr. CoMvToN. I can only say this in answer to that question:
The Navy Department, as a matter of policy, subscribes whole-
heartedly to the absolute necessity of profit limitation. If you enact
a law which repeals profit limitation and do not replace that with
some other medium, then the field is wide open, and from that stand-
point, perhaps, it is well that they may be considered together.

Senator KiNo. I w6uld like to ask whether those with whom your
department has had contacts with respect to contracts had any ob-
jection to the excess-profits tax, or were they rather concerned in
determining what the amortization should be. They would prefer
to know just what the amortization rather than the excess-profits tax
would be, would they not?

Mr. Comirow. It is my considered opinion, from my contacts with
industry, that they accept as sound national policy a profit limitation,
but it is necessary for them to know in advance what the rules of the
game are before the game is played.

Senator KING. Their principal concern is with respect to amortiza-
tion.

Mr. CoMrrox. Yes, sir.
Mr. JENKiNs. I do not understand that your department, in con-

nection with any of these contracts let before July 10, gave anybody
any assurance that they would have any benefit by reason of this
leIslation.

el.fr. CoMrroN. No sir; all of those contracts were let before the
legislation was considered, and there were no commitments.

Mr. Dis.Ey. Are there any instances. Mr. Compton, where firms
entered into contracts with the Navy Department prior to July 10,
where it would be an injustice to permit amorti- tion on contracts
entered into since July 10 and not consider it in connection with con-
tracts entered into prior to July 10?

Mr. COMPToN. There might be some injustices if the proposed law
permitted a more favorable amgrtization for contracts entered into
subsequent to July 10. It might be unfair to the men who took a
chance under the old law. They have put up their money and built
their plants and were willing to take that chance, Upon the request
of the Navy Department tkat they do it so we could get along with
our program. It seems to me that the proposed new law puts in a
more favorable position the people who entered into contracts and
put up plants subsequent to July 10. We ought to consider spreading
those benefits to the people who have taken the chance and put up
their money to help the defense program during its earlier stages.

Mr. DisNEY. I think those Oetails will be of interest to the com-
mit tee, and that they ought to be furnished to us.

Senator GERRY. Mr. Secretary, have you not in mind that in the
future it would be beneficial to the Navy to have acted in the way
proposed? In other words, when you had a contract.that was en-
tered into after July 10, and the contractor was given that advantage,
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would it not be fair to give the same advantage to a contractor who
enters into such a contract before July 10, and then in the future
the Navy could say that they have always treated everybody fairly?

Mr. ColmON. That would be desirable only if it does not affect
the tax features of the bill with which I am not familiar.

Senator GERRY. Certainly; that would be for you to pass on.Senator BRowN. Mr. Secretary you have spoken in your stae-
ment about the Vinson-Trammel Act and the limitation upon profits
contained in it, and said there was not a similar limitation in regard
to other divisions of the Government. It seems to me there is some
sound reason for that discrimination.

When you enter into a contract for building a $70,000,000 battle-
ship, it is well known that that eontr6t *1ll be carried out. When
the War Department enter into a contract for the construction of a
thousand airplanes a.4 h price of $10,000, $15,000,' or $50,000 per
plane, that contrai4.may be canceled. Such contracts are usually
subject to cancelallon. '...

herefore it seems to me that in the matter of limitation, the
limitation is soiid in one case but not, in the bther. I sub'it that
for your consideration. -

Mr. Co PItbN. Of course, ship iontraet( have been canceled ih the
past.

Senator Bytows. It is not very likely that a $70,000,000 contact
will be canoqled, like a lot of these smaller contracts are.

Mr. ComktroN. Th6y were at one time. .4
Senator AlowN,. I may say in that respect that that problem isiot

settled by this legislation before us. Ai.tc many of those instafices
of which Senator Gerry spoaks,I, as a- meuibir of the Claims Ohm-
mittee of thdSenate have ebme knowledge. WVe have"any numWr of
claims based dn that situation, asking for compensation on account of
cancelation. 3 "

It seems to me the situation is'one where youcannot lay':own a
general rule. ' . "

For instance, I n6tj in the report of the subcommittee tlft a 5-year's
amortization period is recommended. It seems to me that perhaps
there ought to be a little nore flexiblity than thak.. - " It may be that
this demand for a lot of war niaterial kill cese Ii 2 years, and that
therefore you would have a very imifal'stuation.

Mr. CooPER. Will the Senator yield?
Senator BRwN. Certainly.
Mr. CooPEn. I think upon a more detailed analysis of the report

you will find that this situation is taken care of.
Senator BROWN. I am very glad to hear that.
Senator Kixo. Your theory is that the question of morality should

be considered when questions arise as to compensation, and that you
should not depend exclusively upon a technical, legal construction?

Mr. CoMPTON. You have expressed it very well.
Senator GERRY. In order to clarify what I had in mind let me say

this. My question led to the point that where the Navy be artment
had been able to obtain contracts that they considered beneficial
to the Department and then when subsequent legislation was enacted
that was beneficial to the contractor who had not been required to
take the same risks which the Department had asked the other con.
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tractors to take, that that was a bad precedent to establish for the
future?

Mr. COMPTON. Yes, it is.
Senator GEARR. That is what I had in mind, and I think that is

what you had in mind.
Mr. COMPrON. Yes, sir; it is.
Mr. ],CCORMACK. Your testimony has been very interesting, and

I am sure will be very carefully studied and considered by members
of both committees. Of course, we realize that any date fixed is more
or less arbitrary.

Assuming that the committee should go back to last January 1, or
last September, would that help the situation, so far as amortization
is concerned?

Mr. CoXIPToN. It would help on everything except the armor con-
tracts, which were let prior to the advent of the emergency in Sep-
tember. It seems to me if we go back at all we should take in all of
them rather than part of them-include the whole situation, or leave
it, to be settled at the end of the contract.

Mr. .MCCORMACK. I am not Saying that I am in disagreement with
your view, but assuming that what you would like to see accomplished
could not be accomplished, but that some date in between could be
agreed upon, the further back we could go the more equitable you
think it would be, and the better, from the standpoint of the Navy
Department in contacts with those with whom they have negotiated
contracts in the past.

Mr. CoMl PTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCoRB&AcK. And it will have a future effect.
Mr. CoMPTON. Yes, sir. I would like to say that everything I have

said on this subject is predicated entirely on the proposition that
nothing be done that would impair in any way the tax features of the
bill. The Navy Department would not want anything done that
would impair that in any way.

Mr. TREADWAY. Did'I understand you to say, in answer to Mr.
McCormack, that aside from the armor-plate contract, which is of
about 2 years' duration, you think the date of the first of last January
would care for most of tho contracts of the Navy?

Mr. Co-*ivToN. Probably about 75 percent of Chem. But that is a
guess. My detailed statement which I will file with the committee
will show that more definitely.

Mr. TREADWAY. HOW m1cl, in dollars and cents, would it run
into that would be left out if you went back to that date?

Mr. Co.irproN. I would rather not give you a curbstone opinion on
that. I would like to submit a complete statement showing what the
contracts are and the amounts involved in them, and the dates. I
do not have the figures offliand.

Mr. TREADWAY. If that has not been already requested, I think
it would be very desirable to have it.

Mr. ColiProN. That has been asked for, and I am prepared to
submit it.

Mr. TREADWAY. In other words, ndess we do go back to an earlier
date than was agreed upon, July 10, those contractors who have shown
a disposition to aid the Navy in accepting contracts would be more
or less penalized, would they not?

Mr. CoMp'roN. That is the point exactly.
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Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Secretary, from some letters that Members
have received recently there is an impression that Congress has been
"niggalrdl" in the matter of national defense, or that it is largely
responsible for our unpreparedness.

It may be well to have the record show that in the last 7 years we
have appropriated an amount equal to $18 for every minute since
the dawn of the Christian era for national defense. I would like to
have you submit for the record a statement showing how the Navy's
part of this hugo appropriation has been spent, how much for air-
planes, how much for battleships, how much for maintenance, and
so forth.

Mr. COMPTON. I will be very happy to submit such a statement,
and I will give it to you in detail.

Mr. KNUTSON. FoWr the last 7 years.
Mr. COMPTON. Yes, sir.
(The statement above referred to is as follows:)

Statement of the ezpendditres made by the .VAry during tOe N4'! 7 y~ars, for eclh
year, subdiridcd into normal operating cota and replacement of naval resses

R mplscevmet Otbreapital Maintenance
oNav alsresscL, expenditures aDd Ojratio,

Yet Ineluding al&o- I including alko including allow Totl expend-
cation ter itures
A ne fund cation of cmir. cation cleaner.ccey funds Segency funds gency funds

1933 ............................. 1251,178 $3687,2V $M.7,237,910 $342 lM. 417
1931 ............................... 7CA., 837 23,2322 213,5, 324 3063,404
193 ............... ....... ... .. '-- 133 7 2t V7S, 302 2I,'66 440.0(14,690
1938 .................................... 189,SZ03%4 23. 4SA M 3103%077 1 ,6A222
1937 .................. *............. 181.36Z40-4 27,IM 13 33034079 an G030,ow
111................................. 191.06%1298 344. 4, 84 7 us.01,4 &7.9K,1491
1939 ............................ 2A %V,. -VA A630. 34..&1 C% o. 6,184
1 .40............................. 325839,94 9, 04, 5.10 57,907,310 '892,452,70.

'Estimated. These, gures are as of June 29,1940. Delayed cl r~e. will Irease figurs by an estiruted
$412000X.

The following data indicate the amount of contracts awarded and obligations
incurred, chargeable to 1911 appropriations:

Total, July 31,To~unlO, 140 Juy9190

Gun forging, projeetles, armor, and other od-
nance materials ....... ................... 44 $9 12. 78 $1, 37i 40294 $7,27, s2&.n

Publie-works construction, enjinecvlng, and
arcbltcctural smvreces ............................ IM 4 962.00 34, 9( 59. 00 211,341,221.00

Airplanes, engine., and accessories thereto ........ 13, 3 730.0 29,127, 04L 12 42,4K4334.12
Auxiliary vessels, ptrol, drlkt, and yard craft,

and equIpment fr vessels ...................... 3,945,962.29 21, 5 20. 22 20 167. 51
Construction of combatant vessels at privately

owned shipyards and proiu1sio machinery .... 73,749287.00 W00,6 MN 821.00 674,33, 1041.00
Coast uctlM o( vcsxcls a t navy yards ............ 274,977, 0(O01 0 0 0AM00 277,037, 00k 00
Miscellaneous supies, equipment, etc ........... 1,054 289. 90 3,040,100. $1 4,094, 390.41
U. S. Marine Corps .............................. .2,42,499.53 9z IS&9 2r% 3801 45.

Toti ................................. 351,74.8U4. 60 622462,7.741 1,244,50643424

The CHAIRIAN. Has all of the amount appropriated been expended?
Mr. CoMPToN. No. Congress has been very generous to the Navy.

We are obligating the funds made available as rapidly as we possibly
can, consistent, of course, with sound judgment.
,Xr. BoEIINE. I suggest you might also show how much money

has been expended since 1921 for national defense.
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Mr. KNuTsoN. But the gentleman must realize that we were then
operating under an international agreement among five or six big
powers, and I well remember how the Democrats criticized us for
spending so much.

The CHAIRMA,. The Chair hoped that this hearing would be
entirely immune from any political controversy. The deliberations of
the subcommittee were entirely free from partisanship. There was no
intimation of partisanship in'the deliberations of the subcommittee,
and the Chair expresses the hope that we shall confine our discussion
during these hearings to the particular matter we have for considera-
tion.

Mr. CARLSO.N. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask some questions.
Mr. Secretary, are you doing construction work on a cost-plus basis

at the present time, similar to the type you used in the prior war?
Mr. COMPTON. definitelyy not. In fact, I doubt if the Department

has authority in law to do so. All of the contracts are on the basis
of negotiation and a fixed fee. Under the ol cost-plus-percentage
form of contract, the more tihe cost, the more the percentage of profit.
Under the present type of contract, where the fee is fixed, the emphasis
is the reverse of tlat. In other words, the sooner and the cheaper
the contractor completes the job, the more his fee represents compensa-
tion to him for his efforts.

Mr. CARLSON. Do you have charge of the construction of all
barracks at Navy posts?

Mr. COsPTO.: The Bureau of Yards and Docks of the Navy
Department has direct charge of all public works or construction of
this character.

Mr. CARLSON. Does that come under you?
Mr. COMPTO-N. It conies under the general direction of the Secre-

tary's office.
S . D ou not let a contract last week of approxi-

mately $2,000,000 for the construction of a barracks at Annapolis,
based on a cost-plus basis?

Mr. Co3,PTo.N. No; that is not a cost-plus-a-percentage-of-profit
contract; that is cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contract, and the fee is fixed
definitely in advance.

Mr. OAnLSox. That is a very interesting thought, because I want
to develop that a little. I want to know how far you are going in this
particular contract on a cost-plus basis. The article I read said
'cost plus," and I associated that with the type of contract used in
the World War.

Mr. COMPTON. No, sir; we have avoided the World War type of
contract entirely, anti the Bureau of Yards and Docks can give you the
complete details concerning contracts so awarded.

Mr. CAt"LSO.. I would like to have all the details on that,. How
do you determintic the fee in a case like that?

Mr. Cosi-ro.. The law puts a ceiling on the fee of 6 percent. To
my best knowledge, however, as to the contracts that have been
negotiated up to the present time by the Bureau of Yards and Docks,
the fees are something under 6 percent-4 percent or 5 percent, or
five and n half. The fees have varied of course, but all are under
the legal limit.

Mr. CARLsoN. Is that 0 percent of the gross expenditures?
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Mr. CoMP'roN. No, sir; it is not a percentage of the cost; it is a
fixed fee which cannot exceed 6 percent of the estimated cost less
the fee.

Mr. CARLSON. How generally are you using that form of contract?
Mr. Co MPTo,. Quite generally in connection with ships and public

works.
Mr. CARLSON. In other words, the contractor comes in and you

agree on the cost of this particular project, or ship, and enter into an
agreement that he is to construct it on a cost-plus basis?

Mr. CoMpTo,'. No; he is to construct the project on a fixed-fee
basis. Ills fee is predetermined; it is not a percentage of the cost of
the job. On the ol wartime form of contract, whicli was cost plus a
percentage, the emphasis or tendency there might be, for the con-
tractor, to make the job cost more to increase his percentage of profit.
Under this form of contract, with the fee fixed, no matter how long
the job takes or how much it costs, lie gets a predetermined fixed fee
and he cannot get more.

Mr. CARLSOIN. I would like to know how you arrive at that fixed fee.
Mr. COMPTON. That is negotiated; it is a matter of negotiation

between the Bureau and the contractor concerned.
Senator KING. Is that fee and cost predetermined before the con-

tract is entered into?
Mr. COMPTOx. The cost of the contract is predetermined by esti-

mate as accurately as possible. Tile law requires that tie fee be
predetermined prior to the execution of the contract.

Senator KING. It is a matter of predetermination?
Mr. COMPTON. Yes.
Mr. CA LSON. I just want to develop some points I had on that.

Tie subcontractors write to me that is unfair to them, that it is
gradually going into the World War cost-plus contract program.

Mr. COMPTON. No sir; definitely not.
Mr. CA LSON. And I went to be positive we are not going into that.

Another thing: Tie subcommittee has recommended to this full com-
mittee that we suspend the Vinson-Tramnell Act. Of course, that
act was passed in 1932 when we thought conditions were normal
and there was a reason for placing a limit on the contractors' profits.
If we rembve that, I think the country and the citizens are entitled
to have some assurance that we do not get into a repetition of ex-
cessive profits.

Mr. COMPTOx, As I understand it, the excess-profi(s tax will take
care of that.

Mr. CARLSON. I would like you to submit to the committee the
amount of contracts you are constructing on a cost-plus-fixed-fee basis.

The CHAIRMAN. To be incorporated in the record?
Mr. CoiTO . Yes, sir.
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Tie amo nl of money inolred under the headings of ships, propulsion maeinery,
ordnanve, aircraft, and public works awarded on a negotiated price basis

NUm. Tel
bor of
sips price

New ship onstruction .................................................... o"1.911.t
A aqnisitim ad eoon ofsps ........................................ Is 634,00
Propuson machinery, ships ....................................... .V 19,03.56371
Mitscetlaneoeu machinery and equipment ships............................... 4 .9,232

Total ......................................................................... ....... 619,M6 ,412

ORDNXCt MktIKL
Contract July t0, t I .............................................................. IS,458

VSLIC WO115
Under authorized acts............ ........................................ 260,000.60Leased Supplem~ental Nastional Defense Act now being condere by the Conge.......50, 000,00

MZACRI

The money vsale o contracts already let on a negotiated basis is very small. Fof
the future. the arunt % ill Mpobaty he lage. and will include some contracts let
one a st pluisa Osed Ie b..

g Ne"tlon of contrscti foe ordnance material totaling approtimately $30,000,000 Is now in process
tut contracts have not eet ben sined.

Senator LODGE. Mr. Secretary, has the Navy purchased any com-
mercial vessels lately?

Mr. Cosierox. Yes.
Senator LODGE. What were they?
Mr. Co3,ivrox. They are mostly trawlers to be converted into mine

sweepers, miue layers, net tenders, and vessels of a noncombatant
type such as tankers and transports.

nator LODGE. The Navy did not purchase any passenger
steamers?

Mr. COMPTON. We purchased some of those, too.
Senator LODGE. Why is it necessary to purchase an article like that

which is readily available in case of an emergency?
Mr. CoNieon. Because a considerable amount of time has to be

spent in the conversion of these ships. We can convert them quicker
than we can build them, and do it cheaper. We have to have them.

Senator Loo. How Iong would it take to convert a passenger
liner into a troop carrier? Is not that what they are to be used for?

Mr. CoMPTO'. Admiral Robinson, Chief of the Bureau of Ships,
is here with me this morning, and lie can give you a more accurate
estimate on the time to convert a passenger liner into a troop trans-
port. I do not know.

Senator LODGE. Was not that done very rapidly during the World
War?

Mr. CoNeirox. I was not connected with the building of transports
then; I was just on one. I do not know.

Senator LODGE. I think a great many people have a feeling that
this money should be put into articles and equipment that are not
readily available, and that .things like passenger steamers, boots,
shoes, and all kinds of commercial available equipment can be acquired
later in an emergency, and I wish you would have a statement pr,-
pared as to why it w;'as necessary to acquire these passenger vmsetlt
now, when the Navy, of course, could commandeer them or take thi:%
over during an emergency. Will you have that done?
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Mr. CoMPToN. Yes; I will be very glad to, and I will mail it to this
committee.

The CHAIRMAN. To be incorporated in the record.

STATEMENT OF THE REASON THE NAVY IS PURCHASING AND CONVERTING COM-
MERCIAL VESSELS, INCLUDING DIsTRcr CRAFT, TRANSPORTS, TANKERS, ETC.

The Navy has bought several merchant vessels for conversion to naval uses
and plans to acquire several more in the near future.

While ships so acquired are not as fully satisfactory as those specially built
by the Navy, they can be commissioned in a very much shorter time and inci-
dentally at less cost. The reasons for this procedure may briefly be summarized
as follows:

(a) The recommLssioning of practically all of the old destroyers and sub-
marines has increased the Immediate need for auxiliaries, which will be accen-
tuated as the newly authorized ships and airplanes are completed.

(b) The wider dispersion of the United States Fleet and the increase in air
and other bases in outlying areas requires increased facilities for servicing these
stations and the airplanes based thereon.

(c) The critical international situation renders it imperative that we train,
at the earliest practicable date, a proper nucleus of Reserve personnel in the
techniques of mine sweeping, mine laying, boom and net defense operations and
patrol against hostile submarines and aircraft. For this purpose trawlers, yachts,
and other small craft are satisfactory.

(d) Another factor to be considered is that we must have transports im-
mediately available to transport the marines or the Army to critical areas at
short notice and to train these troops in eratarkation, disembarkation, combat
bosding and landings.

The following table shows the ships acquired to date and those which it is
hoped can be acquired in the near future.

Number Number
Num- to be ac- Num- to be ac-

T)pe ber ac- quired Type bet at- quired
qured in near quired In neat

future future

rransports .................... 145 0 SsmgoLng tug .... ............ 0surrey Ships ................... I 0 ilotsep ships ............. I . 0Oners .......................... 13 2 tsre tui iwe pes ........... 12 a

Cargo ships ................. 0 3 Coaslt ne sweepers ......
Provision s Ps ................ 0 1 Patrol resels-.. ............ .41 12
Ammunition shps ............. 0 2 Tugs ot nets and booms ........ 3
Store$ ilsue .ips ............... 0 2 (Oate vessels .............. J 0
uunarine tenders ........... I Cretal mine layers ............ I 1

Setpaane tenders ............... 5 I District PItrol vessels .......... 2 0

S2ofthese iere acquired last fiscal year.
'Acquired last fiscl 'car.
'These were acrd In 19.
NoT-Depending upon the internstionl situation and the funds avaslabIe Ir further acquistion the

atve list may be augmented during the present fiscal year.

Mr. MCCORMACK. Mr. Secretary, the cost-plus-fixed-fee, of course,
was authorized by act of Congress?

Mr. COMPTON. Yes.
Mr. MCCORSTACK. And the Department was simply carrying out

what Congress told them to do?
Mr. COMPTON. Definitely so. All of our contracts are negotiated

within the terms of existin g law.
Mr. MCCORIMACK. In view of the fact that question has been raised,

night I suggest that you incorporate in tie record the procedure that
i employed by the Navy Department in negotiating with contractors,
and the worlhttg of the contract?

Mr. COMPTON. Yts, sir; I will be very glad to do so.
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(A) A statement concerning negotiated contracts, including-
1. The law under which we have negotiated contracts for ships, aircraft, public

works and ordnance;
2. Procedures being followed by the various bureaus concerned, in following

out the provisions of the law.
With reference to item (A) 1 above, section 2 (a) of the act approved June 28,

1940 (Publle, No. 671,76th Cong.h 3d seas.), authorizes the negotlat ton of contracts,
during t he rge President on September 8, 1939, to
exist, "for the acquisition, construction, repair, or alteration of complete navalveselor airrat,or ny portion thereof, including plans,.spare parts, and equip-
ment Iher for, that have been or may be autorized, and also for machine tools
and other similar equipment with or without advertising or competitive bidding,
upon determination that the price is fair and reasonable. -

This includes ordnance mantrial.
Negotiation of contracts for public works (Yards and Docks projects) is cov-

ered In section 4 (b) of the act of April 25, 1939 (53 Stat. 590-592), and has been
repeated in the First Supplemental National Defense Appropriation Act$ 1941,
approved June 25, 1940 (Public, No. 667, 76th Cong.), and the Naval Appropria-

ion Act approved June 11, 1910 (Public, No. 588, 76th Cong.), page 33, under
"Bureau of Yards and Docks, Public Works."

With reference to item (A) 2, in each case after the preliminary negotiations are
concluded, the recommendation of the board of naval officers or group of officers
within the Bureau conducting such negotiations is submitted to the Chief of the
Bureau for his action. The approval of the Secretary of the Navy of each nego-
tiated price is required before the award is made. Records of all such negotia-
tions are being maintained for future reference. There is generally available to
the Navy Department, through audits of work undertaken In private and Govern-
ment plants, cost data for use In arriving at a fair and reasonable price.

With reference to this authority, it is the continued policy of the Navy Depart-
ment to submit to competition, wherever practicable, prospective construction
and procurement schedules. However, in nia:i cases, owing to the necessity of
preparing detailed plans and specifications where bids are to be invited, the
limited competition possible and the opportunity for securing better prices and
terms, it Is definitely in the interests of the national defense to negotiate such
contracts.

Mr. MCCORMACK. I understand the larger ones are initiated here
and presented to a board of three contractors, and then there is a
policy of decentralization in the case of smaller contract ts of $1,000,000
and down, to the local public works boards.

Mr. COMPTON. That is right. The board, however, is composed of
naval civil engineers.

Mr. McCORMACK. And the local public works board of the yard in
question determines whether to do it by contract or by day labor?

Mr. COMPTON. Yes; that is right.
Mr. MCCORIACK. In view of that question being raised, I think it

would be a good thing, from the Department's angle, to give the
whole procedure so that there can be no possibility of any mystic idea
that something strange is being done.

Mr. ComPO N. Thank you. I will take care of that.
The CHAIRMAN. Put it in as part of your remarks.
Mr. COMPTON. Yes, sir.

NAVY DEPARTMENT

Hion. Rosar L. Dou TOsro, Washington, Augue 1i, 1940.

Chairman, Ways and Means Committee,
1ouse of Representatives, I'ashington, D. C.

My DEAR M. CAIRSMAN: With reference to my testimony given before your
committee on August 9, 1940, the following additional information is furnished
as requested:
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(A) A STATE ENT Co EcRINo NEGOTIATED CoNTRACTrs-

1. The law under which we have negotiated contracts for ships, aircraft, public
works and ordnance.

2. Procedures being followed by the various bureaus concerned, in following
out the provisions of the law.

With reference to item (A) 1 above, section 2 (a) of the act approved June 28,
1940 (Public, No. 671, 76th Cong., 3d sess.) authorizes the negotiation of con-
tracts, during the national emergency declared by the President on September 8,
1939 to exist, "for the acquisition, construction, repair or alteration of complete
naval vessels or aircraft, or any portion thereof, including plans, spare parts, and
equipment therefor, that have been or may be authorized, and also for machine
tools and other similar equipment with or without advertising or competitive
bidding upon determination that the price is fair and reasonable."

This includes ordnance material.
Negotiation of contracts for public works (Yards and Docks projects) is covered

in section 4 (b) of the act of April 25, 1939 (53 Stat. 590-592), and has been
repeated in the First Supplemental National )efense Appropriation Act, 1941,approved June 23, 1940 (Public, No. 667, 76th Cong.) andl the Naval Appro-

pration Act approved June 11, 1910 (Public, No. 5SS, 76th Cong.) page 3.3, under
'Bureau of Yards and Docks, Public W orks.

With reference to item (A) 2, in each case after the preliminary negotiationsare concluded, the recommendation of fhe board of naval officers or group of
officers within the Bureau conducting such negotiations is submitted to the Chiefof the Bureau for his action. The approval of the secretary of the Navy of each
negotiated price is required before the award is m atde. Records of all such
negotiations are being matalned for future reference. There is generally available
to the Navy Department through audits of work undertaken in private andGovernment plants, cost data for use in arriving at a faIr and reasonable price,

With reference to this authority, it Is the continued policy of the Navy De-
partment to subntit to competition, wherever practicable, prospective construction
and procurement schedules. n however, in many cas, owing to the necessity of
preparing detailed plns and specifications where bids are to be invited, the limited
competition possible and the opportunity for securing better prices and terms, it
is definitely in the interests of the national defense to negotiate such contracts.

8. The around of money inrolord under the heading of ships, propulsion msruioner,
ordnance, aircraft, and public works awrarded oni a nsoliaird-price basis

an or pr._ice

New | 1  co"retrtn .................................................. 6 $5I,5ll|,l
ceuLon iwerstee ot ships ....................................... 1i[s k0

PrISrImsoO machinery, ships.............................................27 19,g039$71

ORDNANCE MATERIAL

Contract July 10, 1940, $458,458. Negotiation of contracts for ordnance
material totaling approximately $30,000,000 is now in process but contractshave not yet been signed.

PUBLIC WORKS

Under authorized acts, $2030,000,000. Second Supplemental National DefenseAct now being considered by the congress, $50,000 000.

AIRCRAFT

oThe money value of contracts already let on a negotiated basis is very small.For the future, the amount -ill probably be large, and will include some con-
tracts let on a cost plus a fixed fee basis.

254391-40----4
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(1B) A STATEMENT INDICATING THE PLANT ExPANSION AND FACILITY ADDITIONS
WHICH H1AVE BEEN FINANCED BY PRIVATE CAPITAL UPON THE SOLICITATION
OF THE NAVY DEPARTMENT, IN ORDER THAT PRIVATE NIANUFACTURING AND
SHIPBUILDING CONCERNS COULD MEET THE NAVY'S REQUIREMENTS

SHIPS

As of August 9, the following table indicates the amount of plant expansion
made by private shipbuilders on solicitation of the Navy Department for the
periods shown. These were occasioned by the contracts for BB57, 58, and 59.
Tile costs were included in the cost of the respective ships.

'New"ort
New York News Belb-wm

l blpbuiW4- SlA Co.
building a Ing & Shtpuild- Total
Corpo a- Dry Flock Ing divi-Ikoo, BB$7 C'etF~os- slonB. BItt , n , BBSS

[)m .5 93-sept. 1. 19" .......................... s36US4 t95 0T $1,6644 $f2.42%014
Jan. 1., I90 3y1 , 193 ................................ ,13,9. 361 661 ' .. W 6,61913

Ifl 10. 94-ae.................................oe 2!ce N1o3o0 r .74 qe 3A 5
Jue. I. l4-uI& , ....... .......................... 463,652 N 6(A* I. X 11.16

Total . ........................................ 137.21S MOW 1.6%K.961 3. 9 96A

' To %lr. 30, 1940

In the event of repeal of the Vinson-Tramlell Act, consideration should also be
given to the following itein representing additional facilities to be paid for by the
contractors and to which the contractor will retain title. These are in connection
with the "1l-percent program," Contracts for which were let July 1, 1940 and
July 3, 1940.
Bath Iron Works Corporation --------------------------------- $203, 671
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co -------------------- 200, 000
Electric Boat Co ---------------------------------------------- 27, 000
Federal Shipbuilding Co ---------------------------------------- 227,250

Total -------------------------------------------------- 657,921
In addition to the above, facilities In the amounts shown below will be r"uired

for the Companies indicated o account of the vessels of I -percent-increase pro-
gram awarded on July 1, 1910, and July 3, 1940. The contractors have indicated
that they desire the (0overnnent to pay 100 percent of the cost.
New York Shipbuilding Corporation --------------------------- $3, 000, 000
Bath Iron Works Corporation --------------------------------- I, 500,000
Bethlehem Steel Co.:

Quincy plant ---------------------------------- 3, 400, 000
State lland plant ---------------------------------------- , 250, 000
Tnion Iron Works --------------------------------------- , 450,000

Electric Boat Co -------------------------------------------- 1,500,000
Federal Shipbuilding Co -------------------------------------- 2, 000, 000
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co ----------------- 6,000, 000

Total ------------------------------------------------ 20, 100. 000

ORDNANCE MATERIAL

The following table gives a list of private mspnfacturing concerns that within
the past 2 years have, at the earnest solicitation of the Bureau of Ordnance in
order to meet urgent requirelnehts for ordnance material, sllstantially expanded
their plant facilities with private capital. With regard to these expansions it is
pointed out that in at lVast three caRes the plant capacity was Increased by at
least 75 percent. Inasmuch a a considerable part of thIs expansion was for the
purpose of arlnor production which is limited to Government purchase, anti the
rest was to meet Government retlllirelents for national defense along other lines,
since 1o prospective demand from trade called for the increased facilities, It ap-
pears that means for reasonable amortization of these facilities should be provided.
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Co yNa SoI P~EiantVon Cost of ex-Cop~y 'sur Mes~mto itit 4 Ps

1.tvldeSIMeCo .................. Armor facilties: New mhacloe equip- Dee. 1,1938 00,0
mneat.

Do ............................ Armor feelitileS: New equIpment, fur- Feb. 21,1939 875,00ff
name, and facilities.

CagrnmLe-IwnotsSteelCocporation- Armor facilities: New macess uip ..... 4, ....... 1,225.000
meat, eu lrgement of furnaces, exten-
sion of tbMig.

Betbkem Steet Co ................ Armor fcilites: Erargement cl fur. Feb. 21,1939 7W0OD,0
twres, rearrancemes of facilities.

Bausch & Lomb ................... Fire control facilities: New R. F. test Mar. 1,939 67,51tower.
Do ............................ Fire control faciities: New assembly Sept. 1,1999 W,5W

building, tools. &Md equipment. During calea- 61Z 129
dir year 193.

Oen'sal Ekleric Co. (Schenectlady Fire control facilities: New bulding and d, 20D,00
put), tools.

Spcvner Len3 Co ................... Fie control fadlitk: New building &d .....do ..... 2... 291,000
tools.

Midvale Steel Co ................. Armor facilities: Extension of buiMlmtn. Nov. 24.999 72,000
erect ion of ress.

Ford Instrun nl Co ............... Firecontrol fclities: Extension ofbld. Dec. 1, 1939 900,000
tax and new equipment.

Oerwra ElectricCo. iErm plant).. Fire control iaits- New equipment ....... do...... 200 0
Basch & Lomb -................. Fire control failitles: Tools and equip- Ian. 1, 940 27,293

meal.
Arms Corporatio ................ o ......................... Ape. 1,1940 700.000

Total........................... ................................................ 1 2S, 44

AIRCRAFT

The matter of plant expansions in the aircraft industry is extremely con lex
and involves considerations of foreign orders and Army orders as well as Navy
reqtirenents. In the past 18 months, a number of plant expansions have been
carried through, but these have, In general, been made to meet the requirements
of foreign orders and have been financed out of payments made by foreign
purchasers.

So far as relates to plant expansions and facility additions which have been
financed by private capital upon solicitation of the Navy Department, there are
only a few'cases that are of such size as to warrant mention, and in some of these
the expansion has not come about solely through Navy Department solicitation.
Various other factors are known to have played their part in influencing the con
tractors to arrange for expanded facilities. "

LIST OF KNOWN PRIVATELY FINANCED PLANT EXPANSIONS

Edo Aircraft Corporation: In July 1940, entirely to take care of Navy work.
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation: In December 1939, largely on

account of Navy work.
Curtiss Propeller Division: Not believed to be mainly due to Navy work.

Expansion of the facilities of this concern has taken place within the last 12 months.
Brewster Aeronautical Corporation: Within the 1&5t 3 months and probably

partly duie to Navy work.
p lpse Aviation: Within the last 6 months and probably partly due to Navy

work.
Walter Kidde & Co., Inc.- Expansion started about May 1940, and due mainly

to Navy work.

(C A STATEMENT OF THE REASON THE NAVY IS PURCHASING AND CoNvERTiNo
COMMERCIAL VESSELS, INCLUDINO DISTRICT CRAFT, TRAN'SPORT, TANKER,
ETC.

The Navy has bought several merchant vessels for conversion to naval use
and plans to acquire several more in the near future.

While ships so acquired are not as fully satisfactory a those specially built by
the Navy, tey can be commissioned in a very much ;horym(r time and incidentally
at less cost. the reasons for this procedure Ismay briefly be summarized as follows:
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(a) The recommissloning of practically all of the old destroyers and sub-
marines has Increased the immediate need or auxiliaries, which will be accentuated
as the newly authorized ships and airplanes are completed.
(b) The wider dispersion of the United States fleet and the increase in air and

other bases in outlying areas requires increased facilities for servicing these
stations and the airplanes based thereon.

(c) The critical international situation renders It imperative that we train, at
the earliest practicable date, a proper nucleus of reserve personnel in the tech-
niques of mine sweeping, mine laying, boom and net defense operations and patrol
against hostile submarines and aircraft. For this purpose trawlers, yachts, and
other small craft are satisfactory.

(d) Another factor to be considered is that we must have transports immedi-
ately available to transport the Marines or the Army to critical areas at short
notice and to train these troops in embarkation, disembarkation, combat loading,
and landings.

The following table shows the ships acquired to date and those which it is hoped
can be acquired in the near future.

Numb"r Number

Tye Number to beyp Number at tb
acquired r acquired Tpe r acquired

T rnsort...................| iear
future future

Traspors ................... 4 S ..... .... v~ tup ................. ..........
Survey- sbips ................. ,I " ..... osptal shim ................ I .....
Orls .................... . . . . .3 , t Lare mine sweer ......... ....

Pros n ips................ .......... I I W4 ve-s ets ................. 4 12
Pro i~d. h~p ....... .. "......... 31, oasAl mine sweep~ers ....... ........... ... 19

Amunition .................... 2 Tus for nets and booms ...... 3 ..........
Stores issue .ships.................. 2 Gte s.' es ....... .............C rCt shipsel~c,

t 4eis:e hm 
---

pl et lrs............ I DU "ret patrol yes. .... 2 .... .

$ of these were acquired last fiscal yeAr.
a Acquired Last fistsl yeir.
'These were acquired In 1939.
Noi&-Depeding upon the [nternatiMl ituAtin and the lunds availble fIr further acqusition the

above list inay be augmented during "h, present 1sal year.

(D) A stalemenl of the expenditures made by Ie NXary during the post seven years
for each year, aub-dirided into normal operation costs and relacement of navai
vetseli

Replacement d Otherep.tl MaIntenance
naval Vessels e -~I-svs and Jvsilo. TWepeD4[i

Yea Incuding allo- Inn udins al1o. ts
cation mer, cat. n o ,..I cation of ers- tures
rency funds g'(ncy Zrso*' gency funds

1933 .................................... M21, 2 5. A 68967.296, i 6 237.M 9 M4ills
1934 ................................... 1 AM537 2,242 21k 1%,324 23940
1933 ............................... 12.31T.' 39 A29.4% V2 2S1.315625 440WO4.6
193........................... .... S. e u.054 23,564.09I 31I.M9.077 si5,ea222J
1937................................ 185.5A3.07 27.1% 145133k y53A 790 M U) 39OO70

1 ................................. 191, 0&% 215 34. 76%f 47 1 3.001. 3M3 W5.945, 491
.................................... 22r%7M W6 KW.6 9 374.MS3 1 w 0,20A 1t

1940 .................................... a 32%5&, 4 W ?K 20 47, 7 310 a89 3451,7 4

1 Estimated.
No-sz.-Tbese figures ae as of rusie 2, 140. Delayed charges will lcrese figures by an estimated

Sincerely yours, LOUIS COMPTON
Acting Secrrtary of the katm.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions of the Secretary?
If not, Mr. Secretary, we thank you for your a pperance.

The next witness on the calendar is lion. William S. Knudsen.
chairman of the National Defense Advisory Council, Washington,
D.C.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. KNUDSEN, CHAIRMAN, NA'IIONAL
DEFENSE ADVISORY COMMISSION

Mr. KNUDSE.N. I have to apologize to the committee. I have no
prepared statement. It. is purely due to imy ignorance of tie pro-
cedure. 1 have no prepared statement to read, but I am quite anxious
you should direct any question to me that you would like me to
explain. I did not know it was customary to bring a prepared state-
ment, otherwise I should have brought one.

Senator VANDENBERG. We all love your type of ignorance.
Mr. CoopER. Mr. Knudsen, having had tlie privilege of hearing

your brief statement made to the subcommittee when they mere con-
sidering this matter, I think it would be helpful to the full committees
present on this occasion if you would be kind enough to give us about
the sane information that you very kindly gave to the subcommittee.

Mr. KNUDsEs. You nen with regard to our negotiations?
Mr. COOPER. Yes; with respect to your experience and connection

with the contracts and the work you are now carrying on.
Mr. KN 'UDSEN.. Well, tile Advisory Comumissio of which I an a

member started to work dovi here about the 1st of June. We
naturally went to the Army and Navy to get a list of the requirements
an(l they were split into two parts at that timec-the immediate re-
quirements for which there wais legislation pending, anti the further
requirements which were going to be asked for after tile first section
had been handled by Congress.

The first section was before Congress and by the end of June or
about the 1st of July we were told to go ahead with the money then
allowed. Naturally, we knew after the smaller quantity was coming
along there would be a larger quantity which had to follow and, in
negotiating for the smaller section of it, we tried to impress upon the
contractors the necessity of preparing plant expansion for the second
section, as it, would not seem prudent to start one small olle and then
start another big one afterward. So, in talkin to them, we Were
,ible to tell them, pending approval by Congre-s of the second expendi-
ture, how much plant would be needed.

We imniediately ran up against the question of amortization anti,
being wholly ignorant of the procedure, i consulted the Treasury and
was told what could be (lone. That, of course, under the cieum-
stancs, was rather difficult to sell to anybody. Tito rates had been
established over a number of years, but" iot 'with any situation like
this in mind. And right in the middle of the piano negotiations, as
Secretary Stimson stated, the Vinson-Traniniell Act rate was cut from
12 to 8 percent, and that created a lot of uneasines. on tile part, of the
mantufacturers. I think, in justice to the manufacturers. we should say
this, that they have operated on a very smell volume during the past
2 or 3 vears.' 'iere has not been the requirement for airplaines t at
has suddenly sprung up, and some of their plant expansions have been
financed by)tle AlIhed Powers and, of course, must be used for that
work unless we step in and order differently. So that there was quite
a bit of uneasine., in their minds as to how they could proceed and we
finally got the principal mmufnctmrers of plamies together and &greed
tentatively that, pending the passage of this bill, or whatever bill
might conie up in the future, we would go over to the fixed-fee basic.
But we could not give them aniy assurance on the amortization until,
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finally, I was called before the subcommittee and was told what the
plans were.

I think I should add something more to Mr. Compton's statement.
The subcontractor out in the field who has other business and is offered
a $25,000 contract under the Vinson-Trammel Act is naturally hesi-
tant to carry the records which are necessary to prove his profit in that
particular line, especially if he has other work for other people who
do not require those records. So that,, so far as the subcontractors
are concerned, the repeal of the Vinson-Trammel Act will clear up
that question entirely, and he will not have to worry about the book-
keeping part, which is the most important part; because nobody ever
got any money back from them. But the way we are now, since the
statement by \Mr. Cooper, from the contractors we have talked to, we
feel we are going to have fairly clear sailing from now on.

You have, of course, to remember that the appropriation of the
larger amount has not passed yet and we are not permitted to con-
tract until tile bill is actually signed; but I think our negotiations can
proceed in an orderly way so that, when we get the larger a ppropria-
tion, there will not be the delay there was in the small ones, due to the
uncertainty.

And I want to say we have had marvelous cooperation from every-
one. I was able to report last night that, of the total amount available
in the first bill, 45 percent of the Army appropriations have been
placed anti 74 percent of the Navy appropriations have been placed;
this, of course, being due to tile fact that the Navy have larger unit
costs and less units, as against the Army. I do net think the manu-
facturers will hold back; I think, in justice to themselves and their
stockholders, they ought to know where they are going and with the
provisions of the bill, as I understand them to be, I do not think
we will have any trouble.

Senator LOD E. Mr. Knudsen, could you give a guess as to how
soon we would actually have the equipment for an army of 750,000
men?

Mr. KNUDSEN. Well, it depends somewhat on what you are talking
about. Are you talking about the total?

Senator LODoE. Yes.
Mr. KNUDSEN. Or merely the infantry equipment?
Senator LODGE. No; I mean the artillery, tanks, and everything.
Mr. KNUDSFN. Of course, the tank item, as you probably know, is a

slow item. The medium tank had to be redesigned; the design we
found here had to be changed in the light of tile battle experience in
France, and the drawings for the medium tank will be finished about
August 26 or 27. Now, the tooling of a job like that will take some-
where around between 8 and 10 months and, after that, we get a tank.

On guns, only the new gun, the last, gun, the 105 mm. is behind;
the others are pretty well taken care of.

On planes, I do not know how many planes are required for 700,000
men.

Senator LODGE. I saw a statement of yours in the press about a week
ago that we would be able to supply an army of 2,000,000 men. Is
not that true?

Mr. KNUDSEN. That is the sum total of the two appropriations.
Senator LODGE. Yes; and the question arose in my mind right

away-how soon?
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Mr. KNvUDSEN. Well, it looks to me, Senator, as if the entire
amount that we have allotted us in both bills could be handled by the
middle of 1944.

Senator LODGE. By tie middle of 1944?
Mr. KNUDSEN. Y s; everything.
Senator LODGE. Thank you.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask my distinguished

Michigander a question or two and I would like to assure him that.,
while fie is in Washington, if lie finds himself in difficulty or in need
of a guide, he will find many of his friends right here in'Washington
to help guide him straight. But, thus far. I(do not think Mr. Knudsen
has had nny difficulty in Washington of getting around and finding his

What I ama interested in knowing, Mr. Knudsen, is in regard to
your attitude on the amortization provisions of the hill. At the out-
set, when the tax bill was proposed, my interest centered very largely
upon a fair and equitable provision being inserted in that bill to pro-
vide proper protection by way of amortization to the manufacturers
and industrialists who had expanded their facilities in order to make
real your program of national defense.

I would like to ask whether you are convinced that the amortization
features contained in this bill are ample to fully protect, any manufac-
turers ani industrialists in connection with the national-defenso
program?

Mr. KNUDSEN. In the over-all, yes, I think so. Some small con-
tractor might feel he should have a" better rate, but it is impossible to
make a rate that fits every situation. I think, by and large, this rate
is fair. I have advocated'it.

Mr. DINGELL. You have no further suggestion to make for the bene-
fit of the committee at, this time, with regard to any amendments?

Mr. KNUD-sEN. No, sir.
Mr. DINOELL. Or any amendments at, all?
Mr. KNUDSEN. No, sir.
Mr. DINOELL. Well let me say to you if at any time during the

consideration of this bill you should have any suggestion you con-
sidered worthy, I am sure the committee woidd welcome any sug-
gestion.

Mr. KNbDSF,s. Thank you very much.
Mr. DINGELL. Let me ask you just this one further question: I am

interested in the bottlenecks which I have been reading about. Can
you tell me whether tie present situation has been affected by the
lack of some assurance to the manufacturers, atnl has it affected the
airplane motor contract with any manufacturing concern, particularly
Packard Motors? Has the fact we had no amortization provision in
the law to (late cramped your negotiation with the Packard Motor
Car Co.?

Mr. KNUDSEN. No, sir.
Mr. lINGF:LL. It has not; tile Packard contract has not been held

tip by that at, all?
Mi. KNUDSEN. It. just takes so long to negotiate a contract and

in this case it happened to be a large contract.
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Mr. DINOELL. I appreciate that, but I just wondered whether the
lack of proper amortization provisions in the present law had anything
to do with any delay insofar as the Packard contract was concerned.

Mr. KNUDSEN. It'did not happen to be that kind of a contract, sir.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. Knudsen, Congress in effect has declared a

national emergency exists and the Congress has appropriated, accord-
ing to the statement this morning by the Secretary of the Treasury,
an aggregate of $14,700,000,000 for national defense, which it is pro-
posed by the Government to expend as rapidly as possible consistent
with sound business principles. In the light of that situation, have
you heard of any inclination on the part ofAmerican businessmen to
criticize the theory of an excess-profits tax being levied at this time?

Mr. KNUDSEN. Will you say that again, a little shorter? I beg
your pardon, but do I understand you to say you want me to express
an opinion as to what American business thinks of the excess-profits
tax?

Mr. ROBERTSON. Have you heard any opposition?
Mr. KNUDSEN. No.
Mr. ROBERTSON. From the businessmen, to the imposition, under

the circumstances, of an excess-profits tax?
Mr. KNUDSEN. Frankly, I have not been talking to businessmen

about the excess-profits tax. I have confined myself to the business
at hnd, which was the Vinson-Trammell Act and the amortization
provisions, which were uppermost in everbody 's mind. I am frank
to say I have not discussed the tax. In fact, I only got the bill this
morning.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Well, as one of the outstanding business leaders
of America do you endorse the theory at this time of an excess-profits
tax, in the light of the emergency I have mentioned?

Mr. KNUDSEN. Yes; I think so. It has got to be paid.
Mr. ROBERTSON. That is all.
Mr. KNUDSEN. I would like to add to that, however, that the

provisions of the tax bill itself I am not familiar with, but the principle
of the tax has to be met; the principle has to be involved when we are
making emergency expenditures for national defense.

Senator CLARK. Mr. Knudsen, I would like to ask you whether
there is any inherent ineligibility in the States west of the Mississippi
and east of the Rocky Mountains as a location for these various
munitions plants and other facilities.

Mr. KNUDSEN. No, sir.
Senator CLABK. I ask that question because I understand the

contracts let and the placements decided on are something less, for
instance, than 1 percent in the 22 States between the Mississippi
River and the Rocky Mountains, and it occurs to me if you create
by Government, in awarding these contracts subsidies, and one thing
and another, the establishment of these industries, and then couple
that with an amortization lon for 5 years, it means a permanent
transfer of a great many industries out of the Middle West and the
concentration of practically the whole industry of the country on
the eastern seaboard and on the Pacific coast,'which appears to me
to be an extremely bad thing frofn a national defense standpoint and

economic standpoint, or anything else, for the country.
Mr. KNUDSEN. Well, Senator, the plants we are talking about on

the Pacific coast and the eastern seaboard have happened to be there.
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Senator CLARK. Well, you are locating a good many plants around
this country, arc you not, like your powder plants, and I understand
from the newspaper men that. they said the other day one plant was
located at Hamilton, Ohio, with the intimation that they were going
very far west. Now, of course, anybody who lives in the center of
the country, or throughout that section of the country, regards
Hamilton, Ohio, as very near East and it does seem to me from a
strategic and tactical standpoint, and from every other standpoint,
that those placements should be spread around over the country.

Mr. KNUDSEN. Well, sir, I have heard a lot about that the fast 2
weeks, or 3 weeks, and I fully subscribe to your idea. A general
study was made by the General Staff showing the boundary lines
within which these new plants should be located. We have sur-
veyed about half that area. It keeps away from the seaboard about
300 miles all around. Of course, some of" the plants are there now,
and we cannot tear them down-

Senator CLARK. Nobody wants to tear them down, but I want to
advocate, when a lot of new plants are built., that they be spread
around. That is what I am talking about.

Mr. KNUDSEN. Let me finish. This is a very large territory to
survey.

Mr. MCCORMACK. Speak a little louder. You are getting into a
very practical question, now. (Laughter.)

Mr. KNUDSEN. This is a very large territory to survey and about
half of the States up to nearly the NfississippI River have been sur-
veyed. The Army and Navy Munitions Board, who are charged
with finding the location for these plants are now at work on west of
the Mississippi, but you will realize it will take a lot of time to cover
all that territory out there, because there does not seem to be any
part of that, territory that is unsuited in anybody's mind, regardless
of whether there has been any industry there before, or not.

Now, in dealing with the plant question, we start with what is
there and try to make it bigger. Ne had to consider, to a certain
extent, the time we have to do this job, but when we have the com-
plete plants to place, where no industry of that sort exists, they will
be next.

Senator CLARK. Let me say that nobody wants to interfere with
the most expeditious prosecution of this program; nevertheless, there
is a large section of the country out there that is going to have to pay
the taxes for this program, and that I am sure can take part in this
program and we would like to have it remembered that we are still
a part o the United States.

Air. KNUDSEN. Well, I feel it is quite safe to assure you that we
will never forget it. [Laughter.) I am sorry I did not bring the map,
but I will send it to you, and show you how far we have gone.

Senator VANDENBERG. I just want to ask this one general question,
Mr. Knudsen: If this bill is passed, as I assume it will be, is there
anything left which handicaps you in a maximum speed-up for na-
tional defense?

Mr. KNUDSEN. I do not know of anything.
Senator KINo. Coming to the question Senator Clark developed,

may I ask one question: "Has any plan been devised, formulated, or
agreed upon that would prohibit the construction of plants which are
needed for the national defense in any part of the United States?"
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Mr. KNUDSEN. No, sir.
Senator Kiio. Particularly in the Intermountain region and the

AMississippi Valley, to which the Senator referred?
Mr. KNuDsEx. No, sir.
Senator KING. You do not contemplate confining all of your new

construction to the Atlantic seaboard or the Pacific seaboard, hut you
contemplate spreading plants around wherever they will to the most
good and where the work can be most speedily accomplished autt where
tie national defense will be promoted?

Mr. KNUDSEN. Yes, sir-where we can find a reasonable amount of
skill and maybe some raw material, or a good class of labor. That
will be considered in every instance.

Senator CAiPP. Ilave you any information as to the extent of the
movement of labor from the interior part of the United States to the
coast States?

Mr. KNUDSEN. I (to not think it amounts to mueb. I do iot think
it is important. There will be a certain amount due to higher wages.

Mr. TREADWAY. I dislike to bore you with questions that may have
been previously asked, but when you appeared before the Ways and
Means Subcolimittee vou made the very definite statement that
many contractors were hesitating to close contracts because of not
knowing what the law would be.

Mr. KNUDSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Ta.DwAv. Does not that condition still apply?
Mr. KNUDSEN. No, sir; we have lid a little better reaction since

the statement by Mr. Cooper. We have had a very favorable reaction
to that.

Mr. TREADWAY. I understood you to say earlier in your testimony
that you were finding better cooperation tian you had previously to
the last meeting with you a few (lays ago. Is that correct?

Mr. KNuDsE.. Yes, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. Would that change your viewpoint at all as to

the need for these three big coordinated questions being included in
one bill? In other words, going back to the same point of whether
we should write an excess-profits tax at a later (late, and include the
two other propositions in this bill for prompt and speedy action.

Mr. KNuDsEN.;. I think it would be much better to have the thing
over with now, and have it settled.

Mr. TREADWAY. You would prefer, despite the delay that might
be incurred in writing the excess-profits tax feature into the bill now,
including it with the other two items?

Mr. KN;UDSEN. Yes, sir; I think it should be settled.
Mr. TREADWAY. There was some criticism that we were delaying

the work of providing for the national defense by entdeavoring to
include at the same time the excess-profits tax feature with the
amortization feature and repeal of the Vinson-Traniniell Act, but, as
I understand it, you would prefer some slight delay in order to include
all three propositions together in the bill at this time.

Mr. KNUDSEN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You realize that frequently those who know least

about a subject are loudest in their criticisms.
Mr. McKEOUaH. I would like to make one observation in connec-

tion with Senator Clark's suggestion: As I understood your reply to
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the Senator, the Amiy and Navy are now at work with a view to
using available places between the Rocky Mountains and the Alle-
gheny Mountains, and were giving consideration to the Mississippi
River Valley, in relation to facilities, sites, labor, and so forth, for the
production of necessary material for the national defense, and I trust
that the members of tile committee, as well as tile Army, an( the
other members of the Advisory Council will bear in mind that Chicago
has all of tile things necessary for your purposes, nianufaturing and
transportation facilities, a fine labor market, and a very fine city
administration.

Mr. KNUDSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. WOODRUFF. Mr. Knudn, I understood you to say a few

moments ago, in response to an interrogation, that the present program
woil([ be complete by the middle of 1944.

Mr. KNuDsEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. WOODRUFF. Does that contemplate the fullfilnent of all the

contracts you have in mind which can be carried out with the present
appropriations and contract authorizations?

Mr. KNUDSEN. Yes, sir. I will have to think a little bit there,
because the question was rather quick, and I was trying to get it in
mind, as to what was meant by it-that is, whether it was for 2,000,000
men with maintenance or 2,000,000 men without maintenance. I had
in mind the whole program, and if you will permit me, I would rather
submit. a brief in answer to that question.

Mr. WOODRUFF. Suppose you put in the record a statement show-
ing exactly what the situation is, and how much you expect to accom-
plish from your present a appropriations and contract authorizations.

Mr. KNUDsE'N. That, of course, is intended to arm 1,200,000 men
with the necessary maintenance and critical noncommercial items for
800,000 more.

Mr. WOODRUFF. Then you expect tile whole of the contracts to be
closed and finished. You will include ill your statement when you
expect contracts to be closed and finished.

Mr. KNUDSEN. Yes, sir; I will include that.
Mr. WOODRUFF. Showing when the work will be completed?
Mr. KNUDSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. WOODRUFF. And, also, include in your brief any further pro-

gram thit you may have, or that your organization'may have in
mind looking to the necessity of further appropriations oi contract
authorizations at this time. 'I ask you to give that information for
the reason that we have been given to understand that there will be
further requests for appropriations for the national defense and
further requests for contract authorizations. In view of tile fact
that it is your opinion the present program cannot be completed
before 1944, it seems to some of us, at least, that we have already
appropriated sufficient funds and provided sufficient contract authori-
zations to last until, at least, the meeting of the next Congress. So if
you will put a statement of that in your brief, I will appreciate it.

Mr. KNUDSEN. I will do so.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would like to express the hope that

Mr. Knudsen will furnish that information as soon as possible so
that it may be included in our hearings and will not delay the printing
of the hearings.
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Mr. KNUDSEN. Yes, sir. I beg your pardon, but I gathered from
Mr. Woodruff's question that it was a forecast of a further expansion
beyond the amounts in these bills.

Mr. WOODRUFF. Yes.
Mr. KNUDSEN. Of course, that is not within my province. That

is up to the General Staff.
Mr. WOODRUFF. I understand that perfectly, but what I am

wondering is whether, or not, any information has been given to your
Council that, would indicate that such further appropriations would
be necessary before the meeting of the next Congress, because
certainly, if we are to have other estimates of appropriations and
contract authorizations, it seems to me that Congress should have
the information on which to base intelligent action.

Mr. KNUDSEN. The next Congress meets in Jantary, does it not?
Mr. WOODRUFF. Yes; it meets in January.

Senator IHARRISON. This request is for information relative to the
Navy as well a-- the Army, as understand it.

Mr. WOODRt e-. Yes, for both.
Mr. MCORMACK. Of course, if that is something not within your

province, you cannot forecast it, and I assume that the request that
is made is based on the theory that the information so given is com-
patible with the public interest.

I would like to suggest, also, that it might be well for the Advisory
Commission to present a picture of its difficulties and the practical
situation that confronts the Commission, so the American people
may know what are the difficulties and responsibilities faced by the
Commission.

Mr. KNUDSEN. I will do that.
Mr. MCCORMACK. There is one question I would like to ask: The

Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Mr. Compton, referred to, the amor-
tization going back beyond July 10. He said if it went back to Janu-
ary 1, or if that date was agreed upon, it would take care of 75 percent
of the plant expansion due to the Navy Department's negotiated con-
tracts, or as a result of which the plant expansions had been made.
Do you have any views to express on that suggestion?

Mr. KNsDSEN. No, sir; I have no data on which to base any sugges-tions.
Mr. MCCORMACK. You have no objection to going back beyond

July 10, if the committee deems it necessary, have you?Mr. KNUDSEN. No, sir; I have no opinion in the matter at all.
Mr. DisNEY. I want to refer to Senator Clark's statement made

awhile ago about the alleged discrimination as between the Central
States and some other States, and to Mr. McCormack's suggestion
that it was a very practical question. I want to inquire if you know
about any so-called protest meeting at Kansas City, on August 30,
going to the question of business interests in that section being
discriminated against in the matter of the locations of plants?

Mr. KNUDSEN. Yes, sir; they had that question up here. I have
not had time enough yet to go'into it.

Mr. MCCORMACK. That would be the same situation where some
city would demand that its Congressman go down and get some
money. Of course, I do not believe that the American public would
want to support a defense program on that basis, and I think that
my colleague from Oklahoma would not want anybody to approach
him frominthat point of view.
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Mr. DINGOELL. I would like to interpose a question at this point:
Is it the practice, policy, and the best judgment of the Defense
Commission that there probably should be, and is it planned that
there shall be, some essential decentralization of industry for the sake
of a sound and rounded-out program?

Mr. KNUDSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DINGOELL. In other words from what I have heard and read

I thought it was the policy of the Commission to create small
plants in widely scattered areas for further production, but, of
course, they are not availablenow for immediate production. That
is the reason, I presume, why a considerable part of the program is
being concentrated at places where industry is already established.

Mr. KNUDSEN. The territory has not been surveyed. If you had
traveled over it for the last 2 months, you would not have covered it.
It takes a long time to decide on the relative advantages of particular
sites. While we do not have the personnel, I am sure that the Army
and Navy are working on it right along.

Mr. CooPER. Mr. Knudsen, when you referred to the year 1944, I
assume that you meant that both tlie Anny and Navy programs
would be completed by that time.

Mr. KNUDSEN. No sir; I was thinking about the maintenance of
2,000,000 men, plus tile equipment for 2,000,000 men. I asked per-
mission to prepare a statement on that, because the question confused
me at the moment.

Mr. REED. Mr. Knudsen, regardless of the zeal that may be dis-
played by various localities wishing industries to be located in their
midst, you still have to be governed b3 other considerations, the
facilities, amount of skilled labor, climate, and various other factors,
as well as the map laid down by the General Staff?

Mr. KNUDSEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. If there is nothing further, we thank you, Mr.

Knudsen, for your appearance and the splendid statement you have
given the committee.

(Mr. Knudsen subsequently submitted the following statement:)
THE ADVisoRY COMMISSION TO THE

COUNCIL OF NATIONAL DEFENSE,
Washington, D. C., August 10, 1940.

I wish to submit herewith brief covering questions given to me at the hearing
Friday, August 9, by the honorable members of your committee and their guests
from the Senate.

Taking up the questions in order, I begin with Senator Lodge's query as to when
2,000,00 men could take the field fully equipped. The correct answer Is that
we have no program for the entire equipment and maintenance of 2,000,000 men.
Our program is for the complete equipment of 1,200,000 men with critical noll-
commercial items for 800,000 more. This program will be finished by the end of
1912. 1 was unable to figure quickly how much additional material would be
required and therefore allowed myself sufficient time on delivery to make it
conservative, but safe. With the proper additional funds allotted when the time
comes, and depending upon circumstances which will warrant extreme pressure
on the program, I am quite sure that the date I gave of July 1, 104, can be short-
ened by 9 months.

The second question, by Senator Clark, as to the map we are working with for
the location of new plants away from seaboard, I enclose the map herewith and
you will sce by the red lines that the territory is being surveyed up to a line slightly
west of the Mississippi River. This does not mean that the area west of this red
line and bounded by the heavy black line is excluded; it simply means that this
territory has not been surveyed as yet by the Army and Navy -Munitions Board
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As to Mr. Woodrum's and Senator )larrLson's question about the present bill
before Congress, this bill calls for $3,96,995,417 of which $1,81-1,398,625 Is cash
and $2,172,590,792 is contract authorizations. 'ris covers two-third, of the cost
of fully equipphg and nmaintaizing 1,200,000 men in the field and obtaius in a(di-
tion all toncommercial items for 800,000 more. The contracts shuhl all lbe
placed within 60 (lay. after the pa-sage of this bill and the exces.-profits tax hilt,
and the work should bIe done by the end of 1912.

On the Navy p.xrt of the bill, the amount is $1,09",017,510 of which S00,712,510
Is cash and $198,305,000 is contract authorizatic ns. The general description of
the project is on statements A and B attached. If you will exannie items 1
and 2 on statement A, and item 2 on statement B, yo u will fin:d that a total of
$435,000,000 of cash and S141,000,000 of coutract autthorizations are all that is
allolcd to new construction and the balance ca, be classified a.s operating and
inalitenatiee experisc.

The contracts itivolved in this expenditure can be placed within C0 ilays ofter
the passage of this bill and the excess profit tax bill. Vic work on (ie ship will
not be finished until 1915 at the earliest. The work on Itanei and aniinnitioi,
can be finished by July 1, 1912.

Respectfully sttIlbiitcd. WILLiN S. KNUDSEN.

Appropriation s unoary

RerAwerent of navil ve,,.wls:
Con,,ructlon and machinery ................................
Arryc. armaments, and rnmunition ..................o..

Alteration.' to n ival veseL .......................................
A viatio . Nav .......... ... ..................... ... .......
Public wrsks ................ ...........................
Naval Reserve ...............................................
Bureau o f sips ....................................................
Oeneral expenses. Marine Corps ..................................
Ord ni nce an (,tiniNo q, 'es:

Marine item%. $ t0t.lo0 .....................................
Naval irermt. $t3 .O)) .....................................

Contlng? ep! .'ses Navy ID'eprtmewt ...........................
Sataries. director . Naval Coo m niini attons ......................
Sai. ety OIe .................................
Sahm ifQ, C'ffo Naval Operatkn .................................
ML'kf IL neous etaio s.................. ......................
MaIntenance. sup;,lle aM ac cnts ............ n...................
Print in and dining ..........................................

Total .........................................................

Cswh

3e

(

Cootr.w UatIauthis'ily

$93.CAco...........
Kwk55oju $17. Ctx ow

37. 75)000 3'mo
& I"*. 7so ..............

C" k (0o ..............

M, , 0O ..............MW O0i....... ....

iov. ........

510. t - -

571,9ga 5t0 4,"9, 11,

PROJ ECT I. If. R. I0(OD-SI1PI IULDIN AND SHIP ACQUISITIONS AND CONVERSIONS

Consiruc- a C..traht

Mion a nd Cash total Contract
I I munitkn

Rrcsrtnen.t of naval vessCLo:
(a) Commerce 110 combatait ship ..........
(&) Plant exiamion-Shipiailting for (c) ....
(r) Corst ruc Iatrol tcrat. etc ....................
(d) Lay glown 52 suolizes (agatnot pri"c wmtaer-

izationq ant1 It. R. W24e0, 75'00 tons; It. R.
10100. IMO015 tons) .... ..........

(e) Ordnance facilities (gun factory, etc.) .......
(U) Arrive facilities (South Clwrleson, W. Va,

and prival) . . ......... .............
g) Powder fadlitips, blic (Indian Ifead-tO00

pounds aday additional, .....................

Total ........................................
Alteration to naval vesels: Acquisition and con-

version o auxiliarles (22 ships) fromn Maritime Con-
mrt.-on aWni pivate Sources .........................

Toatl co tt ...................................

3%,oDo( O IM -- x .) 00f),"0M ...........
$2.O 10 .A000 ( M. 27 ( W -------.

14.00D000 &O5)fX5) 2& t 0MX~i
............ 2A0Ko, ooo i+, .kMt

............ 150000 O t'k(W o0 0 000 OO (W............ ..... 7to 6a ( O r:: ----...... .

........... ............ .... . 2 O 000 1............

2.1005)0510 I5(Eh.......
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PRIOJEC'T 2. AVIATION
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I'a'frlar.- Aw C~c ups. We,~ arA &$:I ubnurine re.ue
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Approprialion aummar-Contlnued

PROJECT & MARINE CORPS

Cash

General expenses, Maritne Corps:
Clothlng-29,500 outf ts I Sl.T ......................................................... $, 00,000
Semiautomatic rtfies-13,0 rifle at M44 ............................................... 1.020,000
Small arms immunltion-&%238,000 rounds at $42 per thousand .......................... , 480000
Combat transportatlon ................................................................... 750,000

459 cart% band drawn ....................................................... $3739
28 carts. artillery ..... ............................................. i, too
S3 tractorsa ............................................................ 139,200
i10trailers ................................................................. 1400
IS0 trucks, Including ambulances ............................................ 410,700
49 motorcycles ............................................. 2,725

Communication equipment .............................................................. 00,000
Wire-laying equipment ..................................................... 820,875
Visual signaling equipment ................. .................... ,0O
Telephones, telegraph sets,e ........e--*........................ 41.3m
SwitRchboards .............................................................. 11.100
Field telephone wi ................................................... 376,263
Hand carts ........................................................... 17,
Miscellaneous ........................................................ 8,86

Equipment and commodities .......................................................... 750, 000
Organizational equipment (protective clothing, mess equipment, wedding

rolls, cots. tents, etc.) ------------- _ ------------------------------- 20,887
Indivtusl equipment, such as field lrasses, oompasses, shelter tents, en-

trenching tools steel helmets, web carrying equipment. etc.d ............. 300,417
landing rations (tx 3fres, as olows: 3 compete ratkns, fe cat Ions, type

C. coasistig of canned meat. canned crackers soluble coffee and sugar;
one-third ration, U. S. Army field ration, type b (concentrated choclate
tars ...................................................................... 1, 270

EngineerIng equipment, miscellaneoes equipment loe Third Fngineer Bat.
talon .................................................................... 127,746 _ 7__ _ 50

_ _ _ _ _ I Cash
Bura oihips: .Vasdcr Vatf

Landing boats .............................................. 27 1 10, SO ,2.19 800
Fighters (scit-propelld) ....................................... - 5 4 2.7%00
Rig, boat ........................................................ 40 1,000 40,000
Ram=e, boat- ...................................................... 20 1,000 A 000
R eboa t .................................................... ... 41 0 38,00
Radio equipment ..........................---------- ------------------------------- 5,0

Total ............................................................. .......... 8,6MO5o

Bureau of Ordnance:
Ammunitio fo r- Rea Usit

48 34nch antiarcrat guns ....................................... 11631 21.0 X,8671 51
16 37-am. antiaircraft guns ...................................... 1 O 9.o0 97, 00062 3-mm. antitank guns: ! )High-explotive shell ........................................ 3- 4.00 1,44

Armor-piercing shel0 ........................................ -- 16000 600 0000
45 75-mm. pack howitzers ....................................... 6,8 1 0 4,924,84
6881--m. mortars ............................................. 135.021 It 70 , 714, 766
It 242-Inch cbern Ial mortars .................................... 16 200 29.45 477,090
108 Onm. mortars ............................................. 193.634 9.00 1,74%700
Orensdes ,VB, rif- ........-.................................... 6,610 174 179,7071
Grenades:, hand, fragmentaton .......... : ...................... 140 o 1.92 269,M

1KM5000
37 combat tanks.. .................................................. 150,000

Total ......................................................... .......... 16. M00 000

Total proLt 6 .................................................... ........... 29, M 000
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Appropriation summary-ContInued
PROJEOT 7. ORDNANCE

Require. Cs ob.
M 3 Ca Contract

Ordnance and ordnance stores:
(t) Prc*ctile defciencics ......................................... %000,0 so ..........
() Amnntio deficlences ...................................... 2,99 000 $15,03A000.

Fues ........................................... $40,0.00
Powdr-l .....................-.................. M0
Bombs ......................................... F- 00
Pyroetnks .................................... .7000
Ammunition detais ............................ LO
Small arms ammunition ........................ 7000 0
Proectiles ....................................... 7.O,000D

Total ....................................... 15,033,00)
(r) 173 1. 1-inch guns ($1&%000 unlt-gun and mount W^,.O0, fire

control $25,; ammunition $62.0) ......................... & 5000 29, 5, 000 ..........
(4) Fire control and power equipment Oncresmsd cost $31,000 unit

foe 400 1 -loc gui) ........................................ 00-)
Total proj-ect .................................................. K, 1,000 j ........

PROJECT 8. MISCELLANEOUS

Cash

Mcellaous espens ......................................................................... $4000
Salaries Secretary's o ...................................................................... 1,
Salarie% Qce of C iel o Naval Operations ----- .......................................... "0000
Salaries, OfIce of Director o Naval Communiatmikn ......................................... 0.080
Contingent expense. Navy Department ..........................--............ ............ -1000
'M intenace. Supplies and Accounts (collateral and maintenance of supply depots) ...... . a 000Printing anW bladmt ........................................................................ 234'% 000

Total project $ ........................................................................... 6%l 710

t 1,540,000 in Title II.
f10,70,000 under Marine Corps, project &

Miscellaneous expenses ----------------------------------------- $86, 000
This estimate provides for opening 7 new naval attach6 offices at Montevideo,

Uruguay; Capetown, South Africa; Canberra, Australia; Delhi, India; Aukland
New Zealand; Managua, Nicaragua and Tegucigalpa, Honduras; and for
clerks for these new offices and 8 adAitional clerks for attach offices in Central
and South.America, including expenses for the operation of the offices. These
new offices have been selected after consultation with the State Department to
cover areas in which it is believed desirable to have naval attaches.
Ordnance and ordnance stores:

Cash --------------------------------------------------- $7, 000,000
Contract ----------------------------------------------- 15,000, 000

The 4,028 aircraft being procured under the "aviation" estimate will require
for their ordnance, ammunition, bombs and torpedoes $28, 536,269. This
request covers $7,000,000 cash and $15 060,000 contract authorization. Site
these planes will not be delivered until 1641 or early 1942, It is believed that the
contract authorization should be raised $6,500,000. Admiral Towers will cover
the subject of plane deliveries.
Medical Department ----------------------------------------- $1,450,000

Due to the expansion of the Navy, a total of $1,450,000 is required for miscel-
laneous items of equipment, furniture and furnishings, medical outfits for auxiliary
ships, and Incidental expenses in connection with the organization and main-
tenance of a 500-bed hospital In the Caribbean area.

31301-40---5
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Maintenance, Yards and Docks -........ $2, 000, 000

The $2,000,000 Is requested to cover expenses In connection with naval stations
on account of the expanlson of the Navy for personal services and routine upkeep,
including transportation equipment, machine tools, and furnishings.

Public works, Bureau of Yards and Docks:
Cash ------------------------------------------------- $,250,000
Contract ---------------------------------------------- 4,075,000

The cash requested, $8 250,000, plus the contract authorization of $4,075,000
covers expansions at the Kaval Academy and training ftations and the purchase
of a developed site at Bayonne, N. J., for additional supply facilities in connection
N ith the two-ocean Navy.

At the Naval Academy, the increased facilities will provide for five appoint-
inents. The construction haa been set out as temporary, but the construction
at the Naval Academy should be made permanent ki character .o as not to dis-
figure this national institution. Permanent facilitk-s will e required by the two-
ocean Navy. It might he possible to crowd the midshipmen into the existing
slyace under the five appointments, but it is not believed to be de.siralut. sanitary,
cr healthy, nor will such crowding facilitate their concentration on their 'studies.

Aviation, Navy -------------------------------------------- $10, 000, 000

The $10,000,000 of increased maintenance has been requested for aviation, most
of which will be expended for outfits for vew squadrons, advanced bace equipment,
machine tools and shop) equipment, and public works equipment for new build-
ings. This money is designed primarily to provide for equipping of the air base-,
co struction of which is well under way.

In myv letter of August 5, 1940, 1 requested two changes of language, one designed
to enable us to place a commandant separate front the navy yard commandant
in such areas as Boston, New York, and Puget Sound, due to the very great In-
crease in district activities, and the other a provision to enable us to use enlisted
nen in the Navy Depaltnient on confidential work during the existing emergency.

In the ame letter. I mentioned the fact that in addition to the sums which had
been -e)t to the committee to provide for the Naval Academy and training sta-
tions, a real necessity exists for increased receiving ship facilities at Philadelphia,
New York, Boston, mavd Charleston, S. C., to assemble and train the crews for
ships under construction in those areas.

At this point, I might comnmcnnt that the Budget office will furnish yoi with
an estimate of the clerical assistance needed to staff the ofice of the newly
appointed Under Secretary of the Navy. I also believe that the estimate for
"Contingent expenses, Navy Department" in this submittal, totaling $50,000,
should be doubled to care for the expansions which are taking place in the Navy
Department.

Supplemental item, forwcarded bV the President on Aug. 3, 1940, to the President of
the Senate

The additional items transmitted to the Senate under date of August
3, 1940, by the President total:

Cash.- ------------------------------------------------ $28, 786,000
Contracts ---------------------------------------------- 19,075,000

Total ----------------------- : ----------------------- 47,861,000

This supplemental request is for the following purposes:

Amount
Appropriation title Item

Cash Contract

Misceazneous expenses............ 7 new atmt oirces and 22 clerks-... $&000.------
Ordnance and ordnance eto ........ Avltk ordnance ,r phAs ...... .0006000 $1S,06 000
Medical Department ................. CliAteral, and stores and equipment 1r 4A OD ............expanded Navy.
MainteCn , dIs and docks ........ Maintenance, re so equipment . ...... 2 00 000.
Public works ......................... ..Nra] Academy and . racing stations_:... .%A000 "'Bayonne supply bs .................... 1 3.25 ODD0 10 , M50 000

Total pawki works ............. .......................... 1 0 4,072%,ODDAvkt , Navy ....................... "Mintenance......................... I ' k.0 E, D0 ............
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Second Supplemental National Definse Appropriation Adl (title IV) 1941

Cash Contract TOas

Reuse bill(1. R. 10'263) ........ ... .............. iS~ $
4  

9,306CO I0
' 

1
1 6

hBudget, Aug.3, 190 to Senate ............ ....... 2 7 . 19,075 0 47,610000

Total ............................................ GM 71, 340 9 U0 0 1 1,099,017.540

Mr. TREADWAY. 1 have a letter here from fr. Millard D. Brown,
president of Continental Mills, Inc., of Philadelphia. lie compliments
the subcommittee on its recommendation allowing corporations the
choice of two alternatives as a basis on which to figure the excess-
profits tax. 1 suggest. that this letter be made a part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. It, will be inserted at this point.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)

CONTINENTAL MILLS, Ixc.,I'Aitandpl io, A ,gust S, 1940.
Congressman ALLEN T. TREADWAY ,

Houite Offe Buitldirg, ll'aahintoy, D. C.
DFAR Co.\oRsEsMAx TREADWAY: Through you may I compliment the $fib-

committee on their recommendation allowing Corporations a choice of two alterna-
tives as a basis on which to figure the excess-profits tax? In fairness to the efficient
cor )orations and for the best interet of the country as a whole, I hope the Ways
and Means Committee will concur in this recommendation.

All of us realize that more taxes must be raised to support our preparedness
program, that we may continue to be a free ard Independent Nation. Most of
us are killingg to make whatever sacrifices are nece(-ssarv to achieve that end.

We can all remember the excess-profits tax of World'War No. 1, which was tun-
fair to the conservatively capitalized and efficient corporations and favored the
overcapitalized and Ineffieient ones. The option provided in your suggestions
obviates that objection.

During my 41 years In industry I have found that those organizations that make
fair profits are always the most efficient; that they Invariably pay the highest
wages; that their employees have more steady employment, that their personnel
relations arc the most advanced and liberal. They are the first to adopt new and
better methods; are quicker to throw out obsolete machinery and buy new, thus
giving orders to our heavy industries; and nre continually employing more people
ri their own institutiorns.

Too much of our legislation and too many of our tax laws have handicapped the
flicent. I am not asking that our legislation should handicap the inefficient

ibut I am hoping that our future legislation can at least give to the efficient encour
agement to become more efficient, and to the inefficient encouragement to become
efficient. in that way only can we again succeed in becoming a prosperous Nation
and thus absorb our unemployed in useful endeavor.

Sincerely yours, MILLARD D. BROwN.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. John V. Lawrence, repre-
senting the American Trucking Association, Washington, D. C. Is
Mr. Lawrence present?

(There was no response.)
The ChAIRNMIA4. Tite next. witness is Mr. Eugene A. Conniff,

representing the National Electric Coil Co., of Columbus, Ohio.
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STATEMENT OF EUGENE A. CONNIFF, REPRESENTING THE
NATIONAL ELECTRIC COIL CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO

Mr. CONNIFF. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Eugene A. Conniff, certified public accountant of Pennsyl-
vania, with office at 917 Park Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

I represent the National Electric Coil Co. It operates two small
plants, one at Columbus, Ohio, the other at Bluefield, W. Va. This
company manufactures only electric coils, large and small, designed
to be installed in an immense dynamo, an electric locomotive, a mining
machine, or a small motor.

SThe history of American business has generally been one of small
beginnings with steady growth made possible by plowing back a
substantial part of earnings into the business. Any tax legislative
action which would oppose such precedent would, in our opinion, be
harmful since it would tend to prevent the birth and growth of small
companies. Perpetuation of this tradition is, we think, all-important
for the continuation of the typical American way of business.

Should your committee propose an excess-profits tax bill which
would unduly penalize smaller companies with fundamentally sound
financing and with relatively high ratio of earnings to net worth, as
opposed to companies hea-ily over-capitalized because of unused
plants and obsolete equipment, it would, in our judgment, obviously
be unfair to the smaller companies. Of course, it is of prime interest
to us all to not only maintain present employment levels, but to
continue to expand business, thus providing for additional employees.
This obviously will require retention of a substantial share of annual
earnings which you appreciate will not be in cash, but will be in
accounts receivable, inventories, and other deferred assets, plus normal
plant expansion charges in case of newer and smaller companies such
as our own.

.The tax collector, as you know, demands that taxes be paid in
cash; hence, it is necessary for the taxpayer to carry his own increased
inventories and accounts receivable required in keeping with the
tendency towards longer terms of payment. After the defense
emergency is past and the cancelation of the excess-profits tax, the
taxpayer will have to absorb losses incidental to larger inventories
and increased accounts receivable, which represent the taxpayers'
share of the net profit on which was paid the so-called excess-profits
tax as well as normal income tax. You of course know the manu-
facturer's books are kept on an accrual basis and his profits are not
held in cash but in fixed assets, notes and accounts receivable-bad
as well as good.

There are thousands of manufacturers in this country other than
my client who will likely not share in direct governmental purchases
in connection with the preparedness program, yet will find it neces-
sary to provide plant expansion because of increased business from
essential industries such as steel, mining, transportation, electric
power generating, and so forth. We fear this situation will not be
recognized by our Government in amortization plans now being con-
sidered for the relief of essential industries which have provided
special facilities for the benefit of the defense program. In our case,
better than 99 percent of our production is furnished to industries
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which are very essential to the execution of the preparedness pro-
gram.

The Excess and War Profits Tax Law of 1917 and 1918 with its
peculiar invested capital provisions which neither the Treasury De-
partment nor the taxpayer could interpret without long years of
legal contests in the courts and which caused undue hardship and
expense on the taxpayer and finally caused unjust apportionment of
taxes against, corporations of the size of my client and thousands of
other corporations with a result that in some cases the taxpayer went
out of existence and in other cases where the taxpayer had large re-
sources to carry their claims into court, many millions of the excess-
profits taxes were refunded to the taxpayers through the courts, in
subsequent years at exorbitant legal costs to the Government and the
taxpayer. It, therefore, seems logical to write a tax law that will be
simple of interpretation of the questions:

First.. What is net income for the normal basic period?
Second. What is allowable invested capital?
Your subcommittee has made excellent recommendations and the

following suggestions- are offered to supplement them:
First. That the fiscal or calendar years ending in 1936 to 1939,

inclusive, be the base period for computation of the normal taxable
income.

Mr. MCCORMACK. What period would that be?
Mr. CONNIFF. A 4-year period, from 1936 to 1939, inclusive.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Will you repeat that statement?
Mr. CoNNIFF. It is that the fiscal or calendar years ending in 1936

to 1939, inclusive, be the base period for computation of the normal
taxable income. I do not think the committee's first report includes
that. It says from 1936 to 1939, without saying whether it is the
fiscal year or the calendar year. It does not show whether you are
taking the fiscal year basis or taking the calendar-year basis.

Mr. MCCORMACK. Does not a corporation that is operating on a
fiscal-year basis return its income on that basis? If it is operating on
a calendar-year basis, the return would be made accordingly.

Mr. CONNIFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCORMACK. In other words, to let the excess-profits tax-base

period be computed in accordance with the way the books are kept or
the affairs are conducted, of the company involved.

Mr. CONNIFF. That is the point.
Second. That alternative to other recommendations of the sub-

committee, there be allowed on profits credit of 10 percent of the
average adjusted declared value in its Federal capital-stock-tax return
filed on July 1, 1936, 1937, 1938, 1939, and 1940; or 1936, 1937, 1938,
and 1939, giving them the average of the declared adjusted valuo
which showed in the capital stock reports of previous years, instead
of having to go through the long and tedious and impossible compu-
tation of invested capital.

Mr. MIcConRMACK. These are alternative plans you know. One is
on the theory of invested capital as the base and the other is on the
theory of average earnings, if a corporation has a 4-year base ex-
perience.

Mr. CONNIFF. That is right.
Mr. McConMACK. And that observation would apply to the first

one, is that right?
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Mr. CONNIFF. To the first one. The second one is entirely new to
what the subcommittee said in its recommendations; that is, that an
excess-profits-tax credit of 10 percent or some percentage be allowed
as a credit based on the amount of the declared invested capital in the
capital stock tax law.

The CHAIRMAN. May I ask if you have studied the report of the
subcommittee? If so, will you state with what part you are in accord
and with what part you disagree?

Mr. CONNIFF. I do not disagree with it, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRSIAN. You do not disagree with the recommendation of

the subcommittee?
Mr. CONNIFF. I just ask that these things be added or these alter-

natives put in.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Chairman, the very first recommendation you

make, Mr. Coniff, is taken care of in the subcommittee report. You
understand that, do you not?

Mr. CONNIFF. That is right,, with th(e exception of tie question
whether it is a fiscal year or a calendar year.

Mr. COOPER. No; that is taken care of. The purpose is to take
the corporation's own basis, the one that they use for ordinary income-
tax purposes which, of course, embraces fiscal year and calen dar year,
both.

Mr. CONNIFF. Then that is taken care of.
Mr. COOPER. So your first recommendation is certainly covered in

the recommendations included in the report.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COOPER. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMACK. You said that if your company was furnishing

its product-that is, electrical machines, is it not?
Mr. CONNIFF. Coils for electrical machinery.
Mr. MCCORMACK. The point is this: Certain other companies

have contracts and you have to expand your plant as a result of that.
You can go down and if you satisfy the Advisory Commission or the
War or Navy Department, whichever gives out that contract, and
get a certificate, your company, as I understand it, comes under this
special amortization plan.

Mr. CoNNIF'. But our company will not have a Government
contract.

Mr. MCCORMACK. That is not necessary, as I understand it. My
understanding is that any company, whether they have a direct
Government contract or not, that.has to expand its plant and can get
a certificate, may come within the purview of this recommendation;
is not that your understanding, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. CONNIFF. If that is true, that covers my recommendation No. 3.
I thought you had to have a Covernment contract to get the benefit
of that amortization plan.

Mr. COOPER. The amortization plan applies to contractors or
subcontractors, all the way down the line.

Mr. CONNIFF. We may not be a subcontractor. We just sell our
product to somebody who has a contract or a subcontract.

Mr. COOPER. If yOU sell your product, you make some kind of a
contract to sell it, do you not?

Mr. CONNIFF. Not with the Government.
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Mr. COOPER. You make a contract with somebody to sell your
product..

Mr. CoNNiFF. That is right.
Mr. COOPER. If that is used for national defense and so certified,

it is included under the recommendations.
Mr. CONNIFF. Very good. That takes care of No. 3.
No. 3 is that sonm amortization of an abnormal increase in plant

facilities be granted corporations which are forced to construct new
facilities to meet the defense program of its customers who have
Government contracts.

In our opinion a graduated excess-profits tax exceeding 5 percent.,
10 percent, and 20 percent, with 25 percent as top bracket, in addition
to normal income tax and capital-stock tax would be exceedingly
burdensome to my client and similarly situated corporations and may
jeopardize their present credit in the trade because a higher tax would
tend to:

1. Permit no receipts for business expansion in accounts and notes
receivable and credit to its customers.

2. Permit no earned profits for expansion of plant facilities so
necessary to the defense program in supplying other companies which
have or will have Government war-defense contracts.

3. Force the borrowing of money to pay for taxes and customer
credit extension.

My client is heartily in favor of a reasonable excess-profits tax for
defense and asks that your committee consider well these suggestions
made in the interest of all small and medium-sized corporations.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions? Ifnot, we thank
you for your appearance and the information you have given the
committee.

Is there anyone else present who would like to be heard? If so,
we will try to make arrangements to hear you at this time or later in
the day.

There seems to be no one present who desires to be heard today.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I ask that this letter addressed

to me by the treasurer of the Shepard Steamship Co. be inserted in
the record following the testimony of the witnesses this morning.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)
SHLPAIID STEAMSHIP CO.,

lion. JOHN W. McCORMACK, Boston, Mass., A ugusl 6, 1940.

House Ofice Building, llasAinglon, D. C.
DEAR SIR: There is something particular to be said In regard to excess-profits

taxes on steamship companies. Take our own steamship company, for instance:
We did business for quite a number of years, either at a loss or at an extremely
modest profit, and averaging some loss, I believe. If we suddenly have a chance
to make sonic little money, we should be allowed to preserve It to use In the
steamship business and to some extent make up the past losses. A heavy excess-
profits tax would be likely to have the result of putting ourselves, and perhaps
others, out of the steamship business, as new ships can only lie had at quite high
prices. If the Government wants steamship services continued, they will cer-
tainly have to be lenient in regard to excess-profits taxes with the'steaniship
comnilles, as niany of them are in the same position as we are; quite a number
having been drIveMn out of the intercoastal busin -i during the last 10 ytars
through being unable to make any profit and having made large losses.
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American steamship wages are far above any foreign, and conditions generally
are unfavorable in regard to union activity. Special attention should certainly
be given to the steamship case, and be thoroughly examined before any severe
excess-pErofits tax is put on.You ra very truly,

SHEPARD STEAMSHIP Co.,
T. H. SHEPARD, Treasurer.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. Chairman, I move we adjourn until 10 o'clock
in the morning.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(Whereupon the committee adjourned to meet on Saturday,

August 10, 1940, at 10 a. m.)
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 10, 1940

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND IEANS,

lWashington, D. 0.
The committee met at 10 o'clock, Hon. Robert L. Doughton

(chairman) presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The chairman has received a letter this morning from Mr. Stimson,

Secretary of War, transmitting a paper which was called for yesterday
showing the appropriations that had been made for the military
service, broken down by objects, from 1932 to 1941, inclusive.

Without objection this will be included in the record.
(The statement referred to follows:)

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Hon. ROBERT L. DOUGllOV, Washington, August 9, 1940.

Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means,
House of Representalirea, t'ashington, D. C.

DEAR MR. DorosToN: As requested this morning while I was testifying before
your committee and the Senate Finance Committee, I enclose herewith for the
record a statement prepared by the War Department showing the expenditures of
defense funds from the year 1933 to date.

If there is any further information which your committee desires to have for
its records I shaU be glad to furnish it.

Sincerely yours, HE?;Y L. Siaunsh,

Secretary of War.
7
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Appropriations for the Military Rstablish menl showing approzimafe break-down into
major funedions, elical years 1933-41, inclusive

lRecurring charges and Improve-
ment of plant

Pay, rations, clothing, repair.
Fiscal (,- research and development,

planning, construction,
training. operations, maneu-
vers, scroos, etc.

EntireArmy
(less Air Corps) Air Corps

( (2) (()

1933 ................... $2MW&3000 $47,217,000
1931 ................... 22..M, 4t%474,30W

193 ................... 221, 23000 730,0l0
8 6.3A30 OL 2,I ,CeO

193 ................... 24 .- M000 57, 3K, 000
,39 O.0(a 04I6.5,M01937.................. A 8aa3 1, (W &MIeco

1938...................7WA 7000 756 3A W)
'37,000 Ii134&%(% (M1939 ................... 291. 010,0 $1.431,000
'9L 42.M0 , 31. 475.O )

1940................ os.s &A & OD 2Z 32t00
3'29610,( MOW 710, A o

Augmentatlon, modernization.
and replacement e arms and
equfpMent

This includes new aircraft,
spare engines, spare pMrL,
bombs, new tanks, anti-
aircrft.L aut antitank guns%
seircautora ifeat ,e trucks,
tractors, ed guns, machine
run% ammunition, etc.

Entire Army Air Crp
(less Air Cor*)

(4) (9)

0,0o0) &313,0V
i, , o00 7.5O0 000
S. 3'3, ODD 1M033, 000
I.. ..... .. .. ... . _2t, 12,000, %07 o

----- I. ...... ...... -6
19, W, 000 43, 677.000
.. ... -i ....... ...; ...... 6' % 6AODD,' A 2. 1. OO

3% 11,00 $4 4A000

Fe fiocra yesr 1911: Total arroriated to date, $253A 0,M contractual autoriratlon to dae,
$377,400.00D.
3A total etaPio0imtely 83530)000 was lmpxanded and refunded ia 1934. ThIs was taken more or less

proportionately from all attirities.
' Allotments from Federal emergency funds.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN L. SULLIVAN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF THE TREASURY, ACCOMPANIED BY ROY BLOUOH, DIRq'10TOR
OF TAX RESEARCH, TREASURY DEPARTMENT

The CHAIRMAN. The first witness on the calendar is lion. John L.
Sullivan, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Washington, D. C.

We will be glad to hear you, Mr. Sullivan.
Mr. SULLIVA . Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,

the committee, during its consideration of the Revenue Act of 1940,
adopted the following resolution which was incorporated iii the
committee report:

During the executive sessions, there have been discussed proposals to provide
special amortization for national defense industries and to provide for the hmnP<i-
tion of excess-profits taxes. These two measures-each in itself requiring a com-
plicated and exhaustive legislative project-must be considered together. It Is
the desire of this committee, which is favorably reporting a bill which wilt enable
a larger proportion of our citizens to participate I| the responsibility of providing
an adequate national defense than has ever been the case before, that there shall
not be an opportunity for the ceeation of new war millionaires or the further sub-
stantial enrichment of already wealthy persons because of the rearmament pro-
gram. Accordingly we have instructed our technical assistants and the appro-
priate Treasury officials to accelerate their work in these two fields so that bills
v'ill be prepared for submission not later than the opening of the next session of

Congress which, if passed by Ihe Congres., may become retroactive and apply to
Income earned during the calendar year of 1940 or nay become effective upon
any other date which Congress. in tfle light of information it then possesses, inay
deem advisable.

Total splyo-

Establ~buient

277.0MOV49
a 9 3 70000o

'5,95000
355,003,00
385,000

I &S, 9 00(
9 29,9C0)
i 39, O(3, 000
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Subsequently tlie committee of conference on the same bill adopted
a somewhat similar resolution on June 21, "1940. This resolution,
advancing the date for action and definitely anticipating the appli-
cation of this tax to 1940 income, was as follows:

Resolred by Ike commiftee of confers on 11. R. 10039, That the committee is
firmly of the opinion that an excess-profits tax should be enacted as soon as possi-
ble and should be made applicable to the calendar year 1910, and all taxable years
beginning in 1940 and to all subsequent years. In pursuance of this policy the
Treasury Department is urgently requested to submit to the Ways and M means
Committee of the Hlouse and to the Finance Committee of the Seniate not later
than October 1, 1940, a plan for such tax, together with supporting data and
drafts for propoed legislation.

Pursuant to the instructions contained in these resolutions the
Treasury Department speeded to a conclusion the study of the prob-
lem which it had begun some time ago and on the basis of this and
other studies made over a period of years, formulated a plan for the
taxation of excess profits and the amortization of the cost of plant
facilities necessary to national defense.

Subsequent to the committee resolutions which I previously read,
the President in his message to Congress of July 1, 1940, urged the
prompt enactment of an excess-profits tax law. Accordingly the Ways
and Means Committee delegated to its subcommittee on internal
revenue taxation the task of preparing recommendations to your com-
mittee. The Treasury has presented the results of its studies to the
subcommittee in frequent. sessions over the last 2 weeks. The sub-
committee is to be congratulated on its performance of an extremely
difficult and complicated task with great diligence and care.

During this time the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Reve-
nue Taxation was also formulating a plan of excss-profits taxation.
This plan differed from the Treasury plan in certain important re-
speects, notably in allowing in full the taxpayer's average earnings in
the base period as a cr(dit in determining what profits were deemed to
be excessive. In its recommendation the subcommittee combined
certain aspects of the plait submitted by the Treasury and certain
aspects of the plan submitted by the joint committee staff by provid-
ing that most taxpayers might elect between alternative methods of
computing excess profits subject to tax. As stated by Secretary
Morgenthau yesterday, in view of the need for immediate action, the
Treasury does not wish to delay the passage of a bill dealing with the
problems before you and accordingly interposes no objection to the
joint plan recommended by the subcommittee.

As I have just indicated, the plan which the Treasury suggested to
the subcommittee has in large measure been adopted by it as one of
the alternative methods for computing excess profits subject to tax.
It, may be conveniently designated as the invested capital method. I
shall confine my discussion principally to that method, leaving to
Mr. Stam of the0 staff of the Joint Conunittee on Internal Revenue
Taxation the discussion of the alternative plan.

Under both methods the excess-profits tax applies only to corpora-
tions and not to individuals or partnerships. This conclusion was
reached because individuals are already subject to graduated sur-
taxes which reach 76 percent in the top bracket. Individuals and
partnerships also differ from corporations in that they cannot accumu-
late any surpluses tax-free, but are taxed on their profits whether
distributed or not.
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The subcommittee recommended that the excess profits tax under
both methods should apply to taxable years beginning after December
31, 1939.

Under either alternative of the plan proposed by the subcommittee,
all corporations having net incomes of less than $5,000 are exempt
from excess profits taxation. In addition the following corporations
are exempt: Corporations exempt from income tax under section 101
of the Internal Revenue Code, domestic and foreign personal holding
companies, mutual investment companies, and foreign corporations
not engaged in trade or business in the United States and not having
an office or place of business therein.

The subcommittee report recommends an excess-profits tax on
incomes in excess of an excess-profits credit at the following rates:

Twenty-fivo percent of so much of the adjusted excess-profits net
income as does not exceed 10 percent of the excess-profits credit.

Thirty percent of so much of the adjusted excess-profits net income
as exceeds 10 percent of the excess-profits credit and does not exceed
20 percent of such credit.

Forty percent, of so much of the adjusted excess-profits net income
as exceeds 20 percent of the excess-profits credit..

The invested capital method must be used, under the subcommit tee
recommendations, by all corporations organized after 1936.

The invested-capital method is designed to measure the excessive-
ness of profit by a comparison between the ratio of earnings to invested
capital in the taxable year with such ratio computed for a base period
consisting of the years 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939. In other words,
if the corporations earned 7 percent upon its invested capital in the
base period it is permitted to earn 7 percent on its invested capital
for the taxable year before the application of the excess-profits tax.
Corporations having deficits or very low earnings during tihe base
period are relieved by allowing them to earn free of excess profits
6 percent on the first $500,000 of their invested capital for the taxable
year, and 4 percent on the remainder of such capital. In the case of
corporations which earned more than 10 percent on their invested
capital in the base period only 10 percent of their invested capital for
the taxable year is permitted to be earned free of excess-profits tax.
In ali cases, a specific exemption of $5,000 of income is provided and
additional capital is to be permitted a tax-free return of 10 percent in
the case of new capital which does not cause the total invested capital
to exceed $500,000, and 8 percent in the case of any further additional
new capital.

The net income to be used for excess.profits tax purposes is to be the
net income computed for income tax purposes witi an additional
deduction for dividends received and for income taxes payable. Such
income is to be increased by the disallowance of a portion of the
interest deduction otherwise allowable equal to the percentage of
borrowed capital included in invested capital.

Senator BROwN. Would you mind being interrupted for a question,
Mr. Sullivan.

Mr. SULLIVAN. No.
Senator BROWN. I want to know why the committee in its recom-

mendations, and I am referring particularly to page 5 of the commit-
tee's report on the same subject matter which is now tinder discussion
made a distinction between borrowed capital and invested capital
as the basis for determining the exemptions.
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Mr. SULLIVAN. There are two schools of thought on that, Senator
Brown. Previous acts have not provided for borrowed capital being
included at all. It is considered to be advisable to encourage expan-
sion. We think that if all borrowings were to be admitted 100 percent
to the invested capital base that perhaps might encourage an over-
expansion that was not entirely desirable. The smaller corporation
encounters more difficulty in borrowing money than a large corpo-
rat ion,anti for that reason it is recommended that underthis alternative
plan any borrowings that do not bring the total invested capital-
that is, borrowed and equity capital-above $100,000, shall be
admitted in full, 100 percent.

We recommend that borrowings that brhig the total loan and equity
capital above $100,000 but below $1,000,000 should be admitted to
the base at a rate of 66% percent; and borrowings which brhig the total
investment above $1,000,000 would be admitted at 33%[ percent.

Senator BRowN. I can see there exist pretty good reasons for it, but
it would seem to me the practical situation is one where large and
powerful corporations, take General Motors, for example, have very
little, if any invested capital based on borrowings; their capital is alI
in the forniof common stock, and I guess a little bit of preferred stock;
whereas a small corporation that wants to expand, generally, it has
to borrow that money, and as a result, the big stock outfit, with all
its capital in the fori of common stock, is greatly benefited by this
arrangement while the small corporation that has to borrow its money
to make up the invested capital is injured by it.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Not at all.
Senator BROwN. In comparison with the large corporation.
Mr. SULLIVAN. No; I think it works the other way, Senator Brown.
Senator BRowN. That is the way it looks to me.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Well, let us take the company that has equity

capital of $50,000 and wishes to double its capacity; it has to borrow
an additional $50,000. This additional $50,000 will be admitted
completely to the base, and companies under that illustration will
be allowed to earn, free of excess-profits tax, 10 percent on that addi-
tional $50,000.

Now in the case of the company you just spoke of, the big company,
which also may have to expand-that company will probably not have
to pay 10 percent-

Senator BRowx (interposing). ,My point is that it will expand by
selling more common stock rather than by borrowing money.

Mr. SULLIVAN. It ma .
Senator BROWN. In that event it would escape a portion of the

excess-profits tax in comparison with the small corporation that must
borrow and which does not have the security it can sell, or because
of conditions in the market, it cannot sell common stock.

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is true.
Senator BRowN. That is the point I was making.
Mr. SVLLIVAN. That is why for small companies we are allowing

up to $100,000 in borrowings to be admitted in full just as though they
had floated a stock issue for that $50,000.

Mr. CoopEn. May I interpose a question, if you are through,
Senator?

Senator BROWN. Certainly.
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Mr. COOPER. It is true, is it not, that the main reason for this
provision, as has been so well outlined by you, is to help the small
concern.

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct,, Mr. Cooper.
Mfr. COOPER., The small businesses of the country, and of course

if they increase the capital of their business by selling more stock and
increase their equity capital they may soon reach the point where
they are no longer small corporations but large companies and large
corporations, whereas if they have to continue as a co-called small-
business-institution and resort to borrowing capital, why this provision
is designed to help them.

Senator BRowN. May I interpose another question, Mr. Cooper?
Mr. COOPER. Certainly.
Senator BRowN. That means all of the equity capital is taken into

consideration in the exemption.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes; that is correct.
Senator BRowN. And only a portion of what the large company

borrows is taken into consideration.
Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct.
Senator BRowN. The additional part.
Senator BARKLEY. Up to $100,000 at 100 percent.
Mr. SULLIVAN. At 100 percent; yes.
Senator BARKLEY. SO if a $50,000 corporation borrows $50,000

more the entire $50,000 would be credited as invested capital.
Mr. SULLIV.N. That is correct.
Senator BRowN. Then it begins to slide down.
Mr. SULLIVAN. From $100,000 to $1,000,000 it goes down to

66% percent.
Senator BROWN. I have not studied this matter like the members

of the committee and subcommittee have, but it seems to me that there
should not be this distinction between the two classes of capital.

Mr. SULLIVAN. You have to Senator, in order to effectuate the
purpose you just outlined, to enable the small concern that cannot
float equity capital to enjoy some of the benefits that are enjoyed by
the large corporation.

Mr. CooPEn. I think it would be fair to state that we have labored
with this question clays and days and (lays and that this is the best
method we could get to accomplish the very purpose that Senator
Brown has referred to.

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct, Mr. Cooper.
Mr. MCCoRMACK. May I ask a.question?
*,Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMACK. I would like to have for the record what your

idea of a small corporation is, or a small business in the United States.
Mr. SULLIVAN. I do not think that would be at all helpful to you,

Mr. McCormack, but for the purpose of this bill the graduation in
the rate of borrowings that will be permitted are $100,000--

Mr. MCCORIACK (interposing). Understand that..
Mr. SULLIVAN (continuing). $1,000,000 and above. And, we have

further recommended to the subcommittee and I think in their report
they have recommended to the full committee, that the earnings to
be Allowed on increased capital up to $500,000 ought to be 10 percent,
and above that 8 percent; so, in answer to that qstion, I believe
under the proposal of the subcommittee the dividing line would be
deemed to be $500,000,
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Mr. ICCORMACK. That is a rather small business; that is not so

large, is it?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Well, everything is relative.
Mr. MCCORMACK. That is true. I think you have made a very

clear recommendation. Whether the $100,000 should be the dividing
line at 100 percent inclusion of all borrowed money in invested
capital 1 am not prepared to say, but I think the Treasury's recom-
mendation on this question has been very considerate of Al aspects,
particularly business; and I think it is only fair to them to have the
record show, as coming from one member of the subcommittee at
least, that the Treasury Department, through Assistant Secretary
Sullivan, has been very considerate in the plan to recomnend a bill
that would be as equitable as is possible with the knowledge that
whatever such legislation may be it is difficult.

Mr. SULLIVAN. We have tried to be.
Mr. MCCORMACK. I know you have. I was wondering if you could

give us some idea of what is considered a small business, not to
embarrass you, because I would not do that to any witness, but this
question may come up in executive session and there may be sonic who
would feel that the $100,000 should be stepped up at least as to the
100 percent inclusion of borTowed money in invested capital.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Well I think it would be very difficult to detennine
that, Mr. McCormack, because what would be a very small corporation
in one type of business, say the heavy industries, might be a very
large corporation in another industry.

Mr. NiCCORMACK. Yes.
Mr. SULLIVAN. We will be very happy to give you a break-down

as to the size of corporations, by industries, or by any other type of
classification you wish, but to look over the 478,000 act ive corporations
in America today and to say that below a certain figure they are small
corporations and above that they are large corporations would imply
the selection of a figure that I am not prept,red to give.

Mr. MCCORV'ACK. I think that answer conies from the mind of a
statesman. What you say is absolutely correct and I realize it is
difficult to draw a dividing line. Some people might consider one
corporation large and other people might consider it small. It is
pretty much like the witness who says that an automobile is going
fast. A judge could not reach a conclusion from that evidence.

In these four-hundred-seventy-odd-thousand corporations I under-
stand some 240,000 have invested capital of less than $50,000.

Mr. SULLIVAN. W'e can give those figures to you.
Mr. BLOUon. That is substantially correct. *The number of active

corporations filing income tax returns in 1937 was 478,857, of which
number 416,902 filed balance sheets. Of the corporations which filed
balance sheets, 228,721 reported total assets of less than $50,000.

Mr. McCotmt.,cK. They paid an income tax of how much; what
was the total income tax of those corporations?

Mr. BLOUGH. The total income tax, undistributed profits tax and
so-called "excess profits" tax for the 416,002 corporations which
filed balance sheets in 1937 was $1,245,562,000.

Mr. McCoRmAcK. Does your report show the net earnings of those
corporations?

Mr. BLOUoH. The net earnings of the 417,000?
Mr. MCCOnMACK. Yes; about seven billion?
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Mr. BLOUGH. Their total net income less deficits, was $7,306,115,000
Mr. MCCORMACK. What will the net earnings reported by the

226,000 or 229,000 corporations having invested capital of less than
$50,000?

Mr. BLOUGH. Some reported income and some deficit. All together,
Mr. McCormack, they lost money, $131,673,000. They paid al-
together $20,465,000 worth of taxes.

Mr. MCCOHRMACK. That is for the two hundred and twenty-odd-
thousand?

Mr. BLOUGH. That is for the 228,721.
Mr. MCCORMACK. They paid $20,000,000 out of a total of how

much?
Mr. BLOUOH. $1,246,000,000.
Mr. MCCORMACK. They must be very small.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Sullivan.
Mr. SULLIVAIN. The net income for the base period, as well as for

the taxable year, is to be computed without regard to long-term
capital gains or losses, whether they be of depreciable or nonde-
preciable property.

Under the invested-capital method, invested capital is defined as
the money paid into the corporation for stock or as paid-in surplus
or as a contribution to capital, plus the basis for income-tax purposes
of property so paid in, plus a portion of borrowed capital. The por-
tion of borrowed capital to be included in invested capital is to de-
crease as the size of the corporation increases, since in general the
smaller the corporation the less its ability to secure equity capital in
the capital market. Invested capital is to be reduced by the per-
centage of the taxpayer's total assets which consists of assets the
income from which is received wholly or partly tax free, such as tax-
exempt obligations and stock in domestic corporations.

The subcommittee report recommends special treatment for personal-
service corporations. A personal-service corporation is defined as one
whose income is to be attributed primarily to the activities of the
principal owners or stockholders who are themselves regularly engaged
in the active conduct of the affairs of the corporation and in which
capital is not a material income-producing factor. Such a corporation
may signify in its return for any taxable year its desire not to be subject
to the excess-profits tax and in such case it will be exempt from tax
for such year. Howevor, in order to obtain such treatment the share-
holders of the corpora ion are required to include the undistributed
income of such corpor ition in their gross income, which then is subject
to normal tax and surtax.

In addition to excess profits, the proposed legislation deals with two
other problems: Amortization and suspension of the profit limitations
of the Vinson-Trammell Act.

The agencies of the Government charged with the duty of letting
contracts for national defense orders have brought to the attention
of the Treasury an aspect of the present income tax law on which they
have requested revision. I refer to the provisions for depreciation-
which, incidentally, are as generous to taxpayers in America as in any
other country in the world. Under existing law the taxpayer is per-
mitted to spread "ie cost of his depreciable assets over their expected
useful life. This arrangement is fair to the taxpayer and fair to the
Government since this cost is allowed in the form of deductions from
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income during the years when the asset is contributing to the taxpayers
income.

In the case of the expansion of plant and construction of equipment
for the defense program, however, the length of time during which
orders for weapons and other materials of war will continue is uncer-
tain. In those cases in which the plant and equipment will have little
or no other use after the completion of the defense program, the rate
of depreciation must be increased if the manufacturer is to have the
opportunity of charging the cost, against income during the period of
the emergency. Such accelerated depreciation, or amortization, can-
not be allowed under existing law. The Advisory Commission to the
Council on National Defense, and the War and Navy Departments
have informed the Treasury Department that the inability of manu-
facturers to secure special amortization allowances is impeding the
letting of defense contracts. Because of this situation, the Treasury
recommended to the subcommittee that provision be made by law
for special amortization of the cost of new plant and equipment neces-
sary to the defense program over a period of 5 years, wit a provision
for shortening this period if the emergency should last for a shorter
period.

The Vinson-Trammell Act limits profits on contracts with the
United States Governinent for the construction of naval vessels and
contracts for airplanes or parts thereof for the Army and the Navy.
The Treasury Department has been informed by the Advisory Com-
mission to the Council on National Defense end by the War and Navy
Departments that the restrictions of the Vinson-Trammell Act have
discouraged many manufacturers from making contracts or subcon-
tracts. It has been stated to us that the extensive special bookeeping
requirements necessary to determine the actual profit on the contracts
has served to discourage manufacturers from proceeding with national-
defense work. In the light of the information that had been given to
us, the Treasury Department recommended to the subcona-aittee the
suspension of the Vinson-Trammell Act for the period in which an
excess-profits tax is in effect.

The Vinson-Trammell Act, as I have pointed out, deals with only a
limited kind of contract, namely, contracts for the construction of
naval vessels and for airplanes. With the extension of the defense
program to include large scheduled purchases of all types of equipment
useful and necessary for the national defense, it is evident that broader
profit-limiting provisions are necessary. The excess-profits tax,
which is of general application, should accomplish that purpose. It
does not seem necessary or desirable to have what are in effect two
profit-limiting provisions outstanding at the same time. For this
further reason the subcommittee seems to be well justified in providing
for suspension of the Vinson-Trammell Act during the period that an
excess-profits tax is in effect.

Mr. CROWTHER. Onp age 7 of your statement you make reference
to the agencies of the Government charged with'the duty of letting
contracts for national defense orders having brought to tie attention
of the Treasury an aspect of the present income tax law, and you say
that you refer to the provisions for depreciation.

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct.
Mr. CROWTHER. That is in the income tax law.

254391-40------6
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Mr. SULLIVAN. I think it is contemplated in the report of your sub-
committee that the amortization will apply for income tax purposes
and for excess-profits tax purposes, Dr. Crowther.

Mr. CROWTHER. It seems to me that in 1932 and 1934 the Treasury
Department voluntarily agreed to tighten up very considerably on
depreciation.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I believe that is true, and I think they have.
Mr. CooPER. That is true. The subcommittee which was ap-

pointed in 1933, and which is the same subcommittee that has con-
tinued from that time down to now, male a report which resulted in
the 1934 Revenue Act. They made a very careful study of the ques-
tion of depreciation. The subcommittee was unanimous in their view
that depreciation allowances were too liberal. We found that this
country had the most liberal provisions for depreciation of any coun-
try in all the world.

We had many cases brought to our attention where we were
thoroughly convinced that it was too liberal.

As a result of that study tlie subcommittee made a recommendation
to take care of that situation.

When the full committee worked the matter out with the Treasury
Department officials-and Dr. Magill was the then Treasury Depart-
inent, representative working with us-they Agreed to adopt certain
regulations that would accomplish the purpose which the subcom-
mittee had in mind.

We were told that we would gain about $85,000,000 in revenue as a
result of the treatment which was provided with respect to deprecia-
tion.

Mr. CROwTHEn.That is my idea of it, and I refer particularly to the
fact that the Treasury representatives themselves suggested or stated
that they miglt gain about $85,000,000 by tightening up the deprecia-
tion sections of the regulations.

I wondered if they had done so; if there has been a general attitude
on the part of the Treasury Department over the 6 year,. to tighten up
a little on the depreciation allowances.

Mr. SULLIVAN. That has been done, sir, and I think it may be
proper, since there seems to be some misunderstanding as to how the
Treasury arrives at depreciation rates, if I may state how that is
done.

There seems to be a feeling in some quarters that wo pull a number
out of a hat. That is not so.

The rate of depreciation that we allow is arrived at as the result
of engineering studies, based updn what our best and most current
information leads us to believe is the useful life of the building or
equipment. We have those rates for all different types of machinery
and construction, and in the light of new information we are con-
tinually revising those figures.

For instance, when radio became popular and receiving sets were
being manufactured for the first time the figures we had on the
anticipated life of the machinery in those receivers proved to be
wrong, and, naturally, we had to revise them. We have been con-
stant ly revising those figures all the time.

We intend those figures to represent what is the anticipated life of
a certain plant or equipment.
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A suggestion was made yesterday that perhaps the Treasury De-

partment had it within its discretion to increase depreciation for
certain purposes. That is a power which we do not believe the
Treasury Department possesses. That would be a power that we
would not welcome.

We think that depreciation should be just what I have said it to
be, and if Congress wishes to make exceptions, or extend those figures,
we think that should be done by Congress. We think it would be
very unfortunate if we were given powers of discretion to extend it in
certain cases and not to extend it in others.

Senator VANDENBERG. Has it been stated for the record how niuch
this bill is supposed to produce?

Mr. SULLIVAN. No; I do not think it has, Senator.
Senator VANDENBERG. What. is the estimate?
Mr. SULLIVAN. The bill combines two alternative plans, and the

taxpayer has the power to elect under which plan lie will file.
The expected yield of tax on 1940 excess profits tinder this plan

recommended by the subcommittee is about $225,000,000. If we
are talking in terms of net increase in revenue, I would think it
should be reduced by $35,000,000 which is the amount which we
anticipate individual Income taxes would be reduced. -So that there
would be an anticipated net increase of $190,000,000.

Senator VANDENBERG. Is it worth subjecting American business-
men to this additional headache, aside from the necessity for doing
something about preventing the building up of war profits?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I think we arc all agreed that the latter is the
major consideration in this measure.

Senator VANDENBERO. I think it would probably cost American
business another $100,000,000 to hire experts who understand what
it is all about.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I think they understand it.
Senator VANDENBERG. Iet me ask you this question about tlie

amortization plan, to see if I understand it.
At the top of page 8 of your statement you refer to a provision for

shortening the period if the emergency should last for a shorter period
than 5 years.

In other words, the expectation is that these plant expansions for
national defense purposes are to be completely amortized within the
period of the emergency, whatever the length of the emergency is
set.

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is right., Senator. The proposal of (he sub-
committee contemplates this situation, that the owner of the increased
or expanded facilities shall have the right to adopt amortization which
Would mean depreciation of 20 percent, and of course all of this amorti-
zation is applicable only to those new facilities which the Advisory
Commission and either the War or Navy Department have jointly'
certified are necessary for national deferse.

If the emergency ends, or if the War or Navy Department and the
Advisory Commission decide they no longer need tie additional facil-
ities and they are no longer going to use the products of those facilities,
then, at. the end of the third year, that taxpayer may reopen his returns
and take amortization at the rate of 33% percent..Senator VANDENBERG. That is on the theory tat the new-plant
expansion will not be utilized after the emergency is over.
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Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct.
Senator VANDENBERG. Suppose the operator finds a means to con-

tinue, through that plant expansion, in some other activity as profit-
able. Should not there be some recapture of these credits?

Mr. SULLIVAN. No; I think that in that event that situation is
automatically taken care of because the manufacturer would not then
come in and ask to have his returns reopened. He would much prefer
to be allowed to continue his regular depreciation from that point on
on whatever part of the building had not been amortized. In other
words, at the end of 3 years 60 percent has been amortized and he
would have 40 percent left to depreciate.

Senator BRowN. He would not have any further amortization in
future years?

Mr. SULLIVAN. No, sir; he would prefer to have 40 percent left
in the property, out of which he could take depreciation from that
point on.

Senator VANDENBERo. Suppose he goes along for 5 years.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Then he can no longer take any depreciation on

that property.
Senator VANDENBERO. But he can use it profitably for his own

purposes.
Mr. SULLIVAN. That is right. He will pay an income tax, without

the benefit of depreciation.
Senator VANDENBERG. YOU feel that that is an equitable situation?
Mr. SULLIVAN. I do. I do want to state to the Senator and the

other members of the committees that there is another provision in the
proposal recommended by the subcommittees, and it is this. A manu-
facturer is not obliged to take 20 percent. As a matter of fact, lie is
allowed to go ahead for sonic time on the regular depreciation and then
go on to amortization.

We have also given him a further option, Senator Vandenberg, and
that is after he has deducted amortization he may then return to
depreciation and have that advantage.

The reason for that provision is that we think many of these people
who elect to take amortization, after a year or two may decide they are
dissipating that advantage too fast for their own good.

Senator BARKLEY. Under one plan suggested, based on earnings,
it was estimated that more than $300,000,000 would be produced in
revenue. Under another plan tentatively suggested, based on
invested capital, it was stated that $700,000,000 would be raised. I
am wondering whether combining those two propositions with a
maximum and a minimum you Would not arrive at something that.
would be an average between the two, and, if so, how you would get it
down to $190,000,000.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I think this is a case where you do not arrive at an
average, because-

Senator BARKLEY. If every corporation in the United States should
elect to take the earnings basis and none took the invested capital
basis, with the amount previously stated, based on earnings over a
period of years, that would be a'criterion, but does that operate to
reduce the amount from more than 300 million to less than 200 million?

Mr. SULLIVAN. The $300,000,000 figure given you, I think, was
described as a guess rather than an estimate.
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Senator BASRLEY. Was that true of the Treasury's $700,000,000estimate?
Mr. SULLIv. No- that Treasury estimate was a rough guess

and was so described, and we told you we thought it would run
between five hundred and seven hundred million. We have a figure,
a more careful computation, leading us to expect that we should have
told you between four hundred and four hundred and eighty million
because under that plan we would expect to lose between on; hundred
and one hundred and twenty million out of the personal-income tax.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. Chairnman, in order to try to clarify this matter
a little bit further, I think I am correct in my recollection that under
the two plans recently presented, the one presented by the Treasury
Department, based upon the principle of invested capital, and the
other on earnings, or rather a combination, a guess was given that it
would yield between five hundred and seven hundred and fifty
million dollars in revenue.

Mr. Siam, the Chief of Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation stated that the plan based alone on average earn-
ings over the base period of the 4 .years, 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939
would produce, according to his estimate $300,000,000 of revenue the
first year and about $500,000,000 after tiat.

It, of course, will be remembered that as these contracts are made
and this business goes into operation, there will be some increase.

Now then I think it is also fair to state that the latest estimate we
have received from the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Rev-
enue Taxation is that the plan embraced in the report of the subcom-
mittee will yield about $300,000,000 in 1940 and around $500,000,000
thereafter.

The fact is there is not an entire agreement between the estimates
presented by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation and the representatives of the Treasury Department. That
is a fact, is it not?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I do not think on as complicated a piece of legisla-
tion as this, where the estimate depends on so many different factors,
that a person, unless he was quite egotistical, could feel that only his
estimate was correct. As I told Mr. Treadway the other day, any
estimate would be fairly rough.

Mr. CoorER. I think we readily agree with you on that, but have I
not made a fair statement about the whole situation?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes; you have.
Mr. COOPER. In reply to Senator Barkley's observation that a

combination of the two suggested plans should, in the ordinary course
of events, produce about an average of the revenue estimated for the
two different plans, I think it should be borne in mind that when we
allow the taxpayer to take an alternate plan, with the element of
human nature being always present, it will result in his taking the
plan that will cost him the least and will result in a loss of revenue.

Mr. SULLIVAN. And the yield would be less than under either of
the alternative plans.

Mr. CooPER. The result would be less than under either of the
alternative plans.

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct, sir.
Mr. COOPER. In other words, if you take the invested capital plan

it would work to the advantage of some corporations and against the
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advantage of other corporations. The result would be that we would
get some more revenue than if you allow them to take either that or
the alternative plan, or average earnings over a base period.

The natural result is that having the option to exercise, and know-
ing the taxpayer will take the one that will cost him the least, the
result naturally follows that the revene will be somewhat less than if
either one of the plans were adopted without any option.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I think that is true.
Mr. CROWTHER. May I ask Mr. Sullivan this question: Is it not a

fact, and I think our experience demonstrates that it is a fact, that
whenever they attempt to make these estimates the Treasury Depart-
ment, naturally, is inclined to be rather conservative, because they
are the ones who will get the money and pay the bills. They are
rather conservative in their estimates to the production of revenue.

Mr. SULLIVAN. If we are, we are not conscious of it. When Con-
gress asks us for an estimate we try to give the Congress the benefit
of our best opinion.

Mr. CROWTHER. I do not doubt that you attempt to be fair, but
I think you are always inclined to be ratfier conservative.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I will say this, that if we had to choose, I think it
is a good direction in which to go.

Mr. CROWTHER. That is the side you lean to.
Mr. SULLIVAN. No; I do not think we lean consciously either one

way or the other, Doctor.
Mr. TREADWAY. There was one matter called to my attention

yesterday about which I want to get your viewpoint, and then I want
to ask you some other questions, if Imay.

On page 4 of your statement you speak of the invested capital
method as being designed to measure the excessiveness of profit by
a comparison between the ratio of earnings to invested capital in the
taxable year with such ratio computed for a base period consisting
of the years 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939.

Assuming that a corporation had not, made any profit during that
period, how would any estimate be made in orderto reach this matter
of excess profits, and how would you make an adjustment?

Mr. SULLIVAN. It would not b;e necessary to make any estimate
because where there is a deficit or earnings of less than 6 percent, that
company is allowed to earn 0 percent on its present invested capital
up to $500,000, and on capital in excess of $500,000 is permitted to
earn 4 percent on its present invested capital regardless of whether it
has made losses during the base period.

Mr. TnEADWAY. I understand that feature of it, but if the invested
capital is very high in proportion to their earning power, they would
suffer then frm this method?

Mr. SULLIVAN. No; on the contrary, they would enjoy an advan-
tage.

Mr. TREADWAY. They would be favored rather than injured?
Mr. SULLIVAN. I think that is true, sir.
Mr. TRIEADWAY. Now, Mr. Sullivan, the members of the subcom-

mittee have had the benefit of your views and the views of your asso-
ciates in the Treasury, and the rest of the committee have not been
so favored although some of them have been in session with us.

Of course, the general public has had no knowledge of the proceed-
ings of the executive sessions of our subcommittee.
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I think it is proper that certain general questions might be asked
you, possibly duplicating what you have told us in the executive
sessions, but which are nevertheless pertinent to the subject in hand.

So I would like to ask if you can tell us how much money has been
actually expended by the Treasury on national defense since the
President's message of May 16?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I do not have those figures available, but I will be
glad to have Mr. Bell or his assistants here at any time you would
like to hear from them.

(Mr. Sullivan subsequently submitted the following for the record:)
The Treasurv's records of cash expenditures are not stLceptible of segregation

between expcnditures on account of obligations Incurred prior to may 16, 1910,
and ilie incurred subsequent to that date.

Total niational-defene expenditures (on basis of Treasury Daily Statement)
since May 16, 1910, are as follows:

- I 1resfwt's de-
%iat Navy 1enerund I Tota
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Jul191-----------------79 3Sd S& 1O4$5 &K 8 MC97.75 117. = 47a IS
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Mr. TREADWAY. In that same connection, I would like to know how
much.has actually been contracted for.

Mr. SULLIVAN. We will try to get that for you.
Mr. TnEADwAY. As a part of your answer.
Mr. SUL I.'AN. I wonder if I might be duplicating some information

that Mr. Woodruff asked for yesterday.
Mr. TREADWAY. I think posibly some of this line of inquiry I am

pursuing may have appeared piec'emeal in either Mr. Morgenthau's
testimony or'elsewhere, but as you are here as the representative of the
Treasury Department, I think it would be valuable if we can concen-
trate this information into one general statement coming from you.

Mr. SULLIVAN. We will be glad to get it for you.
(Mr. Sullivan furnished the following for the record:)

This data is not reflected in records maintained b ' the Treasury, but the
Treasury has been Informally advised by the Advisory Commission of the Council
of National Defense that national defense contracts let duringg June and July,
1910, are as follows:

war D Navy Det- I Total

June19io ............................................ . te C00 $', 4A00 $5M 5.(50
July 1910 ............................................ 442, 9. 0 L 0. 0 1, 136. 9 000

ToW ............................................. I. 3 00 i00 1.9 l9, , DO

Mr. TREADWAY. If I ask you any questions that in a sense dup-
licate what you may have gone into with other members of the
committee, I trust you will bear with me in my repetition.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Gladly.
Mr. TR.ADWAY. It is so complicated and deep a subject we cannot

get too much information about it.
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Mr. SULLIVAN. Correct.
Mr. TREADWAY. Has the Treasury made any estimate of how

much will be spent on national defense in the fiscalyear 1941?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Other than what was presented in the Secretary's

statement yesterday, I do not believe so.
Mr. TREADWAY. I am not sure whether it was or not.
Mr. SULLIVAN. You mean if we have made any estimate that was

not presented to you in the Secretary's statement you would like to
have it made available to the committee.

Mr. TREADWAY. I personally would like to get whatever informa-
tion you have, and I am asking for that, not with the idea of putting
you on the spot.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I understand.
Mr. TREADWAY. But for our own information. And I would like

to ask you the same question applicable to 1942.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Very well, sir.
(Mr. Sullivan supplied the following for the record:)

The estimate of the Treasury and the Bureau of the Budget as of August 5,
1010, of national defense expendittires for the fieal year 111 i; $5,00OO0,000.

It is not possible at this time to make any dependable estimate of national
defense expenditures for the fiscal year 1912. Work on the 1912 Budget is just
getting uider way and it will not be completed until the submi-sion of the Presi-
dent's budget at the Weginning of the next regular session of Congress.

Mr. TREADWAY. I do not suppose you or any other official at the
present time has made any estimate of the total cost of the national-
defense program.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I cannot answer that, sir.
,\fr. TREADWAY. Well, so far as the Treasury is concerned?
Mr. SULLIVAN. So far as I am concerned?
Mr. TREADWAY. Yes.
Mr. SULLIVAN. No; I have not.
Mr. TREADWAY. And, as representing the Treasury, you do not

consider the Treasury has made any estimate of the ultimate cost of
national defense?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I do not think any of us know what future events
will require us to spend for national defense, Mr. Treadway.

Mr. TEADWAY. That is one difficulty. We have had so many
messages come in, each one we think is going to be the last one, and
they have followed one another rather rapidly in the last few months.

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is right, sir; and several kingdoms have fallen
in the last few months.

Mr. TREADWAY. I hope-wo all hope-there will be an end in the
making of those requests, but there has been no guaranty we have
reached the end yet, has there?

Mr. SULLIVAN. No; and I do not think there can be any such
guaranty.

Mr. THEADWAY. Well, does not that in a way allow Congress a
little more latitude than has been given them in the public mind, in
the matter of developing a sound program of financing? Unless we
can see some end to the picture of need how can we provide an
adequate tax program for meeting national-defense needs, if we do
not know what is coming to us?

\r. SULLIVAN. I think for that, sir, we have to rely upon the advice
of those gentlemen who are entrusted with the duty of giving this
country an adequate national defense.
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Mr. TREADWAY. Yes; but I am looking at the picture from the
standpoint of our own needs, that is, of what we must do, what
Congress must do. Unless we can get a more definite idea of the
ultimate call for funds for national defense, how can we set up a
sound financial program in Congress?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I think we will have to go on the basis that we
will need additional funds for further expansion of the national
defense until the situation in foreign affairs indicates that need has
ceased.

Mr. TRADWAY. InI other words, you think it is a temporary
program; that whatever we adopt here now is temporal' and will

e Eased on further requests; that is, any adjustments of it will be
based on further requests?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I should assume so, sir.
Mr. TREADWA-. And you feel that. Congress should place implicit

confidence in those who are entrusted with the duty of prescribing
what the actual needs are for national defense?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes; assuming Congress has the confidence in the
ability of those gentlemen that is implicit in their being confirmed in
their appointments.

Air. 'TREADWAY. I think we have shown very great confidence in
them.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I do, sir, and I hope that continues.
Mr. TREADWAY. Of course, there is a limitation on that trust. In

a sense there must be sone limitation. However, I won't press that,
Mr. Sullivan.

Now I would like your opinion as to what proportion of the
$14,500 000 000 now appropriated or authorized for defense purposes
should be net by taxation and what proportion by borrowing.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I think that is a question that Mr. Bell, in charge
of the fiscal affairs of the Treasury, should answer.

Mr. TREADWAY. I beg pardon.
Mr. SULLIVAN. I think that is a question that Mr. Bell, the Under

Secretary, who has charge of the fiscal affairs of the Treasury, should
answer, rather than I. I shall be very glad to get his answer and put
it into the record for you.

Mr. TREADWAY. I should like to have the answer come from you,
as I say, for a concentration of answers to these various questions.

Mr. SULLIVAN. All right sir.
Mr. TnEADWAY. We did not interrogate Mr. Bell to any extent

yesterday.
Mr. SULLIVAN. No I recall
Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Knutson furnishes one of his character-

istie remarks by saying he pinch hit occasionally yesterday for the
Secretary.

Now, what, is your expectation of any request for a further increase
of the debt limit during 1941?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I will get that information -for you.
Mr. TREADWAY. Do you think there is some definite viewpoint in

the minds of the officials as to what the increase is likely to be?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Oh, I do not know, sir; but I will find out for you.
Mr. TREADWAY. Did not Mr. Bell say yesterday we were going to

be $9,000,000,000 short? There was some reference to the amount*
I am not quite certain; it was so big that I could not quite comprehend
it.
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Mr. SULLIVAN. I think Mr. Bell remarked that, with further in-
creases for the requirements of national defense there would have to
be an increase; but I do not recall exactly, sir; but I will get that
information for you.

Mr. TREADWAY. Nine billion I think was the figure.
Mr. SULLIVAN. I do not recall exactly
Mr. THEA DW.Y. We will be glad to have that incorporated in the

record, Mr. Sullivan.
M\fr. SULLIVAN. I will see that you get it, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. Now, perhaps this is another question with re-

spect to which you would prefer to have the answer conic from Mr.
Bell or others: How much should the debt limit be raised for defense
purposes?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes; I will see that you get that. You mean the
opinion of the Treasury?

Mr. TREADWAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes; I will be glad to get that for you. I antici-

pate, of course, it will be based upon future requirements in the
development of the defense progrni.

Mr. T.EADWAY. Along the Ihne of my previous inquiry, because
this has been a piecemeal proposition, in January the Treasury said
it required no increase; in June it said three billions, then it channged
the amount to $4,000,000,000, and in August it now appears $14,000,-
000,000 is the amount that is really required. Of course that all
tends toward a lack of a sound financial policy when those figures
vary so from tinie to time.

Mir. SULLIVAN. I beg your pardon, sir; I am afraid I did not get
that last remark.

Mr. TREADWA. I asked how much the debt limit should be in-
creased for defense purposes, and then I made a comment on that.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I imagine events that are happening abroad even
now will largely affect that situation; but we will give you the benefit
of whatever opinion we are able to get,.

(Mr. Sullivan submitted the following material requested in Mr.
Treadway's questions:)

Secretary Morgenthau in commenting on the fiscal situation before this com-
mittee on August 9 said:

"On June 30, 1941, according to present estimates, the balance under the gen-
eral debt limit will have shrunk to $300,000,000, and the $4,000,000,000 authority
will have been exhausted. In addition, it will have been necessary to draw upon
the working balance of theTreasury, reducing that balance to about $1,275,000,000.

"On the basiq of thee estimates it is pbvious that in view of the requirements
of the defense program, the present combined debt limitation of $19,000,000,000
will sooner or later need to be increased. Whether an increase will he required
before the end of the present fiscal year must depend In the first instance upon
the speed at which the defense program progressesK."

In determining the extent to which the debt limitation should be increased it
will be necessary for the Congress not only to consider the expenditures arising
out of the national-defense program, but also expenditures of the Government for
other purposes & related to the revenues which the Treasury will receive. The
most practicable method of treating the debt limitation is lor the Congrest. to
fix such limitation as Li determined to be necessa ry to cover the requirements of the
Treasury for a reasonable time and to reexamine the situation whenever such
limitation 1.4 about to be reached.

Secretary Morgenthau in his statement before the Senate Finance Committee
on June 12, 1940, said, in part, as follows:

"The financing of the Increate of Federal expenditures for national preparedness
requires provision (or additional taxes, or a decrease in other expenditures, or an
Increase in the national debt beyond the present statutory limit. In my judgment
all three steps are required."
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In enacting the Revenue Act of 1940 the Congress has indicated that it proposes

to finance the increased expenditures for national defense by borrowing and by
levying additional taxes. In the present circumstances it is difficult to give a
categorical opinion as to the proportion of the $14,700,000,000 defense program
that should be met by taxation and by borrowing. There are numerous factors
which influence this determination, such as the rapidity with which the defense
program is carried forward the additional revenues that will be collected under
existing tax laws as a result of improvements which may materialize in general
business conditions, etc.

Mr. TREADWAY. I think you answered Senator Vandenburg as to
the amount ,-ou expected would be raised by this new bill.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. Something around $200,000,000?
Mr. SULLIVAN. $225,000,000.
Mr. TREADWAY. But you made a deduction of $35,000,000 from

that?
Mr. SVLLIVAN,. That is right; that is correct, because if out of the

earnings of the corporations you take $225,000,000 in exces-profits
taxes, there is that much less to distribute to the stockholders and
there is that much less that will be reported by individuals in their
income-tax returns that will be subject to both the normal and surtax
rates.

Mr. TRIEADWAY. In that deduction, you anticipate there will be
about $35,000,000 involved?

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. Now, the $190,000,000 that will be net to the

Treasury in your estimate-will this be segregated in a sinking fund
for defense expenditures, as was (lone in the 1940 act?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I have heard no proposal that that should be (lone,
and it was not in the report of your subcommittee.

Mr. TREADWAY. So that it wi:ould go in the general funds of the
Treasury?

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct.
Mr. TREADWAY. Would you see any reason why it should not; so

long as we are working under a defense program, do you see any
reason why it should not be earmarked for defense purposes?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I think there are others in the Treasury who are
better prepared or qualified to debate that question with you, but I
think (fhe general consensus of the Treasury on earmarking is that it
is not generally wise or desirable.

Mr. TREADWAY. Then why did we do it in the last revenue act?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Because in the last revenue act I do not believe

we anticipated there would be such further calls for expanding our
national defense.

Mr. TREADWAY. I would be glad to have that subject included in
your statement.

M\r. SULLIVAN. We will be very glad to include it, sir.
Senator BARKLEV. There is one thing that might. be suggested

there-that is, that tax was a definite tax for defense purposes.
Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct.
Senator B.ARRLEY. Whereas this tax is a tax growing out of the

program for defense, possibly, but not definitely levied for defense
purposes.

Mr. SULLIVAN. It is not levied to defray the expenses of national
defense.

Mr. KNUTSON. Well, is this or is it not a defense program?
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Mr. SULLIVAN. Oh, I think all three parts of this bill are directly
required because of'our need for expanding our national defense.

Mr. KNUTSON. They are definitely defense measures?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes.
Mr. KNUTSON. Then why should not the money raised be earmarked

for defense purposes?
Mr. SULLIVA&N Well I think the thought implil!L, in Senator

Barkley's remark was that the excess-profits tax was not exclusively a
revenue-raising measure, but was rather intended to prevent undue
enrichment of certain people during this period. Was not that the
thought you had in mind, Senator Barkley?

Senator BARKLEY. .Yes.
Mr. KNUTSON. But it will raise revenue, will it not?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes sir; it will.
Mr. KNUTSON. And it is part of the defense program?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes, sir; correct sir.
Mr. KNUTSON. Then why would it not be desirable to earmark the

receipts from that tax?
Mr. SULLIVAN. I do not see any benefit that comes from earmark-

ing Mr Knutson. It merely requires a great deal more bookkeeping
a all of the money eventually gets into the same pocket, and ill of
it-

Senator CLARK. You scarcely raise enough money to pay for the
bookkeeping anyhow, under this bill; do you?

Mr.* SULLIVAN. Well, I do not think the bookkeeping will be that
expensive, Senator Clark.

Mr. TREADWAY. We hope not.
Mr. KNUTSON. Is it not always desirable to take steps to assure

the money being spent as Congress intended it should be?
Mr. SULLIVAN. I do not recall that the subcommittee has recom-

mended that the particular dollars that come in from this particular
tax shall be set aside to be spent for a particular purpose.

Mr. KNUTSON. I understand that, but would there be any objec-
tion?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I beg your pardon, sir?
Mr. KNUTSON. Would there be any objection to the entire com-

mitte taking the action of earmarking the money connected with it?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes; we recommend you do not do it.
Mfr. KNUTSON. I understand that.
Senator BARKLzY. But that earmarking in the final analysis,

would not affect the situation iu any way so far as the solvency of the
Treasury is concerned?

Mr. SULLIVAN. It would not affect it so far as the solvency of the
Treasury is concerned, no.

Mr. rEAWAY, Mr. Secretary, with all due respect, I do not
think I could quite go along with you and with Senator Barkley, that,
this money is not definitely intended for defense purposes. We would
not be proposing any such bill as this if it was not for national defense.

Mr. SULLIVAN. In the one you passed a few months ago, you said:
This is a special defense tax and we are going to earmark these funds and the

money we get here, since It Is being raised exclusively for the purpose of con-
tributing to the national defense, must be earmarked.

Now I understand there is a dual purpose of the excess-profits tax-
to raise some money,' but also to prevent undue enrichment on the
part of a few.
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Mr. TREADWAY. That latter, of course, is true; we want to avoid
the millionaire class that was created in the previous war; but, never-
theless, there is no need of arguing that. I do not see where this
differs from the previous law in the matter of actually being brought
about and caused b the national defense program.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Neither do I; I agree with you.
Mr. TREADWAY. We agree on that point?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes.
Mr. TREADWAY. Therefore, there is just as much reason to earmark

these funds as to earmark the other.
Now, does the Treasury contemplate that the excess-profits tax

shall be a temporary tax, lilkhe10-'6Mt okiper tax was, or do you
intend it to be perman?'

Mr. SULLIVAN. I pardon?
Mr. TREADWAY oes the excess-pfits taxthe emer-geney? . ''

Kr SuL .I would av1woe a o rs

Mr. TREA WAY. Is no hat ie wa a s in the report?
Mr. SUL AN. Yes~ ~-

Mr. TnIDwAY. D&,yI- Q sder - total YI 4 of this 1ill for
1940, assu ing it is retroactive will eah the $ O0,000,0W figr re?Mr. S LIVAN. Yes, sir. g s yfd, I thllk, of thI par-
ticular ta will be 5,00, ..

Mr. ADWAY. ijf it a ys ""the lw, it. increase me-
what af 1940?

ths eene. e VA]Lic patet*dlMr. Sr IVAN. I ould 'ic," Ad increase substan ally,Sir. 
oz ' - ,

Mr. Tn DWAY. .as yobh kp4 , tlere 9an4tlhing in thlmind
of the res sible po in the T y of further taxes to #iortize
this d e diture? ... .Mr. SULLI . I do notr&al anyjhat ae under consi Ekation at
the present tim

Mr. TR.ADWA Nothing of that kInd is contemplated?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Q S, I.
Mr. TREADWAY. J twe more question- #40"

Mr. SULLIVAN. But nolhlngg that kipC w4 lde, ir
Mr. TREADWAY. I beg pa on .... rc ded, sir.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Nothing of that kind is contemplated, but nothing

of that kind is precluded. We will have to shape our course upon the
events of the future.

Mr. TREADWAY. That is why I think we should let these things be
generally known, in order if people have suggestions to make to the
committee they can be made during the progress of these public
hearings.

Now I think I can answer this question myself, but I would like
to have your view on it. Has any reduction in nondefense expendi-
tures been effected to date?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I do not know. I will get that for you.
Mr. TREAVWAY. Were there any contemplated in the 1941 Budget?
Mr. SULLIVAN. I will get that for you.
Mr. TREADWAY. And are there reductions of nondefense expendi-

tures contemplated beyond 1941?
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Mr. SULLIVAN. I will try to get you what we can on that, sir.
After all it is Congress and not tile Treasury Department that
reduces the Budget.

Mr. TREADWAY WYell we have been very liberal in making appro-
priations and 1, personally, have been anxious to see some reductions
in nondefense appropriations, but that has not been realized very
extensively. But if there are any you know of or any in contempla-
tion, I would be glad to have you include that in the statement you
furnish the committee.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I will do that.
Mr. TREADWAY. I thank the chairman and Mr. Sullivan.
(Mr. Sullivan supplied the following for the record:)
Responsibility. as far as the executive end of the Government is concerned, as

to possible economies, rests with the Director of the Budget, under the immediate
jurisdiction of the President. The Treasury, therefore, is not informed as to the
details of any contemplated economy program involving other than national de-
fense expenditures for the fiscal years 1941 or 1942. However, actual expendi-
tures separated as to defense and nondefense piirposes for the fiscal years 1939
and 1940, and estimated expenditures for 1941, are as follows:

Fiscal yvas

Actual, 1939 Actual, 1940 Etimated. 3941

National deease ex ten aiitares ......................... iI 41, A0,00) 1I, M. s 00,00 $, 000 00 000
Xondefense expenitures................. 7M K M Lt0W' ,43%OA000 7.055,00 OOD

Total eipenditures, edln detI retlreeents,.. I & 707,00.k00 . M0 0 2050JO . 0

' On basis of present rhzi ficatko whkh execs Iranw Lms In Fede"a old-age end surviv-oc insuranee
trust fund.

Mr. MCCORMACK. In connection with Mr. Treadway's question
about reduced expenditures beyond 1941, that naturally presupposes,
if I may make the observation, the theory or the implied admission
that the Democratic Party, of course, is going to be in power-which
we are. [Laughter.]

(After several remarks by members of the committee which the
reporter could not hear:)

Mr. CROWTHER. I suggest the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr.
McCormack) should have that stricken from the record to save himself
future embarrassment..

Mr. McCoRMACK. Mr. Sullivan, you have been asked something
about additional taxes to meet increased expenditures. Is not that
also a duty of Congress; has not Congress some responsibility along
that line?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Not only some responsibility, but the entire respon-
sibility. I understand ours is giving you the benefit of what infor-
mation fnd experience we have.

Mr. MCCORMACK. Now, the question has been asked you about
your idea of what additional funds are needed: Is not that dependent
upon what happens in other parts of the world; to a great extent, is
not that dependent upon other events over which this country has no
control?

Mr. SULLIVAN. That and the degree to which we care to protect
ourselves against eventualities.
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Mir. MCCORMACK. In other words, we do not want to bring in the
nnmes of any country or individual, but that is in the main predicated
upon happenings outside of the United States, which happenings
have a bearing, one way or another, on the defense program for our
own country?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Over which we have no control.
Mr. MCCORMAK. Exactly. Now, I have one or two questions to

ask.
Take the case of a corporation 6 percent of the income exempt

wider the Treasury's plan up to the first $500,000 of invested capital,
andl 4 percent after that; that is on corporations that have not had
that avenge of earnings during the base period? That is correct, is
it not?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Or having had less, or having had losses.
Mr. McConm.cK. Or having had deficits?
Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct.
Mr. MCConMACK. Or have not had earnings of that amount on the

average?
Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct.
Mr. McCon.stcK. And the limit on the corporation of over

$500,000 means an exemption of 4 percent plus?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Well, up to $500,000, it is 6 percent.
Mr. McConlACx. I mean taking a corporation of $50,000,000, it

would be a little bit, above 4 percent?
Mr. SULLIVAN. That is right.
Mr. MCCORMACK. But you do not have to go into that. It would

he 4 percent plus, anyway?
Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct.
Mr. MCConMACK. Where tie corporation has in excess of $500,000

invested capital?
Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct.
Mr. MCCOIMACK. We will assume this law is in operation and those

are the provisions of the law as recommended by the Treasury and
the subcommittee-tentatively recommended by the subcommittee-
as a basis for these hearings, and we will assume a corporation, after
the first year of operation under this law, earns 2 percent, and we will
say they have $500,000 of invested capital or less: with that exemp-
tion of 6 percent from the imposition of the excess-profits tax what
(1o you think of the idea of giving that corporation a carry-over for the
next year as against the excess-profits tax of the difference between the
2 perent they earn and the 6 percent they were exempted?

Mr. SULLIVAN. You mean to say if they earned 10 percent the next
year, they would not have to pay any tax?

,Mr. MCCORMACK. That is it. It is a carry-over of I or 2 years of
the excess-profits tax alone.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes.
Mr. McCoRMAcK. Have you considered that, Mr. Sullivan?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes; it is a close question and we have resolved it

in the negative.
Mr. McCon,.AcK. In other words, it is a close question?
Mr. SULLIVAN. It is.
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Mr. MCCORMACK. That is a very frank answer and I appreciate it,
because that is just what I know would come from you; but there is
something to it, Mr. Secretary?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Oh, yes; a very good case can be made out for it.
It is a further relief provision for the company that has not been doing
at all well in the past.

Mr. 'MCCORIACK. Because in the outset, of course less than 5
percent of the corporations are going directly to benefit from thr,
speed-up in consequence of our national-defense program.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I do not think I would want to agree with that-or
did you say benefit "directly"?

Mr. MCCORMACK. "Directly."
Mr. SULLIVAN. Well, I do not know. I should imagine your figure

is not too high.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Well, in any event, the great majority of the

corporations. It is going to be some time before the money gets out
into circulation and it goes from hand to hand in the purchase or
exchange of goods or services before a lot of the corporations are going
to benefit from it.

Mr. SULLIVAN. There will be a lag.
Mr. MCCORMACK. And we do not want to do anything that would

discourage corporations who are not directly connected with the
nationaldefense program from reasonably expanding in response to
increased business, if that situation arose?

Mr. SULLIVAN. We definitely do not.
Mr. MCCORMACK. And such a carry-over might in part meet that

situation, or enable a corporation to proceed with more confidence
and, in part to meet that situation, if they had a 1- or 2-year carry-
over-not of losses, but of earnings, under the exempted percentage?

Mr. SULLIVAN. You mean a carry-over of deficiency of exemptions?
Mr. MCCORIMACK. As against the excess profits.
M\r. SULLIVAN. That is right.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Now, take the case of an American corporation

doing business in Canada. It has made money in Canada and it
pays its tax there. Under the normal tax, of course, that corporation
is entitled to a certain credit, is it not?

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct---on the tax paid in Canada.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Not to exceed the amount paid in Canada?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Right.
Mr. McCORMACK. Or, if they are not entitled to that exemption

benefit its proportionate share of the earnings in Canada in relation
to total earnings?

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is right.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Now, assuming such a corporation-and there

are many of them, and I use Canada as an illustration of a neighbor
country, but it would apply to any other country in the world where an
American corporation hasbusiness-assuming they are not entitled to
an exemption of the amount of the tax paid in another country and
they take the proportionate amount, as they are entitled to do, what
would you say about allowing a tax credit against the excess-profits
tax paid on the proportionate part of the earnings of the corporation
in a foreign country to the total amount of earnings subject to excess-
profits tax?
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Mir. SULLIVAN. That is a long question and a longer problem, and
I think I would p:for to answer that at the next session of your
committee, if I may.

Mr. MCCORMACK. What?
Mr. SULLIVAN. I would prefer to answer that at the next meeting

of the committee.
Mr. MCCORMACK. You understand what I have in mind?
Mr. SULLIVAN. I do.
Mr. MCCORMACK. I was bringing it up to bring it to the attention

of you and your associates for study.
k|r. SULLIVAN. I will go into that and bring you an answer Monday

morning.
Mr. MCCORMACK. It is not a matter of my own thought; it was

called to my attention and I felt there was such merit to it that it
should be brought out in the public hearings and looked into by the
Treasury Department.

Now, take the case of personal-service corporations. Of course,
that is a very difficult problem. I had breakfast this morning with a
gentleman, for example, who represents an association of one hundred-
and-soie-odd personal service corporations that go out and deal with
newspapers in negotiating for advertisements. They represent
clients. Now, they have very little invested capital. Most of it is in
the ability of the men and the corporation and their personality, and
the invested capital in dollars is usually rather small.

Mr. SULLIVAN. We think we have treated them very kindly, Mr.
McCormack. Those hundred personal-service corporations, if they
come under the regular definition of a corporation whose income is
attributable primarily to activities of the principal owners and stock-
holders, and if those stockholders themselves are regularly engaged in
tile active conduct of the affairs of the corporation, and if the capital
is not a material income-producing factor in the income of that cor-
poration, then they do not have to be subject to the excess-profits tax.
But whatever profit has been made by that company is taxable in the
hands of the stockholders whether or not it has been distributed.

Now, when we say "principal owners or stockholders," according
to the definition, that means the holders of 80 percent. of the stock in
that company must be personally active in the affairs of the corpor-
ation.

Mr. McCoRMAcK. I ant acquainted with that. The thought was
conveyed to me and I am just passing it to you to give consideration
to, as to whether or not some type of pcrsonal-service corporations-
their percentage of income, before being subject to the excess-profits
tax, should not be connected with earnings based upon volume, because
of tile fact that the invested capital is usually low, although the actual
success of the business is mainly based upon the ability of the individ-
uals who comprise it.

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is right. But they do not have to pay any
tax upon invested capital if they elect not to be subject to the excess-
profits tax.

Mr. IMCCORMACK. They can go on the partnership theory?
Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct-after payment of the corporation

income tax.
Mr. MCCORSACK. Now I notice "mutual investment companies"

here on page 4 (of course, we know about their situation) are exempt
25491-40--1-
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and that includes, of course, those corporations like up in Boston,
Mass., and elsewhere, where a person goes in and buys an interest in an
investment company that deals in stocks and bonds and they can sell
on 24 hours' notice, and where the corporation declares over 90 percent
of its earnings out in dividends.

Mr. SULLIAN. The reason they are exempt, Mr. McCormack,
and the reason the subcommittee recommended it, is because they
have distributed 90 percent of their income.

Mr. McCORuACK. But that particular matter you are acquainted
with, and my interest in it, is included in that?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DISNzY. Mr. Sullivan, did you read an article in last night's

Star by David Lawrence, suggesting that rather than an excess-
profits tax we increase the rate on corporations?

Mr. SULLIVAN. No sir I did not.
Mr. DIsNEY. He thougiit it would be more desirable than an excess-

profits tax.
Mr. SULLIVAN. I did not see it.
Mr. DIsNEY. I would like to have your views on that subject after

you have read the article. I think that, coming from the source it
does, it deserves consideration.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes, sir.
Senator CLARK. Mr. Sullivan, I understand that the excess-profits

tax portion of this bill is only estimated to raise $190,000,000.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes, sir.
Senator CLARK. With the situation we are in, and with the Presi-

dent recommending an additional four or five billion dollars every
time he comes back from a week-end trip, $190,000,000 is simply a
drop in the bucket.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes, sir.
Senator CLARK. Is not this excess-profits tax included in the bill as

a sort of a sugar coating for the American people to swallow the
amortization plan? It does not represent enough revenue to be of
any considerable moment. Of course, $190,000,000 is a lot of money,
but in proportion to the amount of money that we are spending, it is
but a drop in the bucket.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes, sir.
Senator CLARK. So it is included in this bill really to convey the

impression to the American people that we are soaking somebody for
the expense of the national-defense program, but is not the real pur-
pose to induce the American people to swallow this amortization
feature in the interest of the munitions makers?

Mr. SULLIVAN. That inquiry involves a question of motive. The
Treasury started with the excess-profits tax features, the amortization
plan, and suspension of the Vinson-Tramnmell Act; so I do not think
the Treasury did have that motive.

Senator CLARK (interposing). The Treasury is not responsible for
that, or for coupling them up.

Mr. SULLIVAN. The Treasury approved coupling them together.
Senator CLARK. Is not $190 000 000 of tax, which is merely a drop

in the bucket, merely to make dhe amortization feature more palatable?
Mr. SULLIVAN. I do not think so. We started with the excess-

profits tax before amortization was considered.
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Senator CLARK. The excess-profits tax, however, will be of con-
siderable moment in questions involving the Budget, but, in view of
the tremendous appropriations and authorizations they are going
ahead with, it is really a very small item in the annual program of
expenditure.

Mr. SULLIVAN. For 1940 it will be a very small item.
Senator LA FOLLEI'E. Mr. Sullivan, in your opinion, is there any

essential conflict in the proposal of the subcommittee in theory, or
have you not got here a proposition which tries to combine the theory
of excess-profits taxation as a permanent or quasi-permanent feature
of the tax structure and unjust enrichment taxation?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Do you mean war-profits taxes?
Senator LA FOLLLETTE. Yes.
Mr. SULLIVAN. They are two different ideas.
Senator LA FOLLETE. Will not that combination, or the attempt

to combine those features, by which you give the taxpayer or tax
paying corporation an election as to which basis lie shall use in the
payment of taxes, result in a reduction of revenue?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes, sir- to a great extent.
Senator LA FOLLETE. Have you made any study of the incidence,

of the tax under this theory of permitting the tax paying corporation
to elect the basis of the tax?

Mr. SULLIVA.N. Yes, sir; our conclusion was that the yield would
be reduced. I think Mr. Stai's estimate was $300,000,000 under
the average earnings plan alone, and our figures were $500,000,000
based on the invested capital feature alone. By combining them, and
giving the taxpayer an election as to which plan to follow, we estimate
l't iould yield a gross revenue of $225,000,000.

Senator CLARK. Under the Treasury's plan, or original plan, the
estimates were higher, or $750 000,000?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Our original estimate, that we gave the subcom-
mittee, was from $500,000,000 to $750,000,000.

Senator LAFOLLETTE. Perhaps I did not make my question clear.
What I am anxious to ascertain is whether or not the Treasury has
made any study of this plan that is now proposed to indicate what
the effect of it will be, so far as corporations are concerned, in relation
to the capacity to pay excess-profits taxes.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Do you mean a particular corporation?
Senator LA FOLLErrE. I have no particular corporation in mind,

but it seems to me that it would be important in the consideration
of this legislation to know what the effect. would be, so far as corpor-
ation earnings are concerned, under the alternative or optional plan
that is proposed here upon a specimen corporation. Has tie Treasury
made any study of that which could be made available to the con-
mittee?

Mr. SULLIVA,. Do you mean the degree to which a corporation
should pay or be excused from paying, and the extent to which this
alternative plan gives a corporation with higher earnings an oppor-
tunity, in relation to its ability to pay taxes, to be relieved of them
under this combined proposal?

Senator LA FOLLETrE. Yes. Have you made a study of its appli-
cation to any specimen corporation that could be made available to
the committee?

Mr. SULLIVAN. No, sir; but we will be glad to do that.
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Senator LA FOLLEr'rE. Will you please do that, because I think it
is very important anti essential that we have such information.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Would you like that for any particular corporation?
Senator LA FOLLEfTTE. I do not expect you to disclose for the

public record any information of a particular corporation, but I would
like to have the study made. As I understand it, sometimes a study
made of a specimen corporation will give us the effect on certain
situations, and I would like to have such a study made which would
give the committees in their consideration of this legislation some
specific information as to the incidence of this particular proposal.

Mr. SULLIVAN. We will have that for you at the next session.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. I have no further questions; thank you.
Mr. REED. Mr. Sullivan, I understand that the Treasury has pre-

pared a memorandum covering the elimination of undesirable features
of the 1918 excess-profits tax, and I would like to have it ut in the
record. I think it should be furnished for the record. f have re-
ceived a great many letters before these hearings on the subject, in
reference to the undesirable features of the 1918 act.

Mr. SULLIVAN. You are now referring to the memorandum you
were given earlier this week?

Mr. REED. Yes.
Mr. SULLIVAN. I do not have a copy here today, but I will have one

here Monday.
(The memorandum referred to follows:)

ADVANTAGES OF THE INVESTED CAPITAL CONCEPT CONTAINED IN THE CURRENT
EXCEis-PROFITS TAX PROPOSAL OVER TIlE INVESTED CAPITAL CONCEPT
CONTAINED IN THE REVENUE AcT Or 1918

(1) Valuation problcms.-The 1018 act provided in substance that invested
capital was to be computed as the actual cash value at the time paid in to the
corporation of cash or property paid in for stock, or as paid-in surplus, or as a
contribution to capital. The current proposal provides that equity invested
capital shall be computed as the cash paid in plus the aggregate of the basis (ad-
justed up to the time paid in) of property paid in for stock or as pald-in surplus
or as a contribution to capital. The necessity under the wartime acts of deter-
mining the value of property as of a fixed date, possibly far in the past, was produc-
tive of much litigation and many administrative complications. These difficulties
are avoided under the current proposal by the use of basis rather than value, since
the records of the Bureau and the income-tax returns filed by the taxpayers can
reasonably be expected to reveal the data necessary for the determination of the
basis of property paid in to the great majority of corporations.

(2) Intangibles.-The 1918 act provided that the cash value of intanrible prop-
erty paid in and taken into account In the computation of invested capital should
not exceed 25 percent of the par value of the corporation's capital stock. The
wartime differentiation between intangibles and tangibles resulted in much con-
fusion and many administrative problems, particularly where stock was Issued for
an aggregate of assets, both tangible and intangible, without segregation. These
difficulties, together with the enormous burden of valuing items such as patents
and good will, are avoided under the current proposal, which makes no distinc-
lion between tangible and intangible property.

(3) Par ralue probleras.-The 1918 act provided that the value of property
paid in for stock should not exceed the par value of the stock issued therefor, unless
it could be shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the value of the
property was clearly and substantially in excess of such par value. It was also
provided that the pir value of no-par stock should be deemed to be the fair market
value of the stock as of the date of issue. None of these limitations appears in
the current proposal, and the determination of the basis of property paid in to the
corporation need not be complicated by determinations of par value or of actual
value of no-par stock, nor by questions concerning the distinction between par
value and no-par stock.
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(4) Earned surplus.-The 1918 act provided for the Inclusion of earned surplus
in Invested capital. Much litigation arose concerning the propriety of including
various items in determining earned surplus. The current propose twe' the con-
cept of "earnings r.nd profits" rather thWin earned surplus. "Earnings andprofits"
is a term which is been used for tiahy years in the Income-tax law and which
has received lengthy judicial Interpretation. The Bureau records are adequate
to reveal the accumulated earnings and profits of corporations.

(5) Reorgatitatios.-The 1918 act provided that, for the puprose of deter-
mining invested capital in the ease of a reorganization, no asset should be asigned
a greater value In the hands of the transferee corporation than It had in the hands
of the transferor corporation if a 50 percent or more interest or control remained
in the same persons after the reorganization. This provision was necessary to
prevent corporations from stepping up their invested capital, represented by

y which had ap ree-at in value, through realization of the appreciation
b y of a purely formal reorganization. This provision was productive of

much litigation. No such provision Is necessary under the current proposal
because invested capital is computed upon the adjusted basis of property, and
section 113 of the Internal Revenue Code prevents such basis from being incr
In the cas of tax-free reorganizations.

(6) Mpai esc ssmenl.-The provision of the 1918 act which occasioned the
greatest difficulty and which stimulated the greatest amount of criticism of the
administration of the act was the provision relating to special assessment. The
1918 act provided in substance that where the Commissioner found that, owing
to abnormal conditions affecting the capital or income of the corporation, the tax
computed in the ordinary manner would produce exceptional hardship upon the
taxpayer, the tax should instead be an amount bearing the same ratio to the net
income of the taxpayer as the average tax of representative corporations engaged
in a like or similar trade or business bore to their average net income. Not only
was there opportunity for abuse of administrative discretion in applying this
provision, but the comparison with representative corporations in a similar trade
or business was imposes bible to determine accurately and could not be determined
in any manner wit bout much dispute and endless delay. The class of cases for
which this provision was most necessary and beneficial involved situations in
which the tax became unduly high because of the exclusion of borrowed capital
from invested capital, or because of the exclusion of a large part of the value of
Intangible property from invested capital. No provision for special assessment
is made in the current proposal because, under the proposal intangible property
is treated like other property and because a large portion of borrowed capital is
permitted to be included In Invested capital.

'Mr. CROWTHER. Is it the opinion of the Treasury that the rates, or
the excess-profits rates, carried in this report are high enough? I
realize, of course, that there is a vast difference between the general
tax rates now and the tax rates that were in force in 1917 and 1918.
Corporations then were. taxed only 14 percent, and now the rates have
jumped to 75 or 78 percent, and if more is to be raised by an excess-
profits tax, the rates should be higher than those submitted in the
report.

Mr. SULLIVAN. That may be true. I would, however make this
suggestion, that. if the proposal of the subcommittee is to be accepted
and that is to be the law, in entering upon what is acknowledged to
be a complicated bill, or a now complicated piece of legislation with
these alternative plans, it might be just as well to sacrifice some addi-
tional revenue until we find how this will work out.

Senator HARRISON. Mfr. Sullivan, I want to bring to your attention
this letter which was written by Mr. McReynolds, secretary to the
Advisory Commission to the Council of National Defense, aadresed
to Chairman Doighton, and I want to get your reaction to it. The
letter is as follows:

After most careful consideration, the Advisory Commilsion to the Council of
National Defense unanimously and urgently recommends to your committee that
there not be included in the proposed amortization or accelerated depreciation bill
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any provision limiting or restricting the use which a taxpayer may make of
facilities against which amortization or accelerated depreciation has been charged
pursuant to the terms of this bill.

The Commission Is In full accord with the Treasury Department and your
subcommittee in the objective of most adequately protecting the Interests of the
United States Government with respect to its direct or indirect contribution
toward the creation of new facilities to meet the emergency defense needs. The
Commission believes, however, that this can be best and most practically ac-
comolished through the medium of standard clues in the form of contract.

A committee of the Commission has been working on these provisions for several
weeks past, and its recommendations have been approved by tLe Commission.
They are being submitted today to the Secretaries of War and tho Navy and to
the office of the Comptroller, for their approval, and if you desire we should be
glad to have a member of the Commission present and explain to your committee
these protective contract provisions.

The Commission feels that protection of the Government's interest through
contract provisions Is logical and proer, but that to introduce such provisions
by amendment to the tax law Is illogical and cannot result in equitable application
to all the different stiiaton which will develop.

The Commission is convinced that inclusion of such provisions i the proposed
tax measure will tend to defeat the very purpose of the bill and thereby impede
the defense program.

What do you say to that?
Mr. SULLIVAN. This is a matter that lrs been discuised in the

subcommittee, and I might say that the Advisor- Commission and
the Treasury are in entire accord on amortization except in one regard.
The Treasury Department expressed its opinion to the subcommittee
that where the United States Government paid 100 percent for afactory, or for the equipment for a contractor, or where they allowed
the contractor to write off 100 percent through special amortization,
they do so because those facilities are not for any purposes except the
national defense. If they are so needed, then it is the position of the
Treasury, after that emergency period has expired, that the contractor
will not'be allowed to tear dovn the building without getting permis-
sion from the Secretary of War or the Secretary of the Navy. The
National Defense Council is in accord with our proposal. 'The dif-
ference is that we have recommended that the restriction be placed
in the law, and they say that that is not flexible enough. They say
that there are different situations which must be met by different
clauses in the contracts. The difference of opinion between the
Treasury and the Advisory Commission is simply whether, or not, the
restriction shall be made by a provision of the law or by a provision
in the contract.

Senator HAnRIsoN,'. In view of that difference, it seems to me to be
a most important question, and may I suggest that at soeni time during
the hearings sonic member of tihe National Defense Council be
requested to appear before the committee?

The CITAIRitAv. The request will be complied with.
Mr. SULLIVAN. I think t hat concludes the testimony of the Depart-

ment, except that Mr. Biggers and Mr. Eaton can give some further
information.

Mr. MCCORIMACK. In connection with that matter, the Treasury
and the Defense Council are in full agreement on that point, whether
the Government directly or indirectly furnishes the mon.ey.
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Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes, sir. The Advisory Council believes that it

should be covered by a flexible provision in the contract, and the
Treasury would cover it in the law.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Colin F. Stain, Chief of
Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

STATEMENT OF COLIN F. STAM, CHIEF OF STAFF, JOINT COM-
MITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION, WASHINGTON,
D.C.

Mr. STAMl. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, ,\fr.
Sullivan has discussed all the aspects of the subcommittee's plan,
with the exception of the average earnings plan, and I will, therefore,
confine my remarks to that plan.

Three approaches seem fundamental in considering the imposition
of an excess-profits tax.

First, it should be examined in the light of our own World War
experience and that of other countries.

Second, in the light of conditions as they exist today. The recent
business experience, business structure, "and requirements of the
Government present an entirely different background for the imposi-
tion of this tax than existed in 1918.

Third, in the light of the need for acceleration of the defense pro-
gram-the acceleration of the manufacture of the facilities needed by
the country for defense.

The history of excess-profits taxation in this country anti other
countries shows its proper place in a tax system. ln a period of
emergency, such as the one recognized by oir defense program, the
people, tlirough their Government, spenl huge sumns. This results
in large private profits. Economics authorities, business and tax
authorities are unanimous in considering these profits a legitimate
field of taxation; as these profits arise from Government expenditures,
part of them should be returned to the Government in thte form of
taxes. It is a reasonable assumption that such profits reuilt not
only to those directly contracting with the Government but also
affect other persons indirectly. It is recognized that inordinate
profits should not result from huge expenditures made for the defense
of the country. On the other hand, private enterprise must operate
with the greatest efficiency and speed.

In designing this form of tax, the need of the Government for revenue
and the need of the greatest efficiency on the part of the industrial arm
of defense must be kept in mind. *

A tax of this character, therefore, should be imposed with reference
to the existing income-tax system. We first imposed it during the
World War. The normal tax then imposed on corporations was 10
percent for 1919 and 1920 and 12 percent for 1918. The tax on in-
dividuals then consisted of surtaxes graduated to 65 percent and
normal tax of 12 percent for 1918 avid 8 percent for 1919 and 1920.
Our present system has a normal tax of 4 percent and a surtax max-
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imum of 75 percent, the total tax being increased by 10 percent under
the defense program. This is shown by the following table:

INDIVIDUALS

lol7 1918 1919-3D Present
law I

Percteu Pecet! Perceat Percetl
Norm&] WEx ........................................... 2......... 1 12 ! 4
Surtax ......................................................... 13" 65 7 5

CORPORATION'S

Normal tax .................................................... 4 12 1 a 9
Excess-p ts tax ............................................ to ( 40.51

.................................................... s -- ........ 

I In addition, the normal anl surtax rates under existing law have been icre ec by 10 percent o the
tax payable.

Since our normal income-tax system is designed to tax income in
normal times fairly and effectually, it is believed that an excess-profits
tax should be laid with reference to tile conditions of the abnormal
period of the defense emergency when unusual profits should result
by reason of large Government expenditures for defense.

For this reason, the tax recommended in the subcommittee report
takes into consideration the earnings of business in an assumed noirnal
period, called the "base period," which will be the years 1936 1937,
1938, and 1939, and compares with those earnings made in the defense
program years, or the taxable period.

The subcommittee has recommended as one of the methods for
determining excess profits, a plan uider which the earnings for the
taxable year are compared with the average earnings for a prior base
period. If the earnings for the taxable year exceed the average earn-
ings for the base period such excess, if in excess of a specific exemption
of $5 000 is subject to the excess-profits-tax rates.

Te following example will indicate how the plan operates:
Earnings for 1940 --------------------------------------------- $150, 000
Less average earnings for the base period ------------------------- 100,000

Excess of profits for the taxable year over the average profits
for the base period ------------------------------------ 50,000

Les specific exemption ----------------------------------------- 5000

Excess profits subject to tax ------------------------------ 45,000

First 10 percent o base period credit (10 percent of $100,000) $10,000
taxable, at 25 percent ---------------------------------------- 2, 500

Next 10 percent of base period credit (10 percent of $100,000) $10,000
taxable, at 30 percent ---------------------------------------- 3,000

Balance of excess profits subject to tax ($45,000 less $20,000) $25,000
taxable, at 40 percent ------------ -------------------------- 1 0,000

Total excess profits tax --------------------------------- 15, 500
The average earnings for tie base period constitute the excess-

profits credit where the taxj)ayr elects to compute his excess-profits
tax according to the average-earnings niethod. Thu in the example
given above, this credit would be $100,000. The first. bracket to which
a rate of 25 percent applies is 10 percent of this credit or $10,000. The
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second bracket to which a rate of 30 percent applies is also 10 percent
of this credit or $10,000. Since $20,000 of the excess profits have
been absorbed by the first two brackets, the balance or $25,000 is
taxable under the third bracket at a rate of 40 percent. The total
tax is, therefore, $15500.

The reason for applying the rates by reference to a percentage of tie
excess-profits tax credit instead of merely to tie taxable excess is that
it effects greater relief to the lower brackets than if the rates were
applied to a percentage of the taxable excess.

If the corporation acquires now capital after the beginning of its
first taxable Year under the excess-profits tax, its excess-profits credit
will be decreased by 6 percent of the reduction in capital.

This plan has a great advantage in its simplicity. The corporation
uses as its excess-profits tax net income the sane net income for both
the base period and the taxable year as is used for normal income tax
purposes, subject to the following adjustments:

(1) The normal tax payable or lie taxable year is allowed as a
deduction.

(2) Gains or losses from the sale of exchange of assets (depreciable
or nondepreciable) are eliminated from income for the purpose of the
excess-profits tax.

The base period under this method is the same as the base period
under the method already explained. That is the years 193G, 1937,
1938, and 1939.

The average earnings method is followed in Great Britain and
Canada. However, it is recognized (hat taxpayers with very low base
earnings will be unjustly treated by a tax based entirely on average
earnings. In those countries, this situation is met by giving broad
discretionary powers to a Board of Referces to apply relief in the hard
cases. It is difficult under a system such as ours to vest such broad
powers in a governmental agency. Accordingly, lihe subcomimnittee
report provides for this situation by allowing the corporation to elect
to compute its excess-profits tax on the basis of the invested-capital
method. This method has already been explained. It might be
pointed out that it provides a minimum credit of 6 percent with
respect to tie first $500,000 of invested capital in the taxable year and
4 percent with respect to the invested capital in excess of that amount.
Corporations which were not in existence (luring the entire base
period are required to compute their tax on the bases of the invested
capital method.

That part of time report dealing with the Vinson-Tramell Act and
the amortization allowances has already been explained.

It is believed that these methods will meet the requirements of an
excess-profits tax.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman, except that I would
like to point out thai both in Great Britain and in Canada the system
operates almost on a basis of a war-profits tax and an excess-profits
tax. In other words, in both of those countries you have the base
earnings method and the invested capital method.

In Canada, the invested capital method is used by a board of
referees in applying it to hard cases. In England, .the invested
capital methodTs used as to now corporations organized after July
1, 1936. So that in both of those countries, you really have this
combination system, and the only difference is that in one instance
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the application of the system is imposed by a discretionary board,
which is given very broad powers, while in the subcommittee plan,
they put the provision right into the plan itself and do not give the
discretion to any board.

That is all I have to say, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
Senator HARRIsON. What (to you say about this estimate of

$190,000,000 the first year under this plan?
Mr. STAM. We estimated about $300,000,000 for the first year. Of

course, that did not take into account the reduction in surtaxes in
the hands of the individuals. If you increase your corporate rates
any amount, naturally you are going to cut down the dividends that
the sho.eholders are. going to receive. We did not take that factor
into consideration. But if that factor is taken into consideration, we
do not feel that the tax for the first year will yield less than $270,-
000,000. It should be remembered tiat over half the dividend year
has already elapsed for 1940.

Of course, after this program gets under way, and all of these con-
tracts are let, and the money conies in, we 'feel that the program
should yield approximately $450,000,000, and may well exceed
$500,000,000.

Mr. MCCORMACK. Mr. Stam, under your plan, the question of
invested capital is based on the general theory of looking at tie earn-
ings in terms of dollars made during the base period, instead of in
terms of percentages. So that a corporation, having a 4-year base-
period experience, will not have the complicated questions of invested
capital arise. That was a very difficult question in the 1918 act, was
it not?

Mr. ST.m. That is true.
Mr. MCCORMAOK. Out of which arose many thousands of court

cases.
Mr. STAm. That is true. Over 10,000 cases were litigated, some

of which have not yet been disposed of.
fr. MCCORMACK. You look to the earnings in terms of dollars?

Mr. STAm. That is right..
Mr. MCCORMACK. Without regard to capitalization or anything

else; you take tie base period average earnings and then, under the
excess-profits tax act, whatever kind it might be, if your proposal is
included therein, the excess shall be considered as subject to the excess-
profits tax in terms of dollars.

Mr. STAm. That is right.
Mr. MCCORMACK. And under your plan, the annoying and com-

plicated and controversial question in relation to a corporation having
a 4-year base period experience, with respect to invested capital, is
eliminated.

Mr. STAM. We will not havo the enormous refunds under this plan
that we had under the 1918 act, in my opinion.

Mr. MCCORMACK. That is a new contribution. I had not heard
that.. Will you dwell a little on that? Why is that?

Mr. STAM. Because those corporations ,vhich elect to take the
base-earnings method will know exactly what their tax is. They
can determine it and pay it promptly, and there will not be all of these
adjustments and all of this litigation with the Bureau later on.

Mr. MCCORMACK. What were the refunds?

100
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Mr. STAM. We do not have any break-down on the refunds.
Mr. 'MCCORMACK. Will yon put in the record a statement as to

what the refunds were to corporations under the 1918 act?
Mr. STAIr. I shall be glad to do that..
Mr. MCCORMACK. You think your plan will meet that situation so

that it will not justify future refunds?
Mr. STAL. There will be sonic refunds, but nothing like the numiv'

un der the World War tax.
Mr. MCCORMACK. When you revise your remarks, will you elab-

orate your ideas on that, for lhe record?
Mr. STAI. I shall be very glad to.
The data which I am submitting is taken from our refund reports

relating to refunds and credits in excess of $75.000. This is far from
a complete picture of the situation, since it embraces only years after
1927, and does not include refunds below $75,000. In addition to the
refunds and credits made on account of the excess prolit, it should also
be remembered that a large part of the taxes which were assessed for
those years were abated prior to payment of the tax.

EXCERPTS FROM REPORTS OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REvENUE
TAXATION ON REFUNDS AND CREDITS OF INTERNAL REVENUE TAXES

I92 REPORT

"In concluding this part of the report it seems proper to sum up the principal
conclusions which can be drawn from the analysis made, as follows:

"I. Eighty-three percent of all refunds reported to the joint committee In a
21-month period involve the exce--s-profits tax years prior to 1922.

"2. Forty-two percent of all refunds are due to provisions no longer found In
our revenue act.

"3. The present provisions which seni to be most troublesome from the stand-
point of refunds are those which involve valuations of tangible and intangible
property."

1931 REPORT

The most important factor in connection with overassessments are the old
excess-profits tax cases. When these cases are finally settled, overassessments
should he substantially less. The following table shows to what large extent
these excess-profits tax cases have affected the overass-ssment total.

Percent of fotal orera s ssent for the excess-proflts Iaz years

14-month period, Feb. 28, 1927, to Apr. 24, 1928 ---------------------- 88
7-month period, May 29 to Dcc. 31, 1928 --- . . ..------------------------ 77
12-month period, Jan. I to Dec. 31, 1929 . .--------------------------- 71
12-month period, Jan. I to Dec.. 31, 1930 ------------------------------ 59
12-month period, Jan. I to De. 31, 1931 ----------------.------------- 53

Over one-half of the total overassessment still result from adjustments for the
years 1917 to 1921, Inclusive. These tax cases are over 12 years old. More-
over, the Interest attributable to the excess-profits tax years represents 73 per-
cent of the total interest paid on all overassemsnents reported to the committee
during the calendar year 1931. It is true that the table shows considerable
progress in settling thcse old cases, but it Is evident that the work is far from
concluded.

1932 REPORT

Analysis of all o1era'sessment. reported to the committee during 1932 shows
that allowances of $14,43S,590.30, or 51 percent were made on account of taxes
for the excess-profits tax years up to and including 1921, anti that the remaining
46 percent of the allowances Nere for years subsequent to 1921. Further analysis
shows that the intere-t paid on overassessments prior to 1922 totaled $4,005,856.62
I. e., the interest charges attributable to the excess-profits tax year represent 61
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percent of the interest paid on all overassessment reported to the committee
during the calendar year 1932. The following table shows to what extent these
old cases have affected the overasessment allowances which have been reported
to the committee:

Percent of total oreraaatsements altribulable to Ihe ezcees-profits taz years

14-month period, Feb. 28, 1927, to Apr. 24, 1928 ---------------------- 88
7-month period, May 29 to Dec. 31, 1928 --------------------------- 77
12-month period, Jan. I to Dec. 31, 1929 ---------------------------- 71
12-month period, Jan. i to Dec. 31, 1930 ---------------------------- 59
12-month period, Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1931 ---------------------------- 53
12-month period, Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1932 ---------------------------- 54

These figures in respect to refunds and credits show that a decline in the amounts
of such allowances may Le expected coincident v.ith the extent to which the old
excess-profits fax years are eliminated froin the picture. Certain provikons
contained in the laws governing the excess-profits tax y.rs dealing %iith special
assessment, invc.,ted capital, anti aniortization have contributed largely to the
overassessiments found.

1235 REPORT

Ortratetsmerdls ottributable to excess-profids tax pmrs.-Analysis of all over-
a-sessment, reported to the committee during the period covered by this report
show, that allowances of $8,80,697..52, or 78 percent, were made on account of
taxes for the excess-profits tax years up to a.d including 1921, and the remaining
22 percent of the allowiances were for years subsequent to 1921. Further
analysis discloses that the interest paid on overaa,-emenslb prior to 1922
totaled $2,37.5,178.01; that Is, the interest charges attributable to the excess-
profits tax years represent 72 percent of the Interest paid on all overas-e-.sments
submitted to the committee during the calendar year 1935. Adjustments
relating to exets-profits tax vears comprised about 8 percent of all overatsess-
ments allowed in 1927 and gradually decreased to 35 percent in 1931.

Senator GERRY. Another advantage in your proposition, Mr. Stain,
is that the corporation that wishes to expand will have the knowledge
of exactly how much it will have to pay.

Mr. STAM. That is right.
Senator GERRY. There will not be the doubt which might prevent

the corporation's undertaking to go into some of these enterprises,
which condition will accelerate the defense program; and with that
acceleration there ought to be more revenue front income taxes, is
that right?

M\r. ST.,ii It makes the tax definite and certain. Under the 1918
act, sonic of these old cases were not settled for 10 or 15 y cars; sonic
are not yet settled. The trouble was in the determination', mainly, of
the invested capital of the corporation. Of course, this method will
entirely eliminate that complication.

Senator GERRY. I know that -during our hearings in the Naval
Affairs Committee, the question was continually raised by the naval
officers concerning the difficulty that they met because a contractor
could not tell exactly what his liabilities i;ere going to be.

Mr. STAM. That is true.
Senator GERRY. And therefore he hesitated. Now, under your

plan, he has a very sound way of ascertaining what his liabilities are
going to be. The'result is we will probably get an acceleration of the
defense program which means, in turn, that your income taxes will be
coming in more promptly.

Mr. STAM. I think that is true.
Senator GERRY. Apart from other benefits that it will bring about

in the matter of the national defense.
Mr. STAM. I think that is true, Senator.
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Mr. CARLSON. Mr. Staem, on page 2 of your statement, you say this:
A tax of this character, therefore, should be imposed with reference to the

existing income tax system.

Then you proceed to outline the rates and the exemptions in the
1917 and 1918 acts. Of course, we should bear in mind also the amount
of income received in the 1917 and 1918 acts. Therefore, I think it,
ought to be made a part of the record at this point the fact that in
1917 we collected from war and excess profits tax, $1,638,748,000; in
1918, we collected $2,505,586,000; in 1919, $1,439,806,000; in 1920,
$988,725,000; in 1921, $325,122,000.

It seems to me that we should keep that in mind in view o" the fact
now that the present bill is only contemplated to raise $190,000,000
to $225,000,000.

Mr. STAM. Your figures do not take into consideration the refunds
made. I might say in answer to that, Congressman, that Great
Britain, which had a base earnings tax during the war years of 40
percent, in 1919 collected about $1,419,000,000, as compared with
$1,439,806 in the United States.

What I mean to say is, if the particular tax we are talking about
were imposed today under the conditions existing in 1918, we would
certainly collect a lot more than our estimate as to the tax yield
today. We are not in a war today. We have not gotten the in-
dustries of the count geared up to a war program. I think if you
just took this particular plan and applied it to 1918 conditions you
would get considerably more revenue than we have estimated this is
going to yield today.

Mr. CARLSON. I did not want to take issue with your statement,
but I did not want to leave the impression in the record that we
were collecting on the basis of (hose previous rates. To me this
is a serious situation; we are only going to raise approximately
$200 000,000 under this excess-profits tax, when Secretary Morgenthau
testified yesterday that for the fiscal year we will have a deficit of
$5,700,000,000. With this tax that will be reduced to $5,500,000,000.
I just wanted to bring that point out.

Mr. STAM. Of course, we have got to look to other sources to get
our revenues.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Stam, you are a tax expert, and from your long

and comprehensive study of this question, in your judgment could an
equitable excess tax law bc imposed based entirely on invested capital.

Mr. STAM. In my judgment, it could not. That question has been
debated ever since the old tax was imposed, and everybody who seened
to have any experience nith the tax-Dr. Adams and Mr. Ballantine,
and a number of others-all seemed to be of the opinion that a tax
based on invested capital alone would work very severe hardships on
a great, number of corporations, in addition to adding complications to
the administration of lte law. That is one reason why I feel that this.
combination system offers the best possible solution.

In the hardship cases, where a taxpayer has low base earnings or-
losses in the base period-he can get somc relief under the invested,
capital method, whereas the ordinary corporation is going along
making earnings. Of course, in the case of tihe ordinary corporation,
as a general rule-in cases of small corporations, the earnings Pre
greater in percentage to the invested capital than in the case of large.
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corporations. And it would afford some relief to the small corpora-
tions and the new corporations to permit them to base their tax upon
the record of past earnings.

The CHAIRMAN. As a practical matter, is it not almost impossible
to determine, on a basis of equality among taxpayers, just what is
invested capital?

Mr. STAM. It is a very difficult problem. There are cases still
pending in the courts today dealing with the invested capital provi-
sions o the 1918 law.

The CHAIRMAN. And if there were any possible way of actually
determining among taxpayers just what is invested capital, it would
be easier to impose an excess profits tax based on invested capital?

Mr. STA. I think that is right, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KNvTsoN. Mr. Stai, I called your attention to a letter that

I received from a large milling concern in Minneapolis. I have the
letter here. I would-like to have your comments on how this legis-
lation will affect such companies that collected processing taxes up
to the time that the triplerA was held unconstitutional.

Mr. STAm. I remember reading the letter. In that particular case
that corporation had to make a reimbursement of a heavy tax collected
from the consumer in an excess price of certain products. When that
tax was repaid or refunded to these consumers, it was allowed as a
business expense to. the corporation. Naturally, that reduced their
base period income. I think it was in the year 1937 when they had to
make this large reimbursement to the consumers. That would result
in rather a hard situation in that particular case. I looked into that
and that would result in a hard situation unless that corporation had
a very large invested capital. If they had a large invested capital
they could elect to come in under the invested-capital method. I have
not been able to get the facts yet on the invested capital of that par-
ticular corporation. I would like to look into that a little further
before I give you my final conclusion.

Mr. KNUTSON. I would appreciate getting it so that their legitimate
interest might be protected in this legislation. Undoubtedly, a large
number of concerns are similarly situated, those who came in under the
processing-tax provision of the triple A. They are in the same boat,
I presume, whether they be flour millers or meat packers.

Mr. STAM. Every time you reduce the income in the base period
by an extraordinary reduction of that type, naturally you are going
to have some hardship, and I think we ought to look into that and
see if we can do something about it.

The CHAIRMAN. If there is nothing further, we thank you for your
appearance and the information you have given to the committee, Mr.
Stare.

Mr. MCCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I should like to ask Mr. Sullivan,
if it can be done without too much delay, to have the Treasury put
into the record a statement of all excess-profits taxes paid under the
1918 act, together with all refunds paid, and the years they were paid
in as well as the interest on the refunds.

'Mr. SULLIVAN. You mean during the time they were in force.
1917, 1918, and 1919 and 1920.

Mr. MCCORMACK. A statement of all refunds made of excess-
profits taxes, together with the interest paid if that can be done without
too much delay.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Very well.

.104
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Mr. MCKEOOH. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have from Mr.
Sullivan and Mr. Stam, somewhat in detail, an explanation as to how
the increased profits which this bill is proposed to care for, either by the
capitalization tax or the earnings base tax, will mean a reduction
brought about by reason of an anticipated reduction to stockholders
through the dividend process. Obviously, if there is increased earning
power, which apparently we all agree must be the situation due to the
heavy expenditures, I cannot reconcile how it is that the dividends
to the individual income-tax payer are going to be reduced, so that
they will represent an offset against the corporation's excess tax.
If that can be developed somewhere in the hearings, I would like to
have it developed, because that is difficult for me to reconcile.

Mr. SULLIVAN. We shall be very glad to do that for you.
(Mr. Sullivan subsequently furnished the following for the record:)

In estimating the revenue yields of present taxes account is taken of expected
increases in the level of business which may result from the defense program and
other causes. Accordingly', to arrive at the net effect on revenue of a proposed
new tax, the estimated yield of such tax should be adjusted by deducting the
probable amount of decrease In the yields of existing taxes which would follow
from the Imposition of the new tax.

The collection from the proposed excess-profits tax will not represent a com-
plete gain to the Federal Government because there are diminutions in the income-
tax collections which partially off.st these increases in revenue. In any given
year, whether a year 6f good business or poor business, some corporations will
have a net profit after paying all expenses of the business with the exception of
Federal income and excem-profits taxes. It Is from this profit that the corpora-
tions must pay the income and excess-profits taxes, after which the balance may
be split up into two portions, (i) the amount deemed necessary to be kept in the
business which will be allocated to surplus, and (2) the amount which is to be
distributed as dividends to the stockholders. The larger the amount of the income
and excess-profits taxes which the corporations must pay In any given year, the
smaller the amount which is left to be allocated to surplus and as dividend pay-
ments to stockholders. It seems reasonable to assume that although the directors
of corporations might allocate somewhat less to surplus under such conditions,
they would also make smaller distributions of dividends to their stockholders.

That action causes the partial offset to the revenue from the excess-profits tax.
Dividend payments by corporations to stockholders are subject to both the corpor-
ation normal tax and to the individual normal tax and surtax. Therefore, any
diminution in dividends as compared with what they Asould otherwise have been
tends to decrease the individual income-tax colletions and to a very minor
extent to diminish the corporation income tax collections. This reduction in
income-tax collections because of the collection of excess-profits taxes therefore
reduces the Increase in revenues to the Federal Government from the imposition
of an excess-profits tax.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. Chairman, I move that we recess until 2 o'clock.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the committee will recess until

2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, a recess was taken until 2 p. m.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The hearing was resumed at 2 p. in., Hon. Robert L. Doughton
(chairman).

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please be in order.
The next witness on the calendar is Mr. John W. Hooper, repre-

senting the Chamber of Commerce of Brooklyn, N. Y.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN W. HOOPER, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
FEDERAL TAXATION, BROOKLYN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. HOOPEi. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee;
the Federal taxation committee of the Brooklyn Chamber of Com-
merce of the city of New York, wishes to express certain observations
regarding proposals now under consideration by the Ways and Means
Committee to recover for the Government excess profits accruing to
industry from present and planned-for emergency expenditures.
Obviously, with no printed bill available, these observations are
necessarily influenced largely by newspaper reports of proposed
legislation.

As one of the first five manufacturing communities of the country,
Brooklyi is vitally concerned in the enactment of any such legislation.
A very s- 'able number of our 5,000 factories are now or will be partici-
pating, directly or indirectly, in the defense program and the borough
is therefore deeply cognizant of the great responsibility which rests
in the Ways and Means Committee in its present endeavors. The
chamber speaks directly for some eighteen hundred of the more repre-
sentative industries of the borough employing some 120,000 persons.
In this presentation it has also had the active assistance of the Brook-
lyn chapter of the National Association of Cost Accountants.

We recognize that the Congress must raise the necessary financial
revenues required for financing present and contemplated expenditures
involved in the defense program.

It is regrettable, however, that the question of amortizing the cost
of defense facilities has been joined with the tax enactment in such
a way as to force speedy action at the expense of thorouglmess and
thoughtful deliberation. This artificial creation of an expediency
in these serious days is certainly subject to severe criticism. The
Nation's welfare would be far better served by a separation of these
two matters, enabling the Congress to give adequate and proper
consideration to a tax law without delaying a prompt solution of
the amortization problem.

Mr. COOPER. On that point you would simply take a flat rate and
let everybody take all the amortization they wanted?

Mr. looPER. That is not our view, Congressman. Our view is
that it is necessary that the amortization feature be enacted promptly
and let the excess-profits tax feature go over until later.

Mr. CooPER. And you are not specially anxious to have that any-
way?

Mr. IIOOPER. Yes; if it is needed.
Mr. COOPEn. The excess-profits tax?
Mr. IIOOPER. That is entirely up to the committee because you

are familiar with the needs of the country.
Mr. CooPER. Very well.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose we enact the amortization feature and

Congress fails to enact the excess profits tax?
Mr. IlooPER. I do not think Congress would fail to (to so.
The CHAIRMAN. But suppose that is done; it is possible.
Mr. tIOOPER. There is the possibility.
The CHAIRMAN. We would have the amortization but would not,

have the excess profits tax feature.
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Mr. HOOPER. Well, I do not think that is what would happen. I
certainly think that you ought to separate the amortization feature
and enact that feature and then give careful consideration to the
excess-profits-tax feature.

The reported conception of the proposed tax is that corporations
whose incomes are substantially increased, directly or indirectly,
through the national-defense program, should contribute to the cost
of that program from their earnings over and above either normal
earnings or a reasonable return upon the capital invested in their
enterprises. However sound or unsound this conception may be,
its application is not simple nor can the formula be rigid or arbitrary,
if we are not to repeat the experiences with similar taxes finally re-
pealed by the Revenue Act of 1921. The reports of former Secretaries
of the Treasury McAdoo, Glass, and Houston for the fiscal years ended
June 30, 1918, 1919, and 1920, as well as the report of the Senate Com-
mittee on Finance on the internal revenue bill of 1921, bear adequate
testimony to the inequities and distressing hardships of those taxes.

An arbitrary or inelastic formula cannot conceivably result in a just
or even workable, application of the tax to the ramified condition of
American business, many of which will be called upon for rapid expan-
sion or adjustment to thie needs of the armament program.

It seems generally accepted that the legislation under consideration
contemplates a determination of the excess profits tax on alternate
bases of actual profits or invested capital. Exemption of a fair per-
centage of capital subsequently added and of the investment in new
companies should be made to equalize conditions and promote the
flow of capital into enterprises sharing the emergency load. A
minimum fair return on invested capital should be set at not less than
8 percent where invested capital is required to determine the taxable
excess profits.

Acceptance of the two bases proposed as being sufficiently flexible
for just application of the tax should not be prematurely conceded by
the Ways and Means Committee. For many companies the new tax
would be predicated upon earnings which, while not more than normal,
would be in excess of those in years when the depression was still very
real. Others would be deprived of their optional relief because of
rearrangement of their capital structures to meet the exigencies of
depression years. For such situations and for new businesses, pro-
vision, through a board or otherwise, for determination of a fair
standard of profits in tle industry would be a necessary safeguard.
The findings of such a board as to the fair earnings on the invested
capital of many industries might be of vital importance to the solvency
of business with unusual capital structures or without normal earning
histories in the preemergency period. The preemergency period
should include the years 1936 to 1039 inclusive. This board or com-
mission should be independent of the Treasury Department but
should have available to it the advice and information of that Govern-
ment division.

The two definite bases referred to should in their application be
optional with the taxpayer from year to year. If any limitation or
tie-up with invested capital is imposed upon the use of the preemer-
gency earnings, as has been reported by the press, then the conception
of the tax to recover profits for the Government accruing from its
emergency activities will not be borne out in reality.

254891-40---$
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Any required additional income to supplement the revenue from
the proposed excess-profits tax should be raised by means other than
the assessment of corporation income.

The problems of the management of incorporated business in their
capacities as trustees have become increasingly serious owing to the
imposition on its operating income of levies not contributing thereto.

No consideration of addiional burdens upon the business corpora-
tions of this country can overlook the present taxes, many of com-
paratively recent origin, and care must be taken to avoid as far as
possible an y pyramiding of taxation through the failure to provide
for appropriate exemptions.

It must be remembered that an excess-profits tax will be super-
imposed upon corporate income taxes alone averaging close to 21
percent compared vith a normal corporation tax of 2 percent at the
time of our entry into the previous World War. Figures recently
published show that for the fiscal year 1939 the Federal Government
looked to business for 76 percent of its tax revenues, while for the
same year business contributed approximately 74 percent of all
State taxes.

Retroactive application of such a tax, referring to the excess-
profits tax, to the earnings of 1940 as now proposed would be grossly
unjust to business and to all forms of enterprise, which are entitled to
know in advance the taxation to which their activities will be sub-
jected. Irrevocable financial commitments would, for many cor-
porations, prohibit the adjustment to anticipated taxes, which is their
normal privilege and practice. Further, the excess profits sought
to be taxed will not, it is felt, tangibly accrue until after 1940. Hence
an unnecessary and illogical administrative burden would be imposed
upon business and the Government.

While the present trend in this country is toward simplification of
corporate interrelationships, there remain many business enterprises
devoted to the accomplishment of single or allied purposes, comprising
numerous affiliated or subsidiary corporations. The contemplated
legislation should recognize the common purpose of such related
groups and require consolidated returns. It is submitted that in the
existing emergency no closer relationship than the ownership of a
majority of he outstanding stock or obligations be required for
eligibility to classification as a subsidiary for this purpose.

By similar reasoning, intercompany dividends should be exempted
from the normal income tax and the proposed excess-profits tax.
Inadequate safeguards against the possible multiplication or pyramid-
ing of a just excess-profits tax would bring about stultification of its
true purposes and permit an indefensible, possibly unforeseeable,
impost upon many businesses.

The enactment of the excess-profits tax should, in accordance with
the experience of this and other countries with such taxes, embody
specific provisions safeguarding taxpayers against arbitrary regula-
tions. These should include a definition of invested capital sufficiently
broad to permit the inclusion therein of the sound value of tangible
and intangible investments whether or not the true value of such
assets is presently reflected on the records of the corporation.

The amortization of investments in additional facilities to meet the
requirements of the emergency has been widely discussed in connection
with the defense program. It seems generally recognized that amor-
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tization allowances should be based on not more than a 5-year life
with provisions for adjustment in the event of pr*or termination of
the emergency to permit reconciliation of the amortization charges
with tie period of taxable profits. The taxpayer should be privileged
so to arrange his amortization charges during the allotted 5-year life
of the improvements, that they shall be ratably adjusted to the
accrual of taxable earnings during the period, as such earnings vary
from year to year.

Determination of the tax should not be made a closed matter for at
least 5 years so that the tax may be justly determined and not be
turned into a capital levy through taxation of profits offset by prior or
subsequent losses. It vill be recognized by business generally that
extension of the period of limitation will involve the possibility of
assessments as well as refunds. The adjustments of this nature neces-
sary after the last war as a result of cancelation of contracts and of
inventory losses bear ample testimony to the necessity of this safe-
guard. Similar reasoning indicates that abatement claims properly
limited should be included in the program in order that the injustices
resulting from incorrect regulations or bureau decisions might, be
minimized pending their consideration by the Board of Tax Appeals
or the courts.

If the normal or base profits are to be determined as an average for
a period of years or to be based on a fair rate of return, thenprovision
should be made for an average of earnings for the period of years to
which the excess-profits tax applies. Otherwise serious injustice will
be done, in years of high profits, to the corporations whose earnings
fluctuate materially from year to year.

The reported proposed specific'flat exemption of $5,000 seems en-
tirely inadequate as a safeguard which would encourage small business
to participate in the armament program to the fullest extent.. It
would seem reasonable to promote this participation through raising
of this exemption to $25,000, of taxable net income.

The excess-profits tax should be limited to a period of 2 years.
The emergency nature of this contemplated legislation should be so
fully recognized as to discourage any possibility of its retention as a
permanent deterrent to our business progress.

We endorse the reported proposal to eliminate the limitation of
profits provided for in the Vinson-Trammell Act pertaining to naval
vessels and airplane work as a natural concomitant to the enactment
of the proposed excess-profits tax. Likewise, the present excess-
profits and capital-stock taxes should be repealed.

Corporations now exempt from income tax and personal service
corporations should be exempted from the proposed excess-profits
tax. Personal holding corporations, in view of the heavy taxes to
which they are now subjected, should also be exempted.

We are not in a position to make specific recommendations respecting
rates of taxation or this purpose since these must in fairness be predi-
cated upon data available from the Treasury.

We are appreciative of this opportunity to present the views of
that section of business represented by the Brooklyn Chamber of
Commerce.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you as a tax expert made an estimate about
what taxes, based on your professional experience, would be collected?

Mr. IIOOPEa. No.
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The CHAIRMAN. YOU have not?
Mr. HOOPER. No.
Mr. TREADWAY. You are against the consolidated return?
Mr. HOOPER. We have come out for it, in favor of the consolidated

return.
Mr. TREADWAY. You are in favor of the consolidated return; you

think it should be mandatory?
Mr. HOOPER. Yes.
Mr. TREADWAY. The information that we have received would

indicate that in view of the haste of securing legislation it would be
very difficult to prepare a consolidated return section. Do you
think the legislation should be delayed in order to properly write
such a clause?

Mr. HOOPER. I think, Congressman Treadway, that the excess
profits tax should be delayed in order that a proper clause could be
drafted.

I went personally into this whole act in my capacity as an accountant
and I know what the headaches were and I feel very serious about it.
I am very earnest, Mr. Chairman, that careful consideration should
be given to drafting this excess-profits section, and that is why we are
here urging the separation of the two proposals, amortization and
excess-proits tax.

Mr. THEADWAY. To what extent have you studied the two sugges-
tions, one offered by 'Mr. Stare and the other offered by the Treasury?

Mr. HOOPER. I have not been able to study them because I have
only seen what was reported in the press.

The CHAIRMAN. Any questions by the Senators?
Senator KINo. I (lid not have the privileges of hearing all the testi-

mony of the witness. Apparently lie is familiar with taxation and
with revenue legislation. I was wondering if the criticisms-and I
do not use the word offensively-against certain provisions of the
proposed legislation have been emboied in any suggestions that you
will make to the committee, or, have you already done that?

Mr. IIOOPER. Yes; they are in this proposal, Senator King.
Senator KING. Have you offered such an amendment?
Mr. IIOOPER. No; we have not, because we have not seen the bill.
Senator KING. From your study of the question of excess-profits

tax, and I assume front your statement that you have studied the
situation, do you think there ought to be any protracted delay in
working out a formula that would meet the situation?

Mr. HIOOPER. I do not think there should be any protracted delay,
Senator King; however, I do think adequate time should be taken in
writing the legislation.

Senator KING. With your long experience in regard to taxation do
you think you could sit down and in 2 or 3 days do that?

Mr. HOOPER. No; I do not, but I think if you got groups of indi-
viduals who knew their stuff, if I could speak in the vernacular I
think they could do it in about 2 weeks' time. There is aii awful lot
of history available for that purpose.

Senator KINo. In view or the fact that we have had an excess-
profits tax and that we have the experience of other nations, par-
ticularly Great Britain, do you believe that theio is need for pro-
tracted delay in order to draft a revenue bill that would enable us to
levy an excess-profits tax to meet the situation?
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Mr. HOOPER. As I have said, Senator, I do not think there is need
for protracted delay, but I do think that serious study should be
be given to the proposal.

Senator KIoN. Speaking for myself, I cannot understand why, with
the large experience which you have had, the historical facts presented
by other nations, as well as the United States, with our ability and
with the experts at command, the experts of the Treasury Depart-
ment as well as the Joint Committee on Taxation, there should be
any delay on the excess-profits tax draft.

Mr. HooPER. I agree with you.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Chairman, I understood Mr. Hooper to state

that he thought a group of experts could assemble and draft the act
in 2 weeks.

Mr. ItooPER. Yes.
Mr. COOPER. I can give you the assurance that this bill will require

far more time than that and Will be given far more time b, tie ex-
perts, as well as those who are considering the legislation.

Mr. HOOPER. I am glad to know that will be (lone.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Treadway.
Mr. THEADWAY. Was the answer you just made applicable to the

consolidated returns?
Mr. IlooPYR. That is, with reference to the short period?
Mr. TREADWAY. In response to Mr. Cooper's question about 2

weeks. Well, let me put it this way, how long do you think that it
would delay tie preparation of this bill to secure a proper formula
for consolidated returns?

Mr. HOOPER. Three hours.
Mr. TREADWAY. Three hours?
Mr. lOOPER. Yes.
Mr. TREADWAY. That is contrary to the suggestions we have had

from the experts.
Mr. HoorER. Yes.
Mr. TREADWAY. Then if it can be prepared in 3 hours why could it

not be submitted to us Monday morning? We are here to receive
suggestions. Now, the attitude of both the departmentt and of
Mr'. Stani has been that too much time is required, in view of the
desirability to report the legislation, to consider it separately.

If you iave got a definite program in mind for consolidated returns
I think it is a duty that you owe to this committee to offer it to us,
because we are hele to receive suggestions from men just like yourself.

Mr. HoOPER. Congressman Treadway we have no definite'program
in definite language to submit along that line, because there is so much
expert talent., and that is why we were at a loss to understand the
answer of the Treasury on th; question of consolidated returns, that
is why the Department experts cannot do it in a week.

I can readily understand that, however, because the consolidated
return features only one part of the excess-profits tax.

Mr. TREADWAY. Now if it were found that more time than 3 hours
was required, or 3 weeks, would you then prefer to delay the enact-
ment of this bill in order to secure a consolidated returns provision or
to take the question of consolidated returns up when the next Congress
assembles in January?

Mr. HOOPER. I would prefer to delay the enactment of this bill.
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Mr. TREADWAY. Well, that is directly contrary to the attitude of
the administration. Were you here yesterday?

Mr. HOOPER. No. I read the press report.
Mr. TREADWAY. Well, gentlemen testified from the various Depart-

ments, the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Treasury and
the Secretary of the Navy; they are all anxious for as rapid enacnent
as possible.

Mr. HOOPER. Congressman Treadway, my statement was this,
that I do not see why they are so anxious for rapid enactment of the
excess-tax provision.* I can understand the need for tie enactment
of the amortization rovision, but insofar as the excess-profits tax
provision is concern, there is plenty of time to consider t at.

Mr. TRADWAY. That is at varianice with the testimony of others.
Mr. IlooPER. Of course, I am speaking entirely as a businessmani

and not as an accountant.
Mr. TRADWAY. I really feel that if you have a definite stiestion

which you think would be a practical addition to this bill, alng the
lines of consolidated returns, it. would be very helpful if you would
submit it before the hearings close.

Mr. HOOPER. I will see what can be done. I would like to say,
however, that I feel like it would be carrying coals to Newcastle because
you have the advantage of so much biains here anyway.

Mr. TREADWAY. That does not agree with the'conclusion of how
quickly it could be done.

Mr. CROWTHER. Do you not think it is necessary for the people
who are actively engaged in this industrial operation for thzm to
have laid before them the entire picture of what their obligations
are going to be?

Mr. HooPn. It would.
Mr. CROWTHER. Then why give it to them piecemeal, in amortiza-

tion, repeal of the Vinson-Trammel Act and then a few months
afterwards let them know what they are going to have to pay in the
way of excess-profits taxes?

Mr. HooPER. Except this, Dr. Crowther: So far as the amor-
tization is concerned, it is a very important thing in order that the
concerns that will engage in war work, or defense work, will know
what their capital obligations are going to be with respect to such
work and how they are going to be able to work out their obsolescence.
That is entirely separate andl apart from the question of raising
revenue out of the profits that will result from this work.

Mr. CROWTHER. Well I do not agree with you on that. If I were
going into this I would want to have the whole picture before me.

Mr. HOOPER. Yes.
Mr. CROWTHER. I think Mr. Cooper, chairman of the subcommittee

on taxation, put it this way, that amortization was something that
was really going to be given to them.

Mr. HIOoPER. Well I do not agree with that.
Mr. CROWTH ER. Well, it is in a sense true; and that the excess-

profits tax is something you are going to take away from them and
the balance in between is the advantage that he is going to get from
the amortization and what is going to be taken out as excess-profits
taxes.

Mr. HoOPER. Well, I can see that.
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Mr. DiSNEY. Mr. Hooper, Mr. Knudsen, a very good businessman,
appeared before the committee and it was lie who suggested that we
ought to have the amortization feature, the excess-profits tax, and
the suspension, and he is dealing with the firms who are making
contracts with the Government. That was his iew as a business-
man, that we ought. to have the amortization, the Vinson-Trammell
Act and the excess-profits tax action all in one act so they could deal
with the businessman and he would know what they were going to do.

Mr. IfooeRn. Congressman Disney, as I pointed out, I have not
questioned that they ought to have the act now; there is no question
about it, but I say this, that if a proper excess-profits tax act is to be
drawn then adequate time must be given to it, and as I suggested to
Chairman Doughton, it may take a little more time to draft that
section, and that is wh3- we ask you to separate the two features.

Mr. IsNY. We have already put in 2 weeks with the best experts
we can find on it.

Mr. IfoopER. And you have done a good job.
Mr. 1)Dis.nv. And we are having hearings to get the expression

and get the reaction from business and the people of the Nation after
that work has been done.

Mr. lHOOVER. Yes, Mr. Disney; but we oply learned of it, I have
only learned this morninty, not officially, but what was in the press,
what has been proposed by the committee, and we have not learned
up to this moment what is going to be proposed or what has been
done by your committee.

Mr. DisNE:v. One other question. Our experts, and we think we
have had before us those who have had experience with consolidated
returns, siy that it would take 2 oc 3 weeks to draw a consolidated
return provision. Now we are rather inclined to accept their judg-
ment.

Mr. IIooPER. Certainly.
Mr. DISNE-. That it would take 3 weeks result in that much

delay, and we have already had more delay tian we ought, to have.
,dr. HtOOPER. Well, if they Say 3 weeks 1 would follow their judg-

ment, but I, as a businessman fhave had experience with this before
and I think it could be drawn pretty quickly.

Mr. CooPE.R. I believe you said that you could draw a consolidated
return provision in 3 hours.

Mr. flOOPER. Yes.
Mr. COOPER You refer of course to taking a group of corporations.

Now some of them have been affiliated during a part of the base
period.

Mr. IlooPEn. Yes.
Mr. CooPER. Some of their may not have been affiliated during a

part of the base period; and sonic of them that. were affiliated during
the early part of the base period may not be affiliated during the
taxable year.

Now flow would you handle that?
Mr. Iloopiat. W ell, I would handle it by appropriate language and

indicate the percentages that should be alotted to the situation. It
would require a little thought, certainly, but it couhl be done in a
short time. We had a consolidated returns act before, up until prior
to 1934, I think it was, and it worked very well.
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Mr. COOPER. You did not have the base period to contend with
then.

Mr. HOOPER. I beg your pardon.
Mr. COOPER. You did not have the base period that consisted of

4 different years to contend with.
Mr. HOOPER. That is very true.
The CHAIRMAN. You said, Mfr. Hooper, that you could draft such a

provision, or that it could be drafted in 3 hours. Suppose you draft
it and submit it to us by Monday morning. Now, suppose, following
the opinion of our legislative council and the experts we find that it
cannot be drafted in that time and it is found that the plan which you
submit is not satisfactory, but that it would take longer to work it out,
would you advise the Congress to go ahead and disregard what you
say and to adopt the suggestions and the advice of those whom we
had relied on in the past, and in whom we have confidence, and be
guided by the exprts?

Mr. HIOOPER. I would be guided by what I think was the most
competent advice.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is what we are doing.
Mr. ,MCCORSIACK. Will you draft such a proposal?
Mr. HIOOPER. I did not say that I could, but I think it could be

done, and I will try to have it done.
Mr. "MCCORMACK. Would you undertake to assist us? It is well

known that the Treasury has recommended and would Jike to see a
mandatory consolidated return on excess profits. You are referring
to the 1928 act?

Mr. HOOPER. We had it up until 1934, 1 think.
Mr. McCoRMA.CK. And in the years following, of course.
Mr. HJOOPER. Yes, and there were changes in between.
Mr. MCCORIMACK. Will you try to draft something that will con-

fine itself to the excess-profits tax?
Mr. HtooPER. If you will amend that and include the income tax

also.
Mr. ,MCCORMACK. You and I see eye to eye, but I do not know

how many others do.
Will you draft, and submit to the committee on Monday a proposi-

tion confining itself, in the alternative, either to the mandatory con-
solidated return of excess profits, or to the optional excess-profits tax;
will you do that?

MUr. HIOOPER. No, sir; because I cannot do that unless it includes
the income tax.

Mr. MCCORMACK. In other words, you will agree that unless it does
include the normal tax then the position of the Treasury and our staff
is correct in the findings they have given?

Air. HooPER. I would not say they are correct, because I do not
know the policy or premise on which they have operated.

Mr. JENKINS. I presume you appreciate the fact, in connection with
your statement, that it would 1e possible and may be feasible to sepa-
rate these two classes of taxes. I presume you appreciate the faci
that probably the principal reason for enacting the excess-profits tax
now is that it will be of help to those who are trying to pass the bill to
conscript. men as soldiers. In other words, it would not look right to
provide conscription of men now, if you do not conscript money, that
it looks better to have both together.
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Mr. HooPER. I did not come here to discuss a matter of policy; I
came to consider taxes from a business angle.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your presence and the statement
you have given to the committee.

STATEMENT OF PAUL E. SHORB, ATTORNEY FOR AMINO PROD-.
UCTS CO., WASHINGTON, D. C.

The CHAIRMAN. Tile next witness is Mr. Paul Shorb. Will you give
your full name, your address, and state the capacity in which you
appear?

Mr. SHORnB. Mr. Chairman, my name is Paul E. Shorb; I am attor-
ney for the Amino ProdcJa CO.-; 6iVd1 want to speak on the special
relief provisions in tlh bil, if you please.

Amino Product§ 09., of Detroit, Mich., was org"' ed in June 1035.
On that date it )Iuired from JamesAR. Larrowe tNe~ets relating to
the productiol,f monosodium glut aWe, a food seasonlbg compound.
Prior to its fganization i 1905 nich research work hill been (lone
in the production of raolosodjuni gf tsiiat, by the LarrdAve Suzuki
Co. This"Work was estly. In excek of $600,000 had been spent in
such rese rch for deviolopm. wotk a necessij machinery. The
Larrowe suzuki Co. was adj cated ba'O irupt n July 27, 1934. At
the sale jf the trustee in b (crup cy onNoVemb. 17, 1934 all itsassets ( cept cask) ere aqlre Incas, and th3es5 assets
were su sequentl ac . b aiolP ucts Co. for 50 shares
of its npar common s qsisued to"James E. rrowe.
A re rih chemist.who w familiar tWith the prior work done relative
to the process of nvAnufa uring nin9 osodii glutamate was stained.

He wa ed to get he proce 40rreet, aid it Wasalso necessary to
have certn machinery, which w subjet to a t heayy rate of
depreciatito t wssbe. y y~

le pursul4 that work ip troul 1936aI 1937 andtad a staff
of about seve~employ ' Also., 938 h ade a pro,, due largely
to the fact that kjt of some of the assets of the company acquired in
1935, for which $S60 cash had been paid, there-was certain raw
material from whichlh compound was extract. In 1938 and 1939
they made some profit,-M t4is year, t-ey'fre really in production
on a good-sized scale.

The Amino Products Co. also retained the well-known consulting
chemist, A. E. Marshall, of New York City. Research and experi-
mental work on the process, and for the machinery needed, to manu-
facture mono-sodium glutamate was continued. About September
30, 1938, Mr. Marshall became a stockholder in the company with
Mr. Larrowe. At that time the capital of the company was increased
to $37,50W. On its books the company, on January 1, 1940, showed
as capital structure:
1,000 shares no-par $6 preferred stock ------------------------- $37, 49& 00
500 shares no-par common stock ------------------------------- . 00

Total ----------------------------------------------- 37, 50 00
Surplus Jan. 1, 1940 ----------------------------------------- 28,049. 32

Total capital stock and surplus ------------------------- 6, 6549. 32
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From time to time, and for its development work, it became neces-
sary for the stockholders to loan the company substantial amounts.
On May 1, 1940, the company had "notes payable" representing
money borrowed from its stockholders in the amount of $203,760.

The net income or loss of the company for the 1935 period and
calendar years ending December 31, 1936 to 1939, was as follows:

LOSS Profit Loss Prtoft

19M..........*.Sm2 . . ...... 3..7...9.
12W6.................. i, ...35 ......... 19 .......... 1
1937 .................. . . i 1081 1 ......

Obviously, during this period from 1935 to 1939 when the company
was continaing research and development work and its manufacturing
process was being perfected, its earnings were not normal. Mono-
sodium glutamate is a compound which intensifies flavor in various
foods. Prior to 1939 the company sold very little of its product in
the United States. At that tine its chief customer was a company
in China. The business with the Chinese customer has been lost on
account of the Japanese-Chinese conflict. In the present year the
company has secured a large use for its product in the United States.
Its foreign business has been hindered by the war, and it can be truly
said that it has no excess profits due to the emergency here.
It This year our estimate is that we will make probably $250,000. We
have borrowed money, as I have said, from the stockholders, from
time to time.

Our computation shows that we would pay on $250,000, $52,250,
and our excess-profits tax, according to our computation would be
$72,000. The $52,250 would be our corporate, normal, and defense
tax. In other words, our normal corporation income tax, plus 10 per-
cent defense tax would make a total effective rate of 20.0 percent
taking altogether practically 50 percent of our total available income.

I think we have abnormalities of capital and income and we get no
effective credit from either the invested capital method or the average
income method, on the method of computing our credits.

As stated, the company has small invested capital and the base
period of 1936-39 does not represent its normal earnings because during
those years it was in development work. Had its stockholders been
less stout-hearted and persistent, work on the process would have
ended, and one less miracle of science would have been unsolved. In
1940 the work on this process, rind the design and nianuficture of the
machinery necessary to the production of mono-sodium glutamate has
been perfected and has succeeded. A new business of possible sub-
stantial volume is under way.

The facts in the instant ase establish abnormalities of both income
and invested capital in the base period consisting of the taxable years
1936-39 inclusive, and also the year 1940. This case illustrates the
need for additional relief provisions in the present excess-profits tax
bill. The options or privileges given taxpayers under the act which are
operative in many cases, do not operate in the instant case to afford the
taxpayer any relief whatever from the heavy impact or burden of the
excess -profits tax. In this case the taxpayer had not reached, during
the base period, the place where its earnings were normal, hence, the
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excess-profits credit based on its average income in that period affords
it no real exemption.

The same is true of the excess-profits credit based upon taxpayer's
invested capital during the base period. Similarly the other comments
or explanations given in the report of the subconmittee under item 9,
"Special relief provisions," are not operative or effective to give any
relief in the instant case.

Therefore, Congress is respectfully urged to include in the excess-
profits tax bill a specific provision for "relief" or a special method of
determining the excess-profits tax applicable to this and other "hard"
cases. A draft of such a provision is submitted with this statement.

Such a provision would carve out or segregate from the excess-
profits tax a group of cases like the present which require relief.

If a specific provision cannot be written to cover this and other
larsh cases which warrant "special relief," the committee is urged
to include in the bill a relief provision similar to that contained in
sections 327 and 328, Revenue Acts of 1918 and 1921.

A computation shows that this taxpayer would on an estimated
net income of $250,000 pay for 1940 an excess-profits tax of about
$72,000. Its corporate normal and defense tax would be $52,250,
making a total tax payment of $124,250, or a total effective tax rate
of about 50 percent of its 1940 net income.

On page 5 of my statement which I have submitted to tie com-
mittee, and also on page 6, I have made some specific suggestions.

Let me say this in reference to our total effective tax rate. I find
that it is about 50 percent, as I have stated. I think that is about
as high a rate as you can write as a total effective tax nte, under
such conditions.

In a situation of that kind we think that none of the suggested
methods would apply in such a case, and there are seven reasons in
the subcommittee report which explain why special relief has not been
given to any companies. None of those seven methods, as near as I
can tell, and I have tried honestly to study them, would apply to
this company and give it any relief, because we cannot do anything
about our base earnings or about our invested capital.

We have put in a substantial amount of money since 1935, but it is
largely borrowed money, borrowed from the stockholders, but the per-
centage limitation of borrowed money excludes a substantial part. of
that.

So we have suggested and ask your committee to consider the pos-
sibility of a special relief provision. One method of doing it, as we
suggest on page 5 of our statement, is to provide that in any case
where the excess profits net income for any taxable year exceeds the
invested capital of the taxpayer for such year as computed hereunder,
such excess profits net income shall be taxed at the rate of 15 percent
in lieu of the graduated rates provided for in the bill. We believe
that would give you an effective rate of 35 percent, and I think if your
experts will take the normal income tax as estimated for 1940 and
make a comparison of the excess profits for 1940 you will find that
the average is not as much as 15 or 20 percent. I think the effective
over-all rate would be 35 percent, whereas we would get up to 50
percent plus on our taxable net income.

If that method would not meet with your approval you can write
a graduated excess-profits rate, such as I have suggested on page 5 of
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my statement. A net income equal to 50 percent of invested capital
could be taxed 10 percent; net income in excess of 50 percent and not
more than 100 percent of invested.capital could be taxed 15 percent,
and a net income in excess of 100 percent of invested capital could be
taxed at 20 percent. You could work it out that way and it would be
easy to relieve a group like this company, where there has been a
patentd process. It would relieve similar struggling new companies
fom the impact of the higher bracket tax rates where they would be

paying an effective over-all rate as compared with the larger cor-
porations.

If those suggestions are not thought desirable, you could, as sug-
gested on page 6 of my statement, include a ceiling provision. To the
section which imposes 25, 30, or 40 percent tax rate you could add a
provision reading as follows:

Provided, foirerr, That In no eae shall the total of the normal corporation
Income and defense tax and the xc.-ss-profits tax hereunder exceed 35 *r
centim-

or some such figure-
of the taxable net income.

That would relieve a group of these companies that have the-se
abnormalities in connection with invested capital and income that I
think require some relief.

Senator KING. Are there many corporations or companies, so far
as your observation permits you to make a statement, that fell in the
same category?

Mr. SHORn. In numbers, I would not know how many there are.
but I know that half a dozen people have talked to me about it, and I
suppose that over the United States you might find very readily in
each State half a dozen such companies. There might be as many'as a
thousand altogether.

Senator KING. We have before the Senate committee of which I
am a member the question of patents, and the question arises as to
whether or not many of those corporations, the capital of which is a
patent, would come "within the terms of your suggestion.

Mr. SHORn. I think they would, particularly if the ceiling method
were used. You would have to put restrictions on it, so that every
company only earning 20 or 25 percent might not get relief, but when
theyget to 100 percent earnings on investedcapital I think itisobvious
that there are abnormalities which should be corrected.

Mr. MCCORMACK. Does your company expect to make $250,000
this Year?

Mr. SHORn. Up to May 31 it had made $100,000 this year, and that
is our best estimate.

Mr. MCCORMACK. You have a capital investment now of about.
$65,000.

Mr. SHORB. That is right.
Mr. MCCORMACK. How much have you borrowed?
Mr. SHORB. We have $200,000 in notes payable.
Mr. MCCORMACK. From the practical angle, why could you not

change that $200,000 in notes outstanding into capital stock?
Mr. SHOR. We could, but it would only be for part of the year.

I think a computation would show that we would not get as miuch oh
an excess-profits tax credit as we could with our average earnings in
the base period.
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Mr. MCCORMACK. As to your average earnings in the base period,
you have had two deficits and two good years?

Mr. SHORB. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMACK. And the good years totaled about .553,000?
Mr. SHoR. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMACK. And you divide that and you will have average

earnings of about $13,000?
Mr. SHoun. We find we have to take the deficits off and take the

$53,000 and reduce it by $17,000. We had about $8,900 for our in-
come credit and our invested capital would have to be over $250,000
to give us that.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your appearance and the state-
ment you have given the committee.

STATEMENT OF CLINTON DAVIDSON, REPRESENTING FIDUCIARY
COUNSEL, INC., 40 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Clinton Davidson. Will
you give your full name to the reporter and state your residence and
the capacity in which you appear?

Mr. DAVIDsON. Mr. Chairman, my name is Clinton Davidson. I
am representing Fiduciary Counsel, inc., 40 Wall Street, New York,
N. Y., an advisory organization which is engaged in supervisinga pproxhnately four hundred million dollars for investors residing in
all sections of this country. The majority of these investments will
be materially affected by an excess profits tax as planned in the report
of your subcommittee.

If these plans are enacted two groups of corporations will be pen-
alized heavily in 1940 and future years even though they have no
income in excess of normal income.

Unfortunately, one of these groups consists of thousands of small
business men located in the medium sized cities in every State, busi-
nessmen who have greater difficulty in securing needed capital than
any other group, and who will find it almost impossible to secure any
capital in the future if this new tax plan is not revised. The Depart-
mient of Commerce, the R. F. C., and other agencies have expressed
real concern regarding their capital difficulties and have tried without
much success to enable them to secure needed capital.

I know that it is not your intention to penalize them unfairly and
I shall try to explain these inequities and show how they can be cor-
rected without violating any of the principles that underlie your com-
mittee's report.

REAL PERSONAL SERVICE COMPANIES

The first group of companies, I refer to are the real personal-service
companies. It is your intention, I believe, to permit, personal service
companies to be taxed for excess profits tax purposes as partnerships.
That is, the corporation would pay no excess-profits tax, if all of the
stockholders paid surtax and normal tax on all of the net income.

Unfortinntely, the great majority of the personel-service companies
cannot qualify as such under the definition proposed in your report,
merely becau e in most person Pl-service corporations, approximately
50 percent of tile stockholders are not "regularly engaged in the active
conduct of the affairs of the corporation." The definition of personal-
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service corporations on page 9 of your report defines, we believe, the
exceptional or the minority group of such companies and, therefore,
it puts the average or the great majority of such companies, in an
unfair and unfavorable position.

All of you gentlemen know how the average personal-service com-
pany,, is formed. One or more men have special experience and
ability but lack capital. They wish to form an advertising agency,
an automobile sales and repairs agency, a company to publish service
reports, an investment-counsel company, aRd so forth.

This morning Mr. McCormack asked something about personal-
service corporations, and I think Mr. Sullivan said he thought those
that came under that definition in this report were being treated very
favorably. That is correct, but our study has led us to believe that
90 percent of the personal service companies will not come under that
definition, because of the technicalities of the definition.

They start out trying to get others to put up the capital. They
usually have to give 50 percent or more of the stock to those who
put up the capital because the risk is so great.

Mr. MCCORMACK. To make the patents workable they have to
put up the capital.

Mr. DAVIDSON. Quite so. The man who invests in such enterprises
is properly called an "angel" and he must make large profits on one
such investment, to make up for the complete loss on the other four
as less than one in five of such companies prove profitable.

I believe that every member of your two committees knows some
such company where the man with "the experience and ability sweated
blood before lie found people who were willing to put tip the capital
and you know that those who put up the capital got at least 60 per-
cent of the stock. Did not Henry Ford and George Eastman have
to give this much for their first capital?

We believe, gentlemen, that if there is a need for the personal serv-
ice corporation classification in the act (and there certainly is) it
should include the companies just described because such companies
represent the great majority of personal service companies in such
cities as Worcester, Springfield, Nashville, Memphis, Chattanooga,
Indianapolis, Tulsa, San Francisco, Kansas City, Detroit, Ric, mond,
Pittsburgh, Dallas, Cleveland, Minneapolis, BuTffalo, Newark, and so
forth.

The proposed definition on page 9 discriminates against the great
majority merely because it provides that:

1. TIe principal owners or stockholders must be regularly engaged
in the active conduct of the affairs of the corporation, and

2. The income of the corporation must be attributed primarily to
the activities of the principal owners or stockholders.

A great many people who put up capital do not quit their work and
become actively engaged in the business; they merely furnish the
capital.

Mr. TREADWAY. Do they not look after their capital to the extent
of knowing what is going on in the company, and would not that
bring them within that definition?

Mr. DAvIDsoN. I would hate to try to convince the Treasu'y
Department of that myself.

Mr. T.EADWAY. You are looking after their interests.
Mr. DAVIDSON. I do not think I could convince th- m of it.
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As I said, tile third proposition is that tI e comee of the corporation
must be attributed primarily to the activities of the 1Orincipal owners or
stockholders.

So as to the people who put in the money and put up 60 percent of
the money in the corporation, you could not say that the income of
the corporation is contributed primarily because of their activities.

Under the 1921 act it was ruled that 80 percent of the stockholders
must be regularly engaged in the active conduct of the affairs of the
corporation if it is to be classified as a personal service company, but
no intelligent investor is going to furnish all of the capital for a personal
service corporation and receive only 20 percent of the stock. Such
legislation would not only treat the great majority of such small
businesses unfairly, but it would result in the men in your com-
munities who have the experience and ability, never being able to
find people who are willing to put up all of the capital for 20 percent
of the stock.

The advertising agencies in New York and Chicago would not be
affected. They have and can secure at low rates, ample capital. It
is the little fellow with ambition, ability, and tireless energy who will
find the door to his needed capital closed by such legislation, although
the President, the Department of Commerce, and the R. F. C. have
all expressed a desire to help him secure capital on a more reasonable
basis than has existed heretofore.

I am glad to say that the remedy is very simple.
About 90 percent of the corporations to which I have referred have

only a small number of stockholders. If the law which you are pre-
panng expands the definition found on page 9 of your report so as to
include "A corporation in which capital is not a material income-
producing factor and one having not more than - (a designated
number) of stockholders," this inequity will be satisfactorily remedied.

In defining holding corporations in the present act, one important
factor is the number of individuals or families who own stock. I be-
lieve that if you used this same formula in designating the number of
stockholders or if not more than 20 was used as the number, the defini-
tion would be fair to the great majority of personal service companies.

Let me give you a few examples. A fair example of the company I
have in mind is an agency with capital of $25,000, having no net in-
come for several years but finally reaching net earnings of $25,000 to
$50,000, with those who put up the capital and are not actively en-
gaged in business, owning at least 50 percent of the stock.

Your .1'ernate plan-the average earnings basis--would be unfair
because their average earnings for the past 4 years is not their normal
earnings. This "average earnings" basis is never fair where earnings
have been increasing, from year to year. Your "percent of invested
capital" basis is unfair because earnings are not based upon capital.
They are based upon:

A. Special experience and unusual ability, and
B. Capital which cannot be secured on a 6-percent basis.
This capital requires large earnings because four out of five ventures

fail.
The only fair treatment for such companies--that is the great

majority of the real personal services companies-is to give them also,
the option to make returns as personal service companies.
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EFFECT ON SUCH SERVICE CORPORATION

Organized in 1931. Capital required only $100,000. The President
had previously earned over $50,000 per year. lie was given 50 percent
of the stock iii lieu of salary. The earnings were:
1931------------------------ Red 11930 ------------------- 60, 000
1932 ----------------------- Red 1937 ---------------------- 100,000
1933 ----------------------- 1000 1938 ---------------------- 140, 000
1934 ----------------------- 20000 1939----------------------- 185,000
1935 ----------------------- 35,00011940 ---------------------- 240,000

This $240,000 will probably be its normal net income; that is, it
has just about reached its normal stride.

Ten percent of capital, $10,000, would leave $225,000 subject to
this largo excess-profits tax merely because those who provided the
capital had to have more than 20 percent of the stock.

The average earnings for 1930 to 1939 were $101,000. This would
leave $134,000 subject to the excess-profits tax even though its 1940
income does not exceed its normal income.

Now the people who ventured this capital where four out of five
prove failures and the men who furnished management, have built a
business which now has many employees. They were persuaded to
do it during depression years. Although men of proven ability, they
received nothing during the earlier years. I know that you want such
companies treated fairly; I know "that you do not want the Fords,
Edisons, and George Eastmans of tIle future to find that the mere
definition of a personal-service company has closed the door to their
kind of capital.

Now, the interesting thing about this suggestion I am making is that
we definitely believe, after a lot of investigation, it will not produce less
tax; that it will bring in as much or more money. We believe that
this will not produce less tax, because the income will be taxed at
surtax and normal tax rates to the stockholders. Ever since tie
DeMille Corporation case, you have been seeking mnans to have net
income taxed to the stockholders instead of being retained in the
corporation. This proposed change will be an additional incentive
and will produce such results; that is, this proposed change for these
corporations would force the income to be taxed at normal and surtax
rates of the stockholders; therefore we believe it will not produce less
total tax.

Gentlemen, the big corporations will be represented here by eminent
counsel and great trade associations who are capable of effectively
pleading their causes. May I ittge you not to forget the tremcndots
number of little personal-service companies who will probably not
even know how seriously this legislation will affect their businesses
until 6 months after it has been enacted, and it is for them. that I
make this reasonable plea.

Now, the second group-and it will not take as long to cover the
second group, because it covers sonic of the first group: there is another
group of corporations that will be drastically affected even though their
1940 net income (oes not exceed their normal income. I refer to
companies whose earnings do not depend essentially upon capital
and whose earnings have not been regular during the last 4 years.
These companies will be hit hard and the sad part about it is that they
include so many of the companies formed since 1933-companies
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whose stockholders were encouraged to start these businesses to give
employment to the unemployed.

Now, let me ask this question: I wonder if you have ever analyzed
the list of corporations to determine who would be favored and who
would be hurt by the proposed legislation? Well, the suggestions in
the report you are now considering will not hurt a large list of cor-
porations I have listed here, some of the largest in the country, if 1940
is no better than 1939, because their net earning have not exceeded 10
percent of their invested capital. I give a large list of the companies
here. They include-

1039 earn-hsrearn-

ws asi rercentof
paet f 3-yearf

avenge
capital otollast

4 years

ArercanShl-pbuDding ............. ...................................... --------- 3 (a)
oho Oil Co------------------------------------------------------... .. )

United Stales Sti C t c iatio .....................-.......................... & 43
Standard Oil Co. CCa na-... . -----------. ............................... , 2 58
tnlon Paecifl I. R. Co ............................--.......................... &3 94
Yoeungstown Seet A- Tub ...............-................................... & 5 46
Sp=nener K ------------------------------------------------------------------ - '6 as
trnlsi-ifle & Nahvile------------------------------------------------. & 8 92
International larvc-ter ------------ ------------------------................... I& 9 2
Amerkan Stel Foudrks ------------------------ --..-.......................... 4.4 50
Uut{Oil ot orlatoa ...........................................................4 63
Mathks Alkali Work% In ................................................... 4. 72
Newnsont Minlng Co ........................................................... 4.1 89
t'rane ('o .................... ... ...... .......... . . ...................... & 2 64
( ra Amra-Transoraton Cororaton--------------------........................ & 89
Allis Chamn-rs ManuAturing Co ............................................. & 4 73
PMilN Ptrieum Co-- ......................................................... & 7 57
Westingbotre Air Brake Co ................................................... & 7 56
New York Air Brake Co ..........-------......... ........................... & 7 "2
Yaie & Tow etft. Co ......................................................... &0 86
ineW Star Gs Corporation. ....--................ .............................. & 1 94Natiomi LeIA Co ............................................................... 1d,2 9
Certo de Pasco Coe .op.ton---------------------. 63Cer d t2o1'op-r Corlx"Ition ........................................Continental Oil(D (I ) .................. ......................_................. &6 M:

Ceaeake & Ohio Hy .......................................................... &. 7 71
Cb 4 - ---&-------- ------ *---------------------------- -------------- &7 73

A menw da Corpora ion ......-......-............................................ & 8 6
Standard Oil Co. o New Jsey ................................................ t.O 8
Teats Corlration .-.......................................................... 7.0 73
FVaifk0 Telephone & Telgraph .................................................. 7.1 9%

Iork & Western R. R ......... ................................... 7.2 9
Am*r'Kan Brake Sboo & Foundry ...............................---- -......... - 7.2 77
Westitmhoae Ek-elric & MaMacturing Co .................................. 7.3 85
Otis Elevator ......-.......................-................................... 7.4 99
Burreughs Adding Machine .......-............................................. 7.4 37
United Eistult Co ............................................................... 7.7 10)
Amercon Telephjone & Telegraph ............................................... 7.9 98
Corig.eum-Narn, Ir£e ........................................................... 0 88
Swift & Co ...........--........-.-.. ........................ ......... 4.3 106
leth~er Steel corporation .................................................... 2 111
Boston Edison Co ----------------.............................................. 2 301
Southern Califorla EdL-on Co., td ............................................ &9 302
Pififc ss A- Ettr Co. .- .- 7 ................................................. 7.5 105
'hel Ildge Corporation- .... .................................................. ;.S 101

Commonwealth Fdison Co ........ 3............................................. 7.7 10)
t'merwqod Elliott Fisher Co .................................................... &3 M
Jobns-Manvflie Cor4 ration .................................................... &6 86
North American Co ............................................................. & 100
Lnk fiet Co ---------........................... ............................. a 69
Armroox Cork Co ............................................................. &8 82
Sherwtn william Co ........................................................... 7
Canmn Mil- - -- .................................................................. 9.0 10
May D rtroet Stoem ......................................................... 9.1 92

* De'fic'it.
DeMoits in 199.
W lkit on common stock In 1939.

Ficeml year ended Sept. .19.
Ftsal )-rar tnd on or about October $1.

21After noneurrin l-.
25l39-10--9
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199earn-
l9ean- 13 asa
Is" as a petoeat of

percent of 3-year
Invested average
capital out of last

4 years

Niks-Bement.Pood Co ......................................................... 93 83
Coe MotOate~d Ga-. Ekctrlt LIght & Powrf Batimore ............ ....... . 9.3 105
Kr re (q8. a) Co. .................................................. 9. 1 94
Natba% &ORe C ration ...................................................... 9.6 67
CocPr oduts Reffainr Co ................................. ..................... 9.7 96
Bullard C ...................................................................... 9. 4
Humble Oil & Refining Co ...................................................... 9.7 77
United Cab n Co .............................................................. 100 75
P a ciic L htinx ................................................................. i0.0 89
Kennecott Cosper Corp rtion .................................................. 10.0 93

I doubt if those companies, unless their income this year is much
larger than it was last year-I doubt if they will pay 1 cent of tax
under this bill you are proposing.

Now, here is another group-
Mr. MCKEOUoH. May I make an observation at that point: I

assume you are quite familiar with the first 6 months' returns already
made by the big industrial companies of the United States, showing an
average net income of 11.4 percent earned after all charges and depre-
ciation for the first 6 months of 1940. Have you seen the National
City Bank's office bulletin?

Mr. DAVIDSON. No, sir; I have not seen the National City Bank's
bulletin.

Mr. MCKEOUoH. Then how can you be certain that the average in
1940, based upon the first 6 months already reported, won't show
better earnings than in 1939?

Mr. DAVIDSON. I am awfully glad you brought that up, because I
am afraid I have given the wrong impression. 1940 unquestionably
will bring a larger percent of return than 1939. Now we ourselves
believe and I think the average patriotic citizen, the average citizen
of the United States believes companies that are going to profit from
the expenditure of the $14,000,000,000 should pay their fair share of
taxes. The only point I make is this, andi I think the report you pre-
pared shows hero is what you want-you want these companies to
pay a percentage of the excess over something. Now, the point I
am making is-what I am suggesting and what I believe you really
want, is that, to treat all fairly, it should be excess over normal; not
just excess over an arbitrary amount. And if you have three al-
ternatives, you can have 95 percent of the corporations of this country
pay excess over normal. Now, I just mention here that unless we
have much larger earnings in 1940 than in 1939, you won't get a cent
of tax out of al those companies.

I come now to another group, and these companies would pay a
considerable tax on the "percent of invested capital" basis, if that was
the only basis; but if you bing in the alternative basis of average in-
come, they won't pay any tax unless their earnings in 1940 are higher
than in 1939. These companies are:
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American Chain & Cable. Liggett & Myers.
Chrysler Corporation. F. W. Woolworth.
General Electric. United States Tobacco.
General Motors. Hamel, Atlas Glass.
Inland Steel. National Distillers.
Penney (J. C.). Caterpillar Tractor.
Monsanto Chemical. Ingersoll Hand.
Commercial Investment Trust. Reynolds Tobacco.
Union Carbide & Carbon. Timken Roller Bearing.
Beechnut Packing. Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator.
Air Reduction. Dow Chemical.

All great big companies.
Mr. MCKE oU . Incidentally, right there, I might say that

General Motors, for the first 6 months, show 21.6 percent-for the
first 6 months reported. Not bad?

Mr. DAVIDSON. No, sir.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Do you think the committee should eliminate

the alternative plan?
Mr. DAVIDsoN. No sir.
Mr. MCOORMACK. I was wondering if you were advocating that,

by inference?
Mr. DAVIDSON. No, sir. I am just, going to suggest a third alterna-

tive plan for the purpose of treating all fairly. If that is done, then
we will collect the excess tax on the excess over normal income. If
you only had one of those two plans, for a large group of companies,
it would not have been excess over normal; it would have been excess
over an arbitrary figure; but, by having both of those, you make the
excess tax excess over normal. And I believe the average man on
the street, as well as the large corporations, is in favor of the companies
paying an excess-profits tax on excems over normal.

Now, I come to one other group of companies that are not likely to
be hurt by the suggestions in your report-those companies either
earning 16 percent or more on invested capital, or whose 1939 earnings
were more than 20 percent above the average for prior years. They
would not pay a large tax; that is, it would not be excessive; it wotld
not be unfair. Certain of these companies would be taxed heavil if
one proposal alone were to be adopted, while the remainder woulkbe
likewise heavily taxed under the other proposal. Many, however,
would be wholly or largely exempt if an alternative were permitted,
while none of them would be severely taxed under the circumstances.
They are such companies as-

I Ints s a I pWercent o
C er;et of t3-yar
I nreoted | arraj

4 Yoamctl oIa

Amnercan Ca, &Fotudry .......................................... ( 1 5I I)
Baldwin Looo- ive ......................................................... i. 14 (0)
United Air lnes ... .................................................. o 1)
ndustri ld y Co...at. ....n....................................... . fit
Kimrly-Caiark Corporation........................................... .5 1 Ii_

a g ic'o&rpio ................................................ I 51
M. s OIJ"frmdCo......................................................gI.j 2Pan-American Airways ........ .............................. to. 3 17'1
vanadlr¥ & Corporation .............................................. 107 143
U..OYPsOM Co.... ............................................... 3 124
mootionwyWard]&Co........................11Z9 1In
Celanms Corporation ................................................. I 1 1 125
"Tbompson Products ............................................................. 13.b 123

See Foot nota at eI o table.
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19earn-
I9g earn- In as a
ingsas a percent
pret ot 3-year
invested v
capital cu

4 years

Bendi Avi aton ............................................................. 13
International B tness Me ... ....................... ........ I 101
General rMo s Corporatio .................................................... 17.3 I8

e- (R. .) Tobacco C ................................................... 17. 92
Timken Roller Bearting Co ...................... .......... ............... . 17.8 80
General FoodA C o raat o 1...0............................... .........- M. 104
E t" Manu curmSn Co .............................................---------. 19.3 106
Minneaolis InooeyweU Regultor Co ....... ....... 9........................... I 7
Procter & Gamble Co ..........................-............................... 19.6 109
St. Joseph eiA Co .............................................................. 19.9 107
Masonte Corporaton-- .................... -----------------..... a2117 80
Penney (J. C) Co ......................--------------- --------------------- 29 95
Dow CbemkW Co ...............................------------------------------ 22 7 90
Mead John -...............- - ................. ------------------------------ 231 0 I0
sterling Products ................---------------------------------- 21. 101
Clysler Corporation ............... ---.-------- .----- ...................... 7 4
Parke Davis & Co .......................--------------- ------------------- 24 1. o
Philip Morris & Co.. Ltd ............ .......-............-................ ... - K 2%1
Vck Cbenkal Co ...............................------------------ .------------ r 5 99
life Savers, oe .................................-----------------.------------- & 102

Brsto<-.Mye -- ------------------------------------------------------------ 36 o04
Hometake Mining Co..-.-- -------- --------- 3................................ .2 97
Square D Co ............................................. 0---------------------- - 3 lt
Amer-scn Chicle Co ........ ..------------------------------------------------- 37.4 107

I Fisal year m5ed Apr.., 190.'Dektcit.
3 Detkit In 1939.
D deficit. 3-year averanc.

3Fiscal 3-am era~ed Ian. 33 31.19A
* Fiscal year eded June 30.
SBefore detetion.
1Fcal year ended .Mlay 31, 1940.
Estinated.

to Meal year eudel Mfar. 31. 1940

Now, if it were not for the point that was brought up about 1940
income being larger than 1939, the question could well be asked, I
think, Mr. McCormack, which had something to do with what you
had in your mind-the question could well be asked "If we are not
going to collect the tax from these corporations, then where is it
going to come from?" I firmly believe the tax under this new bill
as it stands today is going to come from two sources; first, from the
large companies and the great mass of the old large companies, and
is going to come from the excess of 19.10 over 1939 and the other years;
but, from the newer companies, the ones that were encouraged to go
in business over the past 8 years to give employment to the unem-
ployed-from those companies. it is not going to conie from the excess
over fair and normal income, but is going to come right out of their
regular earnings, and which we are not taking out of the earnings of
the big corporations. I want to explain why.

Mr. McKEouH. Pardon me for interru ping you again, and I
apologize, but this is the second time you have nade reference to
new corporations going into busiues on the premise of giving work
to the unemployed. I am just wondering wh ether or not that was
the major consideration for the investment of new capital in any
industry of the country in the last several years. It was not the
major consideration, was it?
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Mr. DAVIDSON. The answer to your question is it is not the major
consideration; but, if you would revise your question a little bit and
include companies not based on capital-

Mr. McKEOUoH. Please do not misunderstand me; I am not for
discouraging that activity, but I must on the recon at least question
the observation that capital did not seek a return in the last 7 or the
last 700 years only for any such high purpose as caring for the unem-
ployed. That. might ha-e been present in the last 7 years and I
hope so, but I have some serious doubts about it.

Mr. DAVIDsoN. I think you are correct. I do say, however, they
were encouraged to go into business for that effect, ind I think there
has been a tremendous amount of encouraging to persuade them to
do (tint sort of thing.

Mr. McKEouoH. I assume from flint, observation vou mean the
national administration in power for the last 7 years has aided and
abetted that consideration and sOught to bring it about?

Mr. DAVIDSON. I mean there have been public-spirited statements
by bankers and the heads of corporations, the administration and by
people in all lines, over the past 10 years, to encounrge people to do
thet, and the newspapers have been full of it, I think.'

Mr. McKEoVoll. Not out in Chicago. The fact of the matter is,
do not you think it more proper to say that, as the result of that type
of investment, an increase in emp loynment resulted?

Mr. DAVIDSON. That is very much better, Mr. MeKeougli
I believe that your intentioh to tax only the excess over normal is

shown by your providing the two alternative methods and by the fact
that your plan will not collect tmuch income unless the $14,000,000,000
defense expenditures increase future net income over 1939 net income.
Your purpose, however, is defeated as regards those companies whose
income in the past 4 years has not been regular, hirgely the cominpanies
organized during the'past 8 years and companies not itirectly affected
by defense expenditures.

As sonic examples of this-an aviation manufacturing company is
largely dependent npon capital, but an aviation transportation corn-
pany is not. The percent of invested! capital" basisis unfair to such
companies. Their business is new; they lust began having decent
earnings in 1939, so the average earnings percentage basis is also
unfair.

Similar companies would include the following, together-with a host
of closely held companies, such as the Sperry Co. and coin panies based
upon inventions and other lines which, after years of dlevelopient
losses, are now becoming quite profitable. No% , I list here companies
that would not be treated fairly by the two alternative provisions you
have, and that would require still another alternative to tax the exess
of those companies over normal income:
American Airlines, Inc. Bayuk Cigars. Inc.
Fruehauf Trailer Co. AWminuip Company of America.
Coca Cola Bottling Co. of New York, Douglas Aircraft C6.

Inc. Martin (Golenn L.) Co.
Hershey Chocolate Corporation. Eastern Air Lins.
Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc. Electric Auto l.ite.
Dayton Rubber Manufacturing Co. United Aircraft Corporation.
Coiy, Inc. Lockhe Aircraft.
Bourjols, Inc. Sperrv Cor oration.
Electric Boat Co. Amereain lI ome Prodnets.
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Now, here is one remedy, and I think a very simple remedy and fair
remedy. In general, the years 1936 and 1937 were better years than
1938 and 1939. Now, if you have a company whose income in 1938
and 1939, on the average, was higher than its income in 1936 and 1937,
it is one of those companies that is in the growing period; it had to be
one of those companies in the growing period, or it could not have
overcome that handicap of having the poorer years 1938 and 1939 being
better than the good years 1936 and 1937. Now, we suggest if you
would add a third alternative, if you would direct those companies to
take an average of their 1936 and 1937 income, take an average of
their 1938 and 1939 income, and subtract the first, average from the
second and then divide by two, you will have in dollars their rate
increasing on a fairly high average.

Mr. MCCORSIACK. Give an illustration.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman's time has already expired.
Mr. ]MCCOMACK. I will withhold my question, then, until he

concludes.
Mr. DAVIDSON. I would like to state that again: If the companies

in the poor years 1938 and 1939 have an average higher than in the
better years of 1936 and 1937, then that is pretty good proof that the
company is in the growing period. Then if you will take the average
for 1936 and 1937 and deduct it from 1938 and 1939 and, because you
are taking 2 years, divide it by two, that would give, in dollars, the
normal average rate of increase.

Mr. MCCORMACK. WThat about any 3 out of 4 years?
Mr. DAVIDSON. That would be terrible.
Mr. MCCORMACK. You mean to have them take any 3-would not

that be better than the 4 base years?
Mr. DAVIDSON. Nothing like as well; because when you take 4

years and take 3 out of the 4, your company is growing all of the time
and, instead of making some allowance for its growth period, you are
merely taking the lower period. That is true even of your company
that has regular earnings.

Mr. MCCORMACK. I am referring to that in the light of the recom-
mendation of the subcommittee. For instance, suppose a corporation
made $50 in 1936, lost $50 in 1937, made $50 in 1938 and $50 in 1039,
the average earnings would be $25--$100 divided by four over that
period; but if they could take 3 out of 4 years, it'would be $150.

Mr. DAVIDSO.N. I misunderstood you. Three out of 4 is better than
all 4; yes, sir. I did not understand you. But even 3 out of 4 would
not anywhere near show the normal eanings of such a company,
because it has not struck its normal stride.

Mr. MCCORMACK. I am not arguing it with you; I want to get
your reaction.

Mr. DAVIDSON. Now, to determine the normal net income of cor-
porations whose, earnings do not depend essentially upon capital and
whose earnings have been increasing from year to year, it is necessary
to recognize some "rate of progress" to be added to previous years.
If you do not do that, if you Z not have any other alternative and
just have those two alternatives, I ask the question-Who will be
hurt in these companies? Well, it will be the innocent stockholders,
the averege people-tho bteher. the baker, and the candlestick
maker-that will be severely penalized. And I ask "Who owns these
corporations. that will be unfairly penalized merely because their
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earnings are not regular-the multimillionaires?" No; just average
people.

Take, for example, one of the best known corporations in the
South, one whose name is known to everyone in this room. Its
stock sells at about $104 per share, but the assets behind each share
are only about $4. The present stockholders receive about 5 per-
cent on their investment, but the company earns a large percent on
its invested capital. If the "percent of inVested capital" basis alone
was permitted, the company would be greatly penalized. And who
would it hurt-the big corporation? It would hurt the small indi-
vidual stockholders who are receiving only 5 percent on their invest-
ment. Their dividends would be reduced and the market value of
their stock (their capital) would also be greatly diminished. I mean
by that if any of you gentlemen last year bought a share of stock of
that company, you are getting about 5 percent on your capital.
Now, the company, may be earning 50 percent on the invested cap-
ital, because it is one of those that does not require much in-
vested capital, and if you come along and say "Here, that is terrible
for this big company to be earning 50 percent on its capital; we
ought to take half of that." If that is done, it is the present stock-
holder who has to bear the burden; the little fellow who just bought
the stock isgoing to have his dividends cut in half, and if ou cutthe dividends in half, then you cut the value of his stock in half.

Mr. KNUTsoN. The company you have reference to has at least had
one split of a melon, have they not, of four for one?

Mr. DAVIDSON. I imagine they have had several splits; I do not
know.

Mr. KNUTSON. I think I know the company you have reference to--
down in the deep South?

Mr. DAVIDSON. Yes, sir; now, I have just this one further thing
and I am through. If corporations, other than personal-service
corporations, were given three alternative methods-and I do think
the definition of "personal-service corporation" should be revised so
that it will really include personal-service corporations, but if other
corporations were given three alternative methods, namely (1) the
average earnings' basis; (2) the ercent of invested capital basis and
(3) the progressive earnings rate ase that I have just suggested, most
of the inequities would be eliminated. In other words, you would be
taxing excess over normal income of the great majority of the cor-
porations of the country.

So, in conclusion, I want to ask you-do not let the lean cows swal-
low all of the fat cows. Several thousand years ago the Lord in-
structed Joseph to tell Pharoah that unless a fair portion of the grain
from the excess years was saved, they would be liquidated during the
lean years, just as the lean cows swallowed the fat cows in his dream.
Now, if wo do not recognize the difficulties and losses during develop-
ment years, if instead of recognizing real normal net income we use
formulas that are not normal for these younger companies, if when
they just become to have some fat years we take most of their profits
through some formula that is not normal for them, they will be liqui-
dated during the lean years just as the lean cattle in Pharoah's dream
swallowed the fat cattle.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you contend that this type of corporation, for
whom you are plea ding so earnestly, will have most of its earnings
taken away under this-bill or just an unfair share?
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Mr. DAVIDSON. I beg pardon?
The CHAIRMAN. I say you are claiming under this proposal that the

most of their earnings will be taken away from them. Do you think
that is possible?

Mr. DAVIDSON. I think I know many of them that will, Mr.
Doughton-surprisingly so; that is, taking the Federal tax and includ-
ing them both together, it will be more than 50 percent.

The CHAIRMAN I do iot see how, under this proposal, it will be
possible for any corporation to have the most of its earnings taken
away, as you say.

Mr. DAVIDSON. Most of them would not have most of their earnings
taken away.

The CHAIRMAN. I am asking you if any of them will have most of
their earnings taken away by this proposal.

Mr. DAVIDSON. Not by the excess-profits tax alone, but by the
Federal tax, the normal tax, and the excess-profits tax both together.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is not germane to get off on the other tax
at all; it is this excess-profits tax that we are discussing, and we want
to confne it to this tax.

Mr. DAVIDSON. If I may answer you, Mr. Doughton, if I said
that the excess-profits tax would take more than 50 percent of any
corporation's earnings, that is not correct; but it is the txcess-profits
tax added on to another tax already collected, and there are cases
where the two together would take more than 50 percent. That is
what I mean.

The CHAIRMAN. You did not mean to say under this proposal that
most of the earnings of any corporation could be taken away?

Mr. DAVIDsoN. That is right-they cannot.
Mr. KNuTSoN. The two are related, however?
Mr. DAVIDSON. It hurts just as bad and they have just as much

difficulty in building up to protect them over the lean years.
The CHAIRMAN. If th at should be true and yet those corporations

have reasonable returns on their investments, do not you think that
in this great emergency in making these great provisions for national
defense, they should be willing to. make a liberal contribution without
complaint? If we should levy only such taxes as the taxpayers are
willing to pay, how much taxes do you think we would get for the
national defense?

Mr. DAVIDSON. I think that aU corporations should be perfectly
willing to pay a very large part of the increase in their earnings dueto the expenditure of the $14,.000,000,000, even if it was all of that
increase that they got from it; but when you ask me if they should
complain, and when the younger companies are going to strike a
heavy tax just because their eanins have not been regular, and
here are the big corporations that have big earnings and have regular
earnings, and they do not have to pay the tax, I- think the younger
corporations are justified in complaining.

The CHAIRSIAN. Su pose the younger corporations, referring to the
multimillionaires-and God knows I have no brief for multimil-
lionaires --but suppose even a multimillionaire is in business and he
does not make an excess profit, do you think he should be penalized
and should be taxed just because he has a big investment, if he does
not mako an excess profit? How could you get it under the excess-
profits tax? You might get it under the general income tax, but if
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he doesn't make an excess profit, how could you properly get it under
the excess-profits tax?

Mr. DAVIDSON. That is just the point I was making. It all de-
pends on what you call "excess profits." We want what will be fair;
instead of having something that is favorable to the large established
ones and unfair to the new ones, we want something that is fair. It is
just a matter of tl~e definition of "excess profits." That is just the
point I was making.

Mr. TREADWAY. I want to make two inquiries of you, Mfr. David-
son. I was very much interested in your statement.

If the suggestions you are offering in 'our brief and your remarks
were carried into effect, what would be tike effect on the revenue that
appears to be produced by this bill?

Mr. DAVIDSON. The first suggestion about personal-service com-
panies might, as Mr. Stain explained in his report-lie did not explain
about this, but he broughtj thE' T%*'thig. that explains it-it
might this year mean ghtly less revenue colleot, very slightly,
and la er next year- *he point being that-well; n%,. doubt that,
even. I believe" i tdould not decrease Itardly any; it nfght decrease
some. The reA for that, Mr. Treadwayjis that we are tt asking
in personal-ser companies, that thoincomerhould not 4 taxed,
but simply ra~Ing the qWtion s to kho payA the tax, andlif youexpanded th definitio to that tt woul4iclude the great nijoi-ity
of them, yo %'ould lav~'th~dIajorit of those included elcting
the device letting the stockhe mpay the tax- And that ii the
tldng-andI have sat in here '_. t ears past andjhavejistened tothis
committeethat is TeL.hing t1" lure alwaysipeen lurking toard
and wha u have S erl n atro fo try to getVthe
companies vopay dr tidends o that #eyould bsubj ect to the
normal tax' nd the surtax tltoglI theAtok oders instead of h ing
the money Iccumulat in tie corpr ,onTi d you expand that
definition so hat it wilL4ally inc. u f gat maJority of peronal-
service comnies, then you will e the ax paid'by the tock-
holders, both e. normal tax a4.4 tsf itax a d it wold not reuce it.

Mr. COPER. ow, Mr. Davidson, 1 woull depend entity, with
all deference, on at brackets tIkholdrs were in aWJndividual
taxpayers, would i ot, as to what effc- it would have ornhe revenue?

Mr. DAVIDSON. 0 urse, it: would in some cases.
Mr. COOPER. In all N 0 -.
Mr. DAVIDSON. I do notThiak, in al
Mr. COOPER. It is bound t~oriV'W*en s on what bracket the

individual taxpayer was in, as to what effect it would have on the
revenue.Mr. DAVIDSON. I think, Mr. Cooper, I can give you and Mr.
Treadway an absolutely correct answer to that question. I am not
the one to answer as to the effect'it will have on the revenue, but I
think unquestionably the staff of the joint committee can give yon
that information, and I would like to see the thing considered arid I
hope you get it considered and iind out what the effect is. I per-
6onally believe the expanding of that definition so as really to include
personal-service companies would not reduce the revenue, but I
request you to get that from your staff expert .

Mr. TREADWAY. Then, as I understand, your effort is more along
the line of obtaining equality and equity to all types of personal-
service companies, than any effect on the revenue?
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Mr. DAVIDSON. Certainly.
Mr. TREADWAY. Now, just one other question.
Mr. DAVIDSON. May I answer that further?
Mr. TREADWAY. Certainly.
Mr. DAVIDSON. I do hope that all of you men will take this into

consideration, that you are passing retroactive tax legislation and, if
there is ever a time when you have to be awfully careful to see that
you are fair to all, it is when you are passing retroactive tax legislation.

Now, in our own company, we pay out our dividends just as fast
as they are earned-every month, and we come along, because our
company is new and does not require capital, and find if we continued
on that basis we would be paying out more in dividends than we
earned if this plan goes into effect. I think, as you am passing ret-
roactive tax legislation, that is why it is so unusually important to
consider it.

Mr. TREADWAY. There is just one other thought that comes to
me. On page 2 you refer to numerous cities, medium-size cities,
throughout the country: Was that list just picked at random, or
did you select it from the list of committee members?

Mr. DAVIDSON. They are very carefully selected, Mr. Treadway.
W1hat I have been anixous to do here is to get a clear and accurate
picture in the minds of you men of the conditions in those homes,
because the thing I am talking about is national; it is all over the
country.

Mr. TREADWAY. That is what I am coming at. You selected rep-
resentative cities from which the members on this committee come?

Mr. DAVIDSON. That you are familiar with; that is right. I wanted
you to have the picture of John Smith, Bill Jones, and somebody back
home, so you gentlemen would understand.

The CHAIRMAN. If there are no further questions, we thank you,
Mr. Davidson.

Mr. DAVIDSON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. M. L. Seidman, represent-

ing the New York Board of Trade. how much time do you want,
Mr. Seidmrn?

Mr. SEIDMAN. I can conclude in 15 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well; you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF M. L. SEIDMAN, REPRESENTING THE NEW YORK
BOARD OF TRADE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. SEIDMAN. Mr. Chairman, you have under consideration the
imposition of an "excess profits" tax on the net income of corporations.
When, in 1921, an earlier model of such a tax was about to be interred,
a Senate report (September 26, 1921) had this to say about it:

The time for discussion (of the excess-profits taxi Is past; and the time to repeal
the tax ha arrived. It may be mentioned, however, that further Investigation
has only accentuated the conviction that the inequalities of this tax make neces-
sary its early repeal. Whatever may be its theoretical merits, In practice it
exempts the overcapitalized corporations, falls more heavily upon corporations
of small or moderate size than upon the larger corporations, penalizes bush.css
conservatism, and places upon the Bureau of Internal Revenue tasks which are
beyond its strength.
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I want to say a word for the small corporation. I have seen refer-
ences to the New York Board of Trade as being a spokesman for big
business. That happens to be true only to a very limited extent.
For our membership is a real cross section of our local commerce,
industry, and finance.

The Presidentof the United States, in his recent message to Congress
proposed "a steeply graduated excess-profits tax to be applied to all
individuals and corporate organizations without discrimination."

In these recommendation which you have before you, an excess-
profits tax is proposed only against, corporations, not against individu-
als or partnerships. The'reason that no such tax is proposed against
individuals or partnerships is, 1 think, very obvious and must have
been so to your subcommittee as it deliberated on this subject. For
the imposition of an excess-profits tax against the individual-or
the partnership by way of the individual-would constitute the very
tax discrimination which the President evidently sought to avoid.

Individuals-especially those whose income falls in the higher
brackets-are already paying substantial tax rates. So that to impose
a further severe tax on the same individual income would only aggra-
vate the disproportion that already exists between personal and cor-
porate income taxes.

It is with this in mind that I respectfully call your attention to the
state of the small corporation under this proposed tax. There are
about 400,000 of these small and mediuni-sized corporations. In fact,
about 95 percent of all our corporations are probably in that class.
They are really individual or partnership businesses in corporate form.
Most of them are so small, that they will be exempt from the excess-
profits tax even under this bill since it provides for a $5,000 specific
exemption. But if the net income is over $5,000, an excess-profits
tax return will have to be filed and an excess-profits tax may have
to be aid.
Each of these corporations is privately owned, usually by no more

than two or three persons, who have adopted that form of doing
business, instead of the individual or partnership form, for whatever
minor advantages the corporate form offers. But in essence, these
companies are really individual or partnership businesses; and, my
point is that they ought to be treated as'suchin this bill.
If there were good and sufficient reasons for omitting the individual

and the partnership from the excess-profits tax, then I submit that.
the same reasons apply at least with equal force to the small, privately
owned corporation. I say "at" least" advisedly for, already, these
businesses, in corporate form, frequently pay much higher taxes on
their income than would be the case if they were conducted in indi-
vidual or partnership form.

Now, there is a very simple way, I think, of accomplishing this
result. The subconunittee report touches on it for personal-service
corporations. It is through the medium of having all the stockholders
of a company pick up their respective shares of corporate income in
their personal returns as if it were the income from a partnership.
The mechanisni* needed is already embodied in the present law. It
now applies to certain corporations who, under section 102 of the
Revenue Code, are called upon to pay a tax for failing to currently
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distribute income. These corporations are told that the tax will not
be imposed against them if their stockholders pick up their pro rata
share of the corporate income in their individual returns. Exactly
the same procedure can be followed for excess-profits tax purposes.

I woull accordingly suggest that these privately owned companies
be taxed in every respect as heretofore, and that no excess profits tax
be imposed upon them in cases where their stockholders similarly
report the corporate income as their own. I would make this arrange-
ment optional with the owners of the corporation and would make it
apply only to cases where the owners are no more than, say, five in
number. 'In such cases. if all the stockholders agree, in writing, to
pick up their pro rati shares of the corporate income in their personal
returns, the corporation would be exempt from the excess profits tax.

The principle of singling,, out a particular class of corporation for
special treatment l.ecause they are owned by a small number of
imlividuals is already today part. and parcel of our revenue laws, as
for example, the treatment for personal holding company purposes
emhiodied il section 501 of the code.

There is machinery also set up under the present law for the optional
agreement procedure. This is embodied in section 27 of the code in
connection with the so-called consent dividend credit.

Under the 1917-19 excess-profits tax law we have had some experi-
ence with its application to small corporations. The preparation of
the excess-profits tax return is alone a disproportionate burden upon
them, anld the determination of invested capital proved in many of
these cases to be an impossible job. To be fair to these corporations,
it, was necessary to permit each of them to deduct. from net income a
reasonable amount for so-called officers' salaries before subjecting
their net income to the tax. This. in turn, called upon the Govern-
ment to ps judgment on the value of the services rendered by each
of the officers to their corporations, in every conceivable sort of a
business under every conceivable set of circumstances.

This single item of determining a fair deduction as compensation
for services in each of the hundreds of thousands of case created an
enormous amount of controversy between the taxpayer and the
Government in the administration of the law. That w as to be ex-
pected in the very nature of things.

Obviously, no Government bureau of Government official is
qualified to pass judgment on the fair value of an individual's services
to a particular business under every conceivable kind of circumstances.
Nor, on the other hand, can an iiterstcd individual officer or stock-
holder be expected to uniformly ipply an impartial and disinterested
point of view in such a matter: Endless haggling and bitter contro-
versy are the result. Such controversies mean additional cost to the
Government and to the taxpayer. They meani also the impairment
of good till on the part of eacl toward the other.

I am convinced that these sore spots can be avoided and equity
can he done to the small corporation without the loss of revenue to the
Government-if these recommendations are given effect. I respect-
fully urge them upon you for your careful consideration.

And now, a general observation about this proposed tax. Never
more than now, has an enlightened point of view been more needed
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in the formulation of a tax law. The subcommittee report gives evi-
dence of an earnest attempt to be fair and considerate. For this,
business should be grateful and I am sure it is.

But, this proposal for an excess-profits tax comes at a time when the
conditions as to corporate taxes and corporate incomes are entirely
different than they were during the earlier excess-profits tax period.
Then, our corporation, showed a relatively high income. And taxes,
Federal, State, and local, were relatively lo--today these factors are
reversed. Corporate incomes are relatively low, nd taxes are tre-
mendously inflated.

Take the year 1937 as an example. It is the best year we have had
since 1929. The aggregate net income before taxes of all corporations
in 1937 was something like 10 percent under the average of the three
war years 1917-19, but the total taxes paid by these corporations was
greater by some 44 percent. This notwithstanding the fact tlat excess
profits and war profits taxes ire already included in the 1917-19 figures.
As a consequence, the 1937 e'orporate net income after taxes (but of
course without an excess-profits tax) was smaller by nearly 40 percent
than the 1917-19 figures after excess-profits taxes.

Only within the past few weeks, taxes have been further increased,
this time by about a billion dollars a year. Now, no one really can
be sure how far you can go on increasing taxes without running the
risk of scuttling otr entire economic machinery, but the risk is certainly
there.

I take it that right now, our defense program is of rimary im-
portance. Everything else is secondary. I should think, therefore,
that before subjecting industry to still further additional taxes, we
would want to do what we can to get our industries going under full
steam. Tax yields would then automatically increase with the
increase in national income while nondefense expenditiires and made-
work expenditures would disappear from our budget. Thiscouldgoa
long way toward helping meet out defense budget.

I do not mean to imply that further additional taxes will not be
needed. I am convinced, however, that we must go about that
process very cautiously, for the good of the maximum results which
we are striving for in our defense program. We are now quite a way
from the point of full employment of men, machines, and money.
The possibilities, therefore, of meeting our defense needs through
expanding production are still very great. The chances of sub-
stantially increasing our national income and revenue from present
taxes are correspondingly great.

I lay emphasis on this point, not in the hope of convincing you gen-
tlemen that no excess-profits-tax law at all should nowv be enacted,
but rather in the hope that you can see with I-n eye to eye the wisdom
of taking a liberal attitude toward some of the basic provisions of any
law that you do enact.

For instance, the provision in this law regarding a base period, 1936-
1939, for determining net earnings as an excess-profits-tax credit, is,
to my way of thinking, a rather narrow and restricted provision.
Many industries had no revival to speak of during that period. Their
then earnings are accordingly subnormal as a yard'stiek for measuring
excess profits at the present time. Also, the alternative provision or
an invested capital credit in such cases is entirely inadequate.
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Then again, why an excess profits tax on 1940 income, if it is intended
to be a tax on profits flowing from our defense program? Here it is
almost the middle of August and the defense program is hardly under
way. It will probably bo the end of the year before we begin to feel
the stimulating effect of the large-scale defense expenditures.' A liberal
attitude in that regard, therefore, would not justify making such a tax
effective before 1941.

The CIIAwSIA-K. If there are no questions, we thank you for your
appearance.

Mr. SEiDIAN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. John Benson, represent-

ing the American Association of AdvertisingAgencies.

STATEMENT OF JOHN BEYSON, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ASSOCI-
ATION OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. BE;NsoN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
represent the Anierican Association of Advertising Agencies, whose
members do approximately two-thirds of the national advertising of
this country, and I desire to point out to this committee the effect
upon our business of the three alternative methods of figuring excess
profits tax recommended by the subcommittee.

We do not expect nor are we entitled to any lesser tax burden than
is imposed on other business; we merely want to avoid discriminatory
hardship as between our own business and any other and as between
one advertising agency and another.

We wish specifically to point out, first, how inequitable it would be
to base excess-profits tax on invested capital in the agency business,
and, second, how inequitable it would be to base excess-profits tax on
net earnings in execs, of a 4-year previous average, whenever that
average falls below the normal earning power of our industry. The
subcommittee report takes care of this for general business by pro-
viding an exemption of 6 percent of capital invested but this does us
no good in view of the fact that percentage of capital could not apply
to a professional and personal service business making a very minor
use of capital and that mostly not for operating needs.

To put us on a par with other business nonprofessional in character,
some basis for minimum normal exemption comparable to the 6 per-
cent allowed on capital invested should be provided.

The third alternative of a personal service corporation exemption
from excess-profits tax would be a very considerable help for adrer-
tising agencies which can qualify. M \any of them can do so, but
quite a number probably cannot in view of the fact that they have
some nonactive stockholders who furnished capital when the agency
started and thus 11ol a nonactive interest in the business. Nearly
all advertising agencies start small and short of capital, so that it
sometimes becomes necessary to obtain it by giving an investor some
interest. There are also oiher reasons which might disqualify an
V~ency under the terms defining a personal service corporation.
this proved true under the old excess-profits tax in effect in connec-
tion with the World War, and led to much dispute and sonic litigation
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with theTreasury Department. It is quite likely that quite a number
of our members could not take advantage of this exemption.

Before developing this argument in more detail, I would like to
briefly describe the nature of the advertising agency business and its
professional, personal service, character; also how- much capital is
used in it and for what purposes; also the net earnings of it and what
would be a normal rate thereof.

Now as to the nature and character of advertising agency business,
it is entirely a professional service in that its end product is not a
commodity or physical service which is manufactured, but purely a
mental product, in the form of ideas plans, and counsel to clients.
In this respect it is much like any of the other professions, such as
law, medicine, architecture, or accounting. While no formal profes-
sional schooling is as yet required by law, skilled technique is indis-
pensable in appealing to the public; so are scientific methods in
evaluating media and appraising markets, and a wide knowledge of
successfufnmethods.

When we buy space or radio time for a client, he is always disclosed
as the user; advertising media would not sell us their facilities without
such disclosure and understanding; such space and time could not be
diverted to the use of any other client without the consent of all
concerned. We are not permitted to trade in advertising space or
radio time; we can not buy it or use it for our own account, nor resell
it in the market.

Any pay-roll or other out-of-pocket expenditures we make are inci-
dental to "the producing and disseminating of the advertising message
and its proper coordination with sales effort of the client.

Now as to our need for capital and its employment: It follows from
the above-recited character of our business that agencies can operate
with relatively very little invested capital. We purchase no stock
of raw materials; carry no inventory of goods in stock; need no plant
other than office equipment; and the advertising space find time we
purchase for a client are reimbursed to us by him before we pay the
media.

Invested capital in 1939 averaged but 5.77 percent of annual volume
(lone by a representative group of our members whose profit and
loss statements happened to be available, and it ranged from 4.56
to 11.73 percent according to size group of agency. And a mere
fraction of this percentage would be needed for current operation; its
major need being for insurance against possible losses as herein below
indicated.

These losses occur in two ways: Either through sudden loss of an
important client or several of them, thus abru tly reducing gross
income to a point which cannot cover expenses, iness the organization
is badly disrupted; or, through serious credit losses. Bot of these
conti agencies are serious and not infrequent hazards in our business,
because of the relatively few clients each agency services and the
large commitments often made on their account. There is consider-
able turn-over in clients, more so than is true of other professions,
due to keen and active competition for them and, if any clients should
fail to observe the custom of our business of paying promptly for the
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space and time we purchase for them, we would need some liquid
reserve to pay the media.

The attached exhibit of bad debt losses and of operating deficits
among our members will illustrate the hazards above referred to.

(Said exhibit is as follows:)
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Operating Ioes
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On the proposition that agency capital is not materially an income-
producing factor, let me say capital in our business is merely inci-
dental to our way of serving clients anl does not, produce income
except in the following two minor ways: First, if the liquid reserves
held by the agency as insurance against loss are invested, they would
earn some interest, but under present conditions of no interest on
bank deposits and but a meager return on prime short-term securities,
such earnings are bound to be negligible. Second, when a client
fails to earn the cash discount of 2 percent by prompt payment, which
seldom occurs, the agency retains it and makes a slight profit;
otherwise not.

It is impractical to base net profit on invested capital, to determine
exemptions.

The amount of capital held by various agencies of the same approxi-
mate size varies widely, simply'because capital is really not needed for
operating and is held mainly as an insurance against loss, as nbove
indicated. Just as opinions differ about the amount of insurance
needed to protect against mishaps, such as fire, accident, or death, so
opinions differ about amount of liquid reserve needed in our business
to protect against unforeseen losses.

To give you an idea how widely earnings, based on volume of busi-
ness (lone, differ from their rate based on invested capital, I submit
herewith n schedule of figures taken from profit and lom statements
furnished by 52 representative agencies and the only ones so far made
available to us.

These indicate that, a rate of net profit based on volume averaging
only 2 percent would amount to over 35 percent based on invested
capiital, an extremely high capital return in general bisincs and
heavily taxable as excess profits under tie provisions recommended
by the subcommittee.

It thus becomes evident how inequitable it would be to base an
excess-profits tax exemption on rate of net profit earned on invested
capital in a business like ours. It might easily involve a high excess-
profits tax on earnings which actually are away below normal. There

is no standard or normal rate of profit known in our business as a
percentage of invested capital. It is always based on volume or gross
income. The only way to make this method work as an exemption
would be to substitute the latter for the former. In other words,
sonic rate of profit on volume would have to be found comparable to
the 6 percent on invested capital allowed by the subcommittee. We
believe this could easily be established b y the Internal Revenue
authorities for our business, an well as any other professional or
personal service classification.

The next point relates to our normal net profit on volume of business
handled.

From the attached schedule of figures above referred to and herewith
submitted, the rate of net based on volume varies front 0.95 percent to
2.70 percent, and averaged 2.04 percent for all-size groups. The latter
figure might be considered too tow a normal return, considering the
risks and skill required in our business. Three percent might be a
fairer figure. The percentage earned by the group doing $5,000,000
and tip of 2.70 percent, would be reasonable for all sizes of agencies.
and this 2.70 percent on volume would equal 59.2 percent on invested
capital. It represents eflicient operation, which all agencies strive to
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attain. The less efficient should not be used as a criterion, nor an
average of efficient and inefficient. Many smaller agencies and some
larger ones cannot earn that much because they lack volume enough
to spread their necessary overhead. A few earn as high as 5 percent,
either because exceptionally well run or unusually fortunate in the type
of clients they serve.

Depriving advertising agencies of a minimum normal rate of profit
exemption might work a serious hardship.

How serious this can be is illustrated by a case which recently came
to my attention. The agency was one of the largest in this country
and averaged nearly $20,000,000 of volume during the years 1936.
1937, 1938 and 1939, on which an aggregate net income of $478,000
was earned during the 4 years, or about six-tenths of I percent on a
total volume for the period of $77,365,000.

During the year 1940 the net earnings of thi, agency have so far
averaged 2% percent of volume, which would all be taxable as excess
profits over and above the six-tenths of 1 percent averaged during the
preceding 4 years. And 25j percent cannot be regarded as any more
than normal for a business of that size and is considerably less than
was earned in years prior to the 4-year period.

Mr, REED. bO you have any printed copies of your statement?
Mr. BENsOV. No, sir; but I can have some copies made.
Mr. REED. Did I understand you to say that that six-tenths of 1

percent was on the capital?
Mr. BENsoN. No, sir; on the volume of business. It is on the

volume of business that we base our calculations as to net profit,
overhead, and so forth.

Mr. REED. How much did you say that amount was?
Mr. BENso.. $478,000. That represents six-tenths of 1 percent.
Such discriminatory hardship can be prevented only by having a

rate of net profit on volume normal for the industry allowed as an
exemption, comparable to 6 percent on invested capital allowed to
general business. Younger agencies in particular would suffer which
had been using gross profit during the previous years to build up their
business. They would dbe deprived of even a iodorate profit, sorely
needed to compensate for a series of lean years.

As to the exemption afforded by personial-service corporation status,
it is highly important to enable advertising agencies, to utilize the
previous years' profit level as a basis for figuring excess-profits tax,
with a normal rate of profit in the agency business as a minimmn
exemption, as many of our members might not be able to qualify
fully as a personal-service corporation, as above indicated. An
actual alternatives should he afforded us between tie two methods
offered to a business which is professional in character and has a very
minor capitalization and still in many cases might not be able to
qualify as a pcrsonal-service corporation bccause of the distribution
of its stock among active and inactive stockholders and its nondis-
tribution among keymen who contribute materially to the firm's
income.

Of cour'o this would apply to all professional and personal service
busineNs similarly affected.

Now, as to the third method, qualifying as a personal service cor-
poration, there are a number of reasons why it might he difficult for
most of our jamcndrs to qualify. For instance, as has been referred
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to earlier today, an agency starts out with meager capital, and some-
times will sell an interest in it to obtain additional capital from in-
vestors. Then the agency grows and becomes prosperous, and it is
natural for the investor to stay in with a share of the profits, and
that might invalidate our status as a personal service corporation.
Again, some agencies have very lorge staffs of key men, just as you
have in many other concerns, ulio are not stockholders. Perhaps
they do not -ant to be stockholders, but would rather be employees.
In the next place, we have cases where a principal stockholder becomes
disabled, but is still carried by the agency-maybe as long as he lives.
Or, a founder of the agency niay retire and be inactive for many years.
Perhaps he may attend board meetings and make reports now and
then, but lie is not producing income for the company. Yet he still
enjoys a large share of the dividends. That might also disqualify
the agency as a personal service corporation. Also, an agency thatcould qualify might be badly embarrassed by being a personal service
corporation. If it is a growing agency and needs adlit ionai reserves
to support its credit, it is difficult for it to pay out substantial divi-
dends until it has reached a safe credit level. It cannot have stock-
holders paid the full earnings of the corporation without taking in-
come from the corporation with which to finance itself. The well-
established agency, which is well financed, may be able to pdy out
all of the earnings in dividends, and, of course, some might be well
served by the provision for personal service corporations.

To get down to the nubbhi of the problem, it is this: We feel that
perhaps half of our people are unable to qualify-many of them, I
am quite sure-and must have some relief at the other end similar to
that afforded general business with the 6-percent exemption on in-
vested capital, which we now cannot take advantage of, but could if
you establish a smaller comparable rate on volume of business done.
That is the only basis on which any net profit in our business can be
figured. I think that is a feasible thing to do. We have reports in
our office at headquarters which would give the Internal Revenue
people a guide by which they could establish the normal earning
power in our business. I think that would be true of the accountancy
people and all others who are engaged in professional service. That
would give all of us relief. It would also afford sonic relief if we
could take advantage of the personal service corporation status in
cases where we could qualify.

These are my suggestions.
Mr. NfcConiAcK. Did you hear the testimony of Mr. Davidson

this afternoon?
Mr. BENSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCORSACK. Have you any observations to make as to his

suggestion with relation to personal service corporations; that is,
about putting in a certain number of stockholders, not to exceed 10
or 20, as he said?

Mr. BENSON. Well, it seems to me-I do not want to counter his
testimony-tlat the simpler we keep it, the better, from that'angle.
The difficulty you have now is that while it excludes a numberof our
people-

Mr. MCCORMIACK. Do you think Mr. Davidson's suggestion would
go a long way toward meeting the situation that confronts the men
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who are in your particular line of business, as well as other personal
service corporations?

Mr. BENSON. If you limit it to a number of stockholders, it would
certainly not. We have stockholders running, in the large agencies,
from 125 down the line to 80 or 60, to 15 or 20. It would exclude a
great many of them.

Mr. MCCORMACK. Of course, on the question of allowing an exemp-
tion on gross business, I imagine every business would like to have
that if they could.

Mr. BENSON. It would have to be commensurate with 6 percent
on capital.

Mr. MCCOHUACK. Your suggestion is that it would not give any
relief-

Mr. BENSON. It would not give any additional relief. What we
want is comparable relief. That is, you will have to coordinate 6
percent on invested capital with a percentage on volume, which is the
only way we can figure it.

Mr. M[CCORMACK. What would be the percentage on volume that
would be comparable to 6 percent on invested capital?

Mr. BEvso.N. We figure about 2.7 percent.
Mr. McCoRSIACK. About 2.7 percent?
Mr. BENSON. Yes; from the standpoint of that being a normal

operating profit in an efficient agency of substantial volume.
Mr. IMCCORMACK. I want to have'the record as clear as possible,

and I (to not waytt you to dmw any inferences as to my state of mind
from my questions. You are the gentleman with whom I had break-
fast this monihng, are you not?

Mr. BENSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCORMACK. A good friend of yours and mine, Mr. Malloy,

called me up; that is right, is it not?
Mr. BE:NSoN. Yes.
Mr. McCoRIACK. Assuming that the committee did not alopt your

suggestion, have you ainy other suggestions to present,? If so, now is
the time to do it.

Mr. BENsoN. It seems to me my suggestion is much the simplest.
Mr.'MCCoRMACK. But, I say, assuming the committee did not adopt

that.
Mr. BFNsoN. Well, a liberalizing somewhat of tie definition of a

personal service corporation. But it, depends on how wide you can
make it; if you make it too wide, you might destroy the definiition.

Mr. MCCOIMACK. Have you taken it up with any of tie officials of
the Treasury De artment?

Mr. BE.s oN\. Yes, sir.
Mr. McConIACK. With whom have you discussed it?
Mr. BENSON. I have talked to Mr. Tarlean; I have talked to Mr.

Stain, of your joint committee. 1 have talked to Mr. Cooper. But
that was before the development of the personal service corporation
status that was introduced into this proposal of the subcommittee.

Mr. McConlRACK. The only thought I had in mind, Mr. Benson,
was that it might be well for you to put in your suggested remedy, or
suggested amendments that iight meet the situation; that is, pit in
the maximum one and then put in an alternative one. If the com-
mittee did not see fit to follow your first suggestion-the proposal you
make is to allow a certain percentage on the gross business, 2.7 percent?
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Mr. BENSON. Of course, that rate, Mr. 'McCormack, is something
that the Treasury Department will have to determine for each of
these personal-service divisions.

Mr. MCCORSMACK. Having in mind 6 percent under $500,000 and
4 percent above.

Mr. BENSON. That is right. We do not name any rate. We are
only indicating how.

Mr. MCCORMACK. The suggestion of Mr. Davidson is along the
line that you have in mind?

Mr. BENSON. Yes; he feels the same difficulty.
Mr. MICCORMACK. In other words, if the suggestion you have made

is not acted upon favorably, you would want to see something along
the line of Mr. Davidson's suggestion?

Mr. BENSON. Yes; I think that would give some relief. It would
take in more people who could qualify. On the other hand, if it
gets to be a matter of the number of stockholders, it would lead to a
lot of confusion in our ranks. It would lead to discrimination as
between one agency and another of equal tax merit.

Mr. MNCCORMAck. If there are no further questions, thank you, Mr.
Benson.

(Mr. Benson submitted the following document:)
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The next witness is Congressman Crawford, of Michigan.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRED L. CRAWFORD, A REPRESENTATIVE
-IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Mr. CRAWFORD. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee:
The committee is well aware of the concern I personally have had per-
taining to our approach to the excess-profits tax and the amortization-
allowance problems. I congratulate the committee in having brought
these matters to a head without further delay.

Enough facts have been presented to cause all of us to fully realize
that either one of two courses must now be taken.

Federal revenues must be very materially increase d, far beyond that
called for by the recent revenue act adding more than $1 ,000,000,000
to prospective income and the proposal now under consideration, or,
the direct Federal debt must be greatly increased over the
$49,000 000,000 now authorized. We shall probably have to do both.
Personally, I shall assume in my brief presentation that the tax burden
will, within a few months, be increased far beyond that now indicated.

Specifically, I wish to address my remarks to the excess-profits tax
phase of the'proposal now before the committee. In view of the great
confusion of thought concerning what would represent an equitable
basis upon which to determine the proposed excess-profits tax, I
should like to suggest most respectfully the logical approach to the
subject is to answer the following question: "What constitutes excess
profits?"

In no way do I wish to have you understand I am disputing the
necessity for providing funds with which to finance the defense
program. That deci-ion has been made; we are now on our way;
funds must be provided.

Now, that an excess-profits tax is to be provided or adopted, the
question then is:

What would be the mo0 workable and CqUitfale plan to each individual buii-
nes in relation to the treatment accorded to all iusinesu in general?

We may classify business broadly as to: (a) Established businesses
with demonstrated earnings records: (b) new businesses whose history
is so short that its earning power has not yet been demonstrated.

Either we establish a (fifferentiation between these two classes of
business enterprises or the tax burden will hit the newer business just
at the time it is getting on its feet, and in this nmnner contribute to
defeating the defense program and also place in operation discrininla-
tory applications of the tax burden.

I believe we are forced to adbuit that excess profits are only
those profits in excess of the demonstrated profits of a corportion
over a business cycle. We must recognize that we have suffered
violently disrupted conditions since the late twenties. In 1929 wo
had distorted profits and incomes. There followed the deflation
which was inevitable because of the blown-up character of business
in 1929, and this resulted in terrific "accountimg" loses which actu-
ally did not belong to subsequent fiscal periotfs. I suggest, there-
fore, that the last business cycle to be considered in this connection
should therefore commence soie time nfter 1920.

Looking ahead with the full realization that amendments will be
made in the excess profits taxes provisions now about to be put in
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the law, and having in mind that the formula now established should
be one that will stand ip in the future, therefore, it is suggested that
a company's earning record which might be called normal in relation
to present-day conditions would be the average of the three or four
high earnings years since 1920. If we take the average of 3 or 4
years we can thus side-step the use of the higher year, which in
many instances might have been in the nature of a flash in the pan.

It would appear that the policies of corporations in general are very
closely related to or governed by or based upon the consideration of
two things:

(1) Their performance in the 3 or 4 years above referred to, and
(2) Their immediate future prospects.
I would assume we desire to insure a reasonable degree of continuity

of business, and that we would desire to determine tax policy with due
regard to general business policy. So, I suggest that we'make the
the determination on the average ol the best 3 or 4 years prior to 1940
and subsequent to 1929-not necessarily consecutive years.

The excess-profits-tax approach has no doubt been chosen, not
just as another tax, but in view of past tax history, as the one familiar
way of getting the revenue, popular or unpopular. But the job must
be done. Consequently, beyond the average of the profitable years
to which I have referred, we can well justify a substantial tax levy on
the excess. Beyond that point. I do not believe business would object
to splitting at' least 50-50 with the Government. The principle
of the graduated taxes under the above circumstance would seem to
be unnecessary.

Of course, every business should contribute to the financing of the
national defense program. But, no business should be crippled by it.
Computing the tax on the basis outlined above, should the computed
tax be less than 10 percent of the taxable income for the year, the
minimum excess profits tax payable should be set at say 10 percent of
the taxable income. On the other hand, the maximum payable as
excess profits tax should not amount to more than say 20 percent of
the taxable income for the year, irrespective of the computed tax.

Returning to the matter of the so-called "new businesses," that is,
one incorporated say within 6 years of the enactment of the act, I
would suggest the substitution of the earnings for any one year, or
alternatively, the average of any 2 years (including as such a year the
calendar year 1930 and even a fiscal'year ending not later than June 30,
1940), as'the fairest base for the matter of the computation of the tax,
subject to the application of the minimum excess profits tax of 10
percent of the taxable profit and the maximum exess profits tax of
20 percent of the taxable profit for the year.

Now, Mr. Chairman, let me conclide by reiterating the logical
approach to the matter of excess-profits taxes is to answer the ques-
tion:

"What are excess profits?" and
"Why the consideration of the profits history of a business is not

a more logical approach than a consideration of an abstract computa-
tion of a so-called return on invested capital, is difficult for many of
us to reconcile with the title of excess profits."

I suggest that if we permit the corporation to select an average of
its best performance over a business cycle, that we will have provided
an equitable answer even to those lik the steel businesss who claim
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the invested capital basis to be more equitable than the average carn-
ings basis, in (hat, if they have not been able to earn intermittently
in some years in the cycle a full return on their invested capital, the
present emergency should not provide them with the means of doing
any better titan they have demonstrated they coull (o before the
present emergency.

All businesses should contribute if they are profitable businesses.
So long as the inininium contribution payable be determined exactly
on the same basis for old and new, large and small, and likewise the
maximum contriution-payal'ie by the more fortunate businesses-
the equitable ad desirable object will have been accomplishld.
May I further suggest that time minimum and maximum percentages

and the excess-prolits-tax percentage could he changed from year to
year to maeet the requirements of the defense program.

Tax lawyers and accountants will, no doubt, object to these sugges-
tions, because they carrs the "afisurd" merit of lacing determlinable
by the man in the street without professional assistance.

M\r. MCCOrNIACK. Thank you, Mr. Crawford.
The next witness is Mr. Paul D. Segiers, representing the Federal

Tax Forum, New York City.

STATEMENT OF PAUL D. SEOHERS, PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL
TAX FORUM, 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. ,\CCORSMACK. Will you state your name and address, and
whom you represent?

Mr. SEoHERS. My name is Paul D. Seghers, 120 Broadway, New
York; president of t~ie Federal Tax Forum.

M\tr. ,CCOIOIACK. You are recognized for 15 minutes, Mr. Seghiers.
Mr. SEOHERS. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I

should like to say that I am here as the president of an organization
of mien who are so interested in the study of taxes that we meet
together two nights a month and spend several hours discussing tax
problems and interchanging ideas. It is the ideas of this group of tax
mean, lawyers, and accountants in public practice and in tax depart-
ments of corporations that I am here to present with, perhaps, some of
my own ideas.

The Federal Tax Forum is an organization of men actively engaged
in Federal income tax practice, who meet two evenings a month for
the interchange of ideas ani the discussion of problems in the field
of taxation. Its members include lawyers and accountants both
privately employed and engaged in the public practice of their pro-
fession, many having been active in Federal income tax matters since
the days of the 1921 war anti excess profits taxes. The various
proposals for -ome form of corporate excess profits tax for defense
purposes have been exhaustively discussed at a number of recent
meetings, and the consensus of the opinions of the members concerning
the various problems involved in such taxation obtained by means of
a questionnaire.

It is our feeling thwt the defense of the United States must be put
above every other consideration. Such defense requires the united d
effort of every one of uis, anti in every way within our mean ising
the necessary, funds is only one of niny pressing needs, is a
vital one. The objective is simple, though the solution is tiflicult:

low to raise the largest amount of funds needed for defense
From those able to bar the burden with the least hardship
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The members of the Federal Tax Forum do not seek to express any
views on behalf of any class of taxpayers, or on behlialf of taxpyers
as a bod', but to do 6ur part as citizens toward working out a tax
measure Which will best achieve these two aims.

No attempt is made to present. a complete plan of excess profits
taxation nor opinions on the various features of the plan of the sub-
committee just made public, since the short notice did not, afford time
forsuch an approach. Instead, the intention is to give the committee
the views of the inembers of the Federal Tax Forum who participated
in the questionnaire concerning sonic of the elements which re
believed to be of the greatest importance in any scheme of excess
profits taxation.

The great. majority of the members of the Forum have expressed
tim opinion that no plan of excess-profits taxation can operate satis-
factorily without the use of invested capital, either as a primary base
or as an alternative, at the option of the taxpayer, where prior-year
earnings do not afford a satisfactory measure of the portion of the
inconie to be considered normal and thus exempt from the excess-
profitq tax. This principle is recognized in tie suhcommiit(ce's plan-
hence, no further discussion of the general principle is necessary.

however, it might be added that the majority favor using tle 1921
Revenue Act as a model for those provisions relating to invested
capital, with such modifications as experience has shown to be de-
sirable. This would appear to present advantages over devising en-
tirely new provisions which, no mat ter how perfect (hey might appear
at tile rno,'ent, would be as likely to develop unexpected difficuI ties
as did the original ones. Those'of us who have had the most ex-
perience with taxes under the ol invested-capitu. provisions believe
that a great many of the complexities found under the ol law could
and sho-ld be el'ninated. Solutions of many difficult questions of
fact in th case of corporations subject to tax tmnler the earlier excess-
profits-tax -lets would afford a ready basis for tle determination of in-
vested capit 1 today, even though the business may have passed
through one or more reorganizations. After all, invested capital is
thme amount invested in a business, including the accumulated and
undistributed earnings, and once that has been detennined for a given
(late, the projection to a later date is in most cases comparatively
easy.;

Whiuen corporations or their original stockholders are considered as
the real taxpayers, it would seem that invested capital unquestion-
ably affords tie fairest way in wbich to measure the ability to pay
higher taxes. However, one practical consideration cannot be
overlooked-the position of those who have invested in corporate
stocks on the basis of their earnings records, without regard to
the amount actually invested by the original stockholders. This
is a condition, not a theory, and a failure to recognize it would
put a crushing burden upon such recent stockholders. It is largely
iii recognition of this fact that the recommendation of the Forum
coincides with the committee's provision that the taxpayer is to
have the choice of either the invested capital or the average earmnigs
base for tie computation of the amount of income to be exempt from
the excess-profits tax.

It is suggested that, as between a very low rate of exemption from
excess profits (based upon invested capital) coupled with a relatively
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low rate of tax upon the excess, and a much higher exemption with a
higher and steeply graduated scale of taxes, the latter appers prefer-
ale. This is so'because a high exemption means that a business is
allowed to earn a fair return upon its capital before the impact of any
excess-profits tax, so that under such conditions those who have to
bear a high tax, nevertheless must recognize that they are allowed a
fair return upon their capital before any excess-profits tax is payable.
On the other hand, with a low exemption, corporations which are
unable to earn even a fair return upon their investment will neverthe.-
less be called upon to pay an excess-profits tax, against which there
will be natural feelings of resentment. Is this not obvious?

I might mention briefly that in the questionnaire which was sent
out, one of the questions submitted was whether producers of war
goods should be subjected to a higher or a lower rate. I might say
that of our members there is only one who is directly interested in a
war industry.

The great majority of the Forum reached the same conclusion as the
subcommittee; that producersof war commodities should pay the same
rate of excess-profits tax as other taxpayers. and that the Vinson-

, nell Act should be repealed. This conclusion undoubtedly was
• ;qencel bv the desire to avoid any taxing provision which might
hamper production for national defense.

The use of consolidated returns, either mandatory or at the option
of the taxpayer, is strongly recommended. It is our belief that their
use, under conditions sucli as existed at the time they were abolished
in 1934, rarely if ever operates to defeat the legitimate purpose of a
tax upon incomes, and that they are essential in a great number of
cases in order to present an undistorted picture of the true income and
true invested capital of a business entity. Many difficulties can be
foreseen if consolidated returns are not provided for in the case of an
excess-profits tax.

The Federal Tax Forum makes the recommendation that the bill
contain a provision substantially as follows:

Generally recognized principles of accounting are to be followed in determining
what Is gross and net income and the year of its realization, and what constitutes
paid-in capital and earned surplus except to the extent, if any, that such detennina-
tion be clearly contrary to specific provisions of statute.

Doubts have been expressed quite frequently that such a provision
would be considered, wlilo recognizing that it would be highly desir-
able. Since arguments against this provision cannot be found, is it
not at least worth careful study ?. Experience indicates that it would
have eliminated many of the difficulties which have arisen in the past
where a situation having an obvious solution from an accounting
viewpoint was lield not to be covered by any specific. provision of
statute. Certainly such a provision woild win acclaim from busi-
nessmen.

As a means of limiting the impact of the tax on any business, a
maximum over-all rate of tax is recommended, especially if the top
bracket of income is subject to a relatively high rate of tax. The need
of such a maximum over-all is less where the rate scale is less sharply
graduated.

The determination of average earnings for the base period, where
there have been losses, is bound to cause hardship. Those who favor
the use of average earnings as the principal measure in determining
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what constitutes excess profits, feel that loss years should be entirely
eliminated in computing average earnings. Likewise, a carry-over
to the following year of any excess of the exemption over the income
subject to the excess-profits tax in a given year is believed desirable in
the interest of fairness, since an early year may show relatively small
profits during a period of expansion an'd development, with subsequent
years getting the benefit.

In order to secure the maximum cooperation from corporate tax-
payers, it appears desirable that proper provision be made to relieve
cases of relative hardship, which might be unbearable under higher
rates of tax. For this reason, the need of sonic form of special board
to afford relief in cases of hardship is apparent. One means of limit-
ing the number of cases appealed might be to provide that it would be
open only in those cases where the over-all tax on net, income or. the
ratioof net income to invested capital was in excess of certain per-
centages. Such cases might be given the right to appeal, without
necessarily being entitled to relief.

Concerning the extractive industries, such as mining and others
where depletion is allowable, it seems likely that special provisions will
be necessary in order to prevent freezing production at its level for
the base period in those cases probablyy the majority) where the tax
is determined by reference to the average earnings for'such base period.
It is obvious that where the tax can be avoided by deferring extraction
of the mineral deposit or other asset until some later year when taxes
may be lower, there usill be an incentive upon the restriction of output.

The subcomnittee's complete elimination of any arbitrarylimita-
tions based upon par value of capital stock coincides with the recoi-
mendation of the Forum on this point. It is felt that whatever limi-
tations may be necessary should be based npon realities and not upon
accidental forms.

One other feature seems highly desirable in this bill in order to
convince taxpayers of the intention to deal fairly with them. That is
to expand the provisions of section 3801, Internal Revenue Code, to
provide for mitigation of the harsh provisions of the statute of limi-
tations in those cases where the Treasury Department now disallows
a loss on the ground that it should have been taken in an earlier year,
where in such earlier year it had held that the loss had not yet been
realized. Such cases are all too common, and they are bound to
leave taxpayers with a feeling that the cards are stacked against
them, since the Treasury would obtain equitable relief in a reverse of
the same situation under section 3801. Let me close on that note-
that the best way to make a tax measure effective is to secure the good
will of taxpayers, ani provisions designed to afford taxpayers justice
and equitable treatment are the most effective for that purpose.

I say that in memory of the old 1921 days when taxpayers started
out by being willing to pay a tax on a fair interpretation of the law
and later became educated to go into the courts for technical relief.

Such a plan, wvith proper provisions for "consent dividends,"
credit, for dividends paid with notes, etc., and for income set aside for
the payment of indebtedness, etc., such as now exist in the law,
might, approach very closely the two objectives of the proposed
defense tax:

By forcing large amounts of dividends into the hands of individuals
subject to high surtaxes, the revenue yield would be large, and
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By measuring the burden of taxation ly the size of tile income of
the ultimate individual recipient, it would fall most heavily on those
best able to bear it.

A plan for an entirely different form of defense tax will be mentioned.
even thout-h it may have small chance of adoption. This plan,
devised Iva businessman and rceiv,(, too late for detailed considera-
tion by tile membership of the Forum, has the great merit of extreme
simplicity.

Under this plan, corporations would be subject to a normal tax of
say 18 percent; undistributed income in excess of 40 percent thereof
to be taxed at the rate of 100 percent. In other words, corporations
would be permitted to retain 40 percent of their taxable income (after
deducting income tax) and be taxed 100 percent of the undistributed
remainder.

I thank you.
Mr. M&CORUACK. What is this forum organization; how many

members?
Mr. SEGIMEIs. We have about 70 and in our meetings the attend-

ance runs from 35 to 40.
Mr. 'MCCOTMACK. h1ow long has it been in existence?
Mr. SF.c, ns. We have been in existence about. a. year and a half.
Mr. McCoIMACK. You. discuss tax measures anid other public

qu estions?
Mr. SEGHEfRS. No other public questions-only taxation.
Mr. McCoRSIACK. It is a voluntary organization or association?
Mr. SEOGUERS. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMACK. And you came down here to represent that

forum?
Mr. SEGHERS. Yes.
Mr. McCoRMACK. I think the Forum and its members ought to be

congratulated, and we thank you for your appearance.
Mr. SEGHEIRS. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE ROGERS, WASHINGTON, D. C.

The CH. .MN.\N. The next witness on the calendar is Mr. George
Rogers.

You may proceed, Mr. Rogers.
Mr. RoGk.Rs. Mr. Chairmm and gentlemen of tie committee: for

the record my iame is George Rogers. I represent the Electrolux
Corp1oration, which manufactureA vacuum cleaners, sells such nier-
clalnIise on the instalhnent plan, and employs the installment
method of reporting income. This corpontioi, we believe, and
many other corporations which sell merchandise and report their
incoine on the installment basio, find themselves at, a distinct dis-
advantage with respect to the I)rOl)05.C1 excess-profits tax because
they have used the installment method of reporting income.

Sinco 1920 the Federal revenue acts have permitted the use of the
installment method of reporting income. The essence of such
method is that only a portion of tio profit in a sale of merchandise is
reported in tle year of sale, and the remaining profit is reported in a
subsequent year or years whei tile balance of the selling price is
received. BY contrast, a corporation reporting on the accrual basis
will have taken up all tho profit in the year of sale, even though pay-
ments are received over tie next year or two. For excess profits tax
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purposes, therefore, a corporation on the accrual basis is at a distinct
advantage, in that its invested capital will include all the profit on all
1939 sales, while a corporation using the installment method miy in-
elude in its invested capital only a part of the profits in its 1939 sales.
My ll) earance here is simply to ask that mercantile corporations
using tile installment method of reporting income be accorded sub-
stantially the same invested capital computations as similar corpora-
tions using the accrual method of accounting; and that if such cor-
porations change to the accrual method, they be permitted to make the
change under fair and reasonable conditions.

WiIli your permission, we will leave with you a printed memorandum
which contains a suggested provision of law designed to place iner-
cantile corporations reporting income on the installment basis on the
same footing as similar corporations reporting income on the accrual
basis. This suggested draft has becn discussed with representatives
of the Treasury Department and has beci revised to reflect their
views; so far as we have been advised, tie Treasury apartmentt
does not consider such proposed provision to be unfair or objectionable
from the point of view of the Government.

There are two ends which would bn accomplished by the suggested
provision. The first can he clearly illustrated by a very simple
example. Suppose a corporation on November 1, 1939, sells for
$1,500 an automobile which cost $1,000 to manufacture; half the
purchase price, $750, being paid at tie time of the sle, and the
remaining $750 being payable 6 months later, May 1, 1940. If the
company reports income on the accrual basis, it will include in its
gross income for 1939 the entire pmfit of $500, with a corresponding
credit to earned surplus and increase in invested capital at the end
of 1939. If, however, the company reports income on th, installment
basis, it will include in its gross ineonie for 1939 only $250, anI the
remaining $250 will be returned in 1940, with the -result that the
credit. to eaned surplus and increase in invested capital at the end
of 1939 will be onily half as much as though the company had reported
on the accrual basis.

At tie close of any year a very la re part of the invested capital of
any company selling on the instalinient basis consists of profits
ape)rtaining to installment paymnts not yet collected. In the case
of Electrolux Corporation, which is typical, the company would
receive approximately half of the credit for ini'cstcd capital'which it
would receive if it h;id filed its 1939 return on tIle accrual basis. A
real inequality will result unless appropriate provision is made to give
companies on the installment basis the same credit for invested capital
as companies on tile accrual basis.

A second point should bo covered in order to protect corporations
on the installment basis from unjlst discrimination as compared with
similar corporations on the accrual basis. Sctlion 44 (a) of the
Internal Revenue Code andi its earlier counterparts, which have per-
initted the reporting of income by the installment method, were
intended by Congress to facilitate the reporting of income by nier-
cantile corporations engaged in tie installment sfles business.

Mr. Djs.x Fv. May I interrupt you for a question?
Mr. Ron s. Yes.
Mr. DIsNEY. Whether you report on accrual basis or not is optional

with the corporation, is it not?
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Mr. ROGERS. Yes; it is optional with the corporation except that
if you start on one basis you must adhere to that basis, unless and
until you get permission from the Commissioner to change.

Mr. MCCORMACK. I still cannot se why it would not average
itself out over a period of years.

Mr. ROGERS. In this particular instance, Mr. ,McCormack, the
corporation had operated a subsidiary up until June 30, 1938, at which
time the operating subsidiary was liquidlate and this company
became the operating company. The law as now proposed excludes
85 percent of the dividends wh'ch the Electrolux Corporation received
in the prior years from the operating subsidiary, and therefore its
earnings base is so much reduced by the dividqnts, which in turn
effects the excess profits tax.

However, Mr. Chairman, for substantial business reasons many
such corporations starting out on the installment method of reporting
income have found it necessary to change to the accrual method of
reporting income.

Before the new excess profits tax was proposed, Electrolux Corpora-
tion applied to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for permission
to change its method of reporting income for 1040 and subsequent
years from the installment basis to the accrual basis. The Conmnis-
sioner's regulations permit such a change, provided that the corpora-
tion, in the year of change, acrues as Income not only the profit on
the sales of the current year but also the profit derived from the sales
made in prior years, to the extent that such prior years' profit has not
yet been returned for tax purposes.

This is a perfectly fair requirement in a determination of income
subject to the normal tax, because payment of the normal tax on part
of the profit on 1939 sales was actually deferred by reason of the in-
stallment basis of accounting. On the other hand, such a require.
ment is quite unfair in determining the income subject to the excess
profits tax. For example, the net income of Electrolux from 1940
sales will be approximately $2,000,000. If in 1940 Electrolux is
permitted to change its method of accounting from the installhent to
the accrual basis, the regulations will require it to add $3,000,000 of
profit from sales made in 1939 but not reportedly in such year because
of the operation of the installment method. Thus, by reason of the
change of accounting methods, the income of Eleetrolux in 1940 may
be determined to be $5,000,000; whereas, the income earned during
that year actually amounts to only $2,000,000.

It is submitted, therefore, that i rovision should be made to correct
both points above described, thht is, (1) the proposed excess-profits-
tax statute should pennit corporations upon the installment method
of accounting to include in their invested capital, as a part of their
earned surplus as of December 31, 1939, all the profits on installment
sales contracts made before such date, and (2) provision should also
be made to protect installment corporations changing to the accrual
method of reporting income by excluding front'income subject to
excess-profits tax in 1940 the income earned through sales made in
1939 and earlier years but properly taxed in 1940 for normal tax
purposes.

Now, Mr. Chairman, in the brief which has been handed to you
the entire situation has been set out in full, with a proposed section
which would take care of these points, set out on page 2 in the brief.

Thank you very nitch, Mr. Chairman.
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Tile Cn mnM ,. Thank you.
Mr. MCCORMACK. I would like to include in the record a statement

which has been furnished to me showing revenue in the United States
and Great Britain from excess-profits taxes during the years 1917 to
1921.

Also a letter I have received from IV. W. Schneider tecretarv of the
Monsanto Chemical Co., of St. Loluis, Mo., enclosing a copy'of sug-
gestions made on this question.

(Tie matter referred to is as follows:)

It -eem; that lh, World War excess'! prorit-, taxe- atforl seie index a to the
revenue to Ix- exiotC I ir,,n m ta, lev.il on thv,.e two ba-es. The lBriti.;h tax
.ia' ha-ed on pres ioits earrnim; tie 1'!ited ltat, taim. %%ere inaitiav upon an

invested capital ha-;e. The United States i.as approximately three times Great
Britain in in tioual income, miational %ieallh, and l pomlation. TIe revenue derived
and rates in etfced hy years in thei two eouitries ar- shou [I ai follow:

Un Fl Iates treat Brtin

Revenue Rates iel re Rates tInRerent++ " e t"'-a Rcrent e t eect
(in ent)

91 7........................... 30'stt0 I . . k K 1 Wo A
192. . .. --_---10 -- i- .. .. .. .... l.t5A0A. 0 ,0 a2an 64
M91. ..... .. ...................... IAIt.02 o N I ,%&rar nit . .419. kA tin 1 40.
I w1 - 94A.MV0 1.4 A K. s\0 K0D49)

Total ---- . - -5 3 0 0

The Britislh tax was levied on cort9ratimlls awl individuals throughout; the
U,,ited States tax mas in 1917 on corporations, partnerships and individuals; the
United States tax in 1918, 1919, 1920 and 1921 was on corporations only.

The CHAmRMAN. Without objection it will be included in the record.
(Tile statements referred to follow:)

,Moxsuxro CntEWzCAL CO.,SI. Louis, Mo., J01l, 3, 19.0.

lion. JoHN W. MCCORACK.
cio louse of krepresentatircs,

W1ashington, D. C.
(In re: Excess-profits tax legislation).

)EAR MR. McCoRauAcK: The purpose of this memorandusm is to offer com-
structive suggestions respecting excess-profits tax legislation. it is probable that
Congress will adopt such legislation at this session, atd although we doubt the
wisdom of such legislation, nevertheless otur purpose is to suggest suitable and
sound provisions for embodiment in such legislation.

Senator La Follette's amendment to the revenue Act of 1910, which Vkas
adopted by the Senate lut rejected by the conference committee and eliminated
on final passage, Aas patterned very closely after the World War laws on excess-
profits taxes. We believe that the passage of time has demonstrated the weakness
and defects In that earlier law, and that the law of twenty years ago is not suited
to the conditions of the pre.'sst day.

Accordingly, we requested our'Income tax coutwel to study the La Follette
amendment with a view to stggestitig constructive chatiges in it, basm upon
present day conditions and experience under the earlier law. Their analysis and
suggestions are contained in the attached letter to us dated July 18. 1910. These
attorneys have had many years eXperience with income-tax ninattere including the
World War excess profits-iax laws, and we believe their criticism and suggestions
are valable and well-founded.

254391------ I
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We particularly call attention to their criticism on pages 8 to 12 of the dis-
crimination against taxpayers Issuing par value stock and in favor of taxpayers
issuing no par value stock, in computing invested capital. In our opinion, their
criticism of that provision is justified and cogent. It Is grossly unfair not to
allow the market value of par value stock to be used in computing invested capital,
in the same manner that such market value is used in the case of no par value
stock. It is just as easy to ascertain the market value of par value stock as it is
to ascertain the market value of no par value stock. In computing taxes under
the income tax law and the estate and gift tax laws, the market value of par value
stock is used as the basis of valuation, the same as for no par value stock. The
actual or market value of par value stock might be, and in many cases is, substan-
tially more than its par value. We sincerely urge that the improper treatment
and injustice respecting par value stock contained in the law of 20 years ago not
be repeated in any new law.

It has been suggested that instead of using invested capital as the sole basis,
the tax, at the taxpayer's option, be assesd against that portion of the profits
in excess of the average profits for the 3- to 5-year period preceding last July 1,
such as Canada has (tone. If the primary purpose of such tax is to reach profits
arising out of the present rearmament program then such an alternative basis
is proper because, obviously, no profits from the present rearmament program
could have been earned prior to July 1. All profits prior to that (late have tio
relation to the present rearmament'program. If the primary purpose of such
tax is not to reach such rearmament profits, but is to permanently establish an
additional form of taxation, then the invested capital would seim to be the proper
basis.

This subject is very important to the business and industrial interests of this
country, as well as to the Government, and we hope that you will take the time
to read the attached comments. We have endeavored to limit our comments
to the more important aspects of such legislation.

Yours very truly,
W. 11. SCHNEIDER, 8fCdf(!;.

I.OWExHAUPT, W.AITE & STOL.,
Ct. Louis, Mo., Jdy 18, 194')..Mo.xs)..xxo (IIEIIWC..(o.,

St . Louis, Mo.
G(;%TLEME!.: You requested that I advise you of the experience under the

excess-profits tax law prevailing during the last war and my thought as to the
effect oupn the national economy of the restoration of such law. I have had a
very active experience in tax practice, extending over many years. My practice
went through the administration of the excess-profits tax and I saw its results.

Preliminarily, the excess-profits tax imposed under the Revenue Acts of 1917
and 1918 were conededly emergency measures. The tax was not continued
because experience showed that it was difficult of administration; also economic
analysis in that period concluded that it was a deterrent to initiative, not pri-
marily because of thp principle of the law to put a ceiling over profits in private
eitterprise, but for the following reason: There are. two measures of exces'-profits
taxes: (1) invested capital, and (2) income. What is income is difficult and un-
cer-tain, but, with the addition of the uncertainty and complication of facts and
law resulting from the necessity of det6rminin invested capital, there could never
be, until the expiration of many years, any satisfaction at all that taxes owing had
been paid. The incubus of large pending tax claims was frequently a deterrent to
industrial development. Even more, sometinies, when the taxpayer was iirong
he found himself in bankruptcy.

When the 1918 law was tinder consideration, a committee of the Treast.r-
D~epartment held extensive hearings upoji the question whether the tax should be
applied to individuals and partnerscrhips. It was found that the 1917 law was.
incapable in this res pecl of equal administration. Individual and partnership
invested capital ceinot be deternmined. It was for this reason that the 1018
law was limited to corroratlons.

Developments since 1920 in relation to income tax changes in the law as to what
is income, changes in corporate financing and capital set-up, demonstrate that the
harsh taxpaver experience tinder the 1918 law, even with the relief provisions
written In that law and omitted from Mr. La Follette's hill, will be magnified
many times tinder a similar law if made now effective. I shall develop thi.s
thought later.
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Before doing so, I want to address myself to one statemerit iade by Mr. la

Follette in moving an amendulnirit to If. I. 10039, to wit: that, .ince the tax upon
individuaLs is increased, it is unfair not to impose an execes-profits tax on corpora-
tions. I do riot believe that this iq presently trute for the following reasons:

Corporations are not the ultimate 14eneficiaries of corporate income. Corpora.
tions receive income for the beinfit of their stockholders. tnder existing laws,
corporations no longer dare accmiinjlate any ubti.antial part of the net income
remaining to then after the piayvmient of normal taxes. l-xa minalion of the con-
duct of the large corporationLs of this countryy in thiLA respect oser the last 5 years,
that is, since January 1936, will ,IL-'elos that the income retained by themi and
not di.qtributed to stockholders is relatively a very much smaller percentage of
their total net income than in any precling period. If you make the comparison
with the period, say, from 1016 to 1929, it is almost startling. Thi- ir in a large
measure the result of section 102 of the Interual Reveunue Code w; now revised,
which penalizesacorporat ion'. aechinlauiom, of profits with the prpfo-e of prevent-
ing the imposition of suirtax on stockholders. Soni of those few corporations
which have retained a suhstantial pmrt of their earning- for any year .-ince 1936
find themselves faced with assv.-nientss iindr .- ction 102.

Although provi.ions exiWt(d iii the revenue Act of 1918, ad even in the
Revenue Act of 1916, similar in 1mrxse to section 102, tho-e secltlon. were never
enforced and as written were pro hally riot enforceable. I do not believe that any
corporat-on was ever taxed for not di-trihmliig its profits under the Revenue
Acts of 1916. 1918, or 1921.

The result under existing income tax law is that substantially all coriprate
income, remaining afftr the normal corporate tax, is distributed to stockholers.
This Is as it should be becauw;e indis:inats use income. Corporaliort cannot
spend income-they can only distribute it. If a corporation distributtos all its
income, its stockholders pay tax upon l its income and there ii no unfairness in
not taxing the corporation or increasing the taxes against the corporation. To
the contrary, it is unfair, to tax tie curlioration at all. It penalizes rindividuat.s-
-tvckholdcrs- nho receive tLk irue,:h that way.

Insofar as the use of a corporation as a means of accumulating income has been
prevented by the present section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code, there is
nothing unfair in omitting to impoe an vxcess-profits tax on corporations because
whatever income i. received fry the corporation, being distribu ted to the stock-
holders, is taxed against them at the appropriate rates.

The excess-profits tax in 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, and 1921 operated in an
entirely different atmosphere. The Personal Holding Company law had not
been passed; the unlawful accumulation section of those acts wvas ineffective,
probably invalid; corporations in some instances were withholding distributions
to prevent taxes against the stockholders. The exces.4-profits tax upon corpora-
tions In that setting was necessary, but the setting has been entirely changed.

The personal holding company tax and the unlawful accumulation act are both
very effective. Corporations are no longer the means of accumulating profits for
the'benefit of stockholders because lhey are generally compelled to distribute
substantially all of their profits.

If a few corporations may fie fond which since 1938 have not distributed at
leait 70 percent of their net income in every year, It Is necessary, before consider-
iig them an exception to the truthfulness o the foregoing statement, to deter-
nine whether or not they are not now faced with deficiency tax under section 102.
The tax under this section Is substantially as high upon undissribnted income as
any proposed excess-profits tax. ('onsidring that corporate net Income Is sub-
stantiallv all distributed to stockholders and taxed against them at the very high
rates under the new law, there is nothing unfair in omitting to impose higher
taxes upon the corporation:. If, as Mr. La Follette says, corporations do benefit
from the increased expenditures die toresent disturbances and prospective war,
generally they cannot retain the benefit because they must distribute it and it
will then be taxed with the high rates which are imposed upon individual income.
The fairness of taxes between the various citizens of the United States can only
be determined by comparison betessn those who ul imnately benefit from income,
corporate Income Inclusive.

The question should not be approached from the viewpoint of fairness between
corporate and individual stockholders because that is untrue In fact. It should
be approached solely from the viewpoint of procuring the desired governmental
revenue with the smaller possible burden upon the national economy.

From the viewpoint expressed above, an undistributed profits tax-a tax upon
profits not distributed by a corporation, such as was imposed by the Revenue
Act of 1936 (clarified and made less inequitable)-unfortunate as the necessity
for such a law wmuli be, would I fairer than arm excess-profits tax. 1it every-
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body in authority is proposing an excess-profits tax and I do not flatter myself
that my reasoning will prevail. The remainder of this letter, therefore, is devoted
to consideration of an excess-profits tax law in theory similar to the Revenue Act
of 1918, which I shall consider the skeleton upon which to base my criticism and
suggestions. I. I.,,co 3 E

(a) The Revenue Act of 1918 was approved February 24, 1919. It was not
put into final shape until after the end of the World War. Subdivision 12 (a) of
section 214, providing for an allowance due to shrinkage in the value of inventory
at the end of the year 1918, was written in the light of the fact that the war hadl
ended. It was anticipated that a shrinkage of inventory values would result
when war inflation ended. I refer particularly to this provision because Mr.
La Follette included it in the bill proposed by him. It was a troublemaker under
the 1918 act, did no one any substantial good, and would have no proper place.
In an act enacted today. As written in the Revenue Act of 1918, it was a deduce-
tion from income, not only for income tax purposes, but also for excess-profits
tax purposes. To allow it for one of these two taxes and not for the other, as
Mr. La Follette proposed, would create a discord between the two, because one
does not know what to do with a deduction (allowed for excess-profits tax and
not for Income tax, as Mr. La Follette proposed) in the next succeeding year.
Would it carry forward affecting the income of the second year, and, if so, would
it affect income for both excess-profits tax and income tax?

(b) Net income, gross income minus deductions allowed by the Revenue Act
of 1938, as amended, is not the concept which is the subject of the proposed tax-
excess profits. Concededly net income, subject to income taxes, Is an arbitary
concept. Congress has the power to tax gross income. The allowance of deduc-
tions is discretionary with Congress but when net income is defined arbitrarily,
although possibly fairly for the purposes of an income tax, the result must be
reexamined in determining the fairness of Imposing an excess-profits tax on the
thing defined.

In canvassing this question, comparison should be made, not only with the
Revenue Act of 1918, but with the subsequent court decisions which have brought
into income many items which formerly were ruled to be not income. In the
limited extent of this statement it is impossible to present the many changes in
the concept of income which have broadened that concept and extended it to
many new subjects since the Revenue Act of 1918 expired. I I6t the folluwing
Items which are treated now differently than under the Revenue Act of 1918
and which, in my opinion, require modification or change in order to reach any.
thing approaching a proper concept of excess profits.

1. A deduction for the amortization of the cost of facilities acquired by the
taxpayer for the production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war,
if one is declared, or contributing to the advancement of the Nation's policy in
wars In other lands (for instance, if it is the policy of the Nation to contribute
as much as pos ible, short of entering the war, to tde assistance of Great Britain)
should be allowed. Unless this is done, corporatiorL " cannot afford to invest
their funds in such facilities which would probably in large measure be useless
when the war ends. The deduction should be allowed as against income subject
to income tax, as well as income subject to excess-profits tax, not only becau e
that is fair, but the allowance of such a deduction for one purpose and not for
another seriously distorts accountin and make.; income questions which are
very burdensome.

'the statute should be much plainer than the corresponding section in the
Revenue Act of 1918. There was always a question under that act as to the
basis of amortization. Some companies were fortunate under it and others went
busted. The commissioner's first regulatior6. provided that the basis should be
the excess of the actual cost over the cost of reconstruct Ion in the settled post-war
period. It appeared then thatI in any- period of time during which taxes for the
war years were subject to revision, this basis would not permit any deduction
and companies which had taken a deduction were threatened with'susltantial
deficiencies. From the viewpoint of taxpayers, in the years 1918 and 1919, this
proposed regulation was a complete denial of any relief and unless time law is made
very certain now experience under the former law would make everybody hesitant
to venture under a similar promise. Afterward the regulation was'changed,
providing for the allowance of the value of the facility in the use in the settled
post-war period. Large deductions were eventually allowed to many taxpayers.
But this babLi was so indefinite and uncertain that there were broad rumors and
allegations of favoritism and many taxpayers were compelled to pay very sub-
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stantial engineers' and attorneys' fees before they secured a miodicum of what
they considered their rights.

The statute should provide for the amortization of the total cost over the
period of the emergency, war or other national policy described above, allocated
to the ycars in this period in the proportion which the net income prior to this
deduction in each year is to the total in all of the years. Inasmuch as this allo-
cation cannot be made until the end of the war, the statute should provide for a
tentative deduction in each year of say one-fifth of the cost, subject to revision
when the war ends.

2. Dividends upon the stock of a corporation subject to the tax t-hould not be
included in the income of the recipient to any extent at all. To include such
dividends in the income of a recipient corporation merely duplicates the tax upon
such income.

3. Short-term capital los.scs. Such losses are disallowed as a deduction from
income for the purposes of the income tax, but for the purposes of excems-profits
tax the propriety of the deduction of such losses Is apparent. Short-term net
capital gains are included in taxable income, so that if Stuch gains occur in one
year and the losses in the next year, the distortion is aggravated. If one is
exeluded, the other should also be excluded, but the souidfer method would be to
include the income and corre.spondingly allow the loss.

4. Depreciation. The burden of establishing reasonable allowance for depre-
ciation Is so great under preent regulations that most taxpayers are compelled
to accept the rates which the revenue agents allow. The method of calculating
depreciation, when the revveniv- gent reduces the rates previously in effect,
results in such a small allowance for the year under audit and sunseqstent years,
that the method seriously distorts income for such years and cannot possibly
reach a proper concept of excess profits. For instance, if one took depreciation
at say 10 percent for 7 years on an asset costing $100, or $10 per year, and the
revenue agent then upon audit said that the life of the asset is 20 vlars, he would
spread the undepreciated balance, or $30, over the remaining 13 years, resulting
in an allowance of $2.31. Combine this nictlhod with the rule that where depre-
ciation Is taken upon mixed aggregate of assets, the life of which is various upon
the weighted average rate, no loss may be taken upon the discarding or retiring
of any of such assets unless it is shown that such discard or retirement resulted
fromian unanticipated change and the distortion of the concept of excess profits
is demonstrable.

The law as passed by Congress is always fairer than the application of the law
as administered b the administrative agents and as construed by the courts.
The recent act of tongrss removing the bar of the statute of limitations against
refund and a.,essment ought to be extended and broadened for the benefit of
taxpayers. It could well be made to apply to depreciation adjustments, such as is
described above. If the taxpayer is willing to waive the statute of limitations
upon resulting assessment of deficiencies for years which are barred.

5. Since the 1918 act was in effect, the purchase by a corporation of its own
bends at a discount and their retirement has leen fr;d to produce income.
Generally prior to 1923 gain was riot recognize from the compromise of indebt-
edne.s. Income thus d(rived really does not enhance profits and should riot
cnter into the calculatikn of exces profits. Gain derived from improvements
made by le.sec is in a sitoilar sifuatioi. The inclusion of such items in income
subject to excess-profits tax in nimary eases prohibits normal business adjstments.
It Is generally conceded that an allowance for the amortization of facilitis pro-
vided for the production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war,
if war is declared, ioust be allowed in order that required production can be
obtained. Certainly normal buirucss adjustments such as that commented on
in this subdivision and in the previous subdivisions should not be penalized as
heavily as the excess-profits tax voadl penalize them. To do so would burden
production by existing corporations with existing facilities which i* as necessary
to the protsecution of the war as new facilities.

I could extend this list further. For instane-the burden of satisfying ad-
niritrative inqi-tion into the year wshen. a bad debt becomes miticolletible, ,)r
an investInQ3it becomes bad, i., freqicently impossible, and inany other casos,
where administrative review makes the %va rly statement of income Illlrie, occur
to fie. Tie application of a high tax ii many such eases would be ruinous. But
the list is already much k.nge.r than I originally intended. It is stifficienit to show
the necessity for rexamination of the propriety of the definition of tiet income
as the scibj ct for the application of am exc,_.-profits tax.
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2. IMESTED CAPITAL

Section 325 ,I the Revenue Act of 918 defined "iive-ted capital." Sulivision
(a) contained a definition of "intangible property," "tangible property," "bor-
rowed capital," "inadmissible assets," awd "admissible assets." Concerining
"inadmissible assets," it provided fit part:

"The tern 'inadmissible assets' mearus stocks, bonds, arid other obligations
(other than obligations of the United States), the dividend or Interest front which
is not included fit computing net income."

This provision would be wrong under the existing law because dividends are
included in full, with a tax credit against certain taxes.

Under the further provisions of this definition, where all or part of the Interest
derived from a bond which was nontaxable was in effect Included in income be-
cause money was borrowed against the bond to purchase or carry it, the Interest
upon which" borrowed money was nondeductible, then the cost of the bond was
part of the invested capital. This provision worked badly. Invested capital,
under the excess-profits rates prevailing after-the year 1918, If the company's
income entered into the 40-percent bracket, was worth about 5.6 percent, so if a
corporation purchased a municipal bond bearing say 3 percent interest, by bor-
rowing the money with which to purchase and carry the bond at a rate of interest,
say 3 percent, it In effect paid taxes upon the interest which was denied as a
deduction equal to about 1.4 percent on the principal of the bond and was allowed
the principal of the bond as Invested capital, thereby saving 5.6 percent. The
definition of "inadmissible assets" embodied in the Itevenue Act of 1918, would
have to be changed so that, while permitting business to continue, this method of
avoiding tax was not permitted.

One limitation under section 326 (a) (2) on invested capital, on account of
tangible property paid In for stock or shares, was "the par value of the original
stock or shares' specifically Issued therefor," and paragraphs (4) and (5) of
section 320 without relief of any kind limited invested capital, because of intangible
property paid in for stock or shares, to "(b) the par value of the stock or shares
issued therefor, on March 3, 1917." But if a corporation's stock was without par
value, paragraph (b) of section 325 provided that the par value shall "be demed
to be the fair market value as of the date or dates of issue of such stock or shares."

At the time the Revenue Act of 1918 was passed, there were very few cotpora-
tions with capital stock without par value. New York was the first State which
authorized the issuance of such stock. This was in 1912. Prior to that date no
State of the United States authorized stock without par value. Legislation
authorizir such stock was enacted as follows:

1912 New York; 1916, Maryland; 1917, Delaware, California, and Maine;
1918 Virginia* 1919, Alabama, Illinois, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin,
and 

6
hio; 1926, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and'West Virginia.

Thus at the clo~c of 1920 16 States authorized such stock. By June 23, 1921,
it was permitted in 21 States. This number increased to 34 in 1923, and I
believe at the present time every State permits it. (See 5 Minn. L. R. 493 497;
21 Columbia L. R. 278 279; Randle v. i'nonn Coil Co., 206 Ala. 254.) When
the Revenue Act of 1918 was framed, only 6 States of the United States authorized
stock without par value and it is apparent that such stock was comparatively
rare at that time and that its growth did not commence until later.

In the hearings before the Joint Interstate Commerce Committees of the
Senate and House at Washington in regard to railroadsi, on December 2, 1916,
Senator Cuminins said (p. 399), in regard to the suggestion of the railroads that
they incorporate under Federal charters and issue stock without par value:"I recognize that it is a method. That simply deludes the country, that is all.
It avoids realization of the fact that the value of the property is less than the
capitalization."

In 1923, when the eighth edition of Cook on Corporations was issued, there
was still considerable controversy as to the propriety of such stock. Section 45d,
Cook on Corporations, comments as follows:

"The issue of stock without any par value whatsoever * * legalizes
instead of restricting large Lssues of stock for property. The theory of this recent
Innovation is that the American public shouldbe educated up to the idea that a
share of stock represents but a proportion of the corporate property. The
American public, however, is Incurably imbued with the idea that a share of
stock represents or should represent a fixed sum, instead of the Imagination or
machinations of promoters. As a matter of fact, the public generally has no
definite Idea of the value of property turned In for stock, and hence if unlimited
stock may be Is.sued for all kinds of property the danger of fraud is greatly in-
creased. "Unreliable men may Issue stock without par value to an amount limited
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only by their capacity to induce the public to buy it. It is of course safer for
promoters to issue stock without par value for choice assortments of property
but how the investor and the public benefit has not as yet appeared, Pref,'rrc
stock of no par value is sometimes issued at a low figure and yet with a preference
not only as to dividends but of $100 per share on dissolution. This adds a
gambling feature, but does not add to the usefulezs and standing of corporations.
It Is to be borne in mind that the corporation is the greatest instrument of modern
industrial progress. It gathers the surplus funds of millions for enterprises in-
volving billions. That which tends to discredit it is not for the public good.
Blue-Sky Laws check watered stock; stock with no par value has an opposite
effect. Stock with no par value renders possible watered stock with no liability.
The hundreds of cases in this chapter involved corporations which pretended to
have a capital, which they had not. Stock without par value practically requires
no capital and hence may prevent such suits, but it puts a premium on doing
business without capital and without liability. That proportion D4 almost a
fraud in Itself. 'Blue sky' laws may be some check on stock of no par value, but
it will be difficult to put a value on that which has no fixed value of its own.
As an eminent judge wrote the author 'Stock without par value is at most certain
to amplify the frauds through corporations, already sufficiently extensive.'
Stock without par value adds to the mystery as to what the stock really repre-
sents, and the public still compares the market price of such stock with $100
par, without regard whether or not the stock Is without par value."

Since the broad development of the use of no-par-value stock, the Implication
in the assignment of par value to stock (that payment of equal amount was
made) ha.q gone. Par value o stock no longer measures the value of property
paid in. The responsibility of directors under State laws, for the issuance of
stock with par value in excess of the actual value of property uniformly, In the
case of responsible persons, causes them to Issue considerable less par-value stock
than the appraised value of the property. Speculative flotations are usually
handled through stock without par value. In the case of stocks with par value,
new corporations usually show a substantial paid-in surplus. This Is particularly
true if the corporation starts with preferred stock because It sets aside a part of
the paid In surplus to sustain the dividends upon the preferred stock for a limited
period of time until the minimum anticipation of earnings of the corporation will
suffice for such payments. Many corporations use par-value stock where the
enterprise is legitimate only because under State laws the organization expense
is less and under Federal statutes the stock issuance and transfer taxes are more
fairly and accurately measured.

The provisions of the Revenue Act of 1918, limiting Invested capital under the
circumstances above stated to par value where a stock has par value and to market
value where the stock is without par value discriminate in favor of the stock with-
out par value. Their relative merits call for favor to par-value stock because par-
value stock has been used in the great majority of conservatively set-up companies;
in considerably less of watered flotations than has stock without par value. It
is just as easy to determine market value of par-value stock as of no-par-value
stock. There Is no reason for treating the two differently. -

My suggestion Is as follows:
Section 325 (a) (2) (3) and 14) of the Revenue Act of 1918 should be changed

in the new statute so as to read as follows:
(2) Actual cash value of tangible property other than cash, bona fide paid In

for stock or shares, at the time of such payment but In no case to exceed the fair
market value of the original stock or shares specifically issued therefor as of the
date or dates of Its issue, unless the actual cash value of such tangible property
at the time paid In is shown to the satisfaction ol the Commissloner to have been
clearly and substantially in excess of such fair market value of such stock or
shares, in which ease such excess shall be treated as paid In surplus.

(3) Intangible property, bona fide paid In for stock or shares, In an amount not
exceeding (a) the actual cash value of such property at the time paid In, or (b)
the market value of the stock or shares issued therefor at the time of issuance,
whichever is lower.

The foregoing change is essential in the case of many corporations. For
Instance, assume that a corporation starts with 1,000 shares of stock of the par
value of $100 each, has operated for 10 years and accumulated a surplus of $900,-
000, so that the actual book value of its stock is $1,000 per share. If this corpora-
tion purchased property of the value of $00,000 by the Luance of 00 additional
shares, par value $50000, there would be no sense or reason for limiting invested
capital by the par value of the shares or even making par value a primary limits-tion. it has nothing to do with the value of the property. The estate-tax and
income-tax laws pay no attention to par values of stock. - If a seller of property
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has income from the exchange of property for stock, it is not measured by par value
but by market value. An examination of mergers and consolidations effected In
the last 10 years will demonstrate that the par value of stock issued for property
in no manner measures the value of the property acquired. It has frequently,
happened that stock listed on the stock exchange, quoted at many times the par
value, has been accepted at the stock-market value for property transferred to the
corporation. Par value In such cases has no bearing or meaning upon the value of
property or the valu, placed upon it by the seller or the purchaser.

The Revenue Act of 1918 contalnedI a further limitation on invested capital
resulting from the acquisition of intangible property by the is-suance of stock
therefor, in the case of par value stocks to wit: It was limited to 25 percent of the
par value of the total stock or shares of the corporation outstanding at the begin-
ning of the first excess-profits tax In 1917 In the ease of intangibles acquired prior
thereto, or in the case of intangibles acquired after such date, 25 percent of the
par value of the stock or shares outstanding at the beginning of the taxable year.
If some arbitrary limitation were e.ssential, it could, of course, be measure by
market values in the case of par value stock as well as no par value stocks. But
I can see no reason for any such arbitrary limitation. In the case of many- busi-
nesses intangibles are the only substantial values, for instance, Coca-Coca com-
panies. If intangibles acquired wiith capital stock have a cash value in excess
of 25 percent of the total stock outstanding, why should the invested capital be
limited arbitrarily to any percentage of the stocks outstanding or issued at any
date?

Sections 327 and 32S of the Revenue Act of 1918 provided for an adjustment of
the tax where invested capital could not be determined under the normal rules or
where, owing to abnormal conditions affecting capital or income, the tax deter-
mined under the normal rules would work an exceptional hardship upon the cor-
poration. In such cases the tax was determined under section 328 at "the amount
which bears the same ratio to the net Income of the corporation * * * as the
average tax of representative corporations engaged in a like or similar trade or
business bears to their average net income." Although these sections were the
source of very severe criticism, something similar to them must be preserved.
Where a corporation is to a substantial extent a personal service corporation in
which invested capital is responsible for a part of the income, or where corpora-
tions account for income for long-term contracts on the completed contract basis,
so that reported income is not annual income and in many similar cases special
treatment must be accorded. The change in the definition of invested capital
suggested above will remove many of the cases brought under sections 327 and
328 of the 1018 act from the application of a similar provision. The limitation
of intangible sets as inve,4ted capital by the par value of the stock or shares
issued therefor required assessment under sections 327 and 328 in many cases.
But there was a severe impediment to the granting to substantial corporations of
consideration under sections 327 and 328. They were considered representative
and were used to measure the tax upon other corporations, so that notwithstand-
ing their merit sections 327 and 328 (lid not afford any relief to corporations if
they were among the largest in the industry. The impediment to the fair measure
of the tax In such case should be removed so far as it can be done by a fair defini-
tion of invested capital.

The war-profits tax of 1018 and the Canadian excess-profits tax were measured
by a basis other than invested capital. Under the war-profits tax of 1918, the
profits of the years 1911, 1912, and 1913 were considered normal and these profits,
plus 10 percent of the increase of invested capital since 1913, or 10 percent of the
invested capital for the year 1918, whichever was higher, was allowed as a deduc-
tion from income and the balance was subject to the war-profits tax. The Cana-
dian excess-profits tax is similar in its skeleton form. Such a tax is essentiallv
an emergency tax. In my opinion the country cannot sustain and will not func-
tion under it until after the citizens of the Nation have been enthused with the
fervor of war and the profit motive has lost Its usual superlative influence. Such
a tax, absent the enthusiasm of war Is destructive of the enthusiasm of the pur-
suit of profit. Neither income nor deductions are thingsof exact character Net
income is not uniform from year to year. Some years may result in loss. Such
a tax Is not the percentage of actual net income which It purports to be. In
many eases it would equal or exceed all real net Income, particularly over a
series of years. Such a tax can be sustained for 1 year. In my opinion it can-
not be sustained over a period of years, except possibly during a war in which
the Nation is united. If imposed now, it will be unfair and possibly break down
the economic, financial, and operating facilities of the Nation.

Yours very truly,
A. LOWENHAuPT.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN V. LAWRENCE, GENERAL MANAGER, AMER-

ICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS, INC., WASHINGTON, D. C.

The CHAIRMAN,-. The next witness is Mr. John V. Lawrence, repre-
senting the American Trucking Association.

Please give your name and address to the stenographer.
Mr. LAw.ECE.', Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee:

My name is John V. Lwrence. I am general manager of the Amer-
ican Trucking Associations, Inc., with offices at 1013 Sixteenth Street
NW., Washington, D. C.

Mr. Chairman, I regret that, through a misunderstanding, I ar-
rived after my name had been called.

Mr. THEAEDWAY. ,May I ask you a question with reference to your
association?

Mr. LAWRENCE. Yes.
Mr. TREADWAY. You say it is a federation?
Mr. LAWRExCE. The association is a federation of 50 associations

in the various States, the District of Columbia, and the Territory. of
Hawaii. Its membership represents ever, type of trucking service.

Mr. TREADWAY. Do you mean that it has a board of directors in
the different States?

Mr. LAWRENC.. That is correct.
Mr. TREADWAY. And they are all individual operators?
Mr. LAWRENCE. They are individual associations, some 50 asso-

ciations which have been federated into a corporation under one head.
They vote in the national organization through seven delegates from
each State. We have, since the Massachusetts motortruck law,
incorporated in Massachusetts, and that corporation is located in
that State. And also throughout the other States.

Mr. TREADWAY. The headquarters is at Boston, Mass.?
Mr. LAWRENCE. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you testifying as a businessman or as an

attorney?
Mr. LAWRENCE. I am not an attorney. I am manager of tho

association here.
Mr. TREADWAY. You have had practical experience in the business?
Mr. LAWRENCE. I have been connected with, this business for about

16 years, in 47 different countries, and have had to work with these
operators in various capacities.

Mr. TREADWAY. And you are qualified then to speak?
Mr. LAWRENCE. Well, I hope so.
We had been fearful that, as in the La Follette amendment to the

Revenue Act of 19.10, excess profits would be assessed on a basis of
"return on invested capital." We filed a memorandum with your tax
advisers-pointed out the punitive effects which such a basis of assess-
ment would have on our industry, a service industry, as compared to
an investment industry. We do appreciate the efforts made by your
subcommittee to be fair with this and other industries siinilarlv
situated, as indicated by our conception of the proposals now before
you.

The trucking industry, like all American industries, stands four-
square behind the progrni to rearm this country to insure our security.

As all other industries, and the whole people of the Nation, the
trucking industry knows the bill must be paid and that increased
taxes are inevitable.
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The trucking industry, private and for hire, pays all of the general
business taxes that other industries or businesses pay.

In addition the trucking industry has been paying over $100,000,000
annually of the excise taxes on automotive equipment, parts, fuels,
and lubricants, collected by the Federal Government. No other form
of transportation pays this special form of Federal tax.

Since July 1, the Federal gasoline tax, the major portion of these
excise taxes, has been increased by .50 percent, and the other items
have likewise been increased. This further special imposition was
placed on the trucking industry, still with other forms of transporta-
tion left scot free.

For the use of highways, all motor vehicles pay special taxes to the
States. License fees, gasoline taxes, and so' forth. The former
Federal Coordinator of Transportation, Chairman Joseph B. Eastman,
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, recently issued a study on
the so-called highway subsidy question. The study showed that,
without crediting motor-vehicle owners with Federa excise taxes or
special motor taxes legally diverted by the States to nonhighway
purposes, motor vehicle owners overpaid their share of highwayV
costs by $501,138,000 in the period from 1921 to 1937. The amount
of overpayment was greatest in the later years, totaling $110,772,000
for the year 1937.

Mr. Eastman found that trucks more than paid their share of high-
way costs, by as much as $287 per vehicle per year on the largest
for-hire vehicle.

Thus, Mr. Eastman's report shows that the trucking industry not
only more than pays for the highway use through State special taxes,
but, in addition to paying general business taxes like all other enter-
prises, it pays special Fedleral excise taxes visited on few other busi-
nesses, and on no other form of transportation. It is thus paying more
than its pro rata share of Federal government imposts.

Proposals such as embodied in the La Folletto amendment, applied
to our industry, would retard greatly its continued service to the
country's industrial, agricultural, and commercial life, and particularly
to its national-defense program.

This industry has grown, particularly in its intercity branches,
during the last decade and a half. In the for-hire branch, the units
that compose it today had humble beginnings in the main. They were
started in a modest way by a rate clerk from some industrial concern
or from some other form of transportation; by a man who bought a
truck and started in business by driving it hiniself; by small-business
men from other fields of endeavor who saw an opportunity in this
industry; and by people in similar stations in life. These little lines
grew as time went on without the benefit of outside capital. They
expanded in the American way by plowing back their earnings into
the operation. And it must be remembered that as they grew they
made a tremendous contribution to reemployment in this country
during the depression years and since. In the letter of transmittal of
the N. R. A. Code foi the Trucking Industry by General Johnson, it
was estimated that over 300,000 persons had been reemployed by this
industry by 1934. This reemployment has continued since 1934 at
almost the same pace.

To accomplish this reemployment required capital. On an average,
50 cents of every dollar taken in goes into wages in our industry.
But equipment must be bought, terminals and garage facilities ex-
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panded, heavy investments made in license plates. The truck
operator was faced with the capital-acquiring problems of all small-
business men, only more so than the average because of the nature of
his business, lie paid through the nose for short-term financing, as a
general rule.Theic firms started by individuals and operated as either partner-
ships or sole proprietorslips, have in recent years incorporated, to keep
alive rights and franchises obtained by theimi under the Federal Motor
Carrier Act of 1935.

The motor-carrier industry is among the newest and largest of the
country's industries, but it 'is composed in the main of small enter-
prises. Of more than 30,000 motor carriers subject to the jurisdiction
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, only a few more than 1,100
are in class I, that is, doing a gross business of S100,000 or more per
year. Even the largest concerns are not considered as big business
enterprises by present-day standards.

As I have stated, the motor carriers have had to finance themselves
largely. Those who have obtained capital from banks or other outside
institutions are so few that their number is practically negligible.
Reconstruction Finance Corporation financing of the motor-carrier
industry is likewise almost negligible. Testimony being given at a
hearbnj pending before the Interstate Couneree Commission, con-
cerning te merger of a number of operations along tie Atlantic sea-
board to be capitalized at, only $25,000,000, shows that the greatest
stimulus to the proposed merger is the desire among those participating
in it to obtain capital sufficient to take care of the needs of their ex-
panding businesses. So far the history of the trucking industry has
shown that it has had to earn its own capital before it'could expand.

The motor-carrier industry is what might be termed a hazardous
business insofar as business risk is concerned. One notes that in a
recent study made by the Federal Government on the subject of trade
barriers that interfere with the free flow of interstate commerce, ap-
proximately one-third of the State laws so labeled had to do with
motor-vehicle operation. In the past 2 years over 10.000 bills applying
to motor vehicles in some form or another were introduced in the 48
State legislatures. 'Many of these were inimical to the motor carrier
industry, prompted by their coin petitors. The industry in every State
is constantly living under the threat of punitive legislation such as
burdensome restrictions as to sizes and weights of its vehicles, or the
taxes that they will pay, any of which might drive out of business the
carrier himself or render useless his fleet of vehicles.

In a business of this kind. so situated insofar as its ability to obtain
financiig is concerned, a fair rate of return must of necessity be con-
siderably higher than an industry not confronted with these business
risks.

To demonstrate how the industry would be affected by an excess-
profits tax based on invested capital we should like to refer to certain
figures from statement No. 4012 of the Bureau of Statistics, Interstate
Commerce Commission, entitled "Statistics of class I Motor Carriers
for the Year Ended December 31 1938." Tite 944 class I carriers
reporting, both corporations as well as sole proprietorships and part-
nerships, had a total invested capital of $55,164,615. The same carri-
ers had for the period a gross revenue of $310,688,686. In other words,
their turnover of invested capital in relation to gross business done
was at the rate of 5.63 times per year.
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This turn-over of nearly six times per year in relationship between
invested capital and gross revenue of the motor-carrier industry can
be compared to a turn-over of once every 6 years as reflected in an
investment industry like the railroads.

During the year 1938, these 944 class I motor carriers had a com-
bined net income before income taxes of $7,725,373. This would show
a profit* of 2.49 percent on the gross revenue, and 14 percent on the
invested capital.

At this point, it is interesting to note a concurring opinion of Com-
missioner Joseph B. Eastman in MC-F-1108, Keeshin Freight Lines,
Inc., Issuance of Notes, decided by the Interstate Commerce Conmis-
sion on February 3, 1940. In his concurring opinion, Commissioner
Eastman said:

It should be borne in mind, also, that motor-carrier operations differ radically
from railroad operations In a respect which is here pertinent. Railroads require
a heavv investment in permanent or long-lived property. Even railroad loco-
motives and cars have comparatively long lives. Motor carriers, on the other
hand, require a relatively insignificant investment, and for the most part it goes
into automotive vehicles which have short lives and depreciate very rapidly.
The tangible assets of a motor carrier, in the event of liquidation, can be de.
ended upon for little in the way of value. The financial soundness of such a
c: rrier has, therefore, a small relation to its tangible assets but is dependent upon
the skill with which operations are conducted and the market which is thus created
for its services. Those engaged In the business are accustomed to reckon the
profits which mark financial success, not in terms of the percentage return realized
upon the depreciated value of tangible assets, but in terms of the percentage of
gross revenue which is earned. Yet the percentage of gross which brings financial
success is small compared with the like percentage which is necessary to produce
as much as a 6 percent return on railroad Investment. A motor carrier with an
operating ratio of 90 normally Is prosperous, whereas for similar prosperity a
railroad needs a operating ratio of 70 or better.

In 1938, the operating ratio of these class I motor carriers, that is, the
ratio of their operating expense to operating income, was slightly in
excess of 97 percent. 1938 was not a very good year. In figures just
released by the Interstate Commerce Commission on 1939 revenue
and expenses, 1,105 class I motor carriers of property showed an
operating ratio of 95.14 percent.

In both these years the operating ratios were considerably higher,
and thus less favorable, than what Commissioner Eastman indicatedd
was a prosperous condition for a motor carrier, namely, an operating
ratio of 90 percent. And yet, if for instance 10 percent was considered
a fair return on invested capital, motor carriers even in the poor year
of 1938 would have been subject to a levy for excess profits, having
earned as shown 14 percent on their invested capital.

One point which we have not previously mentioned in connection
with motor-carrier capitalization is the fact that in a growing industry
of this kind terminal properties are not usually owned. They are
leased. The La Follette amendment to the Revenue Act of 1940
made no allowance for property used in the business but not owned.
The property owned and used, but not fully paid for, contributed
toward the net earnings in the same ratio as the property which is
debt free. Likewise the lease hold estates and other leased properties
make the same contribution. The inclusion of both owned and/or
used property in the investment base would be strictly in accord with
the policy followed in other cases, such as the recapture provision of
the Transportation Act of 1920. By the very nature of operating
practices in this industry, it would have a marked effect on the base
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for awssment of excess profits, if invested capital was chosen as the
base.

To illustrate, let us again refer to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission's report on class I motor carriers of property for 1938. In
table 6, under the heading of "Operating expenses," we find an item
of "Operating rents-Net" of $7,239,446. With little exception, this
covers rental of terminal, warehouse, and garage properties mainly.
Rentals on this type of property yield generally a low gross return,
as compared to apartment houses, for instance, where the owner
furnishes so many services and pays so many maintenance charges.
Such properties, 'therefore, would be valued at at least 7 times, if
not 10 or more times, the rentals. Taking the low figure of 7, class
I carriers' invested capital would be increased from $55,164,615 by
$50,676,122 to $105,840,737, if principles of tie Transportation Act
of 1920 were applied. Thus the return of 14 percent on invested
capital would be reduced to one of 6.7 percent.

Furthermore, as we have already shown, while motor carriers have
no right-of-way investments, they do pay public authorities for their
rights-of-way through license fees and gasoline taxes. In 1. C. C.'s
1938 report on class I motor carriers, table 10, "Operating taxes and
licenses," two items appear. They are "Gasoline, other fuel, and
lubricating oil" at $7,816,63i and '"Public utility taxes and licenses"
at $6,040,335, a total of $13.356.972. Most of this figure are these
special State motor-vehicle taxes that go to build highways, the
trucks' right-of-way. Under railroad valuation procedure" estab-
lished by Congress, leased trackage rights were capitalized and in-
cluded in valuation of the lessee road, unless they were joint trackage
facilities shared with the owner and thus included in the owning
road's valuation. This payment for trackage facilities or highway
use, by motor carriers through special taxation if capitalized on
accepted principles, would more than double the capital of this
industryv.

Finally, we believe the term "invested capital" should include and
not exclude borrowed capital. As 1 stated, our industry, like other
industries composed of little-business men, has not had free and
economical access to capital sources. This capital has been borrowed
under difficult conditions and terms, anti at heavy cost. A small
return may be earned on it to compensate the carter to some small
degree for the risk taken, the increased purchases of supplies made,
and the employment afforded. Yet, under such a base for excess
profits as contained in the La Follette amendment, such borrowed
capital would be ruled out of the base, and even meager earnings on
it would fall in many cases on the narrow definition of invested
capital with heavy impact, subjecting the excess-profit levies returns
otherwise considered modest from all ordinary business standards.
In other words, tle little man, who did not Love the money, but
who, in the words of a figure in American history, "hired the money."
but who, contrary to that incident, does pay tfie hire and pays back
the money, too, should not be penalized.

In this'connection, may I point out that table I of the I. C. C.'s
1938 report on class I motor carriers of property shows the following
item of borrowed capital: "Total equipment 'and other long-term
obligations," totaling $15,921,872.

We believe also that surplus is a part of capital and as such should
be included in the base. This is particularly true in this industry.
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Motor carriers are subject to financial control both by the Interstate
Commerce Commission and the State public utility commissions.
Past experience indicates that it would be most difficult, in some cases
impossible, to secure permission to convert those surpluses into
capital stock. In table 1, class I carriers are shown as having total
unappropriated surplus of $16,396,477 at December 31, 1938.

Thus, even forgetting capitalization of highway rights-of-way paid
for by special taxes, combining the invested capital of $55,1b4.615
with $50,676,122, the valuation of leased properties, $15,921,872 of
borrowed capital, and $16,396,477 of unappropriated surplus, would
yield a total capital base of $138,159,186. With this figure as a base.
earnings would have been at the rate of 5.6 percent in 1938, instead
of 14 percent under the La Follette proposal.

At first glance, allowing an option to the taxpayer to take average
earnings from 1936 to 1939, inclusive, as a base for figuring excess
profits, would be eminently fair. But let us look at what happens to
this industry.

Motor carriers came under Federal regulation in 1935. Opponents
of the measure in Congress predicted increased motor freight rates
from the measure. But the result was just the opposite. Inter-
state motor freight rates had not been generally public information.
On April 1, 1936, Interstate motor freight rates, filed with the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, became known publicly. An orgy of
rate reductions ensued, as between motor carriers, and as between
motor carriers and other carriers. It continued until the fall of 1937
with little abatement. Motor carriers had progressively descended
to the plane of the rail carriers, who had been through the depression
importuning the Congress and the people to save them from financial
collapse.

Then in the fall of 1937, with the bottom dropping out of business
activity, rail carriers petitioned the Interstate Commerce Commission
for a at increase of 15 percent in rates. Motor carriers and other
carriers joined in this petition. The Commission granted a 10-percent
increase in rates, 6 percent on agricultural and certain bulk commod-
ities. As a result, while returns to the carriers in 1938 were poor,
the country's transportation agencies had been saved.

Let me show the story as regards motor carriers in specific ternis.
In the Fifteen Percent Rate Increase Case, Ex parte 123, before the
Interstate Commerce Commission, a witness for our aw-.wiation testi-
fied as to reports received from our carriers for 1955, 1936, and the
first 9 months of 1937. For 1935, 389 carriers reported an operating
ratio of expense to income of 96.16 percent; 434 carriers reported an
operating ratio of 97.52 percent in 1936, and an operating ratio of
99.65 percent for the first 9 months of 1937. Statement Q-800 of
the Interstate Commerce Commission shows an operating ratio of
99.08 percent for 883 class I carriers in 1937.

Corresponding operating ratios based on reports of class I carriers
to the Interstate Commerce Commission were 97.26 percent in 1938,
and 95.14 percent in 1939. Comparing these operating ratios with
the 90-percent figure quoted by Chairman Eastman of the Interstate
Commerce Commission as signifying prosperous conditions for a
motor carrier, what have we in the base period here proposed?

While in 1935 motor-carrier earnings were "fair," in 1936 they were
"poor"; in the first 9 months of 1937 they were "dreadful" and in the
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full year they were "calamitous"; in 1938 they were "poor"; and in
1939 they were "fair."

Thus, using this 4-year period as a base period, exemptions from
excess-profits levies allowed would be on the basis of some average
between "poor" and "fair." "Good" earnings would be subject to
excess-profits taxes and the penalty on "prosperous conditions"
would be appalling.

From a general view of business conditions over the 1936-39 period,
therefore, it would appear that in nil fairness the base period should be
reduced to the 2-year period 1938-39. We do not ask this for our own
industry alone. 'We feel that many other industries similar in chai-
acter are in the same boat.

The motor-transport inlustry is fit, willing, and able to cooperate
with the Government both in the present defense program now under
way or in any emergency that might confront this country.

I the lasi war, motor trucks, even the cumbersome, solid-tired,
poorly engined vehicles of those days, operating without benefit of the
far-flung hard-surfaced highway system our country enjoys today,
did an outstanding job both in the theater of war in Europ~e and II
the service of supply on this side of the Atlantic.

Since the World War, tremendous truck fleets have been built.
These trucks are not the old-time inefficient vehicle of war days, but
modern light-weight, fast, full-powered pneumatic-tired vehicle.
Efficient operating methods have been developed and personnel has
been trained as the fleets grew.

We had 326,000 trucks in 1017, expanded to 4h' million today. We
had little or no organization in the industry then. We have it today.

Every week brings further news from Europe showing tie increasing
importance of motortruck transportation. In the newspapers, the
great bulk of the news of this kind covers the use of motorized equip-
ment in actual battle. But the greatest story to be told will be the
use by Germany of motor transport in its service of supply.

Lo;g residence in Europe in the late twenties and early thirties, and
intensive travel in all countries on that continent, gave me some inkling
of the planning that was clone to use motor transport to the fullest in
the present war. Scattered information from former connections and
acquaintances indicates that when our military intelligence service
has the full story of this phase of the war, it'will find that motor
transportation played the dominant role in not only actual combat
but also in the seriice of supply .

Since 1917-18, too, there has been a revolutionary change in our
production set-up. Production methods have been brought to a far
higher degree of perfection by the use of fast, flexible motor trans-
portation working as an integral part of the system.

The motor-transport industry has grown to giant proportions. It
is a separate, independent ind~istry, developing along different lines
and furnishing a different type ol service from any other forn of
transportation. One has only to examine the interplant operations,
as well as the methods used in assembling parts from other manufac-
turers in the automobile and airplane industries, to realize the extent
of this change at a glance. As many industries expand beyond civilian
requirements to care for increased defense needs, demand by these
plants for their customary fast overnight truck service Will rise
proportionately.
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If the motor carriers of this country are to carry on and to take
their full share of the burden of national defense, any taxes which
would be punitive in effect would be disastrous.

In conclusion, we ask that, in view of the vital need of this country
for efficient transportation, now more than at any other time, the
following proposals be considered by the committee.

1. That where the taxpayer elects to use average earnings, the base
to determine exemptions be changed front the years 1936 to 1939,
inclusive, to the 2-year period 1938 and 1939.

2. That where invested capital be used as the base to determine
exemptions, the term be broadened front the restricted definition of
the La Follette amendment to the Revenue Act of 1940 so as to
include-

(a) At reasonable valuation all property or facilities used in the
business and paid for through lease or otherwise, but not owned.

(b) Unappropriated surplus of the carriers and
(c) Borrowed capital, such as equipment obligations and bonds and

other obligations.
Mr. COOPER. I would like to ask a qnrstion, if I may.
Mr. LAWRENCE. Yes.
Mr. COOPER. I did not quite understand what you said about tie

excise tax. I must have misunderstood you. I got the impression
that you said $100,000,000 a year on tubes and tires.

Mr. LAWRENCE. That was'the estimate based on the rates prior
to the last revenue act, with tie 1 cent gas tax.

Mr. COOPER. You do not mean the industry pays $100,000,000 a
year in excise tax on tires.

Mr. LAWRENCE. That is both for hire and for private; the tax
runs-

Mr. COOPER (interposing). You mean on tires alone? The total
revenue for automobile tires last year was not more than $41,000,000.

Mr. LAWRENCE. Pardon me. I am not, talking about tires, but
on parts anti the trucks themselves; that is on all parts of the trucking
industry, with the 1 cent gasoline tax.

M r. LooPEm. I misunderstood you.
Mr. LAWRENCE. I am sorry if 1 gave you that imprfteion. I meant

the entire group of taxes, of excise taxes.
Mr. COOPER. You reconmend that the years 1938 and 1939 be

used as the base period, leaving out the years 1936 and 1937?
Mr. LAWRENcE. Those arc our preference for th- I years, yes, in

view of the operation.
Mr. CooPER. You mean that 's what would be preferable to your

business, but you would not advocate that as a tax policy?
Mr. LAWRENCE. I have just tried to show what effect it has on us.

We might have to select certain years out of the four.
Mr. COOPER. I am talking about the recommendation which you

make as the base period which would be the years 1938 and 1939.
For many businesses in this country the years 1936 and 1937 wero
the best years we had, were they not?

Mr. LAWRENCE. That is quite possible. I am not sufficiently in-
formed to say.

Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Lawrence, in that ver- connection, while
you have a very good brief, I think you can see from this how
difficult the situation confronting tie committee is. I do not know
whether you were here, but when Mr. Davidson was testifying lie
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said that it would be terrible to leave out 1936 and 1937, and you
advocate leaving them out, which leaves the committee in a rather
difficult position.

Mr. LAWRENCE. As I said, we would be perfectly willing to take 2
years, but it would suit us if those 2 years could'be used of the 4.

Mr. CooPER. Of course, if we provide a base period for 4 years,
the years 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939 and also provide that a corpo-
ration might use any 2 of the 4 it wanted to, some of them might want
to take 1938 and 1939.

Mr. LAWRENCE. I think we would take 1936 and 1939.
The CHAIRMAN. How would it do to let the taxpayer select the

years?
Mr. LAWRENCE. What I an trying to point out, Mr. Chairman, is

that an industry of this kind, as Mr. Eastman has pointed out, where
your results come from the public itself and not from invested capital,
a base of this kind does hit heavy upon it where your very poor years
have to be taken care of in your good years.

Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Lawrence, I am under the impression your
brief was prepared before the subcommittee's report.

Mr. LAWRENcE. That is correct.
Mr. TREADWAY. Because in your No. 2 on 8ae S and I think in

one other place you made reference to the so-called a Follette amend-
mnent.

Mr. LAWRENCE. Yes.
Mr. TREADWAY. If you examine the report tie subcommittee

made yesterday or the day before you will find the definition con-
tained therein "is very different front what was formerly the La Fol-
lette amendment.

Mr. LAWRENCE. I wmderstand it is.
Mr. TREADWAY. How long has the trucking industry been building

up to its present proportions?
Mr. L~wRENcE. It is probably the oldest form of land trsporta-

tion. It is the horse-drawn velcle changed into a motor. The real
first development of the over-tIhe-road development came in the last,
war. We only had 300,000 of the solid-tire vehicles in the country,
and most of them had difficulty. The real development comes froin
about 1927, when the first pneumatic tires were adapted to trucks,
when they could build lighter vehicles and power them more heavily.
So the real development conies from about 1927.

Mr. TE AWAY. They have been in existence about 12 or 13 years
and grown into large proportions.

Mr. LAwRENCE. That is true.
Mr. TREADWAY. I)o you represent the so-called interlocking method

of transportation? For instance, the truck industry will accept a
freight shipment from Boston to San Francisco, will ii not?

Mr. LAWRENCE. That is rather rare, over those distances.
Mr. TREADWAY. There is an agreement whereby that could be done?
Mr. LAWRENCE. Under the Motor Carriers Act, of course, joint

rates were entered into, and transfers are made Pt New York of ship-
ments from Boston to Washington.

Mr. TR EADw AY. As a matter of information, because I am inter-
ested in transportation matters, how many licenses are your members
obliged to have? You have to have a Feleral license and a license in
each State, as I understand. What is the arrangement there?

234391-40.--12
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Mr. LAWRENCE. Not exactly in each State. For instance, the
State of Maine has no reciprocity while on the other hand Mas-m-
chusetts has a recei procal agreement with certain other States.

Mr. TREADWAY. I see a great many trucks going through Massa-
chusetts from Ohio. That must be'quite a central point for dis-
tribution.

Mr. LAWRENCE. That is true. As a rule these trucks have to have
State plates and I. C. C. plates, and they afi cost quite a little money.

Mr. TREADWAY. And do you count that in the payment you make?
Mr. LAWRENCE. Yes; a medium-sized concern will have to invest

at the beginning of each license year from $15,000 to $20,000 in plates.
Mr. TREADWAY. How many trucks would that mean?
Mr. LAWRENCE. About 20 or 25 trucks,
Mr. TREADWAY. That would be about $800 for one truck.
Mr. LAWRENCE. They have to have multiple plates.
Mr. T EADWAY. The Federal plate does not entitle you to any

State privileges?
Mr. LAWRENCE. That is merely an identification tag that the Inter-

state Commerce Commission uses, and I think it is at a very small cost,
about 25 cents, to send it to the carrier.

Mr. TREADWAY. It is really the State licenses that are expensive?
Mr. LAWRENCE. That is true.
Mr. TREADWAY. That is the reason you say you are entitled to use

of the highways constructed by the States in which you are paying a
share of the upkeep and construction, through State licenses and the
purchase of gasoline and supplies as you go through the various States.

Mr. LAWRENCE. I wollike to mention the fact that we depend
a &reat deal on suggestions made by Mr. Eastman recently published,
going into all those matters under his original duties as Federal
Director of Transportation.

Mr. TREADWAY. Of course, we all have a very high regard for Mr.
Eastman's official opinion, and therefore I feel very cordial toward
the attitude of the trucking industry or trucking companies.

Mr. KN UTsoN. What is the average net income on investment
earned on the average.

Mr. LAWRENCE. I have some figures in this statement. This is
based on those carriers reporting. It depends on what you take as
investment. If we just took the invested capital, in the full year of
1938 it was 14 percent on the invested capital. That is quite low.
In many cases they are subjected to the jurisdiction of the Interstate
Commerce Commission and the.State public utilities commissions
and very often the people would like to issue stock, but they are not
permitted to do so by the regulatory body. If we took in the leased
properties at even seven times theirvalue, it would be quite low, and
if you took the unapprpriated surplus, that 14 percent would be
reduced to about 6, percent return on the investment, including
borrowed capital as well.

Mr. KNUTSON. What are the average earnings per truck?
Mr. LAWRENCE. Those trucks vary so much it is hard to say. I

have tried to work that out with the Commission people, but it is
rather difficult to do it.

Mr. KNUTSON. Do you suppose you folks pay a gross-earnings tax
of 5 percent?

Mr. LAWRENCE. You do not earn 5 percent.
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Mr. KNUTSON. The railroads have to pay it whether they earn it
or not, in Minnesota, regardless of whether they are in tie red or in
the black.

Mr. LAWRENCE. We have the corporate tax and the licenses, and
we have to invest in license plates whether we make any money or not.

Mr. KNUTSON. How does the tax on a truckbig company compare
with the tax on railroads?

Mr. LAWRENCE. If you ask that question, it can be pointed out
that we will have a turn-over on our capital, depending on its usage,
three or six times a year, so the gross earning tax is very heavy on
trucking operations. The railroads have a turn-over once every 6
years.

Mr. KNUTSON. Of course, the railroads maintain a right-of-way
whereas trucks use the public highways.

It would be pretty hard, I assume, to arrive at a fair comparison.
I am wondering, as I have heard you make your statement, how it

would affect the trucking companies operating in Minnesota if they
were obliged to pay the State 5 percent of their gross.

Mr. LAWRENcr. They do have to in most States. There ae many
States that assess carriers for hire on a similar gross income. In
Virginia, for instance, it is 2 percent on gross receipts of carriers. If
I understand your question, it is whether, with all of our other taxes,
we could afford topay 5 percent.

Mr. KNUTSON.0 Could you afford to pay a 5-percent tax on gross
income in lieu of all other taxes?

Mr. LAWRENCE. We would be getting a big reduction.
Mr. KNUTSON. How much does the average truck earn per year?
Mr. LAWRENCE. They should gross $1,000 a month, or $12,000 a

year. That is the road truck. There are various others.
Mr. KNuTsoN. And the tax on that truck is about $800.
Mr. LAWRENCE. That is merely the licenses; yes sir. That truck

will burn gas at the rate of about 2J or 3 miles to the gallon.
The CHAIRMAN. We (hank you very much for your appearance and

for the statement you ijave given the committee.
We will now adjourn untif next Monday morning at 10 o'clock.
(Thereupon, at 5:15 p. t., the committee adjourned to meet

Monday, August 12, 1940, at 10 a. m.)
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MONDAY, AUGUST 19, 1940.

IOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
COMMIVEE ON WAYS AND MErANS.

Washington, D. C.
The committee met at 10 a. in., lion. Robert L. Doughton (chair-

man) presiding.
The CHAIRMAx. The committee will please come to order.
The first witness on the calendar this morning is Colonel Gorrell.
Will you please give to the reporter your name and address and the

capacity in which you appear.

STATEMENT OF COL. EDGAR S. OORRELL, PRESIDENT, AIR
TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, CHICAGO, ILL.

Colonel GORRELL. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
my name is Edgar S. Gorrell. I am president of the Air Transport
Association of America. The Air 'T'tnsport Association of America
is a voluntary organization of the scheduled air lines of this country.

The members of that organization are American Airlines, Inc.
Boston-Maine Airways, Inc., Braniff Airways, Inc., Chicago &
Southern Air Lines, Inc., Continental Air Lines, Inc., Delta Air
Lines, Eastern Air Lines, Inc., Inland Air Lines, Inc., Inter-Island
Airwa-s, Ltd., Mid-Continent Airlines. Inc., National Airlines, Inc.,
Northwest Airlines, Inc., Pan American Airways System, Pennsyl-
vania-Central Airlines Corporation Transcontinental & Wes-tern Air,
Inc.. United Air Lines Transpoit Corporittion, W western Air Express
Carjoration, Wilmington-Catalina Airline, Ltd.

Associate members are Canadian Airways, Ltd., Trans-Canada Air
Lines.

The officers of the organization are Edgar S. Gorrell, president,
Thomas F. Ryan, III, vice president; Fowler W. Barker, secretary
and treasurer.

The board of directors are T. H. Bi-aniff, Jack Frye. C. Bedell Monro,
W. A. Patterson, E. V. Rickenbacker, Robert F. Six, and C. H. Smith.

The Pan American organization is not a regular member. It is an
associate member, an overseas member.

The objects and purposes of the association are:
1. To promote and develop the business of transporting persons.

goods, and mail by aircraft between fixed termini, on regii ar sched.
ules and through special service, to the end that the best interests
of the public and the members of this association be served.

2. To advocate the enactment of just and proper laws governing
the air line business.
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3. To promote closer relations with and cordial cooperation among
the members.

4. To promote friendly relations with, and to secure the coopera-
tion and good will of the public.

5. To improve the transportation service bTy its members.
0. To promote the construction of proper airports and airway aids

over such routes as will best insure benefit to the public and the
air line business, and to promote the maintenance, repair, and im-
provemient of all airports used by air line operators.

7. To promote the establishment of necessary terminals and con-
necting schedules.

8. To cooperate with all public officials in securing the proper en-
forceient of all laws affecting air transportation.

9. To promote aviation safety in general.
10. 'T6 do all things tending to promote the betterment of air

lines business, and in general to do everything in its power to best
serve the interest and welfare of the members of this association and
the public at large.
I have never appeared before this committee or the Finance Coi-

inittee of the Senate on any prior occasion, and as far as I know, no
member of our organization has ever appeared before either com-
mittee. I speak only, with your permission, in the layman's lan-
guage, and if you desire to have me crystallize any point I make, I
would like the privilege of submitting for the record a paragraph
covering any point you would like to have crystallized.

'IlIe C AIRIAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Colonel GoREULL. The air lines of the United States, as a success-

ftil commercial air-transport system, are a creature of a farseeing
Congress.

Prior to the sununer of 1938, they were on a basis that was not
s l(, either from a Federld point'of view or a business point of
view. In 1038 the Cong ess passed the Civil Aeronautics Act. If
I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to read a statement made by
the President of the United States concerning that act.On January 24,1939, in a communication to time National Aviation
Forum lie ndd:

Civil aviation is clearly recognitzd as the backlog of national defense in
the Vivil Aeronautics Act which set up the effective machinery for a com-
prehensive national policy with respect to the air.

Underlying the statute is the principle that the country's welfare in time
of peace and its safety In time of war rests upon the existence of a stabilized
nicraft production-an economically and technically sound air transportation
system, both domestic and overseas-an adeqtnte supply of well-trained civilian
pilots and ground personnel.

This new national policy set up by the Congress views American aviation
as a special problem requiring special treatment. Aviation is the only form
of transportation which operates in a medium which knows no frontiers but
touches alike all countries of the earth. One fact which stands out is that
hardly another civil activity of our people bears such a direct and intimate
relation to the national security as does civil aviation. It supplies a reservoir
of inestimable value to our military and naval forces in the form of men
,nd machines, while at the same time it keeps an industry so geared that it
can be instantly diverted to the production of fighting planes in the event of
national emergency.

As Secretary Stimson testified before the Ways and Means Com-
mnittee on August 9, 1910, "Air power today has decided the fate
of nations."
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Germany has dominated invaded countries because it had both

fighting planes and planes to transport men and material quickly
to any point. Fighting planes alone are often helpless.

This Nation's military cargo and transport complement for its
fighting planes is exceedingly small. The reason is that our war
plans contemplate that the scheduled air lines will furnish necessary.
additional cargo and transport complement as need arises. At a
moment's notice, they are to devote their resources to this purpose
for days or weeks or months or longer as required from time to
time and place to place as emergencies arise.

With our greatly augmented military Air Force, the scheduled
air lines must greatly increase their equipment in order to Flay this
part and to meet the other needs of an emergency, suc i as the
purchase of special radio facilities gasoline depots and so forth.

This contemplated use of the scheduled air lines saves the tax-
payers many millions of dollars. Even as of 2 years ago, with our
then small air force and the correspondingly smaller air transport
network then existing, the cost to the Anmy of maintaining a trans-
port complement the size of that then provided by the air linei-
and not counting the cost of purchasing the planes--would have
been between $30,000,000 and $40.000,000 annually.

For this reason, among others, the military has seen to it that
=rovision is at all times made in the factories for meeting air line
orders along with the military orders.

And Secretary Edison of the Navy announced on June 24, 1940,
that the policy of the Navy De partment considered the air lines
"as a necessary adjunct, of nzitiona defense with requirements second
in importance only to those of the armed forces."

Because of their peculiar place in our national life, the air lines
have begun an equipment purchasing program which in the next
few vears may have to run to over $150,000,000, despite the small
invesAtment of the industry, which totals only about $00,000,000 for
all our lines, foreign and domestic.

Indeed present orders already exceed cash available by 300 per-
cent. Through carrying out this program the airlines will ulti-
mately save the Army probably more than a total of $)0,,00ii
in the cost of maintaining a transport complement of the size other-
wise necessary. In addition they will save the Army the cost of
purchasing these lplanes-perhaps a saving of an additional $I0,.
000,000. This figure is four times the amount that Saturday's tes-
timony indicated this excess-profits act might raise in 1940. *

This program was made possible by the Civil Aeronautics Act of
1938. In title IV of that act Congress provided that an expert
Civil Aeronautics Board should from time to time determine h ow
much income the carriers need in order to meet these defense and
commercial requirements, and should through mail pay make up the
difference between ordinary commercial revenues and the total suns
required. But no more than that amount is to be permitted. See
section 406 (b). Thus the Board determines exactly hIiow much each
carrier must have and provides that sum through mail pay. Since
mail pay is about one-third of the carrier's total revenues, this niean
that the Board absolutely controls profits. And it does so accord.
ing to its determination of the needs of national defense and corn.
nlerce.
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Tie Board likewise regulates passenger and express rates for the
domestic carriers, and controls the accounts, records, and practices
of all carriers tinder a system of regulation even more comprehensive
than that applicable to the railroads. See Fifty-second Annual
Relprt of Interstate Commerce Commission at page 8.

Furthermore since the Board reaches its determination in the light
of "need" of each carrier, it can, if during a particular year a car-
rier derives more income than anticipated at tue outset, make a cor-
respondingly great reduction in the income to be derived in the
succeeding year.

In short, the Board, which can, if necessarv, act in a "mail pay"
case very promptly, absolutely fixes the income of each carrier. And
it has each carrier's operations under constant surveillance.

If the exces--profits tax is applied to the air carriers, it will pro-
vide one measure of income and the Board's decisions will fix an-
other measure. They are bound to come into conflict in some or all
cases.

This will result in the very situation which Mr. John L. Sullivan.
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, said sheruld not exist. In testi-
fying before the Ways and Means Committee on August. 10, 1040,
ispecting a conflict between the proposed excess-profits tax bill and
another existing law, lie said:

It does not seem necessary or desirable to have what are In effect two profit-
limiting provisions outstanding at the sme time.

The Civil Aeronautics Board may provide that a particular carrier
should receive much or little inconie. It depends upon that carrier's
particular situation and upon the needs of the air force and the national
defense and commerce with respect thereto. With expansion of equip-
ient, a great deal of income will have to be provided to enable some

carriers to make the indispensable purchases for these purchases very
often cannot be classified as ordinary expenses.

In such cases an excess-profits tax would take away what the Board
provided.

Since tie Board does not permit one penny more of income than
is necessary, there is no purpose served by applying an excess-profits
tax to the carriers. To apply it merely works alt cross purposes with
the Civil Aeronautics Act ajid will b bound to cripple the effective
administration of that act.

Not only would the tax on air carriers conflict with the Civil Aero-
nautics Act, but it would work peculiar hardship on the carriers.

The air transport industry has been in the red almost constantly
since it was boin. Some lines have never made a profit. Only in the
last year Las the industry begun to climb toward a position of stability.
Inded, in 1938, all but ihree companies were facing bankruptcy. For
the years 1936-39 there is only 1 year of black ink for the industry as
a whole, and but few companies have 2 years of black ink in that period.

Thus the suggested average earnings base will, for the air carriers,
give virtually no exemption. Furthermore, the investment base will be
greatly reduced for the air carriers because of the necessity, under the
proposed bill, to deduct losses from stockholder's investment.

To develop an essential national-defense adjunct, the air carriers
have been suffering large losses in the immediate past. The bill, as
proposed. would penalize these pioneering efforts.
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Likewise it has been the consistent policy of tile Civil Aeronautics
Board to encourage a greater degree of* support of the air lines
among the general p pblic. In the present equi mient.plrcliasing
program a great deal of private borrowing has been and will be
necessary. Already, since the adoption of the Civil Aeronautics
Act 2 years ago, the air lines, with this private lending, have pur-
chasedand taken delivery of over $24.000,000 worth of equipment,
have on order an additional $31,000,000, and anticipate purchase of
probably over $150,000,000 in the near future.

Since with each new purchase the planes are larger and more
costly, due to the advance in the art- and the growing needs of
national defense, normal depreciation front current. income is inade-
quate to meet a continuing and expanding program. The proposed
tax bill would, moreover, disallow as part of the investment base
all but a fraction of this borrowed money. Unless the air carriers
are permitted to treat all of this borrowed money as part of their
investment, for purposes of computing an excess-vrofits tax-if one
is imposed upon them-their equipment-puhrchasing program will
be seriously jeopardized.

The air-carrier industry, under the Civil Aeronautics Act, doe.,
not come within the list of industries which call derive large or
inordinate profits, and therefore is not within what is usually
thought of as being one of those industries which come within the
classification of those to which excess- )rofits taxes would apply.

For some 4 years our Government has had a pla for the se of
the air carriers of this country. The role of the air carriers in time
of emergency is to act as an arm of the General Headquarters Air
Force. For each airplane the air carriers purchase, the Governent
does not have to purchase one.

The General Headquarters Air Force must remain ready to go
to the scene of action and into action on a moment's notice. I

When the General Headquarters Air Force is ordered to the stvne
of action in an emergency, it. is helpless if it gets there without, cer-
tain special materials and personnel to keep the machines going. It
is the role of the civil air lines, which act as the arn of the General
Headquarters Air Force, to carry that materiel and the necessary
personnel to the destination of tl-e General Headquarters Air Force
at the same time the fighting forces get there.

That plan was iiplemented by Congress when it set up the Civil
Aeronautics Authority, now in part the Civil Aeronautics Board,
which sits permanently. In the act's declaration of policy, the
C. A. A. is instructed to provide an air-transport system which will
provide for the present and future needs of national defense.

I would like to show if I may, a mai that will give you a bird's-
eye view not only of this entire country but also of tile location of
the scheduled air~lines throughout the 4orld [indicating map]. You
will see that they run in all directions.

Without mentioning names of places. but to show you the role of
the scheduled air carrier in times of emergency, let us say the enemy
was supposed to be coming in this direction (indicating on mnap
toward the United States. Our General Headquarters Air Force
is scattered in several directions. The first telephone call goes to
the General Headquarters Air Force to concentrate in this area
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(indicating on map]. It must have its ground personnel and special
materiel there before it can fight effectively.

The second telephone call goes to the &nimeercial air lines toick
up special materiel and men and take them to the destination of the
General Headquarters Air Force within a certain number of hours.

That means, as the air force varies in strength and size the con-
inercial air lines must likewise vary in carrying capacity instantly
and simultaneously available.

To accomplish that purpose, Congress, in the summer of 1938 set
up the Civil Aeronautics Authority, now in part the Civil Aero-
nautics Board, sitting here constantly with the authority to vary the
size of the air-transportation system within the limits set forth in
that act, and to match the capacity of this carrying force with the
requirements of the General Headquarters Air Force from time to
time.

If the General Headqualers Air Force increases in size, accord-
ing to the policy of the Government, then the Civil Aeronautics
Board has the power and the duty to provide for the carrying ca-
pacity of the air lines likewise to increase in size.

That is done through the medium of varying the mail rates. The
law says that the air carriers shall be paid t(hat sum which represents
the need of the individual carrier to the extent that it does not get
it from the public. In other words, the law requires the Civil Aero-
nautics Board to ascertain the amount of money derived by the air
carrier in the carrying of passengers and express, to determine the
need of that particular carrier in the national interest, and the sun
not obtained from passengers and express is paid to the carrier in
the form of mail pay.

Mr. RzF. To clarify what you have stated, is this leading up to
the question of excess profits? *

Colonel GOIaERU,. Yes; I am coming to that in my next sentence
by saving that under the law there is no excess profit in the air-
carrier industry. The Civil Aeronautics Board gives each company
the sum of money it needs in the public interest at any particular
moment. If the air carrier's income from passengers and cargo in-
crease and if that increase would exceed the amount the carrier
should have, then the Civil Aeronautics Board reduces the compen.
sation for mail pay. At no time can the compensation from mail
passengers, and express be greater than the need of the carrier
in the public interest. It is not the need of the industry, it is the
need of the individual company that is considered.

It might be determined that on the west coast, for example, there
is need for building up both our military and civil air power. The
companies operating out there would have that taken care of by
the Civil Aeronautics Board fluctuating mail pay. That could be
done by giving the companies additional mail pay to assist in buy-
ing additional planes where necessary.

under the Civil Aeronautics Act the Civil Aeronautics Board is
authorized to act in the present and in the future, and also retro-
actively. If the national emergency needs so-and-so then the Civil
Aeronautics Board allots a sum of money to meet that need, and it
can go back and act retroactively, if it has made a mistake.
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Then along comes the excess-profits tax and nullifies what von

gentlemen set up in 1938. For it would take away what the Civil
Aeronautics Board provides.

The air industry is a small industry. It has been in business only
since Mr. Lindbergh originally flew across the orean.

In the early days the air lines received 100 percent of their income
from pay for carrying the mail. Then the Government said, "We
will have you carry passengers and cargo, and income from that
business will relieve the Post Office Department of paying a certain
portion of this money.

Since that time tle payment to domestic carriers has dropped
from 100 to 30 percent. As soon as the niail pay began to fluctuate
the percentage of returns on the business friuctiated'. The fluctua-
tion of the mail pay controls the profit. Their is no profit per-
missible tinder the liw except to the extent necessary in the public
interest.

I might ay in passing that at all times the military not only
makes provision for manufacturing the fighting machines that are
needed, but on the production lines, even in the s me factories, there
areprovidons for building transport planes.

When you have relieved the taxpayer of the cost of buying one
fighting or one transport plane, you have not only saved the Gov-
ernment the cost of that plane but also you have saved the annual
upkeep.

In calculating factory production, yoou will notice that the figures
given include military planes and commercial transports. Fighting
planes, by themselves, must have transport planes to get their sup-
plies up to the air base. The cost of these planes, from year to
year is increasing, and therefore the air lines today must 'foresee
the time when they will have to pay a larger price for each plane,
which means that they will need more capital.

Mr. REED. Have you any figures showing the increased cost of
the planes?

Colonel GouRux.L In 1926, new planes on the air lines cost around
$10,000 each. They increased in size, so by 1934 some transports cost
about $70,000, and by 1936, $110,000; by 1937, sleeper planes cost
$120,000. This year some four-engine planes cost over $300,000.
Next year, four-engine land planes will cost about $450,000, and clip-
per filing boats cost about $1,000,000 each. To illustrate just one case
of how increasingly large sums of capital are required, may I say
that, about 4 years ago an air line got a contract to carry the mail
from Chicago to New Orleans. Today the rice that line is pay-
ing for radio alone is greater than it'paid For all of its airplanes
4 or b years ago. During the World War we paid for an airplane
an average of about $7,000; today the average cost is from $110,000
to $120,000 for land planes and nearly a million for clippers. The
last experimental plane we purchased cost over $1,500,000. The next
one will probably cost about $3,500,000.

Mr. 11oowuFF. There is also, as I understand it, an increase in
the cost of mat6riel for airplanes. That is due to a very large
extent to the increased size of the airplane, is it not? It varies
according to the increased size and efficiency of the planet

Colonel (GORRFLL. Yes, sir.



Mr. WOODRUMY. What percent of tile cost of labor enters into the
increased cost of the equipment?

Colonel GOIrRUL. The total cost of labor in building airplanes is
very high because airplanes are not well "tooled up." The reason
that fighting planes are not well tooled up is because the question of
quality must go along hand in hand with quantity.

Mr.WOODIRUFF. MJ point is this. To what extent and in what per-
centage has the cost of this splendid labor that you inust necessarily
enpoy to manufacture airplanes incivased?

(olonel GoMMF:Lr. I would have to ask the manufacturm to get
exactly that percentage. Labor has gone ip and the cost of the air-
plane'has gone up because of the specialized things in airplanes. For
example. some airplanes will contain as many as a quaier of a million
rivets. They have to be put in one at a time'and many are of different
sl)eci fcatiois. An airplane is a hand-made job, with each particular
point subject to stres-es and strains in the operation of the plane. If
a structural failue occurred at one point, you might be fared with a
tragedy.

Mr. WVooDruFn. I am more or less familiar with that.
Colonel GoRHELL. From the business angle of the scheduled air-

line industry, that industry had to put up originally from
$12.5,000,000 to $140,000,000. The industry lost about half'of that
sum; so Congress stepped in, in 1938, and passed a Civil Aeronautics
Act anti tried to put it, on a stable basis as soon as possible. It is
tending toward that at the present time.

I took the liberty over the week end to try to ascelain the figures
for the industry for tile last 10 years. I find, in a quick survey,
that in the last 10 years 7 were losing years. Last year was the
first year of profit which the air-line, industry has had since 1933.
Last year it made about $3,400,000, and one reason for that year
being'the first really profitable year in 10 is the fact that the weather
was exceptionally good. If the atmospheric conditions had been bad
there would have been more groundings, and there would have been
less return.

The second reason is because there has been no fatal accident for
seventeen months. One accident may cost around a million dollars
in losses, and two accidents might cost something better than two
million. If we had had bad weather during the winter months and
one or two accidents, the industry would have been in red ink last
year.

I say that the air industry some day will be stable, but it is not
yet stable. When you try to find a base, as the proposed bill attempts
to do by taking into consideration a period of 4 years, anti when you
deduct your red ink losses from the years of black ink, I think that
is unfair to this industry because atmospheric conditions and acci-
dents may have control of profits, and, to a considerable extent, do
have such control. By the method proposed in the sub-committee's
report, the air-line industry would be given an exemption of a sum
of money too small to represent any normal condition for the
industry.

Mr. TREADWAY. Will not the atmospheric conditions average them-
selves up over a period of time?

Colonel GoRnELL They may, and probably will.
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Mr. TEADWAY. You lay a good deal of stress on last year being a
particularly favorable year from the standpoint of atmospheric.
conditions.

Colonel Goaxu.. That is correct.
Mr. TREADWAY. Of course, over a period of 3M5 days there would

be more or less of a level reached i would there not? '
Colonel (IORRELL. But tile previous 2 years were bad and caused a

considerable loss, and caused seven ac cidents. They caused lossvs
which put the industry in red ink, due to atmospheric conditions
and accidents. ald(], also, it is a youg industry.

When yo. take a 4-year period lor the ;as, and subtract yonr
losses therein, you do not get a fair base for tlie exemlptiont of th,
industry.

Mr. t'ooran. Are you advocating that Congress legislate on tie
axisis of atmospheric'conditions?
Colonel Gornmu.. No, sir; I am advocating, and I intend to make

the suggestion, in calculating the sum to be exempted from the tax,
if you dIo not choose to give the air lines a complete exemption-so
tlvit the excesm profits act will not. conflict with the Civil Aeronautics
Act--that you take the black ink dollars within the base period and
divide that amount byX the number of years in black ink during the
base period you are using.

Mr. (oot'ir. You are asking for special consideration?
Colonel GoMu,. BecaulSe it is a young industrV which is n,t yet

stabilized and because of the other reasons I have already stated.
Mr. COOPER. We have other young industries: therefore you ad-

vocate Special legislative consid4ration for every Young ihdustryv
Colonel GORRELL. No, sir.
Mr. CooMr. How would we wind up in writing a tax bill upon

such a premise as that?
Colonel G(orr.ELL. No, sir I do not advocate that. Mv first point

is that this bill would nullify the Civil Aeronautics Act. In that
act you have already set a control over profits and have done so in
the public interest. "

Mr. CoOeER. You are advocating special treatment for your in-
dustrv and not for other industries.

Colone) GORRELL. For our industry in which profits are already
controlled. We happen to be the only industry that I know of ii,
America in which you have such constant and complete control over
profits at the present time.

Mr. COOPeR. You might be surprised to know how miay others
think that they are in a special clas"ification and that tle: are en-
titled to special consideration.

Colonel (1oRfZl. I only know what the law is.
My point is that you have legislated for tie air-transport industry,

which was practically going out of business anti which could not other-

wise perform its part in national defense. This industry would have
failed before now if that act had not been passed. Sidce then, as I
have .said, tie industry has purchased $,4,0O,00O worth of equipment,
since 1938, and has on order V11,000,000 worth more. It has only
$10,000,000 in cash. Therefore it must go out and obtain these air-
planes by borrowing money, and the amounts it is allowed to borrow
depend on the rates which'the Civil Aeronantios Board provides for.
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They (o not permit excess profits, inordinate profits. You have already
legislated on that point in the interest of national defense.

Mr. HRED. Do you know anything that is more important to na-
tional defense, as shown by the war abroad, than the development of
that line of defense?

Colonel GonRR.L. The country that does not develop it is destined
to serious consequences. Aviation is changing the map of the world.

Mr. REED. And the reason you are here is that you feel the law as
proposed might not take care of a vital industry for national defenseI

(olonel GoRREw. I do feel that very strongly.
There is no other industry that can o to war as an entity and

instantly, excel)t this one industry. Tiat is due to its mobility.
Uncle Sam does not provide the transport and cargo planes that
provide to America that mobility. We hope we may be allowed to
carry out our national duty efficiently. If you do not let the trans-

' industry carry on with its present designated role, you will
iave to pay' for id with taxpayers' money and it will cast many
times the amount of taxes you will get out of the industry by a
bill like this one. You will have to spend about a billion dollars-
$100,000,000 to provide the planes, in the first place, and about $800,-
600,000 during the life of the planes to keel) them up--if you do
not continue the provision for the scheduled air carriers to carry on
with their allotted function.

The CHAIRMAN. Could not that be taken care of and those people
be protected in the contracts being made with the Government I

Colonel GORREL,. The Civil Aeronautics Act dispensed with con-
tracts and substituted certificates. The rate of pay under the cer-
tificates, within the limits of the law, is whatever the Civil Aero-
nautics Board may set. That Board is required to reduce the rate
of pay as the income of the carriers from the public becomes greater,
and the Board can do that in effect, retroactively by making cor-
respondingly future reductions where past pay proves to have ex-
ceeded needs.

However, if )ou (o not care to give an exemption, then we suggest
a fair method of amendments in the type of bill you are considering.
One part of that fair method is this:'

The proposed excess-profits tax bill, as outlined in the recommenda-
tions of the subcommittee, will operate (1) to exclude from taxation
the well financed prosperous company which has maintained a steady
rate of earnings during the base period 1936-39. (2) It will also
exclude from excess-profits taxation the established company with a
large investment which has a relatively low rate of return on invested
capital. On the other hand the tax will operate with great severity
against the airlines, a young and growing industry, particularly those
companies which have shown deficits for some part of the base 'period.
So far as the report indicates, deficits incurred during the base period
must be subtracted from profits during the base period in arriving at
average earnings. The result is therefore that the air line which has
incurred heavy development expenses and thus has operated at a loss
for all or part of the base period may have all or the greater part of
its profits in 1940 or succeeding years treated as excess profits, even
thought in fact these profits no more than make up for the losses which
have been incurred in earlier years in the development of the business.
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The air lines, young. well managed, growing enterprises, emlploy-
ing additional nen year after year, fire in a position to contribute
mlost effectively to the properitv and advancement of the country
as we emerge from a great depressionn. It would be particularly un-
fortunate to use taxation as a means for penalizing young businesses
which have just been developed, at the same time that old established
businesses are left untouched. The use of an invested capital base
rally affords no relief to a young air line which is just now turi.-
ing ile corner. If that air line is to continue in existence it must
make a better than 10 percent rate in order to make up for the
development years in which it showed losses.

For these reasons, it is absolutely necessary that some methodl
should be devised to insure that this industry pays its fair shale
of the tax burden but no more than its fair share. Recognition must
be given to the fluctuating character of our earnings and to the long
period of development losses which we have incurred. If an excess
profits tax is to be used, at least the two following adjustinentF
should be made:

(1) In computing average earnings a corporation shlold not be
coml)elled to reduce profits for some of the years during the base
period by losses in other years in the base period. It would Ix
nore equNitable to provide that for the vears in which the company
had losses it shouldbe given a credit eqtal to a fair percentage (8 or
10 percent) of its invested capital.

(2) Because of the direct connection between the air lives and the
national defense-every airplane that we buy is one less that tLe
Army needs to buv-nonev which we borrow to lrehase equip-
unent shoul be allowed 10o percent in our invested capital.

Mr. Dt,3,EY. Will you state your theory of exemption?
Colonel GoiRR.L, What I would suggest to be done would be to

insert in tile bill a provision that the excess-profits tax should not
cover the air carries that are subject to title IV of the Civil Aero-
nautics Act. That is the title that controls the economics of the
carriers I am not speaking for any air carrier that is not subject
to that title.

The CHA ANa.m. If the committee should not adopt your recom-
mendation you have an alternative sugestion, have you not ?

Colonel GOaaORU. Yes; if the committee does not see fit to do that
then I suggest that you keep in mind that about a year and a hall
ago these carriers could not borrow any money; they were. faced
with bankruptcy, aid most of them would robabfy have gone
out of business.'

You passed the Civil Aeronautics Act and thus inspired confidence
and the industry has already gone out, since that act was passed il
138. and bought $'24,000,000 worth of aeronautical equipment, and
now have on oider $31,000,000 more. We will need, in my judgment.
to purchase another $150,000,000 or $200,000,000 worth of equipment
to enable the air carriers to keep pace with the growth of the
O. H. Q. Air Force. To do that we will have to borrow the money.
because the industry today has only $10,000.000 of cash, and it could
not yet sell large stock issues.

Uider tile confidence you inspired by the Civil Aeronautics Act
of 1938, we can borrow the money we need, and as soon as we get
s,me record of earnings we can sell additional securities. But now
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we cannot yet sel securities fast enough and we will have to borrow
a large portion of this $150,000 000. That means that we have and
will continue to have a very small capital, but huge sums of borrowed
money.

My second suggestion is that the money so borrowed be con.
sidered as capital. In other words, by so doing you will not tie our
hands and we will be able to go out. and borrow large sums of cash
in the next couple of years or so and thus save the taxpayers the
need of paying for great quantities of transport and cargo planes.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you consider that 100 percent should be pro-
vided for?

Colonel GoanrE. ' That is my suggestion, provided it is devoted to
the public interest, by being spent on such vital things as additional
aircraft, radio, and o forth.

Now the third point I wish to make is this, sir-
Mr. DiS-EY. One other question. there: you think the provision in

the report is not broad enough; that you'need 100 percent on bor-
rowed capital

Colonel GORRL.t Yes, sir; because it will all be devoted to the
public interest, and the taxpayer will not have to put it up.

The next point I wish to make is this: This industry put up, to
begin with, somewhere around $125,000,000, and in 1934 the com-
panies in the business were required 'to get out of the business, and
other new companies came in; so that, as to paid-in capital, they are
generally cut off in 1934. Some of tile new companies were more
or iess the same stockholders, but under different name. Now the
industry has been a losing proposition. If I started in the air line
business 4 years ago, andif I put in $10.000.000 of capital in this
lo-ing industry, I would by 1939 have lost perhaps $5,000.000 of that.
Then my exemption under te proposed bill would be calculated on
a base of only $5,000,000. Now you go in this year and, not having
gone in before, you get an exemption on a base of $10,000,000. SO
it seems to me the losses I suffered to develop this industry, inl the
public interest, should not be deducted in calculating the exemption.

Mr. ]BOEHNE. Why cannot you capitalize on (he money you lost
in the past and charge it to promotion?

Colonel GORELLt. Sir, I am delighted you asked that question,
because I expected to make that point ana had forgotten to do so.
Our books are controlled by the Government. They tell us what
books to keep and how to keep them.

Mr. BoEIIN.F What do you ipean by "controlled by the Govern-
iment" I would like to have you explain that.

Colonel GORRFL.. Up to 1938, the regulations of the Post Oftice
Department told us what to charge and what to capitalize. Since
that time, the regulations of the Civil 'Aeronautics Board have told
us what to charge and what not to charge.

If I may summarize what I have said, may I hand to the recorder
the recommendations I have made; first, that in the publicinterest
there be a provision in the act that the excess-profits tax should not
cover the air carriers, subject to title IV. of the Civil Aeronautics
Act.

Mr. McCORMACK. Right there let me ask how many companies
are subject to title IV?
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Colonel Gour.a. About 19 really, sir; in the continental United
States. With a minor exception, you have a list of them already in
the record.

Mr. .1|CCORMACK. The companies are in there?
Colonel GOomu.. Yes, sir; the names.
There are 24 air carriers subject to title IV of the Civil Aero-

nautics Act of 1938. ('his figure counts the several companies
making up the Pan-American Airways System as one carrier but
does not include certain former small star-route carriers in Afaska
whose future status is not yet clear but is now under investigation
by the Civil Aeronautics Board.)"One of these 24 has a certificate authorizing it to carry mail, pas-
sengeis, and property, but it has not vet started opei-ations. Its
operations will be inconsiderable for several years since it will be
operating across the Atlantic and will have a long period of prelimi-
nary flights.

Of the 24 carrier-, all but 4 are authorized to transport. the mail.
These other 4 are engaged in connon-carrier operat-ions, and are
therefore subject to title IV of the Civil Aeronautics Act but at
the present time do not carry mail because of the limited or ex-
periniental character of their'operations: They are very small and
will, in one case, (to no busine s whatsoever in the future since its
operations have been taken over by another of the air carriers which
does carry the mail. Of the other 3, 1 operates seasonably around
Cape Coo, 1 operates between Catalina Island and the California
mainland, and I operates a purely experimental service between a
few small towns in western Pemsi'lvania, IWest Virginia, and Ohio.
In all 3 cases the rates charged are regulated by the Civil Aero-
nautics Board. and in I of the 3 cases no pas-sengels can be carried,
its operations being limited to a small-package business.

The air carriers which are subject to title IV of the Civil Aero-
nautics Act, and which are air-mail carriers are:
American Airlines. Inland Airlines.
American Export Airlines (operations Inter-Island Airways.

vot yet Inaugurated). Mid-Continent Airlines.
Boston-Maine Airways National Airlines.
Braniff Airways. Northwest Airlines.
Chicago and Southern Airlines. Pan American Airways System.
Canadian Colonial Airlines. Pennsylvania-Central Airlines.
All-American Aviation. Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc.
Continental Air Lines. United Airlines.
Delta Airlines. Western Air Express.
Eastern Air Lines.

Mr. McConiMimcK. Those companies under title IV, as to their busi-
ness, the Civil Aeronautics Authority determines the profits they
can make: is that. right?

Colonel GORRELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. ,MCCORiMACK. And it allows them a certain profit?
Colonel GomnuL. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCORMAcK. And in a general way, regulates their business

because of certain subsidies they are receiving'#
Colonel Gonxitz,. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCORMACK. That is the reason, because certain subsidies are

received?
Colonel GORRELL. That is right.
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Mr. MOCORMACK. And those companies have to submit to certain
regulations by the Authority?

Colonel Gonani. That is right-and they can do all that even
retroactively.

Mr. McCoRmACK. Now the bill we passed, and even prior to the
passage of the bill, the legislation putting them under the Post
Office Department was a subsidy; it was not any kind-hearted act
on the part of the Government just to give some companies money,
but was to build up aviation in this country and in foreign fields
and was definitely connected with our national defense, as I under-
standI

Colonel Comiu.a. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCORMACK. In other words, the Government was not just

giving the money out to those companies but the Government had a
definite objective in doing so and, rather than to incur the tremen-
dous expenses on the part of the Government in relation to direct
action, was doing it by inspiring private business to make the invest.
ment and expand[ Is not that right, in a general wayl

Colonel Gommu Yes, sir.
Mr. MC ,OmACK. How many other companies are there not covered

by title IVf
Colonel Gomi.zu, All those that do not carry mail.
Mr. McCoTMAcK. All the ones that do not carry mailI
Colonel Gom-u.. The ones that do not carry mail are not covered

by title IV. They fly more miles and carry more passengers than
we do.

Mr. MoCoiiMACK. How many of then. are there ?
Colonel GoinujL. I imagine there are several hundred that are not

covered by title IV.
Mr. MCORMACK. Let me ask youx this: Do the companies covered

by title IV charge less rates than the other companies?
Colonel Gonn.E~A No, sir. The rates, not only for the mail, are fixed

by the C. A. A., but the rates and the charge to the public for passen-
gers and cargo are controlled by the C. A. A.

Mr. McCoR3iAcK. What about the other companies that are not con-
trolled by title IV?

Colonel GORRELL. The other operators of which you speak, sir, are
charter operators and are not within title IV of the Civi f Aeronautics
Act. They come under the safety provisions of the act but not under
the economic provisions of the act.

Mr. McConUAcK. Are they subject to the jurisdiction of the Corn-
mission as to rates?

Colonel GORREML, Only as to the safety provisions; not on rates.
Mr. MCCORMACK. So, in other words, any company not covered by

title IV can charge any rates to the public which the traffic will bear?
Colonel Goniw. That is right; and your excess-profits bill would

take from them anythingthat-becmes inordinate or not desirable.
Mr. MUCoRfAc. So that they are in an entirely different position

than those under title IV?
Colonel GomwwLL. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMACK. And, under title IV, you are just as completely

under the supervision of the Civil Aeronautics Authority as the rail-
roads are under the supervision of the Interstate Commerce Commis.
sionI
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Colonel GORRIU.. Much more so sir; at least my lawyers tell me
this and, also, the I. C. C. so advises in its Fifty-second Annual Report.

Mr. MCCORIMACK. I just want to get a clear picture, so that you will
pieseit your most complete evidence on the differentiation between
the co panies under title IV and the companies not under title IV.

Colonel GoRRIEL,. That is what I was attenmpting to do.
Mr. MCCORMACK. In other woxls, the companies under title IV, bav-

ing accepted mail contracts, also accept the other limiting conditions
Colonel GoRI.RELL. Correct, sir.
Mr. MCCORMACK. They are subject to the regulation and control as

to operation and profits "of the Commission, which has broad jurisdic-
tion over them with reference to control, supervision, and direction;
is that correct I

Colonel GORpEIL. Correct, sir.
Mr. Mc('oRMAcK. Whereas, as to the other companies, the Coin-

mission has supervision only as to safety
Colonel GoamuFLL. That is correct.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Which is important
Colonel GomnLa. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCORMACK. But are those companies in any way directed

by the Commission in any respect other than as to safety I
Colonel GoRiRuJ. No, sir; as to safety only.
The CsIArax lr. Thank you Colonel Gorrell.
Air. MCCORMACK. He hiaA not completed his statement, Mr.

Chairman.
The 'CIIuSMIN. I thought lie had. Had you completed your

statement?
Colonel GonrmLL. Yes, sir; I have handed to the reporter a suni-

mary of our recommendations.
(The summary above referred to is as follows:)

AMENDMENTS SItGGFATD BY Amz TsitNSpoR AssoCIATION OF AMERICA

M5E.OlMENDATIONS

1. In the light of the foregoing considerations It Is suggested that in any
excess profits tax bill there should be an exemption covering "air carriers sub-
ject to title IV of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938."

This exemption will cover approximately 20 air lines at the present time.
It will not cover the numerous miscellaneous charter operators who do not
carry the mail and whose passenger and property rates are not regulated hy
the Civil Aeronautics Board.

2. As an alternative, provision covering the air lines should be made to the
effect that-

(a) In computing the average net Income for the base period, losses in
any taxable year or years should be excluded, and In any such loss year there
should be recognized a net credit of 10 percent of the first MS00,000 of "equity
Invested capital" and 8 percent on any amount of such capital In excess
thereof; or

(b) Loss years should be excluded In computing both the base period and
the average net Income for that period; and In either event

(c) In computing the "equity Invested capital" for the air carriers a deduc-
tion on account of "the deficit in earnings and profits account as of the begin.
ning of the taxable year" should not be made; and

(d) Borrowed money, when devoted to the purchase of alrcoaft and other
such purp oses In the public Interest, should be fully Included In "equity in-
vested capital."

Mr. Dixonxz.. I would like to suggest to you, Colonel, that you have
prepared, certainly for my beneft-if not for the benefit of my col-
leagues, the three alternative suggestions which you indicate should
be considered. I would like to analyze them myself at my leisure.
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Colonel OORIsEJ. I have them prepared right, here, sir, and, with
your permission, may I summarize, just in a few paragraphs, what I
have said about our role in the interest of national defense and try
to crystallize that in just. a few paragraphs for youth

The CHAIRMAN. Do it as briefly as ible.
Mr. McKroir. Mr. Chairman, he desires to (1o that in connection

with the revision of his remarks. Is that itI
Colonel GoaRFiLL. Yes, sir.
The C11Ai1R3MA. There is no objection to that.
Colonel Goaazu. With respect to the proposed excess-profits tax

bill the scheduled air carriers, subject, to title IV of the Civil Aeronau.
tics Act, are in a position quite different from the rail carriers or other
regulated utilities, such as electric light companies.

In the first place, all such utilities would have a much larger exemip-
tion, computed on the investment basis, because of the much larger
investment of such utilities in relation to the amount of business done.
While it is difficult to secure any precise figures, careful estimates indi-
cate that. the railroads have an investment, in proportion to dollars of
gross business which exceeds that of the air carriers in the ratio of
nearly 8 to 1; similar estimates indicate a comparable disparity in
the case of other utilities, such as electric light plants, as contrasted
with air carriers.

In the second place, the profits of the air carriers are regulated much
more strictly and exactly than are the profits of other utilities. In
the case of (lie railroads and other utilities, such as electric light com-
panies, profits may be affected only by involved and complicated pro-
ceedings involving the rates charged to the public. In such cases, rate
changes may or may not control profits in the way anticipated depend.
ing entirely upon the amount of busineLs from (lie general public which
is generat&l under the new rates. In the case of the air carriers the
sittiation is quite different. Aside from the fact that the Civil Aero-
nautics Board controls passenger and property rates of the domestic
air carriers just as the Interstate Commerce Commis-ion controls those
of the railroads, the Board's control over the compensation paid for
transporing the mail gives an immediate and direct control over total
income. Tlie studies of (lie Post Office Department indicate at all
times how much air mail there will be - the amount does not depend
upon the payment to the carriers-it is determined by (lie Government
itself. Therefore all that the Civil Aeronanutics Board has to do is to
fire out what each carrier will need, subtract its other revenues, and
divide the difference by the units of air-mail wrvice it will perform;
that will lgivo the rate of air-mail compensation. And since the air-
mail pay is so large a portion of the carrier's total revenues, the control
over this air-mai -pay provides a simple and direct control over profits.
Since an air-mail pay case can be handled very quickly, involving none
of the complications of an overhaul of (lie passenger rate structure,
the Board is at all times in a position to exercise this control expedi.
tiously when necessary.

The CIAIRMAN. The next witness on the calendar is Mr. Clarence
D. Laylin, representing the Ohio Chamber of Commerce, of Colum-
bus, Ohio.

Will you please give the stenographer your name and address,
and the capacity in which you appear before the committee?
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STATEMENT OF CLARENO. D. LAYLIN, COLUMBUS, OHIO, APPEAR-
ING AS ATTORNEY FOR THE OHIO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. LAtYtL. My name is Clarence D. Laylin; I live in Columbus,
Ohio; I am appearing directly as attorney for the Ohio Chamber
of Commerce. I hope to confine my testimony to 15 minutes.

The CHAIRMAN. YOU ar recognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. LAyuIw. The Ohio Chamber of Commerce is, in part, a federa-

(ion of local chambers of commerce and I am privileged also to
speak directly for one of those local chambers, the Youngstown
Chamber of Commerce.

Recognizing that the Congress would very probably consider the
enactment of a special excess-profits tax as an incident of the na-
tional-defense program these organizations, through their proper
committees, prior to the publication or release of the report of the
subcommittee which is before the committee at. this time, had con-
sidered the general subject and had reached certain general
conclusions.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Jenkins, of your committee, I have
had the privilege of examiining tle report of the subcommittee for
a day or so and comparing it with the conclusions arrived at by the
group which I represent. And let ine say at the outset tlt ha am
happy to xy, in their behalf, that the ,ubconunittee%; recommenda-
tions'are, geiieraily speaking, in accord with the conclusions of ths(-e
Ohio business groups for which I am speaking. I do not mean to
say that these groups advocate a special excess-profits tax, but they
recognize what ihe situation doubtless is and, on their behalf, I may
say, if such a tax is to be enacted, the principles contained in the
recommendations of the subcommittee are the right ones, in their
judgment, and the approach (aken by the subcommittee appeals to
them asp, in the main, fair and reasonable.

It is my duty, however, to suggest for the consideration of the
committee a fewv matters which, if incorporated in the measuie,
would not in any wise distort or mutilate the general plan of the
subcommitte. If I ,eem by mentioning such matters to be critical
of the report, l)Iease undei-tand that such implied criticisms are
intended to be constructive.

Referring to those matters in the order in which they appear in
the report: On page 1, (he subcommittee, for reasons with which we
entirely agree, recommiiends the suspension, during the excess-profits
taxable years, of the profit limitation provisions of (lie amended
Vinon-'frammell Act. I am left in some doubt as to just how com-
prehensive that recommendation is. Our people, reading the
amended Vinson-Traminell Act, see in it two provisions which might
be regarded as profit limitations. The one prescribes the maximum
contractor's fee which may be agreed Upon when a Government
contract is let oi the est-lus basis; the other provides for recapture
by the Govermnent of profits in excess of a prescribed maximum,
when the work is contracted for on a lump-sum basis. The sub-
committee's recommendation, as I intimate, may cover both or
only one-the second. Our groups are of the opinion they should
be both treated alike, believing that they manifest a single consistent
policy in the Vinson-Trammeli Act and that they have substantially
the same deterrent effect. on the procurement of materials and sup-
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plies for national defense, and are equally inconsistent with an ex-
cess-profits tax of general application.

Now, the 'Maritime Act, so called, contains a similar profit limita-
tion. It is something however, like tfie act referred to by the wit-
nesps who just preceded me--Colonel Gorrell-in that the profit limi-
tations are part of a subsidy scheme. Now, we suggest, without being
too firm about the suggestion, that perhaps those profit limitations
belong in the same category. The subcommittee in its report. says, or
intimates, there seems to be no good reason for treating any limited
type of business differently from the way in which other businesses
are treated in respect to firofit limitatio6s, aind I draw attention to
that particularly as one.

The second recommendation of the subcommittee is with reference
to the amolization of emergency facilities. We favor the proposal
as inade and suhscribe to the reasons by which the subcommittee sup-
ports it. In this connection, however, the groups which I represent.
have thought of an additional reason to which n company which has
installed special facilities for emergency national-defense purposes
may be subject; that is, the risk of ,iidden loss by inventory devalua-
tion. -It has seemed to us that, in addition to tle taxpayer's options
with respect to inventory which are to be found in the Internal Reve-
nue Act, there might well be afforded to companies certified in the
manner recommended an election to set np, under suitable restric-
tions, a reasonable reserve whereby this rLsk might be spread over the
period of the emergency and recognized in each taxable year for
income- and excess-profits-tax purposes.

Coming now to the excess-profits-tax recommendations proper, the
general plan of the tax as set forth in the subcommittee's recom-
mendations is in accord with the views of the organizations which
I represent. They had declared, for the annual election privilege
with respect to the computation of excess-profits credit, as outlined
at page 3 of the report and elaborated at page 10. They favored
the use of invested capital as one of the two alternative bases and
although they did not attempt to devise a formula of their own they
were firmly of the opinion if invested capital were used as a base in
the law, the formula for determining "invested capital" should be
set tip with some particularity in the law. And that is what the
subcommittee recommends.

Now, these matters are regarded as vital, Mr. Chairman, by some
of Ohio's most important industries, such as the manufacturers of
steel and machine tools. The members of the committee know, of
course, that in those and other so-called heavy-goods industries, busi-
ness and resulting earnings are highly cyclical as compared with
those of the makers and sellers of consumers good.

To get a fair basis for the determination of what profits ae ex-
cessive in the heavy-goods industries, the normal fluctuations of
the industrial barometer in those industries ought to be borne in
mind, it seems to me, and the scale of earnings during the past
few years, the base period, may not be the criterion of what is
normal any longer for a few industries of that character; so that
these corporations are pleased to have the privilege that the recom-
mendations would accord to them of electing another alternative
base, the invested capital bape, in lieu of the earnings for the period
known as the "base period."
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The Youngstown Chamber of Commerce, in pressing this point
of view, has voted to recommend to this committee the Inclusion in
any excess profits tax measure of special relief provisions such as
found in the Revenue Act of 1918. That, of course, was before
the publication of the subcommittee's report. Whether the social
limited relief granted by the subcommittee and the reasons for its
policy in that regard, as set forth on ages 8 and 9 of the report,
would meet all the possible situations which the Youngstown Chain-
her of Commerce had in mind, I cannot, of course, positively say, but
I should fear not. With some hesitation I think I ought to advise
the committee (here is likely to be a feeling in these quarters that
even with the features of this plan which the subcommittee recoin-
mends, there should be more leeway for special asse-ssments of excess
profits, in cases of peculiar hardship.

Now, tie business groups for which I am speaking had adopted
a resolution favoring a provision which does not appear in the
recommendations of the subcommittee. I find nothing in the docu-
ment, either, about this. I believe it has been mentioned by the pre-
ceding witness, and I am going to shorten my remarks about it and
make no argument for it, because I think it, needs no argument
that is, for excess-profits-tax purposes that at least. the privilege of
filing consolidated returns should be accorded. I will not elaborate
on that, because my time is going, but I want to state it as positively
as I can, it being the deep conviction of the groups which I am trying
to represent.

Now, that is as far as my positive duty goes. I had intended,
Mr. Chairman, to refer to just one matter of detail, yet a very im-
portant one which these chambers of commerce for which I am
speaking had not had an opportunity to consider, because they had
not seen the report, that is, the differential between the rate of
return allowed and deducted on new capital, and thi minimum
credit allowed in the bill on invested capital during the base period,
after $500,000 is reached. Tim one is 8 percent; the other 4 percent.
They are used for the s5ame purposes--perhaps the most important
purpose of the bill to those who will be driven to the invested capital
option, and of particular importance to the heavy goods industries,
b cause of the extremely light investment during the base period.

I will summarize what I had in mind to say, in order to stay
within my time, by saying it seems to me, and I think would seem
to th-ose I am trying to represent, to be a too wide differential. And
the care for it, it seems to me, is to raise the 4 percent-perhaps
both of them.

There are many companies which will be forced by circumstances
to elect the invested capital basis of determining excess profits credit,
and the effect will be this, on those companies: they will be told that
anything they may make by way of profit over 4 percent is exces.
sive and they will be taxed in a rather punitive way because they
have made that 4 percent and that 4 percent, Mr. Chainnan, I think
deserves your careful consideration as to whether it is generous
enough or not.

The CNAIHMAx. Are you through?
Mr. L.&YuN. I am through.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you.
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Mr. JENKin)s. Mr. Chairman, I should like to ask a question or
two.

Mr. Laylin, you did not discuss very extensively your idea about
the fluctuation of inventor and how it would fit in with this plan.
Would you like to extend your remarks further in that respect?
Personally, I should like to know what your ideas are more fully
than you have expressed them.

Mr. LAYUN. You will appreciate, Mr. Jenkins, I am the mouth.
piece to a certain extent for the views of others. So far as that
point is concerned, I have tried to get from them a formula, which
I sme is what you have in mind-

r. AmNKIs. Yes.
Mr. LAYLN. But they havc none in mind. It is the principle in

which they are interested and if that principle meets with the ap-
proval of the committee they are, of course, well advised; that means
they leave it to the hands o'f the committee to provide a satisfactory
formula.

Personally, my own opinion is if such a thing is done, and I can
see the reason for it, it should be properly restricted in the bill.
What is desired, of course, is the privilege of writing off, through
reserve, an anticipated loss-not on all inventory, of course, but on
inventory of this special class, of the same special classes indicated
already in a bill of this kind by which the amortization privilege
would apply. It is just applying the same principle to "inventory"
as is appled to "capital" by the amortization plan.

Mr. JANKINS. Another question I should like to ask, and that is
this: I understood you to say that Ohio is especially interested in
that phase of this bill as it applies to the heavy industries?

Mr. LAreN. Yes.
Mr. J-KiNs. In other words, I think it goes without savinpr, with

reference to these machine tools, which is a very important item in
this defense program, that Ohio is the outstanding State in the
Union in the manufacture of machine tools?

Mr. TJAYLIN. Yes.
Mr. JENKNS. Now, if that is the case, and Ohio also being a great

State in reference to the production of steel, I should think you have
not expressed yourself sufficiently in what you have said aid, when
you extend your remarks it. woufd be well for you to do so. Because
if these great industries al over the Nation-steel and machine tools-
are in danger of being encroached on in thisbill, we ought to know about
it with facts and figures before the bill is written. And if you care to
extend your remarks in that respect, I an sure the chairman will per.
mit you to do it.

The CHAjIRt.AN. Yes; you may have the privilege of inserting a brief
in the record.

Mr. LAYIN;. Thank you.
Mr. TmEDwAY. Mr. Laylin, you referred to the desirability for in.

eluding consolidated returns. How difficult a task do you think it
would be to draft the proper language for that?

Mr. LA4uN. Well, I do not know that I am qualified to express an
opinion, Mr. Treadway.

Mr. TEADWAY. You are a lawyer
Mr. LAYLx. Let me say this, that I have made no suggestion here

today that, to me, appeared to involve delay in the consideration of
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this bill, and I would suppose it would not be an excessively difficult
matter to draw a provision for consolidated returns for excess-profits
taxpurposes.

M-r. J'EwAY. The reason I ask that question is the fact that the
subcommittee, whose report you have, seen and referred to, were
given to understand that it Would take some time to draft a proper
provision providing for consolidated returns and would delay the
passage of this measure in order to include it at this time.
Mr. Ltnix. Well, we had not been aware of that.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you.
Mr. L.na- . Thank you, Afr. Chairman.
(The following supplemental statement was presented by Mr.

Laylin) :
If we are to have an excess profits tax, we heartily endorse the recommenda-

tions of the subcommittee of the Committee on Ways and Means of the house
of Representatives in their report on the proposed excess profits taxation, In that
it allows the taxpayer the privilege of electing his average earnings for the
bas period of 1936-39, or his Invested capital.

However, we do feel that the minimum credit, for excess profits taxation
purposes, of 6 percent on the first $500,000 of invested capital and 4 percent
on all invested capital over and above $500,00, is too low. We believe that the
minimum credit should be at least 8 percent on the first $5 0,000 of Invested
capital and at least 6 percent on all invested capital over and above $500,000.

Even with the raisl minimum, the excess profits tax will greatly penalize
our heavy Industries which have Just gone through a severe depression and
many years of great losses, whereas it will not be any particular hardship to
those consumer Industries which, even during periods of depre.sion, had rela-
tively constant earnings.

The following table of two hypothetical companies clearly Illustrates our
point:

Company A CoMMYfH
900&od) too&s)

Averae annual earning% 190-39 ...................................... 5 000 2%

Average annual caninp, 19 -39 ........ ......................... 6 000 400000

Vndet 6-[Under &

Ireent Speroent

Exss rcofts, income -----------------------------------.. ,000 5760000 $7A000
00,0000 1410, 610,000

L , spocik pt lo- ............................................ - 1, 0001 40,000 0000

Excess pofits subject totat ..................-... ---------------. K0001 U% ODD) I tL%000
Excess profits tax ........................................... ........ - -5 123,70 4 ?

Company A manufactures and sells consumers' goods. Company B manufac-
tures and sells producers' goods.

As you will note, both corporations have an Invested capital of $10,0,000.
During the 10-year period, 1030-T4, Inclusive, company A had average annual

earnings of $500,000, while company B had average annual earnings of but
$25,000.

During the years 193tl-39, inclusive-the base period--company A had average
annual earnings of $650,000 while company B had average annual earnings of
$400.000.

During a given year tinder the proposed excess-profits tax, both corporations
had annual earnings of $750.000. However, company A can take, as an excess-
profits credit, $650,000 plus the specific exemption of $5,000, which would mean
It would have an Income of but $95,000 subject to excess-profits tax. Company
B could take but the minimum allowance of $410,000 plus $5,000 for specific
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exemption, which would mean it would have an Income of $35,000 subject to
the excess-profits tax.

Under the present reconimendcl provisions, company A-whlch Is it an ex-
tremely healthy condition and has bad average annual earnings of 5 percent
on their Invested capital for the past 10 years-would pay but $2550 In excess-
profits taxes while company B-which has weathered a severe economic storm
and had only average annual earnings of but one-fourth of I percent on their
Invested capital for the 10-year period-would Iay $123,750 in excess-profits
taxes.

If the minimum credit were raised to 8 percent on the first $500,000 of caplitall-
ration and 6 percent on all eapitalizaion over and above V500,00, company
B would have a wininum credit of *1t,000 which, plus tile $5,000 specific
exemption, woln leave $IXUWK subject to the exotxs-proflts lax ton which
company It would have to pay an exce-.-iroflts tax of tA750.

Even under the advanced scheme of minimum credits, company 11 would pay
$3S.750 11gaimist conmny A's t25,250 in exce.-prfits taxes, or over 53 percent
more taxes than company A.

While the examples of the two ownlpannils we have given are hypothetical,
this condition actually does exist in a great many of the machine-tool and
heavy industrle In the State of Ohio nnd in the rest of the country.

For example: One of the sleet conpanh' In Ohio has an invested capital of
$1153T6,(00. For the 10-year period. 1f.l4-39. this company hadl average earn-
Ings of but $ o&)3,000.0, r 1.1 ixrcent (in lheir [Investinent. During the period
19M69- they had average e-rnnigs of $1,757.0M. or 1.5 percent oil their Invested
capital.

An engine compressor and machinery builling cotnpany has an Inv-ted c-apital
of K32G,_0. During the l0-year perliol, lt )'--', thoy had average annual
earnings of but $15AO-, or 0.2 percet relurn on their inves:cl cnltal. and in
the 4-year period. 1-30, they had average annual e-rrnlntn of $ olf.0V0. or 2.0
percent on their Inve.stment.

A machine-tool company which has a capital Investment of $3.t)0.000 for the
10-year period 1930-39, average annual carnings of $30,8. or OS percent of
their Invested capital, and for the period 138-30 had average annual earnings
of $19200(0 or 4.0 percent on their Invested c-aital.

On the other hand, one of the outstanding consumers' goods concerns of tile
country had an average Invested capital of $55.3(0,000 and for the 10-year period
1030-39, had average annual earnings of $4,33,000, or a profit of 7.9 precent.
while for the 4-year period, 1936-39, this concern had average annual earnings;
qf $4,617,000, or a profit of &3 percent In their Investment.

Another outstanding consumers' goods company has an average Invevted
capital of $129,068,000. This company also has a very large funded debt, so
for excess-proflls tax )urlwses; their caplialiration Is low. On tile basis of
this Invested capital for excess profit, during the 10-year period 930-31. this
company had average annual earnings of $1tROS,000, or a return of 14.6 per-
cent on their Investment, and during the period from 11101-39 they had average
annual earnings of $21,445,000, or 16.5 percent on their investment.

The-se are but a few examples of the inequalities which so low a minimum
credit base will work. From reports made to us by 2.5 outstanding machine-
tool, steel, and other metal-products companies in Ohio, %ve have compunted the
following table on percentage earnings:

NUMBFR.OF COMPANIES

Perentaee ecintaits ar t For IFCC Prceota'e 1We1are to i For IForInvested capital IV3tin 195-39. 1 Iv- e aia M 391 6M-3
__ itiv Inclusive 'ai arn Inciusive fIn'uste

1 03 .......................... 1 1 1 & I t o pt e ror at ............ 00 os- - - - - - -........... ..... - - - ! I , ,+ o- ......... ] ,

i to percent ................. 2
Ito 4 percent ................. To nuni r of com-
, to, percent ................. 2

You will see from the first column of the above table that during the 10-
year period, 1930-39, Inclusive, 11 of these companies had net annual losses,
21 earned less than 4 percent, while 4 earned 4 percent or more, and but one
earned over 6 percent on its invested capital.
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Even during the 4-year period, 193-39, hincusive, cne of these couimenles

had a net loss, 15 earned less than 4 percent, while only 10 had eurnlugs of
4 percent or more. Thus 15 of these 25 companies would be entitled to only
the minimum credit of 6 percent on the first $W500,0C'b of capital Investment and
the 4 percent on nil capital invested over $O ,OOO.

It Is quite obvious that the 0- and 4-pemrcnt minimum credit Is too low and
that to be really fair even the 8 and 6 percent is still relatively low.

As an example of why this Is true and why it probably should be a fiat
10-percent rinimum credit, we will take a stici-valtigs uoanlitly that bas.
for the 4-year period of 1936-30, nit average caplial iIm-ist.nhnt of $3,RM),000.
During this period they had earned W.1501, or 103 lerevid return on their
invested eaplial. 'lits cOnilssny. durig time 10-yvnar kriod 1.foI *1. It id an
average Invested caital of $i3,2i t,tX. During the same 10-year p.riotd they
had average mirningg of $.-I,YO . or t return of 32 Iterint on their investment.

As has been noted, this concern ihs earnedl 10.3 percent on its Itivested
capital during the 4-year base period. HIowever, if the (xce-+.profils lax had
tml lit existence durtig the 4-year period of 1936-3, this co ui lny woilld
have haid tim lsix $2KJ3T7 in Ii xt"-s-pr,,fis Vixj.e, or 142 ]'r-eznt of their entire
(carnilgs for the decade 190-39. when they earned but S2.010,23, or averaged
annually $201,03.

A tax of 14 Ivreent of the earnidng of a colnpalmy that earned but 3.2 js-r-
ctnt on its Investtcd capital cannot be a reasonable excess-profits tax, as surely
no one will call 3.2 perct an excessive profit.

Therefore, we resoec-tfilly request that the present emonimetANls iniinium
credit of 0 I-rcmt on the first $A').OO) of Invested capital and 4 percent on
tll invested r-i.ol. over aid above VK0,10). hK, raised t,, tit least S ivrerttn on
the first .0X,0 tof it.uve-ted capital and at last 6 perqmnt on all iluvsted tCapital
rover amid above $W.0,0.0.

'Tite Cn.ilu.a.. Te next wit tess (oil the caletidat is M1r. li-adlev
I)ewev. president of the l)ewey & Aily Cheminial Co.. Caibridge.,ta. s: ,

Mr. Di;wrxy. Mr. Chairman. ma- I have fromt 12 to 15 miniltesl
The ('lfAttiA,. You are ikcogt;ized for 15 mninte-.

STATEMENT OF BRADLEY DEWEY, PRESIDENT, DEWEY & ALMY
CHEMICAL, CO., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

"Ir. Dtm:w.y. "My. ,amlto is Brallev l)eivev; I am president of I)evway
& Aly ('heroical ()., of ('antilli-ige, Ms'. 1 aly)1 ar here not m.l
as a rele.tatii-e of 1my colaln bit also as n llindivuaill who, as
('l11el inl clh-ge of the(las l)efkenli iDivision of the Chemical War-
fat- Service, siitt about $100.0)0,00o thing Ite ht.-t wartt for gas-
tiefellte equipment. So tlat I ilink I ai lit least in Smlpathy with
the p)rolem" of defense pmiWttlttllet. "

Although my own cOnilmitoV has an enviable earnings record, which
is in the tiree to follr mllio dollars of invested capital range, my
company would not bL seriously affected by the excs-profits tax now
prolse and is not seeking relief. If the iropolsa which I favor were
adopted as all amendment to your present bill, I atu my asociates
would pay considerably more'income tax and would probably turn
around and reinvest mnuch of the remaining distributed profits'in our
owni comllNy. o that I think that 1I am not particularlv prejudiced.
T apit-oach yoit as one advocating what seems to me a fair method of
lessening tie posible harmful impact of the prolxsed legislation on
tli national economy, without appreciably lessening the return to the
Government.

'i'o present my ideas in their most accurate shape, I would like to
read to you a short memorandum in condensed shape.
The following is presented in suppoil of a proposal that any excess-

profits tax law contain a provision that corporations which pay out
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in dividends up to 60 days .after the close of their taxable year all of
their excess earnings, together with two-thirds of their base earnings
shall obtain a credit equal to the excess-profits tax thAt they would
otherwise pay.

Mr. DsmisY. Will you restate that?
Mr. DEM-Y. The following is presented in support of a proposal

that any excess-profits tax law contain a provision that corporation,;
which pay out in dividends up to 00 days after the close of their
taxable )ar all of their excess earnings, together with two-thirds
of their base earnings, shall obtain a credit equal to the exces-
profits tax that they would otherwise pay.

In the first phlce, since such a provision would not. apply in any
way to companies which have only normal rather than excess earn-
ings and would not apply to all the earnings of companies which
have excess earnings, it cannot legitimately be claimed that it is a
revival of the old undistributed-profits tax and that it is being u.%d
as a means of reviving a discarded profits tax.

Mr. TWEwAD . May I interrupt there?
Mr. DEWEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. The excess over normal-how would that be

reached?
Mr. DEwE . I am leaving it to you to draw your bill as you want

to and suggest this be a relief provision in the bill to accomplish
the purpose I am now going to state.

Mr. T11IDWAY. In other words, Congress would designate what
are normal and what are excess earnings?

Mr. DEWEY. Exactly. And I recognize, in crying that, it is very
complicated and difficult work you are engaged upon and you are
going at it very fairly and undoubtedly you all recognize the fact
you cannot draw an excess-profits tax provision that won't break
some eggs in making an omelet.

Mr. TREDWAY. I am wondering whether that provision you are
suggesting would not add to the complications?

Mi. DMEY. This would be simply to provide that those who dis-
tribute their profits so as to get them in the hands of the taxpayer
where they can be reached by the surtax, would be relieved, and the
Government would collect its money from the taxpayer.

Mr. TEADWA. From the taxpayer. That, of course, is a provi-
sion I know of.

Mr. DEwLE. Since it is a natural ambition of management to build
up a record of earnings, it is cleor that, if growing corporations are
permitted to distribute their excess earning in ieu of paving an
excess-profits tax, managements will not be subject to the tenptation
to justify expenditures of doubtful business expediency by reasoning
that the Government is sharing a proportion of such expenditures
according to the rate of the highest bracket that applies. In conse.
quence, when the fighting in Europe is over, our business will be in
much sounder condition (a) to compete for world trade with foreign
nationalized low-cost-labor industries which do not have to make a
profit in order to exist and (b) to resist depressions.

The proposed credit will not deprive the Government of any reve-
nue which it would otherwise receive and has the distinct advantage
of increasing the turn-over of money. Industries with excem earn-
ings as a rule are of a somewhat speculative nature. Their stock is
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more likely to be held by individuals with money, who take risks and
pay high sutaxes. In'addition the very fact that more concerns
will be paying handsome dividends will tend to liberalize the dividend
policies ot even those who are earning only normal profits. Obviously,
the resulting increase in the velocity of money is something that Is
highly desirable.

Our system of fie enterprise is based on the idea of profit and en-
couragehient of initiative and efficiency. If these incentives are
taken away, many industries here will ultimately reach the same state
of hopeles.sness as industries in totalitarian countries. The proposed
credit preserves these incentive,; without de pricing the Government
of revenue. It promotes the emloyment of both labor and capital.

The prop credit will facilitate the growth of new industries.
During the last two decades there has been built up in this country
the finest body in the world of trained research workers-mechanical,
electrical, anai chemical engineers, physics s, chemists, biologists,
etc.--organized into well.directed units and ready to give the country
now things and a leadership through which wage levels and the mar-
kets for our farm products and natural resources will be increased.

These men are ready to go forward and will go forward unless
their progress is impeded by a law which deprives capital of the op-
portunity of profit commensurate with risk. The cost of developing
new industries is greatest after processes leave research laboratories;
changes must be made; improvements involving expensive engineer-
ing and obsolescence must be financed; markets must be developed.
Consequently, the risks are !o great that experienced men refuse to
finance such developments less they se a chance for high profits,
at least until competitors dis-cover alternate methods and processes.

Growing businesses are benefited by the insertion of the proposed
credit in the law. They need not avail themselves of it, but those who
do are enabled thereby to build up a record of earnings and dividends
which will attract new capital with which to finance desirable ex-
pansion.

An excess.profits tax with no credit for distributed earnings will
tend to promote monopoly.

When there is no escape from a high excess-profits tax, it is but
natural for industries with varied lines to use profits from certain
lines to finance price cuts in other lines which are competitive with
lines of companies who do not. enjoy similar diversified profits with
which to fight back. Time Government pays a proportion of such
Eprice cuts and in this way assists in driviuig the competitor out of
business.

If the opportunity to make profits commensurate with risk is
denied to new inventions, they are driven into the hands of corpo.
rations who are seeking an outlet for excess earnings. This also
tends to promote monpolies.

Such a credit should tend to speed tip the defense program. With-
out it many companies will wish, before making unusually large com.
mitmnents, to study their probable impact upon earnings and taxes.
With the credit available, they will forge ahead without waiting
for such studies.

So much for the proposition. In closing, I cannot. help but add
that I think that any who may not be receptive to the foregoing pro.
posal, should realize that it. might greatly facilitate time defense pro-
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gram if you were to alter the provisions of paragraph 9 (6) on page
9 so as to allow new capital in companies whose invested capital is
already over the $500,00 mark a return equal to 10 percent rather
than the proposed 8 percent. I feel this would do much to attract
new capital with which to finance the defense program as well as to
finance the type of new industries I have spoken of.

Mr. McCoRmtAcK. Sir. Dewey, your prolsal, so far as the excess-
profits tax is concerned, is confined to that, and is on the theory of
the undistributed surplus tax: Is that correct? You are confining it
to the excess-profits tax?

Mr. DEWEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCOMACK. But you are not in any way advocating a -eturn

to the undistributed-surplus tax in the form in which it became lawI
Mr. Dawxy. No, sir.
Sir. MCCORMACK. You realize, of course, that there is a difference

between the undistributed-surplus provision as reported out of this
committee and the way in which it passed the Senate and as it was
agreed on in conference ?

Mr. DEWEY. I do; yes, sir. I, for one, think it would have been
more reasonable as you reported it, with some minor changes.

Mr. MCCOIIMACK. Your suggestion is confined, or your testimony
is confined along the line of this proposal as an alternative plan
which wouid be optional with the corporation that desired to utilize
it, confining it to the excess-profits tax?

Mr. DzwEY Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Under your plan, the question of invested earn-

ings would not have to be considered by the corporation?
Mr. DEWEY. No, sir.
Sir. McCoRM.CK. And the question of average earnings would not

have to be considered.
Mr. DEWEY. If they were making a distribution of their excess

earnings, together with two-thirds of their base or normal earnings,
they would only have to consider it, to be sure, up to within 60 days
after the close of the taxable year.

Mr. McCoRMAcK. There are many concerns engaged in business of
a purely speculative nature. In other words, they are liable to make
a good profit 1 year, and to be clipped the next year.

Mr. DEWEY. 'es, sir.
Mr. McCoRMCK. A lot of those businesses are directly engaged in

the handling of raw products, or wool products from ihe producer
to the consumer.Mr. DEWEY. Yes, sir. I have been sitting I-eside a man who will
present the same sort of a question, and you have heard a statement
about the situation as to airplanes. I think you will be beset by
so many special considerations here, all of which will have some
merit, that only a blanket catch-all proposal of the type I suggest
can possibly keep this bill from being overburdened with exceptions.

'Mr. Mcou Kz.cK. Under your suggestion, have you any opinion as
to whether or not, in the long run, the Government would obtain a
considerable amount of tax dollars?

Air. DEwr.Y. I have stated that I think it would, and I sincerely
think so. Mv opinion is based on informal consultations with men
who purport to know something about the question of tax revenues.
I am not talking as an expert. I am just a lowly businessman uip
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there in Boston, and I do not want to set my opinion against that
of the Treasury people, who ought to know.

Mr. MCCORiMACK. There is no question but that if this money
goei. back to the stockholders, it will come back in substantial
amount in the form of income taxes, especially from those who
may be in the surtax brackets. Such a proposal as this would also
meet the objections of some other businessmen, or it would be of
concern to some other kinds of business, such as personal service
corporations. It might go a long way toward meeting their problem.

Mr. I WEY. I elected to come down here as an individual busi-
ne.-.ssman, and I came from a sense of duty. I have talked with
many businessmen, and a great majority of them have expressed
the opinion that it. was a good thing. Tiere have been some, how-
ever, who expressed very frankly such an undying hatred of the
undistributed-profits tax that they did not like anything that had
the words "undistributed profits" in it.

Mr. McCoMA.cK. You are confining it to excess profits?
Mr. DEwEY. Yes, sir. I do not feel that objection would hold.
Mr. McCoRnMACK. A corporation electing to be subject to this pro-

po l would be subject to as little restraint or supervision by the
Government, or the Internal Revenue Department, as could be pos-
sibly obtained.

Mr. DEwey. There would be a minimum o! restraint. If the
operations are efficient, or if you show a good business record, and
wanted to go out and get new capital, the earning record would
make it attractive to new capital. That is essentially the crux of
the proposal I am making.

.fr. 3I)CoRMACK. If a corponttion has i small invested capital,
and yet has substantial returns, because most of their invested
capital is in the form of personal services, it would be benefited
by this proposal. In some corporations, like a personal service
corporation, the capital is really the contributions of the individuals
composing it.

31r. DE Y. Yes, sir; there are a lot of companies that are really
selling their "know-how," and that "know-how" was built up during
the depression when they were losing money, but they hadvitality
enough to go through. With the depression behind !hem, there is
no poRsible formula I can think of other than proceeding along this
line. There is no basis, or no other basis, that would recognize
the contribution that they made during the depression when they
were fighting for their very existence. I am referring to companies
that really had the guts and vitality that enabled them to get them-
selves in shape to go ahead in the building up of this economy that
you people have worked so hard to promote, and which I believemay oe 6nly in its infancy.

Mr. M2oRMACK .Those corporations have stock of a higher value
because the dividend returns seem to be substantial in comparison
with the capital actually invested.

Mr. DwEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCORMAMC. And unless something like this is done, the value

of that stock will be sharply depreciatedt
Mr. DEwEY. Yes, sir. ft is not on!y reflected in that way but the

earnings record is reflected in the position of the independent investing
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public, when the prospects are such that they are willing to invest.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Newspapers would be benefited by it F
Mr. DEWEY. You are away out. over my head now, because I do

not know anything about the newspaper business.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Iii other words, this is simply a proposal sug-

gested by you under which a corporation may continue in its ordi-
nary business as heretofore, but if it declares a dividend of a certain
amount of the net earnings then it is not against the excess-profits tax
credit, but when it passes into the hand:-- of the stockholder the Gov-
ernment gets the tax back through the medium of the income-tax
return of the individual stockholder.

Mr. DEWEY. That is correct.
Mr. MCCORMACK. It is your opinion that if such an option is given

the corporation it would meet many difficulties that now confront
a substantial percentage of our corporations, and that it would bring
in at least as much, if not more, in the way of tax dollars than would
be the case under any plan proposed in the bill, and that it would
interfere in a minimum degree with the orderly conduct. of business.

Mr. DEwEY. That is exactly my feeling. There will be some ex-
ceptional cases of corporations that will not get the relief contem-
plated here, and they will elect to pay taxes in the manner now pro.
posed in the bill.

Mr. MOCoitMAcK. The value of stock in the hands of stockholders
would in no way be affected?

Mr. DEwEY. 'hat is correct. I think those of you who have studied
the finance of Germany will appreciate it was built up by the sled
of money or the velocity of money. I do not know that it is a good
thing, but certainly it aoes not hurt them over there, because it. en-
abled them to stay alive with the minimum of money.

Senator KiNo. 1Would not your plan interfere with the program
of many corporations which depend upon profits for capital invest-
ments to expand the business? In other words, if they are not per-
mitted to utilize some of their excess earnings for business expan-
sion or capital expansion, their business would deteriorate rather
than advance.

Mr. DEwEY. You will notice that I propose that they be allowed to
keep one-third that you, in your wisdom, would set up as base earn-
ings or normal earnings. I believe that they would make the dis-
tribution, and this would only apply to those who had excess profits.
It would enable them to get new capital. I recognize that there are
a few who do not need to get new capital in that way. I think
their answer would be realized under th e present formula through
borrowing, or keeping the money, and fighting it out with the Treas-
ury as to .vhiether it was an unreasonable accumulation or not. I
think there would be very few of them.

Mr. TRELkwAw.. Mr. Dewey, you said you had interviewed a good
many business people about this proposal that you are now offering
us. Is that correct ?

Mr. DEwsy. Yes, sir.
Mr. TR DWAY. And in these interviews, you have had, you found

sonic opposition to your proposition?
Mr. DEwEy. Yes sir
Mr. TaEA~w y. 6 n what was it based?
Mr. DmvE . Only on the fact that it was a revival of the undis-

tributed-profits tax,
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Mr. 'rRADWAY. That would depend on the nature of the language
written into the law, would it not I

Mr. DEWEY. It seems so to me.
Mr. 'rRtEAWAY. So their opinion was based ol a wrong premise, or

a wrong iml)ression, because of their experience with the previous
tax.

Mr. DEwEy. That is ny interpretation of it. I hate to speak for my
opposition, but that is the only opposition I am conscious of being
articulate at all.

Mr. MCCIORMIACK. Your proposal does not apply to that?
Mr. DEWFY. No, sir. I think they vant this method. Then they

could go ahead. I am thinking of the time that is coming when the
real war starts here. The rea war will be an economic war. That
war, or tie economic war, will be as serious as the other war over in
Europe. If you do not have the country hitting on all eight cylinders,
with both capital and labor employed, we will take a worse beating
than the others have been taking from tanks and airplanes.

I thank you.
Mr. DisN.EY. The next witness is Mr. K. T. Norris, of Tos Angeles.

How much time do you want, Mr. Norris?
Mr. Nosnis. About 15 minutes.
Mr. DIsNEY. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF K. T. NORRIS, REPRESENTING THE NORRIS
STAMPING & MANUFACTURING CO., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr. Nowis. Mir. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I appre-
cate the opportunity of appearing before this committee in connection
with the proposed legislation covering excess profits amortization of
special equipment installed for defense contracts, and related matters.
We will be vitally affected by the legislation which is finally adopted.
For 2 years we have been manufacturing ordnance materials for the
Navy Department, and at the present time we have large contracts for
such materials from both the Army and the Navy. Our current con-
tracts require substantial expansion of our facilities involving the
question of amortization of special equipment.

Mr. DISNEY. What business are you engaged in I
Mr. Nc.nis. In the metal-stamping business. At. the present time,

we have contracts with the Army and Navy for the manufacture of
cartridge cases and cartridge tanks. Those contracts total about
$4,000,000. We have contracts that come under the provisions of the
Vinson-Trammell Act, and we have the problem of the amortization
of special equipment. required for carrying out our contracts.Mr. TRDDNwAY. You had those problems previous to the time the
suggestions contained in this bill were made?

Mr. NonRis. Yes sir.
Mr. TRFADw.Y. W'ou are carrying out. those contracts now?
Mr. NoRms. Yes, sir.
Mr. McKrouoi. May I ask whether, or not, there were any squab.

bles between you and te departments in reference to these contracts,
or whether you received full information from them regarding the
status of the contracts?

Mr. NORRIS. I am glad you asked that question. When I came back
here, I attempted to find out what we would be allowed to do. I
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went to the Treasury Department1 and spent practically a day there
at the Treasury Department, and learned almost exactly nothing. I
went to the Navy Department and other offices, and at every place
I went, I found out very little. Then I went to the Council of Na-
tional Defense office, and talked with Mr. Smith, in Mr. Stettinius'
office, and there I learned of the prolosl which is now under consid-
eration, or that the proposal had reached a certain stage, and would
be given consideration. I learned that. with respect to contracts
entered into, or former contracts entered into, there was no provision
wihi respect to a write-off at all. However, I can say that when I
was here about a month ago talking with representatives in the var-
ioas bureaus and departments, from what was said, I was satisfied
that we would receive fair treatment.

Mr. McKouOii. And you are proceeding with your contracts?
Mr. Nonni&. Yes, sir.
Mr. Dixov.. You say you were in contact with the National De.

fense Commission?
Mr. NoRIus. Yes, sir.
Mr. DI oUa. I presume you discussed the question of amortization

with them ?
Mr.- Noms. Yes, sir.
Mr. Di ozu. And, in all probability they gave you some inkling

of the kind of relief that would be extended under your contracts?
Mr-. Nonnis. I was told that meetings had been held that very day

in which the Treasury Department participated and that the plan
then under discussion was one that would permit a write-off under the
4-year period, with the accumulation, and that 25 percent depreciation
would be allowed for the first year and .50 percent the next year.

Mr. DINO-EL They recognized the fact that the problem of amor-
tization was delaying the work insofar as the production of war sup-
plies was concerned, and that something had to be done immediately
to correct it ?

Mr. NoRRis. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Mr. TREADWAY. May I ask what are the approximate dates of the

contracts you have already entered into I
Mr. NoRms. Do you mean all the contracts, including the contracts

already completely
Mr. TRE.DWAY. Yes. You spoke of having several contracts.
Mr. Noms. The first contract was entered into in April 1038.
Mr. TRE %DWAY. How recently hdve you had a contract?
Mr. NORRIS. We made a contract as "recently as January for 75-

millimeter cartridge cases. That amounted to $500,000.
Mr. TFEADWAY. That was in January?
Mr. Nonis. Yes, sir. We received a contract in February for car-

tridge tanks amounting to approximately $700,000, and we have an-
other contract for cartridge tanks and cases amounting to $345,000.

Mr. TREAnw,%r. The suggested amortization period begins July 10,
and on contracts made previous to that time there would be no amor-
tization benefit if this recommendation should be adopted. You have
stated that you have entered into contracts previous to that time.
Do you think that would be fair?

,%r. Nonms. No, sir; I think it should be retroactive.
Mr. TREADWAY. How far back?
Mr. NosIs. I would say back to the first of this year, so far as I

am concerned.
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Mr. TREADW.%Y. And it would take care of others similarly situated
with yourself I

Mr. NORRIS. Yes sir.
Mr. TRrE.ADWAY. in order to successfully carry out those contracts,

did you have to enlarge your plant
Mr. Xonrims. Yes, sir; very materially.
Mr. TRFADWAY. So you would feel that you were not being treated

as fairly as the others, unless you were included in a proposition
dating back earlier than July 161

Mr. ,Xo~ns. That is right.
Mr. CAnLzo-.. The contract entered into in April 1938 would come

under the Vinson-Trammell Act?
Mr. NORRIS. No, sir. I think the contract was started some time

before. We have contracts that come under the Vinson-Trammel
Act.

Mr. C.kRLSOx. How much have you earned under the operation
of the Vinson-Trammell Act?

Mr. No~nis. They are only under manufacture, and there are no
returns from them: They are not completed.

Mr. (.%.Lso. You have not completed any contracts under the
Vinson-Trammell Act?

Mr. NORRIS. No sir.
Mr. CARM, N. Y'nu accepted them on the basis of the profits allowed

under the Vinson-Trammell Act?
Mr. NouRs. Yes, sir; but I had no idea of an excess-profits tax

being imposed on top of that.
Mr. CARI ON. You would like to be permitted to complete the con-

tracts without the excess-profits tax eing imposed, and you would
favor the suspension of the Vinson-Trammell Act.?

Mr. NosRs. Yes, Sir.
Mr. MCOR s. Have you put much money in plant expansion?Mr. NoRRIs. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCORMACK. And that was the company's own money?
Mi.. NomRIs. Yes, sir.
Mf. MCCORMACK. It is one of those types of cases Where you feel

there should be some special plan lirovided. It is your idea that Con.
gress should consider some special plan of amortization in connection
with those contracts?

Mr. NORRIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. 3MCCORMAc. But your company went ahead with the work I
Mr. NoRRIs. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCoRmAcK. You did not wait to see what law would be writ-

ten. but you took your chances?
''r. NoRnIs. Yes, sir.
Mr. MlCCORMACK. Your own company met the capital problem of

plant expansion?
Mr. NoRms. Yes, sir. We invested approximately $100,000 on ac-

count. of the '15 millimeter cartridge case and cartridge tank con-
tract, and $1.50,000 more on account of a current contract we have.

Mr. KNUTsoN. Is there any provision in your contract for a read-
justment in the light of substluent legislation?

Mr. NorRis. No, sir; there is not only no adjustment provision
but if we make a gain, we expect you will take it back in taxes.
we are short, it will be our own hard luck.
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Mr. KxNso.-. The Government will take it if there is a profit?
Mr. NOas. Yes, sir. In that connection, I feel that the legisla-

tion is discriminatory.to people who were, for instance, supplying
parts to the Navy. There will be some manufacturer, we wi I say a
steel company, producing something like angle iron. A steel corn.
pany in delivering iron for a battleship will-be subject to the profit
liniiation, bit, if at the -ame time, someone is furnishing angle
iron to some other purchaser, lie is not subject to that- profits
limitation.

I will say this at this time: My business is one of those businesses
that was an individual proprietorship and was only recently incor-
porated. The reason it had to be incorporated was that the income-
tax laws were so severe there would have been no money left with
which to expand the business.

Mr. DiSNEY. How recently was it incorporated?
Mr. Noaimis. Only April 1 of this year. All the business I have

ever secured hits been on a strictly competitive basis. I have not
had that handed to me at all. The fact of the matter is, I have
had to overcome handicaps because of our location in Los Angeles.
The majority of this munitions material that we are making is
being delivered right back on the Atlantic coast, and the iaw ma-
terials originate there. In spite of that, over a period of 10 years
that I have been in business, I have been able to average n per-
centage of better than 40 percent on my investment-better than
40 percent. Those profits were not taken away from anybody, the
Government, or any of my customers. They got. their money's
worth. Thzy got as iood merchandise as they could get anywhere.
They got it at the rig t price. They got it. under competitive con-
litions. My labor was as well paid as other labor was paid, ard I
received a satisfactory return.

My point is that those profits are a measure of the efficiency of
the organization and the ability of that organization, and they do
not constitute an excess profit.

Under this proposed legislation, the most favorable provision
would allow a return of 10 percent on the invested capital. Thac
might be all right for a concern which had not earned 10 percent
before, but what it does is, it constitutes a penalty on efficiency. It
is going to tax me much heavier than the inefficient, overcapitalized
concern, which cannot make that money under the same conditions.

Senator ixo. And you propose to rectify this inequality of in-
efficiency as against efficiency, skill and abilityO

Mr. NoRi. Yes; my proposal is the elimination of the 10 percent
provision, which is proposed in the Treasury plan, ard that the
excess profits should start at the point where they exceeded the
earnings during the previous year.

The next point is that the earnings which I have made have all
been reinvested in my business. They have been put right back
in there. They have not been taken out. I have not squandered
them. I do not own any yachts or anything like thi.t. And with
that, I have built up a business which is in a position to serve the
Government at the present time.

With the tax which is now proposed, it would irive been impos.
sible to do that. The earnings would not have been available. They
would have been taken away in view of the higher return which we
have made on the capital investment.
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Mr. KNuTsox. Is it your thought that the proposal, if put in effect,
would hinder rather than aid expansionI

Mr. NomRis. Very definitely so. I am talking now with reference
to the excess.-profits tax as proposed. I am not talking about the
amortization plan.

Mr. K uTrors. I am talking about the excess-profits tax.
Mr. Noma. Yes.
Mr. KNuTSN. Based on your own experience, do you say that you

are of the opinion that it will definitely cripple expansion)
Mr. Nopins. Very definitely so. It will take a large percentage of

my earnings which I would otherwise use for this purpo.
And when I speak for myself, I am also speaking for every small

efliciently operating business organizations, where the principal
stockholders are the managers of the. business. They are in there
running it.

Mr. KxuTrso. Have you examined the alternative that is pre-
sentedI

Mir. Nowus. One alternative that was presented was that we would
be permitted a credit equal to the average fixed earnings for a 4.year
period. In other words, if we had earned $100,000 a year for 4
years, as an average we would be permitted $100,000. But, of
course, that does not take into consideration the growth of the busi-
ness, and the relative size of it at the end of the 4-year period as
compared with the previous period.

MN;r. KNursoN.. In other words, then it would have an adverse
effect. on comparatively new industries, as contrasted with old, estab-
lished concerns.

Mr. Noams. Yes, sir; that is exactly my point. I feel I represent
that type of concern.

I know that there have been meetings in the last 2 weeks in Los
Angeles of the small businesses engaged in supplying parts and
doing machine work and grinding, and other work of that typeforthe aircraft industries. I have been at those meetings, and I
have heard the purchasing agents of the Douglas Co. and of the
Lockheed Co. tell those men, "We want you to put in additional
equipment. We want you to expand. We will guarantee you the
busing. W need your help on this thing."

But what are these fellows going to do? On what are they going
to expand if these profits are taken away from them?

Mir. KNursox. In other words, then, the Government is not leaving
ail thing to plow back into the business.

11r. onis. I would say that they are leaving something.
Mr. KNuTSON. Well, something but, not enough.
Mr. Nonig. Not enough. I feel that-and this is my personal

opinion, which may be entirely at variance with others'--:but I feel
that the amount of revenue which is going to be received from this
excess-profits tax is hardly enough to justify the risk of holding
back the defense program. I feel that concerns like mine are the
ones most particularly needed on this thing. We get out and we do
things quickly. We do not have to have a board of directors' meet-
ing and a stockholders' meeting, and il that sort of thing. We do
the thing right now. We do not have the delays that these large
corporations have.
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Mr. BoEUINE. You stated, Mr. Norris, that in your opinion this bill
as proposed would not give you enough for any accretions to your
invested capital after you take your earnings for the base period.
Under the alternative fllan, reading from the report, the amount so
arrived at being the average earnings for your base period, shall be
increased by 8 percent of the additions to capital occurring after the
beginning, and so forth, and decreased by 6 percent for any reductions.

Do -ou think that ought to be increased?
Mr.'Noinus. You mean that the amount which would be considered

not subject to the excess-profits tax would be increased by 8 percent
of the additional investment 1

Mr. BoENm. Eight percent of the additional invested capital.
Mr. Noitas. Of course, that gets right back to the same thing. You

are going to allow 8 percent on the reinvested capital going into a busi-
ness that has been earning 40 percent under strictly competitive con-
ditions.

Mr. BoyiHNE. Eight percent does amount to something.
Mr. Nois. Oh, there is no argument about that.
Mr. TEA Dw Y. Is it fair to ask you how many stockholders you have

in your company I
M'fr. Nomus. Myself and my wife.
Mr. TR ADIwAY. I do not wish to be personal in this but-
Mr. NoR Is. Just myself and my wife; that is all.
Mr. TRrADWAY. The family is in control then I
Mr. Noms. Yes.
Mr. TREADWAY. You heard the testimony of the gentleman precedingyou?

Mr. No.nis. Yes, sir; I did.
Mr. TR EADW.%Y. How did you like his suggestion to take care of a

ease like yours?
Mr. No"is. I did not like it at all. lie is going to put ine right back

into an individual proprietorship.
Mr. TREAnwAY. In other words, instead of having the dividends paid

you, which was the method suggested and then you paying a higher
come tax, you would rather ceep the profits, or you and your wife
would keep the profits, and put them back into the business

Mr. Noniss. That is right. When the time comes, that the profits
are not needed in there to expand the busineSS, there are existing laws
which will require us to declare them out, and then we will pay the
income tax upon it.

Senator HEmNo. I understand you to say that you have been
.making 40 percent on your capital t

Mr. N oms. Yes, sir.
Senator Hnmizo. And you are not satisfied to make 40 percent out

of this defense program?"
Mr. Nores. I did not say that.
Senator Hrsnuwo. Well, you are not content with that: because

you are allowed to take your earnings over the base period, atre YoU
not?

Mr. Noams. I did not say that. Under the Treasury plan-
Senator Hm zio. There is an optional plan; you have the option

of another plan, vou know.
Mr. Nosms. I did not understand there was such an optional plan

which would permit me to figure on 40 percent on my currently
invested capital.
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Senator lamnixo. Not on your currently invested capital, but based
on your earnings over the 4-year base period. You would be allowed
that.

Mr. Noems. I did not understand that.
Senator HERRINo. That is according to the bill as originally intro-

duced.
Mr. Noanis. I thought that that provision was that. we would be

permitted a flat amount of earnings equal to the earnings--somne
amount. like $100,000; but that would apply regardless of the in-
crease in the capital investment.

Senator HRmxo. That amounted to 40 percent on your invested
capital, according to your statement.

Mr. Notais. That is right.; that is, 40 percent of the invested capi-
tal; not on the capital investment now. It might amount to less than
half of that on the currently invested capital.

Senator H WRRING. Would you not, be satisfied with 40 percent based
on your former earnings, amid then 8 percent on the increase of your
invested capital I You would not be satisfied with that I

Mr. Nomis. I am not saying that I would not be satisfied; no.
Senator Hramuxo. You are proposing something else.
Mr. Noams. I am only proposing this-well, as an illustration, the

best illustration I can make-
Mr. Disxsr. If you and the Senator will allow me to interrupt;

lie would have to go into the matter of invested capital and average
earnings at the time; this is a newly formed corporation. He would
come under the invested capital provision because lie has no other
alternative, for the reason that his is a newly- formed corporation.

Senator Wranmxo. I did not know that that provision had been
changed; under the 4-year base period provision, lie could go back to
1936 to 1939. Were you not in business at that time?

Mr. NoR s. Yes.
Mr. DisxNY. But as an individual. Under the proposal suggested

now. lie would not have any alternative, because he has no base period
as a corporation. He organized his corporation in April.

Senator HERRixo. I see.
Mr. MCOoRUACK. Mr. Norris, I can see your point with reference

to Mr. Dewey's suggest ions you and your wife being the stockholders
of the corporation. It is a family tie of corporation, and 90 percent
of our businesses started out in that way. That is very commendable.
But if you had 1,000 stockholders, you could see where you might be
interested in his proposition?

Mr. Nomus. If there were no single large stockholder, or no single
stockholder holding too large a percentage of the stock.

Mr. MCCORMACIK. As an alternative proposition, while it would not
appeal to your corporation, nevertheless you would have no objection
to a plan of that kind as an alternative" which might blend in with
the organization of a number of other corporations which may not be
in the same organizational form as yours.

Mr. Nous. I would have no objection, as long as there was an alter.
native and I was not bound by it.

Mr. DisNmY. Are there any other questions, gentlemen? Have you
finished your statement, Mr. Norrist
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Mr. NonaRs. I started to illustrate one point here that I hoped to
brinp home. That is, take two corporations, one of them with a half
million dollars capital and the other with a million dollars capital.
We will assume that both of them sell the same amount of the same
item at the same price, and each winds tip the year making $100,000
upiee. We will assume that the $1,000,000 corporation previously has

earned 10 percent, or in excess of 10 percent, of its invested capital.
Under the proposed plan, that corporation would not be considered to
have made an excess profit. But the small corporation, doing the same
work, selling the product at the same price and making the same
product, would be severely penalized.

I feel that that is not an equitable situation. And that is multi.
lied when you get into tie percentages that apply as against my

isiness.
Mr. MCCoD mAcK. Mr. Norris, the only observation I want to make

is that, in the consideration of an excemss-profits tax, there is no such
thing as equity. It starts out being inequitable. About all you can
do is to make it as equitable as possible, having in mind fhatt the
origin of the whole proposal is inequality.

Mr. Norius. Of course, in that respect, I get back to what is the
purpose. of an excess-profits tax. As I first read about it in the
newspapers., the purpose was to prevent a crop of war millionaires,
)reslmnably on the theory that, because the facilities were going to
be taxed to the limit, competition was going to be lessened or elini-
nated, and people were going to be able to get more for a job than
it was worth, and that we were going to try to do that. If I did
that, I would still be subject to an excess-profits tax.

I am only arguing that the profits that I have made in the past
are a measure of the efficiency and ability of my concern, and (to not
represent excess profits.

Mr. M CCORIMAC. I recognize the power of your argument, and I
am not disagreeing with you. I completely agree with you. But I
simply made the observation, as a personal observation, as to how
we muist approach this bill. There is something more involved than
the creation of war millionaires. There is a question of the gonging
of the public, where we are changing from a peacetime to a war
economy. Broader aspects are involved.

I simply wanted to make the observation that. a proposal of this
kind, in its origin, is inequitable. If you were a member of this com-
mittee and were trying to pass as equiitable a law as is humanly pos-
sible, and obtain the objecti-e desired. when the original suggestion is
based on inequality-and you must understand that I am not drawing
any adverse inference from your testimony; but if we took care of
ever, individual case much as we would like to, and we would have
no excess.profits-tax law at all. All we can do is to try to have as
fair a law as is possible. That is why I think the suggestion of Mr.
Dewey meets a very, very important gal) in this law.

Mr. Nonis. I felt thii way. The United States Steel Corporation,
I felt, would present their view of it. If I did not present mine,
in behalf of people who are in the situation such as I an in, yon
gentlemen might not have all the facts on which to base your tair
decision, which I am sure you are going to make.

Mr. MeCoBMrAcK. I think you ought to be complimented, and it
would be a fine thing if all businessmen were to appear before legis-
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lative committees to I)repent their views. We were talking about in-
equalities. There has got to be a measure of equality even within in-
equalities.

Mr. NoRRis. It is a relative term, you mean.
Mr. MCCorMACK. Yes.
Mr. KUTrsoN. Is your business all war business?Mr. Norms. No, sir. My business is not built on that at all. I in

a manufacturers of all kinds of metal paris; automobile palts. cos-
met ie containers, water-heater parts, anything anvLxlv wants made
out of metal. We do not make any products of o'ur ow'n. We are a
manufacturing concern doing a strictly contracting business..

At the present time this war business does represent the major por-
tion in dollars and cents. But I have to look ahead to the time when
that will be quite different. As far as the equipment is concerned, with
reference to some of this equipment that we have to install, it is en-
tirely sl cial. It would have no valtie for general counereial use.
We have to gamble on further business.

That is one other thing I would like to bring home: that when we
bid on these jobs, and we get a contract, it is going to run a year or a
year and a half, but we have no assurance that we are going to get any
more business after that. We have to go out and bid for it coipeti-
tivelv, to get it. And we are taking fhe biggest risk.

'lie Cu. int.%.t. Are there any further questions? We thank you
for your appeanace, 'Mr. Norris.

Mr. NORRIS. May I file this statement. which I had intended to
read in the beginning, but did not owing to the fact that questions
started immediately.

The CHAIM1[AN. Without objection, tie statement may e filed.
(The statement filed hy Mr. Norris is as follows:)

.N'otis S.TAUPINo .ND. AM.Y'.FACT, VRIJio Co.,
Ixov Angrier, Califorsdo. Aitgoos 1?,~~q

Mr. CUAIMmAx AND MlEMBiYS.
llousc W~ays anid Jlcans Cotiimillce,

Washington, D. C.
I appretfiale the oplorlunty of apx-tring Isefore this committee In connection

with the proixwd legislation covering exscss proflt., amortization of special
equipment Installed for defense contracts, and related matters. We will be
vitally affected by the legislation which 1, finally adopted. Eor 2 years we have
been manufacturing ordnance mterlals for the Nay Department and at the
prnsellit tie we have large contracts for such materlals for both the Army and
the Navy. Our current contracts require -ulwtantlial expansion of our facilities
Involving the question of nmortization of s ivclal equipment.

All of the business which we have ever Fecured, whether for the Government
or commercial btiness has been secured on a strictly conipelitiv bidding Iasis
and there has been plenty of competition. We have had to compete with conce ns
located throughout the United States and have had to overcome handicaps due
to exce-,siv transportallon costs resumlting from our unfavorable location. Such
conipctltive conditions would, naturally, result in holding our profits in relation
to selling price to a rlatively low level but by doing an annual volume of business
running fire to eight times our invested capital, our average earnings bare been
in excess of 40 percent on Invested capital. These earnings are In no way at-
tributable to defense contracts awarded to is since the start of the soo-called
emergency, but represent strictly normal profits resulting from eficlent man-
agement, Ingenuity, and hard work.

WRENVESIMENT or rAkINGS

The profits have all been put back Into the business and It Is only through
this reinresiment of earnings that the business has grown. I know that there
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are thousands of small and medium-sized concerns the growth of which ii
dependent entirely upon the reinvestment of earnings. Generally speaking,
concerns of this type are managed by the principal owners and I believe on the
whole represent the most progressive and most efficient group of business
organizations.

This group is definitely v, ced for rapidly carrying out the defense program.
Firms of this type can and do move quickly and get things done, but the owners
of such businesses generally are not willing to reduce their percentage of owner-
ship by bringing In outsde capital. Consequently these firms can &Tow only by
reinvestment of earnings.

Newspaper reports Indicate that the amount of revenue expected from an
excess-profits tax is relatively small when compared with the total Budget, but
this tax will greatly retard the entire defense program by preventing the most
efficient and progressive organizations from expanding out of earnings.

WHAT ARE EXCESS 11r01S

Assuming, however, that some form of excess-profits tax is finally considered
nece(sary, then this tax should apply to real excess profits, should be equitable
to all sizes and types of corporations and should not constitute a penalty for effi.
clency. The purpose of the proposed excess-profits tax Is to prevent the creation
of war millionaires, presumably on the theory that higher than normal profits
will be realized because producing facilities will be used to capacity and compe-
tition will be iesened or eliminated. Profits made under such conditions might
properly be called excess profits, but I contend that any profits made, regardless
of the rate of return on Invested capital, not in excess of profits realized during
a highly competitive period, are not excess profits but are merely a measure of the
ability and etlkiency of the concern earning such profits.

The pLin which I understand was proposed by the Treasury Department would
permit corporatIons to earn on currently invested capital the average rate of
return obtained during a base period 1936 to 193), inclusive, but such profits
would be limited to 10 percent on the Invested capital. Another plan proposed
would permit earnings equal to the average annual earnings for the base period.
The first of these methods takes no cognizance of the variation in normal earning
capacity resulting from the eflfcency of the management and would severely
penalize companies turning their capital several times annually and at the same
time exempt overcapitalized companies. The second m-1hod does not take
into consideration the growth of the business and the increase in the capital
Investment. I contend that the limitation of 10 percent on invested capital In
the Treasury Department's plan should be eliminated and that no profits should
be considered as excess profits unless they are actually In excess of normal profits
computed either on a basis of the return on invested capital or In relation to
volume of sales.

I would like to compare two corporations, one having an invested capital of
$W500,000 and the other having an invested capital of $1,000,000, both companies
selling the sme quantity of the same item at the same price and each making
a profit of $100,000. The rate of return on the investment In the case of the
smaller company is 20 percent and with the larger company 10 percent. Assum-
Ing that the larger company had earned 10 percent or more on its investment in
a base period, then under the plan proposed by the Treasury it would not be
subject to the excess-profits tax, at the smaller concern would be heavily taxed.
Certainly this would be a very unfair .tuatlon and one which would discriminate
against the progressive, efficient, and well-managed companies, the very ones
which are most needed for promptly carrying out the defense program.

VIN5SOX-TAMDLL ACT

The Vlnson-Trammell Act limiting profits on any complete naval vessel or por-
tion thereof or Army or Navy aircraft or portion thereof, discriminates against
one group of suppliers. It presumes that a contractor knows in advance what
his costs will be, whereas this Is certainly not true with respect to nonstandard
Items. It requires that the contractor take the risk of loss, It limits the profit
which he can make If he comes out as well or better than expected, but It guar-
antees no profit. It has to a certain extent restricted competition, particularly
with respect to subcontractors, many of whom refuse to take a subcontract sub-
ject to this act.
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If an exess-profits tax is pa ed, the Vinson -Trammell Act should be made

Inoperative not only with respect to new contracts but also with respect to any
contracts previously entered Into and now being carried out. When we took
the Navy contracts which we now have we took into consideration the fact that
the Vinon-Trsmmell Act applied. but we certainly did not anticipate a further
penalty in the form of an exce".-profits tax.

AMoR1IZMIO. OF SPECIAL FJQVIPENT

Newspaper reports indicate that a speelal equipment installed for defense
purposes may be amortized over a period of 5 years. The provisions for amorti-
zal Ion of equilnent should be very liberal. I um sure that any contractor would
be willing to distribute the cost of equipment over any reasonable period of lime
If he had any assurance of hu~inesq for that period. In our case the contracts
which we have bid on have required approximately 1 months to fulfill. We
have to gamble that there will be future business. ID encourage manufacturers
to hicreaso facilities, the Oovernment should reduce this gamble to a minimum.

Actually, It will make little difference In the amount of revenue which the
Go&-nuient will receive In taxation whether the equipment Is charged off In 3 or
5 yt ore" Assuming that equipment was charged off over a 3-year period and the
voi.traivt:,r continued to secure contracts for an additional 2 years, the Govern-
inent would automatically receive the benefit of a reduced price due to the elimi-
nation of depreciation charges or would colkct in taxes the major portion of any
exce>-s profit which the contractor might make.

On the other hand. If the contractor ilstails the special equipment for one
contract, charges off 20 perce*at during the first y-ar nl then does not secure
additional business, rot only his profits are wiped out but he would stated a
sultantlal loss on the entire transaction.

I would like to summarize my statements as follows:
1. T e amount of revenue anticipated from the proposed excess-profits tax

does not justify taking the chance that the entire defense program may be greatly
retarded by preventing efficient organization from expanding out of earnings.

2. If an excess-profits tax Is passed It must not penalize small and medium-sized
effl-ient organizations with minimum capital Investment.

3. Any profit made, regardless of the rate of return on invested capital, not In
excess of the profit realized during a normal base period should not be considered
as exc(ss profits.

4. If an excess-profits tax Is pased, the Vinson-Trammell Act should be made
Inoperative with respect to all uncompleted contracts as well as all new contracts.

5. The provision for writing off special production facilities Installed for defense
purposes should be as liberal as possible so as to encourage the Installation of
such equipment and eliminate the possibility that the capital Invested in such
facilities would be wiped out by the passing of the defense emergency or the
failure of the contractor to secure additional orders after completion of the
original contract.

Respectfully submitted.
K. T. Nonis,

Prc¢idcnt, Norris Stanipirg & Manwfacturng Co.
The CHIAIRmA. The next witness is Mr. L. M. Benedict, repre.

senting the Merchants & Manufacturers' Association of Los Angeles,
Calif.

STATEMENT OP JAMES C. INGEBRETSEN, WASHINGTON REPRE-
SENTATIVE, LOS ANGELES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. InoEaBRasmE. Mr. Chairman, I am the Washington representa.
tire of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Benedict is in-
disposed, and has asked me to present his statement to you. Mr.
Benedict's statement was prepared by him as a representative of a
group of small Los Angeles manufacturers, most of whom are en-
gaged in the production of aircraft accessory parts.

This is a short statement, and I should be glad to read it or file
it for the record, as you desire.
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The CHAIRMAN. Would it be satisfactory to you to insert it in the
record for our study?
Mr. IN O RMEIR EN. lhat would be satisfactory to me.
Mr. CRouriiEr. Mr. Chairman in view of the fact it is a short

Statement, I suggest that the gentleman be allowed to read it.
Mr. GRERE;sLN. I shall be very glad to read it. I would like to

say, the fact that I am reading the statement does not neces-arily
in icate that it express the viewpoint of the Los Angeles Chain-
ber of Commerce. I am sinplly doing this as a personal favor to
Mr. Benedict.The CHuAIRMAN . You may proceed.

Mr. IXuEaRmET., Mr. Chairman, I am leading Mr. Benedict's
wordsq.

(Mr. Ingebrtsen read the following statement:)
AousrT 12, 1910.

To the WAys NI-0 MFjkSx 9omtmiir
House of Rcpirctentatircs, i'ashilgton, D. C.

Mr. Chairman nd gentlemen of the committee: I am here as the repre-
sentative of a large number of small corporation:% in and aar os Angeles
which fear that the excess-profits-tax measure now under consideration may,
unle. great care Is taken, place an undue and poNobly fatal burden nilku small,
new business .

I am not a tax expert ansi am not prelrte to diats s the legislation In
technical detals. . As it matter of fact, lI had not Intended asking a personal
apietatw before the committee. This wat arranged while I was Pii route
from Los Angeles in an exchange of telegrams between the committee ehalrinan
and Mr. Paul Shonp, president of the Merchant. and Manufacturers Asu.iation
of Los Angeles. Mr. Shoup, as you all know, was for many years pixt.ident of
the Southern Pacific Ailrtoad and Is one of the buslne- leaders on the Pacific
coast. In wiring Chairman Doughton. Mr. Shoup said:

"Our organization, 40 years old, representing I00 principal bus iess institu-
tions this area has among its members great many small-bu.sine s men who are
much disturbed over both Treasury and Joint committee formulas for excess.-
profit tax, former being more disastrous than latter. Both subject to criticism,
being Involved in detail using a measure for exemption capitalization nnd earn-
Ings under prior and very different conditions, falling to take into consideration
volume and turn over in business as related to capital Invested. They feel
not sufficient recognition given vtlue of management which is vitally important
both in war defene and other business activities. Too much tendency to
measure situation on basis of invested capital alone whether wisely made or

ot. Also that lrograun distinct deterrent to growing lines of business "
In another communicalion on the subject, Mr. Shop said that the sugetion

among many small-business men in Los Angeles was that the tax situalion
be dealt with simply by raising the ante in the present tar law and placing
a profits limitation on Government armament (onlracts. Mr. Shoup gave it
as his own opinion that "there is, of course, a very real value to the thought
that all lines of business are familiar with the present tax measures and the
rulings arising therefrom, and there would be less additional work and less
confusion if familiar ground is not departed from. except as necessary."

As I have said, I am not a tax expect and I shall only attempt to convey
some of the apprehension southern California businessmen feel over this legis-
latlon, together with their suggestions for making the bill eluitable.

May I say right here that there Is no opp.oAtIon In Califonila or elsewhere
on the Pacific coast to the proposed special taxes to meet preparedness tx-
penes. All businessmen are agreed that extra taxes are necessary to finance
American security and everyone is more than willing to do his share. The
only question ralsed-the only possible difference of opinion-is over the
method to be used.

The principal fear Is that the proposed tax bill may, by unintentional dis-
crimination, make it diffiult if not impossible for many young and small hut
growing businesses to remain in business and expand. This fear is felt, espe-
cially, In the case of companies which do not -eed a great deal of money to
operate and so have low capitalization.
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They feel that a corporation which has been in business for only a year or

a few years should be given an oppiritnity to continue to grow at its present
i-ate until It has achieved solid, mature stature. It may be fair to hold an
old, well-established business which has reached the limit of Its expansion
to an average earnings base for tax purposes, but In the ease of n young
corporation struggling to make good such a plan would meau stagnation or
perhaps ruin. Who would Invest mone) In a new business venture which, in
addition to the usual hazards, was limited to an excess profits exemption of
I or 10 percent on capital Invested?

Such a formula would seem absolutely to preclude any cew industry getting
started. The aviation industry In southern California and throughout the
Nation would not bare attained Its present growth had it been shackled at
the outset by a tax such as is here proposed. The automobile industry could
not have been developed under such a tax policy.

We feel that a tax based upon Invested capital would be most unfair to
corporations honestly capitalized only for what money they actually need In
their business. Such companies would be severely penalized while concerns
with high, even though fietitiouNs, capital structure would receive preferential
treatment amounting to a cash tax bonus. We all know of companies which
have included in their capital set-up excessive valuations and appraisals for
inventory, land, buildings, good will, patents, worlhles-s accounts receivable
and other items of little or no real value and contributing nothing to the
conduct of the business. The Federal Government, through the Securities
and Exchange Commission and other agencies, has attempted to put an cud
to this practice and encourage legitimate capitalizations. Now comes a tax
bill which may, it is feared, encourage capital stock padding or even necessitate
it. Corporations are not likely to follow sound. conservative stock policies if,
by putting in all possible capital items, they can hold down their tax burden.

Under the Invested capital theory a company capiltalized at $.50,OO0 may,
by good management, earn as nuch money as a competing corporation cap-
italized at $20.A000, only to be penalized for Its efficient effort through being
required to pay more taxes-ihis Inequity resulting from the tax base figured
on so-called capital investment. This seems to put 'a premium on inefficient
management and overeapitatlizatton. If Congress and the administration wish
businessmen to set up their orporation. with the highest possible amount of
capital . so that their earnings in percentage will be small, It seems to many
that a very hanful condition in Industry will be the outcome.

Believing that taxes should be based upon actual profits in dollars and
cents, many corporations in southern California would favor raising the rates
of the present Federal tax Iaw for the defense money needed by the Govern-
ment. Some would support a straight transactions tax. with the Government
taking a percentage out en the profits of each business deal.

A major suggestion of tho small-business men of southern California-

I understand this has been taken into consideration by the sub-
commitee report, which was not before Mr. Benedict when he pre-
paredt tis statement [continuing with Iis statellltI:

A major suggestion of the small-business men of southern California Is that
an average percentage of profits to Invested (ipltal over a period of years
toe adopted as the rule for determining excess proflit.. instead of a lump-sum
averaging of net earnings. Such a formula would give a company the
opportunity of making the same average earnings as It the past several
years. It would produce the revenue desired with fairness to small coni-
panics and at the same time prevent profiteering. It would enable young
businesses to ay their just share of defense taxes without losing their in-
centire to grow.

To many it would seem. as stated by Sir. Shoup In his telegram to Chairman
Doughton. that the sensible and simple thing would be for Congress to up
the ante in the present tax law, place a profits limitation on armament con.
tract.% and let matters go at that. This would raise the money required
without making millionaires out of the Nallon's defense needs It would
fill the bill without discrimination, at least any new discrimination, and
with a minimum of confusion. Every businessman is familiar with the pres-
ent tax law and has his bookkeeping attuned to It. It wonld get at exceis
profits Just as well as the method under consideration.
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It Is suggested, in the case.of new companies just starting and companies
which have been operating at a loss the past few years, that a flat sum
credit of $50,000 be allowed before excess-profits taxes would apply. This
would give life blood to a surprising number of corporations which are just
beginning to see daylight, due to new conditions, but which face continued
dark prospects under the tax plan proposed.

In a general sense, what the small-business men of southern Califorua
ask is that careful consideration be given to the tax problem of the small,
new business with low capitalization, to the end that this class of business
shall be given reasonable encouragement and opportunity to live and grow.

No need is seen for haste in connection with the excss-profits-tax measure,
since the amortization feature could easily be lifted and piut through Congress
as separate legislation.

Busineksmen on the west coast are only Just now having a chance to study
the report of the subcommittee, headed by Mr. Cooper, and tMe request is
respectfully made that a few more days at last be allowed for filing briefs
before the Ways and Means Committee proceeds to the actual task of writing
a bill. If opportunity is given, it is believed that specific suggestions with
reference to the proposed legislation will be forthcoming from the Merchants
and Manufacturers Assoclation, the chamber of commerce, and other Los
Angeles business organizations and from individual business leaders.

The committee's courtesy in permit ; this presentation is very greatly
appreciated.

Mr. BOMInE. Of course, you stated theie that that statement was
prepared before Mr. Benedict had an opportunity to see the sub-
committee's report.

Mr. INoEBRErSE,. That is my understanding.
Mr. BoixnE. And in the subcommittee's report, they give this

alternative plan about which he speaks.
Mr. I.oEBRLrsEN. Yes sir.
Mr. Bo nuNE With reference to the average base earnings.
Mr. INOEBRETSVI. I understand that.
Senator HARISoN. Mr. Chairman, in this connection, I received a

letter from Senator Downey, of California, asking that I present
for the record or have read, a letter which he encloses front the
Aircraft Parts Manufacturers Association.

The CHAIRMAN. We shall be very glad to have it read or icei'e
it. for the record, just as you wish, Senator.

Senator Kxo. I suggest that the letter and the statement be read.
The CHAIRK.tS. I ant sure there is no objection to that.
Senator HARRISON. Senator Downey's letter is as follows:

UNITIE STATES SENATE, Augst 6, 1910.
lion. .'AT HAIRIssON,

Chairman, Finance Committee, United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

DI.%a SENATOR H.Uszto.: I herewith enclose a letter dated August 2, 1940,
from the Aircraft Parts Manufacturers Asxolatlon, a California organization,
relevant to the pending hearing on the excess-profits law. The arguments and
statements In this communication appeal to me and I would be deeply appre-
ciative if you could have the letter read to the joint committee upon Its
hearings on the propose exckss-profits tax law.

I would, likewise, appreciate it if you would communicate to the members of
the committee my own Idea that it may prove unfair and burdensome to the
smaller business groups participating In the defence program if their earnings
exempted from the excess-profits tax are limited to 500. In my own opinion,
this limitation is entirely insufficient, and I hope a figure of approximately $50,0
may be written into the law.

I think all of the members of the committee will concede that any smalt business,
especially at its beginning, faces extreme hazards and uncertainties with the
utmost probabilities of failure and losses, that the possibility of profit and gain
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should be commensurate with the risk involved, and that no great tax loss could
accrue to the Government or any large social maldistribution of wealth result from
the proposed exemption of $30,000.

Sincerely,
SI1EDAN Bow NP;Y.

The statement of the Aircraft Parts Manufacturers Association,
sent to Senator Downey, is as follows:

Amc'Ra.F PATs 3IANrVFACTrUPRS ASSOCIATION,

Los Angeles, Agutal ?, 190.
HOn. SHERIDAN DOWNEY,

Scneae Office BuIlding, Waskhington, D. 0.
DEAR SA-Arox DOwL'LY: It would be presumptuous on the lart of a layman to

point out the importance of American national defense at this time. The efforts
of all administrative departments of the Government as well as those of every
patriotic American are unanimously expended in endeavoring to meet the demands
of national rearmament. Probably tio means of defense faces a more tremendous
period of expansive production than that of the aviation industry. Press reports
tell of a series of conferences existing between executives of major aircraft con.
pales and officials of various governmental agencies with r view to slxeding up
production and formulating necesc-ary legislation to conform with antlciplpted
conditions.

Here on the west coast, which we are proud to consider the major center of
aviation, the phenomenal growth or the aircraft Industry has created a growing
activity In aircraft parts processing and manufacturing. Today this important
branch of the aviation Industry must be considered, not only as an Integral and
necessary factor in national defense, but as the subsistence of a hundred small
companies with their thousands of stockholders, employing approximately 10,000
persons.

The Aircraft Parts Manufacturers Association recently was organized from
this group for the purpose of cooperating with governmental agencies, aircraft
manufacturers, and other interested bodies, In keeping its members Informed of
regulations, conditions, and hazards akin to the Industry. There can be no ques-
tion regarding the attitude of these suppliers on American national defense.
They are unanimous in expressing their desire to serve in building up an Ameri.
can defense superior to any in the world. In this connection, many have gone
much further than the requirements of military regulations In respect to finger-
printing of employees, Installation of factory guard, elimination of undesirables,
etc. We feel safe in saying that the aircraft parts manufacturers stand ready to
cooperate with the military services in any program to further the cause of
national safety. They do feel, however, that their existence as an industry is an
important element in carrying out the plans of national rearmament. And in this
respect we hear alarming reports regarding proposed tax measures now being
drafted which may place an excessive and disriminatory burden on corporations
which are young and just beginning to develop.

The aircraft-processing industry in reality Is a group of specialized trades
serving the major aircraft companies-machine shops, plating companies, and
precision manufacturers of all kinds. Many are new in business. Only Indirectly
engaged in military work, usually small in capital, and lacking Washington repre-
sentation, the aircraft processor often is unaware of the legislation and regula.
tons affecting him. In such a position, these small-business men are not con-
sulted and are uninformed as new legislation is drafted. Consequently our in-
formation as to the effects of the proposed legislation, which hai been gathered
from various sources, may be at variance with the facts. In this, we hope you
will bear with us.

The Information we have Indicates that profits In excess of 8 percent of
capital investment, after a $3,000 exemption, are to be considered excess. the
alternative being to accept the experiences of the last 3 or 4 years as average.
Few persons will deny the justification of profit limitations in times of national
emergency, but this type of legislation appears to place an unreasonable burden
upon the new companies who are increasing their capital conservatively as
needed in sound development and who bare not as yet had opportunity to build
up a stable earnings record for a fair basis of evaluation.

The alrcraft-parts industry Is exceptional In this regard and faces the unusual
situation of having little experience or precedent from which to gage its future
policies. Even the small subcontractor bids competitive for his business and
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under legislation already in effect, excess profits must be refunded, but losses
must be absorbed when unforseen contingencies occur. Machines formerly
operated 8 hours a day often are in use 12, 18, or even 24 hours a day. Accepted
methods of depreciation become pure conjecture and costs can be only roughly
estimated.

A fair and equitable return Is one of the prime requisites of the Investor
and It may be critical for the aircraft subcontractor, under strict profit limita-
tion, to find himself in the position of having to choose between work Involving
economic hazards and uncertaintles, and work for other Industries requiring
his output.

The alternative providing for acceptance of 3 out of 4 years' experience as
reasonable profits may be discarded insofar as most aviation subcontractors are
concerned. Many are new corporations, s11all in capital, struggling to establish
themselves on a firm basis while those who have been engaged in aviation for
9 lieriod of 3 or 4 years, have suffered the pains of experimentation and chang-
ing conditions precluding any reasonable return on investment.

One of the major economic problems facing the aircraft supplier today Is
that of expanslon. While reasonable and early expansion must be considered
in the speeding up of national-defense production, necessary financing will be
difficult If not Impossible if excessive taxes are placed upon aviation Investors.
The alternative of borrowing for such expansion appears unlikely if loans are
not to be considered as capital Investment. In this connection, such a stipu-
lation s ems discriminatory against the small-business man with limited assets
inasmuch as his larger competitor may borrow on outside assets and Invest It
In his business% thereby enjoying n larger measure of tax exemption.

We feel sure that the intent of the proposed legislation Is to provide a
reasonable control on profits over all business, both large and small, without
discrimination. However, the aviation Industry, and more particularly the
small-parts manufacturer whose capital Is limited, wvill be forced to carry an
exceptional burden because of the competition and Immaturity of the business.
Unless special provision is made for such companies, it is feared that many of
them will be taxed out of existence, thrown on the mercy of creditors, or,
at least, denied nornml opportunity to expand at a time when their progress
is of great importance to the national welfare.

No doubt various alternatives will be suggested. One may be the exemp-
tion of those companies under a certain capitalization who are engaged In
national-defense work, or the exemption of companies who have not shown
a reasonable profit during the past 3 years, with average percentage of earn-
ings in Invested capital over a perld of 3 years to be used as the basis for
determining excess profits for those who have served aviation during this
period instead "of a fixed average of net earnings as proposed. In this way, the
increased capital of a small business during the last year or two would be taken
into consideration permitting that business to make the same percentage of
earnings on its inereasel Invesiment each year.

The Aircraft lParts Mannfaeturers A.sclation lasts no representation In
'Washington, nor are we in n plsition to verilly present the case of the subcon.
tractor before the committee which will discuss the till.

We do feel, however, that the -ause of the "little fellow" will be championed
by those who are In a position to scrutinize proposed legislation In Its early
formation. We are appenling to you to cunsider these facts when the bill
reaches the S-nate committee and would appreciate your keeping us Informed
as to its progress. We also respectfully request an opportunity to present a
brief outlining the position of the aircraft parts processor when the bill is in the
stages of serious consideration.

Respectfully yours,
Axs gcir PARTs 31ANsrFAcrutzsEs Assoc?&TIoN,
JACK Fsosr, Secretnry.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness on the calendar is Maurice
Thorner. You may proceed, Mr. Thorner.

STATEMENT OF MAURICE THORNER, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr. ''non.NE. Mr. Chairman ullid gentlemen of the comInlittee: I
.9m a member of the bar of Massachusetts and of California.
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It is my suggestion that the following amendment be incorprated
into the newly proposed revenue law dealing with excess pro its now
under discussion by your honorable committee:

In the case of any corportlion engagtA in the mining oif rare minerals (which
term may be speeifcally define, I in the section relatlog to detnition-), tile por-
tion of the net income derived from the mining of aid rare minerals shall
be exempt from the tax imlposed by this title. ;iad the tix on the remaining
portion of tle net inome shall be tie -me proportion of a tax computed without
the benefit of this ubdhtislon which such remaining portion of the net Income
liters to the entire net Iaome.

Or:
Ii. the ,ise of any corporillon engaged In tile mining of antimony. pltlinum.

iiingstcn. quicksliver. tin, molyiblenunt. and mangatnese tile portion of the net
iunmnie derived from the mining of .,ilhu metals or n,.ilmcrls shall be exempt

from the tox hl pos'i by thk iltle, nad the tmx on lhe remainhig portion of the
aet Income) shall e the V!nle protlrtlin of n tax compared without the benefit
of hils suilivilslon which such remaining portion of tle net Ineunie bears to the
entire net income.

Mr. CC(n-wrnE. 'May I interrupt you for a question?
Mr. TuoRNxia.. Yes.'
Mr. C(owruiR. You do not include gold in that list I
Mr. THORNmE. I have deliberately omitted gold.
Mr. CRowTriEn. The previous actdid not apply to gohl.
Mr. THORNER. That is very true, and in my argumetit I shall touch

upon that.
Congress and the administration by the adoption into law of the

Striategic Minerals Act in .une 1939: last year, have definitely com-
ititted themselves "to encourage as far as possible the further de-
velopinent of strategic and critical materials." The avowed purpose
of that law was to encourage and stimulate the exploitation, develop-
nient, and production of these rare minerals within the territorial
limits of the United States. The very language of the act, in section
1, declares this to he the stated policy of the Governient, and the
act specifically provides not only for the purchase and accumulation
of these strategic minerals, but, imposes upon the Bureau of Mines
and Geological Survev certain duties with regard to the discovery
and development of these substances found in the United Stats
"which are e-ential to the common defense or the industrial needs
of the United States, and the quantities and rades of which are
inadequate from known domestic sources, in order to determine and
develop domestic sources of supply."

In pursuance of that act the Army an(d Navy Munitions Board in
1939 defined "strategic miaterials" as"Those essential to the national
defense for the supply on which in war dependence must he placed in
A% hole or in part on sources outside the continental limits of the United
States, and for which strict conservation and distribution control imeas-
tires will be necessary.

Failure to exempt the production of these rare minerals from the
excess-profits-tax provisions will virtually nullify the Strategic Min-
erals Act. If as a nation we are to be'freed from the necessity of
relying upot importations to supply our vital needs of these metals
then it is of the first importance that no further tax load be placed
upon this infant industry. The search for these new mineral deposits
has already received some impetus from the Government by the Stra-
tegic Minirals Act, but there is grave danger that the advantages
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gained thus far will be lost unless the proposed amendment is adopted.
Its adoption will give the further necessary stimulus to discovery, ex-
ploitation, and production of rare metals in the United States and thus
outweigh any slight loss of revenue that may result from the exemp-
tion. It is the judgment of some of the most eminent mining engineers
in the country that the necessary mineral deposits are here, that the
United States can be self-sufficient with regard to these rare minerals,
but that exploitation and production will tend to (Iry up and new-
venture capital discouraged if the tax burden is increased at this time.
On the contrary, the granting of the exemption would act as a mag-
net to attract new capital for the discovery and exploitation of these
rare mineral deposits

Mr. Dixorm. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt for a question?
It is your suggestion that these rare minerals can be produced

sufficiently in this countryI
Mr. TioREr;. That is the opinion of many mining engineers.
Mr. DixoELu. Do you think the country can be made self-sufficient

in the matter of the supply of tin I
Mr. TionsxFn. That seems to be the one single mineral about which

there is question.
Mr. DiNoELL And I wish the record to show that is one mineral that

we will not be able to supply and that is as e. ential as any single
mineral on the list.

Mr. THoRNmI. I agree with you.
Mr. DiNour.. And we cannot exist without it.
Mr. TiORNER. That is quite right.
A backward look at the experience of our country during the World

War would not be amiss. As a result of the intensive submarine war-
fare and the commandeering of shipping we found ourselves under
the necessity of speeding up our industrial production for the prose-
cution of the war. The steel industry, upon which we place so much
dependence for war preparations, found that it wa3 unable to obtain
sufficient supplies of manganese, tin, platinum, tungsten, antimony,
and vanadium. We were almost dependent upon the outside world
for these vital supplies. Delay, inefficiency, and confusion resulted
to such an extent that ultimately the Army and the Navy were obliged
to lower their specifications for military and naval equipment, and
the insufficient supplies of these strategic minerals had to be rationed
to consumers under strict regulation. We us lean' and benefit from
experience and so arrange our economy that we may no longer be
dependent upon others in times: of crises.

While the strategic mineral situation since the World War has
undergone some change for the better, more especially with regard
to nitrates, potash, and molybdenum, it has in certain other respects
deteriorated further and it is Atill fraught with great danger for us
from the standpoint of national defense. Because of the rapid in-
crease of alloys in the last 30 years, we are more than ever dependent
upon foreign sources of supply for manganese, tungsten, tin, quick-
silver, platinum, and antimony. Any action of Congress now in put-
ting an additional burden upon the limited capital engaged in this
highly essential mining activity would have the immediate effect of
limiting and curtailing development and production work and would
effectively repel new and much-needed capital. These strategic min-
erals are the lifeblood of the steel industry, which requires an ade-
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Suate and continuous supply of them, and instead of depending upon
Europe and Asia and Arica for these supplies we should be bending
every effort to develop our own resources.

To exempt these rare minerals from the operation of the excess-
profits tax would be strictly in accordance with the precedent estab-
lished by Congress during the World War. The excess-profits tax
laws in effect during 1917 to 19-22 exempted profits derived from the
mining of gold. See section 304 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1921,
which provided:

In case of any corporation engaged In the mining of gold the portion of net
Income derived from the mining of gold shall be exempt from the tax imposed.
by this title.

Mr. CRossER. Did you have any specific objective in removing gold
from the effect of this statute?

Mr. THORNER. Yes; I think we have. I think it is obvious to every-
body that gold requires no special treatment at this time.

31r. Cnow'-rnER. Because of the quantity of gold in storage I
Mr. Tnomfii. The pot. of gold on hand.
Mr. CRowTriHF. The pot of gold in Kentucky.
Mr. TuoRER. Yes. The situation then, in 1922, was in some re-

spects analogous to the present situation. It was the desire of Con-
gress during the World War to stimulate and encourage the produc-
tion of gold. It was apparent then that if the gold-mining industry
were subjected to the additional burden of excess-profits taxes, on
top of normal corporate taxes, that the production of gold would
be adversely affected. Excessive taxes would have meant that the
mines producing gold would have closed down in order to await
a better tax atmosphere.

Mr. Cao,-rnER. Does not the price of gold stimulate the production
Mr. THORNER. Yes; it puts more mines in operation. A mine closed

down is not a wasting asset. It will be there years hence and may be
reopened and work resumed at a later time, when the tax situation
is such as to encourage the investment of capital. While no one would
suggest today that there is any compelling reason for stimulating
the production of gold, the "rare minerals" are very much in the
same position that gold was in 25 years ago. In fact, Irom the stand-
point of utility andstrategic neceasity the analogy ends there, because
anyone conversant with the industrial situation will readily concede
that these rare and startegic minerals are well-nigh indispensable in
this highly mechanized age.

And third: Those who are engaged in the production of these rare
minerals have no wish or desire to avoid their fair share of the na-
tional burden of taxation at this time. Those companies with net
earnings in excess of $25,000 a year will be subject to the normal cor-
po-ation tax of 20.9 pe-cent plus capital-stock tax plus whatever State
corporate taxes may be levied. A further burden of taxation in addi-
tion to the present load will, in the opinion of many in the industry,
result in the shutting off of production and perhaps in higher prices,
in view of the inciased difficulty of obtaining these supplies from
abroad.

Mr. CoorR. Dr. Crowther has another question.
Mr. CowrnrFi. In addition to the taxes you mentioned we now

have an excess-profits tax in the existing law.
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Mr. TiioR.-F. I have taken that into account.
Mr. Cnow-iin. You do that?
Mr. THoR FE. Yes; and just by way of digression I might give you

an illustration that I ain fanimilir wifth. We worked for years in an

effort to develop tungsten property up in the high Sierra 'Mountains.

Not until this year, not until January of this year, were we able to

get into production. The company, con.equentlv, has no background

of earnings; nothing at all. We'imust took to'the invested capital,

and the invested capital, let me say, will be something around $100,000.
and in 1940 the chances are thai it is going to earn $100.000, after
these years of development.

Xoi . if this proposed law is enacted, this company is confronted
with the necemity of paying something like 21 percent, plus 1 pelrent

more for capitalstock tax, or 22 percent. plus 4 percent to the State of

California, plus 40 percent under this proposal, or 66 percent, or, let

us say, an average of 60 percent.
In other words, instead of continuing to produce, the company will

curtail its production. And that is a typical case. The same thing is

true of most of the corporations in the rare-mineral industry.
Fourth: Conceding that the primary function of a revenue law

is to raise money for the Government needs, it is our contention

that the exemption of income derived from the "strategic minerals"

will have very little effect, if any, on the gross revenues derived
under tie proposed bill. During 1938, according to figures issued

by the Bureau of Mines, the total value of these minerals, produced

in the United States, was approximately $20,000,000 as against a

total value of all metal produced of about $1,000,000,000. If it is

assumed that the average net profit on such production is about

$5,000,000 the Treasury experts will agree that at least one-half of

that amount would be attributable to individuals and not corpora-

tions. As to the other half, $2,500000, it can readily be seen that

after normal corporate taxes are deducted that the net corporate

profits remaining subject to excess-profits schedules, would be almost

negligible. On the contrary, to exempt this industry, is much more

likely to increase the revenues from the normal corporate tax of 20.9

percent because of the increased production brought about through

the attraction of new capital.
It is fair to say that most of the corporations in this field are

under-capitalized, so that a company getting into production after

all of these years of effort has no favorable background of earnings

and instead of trying to pay this tax will curtail its production.
Now as a matter of fact, the revenues of the Government will be

very much less affected by the granting of this exemption than they

,%vee during the World War when the "gold" exemption was incor-

porated into the law. During those war years the average annual

1)rodtctiol of gold was about $16,000,000. Comparing that fi re

with the probable total value for the current year for all 'rare

metals" in the United States, or about $30,000,000, it must be obvious

that from the point of view of loss of revenue this exemption cannot

reasonably be objected to.
In conclusion I wish to say that this amendment has the support

of the entire industry, all over the country. It is the consensus of

opinion among mining engineers that with the aid of the Depart-
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ment of tie Interior and the Treasury Department, working under
the Strategic Minerals Act, and the encouragementt that would be
given as a result of the exemption sought ill this amendment, that ill
a few short years the United States would be completely self-sufli-
cient with resp ect to these minerals. This will not only assue its of
increased production and lower prices, but will put us in an impreg-
nable position from the standpoint of supplies in promoting our
national defense.

I wish to submit a statement, which I shall not take the time to
read ollining the rare minerals referred to; also a letter addres-Zed
to Senator Downey by E. T. Stettinius, Jr., of the Advisory Com-
mission to the Council of National Defense on this subject.

The CHIAIIMIIAN. Without objection it will be made a part of the
record.

(The statement referrel to follows:)

SRcmiuiE A

Atmuno1y Is u.ed principlly cis an Alloying element to alter the phy.,eal
properties of lead and tin. Domestic production of antitaony ore rins from
coihhig up to a thousand ton:- per year. Imports average about 10,000 tons
yearly, the ore coming most from Mexico and the metal from China.

Platinum is prodtcxd in Alaska, California, and Oregon, the 1M38 production
it the United States being valued at about $2,000,000.

Tungsten Is Indispensable for high-speed tools; also finds Important uses
In hard-faced articles like valve seats and for Ineandesient lamp filameuts.
From 1925 to 1034 the average production In the United States was a little
under 500 short tons of contained tungsten, and for the last 5 years it has
averaged 1,.200 tons. It is produced in California, Arizona, Nevada, Utah, and
Colorado. China has been the chief source of our Imports and during the
lUst 5 years our Imports bave averaged about 1,4t0 tons annually. The 138
domestic production was valued at about $,k4,000,000.

Quicksilver or mercury is used principally in making Indastrial and pharma-
eeulical chemleaIl. in pigments and In fulminates. The 10 production in the
United States consisted of about 15,000 flasks (about "I6 pounds each) valued
at about $2.5-0.Ot0. Importations, prineipally from Spain and Italy. have been
averaging about 13,000 flasks per year. Produced in California, Nevada, Oregon,
Arizona, Arkansas, Idaho. and Texas,

Tin: The United States consumes half of the world's supply of tin and yet
we produce far less than 1 per cent of our needs, the imports coming principally
from the Dutch East Indies and Bolivia.

Molybdenum Is producs! in Colorado. Arizona, New Mexico, and Nevada.
Manganese ore Is u,,d predominantly to make alloys for the steel Industry.

During 1IV39 our prcducllon of manganese ore (35 percent or more manganese.
natural) was about 28,000 tons. and during that same year we imported about
300.000 tons from Russia, the Gold Cotast of Africa, India, Cuba, and Brazil.
Our production comes from Alabama, Arkansas. Georgia. Montana, New Mexico.
Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, Washington, and West Virginia, with Montana and
Tennessee contributing the largest part of It.

THE ADVISORY COJMmsION TO THE

COUNC L OF NATIONAL DFFENs,
FMr-L REsEu1 luwINso,

Waskngton, D. 0., July 30, 1940.
The IHonorable S1 .ERIDA Vwx,.

Unitco, .tatct Srnate, Woahington, D. C.
MY DE.AR SENATOR: Mr. Knudsen has forwarded n your letter of July 2i, ad-

dressed to him, together with accompanying letter from Mr. Maurice Thorner,
of Los Angeles.

I can readily appreciate the tax problem that might confront the small mining
companies with rapidly expanding programs. I trust that the recommenda-
tions from the Trtasur- Department will give due consideration to such com-
panies with low capitalization, as well as to those operating at comparallvely
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low pi'ofits during the past few years, to the end that the proposed tax program
may not limit the production of the essential mineral requirements for national
defense.

As requested, I am returning herewith Mr. Thorners letter to you.
With kindest regards,

Sincerely yours. E. T. Srmuqmus, Jr.

Mr. CRwnomER. You spoke of concerns having a gieat deal of diffi-
cult y after experimenting in research for a number of yeats.

Sir. THoNEm. Yes.
Mr. CRowTim. In fact, it is difficult to get capital to go into this

line is it not?
3ir. TIIORNER. Very difficult.
Mir. Cnowruu.. Someone has said there has been inoie put. into

the ground than there has ever been taken out.
Sr. TiORNER. I think that is true; there is no question about that.
I might add, Mr. Chairman, that I listened to (tie testimony given

by Mr. Dewey a little while ago and while that was the first time
I'had heard the proposition advanced, and while I have not had time
to give it careful study, at first, blush I would say it is fine. I think
it is an excellent idea. As a matter of fact, if some such idea were
incorporated into this law I do not think I would have flown 3,000
miles from Los Angeles to tell you my story.

Mr. CooPR. Mr.-Treadway has a question.
Mr. Tr-,DwA-. Do I understand that you approve of what Mr.

Dewey said?
Mir. THORNER. I do.
Mr. Coop E. We thank you.
Mir. THOimER. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. STRANGE, BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. CooPEa. The next. witness on this calendar is Robert 11.
Strange. How much time will you require?

Mr. STRANGE. Not more than 5 or 10 minutes.
Mr. CooPER. You are recognized.
Mr. STPANo For the record my name is Robert 11. Strange, of

Boston, Mass.
I have a half ownership in an Alaskan nickel mine; and I also

have other mining interests in the West.
Several months ago in its study of idle men and idle money the

TNEC noted the dearth of venture capital in this country.
That dearth the dearth of venture capital is related to the taxa-

tion theory. i propose to show the tangible connection wherein
taxation may tend to curtail such venture capital.

I have been following mining ever since I was 14 years old. I
have looked over 500 mining deposits in the West. I have see,
1 mine come through, at Mountain City, Nev. When I first. went
there in 1932 there were only 3 men living in M1ountain City. Today
there are over 1,200 men employed in the mine. Further employ-
ment is provided on the railroad, at the smelter in Utah, and at the
smelter and refinery in Connecticut. That is 1 mine that has really
paid dividends to a cross-section of American industry. It results
in the employinent of good proportion of the people in the State of
Nevada. If my father had not had the faith in mining that he has
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and if he had not put the money in the mine, it would probably still
be a mere hole in the ground.

Now, behind this story you have a group of hard facts. The odds
against discovery of new mines are very high. In order to maintain
the mining industry we need constant new mineral discoveries. This
involves a large group of prospectors working in the hills. We need
money to provide capital to back up those mines. Say out of 100
properties examined by a mining engineer you get 5 or perhaps that
are worth further exploitation and if 1 of those 6 properties comes
through it, may be a worth-while investment, But it is necessary
for you to have a high rate of return on that I property.

Now, if you are going to lower the earnings ceiling through an ex-
cess-profits tax the scope of activity in the development of more mines
is accordingly going to be curtailed. Now, we say the rate is 6 mines
out of 100 which are worth further exploitation. If you have to cut
that down to three in 100 that results in lowering the rate of employ-
ment, and consequently a loss to the mining industry because wo lo
not have enough mines---enough new mines coming up.

That is a tangible case that I have stated. For t his reason, i am
opposed to an excess-profits tax. That is a tangible case of the in-
equity of the taxation.

Thle CHTAIRMAN. Mr. Dingell wishes to ask you some questions.
Mr. DiNMonu. Did you hear the te:4iniony given by the preceding

witness, Mr. Maurice Thorner"
Mr. STRANO. Yes; I did.
Mr. DiNGLL. In which lie uiade reference to the availability of rare

minerals?
Mr. STPRAon. Yes.
Mr. DixrCELL.. And he seemed to lrelicate his position on certain pro.

posals of the committee with regard to applicable taxes
Mr. Smaitm.o. Yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. lie sid it might restrain activities and prevent the

development of all these needed minerals.
Mr. STRANGE. Yes.
Mr. DiNGEL!. I challenged him upon the question of the availability

of tin and he admitted that tin was one exception.
Now I am led to believe, from what I learn and know about avail-

able inetalliferous minerals in this country, that mining of very few
of the minerals, such as manganese and chromium and tungsten and
other similar minerals, will be induced by a method of taxation; in
other words, there is nothing that can be done that is visible, at least
within the next decade, to relieve the situation, because there is no
abundant undeveloped supply of these metals in America.

What is your opinion o that statement?
Mr. STRIANoz. Development mining is largely unpredictable. For

instance, I have an interest. in a quicksilver mine in Oregon which
has just come .through in the last year. That mine is producing
quicksilver at the rate of 500 flasks a month and they are installing
equipment. that may provide a means of stepping up production to
9,000 flasks a year. Domestic consumption runs around 30,000 flasks
annually.

Mr. DINGOEL. How much is there in a flask?
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Mr. SMhAOFG SeveIty-six pounds. Now, that mine was entirely out
of the picture until ! years ago, that is to say, it was largely
unproductive.

Mr. D oCEt,. A statement of that kind, linked with taxation, would
hardly have any real effect, would it?

Mr. STAiNGE. Yes; I think it goes directly to it. I think there is
a definite relationship between tile discovery of new ines and the
ummber of prospectors in the field.

When my father went out West at the end of the last century or the
beginning of this century there were men in Nevada and Utal and in
various Western States "who were out there in the hills chopping off
rocks and bringing back their sqnples. Now today you find' very very
few men working at that.

Mr. DI\GEL.. But the tax question has no bearing on stimulating
that, does it?

Mr. SmRAoE. Ohi, yes; it does. It definitely does.
Mr. Dxxou-&.. In what way?
Mr. SmAxoE. Those people need to be grub-staked.
Mr. Dsxornu, How is that related to the excess-profits taxI
Mr. STRANo.. Well, the persons who grub-stake those prospectors;

provide tools for them to go out. and discover mines.
Now if they figure that the earnings ceiling on the expected mining

operations are going to be cut down they will have to be more dis-
criminating in their grubstaking and developmental expenditures.

Mr. Diorm. There is no immediate proposal to tile law, is the, e,
that would figure in that if this tax feature is not. applicable

Mr. STMAxGe. But I think it would be in getting people interested
in mining.

Mr. DimoriL. I cannot see it. I do not think the argument holds
good that. this tax proposal, if it is adopted, is going to eliminate the
chances of mine discoveries of the rare minerals.

Mr. STrxoE. If I did not. have funds available to grubstake pros-
pectors in the West then I could not carry on those activities. If
developmental funds are not available this will restrict other mining
activities in the West.

Mr. DINOELL. We might concede the point you make about pros-
pectors discovering the mines, but how will that effect the develop-
ment of these rare minerals.

Mr. SrAxo. It is only through the work of these people that
the mines are discovered.

Mr. D xouz . You mean through pick and shovel?
Mr. STRA'oE. Yes; they are found through a very tedious process.
Mr. BOEIINP. Who furnishes the funds for these prospectors?
Mr. S'T&%NoE. Largely through individuals; there are very very

few prospectors financeM by corporations. They are staked largely
by individuals.

Mr. BoE ,z. You mesi the money comes from individuals
Mr. SMrANG. LArgely from individuals.
Mr. Bozns . But this proposed legislation does not apply to

individuals.
Mr. STRANGE. No; it could not.
Mr. BoEuIN. They are exempted, are they notI
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Mr. STnmp. But you cannot own a mine until it has been dis-
covered, until the mine comes into existence, and you have to grub.
stake the individual, the prospector, to go out and discover the
mine.

Mr. BOEHNE. Then I understand you to say this: That the persons
who are interested in grubstaking are those who spend their per-
sonal money I

Mr. SnMNGo. Yes.
Mr. 3oEIIN.v And you might have 100 proSpects, but only one

of the entire group ,ill be worth anything. And you mean that
a corporation then is organized to operate the property.

Mr. STRANGE.. Yes. As a matter of fact, they may take over the
six. Various methods ae used, depending upon the type (if mine
and the total expenditures nee.-ary. If I could find a mine that 1
could develop all by myself I mighi do it, but if I found a mine that
I could not develop financially I would have a corporation.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you. Are there any questions?
I have received from Mr. J V. Hooper, one of the witnesses who

appeared before the committee on Saturday, a statement relating to
the proposed draft for consolidated returns, requested by one of the
members.

That will be made a part of the record.
Also, I have herewith a statement from Stephen T. DeLaMater

enclosing a copy of suggested solution of the amortization problem.
Without. objection, that will be made a part of the record.

Also, a statement from Martin Popper, secretary of the National
Lawyers Guild, Washington, D. C., relative to the pending legisla-
tion. Without objection it will be included in the record.

Also, a statement from the Rochester Chamber of Commerce rela-
tive to the pending legislation. Without objection, it will be included
in the record.

(The statements referred to follow:)
J. W. IfoopEa,

BROOKiYN CHAMBER OF COmumI2E.
Brooklyn, N. Y., August 10, 190.

Hon. RosrTr L. Douenrox,
Chairman, Committee on Ways and Mean,

House of RcpreAentatlres, Wasington. D. 0.
DzAz SMu CHATrU.,: When I appeared before your committee today on

behalf of the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce, you stated that I should submit
draft of a provision relating to consolidated returns such as I believe might
properly be included in the proposed new tax law.

I have been reviewing the provision of section 141 of the present law and
the simplest suggestion 1 can make is that this provision be adopted with the
following changes:

Seclion 141 (d)--change the present wording "95 percent" to "a majority of'
in paragraphs (1) and (2).

Omit paragraph (8) which limits consolidated returns to railroads (thus
making the provision applicable to nll corporations).

Subsection (J) would be omitted (being no longer applicable under the
amendment of the Revenue Act of 199).

Insert a new provision (j) as follows:
"(j) In any case In which a consolidated return Is flied for excess-profitq-tax

purposes for any taxable year, the determination of average earnings and
invested capital for the years 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939 shall be made as if
the members of the affiliated group had been thus affiliated in the same
telatlonships as existed for the taxable year.
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I have recommended in my presentation to the committee, under the. heading
"Alternate basis for tax" (second paragraph, p. 3), the creation of a board
authorized to give special relief. Among the cases upon which such a board
shall be empowered to act should be the granting of special relief in each case
in which a stock relationship is not Indicative of the real affiliated situation
existing between corporations closely affiliated through securities other than
capital stock.

In order to effectuate the practical application of the foregoing, the repeal
of the present excess profits and capital stock tax provisions Is called for as
recommended In my statement to the committee at today's hearing.

In submitting this proposal I have not had the benefit of conference with
your staff and I do not know what particular thoughts they may have with
respect to any of these points, but I believe there should be no serious difficulty
in agreement regarding all Important features If the provLsion recognized
Is one of broad equity to give the right to file consolidated returns in all cases
In which an affiliated group of corporations might reasonably elect so to do.

It is Inconceivable to me that the matter of finding language to express a
mechanism of operation should stand In the way of granting to the taxpayer
a course of action so necessary to the fair determination of taxable Income
for excess profits and normal income-tax purposes. TN advance such an ex-
planation as the reason for delay in getting on with the defense-tax program
is equally difficult to understand.

Respectfully submitted.
J. W. IIOOPFR.

JWH/rsm

AtousT 7, 1940.
Representative DovonrOa,

Chairman, Ways and Mcons Conimittce,
House Ojce Building, Washingto , D. 0.

DEA SIR: Herewith enclosed you will find a copy of Suggested Solution of
the Amortization Problem. This was mentioned In our previous article of July
11 as forthcoming.

We understand that a public hearing on this subject is to be held on August 9
and it is requested that this be considered at that time.

Very truly yours,
SFaaEax T. DELMATn-.

SGOEsTm SoLUrIOx or THE AMORMATION PROBLEM

(Second Article)

It is estimated that the aggregate of amortization allowed the taxpayers as
deductions from Income by reason of expenditures for World War activities
was over $2,000,000,000, on an estimated expenditure of $5,000,000,000. T'he
present program for preparedness will entail a much greater amount, although
the Government may supply a larger proportion of the capital required than
was supplied during the World War. It Is apparent, therefore, that the question
now under consideration Is one of vast proportion and not to be too hastily
considered.

The amortization provision of the tax law In World War days was very
brief. It merely provided that in the determination of taxable Income there
be a reasonable allowance for amortization of the cost of facilities acquired for
the production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war. The
responsibility for Interpreting the law was placed on the Treasury Department.

The Interpretive regulations of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, promulgated
from time to time, set forth general rules for the guidance of the Government
engineers In determining the reasonable allowances for amortization but in
the actual determination of such allowances very many questions arose; it
gradually became necessary to formulate policies In the amortization section
for the further uniform guidance of the engineers.

It was Incumbent upon the taxpayer to clearly establish what facilities were
acquired for war work, the exact cost thereof, the possible postwar value or

"value in use" as It was termed, or the scrap or sale value, and thereby arrive
at the amount which should be allowed as amortization.

It was the duty of the Government engineers to verify the data presented
and recommend allowances or disallowances In accordance with their findings.
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The result was many disagreements, endless conferences, many reinvestigations
by other Government engineers, many appeals, and many compromises.

The contemplated law to provide for the amortization of the cost Incurred
by industry in providing adequate national defense at this time should be more
definite than was the former law and the regulations should be more detailed.

In our opinion any law which is passed, governing this subject, should not
arbitrarily fix time as a basis for the spread of amortization allowances. The
reasons for this statement are readily understandable.

Sonie of the following statements are axiomatic. However, they are repeated
to clarify the issue. The reason for taking a Government contract is made up
of X percent patriotism and Y percent profit. We shall let the reader assign
his own value to these variables. If a capital expenditure is necessary for
the fulfillment of a contract, and no provision Is made for the return of this
capital to the luvestor, the Y or profit variable can very easily become nil.
Even though the capital Is returned by way of an amortization allowance
which is deductible from income, if this deduction is not allowed to beapplled
In the right period, Y may still be nil. The time or period when the deduction
is needed is the time when production and sales, and consequently income and
taxes, are high. That Is to say, Industry should be permitted to apply amor-
tization allowances when the capital expenditures are producing, or against
income derived from these expenditures. It would seem that such a basis is
nece sary to give equitable relief.

To illustrate: If a contract Is awarded to build 1,0(0,000 articles and It should
take 2 years' time to acquire and install the facilities necessary for production,
and then only I additional year to make the million articles, it is in that
year that the income would Lb, derived. It would seem obvious in this ease
that the taxpayer needs relief In the third year. Income on that particular
contract has been zero for the first 2 years. In fact, operations may have
been conducted at a loss. Amortization during those years Is worthless.

On the other hand, the source of revenue from which the Government must
pay for Its defense program Is taxation. Amortization cannot be used as a
cloak by industry to deprive the Government of a fair and equitable tax. There
must be an equitable balance arrived at, so that the burden shall fall on all
equally and does not exact an unjust toll from those willing to Invest to aid
defense measures.

In order to efficiently handle the many problems which arise in connection
with this subject, It Is our opinion that a separate authority should he set
up In the Treasury Department, the functions of which should Include, among
other things, a review upon specific request, of any pending Government con-
tract for supplies or materials of any nature whatsoever and for the execution
of which capital expenditures are ncessary. The purpose of this review would
be to:

First. Decide In advance whether any specific contemplated capital expendt-
ture Is of such a nature as to fall within the scope of the proposed amortiza-
tion provisions. The tests for this would be:

(a) Is the expansion out of line with the normal growth of that particular
Industry, or does It reflect a normal plant expansion?

(b) Is the expansion nec ssary to fulfill a specific contract with any govern-
mental department?

(o) Is the expansion necessary to fulfill a subcontract?
(d) Is the expansion necessary to fulfill a service to a contractor or sub-

contractor? This would Include public utilities, common carriers, etc.
(e) Has amortization of the cost of facilities already been provided for

in the contract or specifically Included as an element of the cost of the product?
If so, a certification should be obtained from the new authority which would
be honored by the Bureau of Internal Revenue and preclude further allowances

Second. Decide in advance, In cooperation with the Individual contractors,
the basis for determining the amount of amorlfAtion to be allowed. This
would, of necessity, weigh the following factors:

01) Salvage value.
(tb) Value In use in posteatergency period.
(#,) Relationthip of the articles produced to the normal production.
Third. Decide in advance, with the contractors, the basis for computing the

amount of amortizati allowance applicable to any particular time. This
would take Into consideration:

(a) Number of ubits to be produced.
(b) Dollar value of units to be produced.
(c) Nature of units to be produced.
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Further duties of the authority would be the promulgallon of regulation.; set-
ting forlh the policies of the authority it connection with Items enumerated
above. It would Include ihe preparation of special regulations for such special
cases as might arise which are not now apparent.

in sonie cases cntracts will be completed In shorter time than originally
contemplated and in other as" contracts will not be completed within the
stimated time. It may develop that the tnez'gincy may (.nd mnonr thau nmw

lblieved ind that contracts will he (atehl.l. It muay te that we shall 1ex-onle
actively engaged In war, In which event the ute of the facilities provided for
national defense will be continued much longer than originally contempilaled.
All of these factors., and many other-. must be conshlered Iit Ihe delermitwition
of the allceaton of the amortization allowance. Provilion may have to be mnaude
for ndjustment cf prior year taxes in the event of such change..

Aq indicated above, the cost incurred. and which has bteen determined as
nitiortlilmlle. Is not ne.eesarily allowable In full as a deduction. At the end of
the energency some of the acquired facilities will be scralqqK and there will be
salv age value. 'SeLne facilities will, no doubt, lie conthim i use. possibly to a
lesst-r degrme of calracity, and will have a goilg value or vale In iue. The
amount of anortizmlion to be allowed should be the atnortiaule cost his.s the
.- ivage or residual use value. This allowale a:orlialion in ioull is prad

is hereibefore indicated.
Facilities that are stdvaged present few difiutltes in deiornl:lng the

oreint of anortization allowable. If, however, the facliilees rvinalit idle or are
(cotiliod in nornil u.e aind are not e:-untlal to, defense. proper considenatlon
nusl bie given In the final npalysis If these factors have not been previously
comdodered. It may be that aplpraised value should Ie .t up and re.tated ns in-
om at the dale they go into u-4, in other than Oefense%. work: such restatel values

being subject to regulations normally enforced for ordinary capltal expenditures.
In the opinion of the writers it Is doubtful that any scheme can I worked

out which wouldI properly solve the amortiztiton problem and at the same
time completely eliminate the necesity for Investigation and verification by
Governmnemt evigisovr;. A highly ulesil .ute ohje.. to accomnpl-!I iS the fOrnnt-
laton of such regulations lnd pollces, In advance, as will reduce to a minimum
such engineering Investigation.

It Is thought that the formation of a separate authority a above dinscuved
will go along way toward harmonizing the various viewpoints and supplying
the ineentive to indus-ry to wholehe-artly ttrlliite in the defense program,
nnd with its own eaplial.

FRA.NK Fisnm,
Former Chief of Esighecr*. Amorlizalion hcellon.

Ihreau of Internal Reveine.
STEPHEN T. DrJ .3AT,

Former Chief of Amortization ,
t
cc.tion.

Bfrcou of Internal Rercnve.
,N.w YoSK, N. Y., J1iP 2.5, 1950.

N.1TIONAL LAWYERS. 011D,
Washngton, D. C., August 1, 1940.

lion. lRrfir-a I. riot"ncro'..
Chairnas, Committee os Ways and Means.

iouse of Repre s tnlires, Wash1ugton, D. C.
DFsu CONGRASMAN Do'oIrON: The subcommittee considering excess-profits

tax leglslatihii has reported a proposal to ri'-pal the lirotit Imilattou
, 

set
up in the Vinson-Tranimell Act of l1l4, and In the sn-called Navy Speed-up
Act of June 28 110. which Imposed an 8 percent profit limitation on ship
and aircraft oniracti. Your committee has tentatively approved a 5-year
nmnortlzation provision which would be coupled with the excess-p-oflts tax bill.
Theoe concessions to industry are being made, It seems, because of the dena'uds
of industry.

The National Lawyers Guld tl(dvicites legWslatton to ellminte alli excess
war profits. Il'itil the enactment of su-h h1i-islIltion it will (clintimc' it) et)liee
the repeal of the Vinson Act nud the VnIoson-Tranmnll Act and favors their
extensIon to all manufacture of munitlonq and war materials. The last con-
Venttom of the gnild went on recordi In favor of oItalhg fund for essenilal
defence purpo s by "the adoption of a corporate 'abnornal-profitss lax desig-
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naled to tax the annual profits of corporate enterprises In excess of their
normal profits, exempting therefrom corporations earning no more than $25000
per year."

There Is no Justification for eliminating the profit limitations now applicable
to contracts for vessels and aircraft. The Vinson-Trammell Act was passed
in 1934, at a time when Government orders were relatively slight, compared
with the huge appropriations made during 1040. This profit-timltation leglsla-
tion sought to reduce the cost of armaments to the Government while granting
the prilncer in iib, rl prirlit. Tile original liniltalis were 10 itrind 12 percent.
Thes-e wire reli:eols to s lwro jit in the sc-'alled 'Navy Spie-ip Act of June 28,
1940. Surely no one vsill diiny that N percent is a reasonalole rate of profit.
Voiigress trS. in fact, So dererirrirmil. F Ixvially is this so In view of tie colossal
etjreNiltiln (, with tile (4)vC1e1ni;et Is nr'rw taking.

It is uliviots1 that tire cost of diefers i to the (hiverrineint will nount if the profit
1hnirt i,,3 Is alonrdor,,l . N uiver lh thid stry is renly to stike against d4-
fen,,e 1i 111 nirti it is .1th1wi- to slitt-ze enriotts profits without limitation.
Alr(dy some $15.000.1X0,0M?0 have lg,-n apptropriated for defense. Without the
profit-lihittilion legislation. inuore liliot. will lie r-equired. At n time when de-
iands are being uiade to -ut st-ial serris to the loone, it comes with ill gnce

from those who are riven .stnex-noml.. Government contracts to demand their
lound of flt.4i, while cinrring tlhat the country rear wih tie greatest sfpM.

Tire National A-,ociation (if 3lanufacturers I now demanding an immediate
anendnenit to tie tax laws to pernit defend, nrmnufaturers tire 5-year depre-
elation perif! without walking for the ciloctinent of the execta's.profits tax nireusure.
Tax ,xiperts (il otir euwnlittee oil taxatioi staite that the ustal and nrimnul write-
off for depreclatloir rind ols-eres-4-enct, is alproximately 16 years. Let us iot
forget the revelation.. of tir, Nye Munitlons Inv-ttigrling Committee. In its
rei rt to tire Serrate fit IM'S the Nyo cvninritte, sald of exleriences In the last
%var:
"A strike is a ztoqri1ge of prohcticn in order to gain certain demands. The

terur has generally l"n ;vaploied to the actions of labor, bt tile committee has
pointed out that it time of war triszalions and industries can nnd will take a
course of action wicht i% really a strike by iilnstry against the Government."

lightly is striking tund rtfusit to itishld and exlkird plants for national defense
nnle.ss favorable termsv aire extended with respect to anortly4tion. This extraor-
dinary denrird Is toinsed iremr tihe argument that the end of the war would result
In idle plan s. The argument ic fallacious. A German victory will mian irc-
arnirg for America for many years, while a British victory could only come
after a ig war. during which enormous armaenuit orders would c-anie from
abroad. There Is therefore no juustification for allowing a 5-year period for
deprecia lion.

It I.,s splprent that if such extraordiiary rates (20 percent) of depreciation
are nlloweil. tite Itrier profits of muich corporate enter-prises- will he very sih-
stanlially rmiroc aind the inposilion of a tax on excemvs profits will yield little
revenue. This vteries to exlain why the Natlonal Assiatlon of Maniufacturers
is so anxious to l.uve the 5-year detrel-ation period written into tire law without
further ado.

The recehtly enacted defense Act ,addlcel the lnw-income groups with a heavily
Increased tax tinrden. Ie-nine taxes have been levied on trntual incomes as lowas ,). Excise taxes have leen sharply Increased. Up unil now the entire
burden of defetnv is being loaded onto the tieks of those who can least afford it.
The coir-uner. labor, and the farner are asked to sacriflee for defense, while
inohstry is mcrificing defense.

It should a Iso pointed mut that for several years. at the spetilki rqtest of
industry and the Army anrd Navy Departnients. Congress ha reficd to pas
legislation making It mandatory for corporations anti Individirals contracting
with tlre Government to conforrn with the provisioi s of tire National lMbor Bela-
tionis Act. induostry dnmi:nads huge profirs as its price for patriotism, while
labor is depilvled of rights granted by law. The proposal of the Snrconinirnttek
on Ways andi Meaurs fali ii line with aud gives further enouragement to these
undemocratie demands. It can engender vory little faith anion- the It-ple that
national defense is to be arried ont in a denrocraile spirit and in a marrer best
calculated to achieve n-cf national unity.

Tie National Lawyers (;Ul resxv-ifuily urges a change of policy corsist e t
with the suggestIons made above. Please include this letter in the record of the
hearings.

Resp fully yours%
3lAtrrs PeFn, Seerclary.
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STATEMENT Or TI!E ROCHFSTER CHAMBER OF COmuEaCE ox DEFENSE ExcE~ss-

Pso irS TAX

The Rochester Chamber of Commerce recognizes the great need for improved
national defense, and strongly urges that no obstruction be permitted to impede
its attainment. We recognize also that heavy expenditures will be required for
defense. It Is our view that funds for these expenditures should be obtained as
far as possible by the following means:

1. By funds that would be saved through economy in other governmental
expenditures.

2. By bringing about an increased level of general business activity through
modification of present Federal taxes which deter business expansion, and
through correction of legislation which handicaps business.

While it Is our view that an excess-profits tax would have dangers of diminish-
ing industrial production, would be Inequitable, and would be possesed of great
administrative difficulties, we would not oppose a defense excess-profits tax
if It is found that it Is inesnMble In order to secure funds essential for de-
fense purposes. We insist, however, that any defense excess-profits tax leglsla-
tion be so drafted that It does not produce serious obstructions to national
defense by preventing Industry from obtaining funds for increasing productive
output. In this connection it must be recognized:

1. That only from private industry can the Federal Government secure the
materials and supplies essential for defense. A basic defense problem, there-
fore, is to bring about the needed increased output in production. This, in turn,
requires the investment (of capital to create Increaed plant and equipment.
Such Investments can only be obtained by permitting the use of earnings for
this purpose, or by allowing sufficient earnings so that the investment of funds
will be attracted from outside of the business. Unfortunately any defense
excels-profits tax would tend to decrease rather than Increase the amounts of
funds that would be asallabie for expansion. At best, then, the defense excess-
profits tax can only be so designed as to minimize the adverse effects that
would accompany it.

2. That a defense excess-profits tax would produce further inequalities In the
Federal tax structure. With respect to the present tax structure, the Rochester
Chamber of Commerce has previously recommended that "the Federal Govern-
ment undertake a nonpartisan study of taxation to secure a more equitable
system of taxation, and to make more of the tax base visible by broadening
the base of the Income tax" It I inescapable that a defense excess-profits tax
will make the present bad situation worse because of the diverse nature of
financial structures, profit records, and degrees of development of various
Industries. These conditions require that a defense excess-profits tax should
provide alternative plans as a means for minimizing injustices In widely
different cases.

DD-rrsE L SE6 s-?FiOFr8 TAX PROVISIONS

The only apparent ways for computing excess profits seem to be on the basis
of (1) the taxpayer's Invested capital, (2) the taxpayer's earnings record for
previous years, (3) a combination of both, or (4) some special arrangement
made between the taxpayer and the Government.

The first method was used in the excess-profits tax measures of 1917 to 1921.
It also constitutes the basis of the La Follette bill which was considered in
connection with the Revenue Act of 1940. iring World War experience, many
administrative difficulties were encountered. From the taxpayer's point of
view one difficulty of the plan when It forms the sole basis of the tax is that
large taxes unduly penalize corporations with capital Investments which are
relatively small with respect to earnings.

RXEoMFRDAT OS FV R CE.Ss-rsoVIrs TAX sLrAT Zo N

Primarily from consideration of the business structure of the United States.,
but not admitting our own experience In the World War and the more recent
experience of Britain and Canada, the Rochester Chamber of Commerce recom-
mends that If defense excess-profits tax legislation Is Inescapable, it should
embody the following principles:
1. Any defense excess-profits tax legislation should be liwted to the period of

the defense program.
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2. The plan should be texible enough to provide for differences in financial
structures and types of various corporations. To this end, a choice should be
given the use of Invested capital or past profits as the base for computing the tax.
Provision should also be made for special determinations where necessary.

3. Provision should be made for tax adjustments on account of new capital
brought into a business at any time after the standard-profit period.

4. The amount of the normal income tax should be deductible in determining
profits subject to the excess-profits tax.

5. Credit for foreign taxes should be allowed against the total tax Including
excess-profits tax.

0. In using the standard profits method, Incomes of companies later merged or
otherwise absorbed should be included in standard earnings.

7. In using the Invested capital method, the net worth of companies merged or
otherwise absorbed should be Included in the invested capital.

. A corporation should be given the option of being allowed an invested capital
equal to the amount of its last adjusted declared value for capital stock tax pur-
poses (excluding any increase in declared value as allowed the taxpayer for the
year 1940).

AMORTIFATION OF COST OF DP:FNSE FACILIrTIS

After a conference of the President, administrative officials, and congressional
le-aders on July I0 it was officially announced that "the excess profits tax bill soon
to be Introduced will Incorporate a provision for amortization over a 5-year period
of additional facilities, including both plant and equipment, certified "t immedl-
ately necessary for national-defense purposes by the Army and Navy and the
Advisory Commission of the National Defense Council." The idea of including
amortization provisions with the excess-profits tax has been retained In Wash-
ington, and Is Included in the measure reported to have been approved last night
by the House tax stibommittee.

It seems unwise to have amortization provisions linked with the excess-profits
tax. There is a possibility that it will take considerable time to handle the com-
plexities of an excess-profits tax, But it Is Imperative that facilities for produc-
tion for national defense be Increased immediately. This, in turn, requires large
Investments of private capital without delay. Because a great part of the new
facilities will have little or no useful life when the defense program is ended,
Investors in order to be Iriduced to supply funds must be assured tha L such funds
will be recoverable and will not be considered profit or taxable income.
It appears that the need for immediate provision for the amortization of the

cost of defense facilities could be met Independently of provision for an excess.
profits tax. In this connection, it Is noteworthy that under the Vinson Act and
Executive order of 1040 provisions are made for certification by the Secretary of
War or the Secretary of the Navy, to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue as to
the necessity and the cost of special additional equipment to be charged against
contracts. This certification has nothing to do with income tax.

Recommendation.-The Rochester Chamber of Commerce recommends that sepa-
rate legislation be enacted at the earliest possible date to provide for amortization
over a 5-year period of additional facilities certified as Immediately necessary
for national-denfense purposes.

Respectfully submitted.
ROCHESTR CHAMBER OF COMUEC,
WASna S. PARKS. Pre0fdcst.
ROLAND D. WoomwARD, E-ccutire Vice Prestdent.

(At 12:25 p. mi. a recess was taken until 2 p. mi. of the same day.)

AFTr REESS

The committee reassembled, pursuant to the taking of the recess,
at 2 p. m., Hon. Robert L. Doughton (chairman), presiding.

The CUIR-nMAN. The next witness is Mr. Alfred Jaetzki, Jr., of
New York.

Will you give your full name, your address and the capacity in
whi,:h you appear to the reporter.
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STATEMENT OF ALFRED JARETZKI, JR., OF SULLIVAN &
CROMWELL, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. J.rZK. My name is Alfred Jaretzki, Jr. I am a member of
the law firm of Sullivan & Cromwell, of New York, and am appear-
in on behalf of a group of investment companies of the so-called

losed-nd" type.
First, let me -ay that my clients and I appreciate the importance

in this national emergency of prompt action on the proposed tax
legislation. We do not wish unnecessarily to add to the burdens of
this committee, but in view of the serious effects upon investment com-
panies of the proposed tax-which we believe was not intended by the
committee--I felt that we had no alternative but to aPpear and urge
our views upon you. What we suggest can be accomp ished in a very
simple manner.

Mv purpose is to ask for exemption from the proposed excess-
profits tax of diversified investment companies registered under the
Investment Company Act of 1940. The proposals in the report of
your subcommittee now under consideration already exempt so-called
":open end" or mutual investment companies but do not exempt
"clos-ed end" investment companic... The failure to exempt "closed
end" companies of the d iversi fied 3Tye further aggravates an already
existing unfair and burdensome situation.

During the past several months I have represented a substantial
l )ortion of the "closed end" investment company industry in fornm-
lating jointly with the Securities and Exchange Commission, under
the auspices of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency and
the House Committee on Interstate and Foreig Commerce, proposals
for the regulation of investment companies. These proposals, jointly
recommended to the Senate and House committees b the Cu-
ties and Exchange Commission and my group, received the endorse-

nient of both committees and the bill so recommended was passed by
the Iloue on August 1 and by the Senate 1 week later.

In recommending this legislation both the Senate and House com-
mittees dwelt upon the importance of investment companies to the
national economy, particularly as a means of affording to the small
investor an opportunity for diversification of risk and of securing
expert management through the pooling of his funds with those of
others. In its testimony before these committees, the Securities and
Exchange Commission called attention to the serious tax problem
already affecting investment companies of the diversified closed-end
type, even without_ an excelssprofits tax, and concern was expressed
in this regard by these committees.

For as a result of the taxes imposed on these investment companies,
the shareholder of small income is required to pay, directly or in.
diretly, taxes at rates far greater than would be applicable to him
if he invested directly in the underlying securities. I quote from
the report of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce:

Representatives of the Securitles and Exehanige Commisslion in connection
with the bill and members of the Indwstry who appeared at the hearing- called
the attention of the subcommittee to the serious tax problem affecting invest.
iwent coinmanies. This problem has already been recognized by the 'ongres
in the case of certain open-end management Investmnent companies which re-
ceive special lax treatment under existing Federal revenue acts. The record
before the committee Indicates that the tax problem Is very pressing with
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respect to close d-end management investment companies of the type classified
In this bill as "diverslfled." If the bill Is passed, Ihe committee believes that
the tax problem of these comIinles should receive prompt conslderatiou by
the Congress.

Similar language will be found in the report of the Committee on
Banking and Currency.

And yet, while the existing tax situation as affecting these companies
and their stockholders is one for grave concern, the situation will be
greatly aggravated if the propoed excess-profits tax is inade to
apply to this type of ilivestinent companies. This is not tile appro-
priate tiie for agitating the whole question, but without prejudice
to either side of it, an injustice call )e avoided by not adding this
still further layer of taxation. In other words, 'at the very time
when the House and Senate have paned a bill to regulate "invest-
lnent conpalies an.d through this regulation to encourage their
growth as a medium for investment on tie part of a man of moderate

,means, there is proposed to apply to investment companies legisla-
tion which would make this growth virtually impossible, would
penalize drastically the snall investor, and would depreciate the
value of his investment.

The best way to make this clear is by examining the position of
the stockholder of the diversifled "clo"e I-end" type of Iinvestnent
c(,,npany. The studies of the S&curities and Excilmnge Commission

low thiat ill 6 i)repeentative investment companies, as a group, the
average market vad ue of tile comnmion shares Ield pet shareholer in
19,35 anlonllted to $1,774 These same studies show that approxi-
Iimately olne-half of the coinion-stock holders of investment con-
panies hold common hatests with a market value of $500 or less.
Therefore, it is certainly fair to assume that the typical shareholder
ill investmeInt conpanies is a person of molerate means the range
of whoe pe rsonal income tax would be, say, 4.4 to 10 percent. (I
may recalI to your attention tile fact that the Securittes and Ex-
chiainge Colnli;ion studies showed an estimated 1,500,000 security
holders ill investment companies of all types.)

Now to what tax burtdens is this typical small stockholder of an in-
vestment company subject, directly and indirectly I First, investment
companies must pay taxes at the regular corporate rate of 20.9 per-
cent on their net income apart front dividends. The stockholder of
the investment company, other than the "mutual," must pay his own
income tax, say at 4.4 to 10 percent, when such income is distributed
to him, notwitfhstanding the fact that sucl income has already been
subject. to the 20.9 percent tax.

And now it is proposed to place upon hiln the further burden
of the excess-profits tax, an additional penalty on the small stock.
holder who seeks diversification and expert management through
investment in a "clo d-end" diversified itvestrnent company.

Now as to this additional burden of the proposed excess.-p;ofits tax.
This will apply primarily to profits realized on securities held for less
thm 18 months. As lias already been stated, such profits by an in-
vestmefit company under existing law would be subject to the normial
corporate tax of 20.9 percent. Ti lrecise anlount of excess profits
on this item cannot. be stated because that would depend upon the
earnings base. Under the first proposed alternative the average
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profits of this nature realized by the company during the years 1936
to 1939 would be deducted before the excess-profits tax would become
applicable, but a preliminary survey indicates that it is not likely
that such deductions would be substantial. What the base for calcu-
lation of credit under alternative 2 would be is not at all clear from
the repolrt but it is doubtful whether such credit would be substan-
tial. In (he main it is believed that profits of this nature above a
Very modest amount would be subject to the excess-profits tax run-
ning up to 40 percent and averaging close to that amount. These two
taxes of 20.9 percent and approximately 40 percent together would
amount to something like 52 percent on the profit. Let me go back
to the effect u)on tie small stockholder of iui investment company.
Ill the case of such a small stockholder, for every $100 of income
derived from these sources through an investment company, the
shareholderr might benefit by only $18 whereas if the sime $100 profit
were made as a result of htis on direct ownership of securities he
would have from $90 to $96 net after paying taxes. I am sure that
this result is not intended by your connittee.

Insofar as the excess-profits tax is applied to the income or profits
of an ordinary business, the tax falls primarily upon the regular
earnings of the company. Any profits derived froin the sale of capital
assets held for less than 18 months would be of relatively minor
importance. In the case of the investment company, however, the
burden of the excess-profits taxation falls almost entirely on profitsmadle from the sale of capital assets within this 18 months period.
This results from the fact that the variation of dividend and interest
income is not likely to be great, and that 85 percent of dividend
income is excluded under alternative 1 and all dividend income is
excluded under alternative 2. While theie may be such a thing as a
normal return or rate of return front the ordiiary busine-s, there is
no such thing as a normal profit or aute (of profit from sale of invest-
ments held for less than 18 months, and accordingly the whole con-
ception of excess profits has no application to this type of profit. In
years of declining security values there would be no net profits from
ihis source, whereas in years of appreciating security values profits
are to be expected. But aside from the fact that no reasonable yard-
stick can be obtained against which to measure a profit, these profits
or losses, as the case may' be, have no real relationship 'to the profits
or losses of an ordinary business company in respect. of which excess-
profit taxes are conceivel.

I have attempted the utmost brevity in my presentation to you of
the foregoing considerations whih lead to the conclusion that'diver-
sified closed-end investment companies should be exempted from the
proposed excess-profits taxation. To summarize in a few words, they
aIe (1) that such taxation constitutes an unfair addition to a dis-
crimination already exist ini between the stockholder of a diversified
"closed-end" coml;any anm tile stockholder of a so-called mutual
"open-end" company, (2) that the burden on the stockholder in the
diver-,ified "closed-end" company would be excessive, (3) that this
excessive burden would prevent the growth of these companies and
greatly impair, if not entirely destroy, their usefulness, and (4) that
the coweption of excess-profits taxation has no real application to in-
lestiuent companies. which perhaps accounts for the disruptive result
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of such application. I believe the subjection of diversified "closed-
end" investment companies to the excess-profits tax would be
particularly unfortunate after these companies have undergone an
exhaustive 4-year investigation by the Securities and Exchange Coin-
mission, after they have cooperated 'with the Commission not only
in this investigation but in recommending to Congress legislation for
their own regulation, after such legislation has been passed by both
Houses upon reports by the Committee on Interstate and lioreiga
Commerce of the House and by the Committee on Banking and Cur-
rency of the Senate advocating such legislation as an encouragement
to tie further growth of investment companies which both com.
mittees have found to be an important part of the national economy,
and after both such committees have called attention to the necesity
of considering the already excesive tax burlen under which invest-
ment companies now operate. I may add that I have discussed this
matter with representatives of the S curities and Exchange Conmnis-
sion, and I am confident that if they were called to testify they would
agr e with these conclusions.

Mr. TRI)wAr. I would like to have you define the two types of
corporations you speak of as the open-end and closed-end corporation.

Mr. JARETrKI. hie open-end company is a comipaiiy tie charter of
which provides that a stockholder may at any time tender his shares
of stock and receive the liquidating value of such stock. as a result of
which there are constant liquidations which have to. be, offset by
constant selling.

The closed-end type does not have this feature. A corporation is
organized which issues stock as a block. There is no constant selling
and no constant liquidation. Some investors prefer one feature and
some tie other feature.

Mr. TrEADWAY. Is one more speculative than the other?
Mr. JALETZKI. No, sir. There is often confusion on this point.

It is true that the open-end companies, in the main, do not have
senior securities. The closed-end companies sometimes have senior
.-ecurities.

That is a subject which was gone into at great length by tie com-
mittees of the House and Senate to which I have referred and they
have set up what you might call a standard form of company with
senior capitalization.

Mr. TREADWAY. You spoke several times of other committees of
Congress having passed on the question. Of course, they did not
(teal with the tax problem.

Mr. JARETZKL What they have done is to call attention of Con-
giess to the fact that there'is a serious tax situation which confrontsthIese companies.Mr. Tm wADWA. There is a very serious tax situation confronting
the whole country.

Mr. JARLTzKL Yes; but there is this situation. An investment
company is primarily a pooling of the assets of individuals, and
tile record shows that generally they are men of moderate means
who find that they can obtain a diversification of their investments
through the pooling of their assets and who find that with $5,000
or $10,000 they cannot buy 20 or 30 different stocks and get a diversi-
fication. But if a man puts his money in an investment company and
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joins with others he gets a diversification and a part interest in all
these securities. If in doing that he is subjected to this terrific tax
burden, where ie would have to pay taxes amounting to approxi-
mately 52 percent, compared with payiig a tax of f roin 4 to 10 per-
cent if he made an investment himself, if he camot afford to invest
tl ougli this medium, that type of company would go out of busine S.

It is purely a question for Congres-s to decide. Do you wish to
encourage investment companies Are they a valuable part of our
economic structure? If so. do not tax tleni out of existence.

Mr. TiR ADwAY. Wihy should one be favored and not the other?
'%IV. JARTZKI. I say'they should not.
Mr. TRE l)W.vY. I thouglht you were advocating the exemption of

one type.
Mr. JA BETHI. No; I want tile exemption Of the mutual investment

company to stay, and I want tile diversified companies to receive the
sine treatment.

I am against discrimination. I would not for a minute advocate
changing the status of the so-called mutual companies. I only ask
that we receive similar treatment. I am not asking for any eonsid-
eration as to the normal tax.. Mr. TnI.ADWAY. As I understand it. this type of company that vou
repre.sent pool their investments and pay'dividends to the stock-
holers?

Mr. JAR rzRi. Yes, si'.
Mr. TREADWAY. Those stockholdens aie, of course, taxed on tile

basis of their incomes?
Mr. JABvrzKI. Yes.
Mr. TRIADWAY. Therefore you consider that where they have a

pool their investments should not be taxed in that pool.
Mr. J.Ar Mxi. I look at it as if tie investor himvlf were making

the investment.
The C[AIS IN.N. We thank you for your presence and the state.

ments you have given to the committee.
The'Cn ANia N. The next witness on tile calendar is Mr. Otis M.

Shepard. Will you give your full name, your address, and the
capacity in which you appear to the reporter?'

STATEMENT OF OTIS M. SHEPARD, NEW YORK, N. Y., VICE
PRESIDENT, SHEPARD STEAMSHIP CO.

Mr. SIIEPARD. Mr. Chairman, my name is Otis M. Shepard; my
address is 205 East Forty-second Street, New York City. I am vice
president of the Shepard Steamship Co., a New England corporation,
with its office in Boston, Mass.

The Shepard Steamship Co. is a subsidiary of the Shepard &
Morse Lumber Co., a concern which has been manufacturing and
wholesaling lumber and forest products for more than 50 years.

The Shepard Steamship Co. for more than 10 years has been en-
gaged as a common carrier in the intercoastal trade, transporting
freight between ports on the Atlantic coast and ports on the Pacific
coast of tile United States. The Irincipal ports which they serve
on the Atlantic coast are Boston, New York. and Philadelphia. and
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on the Pacific coast, Los Angeles. San Francisco, Portland, and
Seattle. They serve also many of tie minor ports and transport a
limited number of passengers.'

I am appearing here tis afternoon, gentlemen, not in opposition to
the )rincile of an excess-profits tax but to point out that in applying
that principle, in order to have it work satisfactorily, special consid-
erations have to be careftillv handled. applying to the different indus-
tries and that is because (;f inherent conditions pevailing in those
industries.

Ocean transportation is one of the important industries to the
prosperity of our country. It enables manufacturs to reach distant
markets with their prodlucts anmd also keeps the price of material
down through economical t rtivportation.

For example, the price of lumber on the Atlantic seaboard is made
lp just about 50-450, including the cost of pIn)rticing tile lumber and
the cost of transporting it to market. If the ocean service were elim-
inated, the price of lumber on the Atlantic stabomar would advance
between 15 and 25 percent becaisv of the increased cost of transporta-
tion via rail rather than via water.

There is a real need for the merchant marine. Congress, in all of
its laws enacted during the paist 10 years have set forth a policy of
fostering and developing the American merchant marine, and I want
to point out that in enacting this legislation, Congress should not be
unmindful of the necessity for carefully guarding against anything
which will disrupt or destroy steaniship comlmnies which are lp-art of
the merchant marine.

The history of the steamship industry has been unique in one reslct,
and that is that over 90 percent of the time steamiship companies are
operating at cost or at a loss. About once in every decade a period
comes around where the demand for water transportation is great and
where abnormal profits are developed in steamship operations.

The steamshi p companies depend upon those one or two prosperous
years in a decade to continue their olerations.

An excess-profits tax which would take away the bulk of those
profits during the I or 2 good years without taki' into consideration
the losses accumulated during the lean years will destroyy a number of
steamship services.

I am, therefore, appearing this afternoon to urge that special con-
siterat ion be given in assesing the principle of excess profits oil steam-
ship operations.

During the last year the Maritime Commission set imp by Congress
in Docket 514 carried on a lengthy examinations into intercoastal steam-
ship operations. I lWlieve in other dockets they have done the same
thing in connection with coast wise and offshore'steamship operations.

But the facts are that for the past 10 years no profit whatsover has
been earned by any steamship company in the intercoastal trade. OnIhe contrary, a great many of them have sustained such heav- loses
that they hve been forced out of the trade, and others who have been
able to carry on and are still carrying on have no profits accumulated
with which to imrchase new equipment, new ships, and are counting
on the good years in order to enable them to continue their operations.

Out of 20 lines in the intercoastal trade at least 6 of them have
been reorganized, have withdrawn, or have gone into bankruptcy
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(luring the past 10 years because of this condition existing in the
steamship industry. 7e feel that whatever excess-profits tax is
assessed on steamship operations, the steamship companies, consider-
ing their taxes now assessable, such a city, State and Federal taxes,
should be allowed some deduction to make up for the loses which
they have been consistently suffering over the past decade before the
excess profits tax is applied.

Steamship operations are a service industry. All they do is to
furnish service for manufacturiTn concerns who earn the profits
which make the industry successful I and we feel that nothing should
be done that would cripple or force any of the steamship companies
to discontinue their services.

I thank you, gentlemen; that is about all I have to say.
The CHAITRMA. We thank you.
Mr. TMADWAY. I would like to ask the gentleman just one question.

You argue that the heavy moi'ey loss in your business in the past
decade, now with a chance to do better and make some money, you
ought to be exempted from any tax. Why would not that same
argument apply to every corporation that suffered during the period
of the depression?

Mr. Ssr APD. I do not argue we should be exempted from any tax.
Mr. TR&EAnWAY. No; I did not mean to say that. I am talking

about the excess-profits tax.
Mr. SHEPARD. Well, I do argue that we should have some special

consideration,.because of the nature of the business, which is differ-
ent from the general run of industry.

I happen to have been engaged, as I told you, in the lumber indus-
try for the major part of my business career. I am not appearing
asking for any special consideration for the lumber industry. That
industry is not subject to the conditions prevailing in the steamship
industry which, as I have stated, are that the service is carried on
generation after generation for 6, 7, 8, or 9 years at less than cost
and then, when ocean transportation is particularly needed for a
few years, the industry has an opportunity to mend its fences, renew
its capital structure and enable it to continue.

The steamship industry is unique in that type of operation and
is different from other operations which normally reap profits pretty
regularly year after year. But an examination of water trans orta-
tion will show that "not only during the past 10 years but during
the past three or four generations the steamship business has been
subject to that- peculiar condition.

Mr. Csowniqa. How do you amortize your ships that you use in
your line? What I am trying to get at is What is their life and
services

M[r. SUEPARD. The average life of ships such as we use is about
25 years, but a great many of the ships last for .30 yea. and some
of them will go up to 35 or -10 years. lut I think they become nearly
obsolete with the new developments after 25 %-ears.

Mr. CROWTHER. Then you have about two decades and a half dur-
ing which you have two good periods, and then your capital asset is
practically wiped outt

Mr. SnEPARD. That is right, sir. And unless we are allowed to
keep some of the profit made in those two periods, why, we have
to discontinue.
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The CII1AIRAX. If there are no further questions, we thank you.
The next witness is Mr. Russell T. Fisher, president, National Asso-

eiation of Cotton Manufacturers, Boston, Mass. Mr. Fisher, give
the stenographer your name, address, and whom you rel)resent.

Mr. FisnER. My: name is Russell 1P. Fisher.
The CJIAI .Mx-. Whom do you represent?
Mr. FisHER. I am president of the National Association of Cotton

'Mamufacturers, 80 Federal Street, Boston.
Mr. Chairman. when I requested time before your committee, I

had expected to be able to have a tax expert, here to discuss the
matter. The time did not permit, and I have a very brief statement
which I will either read or file-whicliever you want.

The CHAIRMAN. 11ow is that?
Mr. Fisurn. I have a very brief statement which I will either read

or file, just as you wish.
The CHAIRn31Axr. That is all right; you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF RUSSELL T. FISHER, PRESIDENT, THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF COTTON MANUFACTURERS, BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. FismE. The northern textile industry, despite tremendous
liquidation in tile past 15 years, still furnishes a means of livelihood
for more than 80,000 wage earners, whose wages amount to over
$70,000,000 annually. While many communities have suffered se-
verely from the liquidation that has taken place in the industry,
many other localities are still dependent wholly or in large part on
the one-hundred-eighty-odd mills now operating.

The annual consumption of cotton has natur-ally decreased with
the number of mills, but the northern section of the industry still
consumes upward of 900,000 bales of cotton annually and furnishes
the cotton farmer with a market for approximately one-seventh of
his entire domestic sales.

This brief picture is given to indicate that while the northern mills
admittedly comprise a small part of the industry, they are still an
important factor both to the wage earner, the community, and the
cotton farmer.

We do not think there is any question that the industry, individ-
ually and as a whole, believes in building up our defenses so that they
will be adequate to protect the country's interests. Likewise we
do not believe there is any difference of opinion as to the need for
excems-profits taxes to help defray the cost, of such defense measures.
]Iowever, our industry is vitally concerned with the method of
ussessing such excess-profits taxes. We comment on the prolosala
ini the subcommittee report with the idea of safeguarding the inter-
csts of the mills so that the' may continue as employers and con-
sumers of cotton, and not with the idea of evading any responsibility
to the Nation.

The cotton-textile industry of the North, as a general statement, has
operated without profit. since 1930. To be sure, there have been earn-
ings in some years during this period but losses in other years have
more than offset these relatively small earnings.

As we understand it, the two proposals of thie subcommittee of the
Ivays and Means Committee concerning excess-profits taxes are: First,
that a corporation be allowed a credit for excess-profit tax purposes
equal to its average earnings from 1936 to 1939, inclusive, but not to
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exceed 10 percent of its invested capital plus an additional credit of
$5,000; and, secondly, that a credit of 6 percent be allowed on the first
$500,000 invested capital, with a 4-percent credit on capital above
$W00,000 plus an additional credit of $5,000.

The first proposal would be of no practical value to our section of
the industry, as the average return for that period of years, in most
instances, was less than nothing and deficits were incured.

The second alternative offers many serious obstacles if our industry
is to continue to operate.. First, because a cotton mill represents a
relatively high investment. It has been estimated that stockholders
must furnish in the neighborhood of $3,000 for each wage earner
employed. To state it another way, the estimated cost of building a
mill is about $45 per spindle, and on the basis of our member mills
whose average equipment is in the neighborhood of 60,000 spindles
an investment of $2,700,000 per mill would be required. Actually, o
course, this is an empirical figure and does not represent any one mill.

If the excess-profits tax were figured on the second method suggested
above, a mill would then be allowed 6 percent on the first $500,000 of
capital and a fixed rate of 4 percent on $2,200,000, or a total return of
$118,000, plus a credit of $5,000, before the application of the tax.
Return at this rate would be entirely inadequate to enable a mill to
restore capital losses of the last 10-year period. A number bf mills
would be faced with even more drastic consequences due to the set-up
of their capital structure, providing for cumulative dividends on pre-
ferred stock. The suggested rates of return would not permit them to
even clear themselves of debt, except over a long period of years.

It is with the idea of trying to preserve fhe remaining mills as
sources of employment as well as for the stockholders that we request
the committee to give careful consideration to the framing of the
excess-profits tax act, so that these mills may be maintained not only
for the present but for the future. We feel that companies that
have shown profits less than 10 percent of their invested capital
should be allowed a substantially higher percent than the rate pro-
Posed, and that some provision hould be made in the law to assist
a corporation in liquidating any arrearages in cumulative dividends.

Another matter not directly concerned with the figuring of excess-
profits taxes but having a diTct bearing on the financial condition of
our rpills is the fact that the northern section of the indtAry makes
relatively few products required by the Government for'defense
purposes For that reason a large majority of the orders for cotton
textiles for these purposes, both in volume as measured by pounds and
dollars, have been placed with the southern section of the industry.
Such profits as will accrue to the northern mills will come primarily
from the demand that may develop due to the increased purchasing
power of the public through the expenditure of defense funds.
Therefore, it is not anticipated that profits in the northern section of
the industry will in anyway compare with those of the last World
War, when the productive equipment of the industry was more evenly
divided between tbp two sections.

The CHAIURHM. Does that conclude your statement I
Mr. Fsnns. That concludes my statement.
The CHAMMAN. Are there any questions? If not, we thank you.
The next witness is Mr. Haskell Cohn.
The Cums. He will not b6 here, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. Then the next name on the calendar is Mr. C. H.
Brook, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio. Mr. Brook,
please state your name, address, and the capacity in which you
appear before the committee.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES H. BROOK, COMPTROLLER OF THE
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO., AKRON, OHIO

Mr. BROOK. My name is Charles H. Brook, certified public ac-
countant, and presently compt!w)uoL,*JQoodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., Akron, Ohio.

The CI[AJbJ.IAN. How.inCuch time do you think y.oq want?
Mr. BROOK. A v .few minutes; a couple of miiies, I think.

Most of my poin ave been coverediby the previous spekers.
I would like reiterate, if I mayk;he onsolidated prlfciple. I

think the con dated prclipe Was so helpf to all large qncerns
in the years 1 to 1 2*J Ind th prinplOeodntinued in effel until
1933-it is I in effect .t ITS s.11 statutes $qr railroa com-
panics-so, erefore, I should .i d beereniled to all ether
companies ho have subsidiary o ing, nt br ore.

Another int I would like /1 ake woulT the imination- the
entire eli ation. I ig o. TheIp 4 of the ays
and Mean Committ haN it M j l at e od i egn dividleds,
but I thin we shoul elimi. forei. gs, too.

My com ny has l ge ba pla Itio s"ana I think we s ~uld
be allow oel The eai ,P t ose ruibler plant ons,
which arm vey heavilytaxed inun .Sdra.I think the te of 4 percent ilofl but] thin ttat was ptready

mentioned by e of the otlber% sieakez this o mpg. .o
That is alllhe to say, Mr. . - *- I
The CHAIRMAN. 4re there are quest lbnsf 4
Mr. DISNEY. How I.avily taxed are you in Suniatrp|.

ir. BRooK. About 83p cent of the income. .
Mr. DISNEY. What is tlVi y m used th" calculation of the

income?
Mr. BRooK. Well, I am not thoroughly familiar with it in all its

details. It is just the net income of the company and they have a
sliding scale of tax running up to a total of about 63 percent.

Mr. DISN'Y. Do they have a surtax system?
Mr. BROOK. No; I think not. I am not sure, but I would be glad

to submit a memorandum on that, if you want.
Mr. DisNEY. What is the excess-profits tax in England?
Mr. BROoK. In England the total tax, I think, is somewhat over

60 percent.
Mr. Dsr. Y. It is 100 percent, is it not?
Mr. BROOK. Isit 100 percent? I really do not know.
Mr. DivSNY. That is what I understand.
Mr. BROOK. I am not thoroughly familiar with all those details.

I am just trying to say I think foreign income should be omitted and
you have only omitted it so far in connection with dividends and on
the invested 'capital principle. I think foreign income should also
be omitted on the average-earnings principle and also not only divi-
dends, but direct foreign earnings.

Mr. DisNy,. Did you have the benefit of hearing Colonel Dewey's
statement this morning?
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Mr. BROOK. I did; yes, sir.
Mr. DIsNEY. Do you care to discuss that?
Mr. BROOK. No. I think, as I understand that, if the taxpayer has

the option, it. would be perfectly all right; but I think it should be
on the basis of the taxpayer's option.

Mr. DiswEy. I think that was his proposal-that it should be
optional.

Mr. BRooK. Yes- that is right.
Mr. TREADWAY. Mir. Brook, I understood you to be asking that the

profit that came to a company, like the Goodyear Co.. froin its foreign
investments, should be exempted from the tax?

Mr. BROoK. Yes, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. Oii the ground that a high tax is paid where the

company's business is carried on; is that correct?
Mr. BROOK. Yes; that is correct. In fact, you have already elim-

inated it in your proposals; you eliminate f reign dividends.
Mr. TREADWAY. I understand that, but supposing your company

made $t00,000 in some foreign plant net above its tax. you feel that
money should go into the treasury of the company without any
reference to any tax laws here?

Mr. BROOK. I would think so. It does at present.
Mr. TREADWAY. Well, when you speak of the high tax, that applies

just the same to the taxes levied here. Our tax r-ates are. getting
pretty well up, you know.

Ai. BROOK. Yes.
Mr. TREADWAY. And are going up higher, probably. Now, why

exempt it just because the business is transacted in a foreign country
It goes into the general treasury of the company, as I understand
you, or would go into the general treasury of the coin pany.

Mr. BROOK. I thiik .the reason is thai I am merely following
present legislation. .1 mean, under present conditions, foreign in-
comes are not. taxed; that is, they are taxed and then a foreign tax
credit is allowed on the normal tax. Now, I think the same prin-
ciple should apply on the excess-profits tax. The proposals of your
committee have eliminated foreign dividends entirely, which I think
is very fair, and I am merely suggesting the elimination should not
only be of foreign dividends, but should also be of foreign income.

Mr. TREADWAY. Or profit?
Mr. BROOK. Yes; that is right.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you.
Mr. BRooK. Thank you.
Tie CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. E. G. Sperry, of Sperry

Products, Inc., Newark, N. J. Please give your name and whom
you represent to the reporter.

Mr. Si uni. Edward G. Sperry, vice president, Sperry Products,
Inc.

The CH.AIMArzN. How much time do you think you would like, Mr.
Sperry I

Mr. SPERRY. Oh, a very short time. I think 10 or 15 minutes
would be enough.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose we compromise on 10?
Mr. Spummy. Well, my case is outlined ir this very short letter

of less than two pages, which I would like to read and, just before
that, I would like to give just a few words of a background.

The CHAIRMAN. Proceed in your own way.
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STATEMENT OF E. 0. SPERRY, VICE PRESIDENT, SPERRY
PRODUCT$, INC., NEWARK, N. J.

31r. SP RRY. The Sperry Products, Inc., was organized by Elmer
A. Sperry, who also started the Sperry Gyroscope Co., which com.
pany some of you may know. He was a prolific inventor and had
a wide range of inventions, many of which were highly technical
inventions for the Navy.

His soil Elmer A. Sperry, is head of our research department and
is responsible for many important inventions of what is now stand-
ard equipment for the Army and Navy.

I merely mention this to show that our research is of a* high order
and our products are essential to the Army and Navy and to the
defense program of the United States.

Our case is as follows:
The Sperry Products, Inc., consists of two entirely separate divi.

sions. Becai se the products of these two divisions are of a com-
pletely different character, they are operated separately from each

.other. One division has been in operation for about. 8 years and
has only one product, a safety service to railroads. It has prior
earnings and invested capital. Here the proposed excess-profits tax
(loes not work a great hardship.

The other division has been in existence a comparatively short
time. It is engaged in inventing, developing, andi manufacturing
new types of highly technical control apparatus for the Army anN
Naiv. The chief akset of this division is the inventiveness of Its re-
search personnel and the value of its highly specialized technical
organization. Research departments of this type often conceive of
a new product from their past wide knowledge and experience and
are able to perfect it with comparatively % little re-research on the
product itself. The funds expended for developing the type of new
products produced in this manner are comparatively small, and these
products are, therefore, represented by a relatively small capital.
This does not mean that the wide knowledge and experience of the
research workers are not acquired at a considerable expense over a
long period of years, but it would be difficult to resurrect and capi-
talize these expenditures from many years back. Hence there is no
exemption of any consequence possible on the basis of capitalization.
nor is there any exemption on the earnings. We are, therefore, faced
with the prospect of having all our profits on these new products
taxed without exemption at the maximum excess-profits tax rate.

Contrast our case with that of an older company developing similar
products. Here, because the majority of its products have been in
production for a number of years, this company has substantial prior
earnings and therefore adequate exemption. Consider a new aviation
company which, because of the size of the aeroplane it produces must
necessarily have a large amount. of capital invested in extensive build-
ing and tools. This company also },s adequate exemption.

Mr. Disx y. How long has the older company been in business
nowt

Mr. SPrRy. The older division of the company has been in business
for about 8 years.

Mr. DisNEY. How long has the other comp any been in business?
M,%1r. SrmR-,. The younger company fon aani a year and a half.
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Mr. DISNEY. Both are a part of the same corporationI
Mr. SPERRY. lley are both divisions of the same corporation.
As I say, consider a new aviation, company which, because of the

size of the airplane it product-, must necessarily have a large amount
of capital invested in extensive buildings and tools. This company
also has adequate exemption. In other words, it is the new comn 1y
manufacturing highly technical control apparatus, whose pof ucts
have not, been in production to date, which is most severely handi-
capped by the proposed excess-profits tax.

Another important point to be consider is as follows: A number
of our highly technical products are exempt from profit limitation
under the Vinson-Trammel Act. This is to allow recovery of addi-
tional losses inherent in the development of highly technical con-
trol equipment. This means that these products should receive more
profit than noncontrol products. In contrast with this, our products,
under the proposed excess-lprofits tax, would clear less profit after
taxes than noncontrol products limited by this act. Here the in-
equities of the excess-profits tax fall on the class of companies that
can least afford to bear them.

The inequities of the proposed excess-profits tax could be remedied"
if a board or commission were to be set ip independent of the Treasury
Department to determine, among other thinap, a fair standard of profit
for a new company developing and maniuacturing highly technical
control apparatus. This board could be empowered to instruct a
capitalization for the new products based on their potential earning
power and importance and on the value of the company's highly
specialized research organization. Or it might set uj ) an arbitrary
exemption based on the exemption existing for like companies but
which have been producing for a number of years.

Another proposal wQuld be to raise the corporate income-tax rate
front 20 percent to, say, 25 percent on new companies in lieu of an
excess-profits tax.

If no relief is allowed companies like ours, profits without exemp-
tion will be subject to the 20-percent normal tax, and the balance to
40-percent excess-profits tax. With profits reduced so drastically, a
company can hardly afford to take the risk of continuing in this
hazardous type of business where, in addition to the usual business
risks, there is an added loss on many unsuccessful experiments.

Our company, therefore, would be forced to curtail new research
and development on further products essential to the Army and Navy,
which would delay and impair the defense program of the United
States as far as the resources of this company are concerned.

There are a number of us confronting this problem and I urge that
you provide relief.

Now I have a summary in just three points here in which I would
like to summarize the whole thing:

(1) It is the new instrument companies which have little or no
production that are treated unjustly under this tax law because they
have neither prior earnings nor capital on which to base exemptions.

(2) The majority of products of our company are exempt from
profit limitations under the Vinson-Trammell Act. They are, there-
fore, just. the companies that can least. afford to have their profits
excessively reduced because of unjust treatment under the excess-
profits tax law. 1
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(3) This company's products are essential to t,e Arny and Navy,
and any curtailment forced by the inequities of this tax would delay
and inpair the defense program of the United States.

Mr. DIsNEY. Can vou dr1w us a picture in figures as to how the
two different companies would be affected by this tax proposal?

Mr. SPyERY. WVell, the oldest division of our company has )rior
earnings and an adevuate capitaliation. There, of course, we have
exemptions at once set IIp) under your excess-profits tax and we are
onl" taxed on the balance and the profits over the exemptions. This
will be a hardship, to be sure; but under wartimes, it can be borne,
and I think this is the typical company which you gentlemen have in
mind when you set up tie excess-profits tax.

The other division of our company is new, has no prior earnings,
and has very little if any capital, and this is the division which would
suffer under the excess-l 1'ofits tax.

Mi. DIS..EY. Are they sel)arate companies?
Mr. SPERRY. No; they are the same company, but two separate divi-

sions. The products a:e so different that they are run as two separate
and distinct divisions.

ir. DisN-E:Y. Well, under this bill, drawn as proposed, they will be
treated as one company.

Mr. SPERRY. I know they would be, but this one section of this
company would be highly penalized. The divisions are so different
that it night almost be considered two companies, and this one divi-
sion of the company, if it were a separate organization-we could
separate it out easily' enough if we wished, and reorganize it and you
could consider this was one separut a organization, because its protd-
nets are so different, and this division will suffer very greatly.

Mr. DIIsxzY. You (1o not separate the taxes either
3'. SPERRY. No.
Mr. Dis.NEY. You would not pay a separate tax on the new organi-

zation, under the excess-profits taxi
Mr. SPERRY. However, all the profits on the products of the new

division would be subject to the excess-profits tax without exemption,
and tiat is the point I am bringing out.

Mr. CooPER. You just have one corporation, do you nott
Mir. SPERRY. One corporation; yes.
Mr. COOPER. And it, is enaged in two different lines of activity?
Mr. SPERRY. That is rigit.
Mir. CooPER. WVell, now, just that one corporation is the only thing

that is dealt with here.
Mr. SPERRY. Yes, I know; but I am showing that the profits ob.

timed by one division of that corporation would be very unjustly
taxed.

Sir. COOPER. Well, we do not levy any separate tax on different,
divisions; we just levy the tax on the corporation.

MmI-. SrEnRy. I know that. Then I would say the total profits of
the company from both divisions would be very unjustly taxed.

Mi-. (oorim. It won't have to pay any excess-profits'lax unless it
makes excess profits.

Mr. SPERRY. It will make what might be called excess profits, which
will have no exemptions.

The CHAIRMAN. If there are no further questions, we thank you.
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The next witness is Mr. A. C. Nielson, president of A. C. Neilson
Co., Chicago, Ill. State your full name and address and whom you
represent,

STATEMENT OF A. 0. NIELSON, PRESIDENT, A. 0. NIELSON & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. NIELsoN. My name is A. C. Nielson; I am president of the
A. C. Nielson Co., Chicago.

My corporation is probably classifiable as a personal-service busi-
ness. We render marketing research service to large corporations
to help them with their sales and advertising programs. We have
about 000 employees and do a business of about $'2,000,000 a year
and pay about $100,000 to $150,000 of taxes.

I just want. to show you a few charts here, to explain what our
problem is in connection with this proposed tax.

The most discussed bases for exesms-profits tax, of course, are the
average of previous earnings and the return on invested capital.
You are pbroably all aware of the fact that the average of previous
earnings basis is unfair to the Government unless the natural trend
of the corporation's earnings is downward, as shown here for 1936,
1937, 1938, and 1939. Such a corporation, if it were not for the
war, would keep right on going down.

The Cif.ItIMAN. Mr. Nielson, you may continue.
Mr. NIELSON. As I was explaining, we are engaged in market

research work. It is a statistical business service that is rendered
corporations that need facts to guide them in their advertising and
selling campaigns. Now it is not my purpose to argue against the
excess-profits tax-I think you should have it-but I am trying to
point out certain situations that exist in all personal-service cor-
porations which I think can be taken care of very easily if the
committee will recognize certain factors. Now let ime show in a
practical way what happens when you use the average-earnings
provision as a basis for determining the excess-profits tax. Let me
show how it may be unfair to the Government and in certain other
instances unfair to tile taxpayer. We will take a cav where the
earning trend of a corporation is downward during the 4 years,
1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939. During that 4-year period, the corpora-

tion's earning trend is downward, and then along comes 1940 when
the trend is upward.

In the normal course of events, that corporation would go along
with the same trend, but along comes this war emergency that boosts
its earnings up. In the case of some corporations it is still not up
to the 4-year average, on which you are basing the excess-profits tax.
You do not do that in the case of a corporation that. is going down-
hill, and in most cases they have either a long period of downward
trend or of upward trend. In many of those cases, if you take the
average basis, or the 4-year period, it would be unfair to the Govern-
ment. For instance, here is a corporation which has a certain depart-
ment which we will call "X", which is producing a good amount of
profit. The total amount of profit would seem large for 1936, 1937,
1938, and 1939, but along comes 1940, when we have to discontinue
that department or division, and the profit would drop from the
former level. Then along comes the war, which might boost the profit
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up, but still not up to the 4-year average. Now how would you get the
excess-profits tax out of the war boost with that kind of a system?

The CHAIRMAN. What is the reason for that, if you have boosted the
profits away above every one of the 4 years?

Mr. NIELSEN. I am trying to show that this system of averages is
not a fair one.

The CHAIRMAN. The profits, you say, would have moved above the
4-year average?

'Mr. NiFrsE..-. Here [indicating on chart] is a corporation which
earned that amount of money in 1936. It earned the same amount in
1937, the same amount in 1938, and the same amount in 1939, but of that
profit one-third is earned by a certain division that goes out of business
for some reason or other. In 1936, so far as this company is concerned,
the profits would decline to this point [indicating]. It would be the
same in 1940, if it were not. for the war emergency, when they make
profits. The profits for this company start npwaro, when they other-
wise would have gone down. It helps this coilfpanv which wouthl other-
wise have gone down. Under your proposed base for excess-profits
taxes, you would not, reach it under your plan, lecause the company
is not up to the 4-year average.

The CHAIRMAN. What does (hat dark part on vour chart representI
Mr. NIELSEN. That is all profit. This part shows the earnings of

a certain division, or division X.
The CHIR LRAN. I do not see that.
Mr. NIELSE.N. This chart indicates the trend.
The CHIAIR LAN. What does tie dark part mean
Mr. NiFiE.-. This represents the total profit of the corporation,

and this part [indicating] is due to department X, or division X
That division produces this amount of the total profit. That coil-
dition goes on for 4 years, thereby establishing this average profit
for 4 years. Then we will say this department goes out of business
for some reason or other. For some reason or other, it is forced out
of the business, and that part of the profit disappears, and in 1940
there is left only this much profit. Then the war cones along, add-
ing to the profit, but you do not get at that because the company is
still not up to the 4-year average. Here is a case [indicating] wh'lere,
in spite of the fact that the company earns a lot of money during
the war, your method does not get at it.

Mr. MCCORMACK. How would you eliminate that?
Mr. NIELSEN. I do not know that I can. That is not my objective.

I am simply trying to give you a clear picture of it.
The CHAIMAN .i When it is not up to the 4 years' average, do yon

claim you should not have any excess profit? g

Mr. NImsE. Yes, sir. In this case, the company made it be-
cause of the war. The war helped it. The wai has replaced the
department which the company had discontinued. This is a case
where you have a corporation with an initial trend downward, and
then tle war comes along and saves it, but you do not get tIe tax.
This is the -. ine situation here, showing the earnings in 1940.

Now, I am a marketing consultant. This is a $100,000 marketing
corporation, and we know that this is the trend. This is a case
where the average provisions for earnings is unfair to the taxpayer.
Here is a company that is new, and is getting more efficient all the
time, and their profits are increasing. This company coies up to
here [indicating] with its profits in 1940. We will say that this corn-
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any has nothing to do with war orders, but, nevertheless, they would
paying the so-called excess-profits tax. The money they get comes

from'the so-called excess profits.
Mr. COOPER. The Government is turning loose 14 billion dollars,

and almost everybody will get something out of it.
Mr. NIELSE,. *Yes, sir; I believe y'ou are right about that.
The CIAMR3IAN. In one instance you say it is unfair to the taxpayer

ald in another you say it is unfair to the government.
Mr. NIELSEN. Yes, sir.
The ChAIRMAN. How (1o you suggest we can make it fair to bothI
Mr. NIELSEN. I am coming to that. Here is a social condition,

amiv this is the thing I am here to talk about. Here is a company
that earned this amount indicated in green in 1936. It is my own
company. During the past 4 years tiis company has been invest-
ing large sums of money in research work, and'developing a new
division of business. That amount, which is shown right here. hap-
pens to be about $100,000 a year. That is in the case of my own
company. In 1940 the research expense shows a reduction, because
we are finishing with it, and are ready to go into production. So
the whole thing becomes an addition 'to the profits. While I add
this on the profit side instead of the loss side. because we start making
a profit in this new division, our profits will shade up and increase
in 1940. Now, the only thing I amn protesting against is that I think
we will be taxed too heavily.

The CI1-mIRM.'. Of course, if you do Inot make the profit you do
uint pay a tax on thtm profit. If I understand your argument, if
we take a reasonable. snare of the profit in the form of taxes you
.should be Satisfied.

Mr. NIELSEN. In the first place, we are taxed 29 percent. and then
pay the 40 percent or ,L0 percent excess-profits tax. When tie divi-
(enids are paid out of the remainder to the stockholders some of them
have to pay a surtax as high as TO percent. That would be out of
the 4 or 5 percent left to distribute.

The CHAIRMAN. While you are doing that you are not losing money.
Mr. NIELSEN. No, sit; we would be making a nonual profit.
Tihe CH.AIAAs. If you ate making money, I cannot un(lerstald your

point.
Mr. INIELSEN. The point is this: That now we are in a position to

put 400 more people to work. We have had 600 people working
during the past few years. Then, for 10 vealrs we will say, we have
been losinmi money. From 1923 to 1933 we lost money in finding out.
what we should "look for in the business market. Now, today, we
are able to employ 000 people. Then we spend mone, in developing
a radio service. You want that kind of thing done in this country.
Do you not want your enterprises and brain power used in developing
things that will enivloy more people?

rhe CHIAIRBAN. f you carried that argument to its logical conchl-
sion, there would be no tax imposed where you put people to work.

Mi. NiEtsEN. Where the money is distributed, we are paying these
heavy tax rates with a surtax rate as high as T0 percent.

Mr. COOPER. Where do you get that 70-percent rate you are talking
about I

Mr. NImEN. I mean in the 62-percent bracket. I understatd that
you pay 10-1*rcent surtax on that. That would make 68.2 percent.
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Mr. CoorPE. The 10 percent is on (lhe amount of the tax. It is not

10 percent added to the tax basis, but just 10 percent on the amount of
the tax.

Mr. NIELSEN. Then, it would be about 65 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. You are talking about the 62-percent bracket and

70-percent bracket, implying that all the income is taxed at that rate,
(or at 65 or 70 percent. E verybody knows that the income is not taxed
in that way. You know that no individual income is taxed in that
amount on'the income. Only a certain amomt of it would be in the
higher brackets. That is brought up every time anyone appears here,
and that question is raised.

Mr. NIEL.sEN. I imagine you get tired of that, and it was not my
intention to make that statement. What I am talking about here is
that the individual might pay a surtax of 65 percent on profits, after
having taken 20.9 percent, and the question is whether, with the ex-
cess-profits tax, there is enough left there to provide an incentive. I
(to not think there would be any incentive to go ahead. One might say
why develop a new division at all, if the Government gets 80 percent
if ;e win, but you would get nothing if you lose.

The Ciimm imi. If the people all over the country did the same
thing, there would be very little coming in.

Mr. NiELSE-N. Whet'ier we make any profit, or not, I am disposed
to help the Government if it is necessary. Now, I want to show you
how this affects a personal-service corporation. In the first place,'the
invested capital in such a corporation is hard to determine. There is
no uniform method of determining that as in some other corporations.
Here is a manufacturing corporation, with an investment in ma-
chinery accounts receivable, inventories, and so forth. Now, here is a
personal-service corporation, and they have invested, say, $1,000,000 in
the business, but only half of that amount could be a;counted as in-
vested capital. The major portion of their capital consists, not of
buildings, machinery, accounts receivable, and so forth, but of unusual
professional skill of the officers and executives, and the professional
reputation of the company itself.

Under this proposed method, it would not be shown, because half of
it may represent work over a period of 10 years while developing the
professional reputation of the. corporation, in the meantime sustain-
ing losses. I do not know whether you can do anything about that,
or not, but if it is placed on the invested capital basis, insofar as this
personal service type of corporation is concerned, it will be unfair.
In other words, the personal service corponamtion has invested its
money in intangibles that cannot be recorded on the books, but,
nevertheless, it (oes represent an actual cash investment, because it
is usually acquired only by operating at substantial lo.es for iany
years, while acquiring individual and corpol-ate professional skill and
corporate reputation. As I have said, my own company showed a
deficit after its first 10 years of openition. If such companies were
budgeted for a return of, say, 8 percent on invested or book capital,
theit profits might amount to only 1 or 2 percent of the Ries. That
is because of the high ratio of sales to capital. Under those condi.
tions, it would take only a slight drop in sales to throw the company
into ied ink; and siice sales are so large in relation to capital, even a
small percentage of loss on sales would quickly eat. up the company's
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capital and destroy the entire enterprise, which took so many years
at such heavy operating losses to build.

As a practical matter, this type of corporation usually finds it
necessary to budget for a net profit of about 15 percent of sales in
order to avoid undue vulnera bilit" to fluctuations in sales volume.
In the next place, invested capital varies widely, dependent on tle
sales. For instance, here is a company with sales which have a book
value of $1,000,000, and it must have ihat much invested capital. In
order to hold $1.000,000 of sales over the years, it nuLt have
$1,000£00 Of capital. That would be the case with a steel company.

aNow personal-service corpolation may have only $100.000 of cap)-
ital in oider to handle $1,000,000 of sales. That is 'cause it haes no
bills receivable, inventories, and so forth, to carry. A corpol-ation of
this type las a low ratio of capital to sales. Inl a personal-service
corpoation the ratio may be $1 of capital to $10 of sales. The reason
for that is, in the first place. because of the wide differences in ile
hazards involved. In the first place, it is a hazardous business. and.
iin the next place, while the margin of profit on their capital might be
10 percent, it would be only one-half of I percent on the capital. That
is because the sale airc iore than 10 tinies the amount of the capital.
If the amount of sales twse 10 times the capital, and they earned 10
percent on the capital, it would mean 1 percent on their sales. Now,
you may say what of it I If they ianke only 1 percent on the sales,
and the sales are knocked down 10 percent, the company goes out of
busineq. If our com pany( did not have a profit ratio of 10 or 15 per-
cent on qales. we wondd go out of business. Any advertising agency
will tell you that same thing.

Mr. BOEHN.E. What would happen if the recommendation of the
subcommittee with regard to personal-service corporations were
enacted into law?

Mr. NIELSEN. It is MY understanding that you are proposing to lr-
mit such a corporation to avoid excess-profilts taxes if it puts out its
current earnings in dividends, so the stockholders would pay income
taxes on it.

Mr. BoEc.vFN. What would be the effect of that ?
Mr. NimsLE. How could that be done, or how could the corporation

force the stockholder to include dividends that lie did not get? In
my particular case the stockholders are executives iil the company,
or the chief men; but I do not see how we could force Mr. Jones, who is
an outside stockholder, to pay $25,000, or income tax on $25,000, unless
we paid him the '25,00, or could pay it all out in dividends. The
objection to that is that companies of our type have to make invest-
nients during the next, year. We will have to spend $250,000 for addi-
tions to the building; $1.50,000 for new technical instruments for use
in the business; and $100,000 to train 400 new employees. So in a
corporation of that type which iceeds capital, they cannot pay all of it
out.

Mr. CooPER. What is keeping you from getting more capital in your
business?

Mr. NiFsEN. The only thing that is keeping us from doing that is
tile highly speculative character of the business. We find it prac-
tically impossible to go to investment bankers for that purpo.

Mr. COOPER. You can put back all you want to, if it goes through
the tax mill.
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Mr. NImlSE.. In our particular case we coul do that, where we have
a few oflicers who own the stock, but it would be different where the
ist of the stock is held around ailing a lot of people in small amounts.

Mr. DIsNEy. The subcoiin ittee's report contains some definite sug.
gestions. )o you have any to otTer CMr. NIElSEN-,. Yes, sir.

Mr. 1)sINEY. What are they?
Mr. Nl.sE.. here is a s question: In the application of the excess-

Irolits tax to ,in" corporate 1o which derives the majority of its in.
'01m from ales of services renderl, and not fronl maifact during.
public utilities, and so folth. allow the Col polr-iilol to earn a pel.ent
M sales e4uial to its weighted aveinge for the 4 preceding yeans, but
not mIe than 15 percent. I would allhw new corlportiols of this
type to earn 15i pelenlt on sales. Allow Corpolration.s of this type to
olpenl-te oil the sales basis instead of the capital basis, because it
delides, not on capital but Ili1)n the profe.ssional skill of its partners.

Mr. 1)isir.. You would uie a different alternative. You wou l
baw it upon sales.

Mr. Nil.-oN.. My proposition is to base it upon a percentage of sales.
If the company earned 10 percent on sales during the last 4 years.

and earns 10 pelient lext year, you would apply the exce-profits t:ix
accordingly.

Mr. Djs.Ey. That would be upon the average earnings.
Mr. NirusQox. Yes, sir: except in the cas, of a conpliany which is

developing something, or developing a new division it needs to in-
crease sales. For instance, here is a company that invests money for
4 yeals in (eveloling a new division.

Mr. DisNEY. Ie could hardly divide a company up into divisions:
we have no means of doing that.

Mr. NXin .. You are putting the brake on new enterprise, that is
all I am pointing out. If we had been earning 10 percent on our siles.
and we create a new division which sells another million dollars a
year, what I say is let us earn 10 percent on that s1,000000.

Mr. Is Nm. Will you restate that, please?
Mr. Nrir.so.. If 1;)y company for the past 4 years earned a profit

amount ing to 10 percent of its sales-
Mr. DIsN.Y. You are now talking about the whole corporation, in-

cluding all of the divisions?
Mr. NirsoN,. Of tie whole company; I say. during the next year.

1940, let us earn 10 percent on our sales; if the -ales go up, due to our
having developed a new division of the company, or due to the fact
that our company is on the upward trend in sales, generally, then let
us earn 10 pereelt on that. If the war helps us, I asure you, we will
earn more than 10 percent.

Mr. DISNEY. Is not that exactly what the subcommittee report
proposes?

Mr. NIES.o.. No; because you are basing it on a return on capital.
I am talking about a percentage of return on sales

Mr. DisNEy. We are basing it o!l an average base period of 4 years.
Mfr. Niso.vN. In dollars, is not that true
Mr. Dis,-Er. Yes.
Mr. NIELSON. If we have earned $200,000 a year for tile past 4 years,

you will let us earn $200.000 in 1940 before applying the tax. But we
are going to earn $100,000 in 1940, because we are )list at the point of
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getting the fruits of a development on which we spent money for 4
years.

Mr. DisNEY. Why should you not pay an excess-profits tax on thai
ext ra $200,000?

Mr. NIELSO.N. It depends on what the plurljse of the excess-profits
tax is. I thought the major purpose was, aside from raising revenue
which is always a purpose, to get at the war profits.

Here is a company that has depressed its profits for 4 years deliber-
ately to spend money for experimentation which reaches its fruition,
and.tie trend of its business starts upward.

Mr. CooPE. Did you not say awhile ago that this was a radio divi-
sion that you were talking ab out

Mr. NIIsoN. That is right, but not a different corporation.
Mr. CooPrki. The division on which you had been making this re-

search was the radio division, and now,; you think the results from that
will begin to shoot up. Now, do you know of anything that is causing
the people to listen more to the -adio, than the war? Everybody in
this country has their ear glued to a radio all the time listening for
war news. That certainly would help you out, if you are- advertising
something over the radio, because the people are'glued right to the
radio, listening to what you say.

Mr. NIIlsoN. ft happens, sir, that our business is tot the selling of
radio time. It has nothing to do with that. Our business is the
gathering of facts about radio and is simply a research service. You
would be correct in the case of a company that was advertising on the
radio..

Mr. DIs NEY. I should like to continue with just another question or
two. Under tie law, we cannot single out corporations and say,
"You are producing battleships," and not have the law apply generally
otherwise. We would run into legal difficulties. We have got to
cover the whole field of industry.

Mr. NIELSoN. It may not be possible; in other words, it may not be
possible to deflne a personal service corporation and give it, special
treatmentt? Is that what you mean?

Mr. DISNEY. I would not say that. quite.
Mr. BoEIINE. If the gentleman will yield; with refereilce to a deft-

nition of a personal service corporation, have you read the report of
tihe subcommittee?

Mr. NIEL So. Yes, sir.
Mr. BoEiNE. Do you agree with the subcommittee's definition of

a personal service corporation?
Mr. NLSO.N. I thought that was rather good; yes, sir.
Mr. DisNEY. Would you go as far as Mr. Da1vid&on did in his

testimony, and enlarge that definition, or make it less restrictive?
Perhaps you did not hear his testimony.

Mr. NIELso,. I could hear part of it. It is rather difficult to hear
in the back of the room.

Mr. BoEiINs. If the gentleman will allow me to continue with this
for just a moment. This subcommittee report defines a personal
service corporation in these words:

A corporation whose Income Is to be attributed primarily to the activities of
the principal owners or stockholders who are themselves regularly engaged in
the active conduct of the affairs of the corporation and In whkh capital is not
a material Income-producing factor.
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Now, did you not say awhile ago that this money that your per-
sonal service corl)oration is making, this profit that you are making,
you could not recapture a lot of it because your shareholders are not
active in the business?

Mr. NiFirsoN. That is right.
Mr. BOENE. Those two statements do not agree, because a per-

sonal service corporation, according to this definition, is that type
of a corporation where all the principal owners are active partici-
pants in the business.

Mr. NIeLson. If it says "all," then I do not agree with the defini-
tion. I did not think it said "all."

Mr. BOmiNE. I do not think you need to read "all" into the defini-
tion. It says a corporation whose income is to be attributed pri-
marily to the activities of the principal owners or stockholders who
are themselves regularly engaged in the active conduct of the affairs,
and so forth.

Mr. Niuso.N. My company would have about 75 percent of its
stockholders actively engageal in the business and the other 25 per-
cent of the stock is owned by outsiders, people who have nothing to
do with the business. In other words, you have many combinations
like that.

I do not know just how we cold classify such a company. I
thought the definition was a good definition, bt when I see that you
can interpret it differently fiom the way I would interpret it, perhaps
it is not so good.

You will find that there are advertising agencies that have per-
haps 80 percent of the stock owned by the partners, but there may
be some fellow on the outside who used to work for the company,
and got fired 10 years ago, but still retains his stock.

There may be difficulties in defining that. Then also, you would
require some rule like this, allowing new corporations of this type
to earn a stated percentage on their sales instead of on their capital.

I have an alternate suggestion which may apply, if you think this
is impractical.

Modify the proposed option for service corporations, that I have
just been talking about. That option, as I understand it, permits
a corporation of'this type to avoid the excess-profit tax entirely if
it pays out all of its earnings in dividends. I would suggest that
that would be very satisfactory, if you would simply modify it so
as to permit such corporations to retain some stated percentage of
their net income, say 25 percent, for general expansional purposes,
plus whatever increase they have in the book value of their fixed
assets on a capitalized development cost.

For instance, my companylias to build an addition to their build-
ing in order to house these400 new employees that we are going to
hire. We cannot pay out all of our earnings this next year, because
if we did, we would not have enough money to pay for the building.

So I ho not s why you would not be justified in exempting from
the requirement of dividends that portion of the capital which is
allyy invested in bona fide assets used to operate this company;
in our case, these buildings, office, machinery, and so forth.

And I would also urge some additional percentage, say 25 percent,
to allow for the general expansion, because if we are going to do
$4,000,000 worth of business a year instead of $2,000,000, we need to
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have twice as much cash ill the bank for emergencies, or else we may
have to throw a lot of people out of work when the storm hits us.

Mr. DIsxEY. You heard the squawk about the undistributed-profits
tax for about 2 or 3 years. Would you have this undistributed-profits
tax apply simply to'personal-service corporations?

Mr. NiEtsoN.'That is my intention. I am not here speaking for
other types of corporations. I do not feel that I am qualified to
do that: I think an undistributed-surplus tax is a bad tax essentially,
but I think this might be a practical compromise on the thing. After
all, all taxes are bad, but we have got to have a lot of them if we
are going to get ready for a war, and I am for that. But I would
not want to see one type of corporation penalized because it happens
to be a type that is, perhaps, not generally understood.

Mr. DISNEY. Arx lersonal-service corporations great in number?
Mr. NLSoN. I would say they are very great in number but most

of them are rather small. You have big corporations, Iic Dun &
Bradstreet; F. AN. Dodge Corporation. 1 on have advertising agencies
that handle some forty or fifty million dollars worth of billings
a year. You have companies, such as in own, with 600 employees.

Then you have industrial engineers. Vou have people like S tone
& Webster, Lockwood Green, J. E. Cyrene & Co.

3r. DIsNEY. Would an automobile agency be a pe.'sonal-service
corporation ?

Mr. NiErm. An automobile agency?
Mr. DISNEY. Yes.
Mr. NIESoN.. Not in my opinion, lie is a retailer. He is like a

department store. I think you could define that all right. It might
take a little study, of course.

The CHmAMAx. Why do you say that all taxes are bad any more
titan all living expenses are bad?

Mr. Nmnsox. Do you 'Want me to answer that question, Your
Honor?

The C HAIRMAN. Why should you say that taxes are bad, when they
are paid to support a government, any more titan the expenses of food,
or the expenses of maintaining churches, and so forth?

Mr. Nmsox,. It was a semifacetious remark, Mr. Chairman. Any
tax acts as a brake on business enterprise, of course.

The CIAIMAN. I do not think you were serious in that statement,
were you?

Mr. Nw~lsoN. No, sir; not 100.percent serious.
Mr. CnowTrHFt. It looks to iue-as though this witness is just in a

hard-luck position in the fact that 1940 is the year when Ile is getting
ready to spread his wings and do some business. I just think that
you are in hard luck.

Mr. N ius. If that is the case, I can take it; that is all right. But
I think there is a more important principle here; it is a principle
whether you are going to discourage corporations like the Sperry
Gyroscope man who talked ahead of me.

"Mr. Caow'rut. I am not quarreling with your premise; I think
that is all right. But it seems to me it, is too bad that 1040 is your
fifth year, wten you are about to do some business and make a little
Cmazuima," and we are going to get some of it.

Mr. NiErsox. You have been getting quite a little from me as it is.
Mr. Csowitrr . I appreciate that.
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Mr. NIEMON. However, I think the important point here is with
relation to discouraging corporations from embarking on long-term
research programs. Tl-hose things do not develop overnight in busi-
ness. It takes years and a lot of money, and a lot of guts and stick-
to-itivness, anI then you finally put it.over, and you run up against
something like this. I think that is a thing that discourages business-
men in this country and causes unemployment.

Mr. CROWTHF1. I think your premise is sound, but it is just too bad
that it happens at this point.

Mr. NiExisox. I think you can remedy it, if you want to, by a simple
provision for this type of corporation. You already have a provision
that if we pay out all of our earnings in dividen(ds we do not have
to pay excess-profits taxes. Well. I do not object to paying excess-
profits taxes, but I think you should recognize that a comIpany has a
right, and a duty, to invest money in fixed assets to handle its increas-
ilig business, an'd you should let it invest that money at least before
you start requiring it to pay out money to its stockholders. I would
like to see something additional for the purpose of allowing them
to increase their working capital.
The CHAImAN. H1ave you finished your statement?
Mr. NIELSON,. Yes.
The CHAIn%.x. If there are no further questions, we thank vou

for your appearance and for the information you have given 'the
committee.

Mr. NIFIySON. Thank you.
The CAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Paul W. Adams, repre-

senting the Manufacturers Association of Connecticut.

STATEMENT OF PAUL W. ADAMS, LEGAL COUNSEL FOR THE
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF CONNECTICUT

The CHAIRMAN. State your name and whom you represent.
,fr. ADAMS. My name is Paul W1. Adams. Iam legal counsel for

the Manufacturers Association of Connecticut.
I have just received a copy of the subcommittee's report, and there

atre a few things in it which'do not agree with the proposals we were
planning to make today.

One is in connection with amortization. True amortization is re.
troactive in the proposal only to July 10, 1940. It would seem to us
that this should include equipment or facilities that were acquired.
or to be acquired, for use in connection with the emergency declared
by the President to exist on September 8 so that corporations who
were brave enough to use their own capital for expansion at that
time should also be entitled to the privilege of amortizing the in.
'vestment which they have made in new plantexpansion and facilities.

Another suggesdon in connection with the Vinson-Trammell Act.
I note that it -s only to be suspended. It would eem to us a much
more satisfactory arrangement to repeal the Vinson Act so as to
force reconsideration at the time, whenever it is, that the excess-
profits tax shall no longer be necessary.

Mr. DISNEY. Will you restate that, please?
Mr. ADAMS. In the proposal of the subcommittee, they suggest

suspending the Vinson-Trammell Act so long as the exces-profits
tax applied. My suggestion is that it be repealed because there is
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no time limit. on the excess-profits tax and at the time when the
excess-profits tax should no longer be necessary it would seem wise
to force a consideration on whether or not-the Vinson-Tramnell
Construction Act is wise and desirable tax procedure at that time.

In connection with the excess-profits tax, there is nowhere men-
tioned in the report a reference to the present excess-profits tax being
repealed. I hope that that is to be included in the proposal.

I would suggest also that the anomalous capital-stock tax-it will
be anomalous when the excess-profits tax is repealed-be also re-
pealed. The proposal calls for averaging over the past 4 yea-s the
earnings of corporations. There was at one time a suggestion which
I believe the committee was considering, that any 3 out of the last 4
years be allowed as the basis for average earnings. We would sug-
gest that this would be a more equitable basis for determining aver-
a)ge earnings, because a corporation might very easily have had con-
silerable reverses in I year which could be taken to offset the other
years, by selecting the 3 best years.

Several of the other witnesses have struggled with a problem
which I believe can be taken care of by putting a ceiling on the
aggre~ete tax which a corporation is required topay. Recently, in
tie 1a nil Street Journal, there was a summary of the earnings and
the taxes paid by numerous large corporations. On the basis those
facts, it would appear that no corporation had paid a tax, regardless
of how high its earnings, that was in excess of 25 or 30 percent of its
net income. If you put a ceiling on all corporation taxes of a cer-
tain percentage of the taxable net income, situations such as those
just presented to you, it seems to me, would be taken care of.

Perhaps the ceiling could be arranged in another way, by saying
that the excess-profits tax shall not be more than 12 percent above the
present tax rate on total taxable net income. That would mean that
the present corporation tax rate for corporations whose income is in
excess of $25,000 would be 19 percent, plus the 1.9 percent defense tax,
and then plus 12 percent for the excess-profits tax, making a total
of 32.9 percent of net income as the ceiling above which the Federal
tax cannot go.

Mr. REMl). You spoke of repealing the present excess-profits tax,
whenever that would occur, and repealing the capital-stock tax.

I would just like to call attention to the fact that in 1939, the excess-
profits tax yielded .1'7,000,000; the capital-stock tax in 1939 yielded

127,000,000. This bill that is before us now contemplates raising only
$200,000,000. If you wiped out the excess-profits tax and the capital-
stock tax in the old law, we just would not raise the revenue. I just
did not want you to be laboring under the misapprehension that there
is any intention to repeal these two taxes that are in the old law.

M. ADA-MS. Nevertheless, I do urge the point; and would point
out further that although the estimate, as I understand, is $200,000,000
for the present year, for 1940, it is considerably in excess of that for
future years.

There is one further problem which I doubt has been considered in
connection with average earnings and invested capital for corpora.
tions who are now producing for defense. We have Connecticut cor-
porations who are likely to find themselves in a position where the
governmentt has made them an offer to buy factories and furnish
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then with complete equipment for producing armaments or defense
products.

Take, for example, a corporation that ordinarily has a $10,000,000
invested capital and their earnings have been low, so that they would
be at a better advantage electing to come under part B which would
be the 4 percent of invested capital. The Government supplies them
with two other plants, each of which represents an investment of
$10.000.000. They are operating those plants. _The Government stands
no overhead, simply furnishes the plant and the equipment. The cor-
poration furnishes all of the management, all the materials and sup-
plies that ate necessary to produce the article, and receives in return
i price for the article: Now, it would seen to me some adjustment
should be made in a case like that, where a corporation, in the interest
of national defense, has expanded, has spread its organization with
such a large investing capital, but only gets credit for $10,000,000
of invested capital.

My partict Ir reason for bringing t) this point is that in the case
of advances in similar situations by foreign governments, the coia-
pany is allowed to treat that as a loan anTi therefore borrowed cap-
ital: and the corporation would be entitled to certain percentages on
that borrowed capital as part of their investedl capital, as recommended
by the subcommittee. It is my) suggestion that it certainly behooves
its to give more credit to a inanageinent who is in cooperation with
the Federal Government in a situation like this than one that is simply
cooperating with a foreign government.

Mr. DIs.vEY. What kind of credit would you suggest?
Mr. ADAMS. I think if something were adopted similar to that pro.

vided for borrowed capital, that would be satisfactory; 100 percent
for the first $10,000, I believe it. is; 66. percent up to $00,000; and
33 j percent above that.

Mr. Dis.N-EY. It must be that I am not following you accurately.
Did they invest the capital where the Government put up the buila-
ing and furnished everything but administration and organization?

Mr. ADAM S. No, sir; they do not invest any capital in the building
and the equipment. It is simply furnished to then ft-e of charge.
They operate it. They supply the men and the mate;'ials and the
management, and operate the plant for as long as the Government
desires them to operate it, because they are experienced in these things.
You understand the reason. It. would seem that some adjustment
should be made in a case like that where they have expanded a plant,
spread their organization over stich an extended field for the purpose
of national defense. They should be entitled to some further credit
on the excess-profits tax because a person who has a similar arrange-
ment with a foreign government may treat it as borrowed capital
whereas the Federal Government is not allowed to do that except
through the R. F. C. The company doing that business with a foreign
government would be in a better position than a company doing tfie
same kind of business for the United States Government.

Mt. Cioinow t. There are some companies here for whom money is
being furnished for plant extension and equipment by foreign coun.
tries? Are there not some companies making defense materials on
that basis for foreign countries?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir. And as I understand, it is treated as a loan.
The Treasury Department has recognized that treatment.
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The CAIA Ax. Are there any further questions?
We thank you for your appearance and for the information you

have given the committee.
Mr. ADAbia. I thank you, sir.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH E. ARMSTRONG, COMPTROLLER OF
MARSHALL FIELD & CO., MERCHANDISE MART, CHICAGO, ILL.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kenneth Armstrong of Marshall Field & Co.
Please uive your full name and address for the record.

MSr. IaRtsmeox.o. Mir. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee:
My name is Kenneth E. Armstrong. My address is merchandisee
Mart, Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen, it will take me about 10 minutes to say what I have
to offer.

Gentlemen of the committee, the company that I represent here
today recognizes time need for the Federal Government to secure addi-
tional revenue to support expenditures for national defense, and your
desire to enact a tax bill which will provide the additional revenue
needed in a manner equitable to all the taxpayers. I shall confine
ny remarks to part III of the rel)ort of the subcommittee which
rebates to excess-profits tax.

We applied the proposed tax formula to the estimated earnings of
this company for the year 1940, which are based on the actual results
for the 12 months ending July 1, 1940, and find we would be obliged
to pay in addition to the normal tax of 20.9 percent, an excess-profits
tax. equal to 23 percent of our net income for the year, or a total
Federal income and excess-profils tax for the year of 39.31 percent
of our income before Federal taxes.

We feel confident that it is not the intention of this proposed tax
report to levy any such tax rates as 39.34 percent on normal profits,
and it is for ihat reason that we are here today to point out to you the
result of the actual application of the proposed bill, the reasons for
the result, and a suggestion to more equitably distribute the tax burden.

Marshall Field & Co. was established in Chicago in 1856 and its
business up to 1930 was dealing in merchandise at retail and whole-
sale. For a number of yeans, Ihe wholesale was the more profitable
end of the business, but in the twenties a change occurred in the buy.
ing habits of the country and the retail end of the business forge
head, whereas, the wholesale started a downward trend. The retail
business of this company has always been successful. There was only
one year in its entire history when the retail did not show a profit
which was in 1932.

Duiring the proposed bas years, 1936 to 1939, the two main retail
stores of this company located in Chicago, Ill., and Seattle, Wash.,
showed satisfactory anl! consistent profits which followed the trend
throughout the country. I refer to the statistics tabulated by the
bureau of business research, Harvard University, in reporting the
operating results of department stores doing an annual volume of
$10,000,000 and more.

I mention this group because we are in that classification and our
figures are included therein.

In 1936, 28 stores reported their figures and showed an average
percentage of return on net. worth of 11.5 percent; for 1937, an aver-
age return of 8.9 percent; for 1938, 4.6 percent; and for 1939, 8.3 per-
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cent. Incidentally, the results of our own retail stores showed an
average return even higher than those reported above.

The wholesale end four business whici specifically imported, con-
verted, jobbed, and manufactured merchandise to dist ribute at whole-
sale was losing ground so rapidly, that in 1935 a survey was made
of this end of our business by a well-known firm of industrial engi-
neers who recommended that we get out of the wholesale business as
rapidly as possible. It was perfectly obvious that the losses in the
wholemle business were absorbing the profits made in the retail store
to a very great extent, and that as long as that condition continued.
the stockholders of this company could expect no return on their in-
vestment, and there might be an unfavorable effect on the financial
structure of the company.

Permit ine to quote from a remark in the annual report of this
company to stockholders at December 31, 1935: "During the 5-year
period i930 to 1934, inclusive, the accumulated losses of this (whiole-
sale) division were more than $12,000,000."
The management, after a careful study of the report, laid out a

program of lquidation of the wholesale business and reorganization
of the financial structure of tie company, so that today the busilies
of Marshall Field & Co. is no longer that of a wholesaler and retailer.
but it is primarily a retailer, and should expect to enjoy tie satisfac-
tory return on it; investment that is enjoyed by other large retailers
throughout the country.

This corporation fileil its tax return for the year 1930, showing an
income of only $873,000. Yet, the two retail stores showed a profit of
$4,532,000 for that year. Il the year 1937 the corporation filed a tax
return showing a loss of $2,613,00. Yet, the two retail stores had a
profit of $4,394,000. In 1938 this corloration filed a return showing a
profit of $226.000, and the two retail stores had a profit of $3,734,000.
Mr. BounEm. Will you explain what you mean by the corpoation

as distinguished between the two operations?
Mr. Anms-rsoxo. I referred before to the fact that tie coin panv

which had been established in 1856 had two principal parts in its busi-
ness one of those )arts being wholesale and the other retail.

Mh'. I1o0FUmN. I thought you sid you went out of the wholesale busi-
ness in 1930.

Mr. AiReSTRoNO. Stated. I did not nean to say we went out; the
program was started in 1930. I am sorry if I did not make that clear.

In 1939 the liquidation program had been completed and the finan-
cial reorganization had been also completed and the corporation was
then able to show its true earning power after the discontinuance of its
unprofitable wholesale business. 'or that vear the corporation filed a
tax return showing a profit of $4,893,000. This reversal in profits was
not (tue entirely to an iplift in business, but was due to the fact that tle
pnlrofitable ends of the busine. were no longer siphoning out the
profits.

It is easy to see that if you have a business with a store in one
city making $1,000.000 a year, and a store in another city losing
$1,000,000 a year with the result you have no profits to give to your
stockholders, you would be better off to dispose of the store losing
$1,000,000 a year no matter how much loss you had to incur in
the liquidation of the assets. That is exactly what happened to this
company, because as this liquidation program progressed, it in-
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curred large losses in the liquidation of the assets for that part of
the business being liquidated. As a result this company finds itself
today realizing much larger earnings with a substantially reducedinvested capital.

The net worth of this company has dropped from $60,465,000 on
January 1, 1936 to $50,088,000 on January 1, 1940.

Whife this company recognizes the necessity of taxing excess
profits, we point out to you here that as this tax bill is now drawn
you are not only taxing the excess profits of this company. but you
tire taxing at a very high rate the normal income of this company.

This bill does not give this company relief to which it is entitled,
because of the changes that have occurred in the business during the
base period. Therefore, it is our recommendation that there be in-
eluded in the proposed bill "special relief provisions." We do recoi-
mend this, because the reasons given by the subcommittee for not
having provided special relief provisions do not in any instance
!,,ake reference to the type of special case such as we have just pre-
sented. Surely there inust be many other companies similarly
circumstanced.

An exemption of only 4 percent on the invested capital of this
company results in an almost confiscatory tax rate on the top income of
this company, as it is estimated that 41 percent of this company's in-
come will be subject to the combined rate of 52.54 percent this year.

The special relief provision should provide for a board of r-ew
with full power to consider cases of this type presented to them
and apply the al)propriate reiiiedy so that where the profits for the
base period were so low that it would not be just to ascertain the
normal profits of the taxpayer by reference to such profits because
either the business is of a class which, during the base period, was
depressed or because the business of the taxpayer was for mine reason
peculiar to itself abnormally depressed during the base period when
compared with other businesses of the same class.

Recognizing the need for additional revenue, we hesitate to make
any recommendation as to what. is an adequate return oii investment
but we do believe that provision should be made for relief of tax-
payers in a position similar to that outlined for this company.
,MIr. CnowriTmn. I would like to say, because you appear to be in

about the same position as the gentleman who testified before, that
it is unfortunate that you liquidated in those 4 years and now are
beginning to pay a pretty heavy tax. I do not know that anything
can be done to help you, but it just..so happens that you are in about
the same position as the company that has splnt a lot of money
during 4 years for research and development and 1940 is to be a big
year, whereas you began the liquidation of the losing end of the
corporation in 1936 and starting out in 1940 you are going to be hit.

Mfr. AMsswoxo. Yes.
Mr. Cnow'rmrmE. It seenis to be your unfortunate luck.
Mr. AitmsrRxo. Well, sir; it may be just a matter of luck, but on

the other hand it may be something of planning.
Mr. Cnowrim . I (ho not doubt the value of the premise of your

suggestion. And I am not arguing with it; I think you have got a
good case. But it seems to be just a bit unfortunate for your-part
that it was brought about in this 4 years, the base year period, and
that the year that N-ou arc going to cut a little hla- happens to be
1910 and you are going to be smet with a considerable tax bill.
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Mr. AN3isro.No. The difference, and it is not my dutyt I recognize.
to draw a difference between witnesses but I do recopmze this, that
this company is not the same type of company that it was when it.
started the liquidation 4 years ago.

Now, as we have liquidated this end of the business over here we
have invested in a new type of business. This company has invested,
in the last 4 years in physical properties, $23,000,000 of new money,
which under the bill as it now stands it gets no benefit from, because
the bill does not recognize that capitalization.

Mr. Co%,TiiE. By developing new retail outlets?
Mr. AR3Simoxo. Iy the money which we have put in North Caro-

lina and Virginia, for instance, 21/2 million dollars during the last
4 years in putting in new looms and new buildings and putting in
con~litions down there which did not exist before.

Mr. CROWTHEI. This may not be pertinent to the issue, but does
your concern handle the 1)roducts of any foreign concern, that is.
tile total products of any foreign concern'!

Mr. An ismnoxo. The retail store sells merchandise of foreign
concerns, yes.

Mr. CiowmuE. I understood at one time that Marshall Field Co.
took the entire toys of time Muhlenberg or some other store abroad
and handle the entire products.

Mr. AnatTsoxo. We have no connection whereby we buy and take
tle entire output. of any foreign factory in a forlgn country.

The CHA IMAX. It looks like your company is the victim of a
situation that has confronted many small concerns, except that you
were able through the liquidation of your wholesale end of the
business to get relief from taxes, by offsetting your losses in. the
wholesale against earnings in the retail. However, that is just a
matter of management and certainly was not the fault of tie Gov-
ernment.

Mr. AnmsmoNo. No, but I take it the purpose of this bill is to tax
excess& profits and this company has no objection to paying on any
excess profits is it believed the increased industrial activities of the
country are going to realize, because it will make business better. 'We
are going to have better profits this year because of it, and we are
perfectly willing to pay on those increased profits that result from
increased activities.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McKeough has some questions.
Mr. McKyoumi. You stated that in the last 4 years your company

had spent $23,000,000 in developing new activities in connection with
your retail trade

Mr. AnRitsroxo. In retail, the Merchandise Mart in Chicago and
in our mills in North Carolina and Virginia.

Mr. McKEouoi. None of the "-,000,(W, was incident to the Mer-
chandise Mart because that building was put up more than 4 years
ngo.

Mr. Au3v;moxo. Tile building was put up in 1930, but. the build-
ing has expanded, and we have been required. for example, to
fimsl offices on floors that have not been finished, at a cost of
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Mr. McKi~ovon. That was, of course, to make it available for
tenants I

Mr. Anmsmo.No. With the increased facilities that brought in addi.
tional tenants.
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Mr. McKEouom. Have you any idea as to what proportion of the
new space that was finished is occupied by various agencies of the
Federal Government?

Mr. AR nTRo.No. I do not have the figures at my fingertips; it is
information that can be secured.

Mr. McKoo. It is a favorable proportion, is it not?
Mr. Ain srsoxo. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. McKEOLUOH. And the rental that is charged for that, of course,

is in keeping with what in your judgment, under good management,
will earn a good return on the improvements over and above the
amount sufficient to retire that cost.

Mr. Angsmotxo. The Federal bureaus and agencies do not sign
leases over 1 year, and all improvements that were made in tlie
building were made on a 1-year basis.

Mr. McKrot'o. Well those improvements that I have seen in
connection with some oi the agencies that are housed in the Mer-
chandise Mart, I am confident, would not run into very much money.
In fact just bare walls with crushed rock in them for some of tie
offices that are occupied by these Federal agencies.

Now, you also said that you spent about two and a half million
dollars in the development of some activities in North Carolina and
Virginia. Would you mind telling me what the nature of those
expenditures were

Mr. An.isroGxo. In the State of North Carolina we manufacture
rugs.

Mv. McKwouon. Rugs?
Mr. ArutsTrox.o. Yes; and blankets, sheets, bedspreads, and woolen

piece goods.
Mr. McKEouoH. Where were they previously manufactured?
Mr. Ar.3sTRoxo. Those factories were started there, some of them,

some years ago, but we developed them by adding machinery, adding
buildings and new equipment.

Mr. McKEoomoH. And the part that you wrote off during the 4
years was the wholesale bi ness. Did you liquidate any depart-
ments which you now have developed in your North Carolina
activities?

Mr. ARsmsnoxo. Yes.
Mr. MoKouoii. Would you mind telling me where?
Mr. Anizsruoxo. The hosiery business, which had been previously

in Philadelphia.
Mr. McKoo. And your management and I am sure it is very

capable and shrewd, drew the distinction between your very active
store in Chicago, which I think is the best department store in
America-

Mr. ARM rR.,o. Thank you.
Mr. McKiEOUO. I never saw the one in Seattle, but I presume it

was brought about that the development of the activity in production
of this line was for the purpose of reducing your costs in connection
with the part you were selling through your retail establishment.

Mr. ARis'tmoxo. The amount of merchandise that is sold in our
retail stores that Pre manufactured in our mills, is iot a large per-
centage of the total volume of the retail stores.

Mr. McKEooUn. No; but it is a sufficient volume to have you expend
two and one-half million dollars in activities in North Carolina, and
I am turning ow" in my mind whether or not it is typical of the
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movement of the textile industry from one section of the country to
another section of the country, that took place rather largely iin the
last 20 years in this country, and I was wondering whet her or not
your management reflected the same trend of thought that brought
from New England the textile activities into certain sections of the
South, and if that is so, if I am correct in that asumption, I am quite
convinced that the purpose of that movement was to reduce the costs
to finished goods by reason of such activities because they may have
been making those same commodities in another section, but hele could
produce them at lower rates of pay than they had pieviously been
p avng in the textile industry in New England, and I wonder also
if it has any bearing on the pas,'age of this tax bill that your manage-
ment is now complaining about and is going to be asked to pay taxes
because the management was able to make a saving on the lower labor
costs which savings are brought about by the fact that the rates in the
section of the country from which the movement took place were
higher than they were in North Carolina.

Mr. ARMSTRONo. I cannot explain the economic movements that
took place in the country.

Mr. McKouom. But t'hey have taken jlace, and my point is this:
Was the change the result of the suggestion made by the well-known
industrial-engineering firm, which made the recommendation to your
company, to forego tile activities in the wholesale field and confiie its
activities to the retail field; was it a part of the suggestion that this
industrial-engineering firm made to Marshall Field that resulted in
this change?

Mr. Airtsr o xo. No. Marshall Field & Co. acquired its interest in
North Carolina in 1909 when it had previously loaned industry down
there some money; had loaned substantial sums of money over a period
of years. We had no interest there in mills in North Carolina up to
that time. These firms went into bankruptcy. I do not have at in
fingertips the details, but there were four or five companies involved
and in the payments for advances which we had made we took over
the properties in North Carolina which represented, let, us say, an
investment at that time of some two million dollars and had expended
during the years a sunm in excess of $11,000,000.

Those expansion programs more or less occurred previous to 1934 or
1935 at the time of this industrial survey, but the money we had in-
vested in North Carolina and Virginia since 1935, to'which I re.
ferred, the two and one-half million dollars, was in the development
of the facilities and property that had already been lurchased.

Does that answer your questions
Mr. McKiEouou. Yes, partly; and please do not misunderstand me;

I am not criticizing the management.
Mr. AnjusTRoxo. I understand.
Mr. McKEovon. But I merely want to point out time possibility

that the profit that is now flowing back because of the shzewdness of
the management may have been accumulating because of that ap.
preach. In other words, I do not think they went to North Carolina
just because they wanted to develop the State of North Carolina; I
think they were possibly interested in making money in North Caro.
lina and 'receiving some benefits that. might flow eventually to Mar-
shall Field & Co. in connection with their merchandising efforts. I
still think that is a part of their program.
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Mr. Aub-[RONO. May I say this, that as far back as 1925 the profits
on our mills in North'Carolina were greater than they are expected
to be today.

Mr. McKwouom Is that possibly the explanation why the Con-
gress enacted the wages-and.hours law I

Mr. Anismzoxo. I do not believe so.
Mr. MeKiuouH. It (lid not have any effect on the wage structure in

those mills?
Mr. Arimmoxo. Our wages, when that bill was enacted, had an

effect on the. wage increase to this company, to my mind, offland,
just standing here, because I cannot be sure of the figures, but they
are approximately correct, not to exceed an amount of $25,000 on the
whole pay roll of an $11,000,000 investment.

Mr. McKEouoH. Well, I commend you; I think it is very line for
you to be able to make that statement, and I am happv to know it had
a small part in the wisdom that resulted in the development of the
company you have today.

Mr. ARmnRoxo. The point I am making-
Mr. McKrouon. There is just one other otservation I would like

to make with reference to the 4 years referred to, because throughout
that earning basis you showed practically no net income on which you
paid any income tax to the Federal Government, or a very small sum.
I take it that the loses on the wholesale activities were practically
equal to the net return on your retail activities; is that correct?

Mr. ARiisTroXO. Yes. "
'Mr. McKurxoji. So you had, for the 4 years 1936, 1937, 1938. and

1939 really no cost to do business in this country by reason of your
having the change which was brought about in the activities of this
corporation; that is, made no contributions to the Federal Governi-
ment. In other words, practically no income-tax payments of any
size during that 4 years. Is that. correct?

Mr. AnMsmoNo. Well, we made some income.
,Mr. McKEouon. No appreciable amount in comparison with the

amount that would be taken if this proposal here goes through, for the
program which the Government has to put into effect in order to de-
velop an adequate defense program, only a part of the expense of
which will be met.

We have appropriated approximately eleven billion in that dilec-
tion anti some three or fourbillions still to e added to that, making
our activities in that direction equal to something like $14 ,000,00,t,00.

Now, obviously, the income of-the Federal Government, which has
been in the red, because of the situation applying in the country for
the last 10 years, has not enabled it to set up any reserve with which it
might approach a $14,000,000,000 defense program, so that under the
pending bill under consideration by this committee we are now trying
to make some approach to get the added income with which to meet
this cost. And I take it that Marshall Field & Co. is wholeheartedly
in favor of the defense program?

Mr. AR3os'r.oxo. Correct.
Mr. McKouoi. And I am sure that in the event, by reason of the

shrewdness of the management, there is reflected atd carried into
the year 1940, as Dr. Crowther has pointed out, a very fine income on
which you anticipate you will be compelled to pay a1 substantial tax
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for the calendar year 1940, they will be willing to pay a rather heavy
cost.

Now naturally you wouhl not want to be compelled to pay any
more than is necessary, but I am wondering if you are willing to state
for the record that even if you may have to make a serious contribution
from your earnings to tie national income, that Mal-shall Field is
just as wholeheartedly ill favor of that payment as it is in going into
tie program of prepa'ing the country for security.

Mr. AitmsToxo. May I add one qualifying statement?
Mr. McKmuou. Yes.
Mr. ARM STROXo. You are talking about tie estimated earnings of

this company for the year 1940.
If the proposed legislation, as the bill now stands, is enacted, this

company will pay income taxes three times gre~oter, a 200-percent in-
crease in 1940 over 1939onanestiirated increase in profitsof 25pei'miet.

Now, gentlemen, you realize that the aimort of profits you can
make out of a department store is more or less limited. If you raise
(Ire ceiling too high it b"loies pVrfiteering, amd then of course you
have to meet competition. Ilr oilier words. we estimate that increase
in activities will increase our income 25 percent, and we are going
to pay three tinies as much Federal taxes.

Mr. McKmouo. Are voir willing to pay that in order to do busi-
nie.,s ill this collitr for lefelre pulps-es" I al not being facetious.

Mr. AR snwo.' I realize that.
Mr. McKEouoi. I am serious about it.
Mr. Aisimoxo. I believe you are, and I am certainly.
Mr. ,McKron. Because vou ia qpen to have been iin a position tor

4 years where you had paid practically no income, arid come down
to tire year 1940, it does not seem to rme that there should e airy
comlaint if it applies to tie year 1940.

Ini other words, had you had tire same thin earnings in 1940 that
you had in 1930, 1937, 1938. and 1939, when you were liquidatiing
your wholesale activities, yoi would not then have to pay as heavy
a bill iin comparison to what you will have to pay under the pro-
lsed bill.

Mr. Armsrxo. That is correct.
31r. McKEouou. And you would not be present today for tire pirr-

pose of making an'y protest with respect to 1940, that y-ou anticipate
is going to be so large that. you wilt be compelled to pay 39.34 per-
cent of your total income foi Federal tax purposes. I tirink that is
the figure you used before for 1940.

Mr. Aiis-roxo. Yes.
Mr. McKEouo. You are in the happy position of earning air ill-

come, bit in the unhappy position of r1rving to take tire figures for
1936 to 1939 and that is tire reason you are lier protesting. The only
fellows who are protesting are tlhe fellows who are going to pay thre
bill, and I want to point. ot for tie record that tie corporate earn-
ings of the Nation, according to tie best estimates we can get, for
1940 will result inn tie G(overunent, if this bill is enacted, recevrvig iln
excess-profits taxes approximately 190 to 225 million oir air 11 to 14
billion dollar defense program. You can figure how long it will take
thre Government to liquidate a 14 billion dollar defeirse bill based oil

251391-40-----s
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a return of excess profits, money which the Government has to ex-
pend to secure the future of this Government.

I sympathize with you as did Dr. Crowther in that in 1940, you
happen to be ready "for the kill," so to speak, but there is one
other thing to be sid: I think that the country by and large, ecr-
tainly wil have little sympathy for the corporation that may have
put itself in position to have excess profits, when this Government
is now asking, in the interest of security, that the Governme-nt
set up a selective, compulsory draft bill to take completely 1 year
out of the life of those who are going to be asked to learn how to
use aind (develop equipment that you. are going to help to pay for-
and I amn wondering if you will'be willing to put into the record
today that if it is thie best judgment of the Congress that, Marshaill
Fiela & Co. do so, that it is willing to pay 39.31 percent of its total
net income for Federal tax purposes for the high purpose of secur-
inig this Nation for the future.

Mr. Airtmsvoxo. But I do suggest that there be equality in the
distribution of taxes, and if you want corporations to pay 39 per-
cent and all corporations pay 39 percent taxes to the Government,
then the company that I represent certainly is willing to do so. At
the present time "I ni not in position to judge about tie $190,0J0,000
that you referred to, but the increased taxes that this company will
have to pay, under that rate, would mean you would only need
100 corporations like Marlhall Field & Co., in 1940, to pay the total
amount of increases that you have mentioned.

Mr. McKiouoit. I agice with you, and I want to point out that
we are not setting out to pick on Marshall Field & Co.

Mr. AfisrRoxo. I appreciate that.
Mr. McKtouon. I have a very high respect for that organization.

It is one of the best stores, not only in the city of Chicago, but in
the country, and I hope that the management of Marsha12 Field &
Co. will not protest the application of this proposed excess-profits
tax when our estimates, at best, are between 190 to 225 million (1o-
lars out of the excess-profit taxes. I do not think there could be
any objection in the light of that situation.

Mr. TnADWAY. May I ask a question, just one question. Your
argument is based somewhat on the fact that the retail end of the
business of Marshall Field concern was profitable and the wholesale
end was not.

Is there any explanation of why the wholesale part failed to show
a profit ?

Mr. ARMSTRoXo. Yes, sir. From the information we have been able
to obtain, the best of which is this report I referred to that was
written in 1935, that showed that due to one thing or another-that
is quite a story-that situation was brought about.

For instance, there was passing out of the crossroads department
store that used to be an account of our wholesale store. In its hey-
day, our wholesale store had upward of 45,000 accounts on its books.
Tliat was back in the twenties, when they iad the accounts of 45,000
retail merchants.

That dwindled down as the years went on. The little corner store
disappeared. The automobile came along, and hard roads, which
made for bigger stores in the bigger cities.
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There was a further change. The time was when manufacturers
would not sell to retailers, but as the retailers got bigger, eventually
there were some retailers who had as big buying power as sonic
wholesalers, so the mills had to sell to the retailrs direct.

Every time that transition occurred, the wholesale store lost an-
other customer. Probably the jumps between towns became bigger.

But at any rate, the volume fell from $100,000,000 per annum in
1919 down to $22,000,000 in 1932.

Our people expended all the ingenuity they had at their command
to try to stop that trend.

In 1935 they called in outside advice, and the result of it was that
they were told, "You had better recognize the facts." We (lid.

1 herefore, after the program was completed in 1938, 1939 was the
first year to get the full benefit of it, and we had no longer a retail
and a wholesale store. We had just a retail store, which was a
different business.

Now then we feel that. you gentlemen, drafting this bill, recognize
we are entitled to have ihe same exemptions that our competitors
have. That is all we are asking for, and if we have the same exemp-
tions Mar'shall Field & Co. are perfectly willing to pay their share of
the national-defense-program tax bill.*

But I am sure you gentlemen are anxious, and I am sure von have
n0 reason to feel otherwise--I hope not-that this shouhi be di.-
tributed more generally among corporations, and not put on just one
corporation, and have them on a different plane than their com-
petitors. I do not think that. is an unreasonable quest.

Mr. TnnAnwY. Have other wholesale houses had the same experi-
ence you are speaking of as Marshall Field & Co. I

Mr. AaisiRoNo. Other wholesale houses have, one by one. gone
out of business. There are not near the number of wholesale houses
in the country today that there were 20 years ago. I do not happen
to have the statistics at hand.

Mr. TREADWAY. It is due to the fact that retail establishments are
becoming able to deal direct with the manufacturers. Wholesalers
would be more or less in the nature of jobbers, would they not,
getting the stock from the manufacturer and selling it to the
retailer? Was that about the process?

Mr. ARnsmRo.o. Yes, sir.
Mr. TnrEADWAY. And that is being gradually done away with?
Mr. A 1s67moNO. Yes, sir.
Mr. TiERIADWAY. The gentleman has answered my query, but I would

like to make one observtion. I am very glad to know that a man
born and brought up as a boy. in a little country town in the district
I have the honor to represent, the town of Conwiay. Mass., made such
a great success in the-business world as Marshall Field.

,Mr. Disxnv. Is your calculation of 39 percent based on the average
earnings theory or the invested-capital theory?

'Mr. ARnms xo. On the invested capital with 4-percent minimum.
We are unable to qualify satisfactorily under the first option and have
to resort to the minimum provision of part 2.

Mr. Roairrsox. When was your carpet factory located in VirginiaI
Mr. AR.ssrRoxo. That is at Fieldale, Va.
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Mr. RoBERoN. When was it located there?
Mr. A iST Or o. The property was purchased in 1917.
Mr. ROBERsoN. When you built that carpet factory there, was

that not the first carpet factory south of the Potomac? *
Mr. Amar oxo. No, sir; we owned a cotton factory in North

Carolina.
Mr. ROBErTSON. I was not referring to cotton factories. I said

carpet factory.
Mr. AizsraoNo. I thought you said cotton factory. I am not sure

when that was opened, but it was one of the first.
Mr. ROBF.RTSON. Is it not a fact that there are but two carpet

factories in the entire South, one of them located in the county in
which I live?

Mr. AiRms'roNo. So the record may be straight, we started our
carpet factory in 19-24.

Mr. ROBERTSON. I do not believe you or anybody else have located
a carpet factory anywhere in the South except in Virginia and North
Carolina, because there are only two in the South, and we have one
in Virginia. These carpet factories have paid the best wages of any
plants we have, and they have the best working conditions, and when.
ever you have an opportunity to establish another one, I will be glad
to have you establish it in Virginia.

Mr. AR srao o. I thank you.
The CHAIR . N. We thank you for your appearance and the state-

ment you have given the committee.
The Chair has received a number of letters and telegranms from

various firms, organizations, and individuals in regard to the legis-
lation we have tinder consideration. Without objection, at this time
I will insert in the record at this point a letter from John D. Battle,
executive secretary of the National Coal Association; also a letter
from G. Edward Esche'r, president of the White Construction Co.,
of Ncw York City; a letter from Claude W. Dudley, tax counsel of
the Millers' National Federation; and a telegram and letter from
Mr. Karl Bishopric, president and treasurer of the Spray Cotton
Mills located at S pray, N. C.

(The letters and telegram above referred to are as follows:)
NATION L COAL ASSOCIATION.W1ashintgton, D. V., Augsift 12. 1.910.

Hon. ROBERT L. DOUGHTOn
Chair. an, Ways and Means Committee,

Houte of Representa fire*, Vashington, D. C.
DEAR Sm: With respect to the tax legislation under consideration by your

committee, we take cognizance of the announced Intention to confine the bill
which the committee will report to the three main topics listed and discussed
in the report of the subcommittee, and to refuse consideration at this time to
any other particulars.

In the Interest of saving time, may I ask that you make this letter a part
of the record in the present hearings in order that the views of the bituminous
coal Industry may be before your committee.

First, it approves of the proposed suspension of profit limitations contained
In the Vinson-Trammell Act.

Second, it approves the pending proposal of the amortization of emergency
facilities in the interest of promoting national defense.
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With reslpoct to the excess-profits tax, we submit certain matters that it Is

hoped the committee will consider. In this connection we feel It would be
helpful to point out the financial condition of the bituminous coal Industry.
The data published by the Bureau of Internal Revenue on the net income and
income taxes of the bituminous coal-mining Industry show that since 1(02.5
the industry has operated at a substantial loss. Data compiled by the Natilonal

iltumitnous Coal Commission show that for the year 1i3* the loss of the
industry, computed on the basis of reports filed under the Coal Act, was approxi-
inately 11 cents per ton, or about $:50.000,000. The tosses in P138 were greater
than they were in 1937. The year 1039 was also unprofitable.

The plight of the Industry was such that In 1937 Congress passed the Blituml-
nous Coal Act for the announced purpose of fixing minimum prices and thereby
bringing the Industry's realization up to cost. It Is announced that efforts in
itis direction will soon be consummated, though such Is not the fact at this time.
Any Increases In net earnings that result from this effort will flow from the
3937 Coal Act, and not from any emergency conditions.

The bitumilnous-coal industry does not oppose an increase iln taxes necessary
to maintain sound flnants. however, It believes that in any tax program based
on ext-ss earnings the bituminous coal Industry occupies a unique position and
is entitled to special consideration.

Comnderlng tMe financial history of the Industry. It Is obvious that the earnings
of previous years afford no basis for the ascertainment of excess profit, since
as an industry it has been operating at a deficit. On an invested-capital basis,
the industry goes Into 1940 with its capital seriously impaired. it Is respectfully
suggested that very careful consideration be given to application of the Invested-
capital basis in this industry, which has had no opportunity to restore its
capital assts.

It Is suggested that any bill brought forth on this subject should not be made
retroactive, but effective as of January 1, 1941. This is particularly desirable
In view of the fact that practically 8 months of the present year is already gone,
with many business houses making commitments throughout the year with no
knowledge whatsoever of the proposal to Impose this tax.

The taxpayer should be allowed an election as to the basis of the tax--that
Is as to which basis Is more advantageous to him. This election should continue
until the final determination of tie tax liability.

The taxpayer should be permitted to Include the entire amount of borrowed
capital, with the exclusion of Interest thereon, In computing net Income, or
exclude borrowed money from Invested capital and deduct for interest, at the
taxpayer's option.

Under method No. 2, page 7, of the subcommittee's report, In consideration of
the hazardous undertaking of the coil-mining Industry, It is respectfully sub-
mitted that it Is entitled to a minimum of 10 percent on the Invested capital
before computing excess profits. This Is especially true in view of the losses
suffered toy the coal companies for the last 15 years and the resulting impair-
ment of capital.

Another matter of great Importance to this Industry on which we feel an
expression should be made, though it Is apparently not on the agenda of the
committee, Is that we strongly urge the restoration of that provision, formerly
In the corporation income-tax section of the Revenue Act, which permitted
corporations amtllated In common ownership to make their tax return on a
consolidated basis. We have always believed the consolidated tax-return privi-
lege was Inherently fair and Its denial inherently unfair, a mere device for
extracting more tax revenues regardless of the equities of a situation. With
the impending" Imposition of a heavy supertax on corporate earnings that are
classified as t excess profits, there would seem to be even greater reason and
need for resto:lug the consolidated-return privilege whereby losses In one divl-
sion of an enterprise could be offset against the profits In another division before
the application of a tax, which In good conscience ought to apply only to the
net income and profits, If any, of the enterprLse as an entirety.

Attached Is a table which shows the losses in the Industry during recent years,
taken from reports of the Internal Revenue Bureau.

Yours very truly,
J. D. BAr1xs Eacctftrc SecretarV.
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NAt income and income Laxes of.tAe biluminous-coal-mining industry as 0otvn- by
income-fax returns

Num. Num- Num-
ber of bee er re- [ Industry's

yea report. porting Net income Deicit N nolne Tax profit orC0131, Ing net no net, oflossty (
inome Income

1927... 234 ,119 85 YA14,58,4.1 I -'1 Mr3.918.515 $70.061.6 M 1132.93K8$
1915 ..... 1.211 110o 129 104 K 3 -1.247,971 14,8632 &% 63.k6000 A 08( 972
2919 ..... 1,234 817 417 ;,00,962 -9.94 Z6S 6, 21% 694 122,L424 #.315M27M
183) .... 1,234 1,152 32 25110A511 -1.6&%1&5 24tk .379 76. 23M,11 173,145,816

1192 - 1231 303 731 $3,164.009 -2527,903 8S I14 10.559.414 tS.37A9.;50
&1965%.. 1.0M5 ,.%5 4(4tM95, -62. I25. '-2Z3 3.497 4.517.057 1 -26. ,64

1825. 2.9'"2 A8 1.842 33.477.03 --37.3403 ' -24.5(W&330 3,41.660 '-27.90.190
1929.__ 2.,64 934 1513 041 € 8.$11 -31.,3 77 '-1.22231 4.00,019 5 -I$(2,032
1. 2.6 &7A 1 1,2!5 M3.077.212 -7,14..2 4 -42,071,012 2.6,7.t? '-44,70,099

1931 . 2,907 5M2 1. 51 9.Z,.000 -57.70.00i '-47,74.O O I.03905) '-L75.00)
932..... 1.97 29 1:575 S. .0ON) -57,123000 1-31. 167.000 777,(09) -51,941.0M

1955. 1.911 38 AM44 7,2113.00 -K4.7 9.000 '-47,45,003 1,09.0. 0 - 3. O,
13M ..... .t1 8$ 1.,7 23. 631.430 -1.MO 1 -7&S.(O30 a. Vs(001 -Ot.0M0(0
1915. 2.I2 591 1.381 9, M8001 -3,2I5000 -15.274.43 2.70,080 I-1,32T.O3
1238 2. --- .00 1.355 19I,92.0(0 -32.Wt.00 1-2.912.0(0 4.003 '-1 561. 000
1537 .... I1.S53 M3 1.278 28.33.0 I '-7.623 3,20 6 '-1,8700

'Deficit.I The flurs fo 2936 and 1937 are presented In a form d[redly omparable with previous yese by esclssi-
ing from net Income the dividenos received on stocks o(domestic corporatlons an, Interest on Oovernment
obligations. an-t by adding to net income the aramnt of contritutiot or gift& In this form the dsta more
nearly rtocci the income obtained from coal-mIning operations and are corparabke with other yemrs.

NotL-The years Inclded In the table are the only years lot which su'rate fltures Ie the bituronoas
coal Industry are availste. The lsta forthe years li? to 1421,(Dclulve, are taken from tab weared by
Edward White. beal of the Ststht I Divisioa of the Income Tax Vt, foe the use cA the U. S. kC'l CeMs.
mission. The figures are bad on the income-tat re-joe ol companies making suc reports 'or al
years. The anthracite figures Ie the year 1925 wert furnished by the Assistant Secretairy the Treasury
upon request df the Natimal coal Associatlon; the bitun nous 1rurecs (ce the same year were omtI1ned by
ssbtracting the anthra4te figures from th(e of the 2 branches c the Industry combined, 3 shown ithe
Statistics o1 Income of 192. In 1928 the il ureau -o Internal Revenue Ust publisbetI separate fires for the
2brLnehesod the coal IAustry, and the data shown for the yeas I924 to 1937, Inctosive, are taken from the
yearly reports dI the Burel entitled. "StwAtics i ncome."

WIfTE CONSRUCI'raON CO., INC,,
New York, Angust 9, 1910.

Iloi. Chairman DOUOHTON,
house Wa'oys and Mnie s Comittee,

Houe Office Building, 1ashlngtco., D. C.
Youi 1lo.oa: From rather sketchy dispatches In the newspapers we understand

that additional tax revenues; in the form of an excess-prcflts tax are being cur-
rently considered in Washington. From what Information we Lave received, it
appears that In final form this excess-profits tax will be based on earnings over a
certain fixed return on Invested capital or earnings over an average for recent
years, the corporate taxpayer possibly to be given the alternative of paying a tax
based on either computation.

If the Federal Government Is In 'need of a large amount of additional funds
for the defense program, It Is only natural that the country's already hilge tax
burden must be Increased. However, we think very definitely that complnles
which bare been operating at deficits In recent years should be allowed to offset
profits against such deficits before any excess-profits taxes are paid. That seems
fully Justified and equitable when you consider that such corporations have In
many cases raised additional caplial during the past 10 years In order to continue
in business and supply employment to hundreds of men. We believe they would
be bearing their full share of the tax burden by paying the basic 19 percent cor-
porate tax rate until they are able to return to profitable operations sometime
during the next few years.

We would appreciate It If you would give this letter your fullest consideration
and present Its contents to your committee.

Very truly yours.,
Wso'rn CoNsTRcCo Co., I c.,
0. E. Escurt'm Prcsident.
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MLLEas' NATOAL FIDEIATION,
Wash(wgton, D. 0., August 9, 1940.

Ilon. ROB1 R . oUGHTON,
Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means,

House of Representa tires, Wash tNgton, D. 0.
MY DKAR MR. CH.AIRMAN: I represent the Millers' National Federation which

is a trade association, the membership of which includes flour millers producing
more than 80 percent of the total commercial production In the United States.
It is my understanding that hearings on the report of the Subcommittee on
Internal Revenue Taxation will not extend beyond Monday the 12th. This makes
it Impossible for us to hold a meeting of the tax committee of the Millers'
National Federation, the members of which are scattered from coast to coast.
It Is also impossible for the members of the federation's tax committee to
make a study of the subcommittee's report In time for me to present to you
their views. I do want to present at this time, however, certain reflections
which have occurred to me in my 1 day's study of the report. The points which
I want to make will be separately listed and discussed:

1. The amortization ol encrgc'ep farIl tlee prorision should be segregatCd
and action taken thereon promptly, but careful and er avustire consideration
should be giren to the cxces.-profite tax prorlulons In order that the best 15os-
sfblc law may be enacted.-I recognize the fact that there Is urgent need for
prompt action with respect to Item II of the report, "Amortization of emer-
gency facilities." In order to speed up the program of work essential to the
national-defense program. There Is not the &-me need for prompt action on
item I, "Suspension of the Vinson-Tr.mnmell Act." or Item IlII, Excess-profits
tax." An excess-profits tax based wholly or In part on invested capital is a
very complilated tax. Assume, its most businessmen do, that an excess-profits
tax Is to be enacted retroactively to January 1, 1940, it is not now so important
that it be enacted quickly as it Is Important that the best possible law be
pi,,'-d. To enable your committee to report out a bill designed to raise the
maximim amount of revenue with the minimum of Inequities and inequalities
among taxtoyers, time Is required for your consideration of the many problems
which arise In connection with the drafting of such a bill. Time Is also
required for businessmen to study the proposed legislation and report to you
the Inequalities which they see In It as related to their individual busines-'ses.
Three days Is Inadequate time for the preparation and presentation to you of
thowe views wllch are absolutely necessary for you to consider If the best
Issible law is to be the result of your deliberations. I strongly urge upon
your committee the segregation of Item II, "Amortization of emergency facill-
ties," and the prompt Introduction of a bill covering that item alone to be
followed by most exhaustive hearin'-s on the excess-profits tax in order that
your committee may have the benefit of all helpful information which can be
secured bearing upon that subject.

2. The base period used under the excess-pro fts tax late should be not less than
5 years.-Your subcommittee's report proposes that the base period shall be the
years 1936 to 119, inclusive. Insofar as the milling industry is concerned It Ii
vitally necessary that this period be lengthened so that It shall be not less than 5
years. In ihe year 1035 a processing tax of 30 cents per bushel was imposed on
the processing of wheat. Most milling companies secured an Injunction against
the collection of that tax for a large part of the year 1935. The Industry wa.
forced to fgure the processing tax as a part of Its costs, for It did not know that
the law would be declared unconstitutional and that it would be relieved of paying
the tax. After the Processing Tax Act was declared to be unconslitutlional many
milling companies paid back to their customers as so-called reimbursements the%
amount which they had collected from thcm In 10 . representing the proces.tng
tax applicable to the flour sold to them in that year. Most of these reimburse-
ments to customers were paid in the years 1938 and 1M37, although some of them
were not paid until the fiscal year of 1938. These reimbursements are allowed a-
deductions by the Bureau of Internal Revenue In the years In which they are
paid. This results in a distortion in the Income statements. A large deduction,
Is included In the taxable year of 1938, 1937, or 1938 as the case may be, whereas.
the gross Income to which that deduction Is applicable is Included In the year 1M5.
[et me give you two examples to show you how this works out In Individual cast-.
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Company A
Net income for 1335 ------------------------------------------- $129,740.15
Net income for 1930 ----------------------------------- ------- 43, 952.69
Net loss for 1937 --------------------------------------------- (99,908.04)

Company B
Net income for fiscal year 1030. . .. . ..-------------------------- $241,896. 06
Net Income for fiscal year 1937 -------------------------------- 85, 513.72
Net loss for fiscal year 1933 ----------------------------------- (223,250.68)

I have the figures of many other companies, tut will not burden you with
them at the present time. These are typical. The transaction Involving the
sale of flour in the period during which the Injumetion was in fore (the calen-
dar year 1935 or the fiscal year 19.3) should either be in or out of the base
period data used under the proposed excess-profits tax law. If the years
1938 to 193, Inclusive, are used as the base period, the reimbursement side of
this transaction (the expense side) will be in and the sales side of the transac-
lion (the gross Income side) will be out. This results iti a gross distortion
of the base-period Income of milling companies. By ilerasing the base period
to 5 years this distortion will be eliminated.

3. A ftcd percentage on (nrcsted capital of the razable year should be
alloiccd as an exceA-prolits credit rather than a computed pcrcentag..-
The subcommittee's report recommends that a corporation which elects to have
its excess-profits credit based on invested capital shall be entitled to deduct
the same percentage of its invested capital for the taxable year as was earned
'In its Invested capital for the base period, not to exceed 10 percent or to be
less than 4 percent. Previous experience with the war and excess-profits tax
laws of 1917, 1918, and 1921 have taught us that no law should require the
computation of Invested capital for more than 1 year. The determination of
invested capital is a difficult administrative Job. It is multiplied several fold
when in each individual case the invested capital, not merely for the taxable
year, but for each and every one of the base years (and for each and every
day of each of the base years) is required to be computed. The excess-profits
tax law of 1917 allowed an excess-profits credit of not less than 7 percent or
more than 9 percent on the invested capital of the taxable year, the exact
percentage to depend on the average ratio of net income to invested capital for
the pre-war years of 1911 to 1913. After 1 year's experience with that law it
was abandoned because of the extreme difficulty of computing invested capital
mnd net income for the pre-war years. The 1918 and 1921 acts adopted a fixed

rate of 8 percent and allowed an excess-profits credit equivalent to 8 percent
of the invested capital for the taxable year. Based on previous experience with
the excess-profits tax laws of these earlier years, I strongly recommend to your
committee that a fixed percentage of invested capital rather than a computed
vercenage within a cerain minimum and maximum be allowed as an exce-
profits tax credit and that the fixed percentage of 8 percent.

4. It it is finally determicd to use a copnputed percentage, the minimum and
marimum should be 7 and 9 percent fastead of the suggested mintinmwn and
marai tm of 4 and 10 pertn.-ThIs recommendation is based upon a belief that
tMe subcommittee's recommendation results in too great an inequality between
those industries which had a profitable record during the base period and those
Industries which were not so profitable during that period. It cannot be sa!d
that earnings of 5 percent on a corporation's actual Invested capital is an
"excess profit," regardless of its base period history. I am firmly of the belief
that a differential of not more than 2 percent between the minimum and maxi-
mum Is Justified. A corporation which has a substantial earnings record during
the base period will use the first alternative method in computing Its excess-
profits credit, that is, Its excess-profits credit will be its average earnings for
the base period without any regard whatever to Its Invested capital. A corpora-
tlion which is not so fortunate as to have such a substantial record of earnings
during the base perlod may be, and is quite likely to be. less able to py a sub-
stantial excess-profits tax on its earnings for the taxable year than the corpora-
tion which has had a consistent record over the 5 years. By limiting the exess-
profits credit of those cor-*rations which have had meager earnings during the
liase eriod to a mere 4 percent of the invested captial of the taxable year the
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pressure of the tax falls most heavily upon those least able to pay. In the
event that your committee finally determines that a computed percentage of
Invested capital should be allowed In computing the excess-profits credit and that
this percentage shall be within a certain minimum and maximum, I recommend
that the minimum and maximum be 7 and 9 percent Instead of the suggested
rates of 4 and 10 percent contained In the subcommittees report.

5. TAe tcetion of a corporation to hare its excess-prolts credit based On its
average earnings for the base period or on a percentage of the hirestcd capital
for the taxable year should mot be unaltersbly and Irrecocably binding.-The
purlp6e of the election by the taxpayer to compute Its excess-profits credit by
averaging the earnings of the base period or by applying a percentage to the-
Invested capital of the taxable year is to allow the taxpayer the opportunity to
use that method which will afford to it the higher excess-profits credit. Ie-nuse
of the complexities in computing Invested capital, as welt as act Income, many
corporations will make honest mistakes In their returns and will choose that
method which will be, upon audit of the returns, found to be the lower of the
two nlteinative methods offered. Provision should be umde so that the election
nmde In the return Is not nalterably anl Irrevoc(aly binding. A corporation
should have at all tines available to It the higher of the two alternative methods.

0. Nontaxablc stock diridends should be inelmdrd in invested capital.-Non.
taxal)!e stock dividends are as much a part of retained Invested capital as taxable
stock dividends. From the standpoint of the corporation both taxable and non-
taxable stock dividends represent capitalized earnings. They represent accumu-
lated surplus which have been left in the busiuess and which the management
expects to be left permanently In the business as a part of its Invested capital.
I sw no reason for distinguishing between taxable and nontaxable stock dividends
In the computation of Invested capital.

7. Inrested capital should not be reduced by an operating deficit.-The excess-
profits tax laws of 1917, 1918, and 1921 recognized that a corporation was entitled
to a minimum Invested capital equal to the actual Investment by the stockholders
in the corporation regardless of the fact that a part of that capial may have
subsequently been lost In operating deficits. A corporation which started business
In 114 with .00000 of capital paid in cash by Its stockholders, which has made
no distributions out of capital prior to January , 1940, and which has an accu-
mulated operating deficit of $100,100 at January 1, 1940, should still be entitled
to an Invested capital of $500,000 at that date. As I understand your subcom-
mittee's report, the Invested capital of such a corporation would be reduced to
$400,000. This appears to me to be inequitable and to operate most unfairly
against those corporations least able to bear the burden of an excess-profits tax.

& The percentage of borrowed capital to be included in inrestcd capital should
mot be dependent on the size of the borrowed capItal.-Your subcommittee's report
recommends that 100 percent of the borrowed capital should be Included in In-
vested capital up to $100,000, that 0652 of the borrowed capital should be included
in Invested capital from $100,000 to $1,000,000, and that 3.3% percent of the bor-
rowed capital In excess of $1,00.000 should be Included In Invested capital. I see
no reason for Including a greater percentage of the smaller borrowings In In-
vested capital than of the larger borrowings. The stockholders of corporations
are those who ultimately bear the personal burden of the corporate tax. A
corporation with $5,000,000 of borrowed capital may be owned by 1,000 stock-
holders, which would represent an average of *A00 for each stockholder. Con-
sidering this fact, It Is obvious that the stockholders of large corporations are
not necessarily persons of substantial means and able to bear the burden of a
high excess-profits tax. As I see It. there should be no differential and whatever
percentage of borrowed capital Is determined to be allowable in computing In-
vested capital should apply to all borrowed capital regardless of the amount of
the borrowed capital.

Furthermore, It seems to me that borrowed capital should either all be
allowed in invested capital, In which case the interest thereon would be dis-
allowed as a deduction in computing the net Income subject to the excess.
profits tax, or all borrowed capital should be excluded from invested capital,
as it was In previous excess-profits tax laws, and th- Interest allowed as a
deduction In computing the net Income subject to the exces-profits tax. If
the previous law Is followed In this respect the computations of Invested capital
will be greatly simplified In that the daily computation will not be required.
That Is necessary only where borrowed capital is a factor In the determination
of invested capital.
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9. Proper provition should be made for successor corporations to use the base
period data of their predecessor corporations in determining their c.xs.-pro lts
rredit.-Since the beginning of the base period many corporations have been
reorganized and in other cases the corporate structure has been simplified by
the elimination of subsidiary corporations through merger or consolidation.
Adequate provision should be made so that businesses which have been con-
tinuously in operation during all of the base period and are still in existence
in the taxable year shall not be deprived of the opportunity to use their base
period earnings as the basis of their excess-profits tax credit merely for the
reason that the business was operated by a successor corporation in the tax-
ebe year. Permission should be granted such successor corporations to use
the base period data of their predecessor corporations.

10. Tho present excess-profits tar and the preicni capital stock tar should be
climinatcd.-The present capital stock and excess-profits tax laws are inex-
tricably bound together. They are unsound In principle. The capltoil stock
tax Is not based on any actual valuation of the corporation's properly or of
Its capital stock, or its value as a going Concern, but is based on a declared
value of capital stock, which declaration may be In any amount that the
executives of the corporation choose to declare. They make their declaration
with one eye on the excess-profits tax which is a companion tax. The total
amount of capital stock tax and exces-profits tax paid by corporations under
the present laws depends not so much upon the record of the corporation, but
upon the good or bad hick which the executives have in their effort to prog-
nosticate future earnings. It is more essentially a "guess tax" than any tax
with which I have ever had experience. With the passage of the proposed
emergency exess-profits tax law carrying rates comparable with those con-
taiked in the previous war period excess-profits tax laws, the capital stock and
excess-profits tax now on the books should be eliminated.

Respectfully,
iiuas' NATIoxAL F wIoA'ioN,

By CLtWuDE W. Duoum', Ta: Counsel.

(Telegram]

SPRAY, N. 0., August 10, 1940.
Hon. Roaw2r L. DouonTo,

Chairman, Ways and Mfans Committee
House of Representatires, Washington, D. 0.:

Thanks for permission to appear Monday before your committee In excess-
profits tax hearing as conveyed by telegram from Barron K. Grier, committee
clerk, but regret will be unable to be present. I do hope, however, that It will
be possible to read Into the record my letter to you of July 31st, which was
handed to you by Mr. Julius C. Martin, and also this telegram. In that letter
I endeavored to -_ how that many corporations made losses or subnormal profits
during the base period years 193 to 1939 because while maintaining a high
wage standard themselves they had to competewith corporations which paid very
low wages and worked long hours weeks. Conversely, the corporations which
paid low wages made big profits, and thus have an unfair advantage over the
high-wage corporations if they use their average earnings during the base
period as their excess-profits credit, 'and the mills which paid high wages and
worked their employees reasonable hours will be correspondingly penalized as
a result of having done so.

It would seem fairer to use In all eases the same excess-profits credit which
Is permitted to corporations which were not In existence during any part of
the base period; namely, 10 percent of the first fire hundred thousand of In-
vested capital and 8 percent of such capital In excess of five hundred thousand.
I cannot understand why new corporations are given such an advantage over
older ones as is provided In the proposed bill. I respectfully request that your
committee take the necessary action to make the bill more equitable In this
respect.

SPRAY Conpox Muse,
KARL Bhanoao, Presldcnt.
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8lATY CorToq Mnru,

Spray, N. 0., July 31, 1940.
lon. RoBET I& DoUaneom,

Ohafrman, Ways and Means Oommiftee,
House of Repreeentatlves, Waehingtem, D. 0.

DEas Sm: This morning's newspaper Informs us that among the various plans
for excess-profits taxation considerable attention Is said Is said to be given by
your committee to one which would operate as follows:

Corporations with Invested capital of less than 00,000 which have during
a period of years earned as much as 10 percent of their capital Investment
would be allowed a 10-percent deduction before computing the tax. Corpora-
tions which had earned less than 10 percent would be allowed only an 8-percent
deduction. Corporations with invested capital of $50000 and more would be
allowed a 10-percent deduction if their earnings amounted to 10 percent during
the specified period, otherwise they would be allowed only 0 percent deduction.

Such a provision would work a hardship on numerous cor,'orations like our-
selves which during a period of years have either made tosses or low profits
because of the fact that they have endeavored to maintain a decent standard
of wages and have had to sell their goods in competition with firms which have
paid niggardly wages and have worked their employees excessive hours.

We operate a spinning mill only, produing cotton yarn. Wh(.u the N. R. A.
was fnd uncorstitutlonal by the Supreme Court a great many competing
spinning mills scon reduced their wages to a very great degree, sonic of them
acitially going to as low as 10 cents per hour and lengthening their work week
from 40 hours to 50, 55, and In some cases as much as 00 hours pr week. We,
however, did not do this. but maintained the N. R. A. minimum of 30 cents ixr
hour, In fact, our minimum during most of the years since the Inauguration of
the N. I. A. has been considerably higher than 30 cents per hour, and at no time
have we operated more than 40 hours per week per shift. As you know, during
recent years the cotton textile Industry as a whole has suffered greatly. You
can readily understand, therefore, that having to meet such low-wage, long-hour
competition as mentioned above and maintaining a higher standard of wages and
a shorter workweek ourselves, we have suffered even more than rost spinning
mills. Our record for the 5 years ending December 31, 1939. was as given
below:

Oafs LU*
1935----------------------------------------------------------- $41,7. 32
1930 ---------------------------------------------------------- 71,121.30
1937 ------------------------------------------------------------ 1,017).48
1-8. . . . . . . . . . ..---------------------------------------------- 117,714.41
1939---------------------------------------------------------- 9,944.89

311, 5%. 40
5-year average -------------------------------------------- 0 2,316.08

You will observe that in no year did we make any gain whatsoever and
that our average for the 5 years was a loss of $&2,3108 per year. 1Ibile a
portion of the above losses was the result of depreciation In values of stocks
and bonds which we held as investments and which we had to sell along during
the years In order to provide operating Income, our losses were In chief measure
the result of two things:

First, higher labor cost than our competitors because we maintained the
N. It. A. standards of hours and wages and better. We persisted In maintaining
our wage level, all the time hoping that one of the various wage-and-hour bills
onstantly before Congress would eventually become law and thus force our

competitors to come up to something nearer our own wage level. During all
thcse years we constantly urged our North Carolina Senators and our congres-
sional district Representative to support these various wage-and-hour hills which
were Introduced from time to time. Finally our hopes were realized and the
present wage-and-hour bill became law and you will observe that In 1939, the
first year of operation of this Fair Labor Standards Act, our loss was only
$9,91489, even though the legal minimum wage was still only 21 cents per hour
and the workweek, 44 hours, as compared with our better-than-N.-R.-A.-standard
minimum wage and our 40-hour workweek.

Second, the other principal cause of our manufacturing tosses was that we
were an old mill built In 11RA and our machinery was worn out and obsolete
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and we could not on (hat account compete sucessfully with our competitors
which had newer and more modern-type machinery. Many of these mills were
financially able to put In this new and more efficient machinery because of great
profits which they made as a result of the low wages they paid and the tong-
hour workweeks at which they operated. We, ourselves, did not dare to put
in new machinery until the fair-wage-and-hour bill was passed because we real-
ized that even with the new machinery we could not hope to compete successfully
with mlils paying 10 and 15 cents per hour and working 00 hours per week.
As soon as the Fair Labor Standards Act became law, we Immediately took steps
to replace our old machinery with new and by the help of large amounts of
borrowed money, we have gone a considerable way in this replacement program
and now can operate profitably under normal conditions provided the fair-wage-
and-hour law Is continued In force.

You can see, however, from the above how the proposed plan of excess-profits tax
will penalize us and we will be thus penalized because we paid through the years
a high standard of wages and maintained a 40-hour workweek in spite of unfair
competition in these respects from other mills making our line of goods. If we
make profits from now on, as we hope to do, it will be bcau-s we do not have to
contend with the unfair low wages of competitors and because of the modern
machinery which the Fair Labor Standards Act has perutted us to dare to
purchase and not because of war conditions. In view of the foregoing we are
wondering If you would not consider it fairer to let the 10 percent on Invested
capital deduction be applicable to all corporations regardless of their previous
earnings and regardless of whether their Invested capital be more or less than
$500,000. It would seem fairer to treat all alike.

We apologize for taking up so much of your time with such a lengthy letter
but we are sure that you and your committee want to do what Is right and you
can see how the plan now proposed would probably be unfair to many others
besides onrselves.

Yours respectfully,
SPRAY CorTO MILLs,

By K. Brsnotio.
P. S.-As our Invested capital is over *500,000 we would be permitted to deduct

only 6 percent under the proposed plan before coming under the excessive-profits
tax provision.

(Thereupon at 5: 20 p. m., the committee adjourned to meet to.
morrow, Tuesday, August 18,1940, at 10 a. m.)
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1940

IlousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMIrTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met at 10 a. in., Hon. Robert L. Doughton (chair-

man) presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please be in order.
Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Chairman, before starting the meeting, may

I say that one of the witnesess who is unable to be here because of
illness has been in communication with me about his testimony and
finds he is not able to come. I request that he be allowed to file a
brief.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it is so ordered. There ap-
pears to be no objection.

Tie CHAIRMAN. The first witness this morning is Mr. IElward J.
Harding, of the Associated General Contractors, Washington, D. C.
Is Mr. Ilarding present?

(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Iis name will be stricken from the calendar.
The next witness is Mr. Henry B. Fernald, of the American Mining

Congress. Mr. Fernald, will you please come around and give your
name and address to the stenographer, and whom you represent

STATEMENT OF HENRY B. FERNALD, MONTCLAIR, N. J., CHAIR.
MAN OF THE EXECUTIVE TAX COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN
MINING CONGRESS

Mr. FERNALD. I am Ilenry B. Fernald, of Montclair, N. J., chair-
man, executive tax committee of the American Mining Congress.

The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
Mr. FERNALD. The time since the subcommittee's report became

available has been wholly inadequate for full consideration of the
proposals therein made. Furthermore, the brief outline in the report
does not discuss many matters of definition, specification, and technical
questions, which can only be fully considered when the draft of the
Ihill becomes available. Accordingly, we shall confine our discussion
to certain points of particular importance as they affect the mining
industry.

We appreciate the difficulties of your committee in your desire to
draft an excess-profits tax which will reach what are in fact "excessive"
profits and at the same time will not work hardships and injustices
on those whose profits are not in fact "excessive." We feel that the
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use of the alternative methods for computing the tax, the recognition
of borrowed capital, and some of the other proposals made, clearly
evidence your desire to be fair to taxpayers.

The full recognition which the proposal seems intended to give to
earnings of the base period will undoubtedly simplify tie computations
for those taxpayers who had normal earnings during the base period.
Unfortunately, however, only a small percentage of the total number
of corporations of the country had even fair average earnings for this
period;at least that has been the case in the mining industry. That.
the majority of mines or other industries did not have satisfactory
returns during the ,4-year base period is not of course any reason why
the principle of recognition of prior earnings should not be appliedi
to those who had satisfactory years.

It is generally recognized "tat the mining industry is one in which
there is great fluctuation of income from year to year. It looks to
an average return from good years and poor years in order to obtain
a satisfactory result. Profitable years must make good the losses of
poor years. A mine once opened cannot readily be shut down coin-
pletely in bad years, if there is any hope that in the future it may be
able to make profits. If abandoned, it may fill with water, its entries
and workings may cave; and in many cases it will become exceedingly
difficult if not impossible ever to reopen it. Consequently thbe
operator is likely to keep the mine pumped, at continual expense, and
may operate it on a minimum scale in order that it may be available
for operation in better years. Accordingly then, the maintaining of
the mine in workingr condition during years of loss or of no income is,
in effect, a part of the additional investment required to yield the
future profits.

Furthermore, an operating property is usually the result of a
considerable period of exploration, development, and equipment,
before the mine reaches a production stage. Accordingly, the income
of the years in which the mine is making profits reflects not merely
the profits and the capital returns for these profitable years but also
the return for the earlier years before it reached the stage of profitable
production.

We cannot determine whether the income of any particular year
is anything more than a fair and reasonable return for that year,
unless we take into account the period of development, tie years of
loss and the years of low yield. A drastic, rigid excess-profits tax
will therefore have an exceedingly and unjustifiably serious effect upon
the mining industry.

Without attempting to discuss various details which it will un-
doubtedly be important to consider when the draft of the bill becomes
available, we mention at the present time the following major points
for your consideration:

(A) Date of incidence of the tax: The subcommittee proposal is
that the excess-profit,; tax should apply to all fiscal years beginning
after December 31, 1039. A large part of the taxabloyear 1940 is
already behind us. We have already made a very substantial in-
crease in the income tax for the year, which applies to the transac-
tions of many months before the Revenue Act of 1940 was onact-
ed. We should not aggravate this situation by the imposition of a
now, complicated, difficult, unforeseen tax with retroactive applica-
tion.
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The estimated yield of the excess-profits tax if applied to the year
1940 has been given as $190,000,000. Only a part of lint total amount.
would be applicable to the now remaining months of this year, which
really is tie only period to which the tax should apply. Certainly
no material part of that amount will reflect the results of the national
defense appropriations which still remain largely unexlended.

Thie small amount which it is estimated wilf be raised by this tax
does not warrant the difficulties which will arise from an attempt to
apply it retroactively. Creator justice will lie done to taxpayers by
a (eferment of the application of this tax until ,hrmury 1, 1941.
Great disturbance to business will be avoided. It imist be reniebered
that even after such a law as this has been enacted, some considerable
time must elapse before any taxpayer can obtain an accurate under-
standing of the application of the tax to his particular allairs.

Many taxpayers may already have paid out dividends from earn-
ings afier setting up reserves only for the taxes heretofore imposed.
Others may have used their profits for plant aiI equipment expendi-
tures. In either case tley- may lind themselves without any reserve
of funds with which to pay a 'ew heavv tax.

Furthermore, if the efletive (late of this tax is deferred, there will
be better opportunity for consideration of the many intricate questions
which arise in fram'fing the law. If tie amortization provision is
separately passeul, and if the act is not to be efrective until tie begin-
ning of next year, there will be no occasion for tie great haste in pass-
age which is'almost sure to mnean gross injustices to some taxpayers
which we believe your committee will join with us in wishing to avoid.

(11) Base pezind earnings: The proposal is to uFe he earnings
experience of 4 years-193J to 1939, inclusive--takimng the average of
te 4 years for all corporations wl.ich were in existence dining that

entire' period.
Compelling all taxpayers to u~e 4 consecutive years as a base period

will produce inequities wldeh shiouhl he avoided. Special aid non-
recurring expenses or losses developing in 1 year will seriously ienlaizc
a taxpayer if such year is included in tie'base period. Also in the
miring ifisiness thtre are years in which adverse conditions encoun-
tered in the operations will depress tie earnings below a reasonable
level, or a cessation of production may result in no earnings or a Iavy
loss for a part of time base period.

In order to avoid these inequities we suggest the taxpayer be per-
mitted to use any two of the four base period years in computing the
average.

(C) Comparative income of base period and taxable year: In corn-
paring the net income of tie taxable year with the average net income
of tie base period it is essential that time incomes of all years should
he on a reasonably comparable basis. Many questions involving
reorganizations, consolidations, or other property acquisitions will
have to be considered. Insofar as these occurred after the close of
the base period they scem to be taken into account in tl,e suh-com-
mittee's plan. Those which occurred during tie base period, even
in the final year of that period, will not be taken into acoumit in an1y
yay under metlod (a). Yet there may be a material distortion df
income comparison unless they are taken into account. Adequate
provision (possibly such as thait of see. 330 of the 1918 act) sh o11d Lo
malde so that income of the base period will reflect the income of the
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properties and businesses whose income is reflected for the taxable
year.

(D) Alternative plans: It is necessary to have alternative plans.
The report proposes Method (a) credit based on average base period
income, and method (6) credit based on invested capital.

We believe that it would simplify the proposal and be only fair and
-equitable if provision were made for the computation under method
(a) substantially as now proposed but with certain modifications herein
referred to, and that method (b) should be a flat allowance of 10
percent of the invested capital of the taxable year. We believe 10
percent is not an excessive rate of allowance when the normal risks of
investing capital in business are considered and especially is this true
in a speculative industry such as mining. The subcommittee has
recognized 10 percent as a fair return for new corporations for indus-
tries in general

The allowance of 10 percent of invested capital for the taxable year
will eliminate all the complications involved in computing the daily
average invested capital for the 4 years of the base period.

A flat 10 percent rate could thent be used without differentiation as
to new money, and without the further complications which the use of
several different rates of exemption introduce in the present proposal.

We accordingly urge that method () should be modified and a flat
10 percent exemption on invested capital-be used.

(E) Credit based on average base period income: This method (a)
is only available, under tie proposal, to those corporations which were
in existence for the entire 4 years of the base period. We believe it
should be made available to corporations which were in existence for
I full year or more of the base period.

(F)'Election as to method: The report is not clear as to what
"election" is given to the taxpayer. The spirit of the report appears
to contemplate that ther taxpayer will have the right at any time to a
determination of his tax either under method (a) or method (6) as
might be more advantageous to him.

Few, if any, taxpayers have yet had final determinations made by

the Treasury Department of the net income for all years of the base
period. Until that is done they will not know the amount of their
exemptions under method (a). There is no probability that any tax-
payer will be able in the first instance correctly to* determine the
amount of invested capital applicable under method (b). Accordingly,
any computation made at the time of submitting the tax return may
be subject to variation and change, one way or another, before final
determination is made of tax under this law. The taxpayer will be
in no position to make an intelligent election at the time 6f filing his
tax return. Tiue taxpayer should have the right to pay whichever
tax, under method (a) or method (6), will be lower; except only that
the taxpayer should have the right, if lie so desires, to be taxed under
method (a) without any requirement to make the invested capital
computations.
(G) Equity invested capital: We note the following particular

points for comment:
(1) Provision is made that the accumulated deficit, as of the begin-

ning of the taxable year shall be applied in reduction of invested
capital. This we believe should not be done.
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As to mining companies it is generality found that a mine can best
be maintained in a position for future earnings by keeping it open,
and even to some extent operating during periods of depression.
This is true not merely from the standpoint of the physical mine itself
but also from the standpoint of tie entire mining organization. Often
an entire community is wholly dependent upon the mine and its
payroll, and if the mine were shut down, a large part of the labor
would have to go elsewhere to find employment. When it came time
for the mine to resume, it would be difficult and might require con-
siderable time before an organization could again be developed for
its operation. During depressed periods, therefore, so long as mining
operators can feel there will be a future opportunity for the profitable
operation of a property, they would rather keep tle mine going, even
at some loss, than to shut it town and abandon the entire enterprise.

Of course there is a limited opportunity given under the tax law
for the carry-forward of operating losses of I year over 2 succeeding
years but this (hoes not give full relief in the case of mines which may
have been sustaining 5 to 10 years of loss in the hope of finally coming
to years of profitable operation. In any event, however, the right to
carry forward that loss does not affect. the merit of the contention that
the accumulated losses should not, for invested capital purposes,
decrease the investment which has been made in the property.

(2) Provision is made for reduction of invested capital on account
of distributions made during the first 60 (lays of the taxable year,
which are to be considered as if matte front the surplus of the preceding
year. This was a provision of our prior excess-profits tax laws.
Under those laws it was not an unreasonable assumption. That
situation is, however, changed by the change which has now been
made in section 115 (a) which provides that all distributions during
any year shall be considered as out of the profits of that year to the
extent of such profits. For example, if a dividend of $100,000 were
paid on February 1, and the profits earned for the entire year proved
to be $120,000, the February I dividend would be considered, under
section 115, as having been paid out of the profits of that. year, even
though these profits had not been earned until after the dividend date.
So long as tins stands as a binding assumption under section 115, we
should not have an assumption of a different status for such a dividend
written into the excess-profits tax law. The proposed 60-day pro-
vision with respect to dividends should therefore be omitted and the
present provisions of section 115 (a) continued.

(H) Borrowed invested capital: We commend the recognition given
to the principle of including borrowed money in invested capital.
However, we believe full recognition should be given to this principle
without the reductions proposed to be made on a sliding scale.

We make this recommendation from the standpoint of equity to
taxpayers and also from the standpoint of simplification of the com-
putations. For a company which has frequent changes in the amountof its borrowed capital and must compute its average invested capital
on a daily average basis, the introduction of a slidig scale of allow-
ances for borrowed money will require exceedingly involved computa-
tions. If the full 100-percent allowance for borrowed money is made,
it will greatly simplify the average computations in the case of any
company, where otherwise the differential! computation might be-
come very involved.

254341-40-19
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We further suggest that it should be made optional with the tax-
payer as to whether he would include borrowed money as invested
capital (with the exclusion of interest thereon in computing net income)
or would exclude borrowed money from invested capital and have full
deduction for interest. It is quite possible that some corporations
would rather avoid the extended computations which will be neces-
sary to compute daily average invested capital based on borrowed
monoy than to get some sma advantage from the inclusion of bor-
rowed money in invested capital. Furthermore, if the inclusion of
borrowed capital is required, it may discriminate unfairly against
many smaller corporations which pay comparatively high rates of in-
terest for borrowed capital.

(I) Consolidated returns: We most strongly urge that taxable net
income and invested capital, for integrated enterprises consisting of
more than one corporate entity, be permitted to be determined on the
balls of consolidated returns. We have consistently taken the posi-
tion that consolidated returns are essential to the determination of
the true taxable net income of an enterprise composed of two or more
corporations.

The principle of consolidated returns was first brought, into our
income-tax law in connection with the 1917 excess-profits tax, when
the Commissioner prescribed consolidated returns for excess-profits
tax (even though at that time separate returns were required for
income tax). To avoid any question of the authority of the Commis-
sioner so to do, a provision was written into the 1921 Revenue Act
specifically authorizing consolidated returns for the 1917 excess-
profits tax. Under the 1918 nnd 1921 acts, consolidated returns were
required or permitted by law for both exce-s-profits tax and income-
tax purposes. We believe the validity of the principle thus recog-
nized still holds and that consolidateaI returns must be recognized.

The use of consolidated returns would in itself eliminate manv
problems of reorganization, consolidation, and change of ownership,
such as those referred to in section (C) hereof. Provisions should he
made for the same basis of consolidation in the base period as in the
taxable year.

(J) Excems-profits tax should be computed on an average basis: We
have already referred to the great variations from year to year in
income of mining companies, so that it, is only possible to detennine
whether or not the income is "excessive" by taking into account the
net results of several years.

Injustice could be avoided by providing that the excess-profits tax
should be imposed on the average returns of a period of years.

Perhaps the situation could be met by providing for a deficit carry-
over; whereby, if in any year the corporation failed to carn the iill
amount of its exemption, the excess of its exemption might be carried
forward as an addition to its credits in subsequent years. This would
probably be satisfactory to companies which started in with such
deficits in the first years subject to the excess-profits tax so that the
deficit allowance could be carried forward to subsequent years of
profits. It might not be satisfactory for those who had larger profits
in the first excess-profits tax years and then later had losses, unless
full and adequate provision were made for refund or credit, and so
forth.
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Perhaps a fairer proposition might be to provide that in no event
should a company be considered to have excess profits in the first
excess-profits tax year unless its income for that year were in excess
of the best of its base period years. Then it would not be considered
to have had excess profits in its first 2 years unless their aggregate
result was better than the best 2 years of the base period, and so forth.

(K) Foreign tax credit: The subcommittee report proposes that divi-
dends from foreign corporations should be eliminated in computations
of excess-profits net income, where the invested capital method is used.
According to the theory of the excems-profits tax as we understand it,
namely, that it is intended to apply to the profits which may be pro-
duced directly or indirectly by our defense program, it would seem
reasonable that all income derived from operations in foreign countries
should be wholly excluded from excess%-profits net income.

If, however, such income is to be included in excess-profits net in-
come, then credit should be allowed against the excess-profits tax for
foreign-income and excess-profits taxes, to the extent not used against
the normal income tax. It would be inequitable to give no recognition
to such foreign taxes or subject such foreign income to a United States
excess-profits tax without relief from multiple taxation.

(L) Excess-profits tax brackets: The present proposal is to apply a
25-percent tax to a first bracket representing 10 percent of the exemp-
tion; a 30-perc,-nt tax to a second bracket representing 10 percent of
the exemption; and to tax all the balance at 40 percent.

The first two brackets we feel are very narrow. The 1921 law for
example, allowed an 8-percent exemption (plus $3,000), then income in
excess of the exemption and less than 20 percent of invested capital
was taxable at 20 percent, and income in excess of 20 percent of the
invested capital was taxable at 40 percent. Thus (except for the
$3,000 exemption) the income in the first bracket was equivalent to
160 percent of the exemption. Under the committee's proposal the
first and second brackets are each only 10 percent of the exemption
so that the 40 percent rate of tax apples on a relatively much larger
proportion of income.

We believe it would be fair that each of the two lower brackets for
the new tax should be equal to the amount of the exemption.

(M) Special relief: The subcommittee's proposal suggests that in
view of certain other proposed provisions for the new law, there will
be no occasion for special reli et except in the single case where the
Commissioner is unable to determine the invested capital.

If the years 1936 to 1939 could be considered as "normal" years for
all corporations, there might be more merit in this contention. Ilow-
ever, we know that for only a comparatively few of the total number
of corporations of the country were these years of the base period on
the average at all satisfactory. Certainly this is true as to mines.
There will therefore be many corporations that will still have real
occasion for special relief if ihey are not to be dealt "ith harshly
and unfairly.

We therefore recommend that the special relief provision should be
considerably broadened, probably under provisions similar to those
of prior acts.

We believe, however, that the special relief provisions should be
administered as a matter of equity by a special board, apart from the
Bureau of Internal Revenue. WNe believe the application of special
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relief should not rest in the same Bureau that has to deal with the
application of the technical provisions of the law.

(N) Amortization: Many established mining companies will not
be greatly concerned with the proposed amortization provision.
However, numerous new mining ventures, particularly in the field of
strategic minerals, and probably some established operations, will be
called upon to make substantial expenditures to create necessary
productive capacity for defense purposes. We understand that suchi
mining enterprises will be covered by tho amortization provisions
if the new or increased facilities are certified by the Advisory Com-
mission to the Council of National Defense as necessary or desirable
for the national defense.

We recognize the urgency of immediate enactment of such special
provision for amortization and there appears to be no reason why it
should be delayed, as we understand there is no essential difference of
opinion regarding it.

However, there is evident no good reason for such haste in tile
enactment of an excess-profits tax law. Accordingly, we urge that
these two measures be separated and that the many complexities of
an excess-profits tax be subjected to full and careful consideration
before the enactment of such a law.

I would also like to state when notice of these hearings was given,
the American 'lining Congress made the request that Mr. Evan Just,
of the Tri-State Zinc & Lead Ore Producers Association of Miami,
Okla., and Mr. Donald A. Callahan, of Wallace, Idaho, representing
the Idaho Mining Association, be given an opportunity to be heard
on behalf of those whom they represent.

Mr. Just and Mr. Callahan arrived in Washington yesterday, the
earliest possible time at which they could get here by train front their
respective communities. They were greatly disappointed upon arriv-
ing to find that so specific bill was being considered and that the time
for the hearings was being distinctly curtailed. They have not had
an opportunity to contact the people they represent since obtaining
a copy of the report of the subcommittee.

Accordingly, they ask me to state that they will not make an appear-
ance at this time, but reserve the right to request an opportunity to
be heard before the proper committee of either the House or the Senate
when a bill embodying the recommendations of this committee shall
be introduced.

Mr. BOEHNE. I just want to make an observation, Mfr. Chairman,
which does not directly deal.witli the testimony, except as referring
to the very first sentence of Mr. Fernald's testimony, also the very
last paragraph.

It is only a personal opinion of mine, but I think the press of the
country has been unfair not only with this committee but with the
Congress as a whole in demanding more speed on the defense program.

A number of editorials have been presented critizing Congress for
their lack of haste on the defense program and then we have had men
like Mr. Knudsen and others come before us and tell us that under no
conditions would businessmen sign contracts for the manufacture ofarmament for defense purposes unless they knew exactly what kind
of law Congress was going to pass.

I think it is proper to call the attention of the country to the fact
that at the time the Revenue Act of 1940 was being considered by the
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conferees of both Houses of Congress, when they struck out the excess-
profits provision that was inserted in the Sen'ate, an agreement was
reached by the conferees that the tax experts of the Treasury would be
asked to study an excess-profits tax law for presentation to Congress
not later than October Ist. I think it is fair for the country to know
that the Congress has been most diligent in tring to present an excess-
profits tax law, particularly in view of the fact that businessmen will
not sign these contracts unless they know what the law contains. I
think that is entirely proper, because any businessman wants to know
what is going to ha ppen-because laws do affect the businessman's
business. And I think we, at the same time, should be given the sme
consideration they are asking of us.

Mr. FRINALD. Mr. Chairman, may I simply say, regarding that,
that I quite agree there has been unfair criticism by those who have
not appreciatedjat all the magnitude of the program involved in national
defense and those who have not appreciated at all the magnitude of
the problem involved in drafting an excess-profits tax law. And
what I have said is not in any spirit of or in any way criticizing your
committee and what it is trying to do. What I say is that I think
vou will find-and I am expressing my considered opinion-that a
lot of people will be delighted to sign defense contracts after the
amortization provision is taken care of, and will not feel that they
must wait until they can determine the exact provisions of this excess-
profits tax law. That is not worrying them. It is not the question
of what is going to happen in connection with tie excess-profits
tax, but what is worrying them is what allowance will be made, or
will be made to them in computing taxes with regard to the expansion
of facilities, and so forth.

Mr. BOFNHxE. They would like to know what amortization schedules
would be given?

Mr. FEHNALD. Yes, sir.
Mr. BoEmn.x. Do you not agree, also, that when they know that

they will also be interested in knowing what the Government will
take away from them?

Mr. FEiNALD. They are interested in knowing it, but, even after
this law is passed, it will be months before they can even have tie
dimmest glimmer of what these complicated excess-profits tax pro.
visions mean. I am sure that those of you who have been studying it
diligently, as I know you have been studying it, appreciate that it is
not an easy thing for anybody to determine under this proposed law
what this excess-profits tax, as required under tlie law, will be.

The CHAIRM . If this witness is in a better position to know the
attitude of the contractors with whom the Government is negotiating
than is the National Defense Council, who have that obligation an
duty, then we should know about it. They have, after the most
concrete contact with the matter, come before us and stated positively
that they are unable to get contracts signed until they know what these
provisions will be. Now, you sv there is no reason for haste in the
enactment of an excess-profits tAx bill. In that, you "y that you
are in a better position to know what the contractors vill" do than is
the Council of National Defense. Your testimony is directly contrary
to their testimony on that point.
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.Mr. FEtNALD. The only suggestion I can make is that qy expres-
sion to you is made after conferring with those men and asking them
if it would not be a satisfactory solution if this should be put through,
and that you should have further time to consider the excess profits
taxes. That is the suggestion.

Mr. TREADWAY. In connection with the remarks of Mr. Boehne,
so far as Mr. Knudsen's testimony was concerned, n recollction is
that when he appeared before the Subcommittee on Taxation, or the
subconmmittee which framed this recommendation for the full com-
mittee, in executive session, he was very positive in his statement
that it was necessary to have these three provisions go along together-
that is, the amortization, suspension of the Vinson-Trammell Act, and
the excess-profits tax proviiions. Following that session with Mr.
Knudsen, Mr. Cooper, the chairman of the subcommittee gave out
a public statement which we confirmed, or which the members of the
subcommittee confirmed, that we were ready and anxious to cooperate
with him in preparing this bill, aid we offered every assurance possible
that.it would be satisfactorily arranged for the contractors who are
holding up their agreements w-ith the Government in connection with
the national defense. The statement Mr. Cooper mnad3 at that time
seemed to give assurance to the contractors, because when Mr.
Knudsen appeared later in an open meeting on thi hill, or on the
recommendation, he said that they were not having any difficulty
with contractors at that time as they had had previously. In other
words, that they were taking the assurance of ours that the whole
matter would be satisfactorili cleared up.

I am very certain that our records will show that Mr. Knudsen at
that time testified that they were not having difficulty. I cannot
quote his exact language, but that, was the idea, that the contractors
were coming across and signing up with the Government on the assur-
ance that we would epedite the legislation. We have had others
who testified to the fact that the three problems could be separated,
and that the one thing the contractors wanted to know was the extent
of the amortization which they had been assured of. There have
been speeches made on the floor which, probably, the witness has
read, quoting contractors as willing to sign contracts. Now, Mr.
Fernald, with his wide experience in connection with the same subject
matter, comes before us and confirms the testimony that we have had,
or the suggestion we have had, that the problems could be separated,
and that it would be satisfactory to the interests he represents if the
excess-profits tax provisions were delayed and given further and more
complete study. Am I right in that?

Mr. FERNALD. Yes, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. That is the attitude of your organization, is it not?
Mr. FERNALD. Yes, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. Have you had occasion to make contracts with

the Government?
Mr. FERNALD. Our mines generally do iot have occasion to make

contracts with the Government, but we are in contact with those who
are using the products of the mines in their contracts with the Gov-
ernment, and it is on that basis that I am particularly speaking.

Mr. TREADWAY. In other words, your knowledge on the subject of
the separation of these questions comes from those who are having
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practical experience with people who are entering into contracts with
the Government?

Mr. FERNALD. Yes, sir.
Mr. THEADWAY. And they have assured you that they would not

delay their acceptance of Governmnt contracts awaiting a final
decision on the excess-profits tax?
Mt. FERNALD. You use the word "assured," but the information I

hav, had from them is that they would rather have the amortization
provision immediately enacted'and gotten out of the way, if they
felt that Congress was taking the necessary time to get a fair and
proper excess-profits-tax bill framed. They would prefer that rather
than to feel that the speed in trying to get through the amortization
provision was carrying with it an incomplete and unsatisfactory
consideration of the excess-profits-tax provision.

Mr. TREADWAY. You do not quite answer my question.
Mr. FERNALD. Pardon me.
Mr. T.EADWAY. I am not criticizing your statement at all, but I

want to got a little more specifically their attitude about agreeing on
the desirability of the Government proceeding with this bill without
the excess-pro'fits tax being included.

Mr. FERNALD. I think all the expressions I have heard indicate an
entire willingness to do that.

Mr. TREADWAY. I have another question: In this very complete
brief that Mr. Fernald submits, he refers on page 8 to consolidated
returns, and advocates their inclusion in this bill.

Mr. FERNALD. Yes, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. When we were in executive session, which was

secret, but it is not a secret now so far as the executive session was
concerned, we were informed that it was a very intricate subject on
which to properly frame the necessary language. We have an expert
drafting force. We are, of course, dealing with various subjects, and
must depend on the advice of these experts whose business it is to draft
language covering all these questions. They have assured us that the
drafting of language, or proper language, for consolidated returns is a
very intricate and complicated task, and that it would, perhaps, cause
more delay than the inclusion in the bill of the excess-profits tax. We
had a witness the other day who said that the language could be
prepared in 3 hours. We asked him if he would take Sunday off,
that bing Saturday when lie testified, to prepare it'. lie testified in
effect that there would be no difficulty at all in drafting it, and we
suggested that lie be allowed, in addition to his church duties, to
devote some time to drafting a consolidated returns provision.
However, it has not yet been presented to the committee. What is
your reaction to the statement I am making about our experts?

.Mr. FERNALD. Mr. Chairman, I have the greatest respect for your
experts and the difficult job thoy have before them, and the way in
which they discharge their duties. Certainly, timie is required for
the consideration of these matters, and it can only be drafted by
giving time to it. I do think that it is possible to get such a provision
drafted. I recognize that it may take a little time, just as other
things will take time. It is for that reason, and in full sympathy
with the difficulty of the problem of drafting the provisions, that I
made this recommendation of divorcing those subjects, and giving
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the necessary time to get the right kind of excess-profits-tax law
prepared.

Mr. THEADWAY. I have another question about consolidated
returns: Do you think that the consolidated returns provision need
necessarily be an integral part of this bill here before us, in view of
the fact that the next session of Congress will start during the first
week in January? Of course, the subject of taxation is one thing
that is always with uis, unfortunately, but at that time there Will be,
of course, ample opportunity to study the intricacies of the problem
facing us in the matter of consolidated returns. Therefore, my
question is do you consider it essential that the consolidated-returns
feature be included in the bill we are now worrying along with?

Mr. FERNALD. I think it, ought to be included. I would hate to
see a bill go through with the clear intimation that you anticipated
you must start out in January with a revision of provisions which
you had not had time to consider at first. If this bill is to be applicable
to the year 1940, certainly consolidated returns should be provided
for in it. Therefore, I think that provision should be in it at tifs time.

Mr. TREADWAY. Of course, the 1940 returns will not be due until
March.

r. FERNALD. 1 appreciate that.
Mr. TRF-ADWAY. So they would have from January to March to

notify the unfortunate taxpayers of what they would face, even if
we assume that the provision we are talking about now would be
applicable to the year 1940.

Mkir. FERNALD. The very few months remaining between now and
March 15 will pass very quickly to those who have the immense
problem of making up the computations that would be involved.

Mr. TREADWAY. You can see the difficulty that we are suffering
from.

Mr. FERNALD. I thotughly appreciate that.
Mr. TREADWAY. And we appreciate your sympathy.
Mr. REED. I just want to make one observation: We have all these

editorials in the papers voicing rather severe criticism of the delay of
the defense program by reason of the failure to work out this problem.
If I am wrong, I want to be corrected, but, it is my understanding
and has been all the time, that the administration itself has insisted
that the three propositions go along together instead of separately.

The CHAIRMAN. If we have them together, it will not cause very
much delay, so far as our consideration is concerned. It was the
understanding that they had worked out a satisfactory excess profits
tax provision. It has been the understanding all the time, and the
subcommittee seemed to be unanimously convinced, that the three
proposals would be combined. That was the statement Mr. Cooper,
the chairman of the subcommittee, made, in which lie referred to coi-
tractors relying on that in their willingness to sign contracts-that is.
on the basis that the three propositions would be combined in one
bill, and not carried separately.

Mr. DjsNEY. I was one who thought we ought to work on the
amortization feature immediately and get it out of the way, but
when Mr. Knudsen, who is a great businessman, and not a part of
the administration, came here before the committee, after immediate
contact with contractors, and told us that he could not get this program
under headway unless the amortization feature, the excess-profits tax,
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and the suspension of the Vinson-Tranunell Act were determined.
He convinced me that we ought to incorporate the three features in
the one bill. Then my position on proceeding piece-meal vanished
immediately on hearing that testimony, in the light of his contact
with the contractors, and knowing what they were thinking about
with reference to entering into contracts.

Mr. TREADWAY. I know that Mr. KiLudsen, in his testimony
before the full committee, said in cf t that the contractors, in
view of the statement that was issued, were willing to sign contracts
under that assurance. Is not that correct, "Mr. Cooper?

Mr. CooPER. You are right on that. -
Mr. TREADWAY. That was later than the testimony Mr. Disney

referred to.
Mr. CooPER. I think you are correct about that. I think the

record will also show that Secretary Stinison stated that since that
statement was issued by me, as chairman of the subcommittee, the
exprence had been much more favorable.

.fr. DISNEy. Mr. Fernald, referring to the statement on page 4
of your statement, with reference to the consolidation of companies,
I have in mind the purchase by one company of sizable proportions
of another company of sizable proportions. Row, each had the same
earnings during the past period as a basis of returns, but the result
of the consolidation, or, rather, of the purchase, will have a tendency
to, perhaps, double the earnings in the latter part of 1939, or after
the purchase of the corporation. Do you have any suggestion to
make as to how to meet a condition of that kind?

Mr. FERNALD. One suggestion I made was the consolidated return
proposition, and the other I have advanced would be a provision
probably somewhat similar to section 330 of the 1918 law. There is
no question but that there should be relief in cases of that kind.
The third question is whether that could be covered by broadening
the special relief provision by providing equitable relief. In other
words, create a board to consider those cases, if each business unit
as constituted in the taxable year was not comparable vith the pre-war
period, and to give equitable relief. In other words, some of these
are technical provisions of the law, and others would be handled
through the relief provision. I am trying to answer the question as
to whether I made any suggestion in regard to that.

Mr. DisNEY. That is a suggestion as to how to arrive at the average
earnings for the base returns of a corporation after it was purchased
by another corporation with, perhaps, equal earnings.

Mr. FER.ALD. The question is whether, in that particular case,
it is in any way covered here in the studies that. have been made,
and I am inclined to agree that it is not; but I also agree that it should
be done, anti I believe, that the committee should have time to consider
propositions of that kind.

Mr. DisNEw. Do you have any suggestion to make on a question
that was raised yesterday by one of the witnesses who testified he had
transferred assets in April of this year, so that he would be cut off
from any alternative so far as the average earnings for the base period
was concerned, but would have to be treated on the basis of investedcapital?M1r. FERNA.LD. Perhaps that could be handled through special

relief, through a special board to be created to do equity in special
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situations of tht kind. I am afraid you will have so many proposi-
tions of that kind to arise that unless there is a broad provision for
special relief, equitably administered, we cannot possibly avoid some
injustices.

The CsAlaMAN. If there are no further questions, we thank you for
your statement.

Mr. Bucx. Mr. Chairman, I am in receipt of a telegram dealing
with the gold-mining question, and I think it should appear in the
record at this point.

(Said telegram is as follows:)
[Western Unilon

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., Jelly 18,1940.Hon. FRANK Butcr,
Congress Offe Building, 1i',sAir.fon, D. C.

Section 304 (c) of the Revenue Acts of 1918 and 1921 exempted incomes from
gold mining from the war-profits and excess-profits tax. The same conditions
which justified exemption then exist today. Gold i not a sar industry; the
price is fixed; no abnormal profits can be made. There can be no profiteering.
No new millionaires can be created by war industry stimulation. In lieu of
creating abnormal profits, gold mines m'ill be faced with hazard of extinction
from inflated cots. In last World War, gold mines could not operate and meet
the wage scales developed by shipyards, steel mills, and powder factories. In
times Of tremendous government credit expansion and trends toward currency
Inflation production of gold should te encouraged and no laws enacted which
will destroy marginal ores, discourage new exploration, reduce new discoveries,
and curtail production. If advantages and disadvantages are weighed gold-
raining Income will be exempt from excess tax. Tax revenue from gold wining
will be insignificant in amount compared with the loss of national wealth and
national income directly and indirectly resulting from deterent of incrvased taxes
on exploration and operation. Gold'production is a noninflationary force, and
it should be promoted not crippled.

EnROL MACROTLE, Oro*s Valley, Wl f.
Mr. TREADWAY. I hate a telegram on the subject of consolidated

returns that I woldd like to appear in the record at this point.
(Said telegram is as follows:)

(Western Unim'.

Bosro.', MASS., .1,49111 12., 1040.Hen. ALLEN T. TREADWAT,
House of Reprerdatire . lI'euhingron, D. C.

Understand that subcommittee report on proposed tax on excess profits does
not provide for consolidated returns. This development seems most inequitable
and will work a serious hardship on this company and its several subsidiaries,
particularly those in Massachusetts. Your help in bringing about a providon
for consolidated returns will be greatly appreciated. Louis K. LIGETT,

Presided. United Drug Co.

The CHAIRMAN. The uext witness is Mr. Ellsworth C. Alvord.

STATEMENT OF ELLSWORTH 0. ALVORD, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON FEDERAL FINANCE, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE
UNITED STATES, WASHINGTON, D. C.

The CHAIRMAN. Dow much time do you need, Mr. Alvord?
Mr. ALNonD. I think I can cover everything I wish to say in 15 or

20 minutes. In order to save the time of the committee, I have
prepared a reasonably elaborate statement, which I ask that I may
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be permitted to file, and then that I may be permitted to proceed
extemporaneouslv and as expeditiously as possible.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Ways and
Means and the Committee on Finance, I wish, first, to congratulate
the subcommittee of the Committee on Ways and Means. They
were faced with a Herculean, and, perhaps, an impossible task. I
think that in the time available to them they have done an extra-
ordinary job, and have done it extraordinarily well. The problems
with which they dealt are probably the most complicated problems
in the field of taxation. I think they have very ably analyzed the
problems inherent. in the excess-profits tax. Many of those problems
have been answered in such a way as to avoid much of the criticism
that is generally hurled at excess-profits taxes.

In my opinion, an exces-profits tax must be enacted, but I think
we should first consider just what we are trying to do by the enact-
ment of an excess-profits tax, and what the purpose of a tax of this
nature is. We have heard during the earlier part of the hearings the
question raised about the yield. The immediate yield of the measure
now before you, in my opinion, should not be considered. Under
ideal circumstances-which, unfortunately, exist, only in theory-
an excess-profits tax will yield nothing. Vfhe purpose of an excess-
profits tax is to prevent in a period of emergency like this the creation
of "war millionaires," "unjust enrichment," ind inordinate profits
as a result of accelerated activities attributable to the tremendous
expenditures required for a national-defense program. Another way.
to put it is that the excess-profits tax is a very effective means of
partial control over prices which otherwise would be uncontrolled.
But. bear in mind that inflationary prices (1o not. always result in
profits. If it is understood that that is the purpose of the excess-
profits tax, then, in my opinion, it becomes reasonably simple to de-
termine upon the provisions which should be incorporated in an
excess-profits tax.

Your first problem is, naturally, how do we measure normal profits?
If we have a measure that is deigned to extract profits above that
nornal- (which, in my opinion, is a very proper purpose, and at this
particular time an essential purpose)-then we must very carefully
determine what are normal profits.

I think the subcommittee report very properly recommends the use
of a base period experience of earnings. But,'gentlemen, let me re-
mind you that. the use of earnings is subject to several considerations.

First, obviously it has no application-and the subcommittee re-
port recognizes ihat--to corporations which were not in existence
during the base period. I think the subcommittee report should
permit new corporations which were in existence for I or 2 years of
the base period to use that experience, if they so choose. It, how-
ever, requires the use of the invested capital method, if the corporation
was not, in existence during the entire period-a requirement which
will result in unnecessary hardship and inequality.

Second, it obviously hias no proper application to what we call low
earners.

We are just at the close of a decade of a terrific deriresion. That
I think, all of us appreciate and recognize. There is no period
within the last 10 years which properly reflects normal activities.
We cannot select any of the last 10 years as a true measure of normal
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profits. As a matter of fact, almost everybody who has been through
tile last 10 years has been hoping for large profits, and has been
hanging on in that hope.

And let me point out further that the youth of this country-of
which I trust I am still one-knows of no other experience except dur-
ing this 10-year period of depression. Consequently, your measure of
normal profits, whether it be an earning yardstick or other yardsticks,
nmst recognize those facts.

The subcommittee report recommends the use of the 4-year period
averaged- 1936-1937-1938-1939. I merely point out to you that
1938 was one of the worst years we have had in the last 10. Practically
every corporation sustained losses in 1938 and corporate net income
was down to $4,700,000,000.

Mr. BOEHN&. Do you mind an interruption at this point?
Mr. ALvoRD. Certainly not, Mr. Boehne.
Mr. BOEHNE. You said that in the past 10 years there have been no

normal years. Is not that true say of the last 20 years, more or less to
an extent-say ever since the WoRld War?

Mr. ALVOR . I do not think that is true, Mr. Boehne. Personally,
I think that those who happened to pick the year 1926 as a fair naas-
ur were probably sonnd-1926 came after we were getting pretty
well out of the depressionn following the last war and before we got
into the terrific inflation of the 1928-29 period. But let me point
out to you that prices today are away below your 1926 level. Your
.corporate incomes today are away below your 1926 level. Your
corporate revenues in 1939, notwithstanding tremendously increased
tax rates and efforts to plug loopholes to prevent evasion were below
your 1926 revenues.The solution of the question of the earning period, it would seem to
me, would be to take an average of 2 or perhaps 3 of the last 4 years;
or even 2 out of the last 3 years would come closer to measuring
normal profits.

Let me point out to you that the rates , vhich you are recommend-
ing-and on ny principle, my theory, extraordinarily high rates are
justified if you use a proper measure of normal profits-imean that vol
are in effect putting a very definite ceiling upon all profits in excess of
normal.

Therefore I urge you to consider most carefully all the factors which
properly go into a consideration of normal profits.

As Indicated, base period earnings are clearly inapplicable where
they have been abnormally low. You gentlemet know the industries
as well as I do; the durable goods industry, the construction industry
the finance industries, the aviation industry, upon which an essential
part of our national defense rests. Mfany of then over the last 10
years have been constantly in the red, or just in the black for a year
orso. Many of them have not earned dividends for their stockholders.
Many of them have not earned dividends for their preferred stock-
holders.

The subcommittee report properly says, we must use in that case a
different measure of normal profits. But let me examine just for a
moment the alternate yardstick which your subcommittee recom-
mends.

It says we shall take itivested capital. We shall compute the re-
turn on that invested capital during the base period, 1936-39.
We will consider that return as normal. But it cannot exceed 10
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percent, and if it happens to have beezn less thall 6 or 4, depending on
the amount of tie invested capital, we will let them earn the ininimum.

To me that is merely duplication. If base-period earnings are Satis-
factory as a measure'of normal profits; if during the base period a
taxpayer has realized a reasonable return, you do not have to go
through all the computations of invested capital. The base-period
earnings measure applies to that taxpayer.

Bear in mind, what we are now Irving to do is to find a yardstick
where base-period earnings have beeni inadequate. But the -yardstick
recommended as an alternative is based again on base-period earnings.
it would seem much simpler, much fairer, to use a slightly different.
measure.

I quite recognize that invested capital and a return upon invested
capital are proper measures of an exces.-profits tax. But. again, the
reason we use that is to determine normal profits where normal
profits have not been realized. ('onsequently, you have got to be
arbitrary.

Unless. you embark upon the general program which I have sug-
gested forcriticism and discu-sion, which would apply special assess-
ment ideas to tlie determination of normal profits- and I will elaborate
on that just a little later--if you are going to avoid unfairness, if y-ou
are going to give a true alternative bare--you have got to avoid prior
year earnings. and chmoos' me specific rate of return on invested

Ihe rates of return which vonI have used before ar, well known.

in the 1917 act you said thatthe normal profits would be not more
than 9 nor les than 7 percent onl invested capital. In tle 1918 act,
for exeo,.l-profits tax Iurposes. you said S percent on iilvested capital.
For war-profits tax purposes, which you heaped on top of your excess-
profits tax, you said 10 I)erceit. 'In 1921, you said S"percent on
invested capital.

It would seem to me that under present conditions, it would be
perfectly appropriate, as an alternative, to say we will not consider
profits excessive, abnormal, unfair, unless they exceed 10 percent.

In fixing the rate at 10 percent, gentlemen, I have attempted to
consider that during this entire 10-year period. the corprations to
which this alternative applies, are'those which have reemi almost
constantly in the red or which have had very small earnings. If
they cannot recoup somehow I suppose they nay as well quit.

let me apply, for example, the rates of the subcommittee report to
very practical situations. Suppose a corporation had outstanding
preferred stock upon which it was paying preferred dividends, or had
agreed to pay preferred dividends of, say, 6 or 7 percent or even 8
percent. That particular corporation has been one of these which
during the last 10 years has not earned reasonable profits. Suppose
we all agree to thai.

That corporation, gentlemen, is allowed to eant 4 percent, and it.
must pay 0, 7, or 8 percent preferred-stock dividends. Certainly, in
that ty e of corporation, not only should you have your rate high
enough, but you should say there are no excess profits until the exist-
ing preferred-stock dividend requirements have been met.

Another normal type of corporation is one which has a long-term
commitment on the repayment of an indebtedness entered into before
the excess-profits tax was considered, under which, based upon its
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then earnings and its anticipated earnings, it agreed to pay off say
$100,000 a year; not going to the stockholders at all, but'going to
creditors.

It seems to me quite appropriate to say, there shall be no excess
profits until that debt commitment has been met.

There are other perfectly proper measures of normal profits. I
shall not attempt to discuss them. If time were available I think
that some of these other methods would be considered perfectly appro-
priate. The only inuediate solution in view of the time element is
an extension of the principle which the subcommittee appropriately
and properly recommends, the principle of special assessment.

The subcommittee report does an excellent job in eliminating some
four or five of the basic reasons for special assessment wider the prior
law. In that, as in other respects, I have indicated they have done
an excellent job. But I do not think they have covered every con-
ceivable ease.

I think certainly for an experimental period you have got to give
authority to some one. Based on the experience that we had under
the old law, I would create an agency above the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. And that agency has to have authority in individual cases,
which we cannot now anticipate, or which we do anticipate and have
not time to care for, to prevent-let me call it murder, because that
is almost what it will be.

Let me refer next to the recommendation you have just, heard
from the witness preceding me, Mr. Fernald, with respect to con-
solidated returns. The merits of the computation of normal profits
for the base period and for the taxable period on the basis of consoli-
dated returns, I am quite confident are conceded. Consequently,
I shall not refer to them unless someone wants to ask me about them.
I shall app myself tQ the question which Mr. Treadway asked ofNfr. Fern Syd

You have two choices with respect to consolidated returns. You
can make them mandatory, so that every consolidated group must
file consolidated returns; or you can make them permissive. I think
that the statements by the experts, which Mr. Treadivay referred to,
related primarily to the compulsory policy. They must, gentlemen,
because the drafting of a consolidated return provision which is
permissive is very, very simple. You have it in the law now. All
you have to do is to strike out a few provisions that are in the existing
law, and add a few words covering consolidated invested capital.
The drafting of that provision is very simple.

Mr. TREADWAY. May I interrupt you at that point?
Mr. ALVORD. Certainly you may, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. My recollection is that the insistence of the

Treasury is what brought about the attitude of the drafting service;
that the Treasury did not consider that there should be an option in
the way of a permissive return.

Mr. ALvoRD. That, I think, may be right; and that is why I am
referring to this matter and to one other question which I would like
to dispose of very quickly.

Under the permissive policy, and I think also under the mandatory
policy, you must confer power upon the Secretary of the Treasury to
prescribe very detailed, technical, difficult regulations. I wrote them
once and I can tell you they are tough. But even those regulations
are in existence with respect to the determination of consolidated net
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income. It is not going to be an impossible job to apply those
regulations to your excess-profits tax.

As I indicated to you, the second policy is to make consolidated
returns permissive rather than mandatory. Theoretically, I have
always advocated mandatory consolidated-return provisions. And in
that I think I find m-self in a ve distinguished, but not exclusive,
group. I go back to the days of kr. Kitchen, and Senator Simmons,
and Dr. Adam;. nud that entire group of persons who wrote, applied,
and administered our old war laws. And through every change in
officials of that type, including the members of this committee, the
policy of consolidated returns has been recognized as eminently sound
and practical and necessary.

My solution, Mr. Treadway, for the position that the provision can-
not be drafted is, put your pernssive provision in for this year.

Mr. TREADWAY. You want to use the word "promptly." They do
not say it cannot be done.
Mr:ALvo .I mean during the enactment of this bill; include it

in this bill. Put your permissive provision in.
In my opinion, every consolidated group practically without excep-

tion will file a consolidated return. Then, as in 1928, provide that,
having once filed, they cannot change. If there are cases of consoli-
dated groups who do not choose to file a consolidated return, then
come along in 1941, when you will have ample time and work out
some form of a mandatory 'provision applicable to all, or at least to
thht group.
I think that is a ractical solution and I think it will work. I can

give you a draft ora consolidated return provision for your excess-
prohts tax by neon today. I already have it. It. is not difficult at all.

Bear in mind, however, that you are delegating a tremendous
amount of power to the Secretary of the Treasury. We have done
that before.

Mr. CROWTHER. Another consideration that came up during the
discussion was the fact that the adoption of a mandatory consolidated
return or even a permissive consolidated return would lose us a lot
of revenue. I think the suggestion was made that we would lose
around sixty or seventy million dollars a year.

Mr. COOPER. Will the gentleman yieldO
Mr. CROWTHER. Yes.
Mr. CooPzu. I think that estimate of $60,000,000, Doctor, applied

to a consolidated-return provision for ordinary incomes, not for
excess profits.

Mr. ALVORD. I think that certainly is very true, Mr. Cooper.
Mr. CROWTHER. For the same reason it might produce less revenue

if it were applied to excess profits.
Mr. ALVORD. I think the unanimous opinion is that, over a period

of time, for both purposes, normal income tax and excess-profits
tax consolidated returns will make money for you and save tremendous
problems of administration.

I still object very seriously-although I appreciate the practical
problems which the Treasury officials are facing-to the determination
of the merits of any one problem by reason of its results in the first
year of application: This Government of ours I trust is going to be a
long-continuing government, and, over a period of years, I am quite
confident that consolidated returns will loe no revenue. We used to
be convinced that it gained revenue.
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Mr. BOEHNE. If you had mandatory consolidated returns, under
your present plan, you would have some corporations with subsidiaries
ihat would not have the same base period.

Mr. ALrORD. Mr. Bochne, I confess I cannot draft, a compulsory
provision, and I recognize the soundness of the statement of your
experts that they cannot do it, in the time available. The problems
are very large, and very many. But it is preferable, and I think
essential, that a consolidated return provision go into this bill. I do
not think it will be very far wrong if you tell Mr. Beaman to sit down
andi draft it. He may make a few slips, but we make many other slips
in other provisions. 'And 1 suspect that there are going to be many
slips in the drafting of an excess-profits tax law. There have got to
be, in the time given to them to draft it.

The CRAIMIAN. MiM. Alvord, suppose the Legislative Counsel and
our drafting experts conic in and take a viewpoint in this matter
different from the one taken by you. Which do you think should
obtain with the committee? They say they cannot do it.

Mr. ALVORD. I suggest that I would be very happy to sit down
with them for 2 hours-even I hour, and if I cannot convince them
in that time that it can be done, or they cannot convince me that it
cannot be (lone, I would say, forget it.

The CH.AIRMAN. Suppose you do not come to an agreement, where
would we be?

Mr. ALVORD. You have got to choose, and I am very confident
that you will follow your present experts.

1 do not have to tell you gentlemen that I respect the judgment,
the ability, and the integrity of your experts, just as much as I trust,
that you respect the ability anil judgment and integrity of your
former experts.

They are very able. They are very honest and hard-working.
You aie asking too mucltof them in this bill. But if it is their honest
opinion, despite my protestations and convictions to the contrary,
that it cannot be done, then certainly you have got to follow them.
You cannot follow me.

Mr. TREADWAY. I understood you very definitely to say that you
would be very glad to put your time against theirs to see if one"an
convince the other.

Mr. ALVORD. My time is always available, Mr. Treadway.
Mr. THE %DWAY. You are very generous.
Mr. ALVORD. Let me take up one more matter, and then I am

almost through.
Mr. CnOWTHER. Mlay I interim pt you before you leave that, subject,

to clear up this situation about the consolidated returns. The argu-
ment developed that if we did not have consolidated returns-which
we do not permit now except to railroads-why we should have
consolidated returns here. And there was some discussion as to
whether or not we ought to have it for all, ought to have it both for
income-tax and excess-profits-tax purposes. It was then the statement
was made we would lose around $60,000,000 a year in revenue. The
question was whether we ought to have it for one and not for the
other.

Mr. AMlORD. I think you ought to have it for both. Let me
remind you that when you eliminated them back in 1934 you were
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supposed to have picked up $80,090,000 by doing so. So if you put
them back in, you are going to be $20,000,000 to the good. As a
matter of fact, I do not think you picked up $80,000,000 at all. I do
not know what it would cost the first year. There is no person who
can tell you, in my opinion.

Now I come back to this measure of normal profits.
Senator IIARRISO.N. Mr. Chairman, before the gentleman gets

through with the subject of consolidated returns, I would like to make
this observation.

We are sitting here in an effort to pass this legislation, or some
legislation, to take care of this question which has been put on our
doorstep.

It has been put up by the defense council that, every day this bill
is delayed the program is'delayed.

Now this new question you inject concerning consolidated returns:
Of course, I voted for consolidated returns.

Mr. ALVORD. Yes, sir; I know that.
Senator HARRISON. But I was not in the majority. We werewhipped.
.Sr. ALVORD. I appreciate that, sir.
Senator HARMsON. Now you inject the question of consolidated

returns into a very complicated bill, and you are going to delay
the passage of the bill that much, because there are gentlemen who
do not believe in the consolidated return theory. It would prolong
the discussion in the House, I assume. I do not know so much
about that, but I know that in the Senate it would. I am not for de-
laying this proposition by bringing new questions in here.

I want you to realize that we h ave got to determine on a policy.
We have got to pass this legislation speedily. That is why we were so
courteously invited by this committee to sit with then. We are
going to try to avoid hearings as far as possible in the Senate. That
is why we are over here.

We do not want to take on any more than is absolutely necessary
in this matter, because I doubt that it will be a perfect bill. I suppose
there will be sonie gentlemen who will agree with you that it will not
be perfect when we get through. But we are going to try to make the
best job of it that we can.

Mr. ALVORD. I know you are.
Senator HARRISON. So do not hand to us a proposition that is going

to inject new questions anti delay the matter both in the House and in
the Senate.

Mr. ALVORD. I trust that, there will not be much delay, Senator.
I think even if there is a delay of a cday or two or three, it is much better
to improve your proposed excess.profits tax than it is to get. something
through that no one, can determine.

I may say further that I think this is probably a very appropriate
time to test our proposition of adjourning polities. I do not know of
any objection to.consolidatedreturns which has ever been made by
anyone except upon a political basis. I have been through those
fights. I think I understand them. But even on a political basis
I am confident that I have heard no objection to consolidated returns
for excess-profits tax purposes.

Again, I an0 available to talk to anyone, whether on a political basis
or otherwise, who wants to find out about consolidated returns, in an
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effort to see if the objections cannot be removed by an understanding
of the problems that are involved. I think they can be.

Senator KING. May I make one observation? I have always been
a believer in consolidated returns. I have not found insuperable
object ions, which so many suppose exist., to the working out of a propo-
sition through which consolidated returns may be incorporated in the
bill. I should like to see it incorporated in this bill.

However, I shall defer to the Ways and Means Committee of the
House, because they are largely the controllers of our fortunes at the
present time. But it does seen to me that a bill which would provide
for consolidated returns is one which would meet the requirements of
the country and certainly would be in the best interest of the taxpayers.

Mfr. ALVORD. I am very glad to have your views, 8Senator Kimg.
Let me bring you one more matter' alid then I am practically

through. The usual period for measuring income for tax purposes and
for business purposes and for all purposes is 1 year. But certainly,
gentlemen, I do not think that anyone would insist that the experi-
ence of 1 year will be at all an adequate determination of the measiire
of normal profits. Profits are entirely too fluctuating. I am sorry
they are. I wish that were not true, and that you could eliminate
losses, but they are much too fluctvatihg. You will have an industry
that will not make a profit for more. than I or 2 years out of 5 and they
live for those I or 2 years. You have industries the very nature of
which requires years of effort in the accumulation of income realized
in 1 year. And then they go through the some process again.

I personally cannot believe that we are in a more serious financial
condition than Great Britain. Great Britain, for excess-profits tax
purposes attempts to average profits over a period of years. They
have three or four comparatively simple devices, oiye of which You
gentlemen have adopted in the income-tax provision and undoubtedly
will apply to excess-profits taxes. That is the net loss carry-over, but
Great Britain provides a carry-over for 6 years.

Mr. CROWTHnER. How long?
Mr. ALVORD. Six years. Great Britain also has this principle.

They say that if, in any of these years, you have a deficiency in i-
come, tfhat is, profits are lower tlan iiolinal, we will let you recoup
to your normal profits standard, out of your subsequent year's earn-
ings, before any of the earnings of that subsequent year will be con-
sideread abnormal and excessive. They also let you take the depre-
ciation allowance, and carry it over, until you recoup depreciation
against profits. I think you nWght well consider that.

Mr. COOPER. How do the depreciation allowances compare in
Great Britain and this country?

fr. ALvORD. I am glad to answer that, because Mr. Sullivan in his
prepared statement said that the depreciation allowances were more
liberal than in any other country, and I do not believe, fr. Cooper,that is correct.

Mr. CooPER. He did not say that; he said they were as liberal.
fr. ALvonD. I may have misunderstood him.

Mr. COOPER. But I think they are more liberal in this than any
other country in the world.

Mr. ALVORD. Well, let me tell you how it is handled in Great
Britain. You claim what you think is proper on your return and in
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most cases it is allowed without question. If it is questioned you are
called before an administrator, or a group of businessmen, and they
:ell you to say what you think you are entitled to and you tell them.
In practically every case they say "0. K.", because they know that
from a revenue point of view, the soundest practice is to write your
assets off quickly, get them off the books and out of the way; then
your income subject to tax increases.

I think that back in the earlier years the fight over depreciation
allowance was quite unnecessary. but as a result it is very difficult
to settle your depreciation allowance under the present law. I think
the British system is much better in that respect, Mr. Cooper.

Mr. MWKEouao. Mr. Alvord, with reference to the question of
liberal Allowance for depreciation, would you care to comment briefly
on what now prevails in Great Britain in relation to the percentage of
tax on net income?

Mr. ALVOnD. Yes. Naturally it is tremendous. The normal cor-
poration rate for last year was 37s' percent.

Mr. McKEOUGH. 42% percent.
Mr. ALVORD. 42)1 percent has been proposed for the current year.

I did not know that the act had passed, unless they have done so
within the last few days; 42J percent will be the standard normal
corporate rate, and 100 percent of excess profits.

Mr. MCKEoUOH. It Would balance up, would it not; that is, the
relation in comparison to what is propo ed here in the treatment of
earnings by corporations? In other words I think you will agree that
even they may. have been, for the purpose of this discussion, as
generous in carrying over their losses and in writing off amortization
or depreciation, we certainly counterbalance any difficulties that you
have against any benefits that flow to corporations in Great Britain,
in the light of not having reached 100 percent of the excess profits and
the 42)(-percent normal tax.

Mr. ALVORD. I still prefer to be a corporation over here.
Mr. McKEouo. Yes.
Mr. ALVORD. But let me just point out, Mr. McKeough, that the

42%-percent tax in Great Britain represents the total corporate tax,
recouped to a very considerable extent when distribution is made to
stockholders-

Mr. McKEOUoH (interposing). If for the purpose of the discussion
I grant that it might have been a little more beneficial to have had a
corporation in Great Britain in prior years, vet I am quite sure there
is not a single domestic American corporation that is not happy that,
it is an American domestic corporation today rather than in Great
Britain.

Mr. ALVORD. I do not doubt that.
Mr. CROWTHER. Is it germane, Mr. Alvord, to compare the tax rate

in this country with a people that are at peace to a country that is
fighting for its life?

Senator KiNo. And that may lose all of its property?
Mr. ALVORD. I would say, Mr. Crowther, that even without regard

to those conditions our total corporate tax burden in this country,
excluding the excess-profits tax, is in excess of that in Great Britain
at the present time. The average payment of corporations in the
United States, based upon taxable net income, before payment of
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taxes, when you include Federal, State and local taxes, exceeds 42,
percent now.

Mr. McKEOUGH. I would like to make an observation with regard
to the observation the gentleman from Minnesota has just made.

Mr. ALVORD. Yes.
Mr. McKEouoH. As I recall the budget for Great Britain for the

current fiscal year is approximately $10,000,000,000.
Mr. ALVOR*D. Yes.
Mr. McKEoGH. I merely point that out with relation to what we

have been called upon to do'in connection with the defense program in
the United States which will probably total more than $10.000,000,000,
the total budget for Great Britain, and she is at war, and we all hope
that we will not be at war but are appropriating a sufficient amount to
make sure that no one will come over and attack us.

Mr. ALVORD. The estimated expenditures for 1941 exceed $12,-
000,000,000, but you must bear in mind there is quite a difference
between the population in Great Britain and the United States.

Mr. '[cK Eouon. Yes; 40,000,000 as against 130,000,000.
Mr. ALVOnD. To summarize, Mr. Chairman, I do not think you

can measure your excess profits based on the experience of 1 year.
There are. various devices which will permit your corporations to level
out over a period of years and pay only on excess profits over that
period of Years. I think you should consider these various methods.
I have elaborated on thai in the memorandum which I have given
to the committee.

With respect to the taxable year covered, it does seem to me that
if the act is made applicable to 1941 rather than to 1940 it would be
much fairer. 1 know of no immediate necessity for immediate enact-
mnent of an excess-profits tax law. Revenue should not be the con-
sideration. I think it would be well to have the enactment of an
exfess-profits tax law at this session to be applicable next year.

Now just a word with respect to amortization and I an through.
In my memorandum I have attempted to explain the simple policies
of amortization because, there seems to be a great (teal of confusion
and misunderstanding about it. I am confident the subcommittee
has eliminated substantially all of the tremendous administrative
difficulties which were in the prior law. So far as 1 can see the sub-
committee has done an excellent job.

There are one or two matters which I assume it has already con-
sidered which I point out in the memorandum.

Amortization is based upon a simple business proposition of getting
your cost back; it is not a special privilege; it is not a special allowance.

I think that the present law is adequate. The Treasury does not
agree. The Treasury is in the boat, and, therefore it requires
legislation. That legislation, so far as I can see, coulA be enacted
very promptly. I quite appreciate the discussion that we have heard
as to whether excess-profits tax legislation should be coupled with the
amortization provision.

The average businessman, with whom I have talked, has indicate
that amortization is the only consideration he has in his mind,
as between amortization and tax liability. I have yet to talk to a
businessman who expects to make a profit out of Government con-
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tracts. They simply say, "Keep me whole. Do not make me lose
money; and ' wll he satisfied."

Mr. DINGELL. What is industry's thought concerning the amorti-
zation provision in this bill; is it ample?

Mr. ALVORD. I think it is ample.
Mr. I)INGF.LL. Is it fair and equitable?
Mr. ALVORD. I think it is.
Mr. DINOELL. I appreciate the wish to have more consideration

but the main idea is to help speed up the program.
Mr. ALVORD. ,%My opinion wouhl be that you could prepare and

pass an amortization provision in 2 or 3 days.
The basis for the demand for a single bill to cover both matters,

and perhaps I am taking too much for granted is Mr. Knudsen's
remark which I heard, and r. Stirson's, which seems to be that
the businessman must know what his tax liabilities are going to be
before lie signs a Government contract.

Now, gentlemen, I do not know of any businessman who has ever
known in the past. who will know now or iwho will know in the future,
what his tax liabilities are going to be.

I can give you mv own opinion; based on the subcommittee's report.
This is far from criticism, because it is just inherent in the technical
difficulties surrounding an excess-profits tax.

I cannot apply the subcommittee's report-and the draft of a bill
is going to be mtch more difficult to analyze and interpret and apply-
to any situation with which I am familiar and come close to an esti-
mate of what the tax consequences will be. It cannot be done. And
it is going to be sometime before the regulations can be drawn up.
You could not put it into effect. if you passed it tomorrow. I do not
think that that particular position on that point is practical. It is
a laudable objective but one ihat I think never has been attained and
cannot be attained.

Thank you very much.
Mr. ROnERTsoN. Mr. Alvord, do you think there is ininediate

necessity for the enactment of an amortization plan?
Mr. ALVORD. Inasmuch as the Treasury Department has taken

the position that the emergency period cannot be considered in
determining the normal life of an asset-with which I disagree-you
certainly must have some legislation.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Under those circumstances if it takes 3 or 4
weeks to work out a consolidated returns provision do you think we.should hold up this bill that long or put it through without the con-
solidated returns provision?

Mr. ALVORD. Bear in mind that in my answer I am not considering
the many things you gentlemen have to consider. If I were doing it
I would have pt the amortization provision through a month ago
and then take time to really consider the problems of the excess-
profits tax, because the latter is a delicate job and the consequences
are terrific.

Mr. ROBERTSON. I believe the existing law governing contract for
airplanes allows a rofit of 12 percent?

Mr. ALVORD. That was the Vinson Act. It was formerly 12 per-
cent, and was then cut to 8 percent, and I believe a provision has
passed the House restoring it to 12 percent.
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Mr. RoBEnrsox. Assuming that it is 12 percent and we jpass the
amortization plan, that would authorize a rate of 20 percent.

Mr. ALVORD. The amortization will not change the profit in the
slightest. Amortization is merely the return of cost. That is the
basic principle. If I sell this desk, which cost me $1, for $1.25, there
is no one who ever dreamed that the $1 is income. It is not. If, in-
stead of this desk costing me $1, I buy the materials and tools, and
it costs me $1, precisely the same principle applies. Now this amor-
tization provision simply means that if I buy a few tools and make
one desk I have got to get back the cost of those tools. Unless I do,
when I sell this desk, I will have a loss. If I sell 2 desks I must recover
my costs out of 2 desks-or out of 1,000 desks, if I cansell 1,000 desks.

Mr. RoBERTSON. The proposition is, if you invest $1 in that desk
and get the dollar back in 5 years, and use the desk for 20 years you
have made a gain, have you not?

Mr. ALVORD. No. I do not think so, because after the 5 years the
entire $1.25 is income. And I do not think that anloneis wise enough
to sit here today and believe that the tax rates in the future are going
to be less than they are today.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Well, as the gentleman from Illinois recently
pointed out, we are appropriating for as big a defense budget as
Great Britain.

Mr. ALVORD. Yes.
Mr. RoBERTsoN. And the reason we are doing this is to try to get

to a point where we will be properly defended.
Mr. ALVORD. Yes.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Under those circumstances do you approve or

disapprove of the theory of imposing at this time an excess-profits tax?
!r. ALVORD. Yes; I do approve. I think I said that before you

came in.
Mr. RonERTSON. I missed the first 2 or 3 minutes of your statement.
Mr. ALvORD. With respect to your question on amortization; I

think I can answer you further, if f may.
Mr. Hitler adopted a very sound and I think a useful provision.

In 1933 he said: "Gentlemen, we will let you write off over 3 years
the plant you are going to build today." I think that provision was
probably more instrumental than anything else in getting private
industry built up to the point where it produced his present mach ine.

Mr. RoBERTSON. You realize of course, that the period from 1936
to 1940 is not a normal period for industry in this country. And
you have brought up the suggestion that possibly the years picked by.
the subcommittee's report as the base of determining normal income
does not reflect the normal income.

Did you make any specific recommendation for some other period?
Mr. ALVORD. Yes; I did, and I elaborate on that in some detail in

the memorandum which I am filing with the committee.
Mr. ROBERTSON. What was the specific recommendation you made?
Mr. ALVORD. The specific provision, with respect to the base

period, was an average of two or three out of the last four or take
two out of the last three, bearing in mind, principally, that 1938
was a loss year. An average for all 4 years imposes a very high rate
upon normal profits.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I hope you gentlemen succeed in your efforts.
Mr. DISNEY. Mr. Alvord, I want to get your suggestion on this

feature.
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Two corporations of comparable business, during the base period
we will say, and one corporation purchased the entire plant and
equipment of the other. That doubles its income this year. Assum-
ing there is no stock transfer or anything of that kind; the purchasing
corporation remains the same. Have you any suggestion as to the
treatment of the base period?

Mr. ALVORD. Yes. I have assumed that would be taken care of.
I have referred to it in my memoranda, but have not gone into it in
detail orally.

Certainly in determining or comparing earnings during prior years
with earnings during the present year you have got to put taxpayers
on a comparable basis: Corporate reorganizations, liquidations, and
acquisitions occurring during both periods must be recognized, and
adjustments made. In other words you have to make adjustments
so that the earning power is on the same basis in both periods. That
is inherent in the earnings base and the invested capital base. I as-
sumed that the committee is going into that.

Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Alvord, you wanted to make your statement a
part of the record?

Mr. ALVORD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection the statement referred to will

be incorporated in the record.
Mr. ALVORD. Thank you.
(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF ELLSWORTH C. ALVORD PRESENIED 10 THE COMMITTEE ON WaYS
AND MEANS OF 7HZ IlorsE OF REPRESENTATIVES, AT HEARINGS ON THE
ExcAss-PROFIrS TAX BILL, AVGUST 13, 1940

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, I am Ellsworth C. Alvord, at attorney, of Washing-
ton, I). C., appearing as chairman of the committee on Federal finance of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

INTRODUCTION

The Report of the Subcommittee on Proposed Exeos-Profits Taxation and
Special Amortization became available on Friday. August 9. Time has not been
available for adequate consideration of the proposals. The report is necessarily
written in general terms. The specific provisions of the forthcoming bill will
require careful analysis.

subcommittee of the chamber committee on Federal finance has given to
the proposals the. most caref, l sludy that time permits. It has been unable to
call a meeting of the full committee, or to ascertain Its views. Although the
views which I shall express must be considered to be the views of the sub-
committee, I believe they also represent the position of the committee.

THE NATIONAL DEFENSE PROBLEM

The country is united in its determination to provide adequate national de-
fense. Action Is demanded. The vital need Is for a sound, coordinated program
which will provide:

(1) Maximum security-an adequate military and naval establishment, fully
equipped and manned.

(2) Maximum industrial production-geared to provide the neee-sary anna-
ments as efficiently and rapidly as possible.

(3) A sound method of financing both of the above objectives.

THE PRONLMfS Or FINANCE

We must face the ultimate problem of financing our national defense program.
We must soon have estimates of the probable costs of the program. Present
estimates would necessarily be tentative, subject to revision In the tight of de-
velopments abroad. But estimates must be made, Just as they were made
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during the World War, and a financial program prepared. Defense cannot be
financed on a day-to-day basis.

Answers should be sought to the following questions:
(1) What will be the total cost of the Military Establishment contenmjlated at

the present time?
(2) What will it cost annually to maintain this establishment?
(3) What will be the cost of additions to present plant and equipment required

to carry out our defense program?

ECONOMY IC PROBLEMS

The defense e program also requires us to consider economic problems of far-
reaching importance, which will vitally affect our financial decisions.

The immediate problem Is to effect a rapid transition from a peacetime econ-
omy to an armament economy. It will be necessary to maintain a tremendous
armament production for an indefinite period of emergency or war-pos-ibly a
long period. We shall then have to face the problem of sudden curtailment of
armament demand, and the return to a peacetime basis.

Each of these stages involves sweeping economic readjustments. Shall we
sacrifice or encourage production for the normal peacetime needs of our country?
How can we best protect and encourage private enterprise not employed in national
defense but essential to the preservation of peacetime activity and employment.
during each of the above three stages? How can we lessen the shock of post-war
collapse, in the light of our experience after the World War? Can we afford to
ignore the problems of Idle men, idle machines and idle funds, which still exist
despite our efforts to solve them over the last 10 years?

The foundation of our whole program requires most thorough consideration
and coordination. We should have some agency to consider the broad financial
and economic problems as a whole, and to suggest means of dealing with them.
If this cannot be accomplished within our present administrative framework, an
agency should be created to do the job.

POSSIBLE METHODS OF FINANCE

Our choice of methods of financing the defense program is limited by the
lxiosible sources of Government revenue. There are only four:

(1) Taxation;
(2) Borrowing, within limits permitting ultimate repayment:
(3) Inflation and repudiation; and
(4) Confiscation.
We can agree that the last two alternatives are unnecessary and unthinkable

at the present tinle. Yet we may be forced to accept them, if our financing of
billions of defense expenditures is allowed to proceed without adequate planning
or consideration of the consequences.

NECESSITY FOB HASTE

Consideration of the excess-profits tax and of amortization at this time has
been dominated by urgent demands upon the Congress for immediate enactment.
The reason advanced for unusual has e Is that manufacturers will not enter Into
contracts necessary to national defense before provision has been made for both
subjects.

Unquestionably, the method of amortizing the cost of new defense facilities Is
a problem requiring immediate solution. This provision, however, can Ie
readily separated from the provisions for taxing excess profits and passed without
delay.

Secretary of War Stimson and Mr. Knudsen testified before the committee last
Friday that immediate action on excess-profits taxation was also desirable. in
order that manufacturers might be appraised of their tax liabilities in advance
of the conclusions of contracts. This Is certainly a desirable objective. But will
it be accomplished by the immediate passage of the pending proposals? An
excess-profits tax is one of the most difficult and complicated forms of taxation
with which we have ever had to deal. This was amply demonstrated by the
three prior excess-profits tax laws of 1917, 1918, and 1921-with respect to the
drafting of the law Its interpretation, and its administration. The proposals
for determining tax liabilities under the invested capital method are complex and
almost wholly without precedent. They may require hundreds of computations,
involving highly technical problems of fact, accounting and law-with frequently
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recurring changes and variations. Potential tax liabilities cannot be ascertained
or estimated with reasonable certainty either immediately, or by next March 15,
orprior to entering into a defense contract.

Simplification and inprovement are more essential than speed in the enactment
of an excess-profits tax.

THE FUNCTION OF AN EXCE-S-PROFITS TAX

The primary purpose of an excess-profits tax should be to prevent imprupt'r
profits, primarily those resulting from micoutrolled price increases. It may also
be an important revenue producer, but revenue is a seco:mdary matter. The tax
should be designed to permit "normial profits" while preventing or discolraging
profits above normal, especially those resulting from war profiteering, speculation
in commnodities, and like activities. t'nder ideal conditions am excess-profits tax,
if it accomplishes these purposs, should produce no revenue at all.

An excess-profits tax %vill be necessary when defense -spenditig take effect.
But if price control is our primary objective, it must be obvious that there is no
needI for extravagant haste it the mactimnent of such a tax. The defe ,se contracts
awarded to date are negligible. The profits on these contracts and the effet of
defense spending will not be apparent in the ieonme of the current year and
probably not mntil well into 1941.

Moreover, fundamental economic conditions today are far differentt fronm those
of 1917 or even of 1926 (the frequently proclaimed objective for nornal condi-
tions). Commodity prices today are lower than they were at the outbreak of the
war, 25 percent lower than in 19026, and .50 percent lower than in 1917. Corporate
profits for 1940 will be $3,500,000,000 less than in 1917 and $2,250,000,000 le.s
than in 1926. Under these circumstances, there is no justification for the belief
that a critical price situation exists. Furthermore, it is generally admitted that
niany present prices are too low.

The following table shows our present situation, aq compared with 1917 amid
1926:

Industrial Wholesale Corjiora1e
Year |Production Price net

Index' Index'I InconmeI

1S 4.. ............................... ........... ................ (6 1Wl I X' ,940
IoS ...................... .... ...... .. .. .... ............. ) 6 9.5 $310
ISiS........................... ......... .. 6s 4.7 %A
1I 1.. ..---.---------.---.-------- --------------------------- ( () 117.5 to..71
1 19 -................... .................... ... .. . .. ... - ) 131.3 0,362
019.............................................. () 136 4 9.411
1-26 i-- -- 10D.0 9,f;3
1934 -7 74.9 L75
1935 . ............................................... ................ 90 W O 5,165
936 ............... .......... ..................... .. .... . 105 50. 6.:.0

19 7 ........ ............ .................. ..... . ......... 0.3 A 1914
1l ., 5s.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 7' .5 , 47 XI" .................... .......................... 105 .1f 16,49

Aurust ........................................... -- 103 70. .
Sz9 tem0 r ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. : .......... 7,9.01190 ... .................. .................... ........ lii ,9..
A rl .. . .. . . .. . . M 6 ... ......
h oex, .................... .. ! 1 ? .lI.............. ......... $1 4 7 s

I Federal Reserre Boead, 1921--25 average - 100t
A Buretu of' Labt Statitic, all commnodities, lt1(kO
ISi tc,eso¢ incom. In miftno €doluts. 1938.1939.I1940 W I mted on batsis f oakt Ions.

EIVlsteti.l
* trelimirnry.

An excew-profits tax devised hastily, or designed primarily to produce revenue,
will have the most unfortunate repe~rcussiorns-finaricial, economic, social, and
political. Private enterprise not employed In national delense will be Irreparably
damaged. National defense itself may'be jeopardized.

AMORITIZATIO.N

(a) TAt pyinciptc.-There is much confus-ion and atparent misunderstanding
regarding amortization of the cost of special facilities necessary for national
defense. It is even referred to at times in terms suggesting "special considers.
lion" or gratuitouss allowances."
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In reality, amortization involves a simple, everyday business problem, based
upon simple, welI-recognized, fundamental principles:

(1) Cost must be returned;
(2) There can be no profit until cost Is returned; and
(3) Cost must be returned, so far as possible, out of the proceeds of sale.
This holds true, whether we are dealing with an article purchased and sold, or

produced and sold. If it becomes necesmry to acquire special toots or to build
a special plant to make the article these costs, like any other production costs,
must be recovered from the proceeds of sale. If only one article Is produced, the
entire cost must be recouped from the proceeds of a single sale. If a thousand
articles are produced and sold, the cost must be recovered from the proceeds of
a thousand sales. In any event, cost must be recovered over the shorter of the
following periods: (a) Before the productive machinery wears out, or becomes
obsolete; or (b) before the product becomes obsolete through lack of demand.
Betterments, new processes, substitutes are daily developments.

(b) The present law.-The tax law recognizes and applies these simple business
principles. The theory of the allowance for depreciation Is precisely the principle

have stated: That the cost of an asset should be returned to the taxpayer out
of the Income earned by the asset, in order to avoid a tax on the return of cost.
If the asset earns income only in a single year, Its entire cost must be allowed as
a deduction In that year. If it earns Income In 2 separate years, its cost must be
allocated between the 2 years, either by equal deductions In each year (straight-
line depreciation) or by proportioning the cost to the Income received in each
year (unit production or Job depreciation). If it earn- income continuously, cost
must be allocated and deducted over a period measured in every , by the
useful life of the asset. In the ordinary case, this may be the per aewitn which
it becomes exhausted by physical wear and tear. But a shorter useful life may
be recognized, as, for example--

(a) Where economic conditions will compel abandonment of the asset before
it Is worn out;

() Where the asset is constructed on leased property by the lessee, and the
lease will terminate before the asset wears out;

() Where the asset is useful only to perform a specific contract, which will be
performed before the asset Is exhausted-

(d) Where the asset is used on mineral property which will be exhausted Lefore
the mset Is worn out.

In all such cases, where a useful life shorter than the normal period of exhaustion
is established, cost is returned over the shorter period, eit er by straight-line
depreciation or by any other appropriate method.

(e) DefeAre failifies.-The problem of recovering the cost of defense facilities
should he solved by the application of the same principles. It is the position of
the Treasury Department that it cannot recognize that the defense emergency
will measure the useful life of facilities employed for defense purposes. Further-
more, the present law Is Inadequate in the case where the proceeds received from
all defense contracts are not sufficient to recover the cost of the facilities. Special
legislative provision would be necessary to cover this case.

(d) The atsbcomrndltee propoel.-The subcommittee has proposed a statutory
provision which would permit the taxpayer to elect a deduction, for both income
and excem-profits tax purposes, of the cost of defense facilities over a period of
G0 months. The facilities must be certified as necessary In the interest of national
defense by the Defense Advisory Commislon and either the Secretary of War
or the Secretary of the Navy, and mrust have been constructed or acquired after
July 10, 1940 and before the termination of the emergency. The election of
such a deduction is in lieu of the allowance for depreciation and obsolescence in
the present law, but the taxpayer may, at any time within the 60-month p riod,
shift to the provisions of the present law. The amortization deduction may begin
either with the month following the month in which the facility is completed or
the taxable year following the year in which it is completed. If the facility cease
to be useful for national defense before expiration of the 60 months, upon certi-
fication of this fact by the Secretary of War or Navy, the taxy may recom-
pute his deduction on the basis of the shorter period. This privilege wi also be
available to taxpayers who have not elected the amortization deduction. Further-
more, taxpayers vho have not elected the amortization deduction and who re-
elve payments from the Government as recoupment for the unamortized cost
of a facility which is certified to be no longer useful, may deduct the amount of
such payments, if the payments are also reported as gross income. The proposed
provision Is fair and proper, and many of the former administrative problems are
avoided.
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(c) Recommeadalios.-The following suggestions are submitted:
(i) The provision should not interfere with the operation of the present law.

Failure to elect the 60-month deduction should not foreclose the taxpayer fronm
recovering the cost of facilities over a shorter period than their period of exhAustio
through normal wear aid tear, if the facts justify use of the shorter period.

(2) A taxpayer who elects the statutory provision should h.ot be compelled to
take the deduction In equal amounts over the 60-month pxriod. lie should be
permitted to write off cost against the income as it is realized from sales, by any
recognize* method of depreciation, just as he may do under present taw.

t3) The provision should n~ot be limited solely to facilities acquired, constructed,
etc., after July 10, 1940. In view of the fact that a certificate is required showing
that the facilities are necessary to national defense, the prescription of any basic
date of construction seems tntnecessary.

(4) Where a contract negotiated with the Government specifically provides that
a portion of the proceeds shall be treated as return of ost, this'determiniation
should be accepted for tax purposes, regardless of the taxpayer's election of the
amortization deduction under the statute.

(5) Where special plant and equipment fur defense purposes conistructed for
the taxpayer without cost to hint, the taxpayr shuold not ix- regarded ns receiving
income, nor should any deduction for aiiiortization be permitted.

(6) The period of limitatiorns must not prevent refunds resulting from reallo-
catio1s.

AvALYSIS OF THE EXCESS-PROFiTS TAX PROPOSAL

The proposals of the subcommittee contemplate, as a basis for the excess-
profits tax, alternate methods of determining "normal profits." The taxpayer
nmay elect to regard as normal profits either-

(a) The average earnings of the corporation for the 4 years 1936-39, increaed
by 8 percent of capital additions after the base period and reduced by 6 percent of
capital reductions after the base period or

(b) The average return on invested capital for the 4 years 1938-39, but not
more thau 10 percent or less than 4 percent, except that with respect to the first
$500,000 of Invested capital, the minimum return is 6 percent.

The election may be exercised independently In each taxable year, using prior
earnings as the basis In I year, and invested capital in another. It is not udicated
however, whether the taxpayer may change the basis of his election for any par-
ticular year after the return htas been filed. Deficiencies asserted by the Com.
missioner after the filing of a return may result in a larger tax liability upon the
basis elected by the taxpayer than if the alternative method had been selected.
The tax should be imposed In the alternative, and should mot be cntingent upon
the proper exercise of an election.

,1ARINGos BASIS

One of the moet difficult and delicate tasks In framing an excess.profits tax is
deternilning the yardstick for measuring normal profits. No single yardstick is
adequate. Fortunately or unfortunately, there is no one group of factors which
invariably produces profits. Ability, ingenuity, determination, Initiative, fore-
sight willingness to work, a realization of, but a healthy disdain for, risks and
hurdfes-assisted frequently by fortuitous circumstances and something some-
times called luck-are perhaps primarily responsible. Fundamentally, it is the
capacity to produce goods or services dcsired by someone else, regaraless of the
basis ofthe capacity. It is this capacity of the Individual (whether or not profits
are the result and whether or not they are the motive), which mist be encouraged
and protected.

From a theoretical standpoint the average earnings basis appears to provide
one fair yardstick of normal pro&ts. This basis has the following advantages:

(a) It has the tremendous virtue of simplicty; In drafting, in administration,
and in computation by the taxpayer.

(b) It confines an excess-profits tas to profits which have increased after the
defense emergency arose-which is the only proper objective of the tax.

(c) It gives effect to all sources of earnings, including the value of management
services, and the contribution of intangibles to earning power.

(d) It does not discriminate among corporations or Industries on the basis of
size, capitalization, or risk.

Average earnings are clexrly Inadequate, however, In the following cases, and
some other yardstick must be provided:

(I) Corporations having abnormally low earnings in the base period; and
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(2) ('oruoratiuns formed during or after the base period, which do not have
adequate earnings (although I or 2 years' earnings Ehould be accepted if the tax-
paver -a elects).

l'he most difficult problem arising in connection with the average earnings
basis is the selection of a fairly representative base period. We have just ended
a dioeade of depression. The 4 years 1936 through 1939 do not cover a period of
normal profits for most corporations. For most corporations, 1938 was a severe
lo&s year. Owing to these abnormal conditions, many corporations had widely
tlietuating earnings over the period. A better basis of normal eariiings wo, ld hbe
obtained by allowing the taxpayer to select any 2, or mozt certainly any 3, of the
last 4 years, or even any 2 of tie last 3 years.'
Iln the application of the earnings basis, provision must be made, of cotrse, for

appropriate adjustminents so that the base period earnings and the taxable year
earnings are on a truly comparable basis. For example, adjustments miust be
made for corporate reorganizations and liquidationq during either of the periods.

It will also be appreciated that the earnings basis does not recognize admittedly
normal profits attributable to a norn,ally inceasing and expanding business. 't
will, on the contrary, If applied rigidly, tend to restrict severely a trend of in-
creasing profits from normal activities ae well as the willingness to assume the
necessirv risks in new undertakings.

A plan similar to the special assessment provisions of the prior laws, but
designed to permit appropriate determinations of normal profits might be a
solution.

INVESTED CAPITAL BASIS

As previously stated, no single yardstick is available for measuring normal
profts. A return on Invested capital is an appropriate alternative to an average
earnings lasis. In any event, a reasonable yardstick must be used for the many
corporations which have had abnormally low earnings in the base period, and by
new corporations.

The subcommittee proposal, however, is fundamentally objectionable in pre-
scribing ap. average return on Invested capital over the same base period as the
alternative to the average earnings basis. The two methods tend to dul)lieate
each other. If a corporation has normal prior earnings, it will use the average
earnings method, without resorting to invested capital. New corporations are
unable to compute average return on invested capital, and must be specially
provided for. The only case in which Invested capital will be useful, therefore,
is that of the corporation whose earnings have been unusually low during the base
period. For this purpose, tWere is no necessity for the extrordinary complica-
tions and innumerable computations required In the subcommittee proposal. A
specified return on invested capital, such as was provided in the old law, Is a
better and more definite cushion for corporations with poor earnings records.

The subcommittee proposes to allow as a cushion a return of 6 percent on the
first $00,000 of invested capital and 4 percent on the balance. This percentage,
which tends to level out toward 4 percent as invested capital increases, is wholly
inadequate. "Invested capital" is an arbitrary concept, difficult to determine,
based on the original and accumulated investments in a corporation. It bears
no relation to the investment of the present or future stockholders. And there
is no logical basis for discriminating between " old" capital (which is allowed a
return of 6 percen t and 4 percent and "new" capital) (which is allowed a return of
10 and 8 percent). It should be recognized and admitted that all capital is
entitled to earn at least a return of 10 percent.

Othcr factors must alo be considered where the invested-capital basis is used.
For example, corporations must be permitted to earn the existing dividend
requirements on their preferred stock. And corporations having existing com-
mitments based upon earnings should not be foreed to face embarrassment. In
both cases, there are no excess profits until after adequate profits have been
realized to meet their preferred dividends and commitments.

COMPUTATION Or INVESTED CAPITAL

The subcommittee report recommends that invested capital for any taxable
year (and also for the years in the base period) be the average Invested capital for
the year, obtained by- computing the invested capital for each day of the year.
In tfhe case of a corp ration with a fluctuating invested capital-as, for example, a
corporation with outstanding bank loans varying from day to day in amount, or
certain forms of investment trusts, whose stockholders may draw out their invest-
ments from day to day-probably 1,500 computat ions of invested capital would be

310
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required for the first taxable year under the excess-profits tax. Elimination of the
base period for computing the return upon irvested capital would greatly reduce
the burden of computation.

"Invested capital," as defined In the report, consists of equity capital and bor-
rowed capital.

(1) Mquify Capital.--Equty capital consists of the following items:
(a) Money paid in for stock, or as paid-in surplus, or as a contribution to capital:

This is similar to the provision in the old law. Generally speaking, it does not offer
unusual difficulties where adequate records are in existence. Complications may
arise where money Is paid in for bonds which are subsequently converted into
stock. Is this to be treated as borrowed capital, or as money paid in for stock, or
as proprty paid in for stock?

(b) T he unadjusted basis of property other than money previously paid in for
stock: This provision is a decided improvement upon the old law in two retspects:
(1) It apparently draws no distinction between tangible and intangible property:
and (2) it places no limitation upon the value of either tangible or intangible prop-
ertv for purposes of inclusion in invested capital.

There is a further difference front the ol law, in that "unadjusted basis" for
tax purposes is subLtituted for the value of the property when paid in. "Unad-
justed basis" iuay be the value of the property when'paid in, or its March 1,
1913, value, or its o st or other basis to the tranf4eror if acquire in a reorganiza-
tion. TI-e use of tax basis will simplify to some extent the determination of
)ropertv values for invested capital purlo_, since adequate records will usually
)e available. "Basis," however, is an arbitrary tax concept, not at all related
to actual investment. Instances of hardship will occur where the taxpaver ha!
paid fair market value in terms of stock for property with a low basis, and is
required by the arbitrary provisions of the revenue law to a.une the tranf4cror's
basis.

(c) Taxable stock dividends to the extent they constitute a distribution of
accumulated earning, and profits: This is a new provision, and a desirable one.
Nontaxable stock *dividends have no effect oiu earnings and profits, and hence do
not affect the amount of invested capital. Taxable stock dividends, however,
are deented to reduce earnings and profits. If such a dividend exceeds earnings
and profits of the taxable year, it reduces accumulated earnings and profits, and
also invested capital, in the absence of this provision. The provision compen-
sates for this situation by allowing taxable stock dividends, to the extent they
reduce accumulated earnings and profits, to be added back to invested captal.
The taxpayer Is thus relieved of tle -erious problem of distinguishing between
taxable and nontaxable stock dividends. Invested capital will not be reduced
in either case.

(d) Accumulated earnings and profits: This provision corresponds to the
provision for "undivided surplus" in the old law. As in the old law, diet ributiolls in
the first 60 days of the taxable year are considered to be out of accumulated earn-
ings and profits to the extent thereof. This is contrary to the express provision
of the present law in section 115 (b) that distributions are deemed to be made out
of the most recent earnings and profits. There seems to be no adequate reason
for the provision which has the effect of reducing the taxpayer's invested capital
by the amount of all distributions in the first 60 days of any taxable year.

The subcommittee further recommend that invested capital, as described above,
should be reduced by the suin of the following: (I) Prior distributions not out of
accumulated earnings and profits; (2) deficits in accumulated earnings and
profits; (3) distributions during the taxable year not out of earnings and profits
of the taxable year.

The requirement for reducing invested capital by prior distributions not out
of accumulated earnings and profits will work an injustice where a corporation has
unrealized appreciation in the value of property and effects a partial liquidation.
While part of the distribution is properly attritutable to the unrealized apprecia-
tion, this adjustment would compel such part to be charged against capital.
This is contrary to the Bureau treatment of such a distribution.

The requirement that deficits should reduce invested capital i-s also improper.
Recognition should be given to the full amount of capital paid in even though the
corporation has been so unfortunate as to sustain losses which have resulted in a
present deficit. The Investment has been made in the corporation, lo-e have

n sustained in keeping the business going in the hope that at some future time
profits could be earned which would justify maintaining the business as a going
concert instead of winding up its affairs and liquidating tLe corporation. Deficits
due to losses sustained are paid for out of the investment which has eeii made. and
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the Invested capital to be considered for future years should not be reduced by
the amount of such deficits.

(2) Borrowed capital.-'The subcommittee proposal also allows a portion of
borrowed capital to be included In computing invested capital. The indebtedness
must be evidenced by specified written Instruments. B rowed capital Is de.
termined at the beginning of each day of the taxable year. Until the agregate
of equity capital and borrowed capital equals $100,000, all borrowed captal may
be included- when equity capital Is over $100,000 and under $1,000,000, two-thirds
of borroweA capital may be included; when equity capital exceeds $1,000,000
one-third of borrowed capital may be included. To the extent that borro we
capital is included in invested capital, a proportionate part of the deduction for
interest in computing net income subject to the excess-profits tax Is disallowed.
The complications of this method of treatment are obvious. The necessity for

fine distinctions and discriminations is obscure. If the principle is recognized
that borrowed funds are, in a business and practical sense, capital invested in the
corporation, there Is no reason why the corporation should be permitted to treat
only an arbitrary portion of its indebtedness as Invested capital. Nor is there
any practicable distinction between "small" corporations and "large" corpora.
tions. The dividing line is impossible to draw. And all corporations, regardless
of size, may be compelled to borrow for some purposes.

A simple and adequate solution would be to allow taxpayers an option, either
to include all borrowed capital in invested capital and to eliminate any interest
deduction on such indebtedncss, or to exclude all borrowed capital from invested
capital and retain the Intere.st deduction. This option is necessary, because many
corporations are still compelled to pay high rates of interest upon their borrowings.
Unless Invested capital is permitted to earn a higher return than the interest rate,
thee corporations will be penalized by the inclusion of borrowed money In in-
vested capital. A provision designed to be a relief provision would thus become
a penalty, unless the proposed option is granted.

COMPUTrATION OF NET INCOMEK

The adju tments recommended by the subcommittee are sound and should be
approved.

Statutory net income is nece.-srily an arbitrary concept, having in many cases
little relation to true earnings and profits. Every effort should be made, in
measuring exec-s profits, to make the statutory concept conform as closely as
possible to accepted accounting principles. Nonrecurring and unusual losses
during the base period should not result In extraordinary and unjustifiable liability
for the excess-profits tax. Losses upon abandonment and recognition of un-
amortized discount upon the retirement of bonds are examples. On the other
hand, reserves for unrealized Inventory losses in the taxable year (as in the 1918
actl and other similar reserves might well be recognized.

As in the case of earnings, net income must be adjusted, for both the base
period and the taxable year, where reorganizations and liquidations have occurred.

oNZE YEAR AS A tEASVE roR ExcEss PROFIrs

A 12-month period for measuring excess profits is without justification. Busi-
ness profits are fluctuating and erratic. B u.iness losses are too frequent. A
12-month period measures neither excess profits nor ability to pay. In many
industries years of effort are required, with substantially all the income realize
in one year. The construction industry is a typical example. In the textile
industry, 2 good. years out of 5 are considered "normal" experience. Many
industries have no better experience.

Serious consideration should be given to devices which will assist In extending
the period over which excess profits are to be measured. The following are
recommended:

(al A 5-year net loss earry-over (in England a 6-year carry-over is permitted).
(b) A arry-ovej of "deficiency income" (I. e., income which Is less than average

earning.4 over the base period), as in England.
(c) Applying losses in the first year or two of the "postemergeney" period

against profits realized during the period when the tax was in force, as In the
1918 act.

(d) A carry-over of "excess profits" to the following years where "deficiency
income" is realized.
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CONSOLIDATEO RETURNS

It is perhaps necessary that polities be adjourned to permit a reconsideration
on the merits of the subject of consolidated returns. But the imposition of an
excess-profits tax requires a reconsideration, from the point of view of both the
Treasury and the taxpayer.

After the enactment of the profits tax of 1017 a committee, consisting of
members of the Committee on Ways and Means of the Committee on Finance,
and of leading experts, was engaged In the preparation of regulations to carry
out the act. As a result of a very careful and nonpartisan consideration of the
subject by this committee, the Treasury authorized the filing of consolidated
return, by corporations which, by reason of common ownership, were affiliated-
that is, although composed of several corporate entitles, were as a practical
matter but one corporation. The Congress adopted these regulations and rote
them into the 1918 Revenue Act. With certain amendments not of importance
in this discussion, this provision was retained In every revenue act until 1934.

The statement by Senator Simmons, at that time the chairman of the Finance
Committee, in his report upon the 1918 revenue bill, Is still applicable:

"So far aq its immediate effect is concerned, consolidation increases the tax in
some cases and reduced it in other cases, but its general and permanent effect is to
prevent evasion, which cannot be sucessfully 1Ilocked in any other way. * * *

"Moreover, a law which contains no requirement for consolidation puts an
almost irresistible premium on a segregation or a separate incorporation of activ-
ities which would normally be carried as branches of one concern. Increasing
evidence has come to light demonstrating that the poibilities of evading taxation
In these and allied ways are becoming familiar to the taxpayers of the country.
While the committee Is convinced that the consolidated return tends to conserve,
not to reduce, the revenue, the committee recommends its adoption not primarily
because it operates to prevent evasion of taxes or because of its effect upon the
revenue, but because the principle of taxing as a busine s unit what in reality is a
business unit is sound and equitable and convenient both to the taxpayer and to
the Government."
It is believed that the present Treasury officials, and every prior official of the

Treasury responsible for the administration of our tax laws, agree that con-
solidated returns are necessary and appropriate. The Under Secretary of the
Treasury stated a few years ago that businessmenn and their professional adviser,
the lawyers and accountants, have long recognized that the one Ma to secure a
correct statement of income from affiliated corporations is to require a consoli-
dated return * . Such a consolidated statement Is simply a recognition
of the actual fact that the separate corporations, though technically dislinet legal
entities, are, for all practical business purposes, branches or departments of one
enterprise."

From the taxpayer's point of view, every consideration compels the con-
clusion that consolidated income is the only true measure of income. And
most certainly, excess profits cannot be reazed unless the group as a whole has
aggregate earnings above normal.

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT

The subcommittee report recommends that special relief be granted only where
the commissioner is unable to determine the taxpayer's equity invested capital
for the first day of the first taxable year beginning after December 31, 1939.
The special relief granted in such a ease Is to determine equity invested capital
equal to the cash on hand plus the total of the adjusted bais of the property then
held by the taxpayer and minus the then outstanding indebtedness.

The cases In which relief is accorded are far too limited. Under any excess-profits
tax, whether based on earnings or invested capital, cases of extreme hardship
will arise. These cannot all be anticipated. Special provisions should be made
for all cases where, owing to abnormal conditions affecting the capital or Income
of the corporation, an exceptional hardship would be imposed by the general
excess-profits tax provisions.

Furthermore, we might attempt a direct short-cut in many cases. The pri-
may problem Is to determine what the normal profits of the particular corporation
should have been. This determination might be submitted to a special committee
of experienced, practical men, authorized to consider all the relevant factors-
as, e. g the nature of the industry, the degree of risk involved, prior-year losses,
debts, the "normal" earrings of representative corporations engaged In similar
business, etc.
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EARNING S AND PROFITS

The final recommendation of the subcommittee Is that the Internal Revenue
Code be amended to provide that unrecognized gains or losses on the sale or
exchange or property hy a corporation be excluded from its earnings and profits
account. In my opinion no attempt should be made to define in the statute the
concept of earnings aImd profits. That would require provisions as complicated
and detailed as those debcribiiig the scope of net income. But there can be no
objection to the proposition that gains and los-ses are to be taken into account for
purposes of computing earnings and profits only at tire time and to the extent
that such gains and losses are recognized for purpose of computing net income.
While this is in accord wsith the present Bureau rule (see. 19.115-3, reg. 103), it
should be noted that the Board of Tax Aplpals and the courts have taken tile
directly contrarv position. (See Susan T. Freshinan, 33 B. T. A. 394; F. J.
Youn Corp., 35 i. T. A. 860, affirmed 103 F. (2d) 137 (C. C. A. 3. 1939):
l$'. S. Farish & Co., 38 I. T. A. 150, affirmed 101 F. (2d) 833 (C. C. A. .1.
1939); and Dorothy Whitney Elob-k(rI, 41 It. T. A. 318.)

TAXA LE YEARS AFFECTED

It is proposed that the excess-profits tax be applicable with resi ect to all
taxable years beginning after l)eceinlx'r 31, 1939. It should al)ply olyto taxable
years after Dcember 31, 1910.

Application of the tax to incomes of tile current year assumes that profits from
defense .-pimding will he realized in 1940. Such ani asumption is not warranted
bV the facts. Almost three-quarters of the year have already passed. The
defense program is still largely in the launnimig and preparatory stage. It is
reasonably safe to assume that "excess" profits rt:stlig from defense expendi-
tutres will niot be realized this year in substantial anmouints. Industry inI general,
smmtlerig from a tong period ofltow prictes andi depression, has not had anl oppor-
twnity to eari "mornual" profits. It does not appear that any substantial amount
of revenue can be oblained froin tIe excess-profrit tax for the current fiscal year.
t'ndcr these circuimstances, we can well afford to lss;tpoite application of the tax
until 1941.

STATEMENT OF WALTER H. COOPER, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE

ON FEDERAL TAXATION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AC-
COUNTANTS

The CIIAtaRMAx. The next witness is Mr. Walter I. Cooper.
Please give us your full name and for whom you appear.

Mr. WALTER COOPER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of tie con-
inittee, my name is Walter II. Cooper. I ant appearing here ais
chairniou of the committee on Federal taxation of the ,American
Institute of Accountants. I ant not here representing any corpo-
ration or any industry but rather to give you lie benefit of the office
and experience of the accountants who have been dealing with excess-
profits taxes in all of the past laws.

First as to amortization: We are in favor of the enactment of the
amortization provision. If passed the law as written is ample to
cover it, with the regulations of the Trea.ury Department covering
the things that should be in the law.

We do favor extending it to cover the addition of facilities not di-
rectly required for defense production. If we are in favor of amorti-
zation being applied to excess profits taxes, in all business, and all in-
com, why then should amortization be limited? Why limit improve-
imats amid expansion to the type that will cease when the defense pro-
ram is accomplished? We wvant business activities to continue, but

rhazards of expansion nmust be recognized, particularly as excess-
profits taxes are to apply to all business. Furthermore, to effectively
accomplish the I)roduction program. expansion will be needed in
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many lines of business activities not directly producing articles for
defense.

With respect to consolidated returns: We believe that consolidated
returns should be required and made mandatory.

I will not repeat a lot of things which Mr. Alvord said but I will
say this as some of the reasons why we favor it.

'First, as accountants we favor it as it is the only true basis for de-
terming income.

There are many reasons why subsidiaries must be organized. As a
matter of fact, the newspapers carried a story today of the Recon-
stiuction Finance Corporation requiring the oranization of what has
been referred to as a domiestie corpomfioti. That is just another sub-
sidiary. Now, why should there not also be required a consolidated
return?

As a matter of fact, the Securities and Exchange Commission re-
qjuires the publication of a consolidated statement for security regis-
tration. Now it seenis improper that the 0ovennlent should say
you cannot sell your stock without proper regulation, without funish-
ing a consolidated statement, and not require the same thing for tax
purposes.

Where subsidiaries have been eliminated during the base period,
1936-39, full earnings thereof would not be included in the base-
period income but would be included in excess-profits-tax income.
Conversely, the reverse would happen when previously losing sub-
sidiaries were eliminated. For instance, if a certain concern has been
operating during 1936 and 1937 and it is liquidated and operates under
the plan of a separate corporation, for 2 years, its earnings will not
be included in tle parent company for the base-period income, but
now under th execss-profits-tax period it will he.

Furthermore, I think if yo n tiot have the coliolidated return
there will be much field for'tax avoidance. Tax avoidance would be
possible through tihe organization of new subsidiaries to increase ex-
eniptions. I have here an illustration of a corporation that now has
a million and a half of capital and is entitled to, say, 6 percent, or
$00,000. That is a 6-percent return on the investment, or $00,000
before excess-profits tax. It can organize three subsidiaries with a
half million dollars mid each of those subsidiaries will be given 10
percent, or $50,000. Their aggregate exemption will be $150,000
instead of $90,000; in other words, there will be S60,000 more for excess
profits.

Now that is one of the possible meati of using a separate col oration
to avoid a tax that really should be paid.

Consolidation must le for both iiuome and extess-profits texes to
avid complications of determining, inueme on two bases, so far as
intercompany transactions are concenled, before and after January 1,
1940.

As to the method of tax, the methods proposed will result in an
inequitable distribution of the burden and the strong will get stronger
and the weak weaker. A company that was fortunate enough to earn
20 percent on its capital can continue to do so without paying any
ahiled tax. One that earned only 4 percent will have to pay a heavy ,
tax if the earnings rate increases even though a 6 percent or S percent
is really not excessive.

253!1 0 21-i" .
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Applying the same low rate to the new capital in an old corporation
while new capital in a new corporation is allowed a higher rate would
not be sound or fair.

Old corporations should be allowed the same minimum rates of
exemption as are allowed to new corporations. Why differentiate
particularly as new corporations may be organized in many cases and
where technical difficulties, already existing, prevent transfers to new
corporations the taxpayer would be unjustly penalized?

If new plants are to be built in central areas for defense work the
corporations in heavy industries, machinery production, and so forth,
are the most logical ones to do it, they know how and have some of the
needful equipment now. They, as a general rule, have low earnings
for the 1936-39 period and the expansion of defense production facili-
ties will be hampered if earnings over 4 percent are taxed at 40 percent.

The low minimum rate of exemption will defeat the purpose of
including borrowed capital and will not lead to expansion of smaller
corporations. For example, if 8 percent is earned on borrowed capital
costing 6 percent interest (few small corporations can make long-term
loans for plant expansion at a lower rate) income tax of 21.9 percent
must be paid on the 2-percent difference. This is equal to 0.438 on the
capital. Deduct from the 7.562 percent earnings of 4 percent as the
exemption and on the remaining 3.562 percent an excess-prc fits tax
of 39 percent, (or 1.4892 percent on the capital) must be paid. This
leaves only 6.0728 percent net earning before interest-which takes
6 percent. Thus on an 8-percent earnings the corporation just about
breaks even. Even a 10-perent gross return, if obtainable, would net
only three-fourths of 1 percent and would never justify the risks
entailed.

On the other hand, a 10-percent rate of earnings on borrowed capital
costing 6 percent, without the proposed borrowed capital provision,
would yield a net of 1.9 percent on the borrowings-assuming a 4-per-
cent excess-profits-tax exemption rate.

Even if capital could be borrowed at 5 percent, the results, in terms
of net yield, would be: if 8 percent were borrowed on capital, under the
proposed law, 0.0034 percent and, if borrowed capital be disregarded,
0.0144 percent. If 10 percent were earned on borrowed capital, under
the proposed law, the net yield would be 0.0139 percent, and if bor-
rowed capital be disregarded, the net yield would be 0.0292 percent.

Also under method (a) the profitable companies that can borrow
and expand will get no benefit therefrom as borrowed capital is not
recognized under method (a).

If two methods are continued with lower minimum exemption rate
for existing corporations, those that were inactive should be put in
same category as new companies.

If elective method (a) should be used, the 8 percent additional
capital should be applied to increases over average capital during the
base period-not additions after January 1, 1940. Why should
capital, added, say, during December 1939, create no added exemp-
tion while capital added in January 1040 increases the exemption?

Is a taxable stock dividend to 8e treated as capital paid in under
method (a)? It should but the report indicates no treatment.

In lieu of (a) and (b) methods, we should have only one method-
that is method (b) with an 8-percent-12-percent range.

316
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Better still no excess-profits-tax bill, now, but take time to work

out a fair law, permit taxpayers and business to study a definite
proposed statute, and then make it applicable January 1, 1941.

As to net income, gains, or losses on sales of depreciable assets
used in business should not be excluded. They represent mainly
under or over depreciation and in the I lit of present Bureau policies
there is usually under depreciation and loss on disposition. -This is
a real operating loss and should be deductible otherwise there will
be much dispute regarding rates. Further, the proposed law will
lead to the scrapping of assets otherwise salable-an unnecessary
waste when we may need all facilities available, even if obsolete, for
defense production.

The use of the 1936-39 base period will work injustice to corpora.
tions in industries that were slow to recover (or did not recover at all),
such as machinery producers, construction, and heavy industries gen-
erally. I refer you to my alternate suggestion under the method
of tax.

In the interest adjustment (when invested-capital basis is used)
allowance should be made for interest previously disallowed because
the capital is used to carry tax-exempt securities. It should not be
disallowed twice.

So far as exemptions are concerned, insurance companies should be
exempted. They may have little capital left after the inadmissible
asset adjustment but are really using such capital in their business,
and are iniited by State laws in selection of investments. The com-
pany with a substantial investments in governments may be penalized
with respect to net underwriting income.

What will be the equity invested capital of a mutual insurance
company-apparently zero.

Now I want to discuss briefly the carry-forward of unused exemp.
tions.

Any unused exemptions should be carried forward to become avail-
able in succeeding years so that there will be no excess profits on a
cumulative basis until aggregate income exceeds aggregate exemptions.

By law, income must be computed on an annual basis-though
business does not run that way. Also technicalities as to time of
deduction of expense or loss, or taxation of income, requires a treat-
ment that is not in accord with good accounting which seeks to apply
expense against incomeproduced thereby.

Innmany businesses fluctuations are expected so that one year a
loss of little income results while in the following year substantial
income results. The average may not be excessive-and the average
for 1930-39 is required to be used as a base.

Deductions for reserves of many types are required for the purpose
of determining true income but are not allowed for income-tax
purposes.

Disputed losses are deductible only when settled, not when really
sustained.

It expanding operations, preliminary expenses are sustained, to be
recouped out of future income, which may conic in the succeeding year.

When contract business is involved and profits are computed when
contracts are completed the result of more than one year's business
may be piled up in one year for tax purposes.

The rate bra,'ket variations are too low.
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On a 5-percent exemption the difference between the 20-percent
and 30-percent brackets is only one-half of 1 percent. This should be
widened particularly as, in the case of a company with a 20-percent
earnings rate, under method (a) the difference is percent on capital.
The same as to the 30-40 percent. Disputes over years for taxation
or deduction are likely because of variation in bracket rate applicable.

We suggest only one rate or a wider spread between the. brackets
which should be lased on capital invested.

Where method (a) base earnings is used as the basis apply a fixed
rate, 10 percent if an 8-12 percent spread is used, to figure the capital
for bracket purposes.

In reference to the computation of invested capital, any distribu-
tion during the year should be deemed to be out of prior surplus if
the year's earnings are sufficient. Use tie same basis as for income-
tax purposes. Distributions after the first 60 days, when the year's
earnings are insufficient to cover them, should be'deducted but" pref-
erably there should be no reduction for any distribution of earnings
during thoyear. Should this lead to extra distributions the individual
income and surtaxes thereon will greatly exceed the slight loss of excess-
profits txes.

Earnings or profits should be fully defined as many other questions
are still open, such as the amount ol earnings after depletion or depre-
ciation based on unrecognized gain, the carry-forward of surplus upon
reorganization, income-tax deductions, and so forth.

The existing excess profits and capital-stock-tax laws should be
repealed.

There is no reason to have two excess-profits tax laws. If the
capital-stock-tax revenue is required, then it should be replaced by a
i-percent increase in the normal income-tax rate. That is what
the good guessers now pay and although poor guessers may pay more
they should not be iequired to do so anyway.

Mr. DINGFLL. You made an observation with reference to a (liferen.
tiation in the tax rate applicable to ol companies and new companies.
Is not that going to stimulate scheming and the possible creation of
some device to get away from paying higher taxes?

Mr. WALTER COOPER. I think it is quite apt to lead to the organi-
zation of new companies. I would not be surprised at that. at all.

It seems to me if the ol corporation is entitled to 4-percent exemp-
tion and they get an advantage by organizing a new company, it is
obviously bei ter for them to (to it.

Mr. IJINGELL. What effect will that have on industry?
Mr. WALTER CooPER. It adds another headache to be taken over,

and there are enough of them now.
You may have a particular situation in which there is a lease which

is not transferable, and that will prevent the organization of a new
company, so one company gets a saving and another company does
not.

Mr. DINGELL. Will that have a tendency to slow down any of the
activities in connection with the defense program?

Mr. WALTER COOPER. I think it will have a tendency to slow up
business.

Mr. DUNCAN (presiding). We thank you for your appearance and
the statement you have given to the committeee*
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Mr. DUNCAN,. The next, witness on the calendar is Mr. D. I.
Reynolds, of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute, Washing-
toni, D. C. Is Mr. Reynolds present?

(There was no response.)
Mr. DUNCAN. The next witness on the calendar, Mr. C. N. Osborne.

Will you give the reporter your full name, your residence, and the
capacity in which you appear?

STATEMENT OF CARL N. OSBORNE, VICE PRESIDENT, THE M.
A. HANNA CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO, AND VICE CHAIRMAN,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS' GOVERNMENT
FINANCE COMMITTEE

Mr. Os1ONR.\. Mr. Chairman, my name is Carl N. Osborne; I am
vice chairman of the National Association of Manufacturers' Govern-
nient finance committee, and vice president of the M. A. Ilanna, Co.,Cleveland, Ohio.

Mr. )UNCAN. You may proceed with your statement.
Mr. Ositonxr. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, the

National Association of Manufacturers is fully aware that the heavy
costs of the emergency national defense program make it necessary
for the Government to raise substantial amounts of additional revenue
through taxation, anti we also are firmly of the belief that business
concerns should cany a fair proportion'of this heavy tax load. We
agree with the honorable chairman of the Senate Finance Committee
who in a recent radio address said:

We m ust all "tighten our belts" %ve mu-t Iho resohed to face sacrifices. "'te
end of epz-nditures for national defen.-e is not in sight; therefore thz need of
additional taxati n to underwrite tho.e exipnditur-s IL-t be er'ctcd.

We also recognize that a new excess-profits tax (not to be confused
with the existing tax levied in conjunction with the capital-stock tax)
represents a possible means of raising a portion of the additional
revenue required by the Federal Government.

We sincerely believe that a substantial portion of additional or
so-called earnings which companies may derive from the rearmament
activities of the United States should be returned to tie Government.

Although we favor a carefully drawn excess-profits tax as an enter-
gency measure, wve wish to point out that the unsound nature of this
type of taxation requires that we oppose it as a permanent part of
the tax structure. It is unnecessary to repeat. to this joint committee
the remarks of Secretaries of the Treasury McAdoo, Carter Glass,
and Ihouston in opposition to excess-profits taxation, although I ask
the chairman's leave to included these remarks in the record.

Mr. DuNcAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The statements above referred to ore as follows:)

STATEMENTS OF SECRETARIES OF TilE TREASURY" MCADOO, GLASS, AND HoUsTo
IN O'PosoxTO TO EXCES-PROFiTs TAXATION

Secrelarv of the Treasury McAdoo stated to the House Ways and Means
Comnitec in 1918 (1918 tax'hearings, p. 15):

"The theory of a war-profits tax is to tax profits due to the war. The theory of
an excess-profits tax is to tax profits over and above a given return on capi-
tal. * * * The exces-profits tax must rest vpon the w-holly indefensible
notion that it is a function of taxation to bring all profits down to one level with
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relation to the amount of capital invested, and to deprive Industry, foresight, and
sagacity of their fruits."

Secretary of the Treasury Carter Glass, now a distinguished Senator from the
State of Virginia, declared In his annual report as Secretary for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1919 (pp. 23 and 24):

"The Treasury's objections to the excess-profits tax even as a war expedient
have been repeatedly voiced before the committees of the Congress. Still more
objectionable is the operation of the excess-profits tax In peacetimes. It encour-
ages wasteful expenditure, puts a premium on overcapitalization, and a penalty on
brains, energy, and enterprise, discourages new ventures, and confirms old ven-
tures in their monopolies.,

In the Annual Report of the Treasury for the year 1920, Secretary David F.
Houston declared:

"The reasons for the repeal of the excess-profits tax should be convincing even
to those who on grounds of theory or general political philosophy are In favor of
taxes of this nature. The tax does not attain in practice the theoretical end at
which it aims. It discriminates against conservatively financed corporations
and in favor of those whose capitalization is exaggerated; indeed, many over-
capitalized corporations escape with unduly small contributions. It is exceed.
ingly complex in its application and difficult of administration, despite the fact
that it is limited to one class of business concerns--corporations. Moreover it
is rapidly losing its productivity."

In a letter dated March 17, 1920, to the House Ways and Means Committee,
Secretary Houston declared:

"The application or calculation of the excess-profits tax is so complex that it
has proved impossible to keep up the administrative work of audit and assess-
ment."

Mr. OSBORNE. Practically every tax expert we have ever had is on
record in regard to the inequities involved in excess-profits taxation as
well as the tremendous administrative burden it places on the Treasury
Department.

The report submitted by your subcommittee on the proposed
excess-profits taxation shows earnest efforts to meet the complex and
difficult problems created by this type of legislation.

The subcommittee has Acted wisely in recommending that an elec-
tion be iiven the taxpayer of computing his excess profits either on the
basis of-average earnings over a previous period or on the basis of
capital invested in the business. For example, an examination of the
authoritative data issued by the Standard Statistics Co. on the
earnings records of leading industrial companies in the United States
shows wide variations in income between different industries and from
year to year within the same industrial groupings. We have prepared
a chart from this latest available Standard Statistics Co. data covering
the years 1926 through 1938, showing the abnormally low earnings of
7 industrial groups, represented by 86 individual companies, who
suffered losses in the year 1938 and who will unquestionably require
the equitable option of determining excess profits on the basis of
invested capital. With the chairman's permission, we offer this chart
for the record.

Mr. DUncAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The chart referred to appears on facing page.)
Mr. OSBORNE. The many hundreds of letters which have come into

the association's offices during recent days show that a great number
of business concerns whose earnings would not be affected, or at least
at the most only slightly affected by the national-defense program,
would be severely punished if an optional method of computing
excess-profits taxes was not provided.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, we should like to offer for the
record typical examples of companies who have submitted facts on
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their need of ai option allowing them to compute their tax on the
basis of invested capital because of their record of losses or of inade-
quate earnings during the period 1936 through 1939. We should
like to offer other typical examples of companies who ned the pro-
tection of computing their taxes on the basis of average es.rnings
because of the particular nature of the company or of the industryinvolved.

Mr. DUNCAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The statements referred to are as follows:)

TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF COMPANIES WHO NEED THE OPTION OF AN INVESTED

CAPITAL BAsE

C. 1. A VALVE COMPANY

Ours is a good example of a e6Aiany which, onUeount of adverse business
conditions in the industry, suffered through no fault 5fi own, a loss during
the past several years. 4'would be most unfair to eomput excess-earnings
tax based on our ear for 1939, or on our average earnings ng the period
1938-39 inclusive.

This company built Its business on va es ad hydrants for the'ater-works
market. WedpduponthispArk for ore than 76 percent of o* business
and when the deand for wat-*or valve nd hydtantsfalls off out. business
is bound to sfer. Shouldthis b uess n improve along with buiness in
general, it is ssar thAt te be petmiled. tetan a subt antial part-of any
earnings whieb we ma e in bt eto flskf up to tbe losses hieh we have offered
during the t several years. This nmo imp0 tnt wonder the cirku nces
than it wo be if we d been en ng a rofit Qr tbseyers. It is o fair
that an opti be given rporatio . compute thi t& on thi basis of in ted
ceaitalan dan diti ' nasi n _en to t e a which a ered
a I urlin the past f y 'T-w hc kii them1 nJoy a I per-
centage of ofit nstea of pen t ng thenN p coin ny showed a n loss
capital at mber 31, 939, 1 ,,

showed ~1 a 4~ A CA't C01;FAN ) 9
Our compan? as incorporated in 4.stf 1938, ith ai-tvested cStal and

surplus of app rmately $1,76000." We gan a tual 'nanufactudfig opera-
tions in the sum a r of 1936 ard for the fisA* year coding March , 1937, we
showed a profit ofJ 618. On lkch 81,S-it7, investment in thq, business was
$1,762 000; profits attr taxes, for the ensuing year were $71,006. Investment
in the business at MaircI 1, 93l $1,833,000; profits after tas, for the ensuing
year were $243,960. Inveent In the uslness at Mtarckh81, 1939, $2,083 000-
profits, after taxes, for the ei~hipg year were $297,736, fvestment in the busl-
ness at March 31 1940, $2,

I am glad to furnish these figures for I am very hopeful that Congress will
make some allowance for a new company which started during this depression
period. I hope some special treatment may be allowed new companies for it in-
variably takes some little time before they can show their established earning
power. With the present equipment installed in our plant, we should have a
normal earning power of $400,000 or more at the present time.

C. 8. A RZAL-ESTATN COMPANY

This corporation was organized in 1933 for the purpose of owning and operating
a group of commercial properties. At the time of its organisation pa id-In capital
amounted to $600,000 and real estate having this value wes acquired.

Our properties had all been poorly maintained and poorly operated, and at the
beginning our net profits after depreciation and all other charges, were negligible.
Subsequently our earnings have gradually increased until they now represent
about 2 percent per annum on our capitalization. We have made large invest-

ients in the improvement of our properties, and have reason to anticipate that
1i future years we will be able to earn a more nearly adequate return on our in-
vtstment, unless some confiscatory tax is Imposed upon future increases In earn-
ings. Certainly a net return of 6 percent or 6 percent should not be regarded
as exorbitant.
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C. 4. A PAPER-PRODUCTS COSIAXY

ThLs company is vitally interested at the present time in having tax computed
on tim blsis of invested capital rather than on average earnings during the period
1936 to 1939, inclusive.

The company operated in receivership from 1932 to 1936. Immediately
after it emerged from that strtus, it embarked on an extensive modernization
program which will not he completed before the end of 1911. In the meantime,
this compa nv has insde little profit and it cannot improve its earnings substantially
before 1912.'

Under these eircu'rlztances, if the new law should preclude this company from
earning more on the average than it (lid during th.: period 1036-39, it would
take thi6 corporation complettly out of the earning class and deprive the stock-
hollers frorn ever parlicipating in dividends.

There nmt be many otler corporation.; now er.gaged in similar nmierniation
and rehabilitation programs which wcre inaugurated to ieet competition in
normal times in thtir rcquctive fields and not for the tirpoe of making excc-i
war profits. The proposed law, if limited to the average profits made by such
corporations during the Period 1936-39 would also ho unfair to them. There
Is no rea-on Mola the Government should punish such corporations just because
their rnodcmrniztion programs uhave not been completed in time.

It is my belief that an option should be given to each company to determine
its excc-.; earnings either on the bais of invested capital or oa the Ibasis of average
earnings made by other modern. up-to-dats concerns operating in the ;ame field
of bIusireis during thQ year.; 1936-39. By doing so, thre Government would
be creating a goal which could only be reached through efliciency and modern
Cquip:,lent.

C. 5. AN OIL-RFFININC-EQUPMENT COMPANY

For tho years 1936 to 1939, inel- ive, this corporati,)i had an invested capital of
approximately S,00,000. The result of operations for the 4 years showed a net
loss: theretf,, , we had no average earnings for this period. We are somewhat
typical uf a group if corporations which tiould Ue very severely penalized by
basing tax on average arming for a Period including recent y(ars. Our only
relief In this respect would be to grant us 1P exemption from the high tax rate
ba-Ad oi a Iv'rtentaye of iur inve-ted callitel.
. We recognize thit the iuatmnvt of tax laws presents a very difficult problem .
but feel that the o'd prineiplie of "ability to pay" should be leept very much in
Mind when enedinsr tax anws carrying rates so high that they may firce out of
existence corporations financially veakened by unprofitable years.

C. t. A WOOLEN MILL

The average of our earnings for the years 1936-39 has been a loss rather
than a profit. In 1936 ant 1939 we made a small profit but this was more than
outweighed by losses of 1937 and 1938, most of these losses being caused by the
severe drop in wool during the latter part of 1937, and some of this had to be
absorbed during 1933.

C. 7. A METER COMPANY

For approximately 6 years, that is from 1930 to 1936, our company being In
the Captal-goods industry, suffered repmated losses and heavy ones at that
Salaries were reduced 50 percent and nany weeks were run in the factory at not
over 16 to 18 hours total time. 11y the end of 1936, the company had depleted
all of its assets to keep afloat and with their upturn in 1937 was compellcd to borrow
sutbstantial sums to fill orders teceivcd. Tne upturn in 1937 was short-lived and
Ihe )ear 1939 and so far this year have been the first indications of any return on
the investment capital. As a matter of fact, we resumed dividend payments
this year for the first time since 1930. We have not had an opportunity in any
way to build back any surplus into the company, much need&.l for future de-
pre.sions which are bound to come.

C. S. AN AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORY COMPANY

The average annual earnings yardstick does not take into consideration the
fact that a young and growing business can be expected to earn more money in
future years than for the average of the years 1936-39, inclusive. In our own case
we still are growing and developing. )uring 1939 we have been expanding plant
facilities and as a result should be in a position to develop more earnings than In
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previous yeare, even without the impetus to business brought about by the defense
expenditures of the Government.

Another tWing, for several years we have been doing research and development
work, the effect of which has not yet been felt in our business volume or earnings
to an appreciable degree. Money expended in past years for development could
easily conic back to us .everal fold in 1 year and cause us to be taxed unfairly as
regards excess profits.

It is my feeling that the average earnings yard-tick or the invested capital
basis of measurement would not permit us to earn the amount to which we would
be eat itled as a result of normal growl h of our business and as a result of efficiencies
on which we have been working tor some time and which now are ju-t beginning
to take hold.

C. 9. A SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY

We would advi-e that in our case we had a rather large inve.stedcapital, but
have not been shoting alipreciabte profits during the padt 4 or 5 years due to,
first, conlaritively slow andiiiess, a1( oulr deic to maintain a

, 
large all or-

ganization ai ptX-9.le throughout our plant so that they would not Ih thiroa n
on to welfare, and so that our chances for zt-rit rating .iould be a- good as
po-Aihle 1viwhen this comes into effect in Vlli State 'hortly.

Secoal, we have t~vin uconfronted %%ith a rather st routt pateiit infringement
-uit which l as only thii year Ieen stled after having leit diaggiag along for
about 8 years. This il itelf ha- ee-itated our .cwudir,g a c.sn.ilerab!e amount
of nioney- for efnene, and Iccau-e of the los of a lsor'ion iof the .uit we found it
Ilcces.-ary to replace a great many of our n,achi,:es in thie fiell which has auto-
,natleallv increased our hive.terd capital.

C. to. A METAL SfTAMIP'I COMPANY

With rc..pect to the proposicl nwtliod of laxing the ex,.css earnings of Corpora-
ions, we feel that our company arid couipaides in our iilrvry would lbe very

-cverely hanlieapped if it were baied on an average of our earnings over theo
pa-t years. liking ilk the heavy goods industry we have ,iot had, as you well
readiie, what would be called good tNsiriess for the past 3 years. With the expep-
tion of 1937 you might almost classify these 3 year, a-" depression year,-. We
feel, therefore, that it *vord be very unfair to fave all exces.-profitS tax ba- cd
ol an average of earings for a )eriol that you might call dvp).%s-cd.
Due to the natio',al-defeu-e program we have built up ioir unfilled oilers

position considerably and it seems- quite aplmrent that we will opc.rate over the
next 2, 3, or 5 years at a somewhat greater rate than we have during the last 3
'ears, with a concquient increase in profit. Under the method of taxing on the

basis of average earnings over the pmst 3 years we would not be able to earn
anywhere near a fair return, such as 10 percent.

Companies in the consumer goods indutries have not had the depressed con.
ditoits during the lNst 3 years that existed in the heavy goo4s industry, therefore
they would be permitted'to earn before exccs-profits tax a far greater rturn than
companies in industries such as steel, cement, automobile, etc. I do not feel,
therefore, that It is a fair bazis for determining taxes on excess profits.

We in our company are in no tiay desirous of profiteering, a- we realize that
everyone n11u dto his share in the national defense program. We believe, there-
fore, that a sqis of taxation such as on invested capital which would permit us
to earn a fair return, namely, 10 percent, would be satisfactory and would be
sufficient for uce to keep onr plant mind equipnent in efficient condition so that
we could in She future produce our profits and sell them in a competitive market.

C. It. A CLOTHING COMPANY

We do not feel that a tax based on average earnings of any number of years In
the last 10 wonll be a just basis for taxation, as while there were some fair years,
there were soine po~or years arid the average would hence be low. We therefore
feel that sonic basis of hearings on Invested capital should be used aid that a
inethod of taxation should be worked out which would be just and equitable for
all.

c. It. A CHEMICAL LABORATORY

I %i*hl to advise that we are capitalized at $50,00W. For the past y years, we
have Invested all of our earnings in research, hence, we have had no profits. It
appears that shortly we will begin to realize on this work. If any bill is passed,
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taxing an excess of earnings over the past 5 years, we would be badly penalized
I assume that earnings will be judged on a percentage basis of Invested capita.
rather than to take the earning power of a company over the preceding years.!

C. 13. A SHEET METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY

In 1937 due to the unprecedented flood of the Ohio River, we had a flood loss
that we estimated to be $90,000. In spite of this loss we had profits that year of
approximately M60 000, but the point I am making is that we would probably
have made without the flood $150,000. Should not the higher figure be consid-
ered on any basis of average, which includes such an expenditure?

C. 14. A WOOLEN GOODS COMPANY

We favor an excess-profit tax based on average earnings. During the past
few years we have operated decidedly in the red.

C. 13. A SEARING COMPANY

* * * Any excess profits figured on the basis of earnings in excess of former
years would work a distinct hardship on this company.

The following table Indicates our earnings, 1935 to 1939:

froat Loss Froat Loss

................ W54..............1039................81.M33............

.................. 332.........
1937 ............. 1.... 0 ,0O4......... Total ........... 3 733.5 4,6QSIm .................. .............. ... ' '

Our invested capital Is $65,000.
Last year and the first half of this year shows a steady Improvement and we

hope to continue that. If, after a year of hard and intensive work, we were able
to show 5-percent, or even 10-percent, profit, it would be idiotic and ruinous to
tax that at excess rates.

C. 19. A LINSEED PRODUCTS COMPANY

If a law Is passed basing an excess-profits tax on the excess profits of future
years over the average profits of 1936 to 1939, inclusive this company would have
to pay an excess-profits tax on all future profits, as the loss during the recession of
1938 entirely offset all the earnings for 1936, 1937, and 1939.

This would be a great hardship on this company and others similarly situated,
and we feel that the law should give all companies the option of basing excess-
profits tax on the Invested capital or the declared value on the capital-stock tax
return.

C. M7 A PAPER COMPANY

Unless an option is given to corporations to compute their taxes, either on the
basis of Invested capital or on the basis of average earnings during the period of
1936 to 1939, inclusive, a very great hardship will be done to many corporations.

Our own experience in the 4 years 1936 to 1939, inclusive, was that we lost money
In 1936 and IM, and made a little money In 1937 and 1939. Our Invested capital
in these 4 years was approximately $2,50,000.

In the 10-year period 1930-39 we lost money in 7 of the years and made money
in only 3, so that if our taxes are based on the excess earnings over 1936-39,
and no option is given to compute returns on Invested capital, we might posibly
have to close down and go out of business. I think this applies to a great many
other companies.

C. 18. A FURNITURE COMPANY

We are of the opinion that if this tax Is settled on a basis of average earnings for
a few recent years that it is going to be extremely unfair to a good many manu-
facturers, particularly In the furniture industry. During the last 4 years our com-
pany has operated at an average profit of less than I percent, due as Is generally
conieded in the furniture industry, to a demoralized condition in the industry.

If an excess-profit tax should be set up on this basis It would mean that concerns
like ours would be paying excess-profit tax even In cases of extremely moderate
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profit such as 2 or 3 percent. It seems to us the only fair way to set up this sort
of tax Is on the basis of average earnings in recent years or on a basis of invested
capital with a manufacturer having an option as to the method of figuring the tax.
It seems as though this ought to be the fairest way and ought to produce the
needed revenue.

C. 19. A SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS COMPANY

As far as my company is concerned, unless earnings based upon invested capital
were permitted the tax would apply to all earnings, for the reason that after
paying existing taxes It has not had enough to pay its dividends for several years.

C. 90. A RAILWAY SUPPLY COMPANY

Average earnings of our company for the 4 years 1936-39, inclusive, have been
in round figures $3.5,800. For this period average figure for combined capital
and surplus has been $787,600.

We are In the railway supply business, which for the period taken, has been in
a depressed condition and we do not think earnings have been adequate.

C. 21. AN ELECTRIC MACHINERY COMPANY

It would be essential to this company that the forthcoming excess-profits tax
grant an option to compute the tax on the basis of Invested capital.

This company has had occasion to make substantial write-offs In recent years,
representing In part the adoption of more conservative accounting practices by
a new management. In recent years we have therefore had no earnings or Inade-
quate earnings and the above-mentioned option would be necessary in order to
deal fairly with our situation.

C. 2. A HOSIERY MANUFACTURING COMPANY

We think it is most Important that corporations be given an option In computing
excess earnings on the basis of invested capital. Insofar as we are concerned we
have sustained a net loss for every year since 1934 and if we are to be charged with
excess earnings and taxed heavily on that basis there would be absolutely no
Incentive for us continuing in business.

C. 13. AN ENAMELED STEEL WARE COMPANY

We know It would, In very many cases, be very unfair to treat as excess profits
any earnings above the average for the period 1936 to 1939, inclusive. Excessprofit. should be based on amount of invested capital.

Our company made no profit during the years 1938-37-38 on account of un-
favorable conditions in our industry, and because of further unfavorable nonre-eurrin; matters affecting our company.

Durng 1939, we had moderate net earnings and expee$ to have such moderate
earnings each year; but, If any earnings above the average for the period 1936 to
1939 were taxed as excess, then nearly all our moderate earnings would be taxed
as excess, which would clearly be unfair and a very serious injustice to companies
like ours.

C. fS. AN AIRPLANE COMPANY

Our company Is capitalized at $200,000. The company has sustained losses of
approximately $50,000 a year, to December 31, 1939, for the 3 years of its existence.

The operations of the corporation have been largely developmental and Intro-
ductory in character.

C. 1& A MACHINERY COMPANY

Referring to our general letter of August 2, our company In common with the
majority of the smaller manufacturers has not enjoyed anything like satisfactory
earnings during the 1936 to 1P39 period. Heavy losses in 1038 nearly offset all
profits of the other 3 years. I 7 i tM.

Consequently an exces-profits tax based upon earnings over our average for
the 1936 to 1939 period would afford us practically no protection at all.

We prefer the use of Invested capital as a basis for computing the tax, pro-
vided a reasonable allowance is made. This allowance should certainly not be
less than 6 percent.
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C. 26. A PACKING COMPANY

I wish to state that if this company, and I think the same holds true for all
'canners, had to bae the tax upon its earnings from 1936 to 1939 inclusive, it
would be disastrous.

In the ca-e of this company, in the fir.t 3 years we made moderate profits but
in the fourth year made a serious loss, leaving u a net profit for the 4 years of
about $4,782 per year, while our capital amounts to $400,000. In other words,
slightly more than I percent.
. e will hope that there will be sonic provision for allowing us to earn a percent-
age on our capitalization.

C. 27. A MANUFACTURER OF SOCKS AND MITTENS

We believe in our oi n ca-e that it would be very unfair to determine excess earn-
ings on the ha4s of our average earning. during the Ieriod 1936 to 1939 inclusive.
Actually our earnings average only 2.1 percent during that period or, our book
value.

V. 29. A PAPER MANuk,'cruLixG COMPANY

The proposed "excess earnings" tax of corporations, as now Ieicng drafted by
the Federal legislature, is of utmost Importance to soome small corporations like
our own, particularly aq to the method cof computing such excess. profits. We
fully recognize the ne-ed for standing heavier ta~es, both for rearmament program
and eventually to reduce our national debt. We feel that the alarm that some
are showing. simply because taxes are inereagitng, is unfounded and unpatriotic.
But the methods of taxation must be worked out on a reasonable basis of equality,
orgross hardships will arise.

ur earnings over the pa-t 5 years, arid that of many other units in the paper
industry of Amerioa, have shown approximately a no-profit basis, on a relatively
high invested capital. Therefore, it is obvious that to base the new law on
earning;, and not at least give the corporation the option of using invested capital
as a basis, would be both unreasonable and unfair.

TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF COMPANIES WHO NEED THE OPTION OF A,% AvERAGE
IEARN IN BA E

E. 1. A PRINTING PLATE COMPANY

War taxes based on "invested capital" nearly ruined our industry during the
previous war and would very likely duplicate t6at condition if the same methods
should be used In raising future war taxes. The reason for this is that from
65 to 75 percent of our sales dollar is represented by an extremely high-priced
pay roll. A very modest amount of money is necessary to start in the photo-
engraving business in a small way.

We therefore hope that any new taxes to raise necessary war funds will be based
upon "excess earnings" of corporations, orer the amount they enjoy in normal
years.

E. 2. A CARBURETOR COMPANY

We are one of the smaller manufacturers in the automotive industry with a
capitalization showing a net worth of approximately half a million dollars and our
capital stock has been continuously very closely held by the same owners for more
than 25 years that we have been in business. As a result, we have always carried
our book assets on a most conservative basis, so that after this long period our
"sterment reflects a probably too modst valuation of invested capital.

We have been successful to the point that for the last 5 or more cars our net
earningi have been considerably in excess of a 10-percemnt return a-s ba"I upon
our net worth. We do not have nor are we seeking business arisinF from the war
or the rearmament program. We will, of course, be glad to serve in this connec-
tion if called upon to do so, but the point we make i3 that we are normally making
"excess profits ' according to present book valuation.

We are right-minded toward contributing our share of Government expense in
this emergency but feel that as a corporation we should not be abnormally penal-
ized for normal profits that do not arise from the war or rearmament program.

E. 3. A BOTTLING COMPANY

Our average net earnings for the 1936-39 period were $90,916, and our invested
capital is only $10,000. Therefore, according to your information, practically all
of our earnings will be subject to the excess-profits tax.
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E. 4. A RESISTOR AND SWITCH COMPANY

Our company is a close corporation of modest size that has been in existence since
1892. As a natter of sound practice, our accounting has been conducted on an
extremely conservative basis, without capitalization of values for patents, good-
will, and like items. Hence, in terms of percentage our earnings in normal times
represent a sizeable amount as compared to invested capital as carried on our
books.

On this account, we are only interested in that part of the contemplated legisla-
tion concerning the basis of average earnings from 1930 to 1939 inclusive. While a
basis of that kind would give us some relief as compared with a straight percentage,
the years on which the average is ba-d ar, far from norn'sl year".

For example, our earnings for the years 1936 to 1039 inclusive, amounted to
profits of 18 percent and 31.82 percent for 1936 and 1937; a loss of 33.29 percent for
1938; and a profit of 25.67 percent for 1939. Our average for the 4-year period is
14.20 percent.

We feel that the year of 1939 comes as ,nearly as possible to being a 1,ormal year
but from the reports received concerning the" contemplated law, there does not
seem to be much that can be done about it.

E. 5. A CORDAGE COMPANY

A plan which defined excess earnings as that number of dollars in excess of the
average for the years 1936 to 1939, inclusive, would be unfair, I think, to this
corporation. During that 4 years we had one very bad year which thereby
reduces the earnings for the period very greatly. It does not seem fair nor, I
might add, wise, to discourage improvement in earnings from an unsatisfactory
level. It does seem sensible, however, to put some top limit on what those
earnings should tx which are considered normal, expressed in terms of a percentage
of invested capital, and the best plan of all seems to I e the option as between the
two plans with, of course, no doubt some top limits Icing required.

To give you the facts, however, which will be more useful, our net income as
shown on our United States tax returns was, for the years in question, as follows:

193 .------------------------------------------ $1, 250,000
1937 -------------------------------------------- 570,000
193S (loss) -------------------------------------- 1,135,000
1039 -------------------------------------------- 510,000

Our invested capital, measured by adding together our capital stock, surplus,
and reserves, amounts to about $12,000,000.

E. 6. A METAL COMPANY

Our earnings during the past 5 years have been sufficiently good with respect
to capital invested to inake it appear more desirable to us to tax excess profits
upon an earnings rather than an invested-capital basis. Our earnings have not
in any way been due to war condition.% and are not so at present, unless to a
very minor degree. It seem. to us that as the purpose of the proposed law is
to tax earnings due to war profits, the tax should be confined to profits arising
solely as a result of war business.

Corporations whose earnings have been small or nil for some years past would
naturally prefer an exces-profits tax based on Invested capital but it seems to
us that if the profits accrue from war business they ought to be taxed in the one
case the same as in the other. Probably the fairest law would permit a choice
of the two methods.

E. 7. A DIE-CASTINO AND STAMPING COMPANY

It is found by analysis that in our particular case, if the "excess earnings" tax
were to be computed on an invested-capital basis, the tax would be prohibitive,
due to the fact that although our capital assets cost over $100,000 they have been
depreciated to a value of approximately $25,000 over a 1riod of years.

The vclumne of business we are capable of handling comfortalv runs about
$500,000 per year and average profit for the period from 1936 to 1939 Will run
approximately $50,000 per year.

'n view of the above, we would be very much In favor of the new lax being
ha&"d upon several years' average earnings.
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E. 8. A WOMEN S WEAR COMPANY

We find that an invested-capital basis ill work out very badly for us because
our normal earnings, or the average for the past 5 years, are large in proportion
to the capital Investment of our company. Our average of invested capital for
the past 5 years is $1,600,000. Our average earnings for the past .5 years have been
$906,000 or 10.6 percent of invested capital. The variation has been from 16.6
to 22.2 percent in this 3-year period, and for 1939 it was 20.6 percent on a
capital investment of $5,272,000. If we assume that the excess tax %ill begin at
some point below 10 percent of invested capital, you can see that we, with normal
earnings, would pay a substantial excess-profits tax.

We, naturally, are very much interested in having a tax bill framed to offer the
alternative of average earnings to an invested-capital basis.

E. t. A METAL SPECIALTIES COMPANY

We feel very strongly that excess profits should be based on earnings in excess
of the average of the years 1036 to 1939, inclusive. To arbitrarily state that any
earnings over 10 percent, for example, on invested capital in our case would be
unfair, as you will see from the figures given below. V, e are modestly capitalized
and through hard work turn our inventory more often than we believe competitive
concerns turn theirs, thereby giving us greater sales and relatively greater profits
on a small investment.

Our average profit on our sales is around 11 percent, but the percentage of
return on our invested capital is around 20 percent, so that the only fair thing
in computing excess profits due to the current war stimulus to business is to
consider those profits which are abnormal as compared with the past.

InPested Froits Percent Percent oacapistal Skedt o frse
Iapa J saes capias

135 ........... .......................... $41 635 6M 70,270 SM Z i 11.90 21.3
1937 ....................................... 445379 521 535i 9.I71 11.23 2&3
19 .............................. 462.215 7541,10 73,250 9.71 1&11
1939 ............................... q &A 7% . 101926 11.44 20.4

E. 10. A LITHOGRAPH COMPANY

During the last 5 yeas our earnings before Federal taxes have ranged from a
low in 1928 of 3.69 percent to a high in 1936 of 16.38 percent of invested capital.
The average was 10S' percent. Obviously, an excess-profits tax based upon 8
percent of invested capital would not be taxing war profit, but would simply be
placing an additional load on our normal earnings. if we were permitted to use
an average based upon our 1936-39 earnings it would be preferable.

Z. 11. A PUBLISHING COMPANY

From the viewpoint of our own company, it would be unfortunate if the tax
were based solely upon a percentage of invested capital. I would very much
rather see the tax based upon average earnings over a period of years, or at least
have the alternate of using a basis if we wished to do so.

E. 12. A LUMBER COMPANY

We are one of those companies that would be badly affected by basing the
excess-profits tax on our invested capital.

We have an invested capital of $281,000. Our annual business has been
running from $800,000 to $1,000,000. We have been able to do this on a small
capital because we are renting several of the buildings we use and are selling
contract work where the payments are made promptly.

In our case the only real fair way would be to compute on the basis of average
earnings.

E. 13. MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS

In our business we have found it necessary to form small corporations in various
States where we do business rather than to qualify our parent company in each of
these States.
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These corporations were formed with only a nominal capital, and during the

years when we were able to file consolidated returns, of course the Income of the
group was reported as one unit. Now, hereafter tinder this contemplated excess-
profits tax, if they do not allow a consolidated return a great injustice will be
done if this tax Is based on invested capital alone, and If no consideration Is given
to the average earnings, say, for the past 3 years. To illustrate: For the year
1939 the 1 arent's net income was 11.20 percent of its invested capital; subsidiary
A net income 43.48 percent of its invested capital; subsidiary B net income 76.99
percent of its invested capital; and subsidiary C net Income 54.04 percent of its
invested capital. Therefore you will readily see that It will be a great Injustice to
these small corporations to tax them and only consider the invested capital alone.

Of course, these small companies are large borrowers from the parent company,
"and for subsequent years we will be able to correct this condition by putting in
more capital, but as we understand the act that is now proposed, it makes the
tax applicable to 1940, and then we will be penalized for absolutely no reason at
all, because a mere book entry could change the amount now shown as a liability,
that is, the advances from the parent company, to capital stock and paid-in
surplus, thereby avoiding the tax without changing the fundamental condition
of the company in any respect.

We trust that this law, if enacted, will not be based upon invested capital alone,
but that it will also consider the average earnings for at least 3 years.

E. 14. A WIRE AND CABLE COMPANY

This company has been conservatively run for a great many years and there-
fore the book value of Invested capital is very low in relation to the physical
plant. Profits depend upon volume. At 100 percent volume we would expect
to earn 25 percent of our present book value per year. This is in accordance
with past history. Thus an alternative basis on average earnings appears very
desirable to us.

E. 15. A PAPER COMPANY

An excess-profits tax based on invested capital would work a great hardship
and be very unfair to our company for the reason that the earnings of this com-
pany during the years 1936 to 1939, Inclusive, have averaged about 27% percent
on invested capital and will probably exceed that average by 3 percent for 1940.
From this you can see that if such a law were based on invested capital that it
would result In our having to pay, in Federal taxes, about 50 percent of our
earnings.

E. 1. A CRANE COMPANY

An excess-profits tax based upon a moderate return on Invested values will
take a very considerable share of our normal earnings. It may further Indicate
that we have made a mistake in not increasing out Invested values by Increasing,
our outstanding capital stock Instead of borrowing from banks, as shown below,
which we regularly do for the accommodation of our customers who ask for long-
term credits.

1"36 1907 193 193

Inveswe capital (ian 1) ............................. S%~ M 700018,43% 000 $% 6A30 W 83a8$A00w
Bank borrouin-avtrage ............................. I 8,3000 1 1 L 490.000 i. 57 0.000
Na eearalap ................................... 6K OD 63,0 373, 437.000

E. 17. A WIRE BRUSH AND UACHI ERY COMPANY

Our average earnings for the 4 years 1936 to 1939, Inclusive, would be $200,000,
or 12% percent on invested capital. If we take the 3 best years out of these 4,
the average earning would be $225,000, or about 14 percent on Invested capital.

If the tax is based on profits in excess of 8 percent on Invested capital, such tax
with us would apply on profits in excess of $130,000, or, In other words, would
result In this special tax applying on about one-third of our average earnings.

To be fair alike to corporations who have shown fair earnings during past~r, aid aelo to those e hub eamigs hate been little or nothing, it would appear
that there should be an option between average earning base and a tax based on
invested capital. If the basis were established wholly on Invested capital, it
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would appear to unduly penalize concerns which. through good management,
have turned capital a maximum number of times annually.

E. 19. A PSARMACAL COMPANY

This company, like many others, has a tangible invested capital which appears
to return a high rate of earnings for the stockholders. However, there Is an
element in its business which Is of large value but which cannot be measured and
reflected in the capital employed, although it is an essntial factor in the con-
tinued successful operation of the business. This element is the good will built
upover a loag period of years by adequate service, fair dealing %vith customers
products of consistently high quality, and the investment of large uncapitalizei
sums in research and advertising. An excem-profits tax which does not recognize.
this intangible factor in connection wilh invested capital, will be an tufair burden
on all companies so situated.

E. 19. A CHES.ICAG COMPANY

We feel that corporations must be given option to permit basing credit on past
earnings since ercdit based on invested capital penalizes small corporations like
ours which has relatively high ratio of profit to invested capital due we believe
to economical and efficient handling of capital and conservative valuation of
assets.

Mr. OsBOnRNE. We feel that this committee would vlso be interested
in some examples of companies who apparently need special consid-
cration. I also ask your leave, Mr. Chairman, to include in the
record some actual examples of business concerns who state that they
are not protected by the proposed option of selectinc either invested
capital or prior earnings for tie computation of excess profits.

.Mr. DuNCAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The statements above referred to are as follows:)

TYPICAL EXAMPLES Or COMPANIES WHO NEED SPECIAL RELIEF

(NoTr.-These are examples of business concerns who are not protected by
the proposed option of selecting either invested capital or prior earnings for the
computation of excess profits.)

. 1. A DRY COLOR COMPANY

The writer is connected with another corporation in liquidation, which has had
no earnings for the past 10 years, and no invested capital except a contract based
on the contingent earnings of another corporation. Considerable revenue is
about to be received under this contract, and unless the proposed excess-profits
tax law should provide for such cases like this, the tax would bo confiscatory.
Some form of special relief to cover such cases should be included in the law.

S. 2. A FABRIC MILL

You will observe that our unusual loss for our fiscal year ending June 30, 1938,
puts us in an extremely unfortunate situation.

Ini-eall I ncsn
Fivea yews cai~ I Eassinys Fisal yers ~ Fri

1937 ........ ........ S 275 U13 81 IM ............... . .$75,347 $24, 17/
193 ........ ....... . 917.i V$27.
1939.................. ;5% 159 2 14' Averages ...... 1531 1% 18$

You will see that under either the average earnings basis or the invested capital
basis we would pay excess-profits taxes Ftarting on very much lower earnings
than our recent years' average earnings, either with or %ithuut elinuating our
disaster year ending June 30, 1938.
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In the last war excess-profits act there was a blanket clause for exceptional

cases which in effect gave opportunity, in a case such as our present situation ,
for taking as a base for calculation of excess profits the experience bases of other
or average companies. Would there be any great difficulty in getting a proviion
into the new law designed to give relief to corporations whose invested capital or
earnings record is abnormal, when compared with representative concerns doing
a similar business? The 1918 law contained .rch proviions for relief in sections
327 and 328 oi" that act.

S. 3. A MECHANICAL YQUIPMEN COMI-ANv

It is becoming increasingly apparent tlhat an exccss-l)rofits tax which aws
exemptions on a perct.ntage of capital or an average of earnings in prior years is
grossly innfair to oe type or company uthich is essential to the defense of tl:(
country. The type of business to .0ilch I refer i., engaged in inventing, develop-
ing, avid manufacturing new types of highly technical apparatus for the Anny avd
Navy. The chief asset of organizations of this type is inventiveness of their
research personnel. Research departments in this type of organization often
conceive of a new product front their past wide knowledge anl experience ond are
able to perfect it with little actual research on the new product itself. 'I he funds
expended for developments on the type of new product produced in this manner
are little if any. This product is, therefore, not represented by any capital. This
does rot incan tlat this wide knowledge and experience of t'he research workers
is not acquired at a considerable expense over a long period of years but it would
be impossible to resurrect and allocate th.e.se expenditures from many years back.
There are aL-o no earnings in prior years on new products develolxl in this way
so that all exemption tsed on earnings would not be possible.

An excess-profits tax to be fair to this type of industry slioul have a special
provi-ion for exemption on products l)rtdiced as outlined above Iefore the
a|,plieationm of excess-profits rate. This exeniption could be based on a percentage
o grass r eeipts on the sale of these products or the Bureaui of Internal Rcvenue
could be given wide discretionary power to construct a capitalization for this
product based on its possible gross market and importaince. Such provision il
the excess-profits tax would give a inantifactunir of niciv and highly technical
equipment anm opportunity to make tie sam:e profit allowed firms that hak e their
assets in capital or have earnings in prior years and are, therefore, safeguarded
by the tax bill.

To my knowledge there are a number of companies of the type outlined above
and I urge that their interests be protected.

S. 4. A DAIRY COMPANY

We happen to be in the enviable position of those who are this year enjoying
earnings considerably in excess of these of previous years and, as a result, I presuime
our tax burden will be proportionately very heavy regardless of the final form of
the excess-profits tax law and even though our increased earnings cannot possibly
be attributed to national-defense preparations.

This corporation was organized under the laws of the State of New York in
January 1925, with an authorized capital stock of $300,000, of which $283,900
has ben Issued. Earnings have consistently been plowed back into the business
except for very modest amounts paid out in dividends. The company has grown
rapidly, especially in recent years, and because of rapid expansion it has always
lacked workingeapital; $113,326 was invested in fixed assets in 1938 and $143,035
in 1939.

If invested capital is considered to be capital stock issued plus paid-in or earned
surprus, then we estimate that our earnings in 1940 will amount to 41% pereent
of invested capital. In this connection may we state that our surplus account
was reduced by about $138,000 inl 196 when'good%% ill of that amount %as marked
off against sur)lus. This goodwill represented cash paid for business" purchased
that was in excess of assets less liabilities and it was only marked off to make
our financial statement look better.

We estimate further that our earnings in 1940 will be about 262 percent of the
average earnings for the last 3 years. If the year 1936 was Included the percentage
would Im still larger and if the years 193S and 1939 only were included the per-
centage would be smaller.

254391-40---22
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I have not seen it suggested anywhere that a third option be offered the tax-
payer in computing excess-profits taxes, namely: An excess-profit tax only on
earnings in excess of a certain percentage of the average of the declared value of
capital stock for the past 3 years as reflected in the capital stock tax returns of
those years including the one just filed. The latter suggestion would give us
more relief than a tax based on either Invested capital or average earnings and
probably the same is true of any small concern with limited Invested capital
whose earnings have increased materially In 1940.

S. S. AN IRON AND STEEL COMPANY

Our own company, for a long number of years, has gone through a period of
continued losses, due largely to a transition In consumer demand for the mann-
factired product, and the inability of the old management to recognize and keep
pace With new productive equipment to offset such transitions. As a result, the
past 4 years continue to show an average loss, but with the ultimate objective
apparent.

We therefore would be tremendously handicapped if an excess profit was
established on the basis of earnings for the past 4 years, because there would be
no cushion to assist us, from an earnings standpoint., In payment for new (quip-
ment which has been installed. Of necessity, Indebtedness has been Incurred to
carry on the company to provide employment for old workers, and to attempt to
revamp the productive facilities of the company.

We are also of the opinion that invested capital should not be the determining
base of excss earnings. Some means other than these must be provided to allow
some assistance to companies with Indebtedness who are attempting to Work out
of a difficult situation.

S. 6. A STAINLESS-STEEL, COMPANY

It so happens that It does not seem to make much difference with our com.
pany as to whether credit allowable for figuring excess-profits tax Is based on 8
or 10 percent of the invested capital, or whether this credit is based on the pre-
vious 3-year or 5-year average earnings. However, these are only estimates and,
if there Is a decidedly different method of calculation in view, we Would be very
glad to have any information that you have to give us so that we can get a clear
picture of the effect of such taxes.

In either of the methods which I have Indicated above, the tax would be exces.
sive considering the company's cash position by making it impossible for us to
retain the cushion necessary to carry us over periods of poor business resulting
in losses.

S. 7. A WOOL COMBING COMPANY

In regard to your letter asking for facts having a bearing on the position of this
company in relation to the ending excess-profits tax we have the following com-
ment. In recent years our earnings have been seriously affected by extraordinary
and uncontrollable events uch as serious floods In 1936 and 1938, and also a hurri-
cane in the latter year. Furthermore, we have experienced in recent years, labor
difficulties which have adversely affected earnings. Thus it would work a hard-
ship on this company if an excess-profits tax were based on average earnings of
the last few years. There is another factor also which makes average earnings
an inadequate and unsatisfactory base so far as we are concerned and that is the
very wide fluctuation In the level of activity in this Industry.

By and large this Industry is characterized by such wide ups and (towns in actIv-
ity that results vary from respectable earnings in I year to a loss in the next.
Years of small profits or even losses of course pull down the average, and such
average Feems like an unfair base on which to erect an excss-profits tax.

Thus in our case the Inclusion of the factor of Invested capital as an alternative
base would seem more fair, although this criterion also would have Its drawbacks
as far se we are concerned because our plant Is well depreciated and because we
have no capital invested in inventory since we do an entirely commission business
In which reputation and good will arc highly important, though intangible assets.

It looks as though either base or a combination of both of them Is going to hit
this concern pretty heavily so far as a tax on excess profits goes.

S. 9. A GEAR AND MACHINERY COMPANY

Our invested capital would have been larger If it had not been for the nindis-
tributed earnings tax which caused us to issue, during 1936 and 1037, unsecured
notes of the company to our stockholders, as dividends. We were able to pay

332
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off one set of notes Issued in 1936, in the amount of about $158,000. We have
still outstanding about $478,000 worth of notes owing our stockholders. This
money would have been kept in the company as needed for operations, if it had
not been for the tax law mentioned above.

We feel that there should be some alternative plans upon which the excess-
profits tax should be based. We do not consider that our earnings in any of the
years mentioned are normal except possibly 1937 and, as mentioned, our invested
capital should have been larger except for the diminution of same caused by the
undistributed earnings tax.

S. 9. A GLASS COMPANY

The matter you raise is extremely important to those of us who are relatively
small, employing as we do from 200 to 300 employees. These last 10 years, with
the exception of a small profit in 1937 and 1939 have been difficult years and if
there is any real profit to be made in the future, we certainly would not want to
have the excess-profit tax based on the trivial amount that we have earned in the
last 10 years.

There is another phase of the tax law which I think should be given consideration
in this matter, and that is companies which have carried for a considerable time
a capital debt are being handicapped in its reduction by the excess-profits tax.
In other words, If and when a considerable profit is made, the exess-profits tax
limits the amount of reduction in debt that can be made. I suppose this is difficult
to legislate for, but it Is a matter of importance to ;ome of us who have in the
last 10 years accumulated quite a debt In order to keep our pay roll going and
which Is a distinct burden to us, particularly in view of the fact as above stated.

S. 10. A LICORICE COMPANY

We consider, no matter how levied, an excess-profits tax very unjust, due to
the difficulty in arriving at an equitable basL on which to assess the tax.

Our company has very little chance of obtaining any war orders from which to
earn excea;1ve profits, some of which might he uAed In amortization of additional
manufacturing facilities. Without giving actual facts and figures of the affairs
of our company, we might for your information, say that due to the nature of our
business our profits run more uniform than most corporations, and while we feel
that an option should be given to corporations to compute the excess profits
either on tbsis of invested capital or avuisge earnings during the period 1936 to
1939, or longer, believe the latter basis wtuld be to our advantage. However,
much would depend upon the percentage of profit permitted on invested capital,
also what amount of good will would be considered as capital. Where a company's
dividend record over a long period of years establishes a value for good will, that
value should be recognized and taken Into the calculation.

S. It. A VALVE COMPANY

We find that as far as our company i3 concerned, taking our earnings for the
period 1936 to 1939 Inclusive, our average earnings on the capital invested for
those years is 2.8 percent. It is certainly a very meager return on a manufacturing
business. This company Is over 100 years old and our records indicate earnings in
previous years (not too far back) to show a return of 10 percent to 15 percent.

It does not seem fair to pick out certain recent years where earnings have been
difficult due to taxes, raw material cost s, labor increases, and shortened hours of
work, and say that that average Is all that can be expected, and that any earnings
over are subject to heavy taxation.

It is also true that many companies in the past years have spent money, modern.
izing their plant, or on machinery, or in research, and in many cases have renmod.
eled their line so that heavy eharge-offs were necessary for obsolete items. That
happens to be our particular case. We found that our line needed to be revamped
and modernized to keep pace with the requirements of the day, and we had to go
through the process of designing in the drafting room new items, making pattern%
cataloging these new additions.

Any new tax law considering only average earnings for the past few years would
be entirely Inequitable as far as we are concerned. Also, if we assume that some
companies have mortgage indebtedness or a debt which can only be reduced out of
the earnings, if taxes are to take most of their earnings over an average, that is
not in proper relation to the business, and debt reduction would be impossible.
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A. 12. A RIDGE COMPANY

I believe that it is in the interest of all of us to pay our just share of tire niew tax.
It is with this thought ill 11111d that I think that we should be cart f'rtl that we (o
not unjustly penalize certain elases of induistries.

There are certain iridustries in which the prufits are sporadie--there may he a
big profit in one %-ear, and then practically no profits or even losses for a couple of
years, and thenr anotrwr large ycar. Our own corporation is al examipo. Lest
year, we lost about $35,000, a'ti in 193S approNximately the same arioui. In
1937, wte had profits of $104,000 and ;S2,OM the year Iefore.

If the ewiles-profits tax it going to be such a large aromit as is talked of iii tR~e
newsp:llers, yon. canl very reah"y .se that if there isr't a chance of avera .lgi ti&.
a cinreern can very easily he thilyen to the wall, atid hence not able to carry their
share ff the taxes.

s. 13. A MACIIINERY COiI'ANY

The futtire tax problem can. Ire -n e\tremel" seriouss one for tik company, and
at the jrre. ent iroment we are tlo,,iierirg around, worlering %%hat is goirig to
hkaJ)jK..

On r industry has sufferc-d trrrnrervoiorr |o.-r-n and -eriowtz inplairmuent of capital
i the past 10 years. Oilur o comripar,,y has ihail only one profit year, 1937,
in that period, arid it: eaoitnil iia-i impaired to the e\tst tihit I. . C. money
Iva.; llec'ary to coritirirre onperatiolns.

We have a heavyt-rracnnhri -hroj arid art- in air excellent poritiorn to be of major
as.ii~tace in tle defense program that i, gelling under way.

We think trnder preent conditions.; that a company that doe- its share in this
defti-e program should be 1 i ten a chance to rk-lili a large ipart of that capital
ithnch has been lot during thi- ernloyviert, dlepre.-,ioyi of the last S or 9 years
before it is obliged to pay exees-protit tax.

s. It. A itll, IXO .,ND MAt CIOEi A N Yt, 
"

In line with the other rathire-rcool matnnfaetu.rer.l we Ir-lieve that an exie..s-
profits tax torld ibe relatively high hrn bw.h.d l txn either irivestor capital or
net earnings over a peril of the past 3 or 4 years. A nmritlcr of the nrrchirre-
tool muatttfacturers (to riot ianrfacetre a str;tly stanilarI prixicl. %iich call
go through onl a tirorictio. WQl:s, bit irLstead have to b1 rill rip tire Iriachit s onl
specikA orler to suit their ca.-tomier's particular re"niirerett, and often there is a
certain arironint of .pcial ergirreriig work hunolvie. Corisejireritly, there is
often a corsiuderable arnomit of extra hardiii involved in -tepping tip Irroditction
to irtieet tie dellarrds for etNiliprent mihr the rintional-lefe.se program, anrd there
certainly is no incentive to go to thI extra effort if the large percentage of lire
profits ire to be confiscated by tile Governmiert in tire form of art exces.s-profits tax.

We believe that a fair 1ras for fignirinig exec-jprofits tax for the rrachiie-tool
irrdrtstry, at lea.t in or irrirlicular cas e, wouhl be on the irais of percerttlge (of
profit on gros.L business over a period of 3 or I years. For itislatwe, sliloose we
show an average profit over a period of I years of 10 percent. Under pre.sent
conditions, it is easy to get higher priecs so that profit iargin world be stepped
tip to 15 or 20 percent. If this is tie ease, the extra irargin of profit woinld be
subject to tire excess-profits tax.

Working or. this basis, a manurfacturer could take steps to doirble his prodric-
tion without being penalized on the extra volume of binsrress.

S. IS. A CASTING COMPANY

Dure to anticipated volmne of production from noxi until the erd of this .,e'Car,
and to plart improveiment.s receirtly male ard ruder construction we anticipate
our 1910 earnings to exemd our average earnings over the paslt 4 years.

There ii a situation ire our ease and, rio double, ir. a great miany other., which
should be taken into consideration it tie di,;cusion of at. excesx-profits tax. Our
company was recenearily reorgardizel in 1032, and at that tirme the cost of the
a-.ets to the new Coln pt'.; stoekcholdrs was only atboit 50 percent of actual
ciut or replacement valuee* Necessarily, in figuring otl at investel-capital basL
we -ocull be severely penalized if we were allowed to carr a p.reentage based on
such comst value for tirt asL-sets taken oxer by the new comparry at that tire. There
are, no doubt, a great uarny concerns w*hicli were reorganized wxithir the past 10
years who are in the same situationn arnul have, of corirs', been allowed depreciation
for itrcorlre-tax puro. e. orn cost value only by the Trea.try )epartment. It
would seem only fair to such concerns to allow a reappraisal of plant and Nutlil.
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ment for the purl)(se of establishing present-day values in connection with the
proposed tax. Perhaps tli has been contemplated, although we have not ber.
avi, d to thit effect and we bring it to your attention at this thie.

Naturally the propo-ed tax law m.ould allow uc the choice of one of two evils
but in our position we would be severely pKeialize(I in making either choice unile-s
we were alloweI to reappraise our fixe at-osvts as outlined above.

0. 1. A FUINITURE COMPANY

Y ar Esrnin s in m e Fs ingS ir, -stedI tal Araf[ t x Capital

. ........... . . $1. .... S '. '2
11,7 ..................................-------- -- -- I1, 1 2-0) If, C41 1$
i ......... . ............. 4, Ft"O No e 'L ";9 410.411

. .. ............................. .. .. . IIS 2,5 1 4 4 0

Your m ill ckJ 4re th.t we 1h,1 very px)or cars in lP37, 193S, and 19.39, anl if the
tax bill t,'ws thrwmjui ai prlisA we Naill imFler quite a lknaltv. We stricerely
trust t'at Fe lao akirn loly mxill work out art arrangein.cu that will fit our case
inrch I attuor thaa that non larl xsel.

It ,o lalaooi.rQ tliat m., zil(rlng 'ait miatry other corl)srations, are su-ealled debtor
eorjM)rat'oi,'. We ha~e a larve dt 14 hiech we arc trying to retire from year to
year. We tlhink some prowkio'j -hiuuld e aade irr the tax bill to permit r0ire-
merit of 4lebts.

S. N7. A Al~j~I.ND INSULATOR COMPANY

We have ir Inind a sittratiuol having to luo with our own sllsidiary conilpary,
operating in Canada, where there was a small capital invo;tcd but due to complete
availability of all processes, anld engi ri etrig from this palr, the branch plant
t) It mpi!ataal fairly large Lartirl- witlh resp(ct to te inves uvl capital. However,

Ieeaat~ If an imfortrirate Lelcktion of the mataigeinent for the first 2 years of the
jplrt 's opwrations, the an ticipated carriag,; did uiot materialize. Therefore,

ihivii the oroiwr finctioning was provided ira 193S and 1039 and the truck picture
arrived tit, the avt rage earnings %iere dihltred by the tNo ba.dly managed years of a
alewhy formed cnll i e! nd tne that mas fornmaed trithot any ilca of wsar work
and is iot affelel hy war order at the press nt tinme. i (re to lhe fact that t herewa,; a!i in~flexilpe pr(;N-Mi in thie C anadian law tip to lite pre nt, tinie the-re has
bePen rio rvdre. s av~ilalple. We, therefore, think that (here shoulld 1b. some sort,
of a discretionary Iprivilege accorded to the taxing authorities whein it is apparent
that 11111slial eop):4ition.s exi'l.

S. tS. A e'ACKAING COMPANY

While we ngr e that aii option should I e given corporations to compute the
exces,-profits tax on either the lati.s of inveA.-t Capital or the basis of average
u.arnirng l during the period 1936 to 1039 iticluive, there may be a nunber of
rorporailions on which either method would work si iniwjiice.

We feel u.ome conideration should be given to a andhod which will include net
-alhs. If Aarting Mith 1910 a company by proper management were able to
increa-( ,ahs over the 4-iear period of 1936 to 1939 and mal o ly a reasonable
profit on the iruereast'd scs, they would Ie iknalized under either ainethod. 'This
in proihiig ih wa4 110t n1edo.ry to either increase their invested capital by pulling
new rorney into the organization or by anaierially irlcreasing fixed a.ets.

An exce-s-profil tax tnot colsidering tet sales alay have a detinite tendency
to hol domr tthe growth of an o;-galrmiation. We realize that the matter now is
coil)iplicated enough considering only inve.ted capital avid average earnings but
we are bringing thk up for your consideration merely as an expression of our
opinion.

. . A FUVA'ITURE COMPANY

It ooks as if we are going to be hit bard, no matter how they figure the excess-
profits tax. The fact thiat we have redied war capital to mneet the changing
condlitiolls during the depression, now reacts to our disadvantage. Furthermore,
as we lhad sirch poor earnings datriug the depre.siorn, that also will act to our
disavantage.
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Our capital and surplus December 31, 1929, was $3,225,884, while the capital
and surplus July 1, 1940, Is $2,087,893, dueto the low earnings since the depres-
sion and also to the reorganization sealing down the value of our ttocks, which
appeared necessary in 1932.

Our earnings since 1936 are as follows: 1936, $89,435; 1937, $132,699; 1933
(loss), $7,702; 1939, $146,960.

The average for those 4 years is only about $90,000, while this year we made
$165,000 the first 6 months, and if we can make a similar amount in the next 6
months, we would be hit pretty hard on the difference.

Before we met the depression, our earnings for the 4 years previous were as
follows: 1926, $482,496; 1927, $394,893; 1928, $547,376; 1929, $668,779.

In 1930 we made a profit of $130,862, and then in 1931, 1932, 1933, and 1934,
we had heavy losses.

Under such a set-up, if they allow us only 6 or 7 percent on our present capital-
Ization, we certainly are going to get stuck and if they use earnings as a basis,
covering 3 or 4 years, we will be stuck worse. In fact, it looks as if we couldn't
escape but there ought to be some effort made to take care of these concerns in a
little different way that suffered so heavily during the depression.

8. 20. A TOY AND ART GOODS COMPANY

As requested in your letter we are appending below a statement of our earnings
for the years 1936-39 inclusive:

Capital Fusnlngs I Rate ofYOU stock (less raes) retun

19 .............................................................. M35 400 4 9A.43 1.9
1937 .......... ................................................. 2%6 400 12. W94. 4.7
1938 .................................................... 26 400 9.9.1s &3
199................................................. 300.000 161.69 4.2

As the prospects for 1940 show a greatly Increased percentage of earnings, it
looks as if we will be pretty hard hit whichever way this bill Is drawn.

Mr. OSBORNE. We admit that the association has not had time to
study carefully the most equitable manner of affording relief to com-
panics who are not relieved by the optional method recommended in
the report of the subcommittee but we felt that you would desire to
have these additional facts before you in your consideration of the
drafting of the excess-profits tax measure.

We offer eight specific criticisms and suggestions for the consider-
ation of this committee in connection with the proposed taxation of
excessive profits:

1. The method proposed under the invested capital option of de-
termining the amount of exemption by limiting the credit to a maxi-
mum rate of 10 percent of the invested capital may work injustice on
companies who are very conservatively capitalized. It also is un-
reasonable to assume that 4 percent should be a normal return on in-
vested capital for companies who have earned less than that, rate or
have even suffered losses. In addition to the ineqvity of assuming
that any single rate of return is proper for all companies and all in-
dustries, it certainly can be said that 4 percent is too low a rate of
return when previous losses are taken into consideration-and in
many industries involving more than ordinary risk 4 percent is too
low under iy circumstances. We note that the excess-profits tax
law in effect during the World War period granted a credit rate of 8
percent.

2. The proposal to allow new corporations higher rates of return
on invested capital may give them a substantially competitive ad-
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vantage over old established firms and such a competitive advantage
may work particular hardships in the case of smaller concerns.

3. Under the proposed option of establishing an excess-profits tax
credit on the basis of average earnings over the years 1936-39 there
may be a need for greater flexibility in selecting certain years in the
recommended base period in order to reflect the proper normal earning
power of the corporation. This committee should consider giving
the taxpayer an option of using only 3 out of these 4 years and the
additional privilege of eliminating from the computation of average
earnings losses suffered during the base period.

We have heard from companies subject to processing taxes during
the suggested 1936-39 base period which indicates that the unusual
burden borne by such processors during this period makes it necessary
to give them special relief in establishing their so-called small earnings.

4. We wish to point out the proposal to allow the first $500,000 of
invested capital a larger rate of return than the invested capital over
this arbitrary amount is unsound, for it gives no consideration to the
fact that the larger corporation is practically always made up of a
greater number of owners than the smaller corporation, and that the
invested capital expressed in terns of the share of each stockholder
will be more severely taxed in the case of a larger company than in
the case of a smaller concern. In other words, this might tax the
investment of a small shareholder at a higher rate than the investment
of man y large shareholders.

5. We agree with the subcommittee that the excess-profits tax be
applicable with respect to all taxable years beginning after December
31, 1939, because of the emergency facing the Nation at this time,
although it is our general position that as far as possible retroactive
taxation should be avoided. We suggest for the consideration of this
committee that the excess profits tax drafted at this time should con-
tinue in force only during the years 1940 and 1941, applying to taxable

riods beginning in those years. If the excess-profits law proves to
generally workable and the need for this tax continues it will be

an extremely simple matter to extend the application of the tax for
an additional desired period at the end of those 2 years.

6. The pending excess-profits tax law should contain a provision
to protect companies against future losses arising either out of the
cancelation of Government contracts or the termination of defense
activities. This protection is necessary to deal fairly with companies
whose recorded earnings during the emergency period may actually
have been only book figures and would be subject to less adjustments
upon the cancelation of contracts or the termination of the defense
program in order to reflect actual earnings.

7. The present ban against consolidated returns results in unjust
tax burdens and represents an obstruction to the industrial expansion
so vital at this time. The true income of an integrated organization
composed of a number of subsidiary concerns can only be reflected
in the consolidated income account and for this reason consolidated
statements are considered essential for a true reflection of earning
capacity by accountants, credit agencies, and by such Government
agencies as the Securities and Exchange Commission. We recommend
the restoration of the privilege of filing consolidated returns for Federal
income tax purposes in the same manner as under the law and its
administration from 1917 through 1934.

337
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Consolihted returns fiiiiii tilt- most nccuite picture of earccinas
of '11 integractedl 4ro 1) of comcpan~ies for atil incoeoc-tax ptirposei; coil-
s.oiitnted returns -icoclc i at least be "ranted for exesir~istax
lpill-fisei. 'flis commnitte' w~ill recall that flce WorldI Waur excessi-
profits lox reqiried consolidated return; id that thce Lt. IPulette
occlieln(Iieint to the lRoveio~ AM' of 1940 require the fl'iicic of coic;\li-
dated retcimis.

We ore ciwnre that estimatee; hacve bmni offre1 id a(4t the aomiat.
of revenatie whcihl aciolit b~e loit throiwh tice reo~tnlishmiaet of lice
right to file con.so!ichc Ic I retliuc. We ("Il cc aci' hr~d ciiit ;ii-1k"T a
revecic loss will apply to thle first vacror s-oin which suchci Ine
ret urni weo' !ilod lit we feel tic ally emlecumphitiaci of i'~c ils
i.s n I tiiZiedvioi' c ,Ild i'4icccies ces icoulci h otI I ureicl I .cc1icLVA
41.nl cct tici' ,ctioicdi-dfeirne ororcci wiioh wil resill. fr.cii Viei i's041-
ratlion ifr th In'i ht tocpni eIcnl'cit lot ccl c l ccr fol. taix pcic'llucc4.

S. Wec lirgilt, he limu;icctiomi of thIe pros~it cricorcitil! ta.x oil thie edivi-
(tlld.. r.ccived I ll- Cc)Iiorcdt bu siaev such11 dividilaus haovi e a
been taou cIs ic0t. inccomce learned Iv lt- e ist rhcc hug corporate ion. It
i sct icl iicnv m lltsicSs eccterpi's to estiblishi svparz-te Ieix.-J
cnii 'c for industrial operct iEJIS il 15as. it 15idiC,5c to ed 0lclisli
Stepcrite cliii I (INI idilejearticiicts viin tlt-e ansie.s id siiclc
iii agralvil com'paiiies shouul be free' of thIe docible to xct ioln icccpccsll
wicen ie profit (allied iii thle CiOof Olie siubsidiary vorporallionl is
ognc~ci iciNci whn received cis diviclcucis liv(i 1)c pirenit coii'pliNy.

We direct vtour attenitioni to tile filet tht up1 (cmtlih (lenctelclct
of the Rvveicc Act, of 1935 it. was recogvuixc4 that diit icluds received
ky .1 colrpo'cctiocc arcofrk cl suiveL to tcXcctiolc a.4 ilcoilie iil 11cc'
hcandcs of (lie originating cc orciticin olnd taveocdiiigl should be free
from (iiitlic'r Icixctioci. Wea recomimndc a rctiii to itik accucrate ad
fair treatment of int-rcorporate dividlends, pcirtieoly1 as th1e pro-
visicccs of present, law represent anc obstacle to tile 4Lpaasi~oic icld
operation of certain compcimiies ami iniuusries whichl maay Ice esseuctild
for tictioncil defeiise and preparduaess purposes.

Wie c:ll your attention to the fact that thuc notional depfv.ise pro-
grinl caictuniplates4 tile locations of future p~laiits betwieenl tile Alleghceny

11i1(l Rckys Nioiticciis iic order to create vital -aipplin 0,e for from
tit, iicore vulnercile vo1-4tot area-s where 80 pereit of crucial wa r
c'culccsties' are flow located. Sepmaicte cor1porcite enitities will til-
docltelv lie required to ucepet tlii Icessc' ICNxpiicsioii of ouri iiefc'nse
focilitie-Ceveuc tltomcgi I hey nuic represent ocily -ill extlcisionl of the

tcerteiefort.s of simcile opern'iw VO ic cInpoune. nIii oili to ,itioii
of iiite.corcorct e idividecnds acni ti,. :el clgcicdst conisolida~ited ivt urns
iciev ill Scone cf I lice icuct cvc rverct ca Ini-icap to this avspoct
of ilce jmjrepeetliez;s progrcco.

9. We cssicuie that tile con(temcplacc tel Siq)elisioii of tle Vinson-
Traimmnell Act shall alo be dccoi'ulaocied lby tle suqisicei of tle
profit rr.4ristiois of tine Nerchiccct Mucice Act.

In or efort toprevnt 'profilevriig'' bcy tccxiccg cit relatively lighc
rates varinuA derived fol tci lte rialirii;ct of lieUci0 iStts
we ore certicc lict is commliittee %visic(-- to avoid imip;osincg burdencs
whiichc will licinuicop he-sile wid I access i emoionuii recovery' as
well as; tlte actuci progvreis of tlce mactionac-icdeense p)iogrii1 itself.
We trust the commiuittee will give faivoracble consicfeitioic to tice stug-
'Crestiolis we have offredcc inl connection with lice peidjimg excess-profits
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ta.Ix jmeasIuret, ant(I %wj trtist, that fundamental revi4ouis in the genel1
tax strucetuire, iffl(I till the muore~ necesi-ary tlhrought the ini.positiopt
of this tt4iititial taix, i1.1Ny 1also hie given coitsidirctioii in) thle itear

ht eoneilnsioit, we wvish1 to em11plitsize again the willitigitess of isin.'ss
to foster the program for ilationda defenlsep and to eontilite its fuill
slinre to IIIe treu nlous cost of tlis program AWe regret thlat You
haive' not hld lie opportunity to read tin' cooperattive sC'litilti ts
Contained ill flu, great Anum11ber o)f let ters from individual ninnufaeturers
thmit) au11t, the0 Nat(ion WhiCh h1ave Jceentlv Coni' into0 tho, Olicc's Of
the .association. A brjie~f q mot a tim front on~e ittav scillice:

We fu I I rvc~tw o t ~I te vwts1 for -,m acdi 1ca itc #v *ae<, h at Ii fnr t I r '.qrmrfl zit
jcrongriti. aid evccctuallv . to ro-.!cv our vat onaI !l t We that fl~ ii'.' trn
that szow-,* rmIo i. ii~I hjol cxaic-;e 1Ix nr mrqc'-a tire leaia ~ccf'-ndo aril
cipac riot cc. It cth icciwci-A (,f cr 111:a to1 n.W U~oraIit wi a r(-wmd~1trl ti

fkoie- (if Vc-ia~itc , or gro~s finri1~!]ijc will ari~v.

'f'lie lninm~x e thank vou for voir pi'ence aIrII, tle st-Iteiflit
You liceVQve i to time. voitlincittep. 'I'iere, ha~s ji;:4 bcoon a1 cciii for a
111uorutmi in tlie Iliouso nctd tlie eontiittce wvill Standc inl recess unctil
2 o'd*ok this mfteaccon.

(Thieroupiun, lit 12:30 p). 111., the committees' took a recess until 2
p). Ill. this dlay.)

Thie i'otiniittce rcevocvervdi pur-amiit to the lakimg of reess-, ifon.
Hobert [, Dlligtomi ijcm'eiciit).

The ('iin Ix.f'lic comicit e will pdeace bce inl order. Tile next
wit tw'-, oil thje calena r i, NMr. II cc y I-. H owell, itlicer (if tile
Naitijti! Aissiciat ion oif G it at ivs(overmeiit Flam Cite(oim
Iitlee. I. Nir. fhowell pciescttt?

NM11. 0li %% ELL. 'Yes, s ir.
'Phe ( 'ulmiimnk. Plewak, -,ivv your nime and aiddress and whom vtoz

repnvcitt to tlei stcitograilmr.

STATEMENT OF H. E. HOWELL, COMPTROLLER, GENERAL FIRE
EXTINGUISHER CO., PROVIDENCE, R. 1.

'Mr. I lowtl. Nhs nme is II. E. I loell, cotnptroiler, generall Firti
Extiticzcikhter C~o. I amn here to lprc-semt tile views (of the0 National
Associtiomi of !c'dimtifaturers stilbcoiiminit tee oil time study of deprecia-
tioli.

'I'Irn, recotnendcitions, for anl amiortizaition pcrovisiont iide by your
Stulcommittee oi Initerntal 1-eiite taixctticigo fartowaird the s tolo
of tlie cost-recovery problviii iiivolvedl in the acriuisitiomr of factorie-z,
equiipmien t, aimd tilI icery required incmediately to satisfy urgent
tiittiiitil-ilef'ise needs. The Heventie Act of 1918, the work of your
comanuttee anditil te widlespreatd interest of iimdlistrv ill this qitestionl
ot cost recovery of special facilities atre a clear indfientioli of its vital
lImiport.

There has been anl extensive amount of expansion of facilities going
onl without waiting for tlie passage of this enactmnit, but tlie enact-
mient of such a provision for amortization would relieve fl considerable
uncrertainty and p~ermhit concemtiation of effort on (lte job of producing
vital nccessities. It many bie true thlat tlie depreciation provisions of
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the present law are adeuate, but the manner in which the depreciation
provisions have been ad ministered by the Treasury Department seems
to have created the demand for legislative action that would at least
clarify the problem of those special facilities.

Now, the report of the subcommittee is not entirely clear to us as
to whether the certifications for allowance of amortization are to be
extended not only to facilities directly utilized in the fulfillment
of Government contracts, but also to all other facilities directly or
indirectly used to support the national-defense program. Itwillbere-
membered that the amortization provision in effect during the World
War and subsequent years applied to all plant and equipment
"acquired * * or * * * constructed * * * for the
production of articles contributing to the prosecution of the war."
It seems that this broad interpretation is more suitable. We accord-
ingly recommend that facilities which have been erected or acquired
for the special purpose of meeting the needs of the defense program,
even though they are not directly utilized in the fulfillment of Govern-
ment contracts, be subject to amortization allowances from the
effective date of the excess-profits tax.

We have three additional suggestions for inclusion in the amortiza-
tion provision recommended by your subcommittee. The first of
these is that the practice incorporated in prior rulings which provided
for a computation of usable value at the end of the period should be
discarded because of the difficulty in determining such values. One of
the chief difficulties of arriving at amortization allowances under prior
law was the involved task of determining the value of plant and
equipment at the end of the emergency period and a great amount of
litigation costly to both the taxpayers and the Government resulted
from this attempt to establish it. The entire question of amortization
largely hung on this difficult if not impossible determination, and the
relief contemplated by the tax law often was not effected. If prop-
erties which have been completely amortized do actually have usable
value at the end of the emergency period, no further depreciation may
be taken as a deduction from income in subsequent years when taxes
upon business profits will probably remain at a high level. So, in the
long run, there should be no material difference in the total tax
collected.

Our second suggestion for inclusion in the amortization provision
is an amendment of the section of the Internal Revenue Code which
aims at the satisfaction of just claims on the part of taxpayers and the
Government in respect to years for which returns have already been
closed. The determination of taxable income, particularly that which
may arise from these unusual activities, based upon an arbitrary
cutting off at the end of a fiscal year, works gnve hardship and, among
other things, particularly as to the inability to reopen and adjust
taxable net income for such an item as theoamortization deduction
which must necessarily be tentative until it actually occurs. The
income-tax law has recognized that the cost of capital assets may be
recovered. This implies that these costs are deferred expenses and,
in the case of profits subject to the excess-profits tax, at least, we believe
these costs should be deducted in direct proportion to the profits
subject thereto.

To the extent that it, is necessary to keep open the tax year involved
for an equitable adjustment of the profits arising from national-
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defense activities, the utilization of defense activities for such pur-
poses and the amortization thereof, we think section 3801 should be
amended in mitigation of the effect of limitation and other provisions
of the internal-revenue law to permit of the adjustment of the years
involved so that the portion of the total amortization deduction taken
in a given year will be in proportion to the portion of the total profits
subject to excess-profits taxes reported in that year.

Now, to some extent this recommendation reflects the distaste of
the taxpayer to the levying of those rates in which there are inequities
and technicalities, and his willingness to accept any fair rate of tax
if equitably applied.

Our third and final suggestion is that in the event a contract between
the taxpayer and the Government specifically covers the question of
amortization of facilities used in a manner which is not inconsistent
with specific acts of Congress, the provisions of such contract should
apply and supersede the general amortization provisions.

I would like to offer for the record, with the permission of the chair-
man, a statement of basic principles to be embodied in a sound amorti-
zation provision,'representing the recommendations of the association
on this cost-recovery problem- also a brief memorandum showing some
of the liberal amortization and optional depreciation allowances which
have been granted by foreign countries.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it is so ordered.
Mr. HOWELL. In closing, may we say that if the pending excess-

profits tax cannot be hastened because of its complex nature, a sound
amortization provision should be considered the first order of business.
It is generally accepted that the recovery of capital losses on defense
facilities and the tax upon excess profits will both apply to this year's
earnings, so that they need not necessarily be linked together in a
single bill.

I thank you.
(The following was filed for the record by Mr. Howell:)

SomE FOREIGN PROVISIONS FOR AMORTIZATION AND OPviov DEPRECIATION

As early as 1932 the British Finance Act provided an additional deduction of
one-tenth in the table of official rates for wear and tear of specific machinery.
Another one-fifth additional deduction was allowed by the 1938 act and additional
allowances have been provided for excess-profits tax purposes where plant and
machinery have been installed after the beginning of the year 1937 and the cir-
cumstances are such that these assets will be subject to exceptional depreciation
and will become obsolete or redundant as a consequence of the present war.

The French decree law of May 2, 1938, offered corporations the right to establish
exceptional depreciation for the extension of the means of production (these terms
being interpreted In a broad sense) and for investments of a social character.
This exceptional depreciation allowance allowed by France was added to the
normal depreciation allowance up to 20 percent of the net profit of the fiscal
year.

The experience of Germany in showing liberality in allowing the reflection of
losses on plant and equipment for income-tax purposes is extremely Interesting
In its application. In 1934, before Germany a development Into the leading
military power in Europe and at a time when business activity lagged in thatcountry and considerable unemployment existed, a provision was introduced in
the German Income-tax law providing for optional depreciation. This optional
depreciation was permitted In the case of such productive goods, whose useful
life usually did not exceed 5 years, as office machines and equipment, vehicles,
tools and dies, machine tools, textile machines, and construction machinery.
Under the optional depreciation provision the German taxpayer had the option
to depreciate the machine fully in I year or to extend this write-off over 2, 3, or 4
years as desired.
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Th isi rapid mwrite-itY 1irovision ('xistei1 ini (liianti mitil 193,3 mi~ en almost fill
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at M~e timie tLIe Dfiattirini Ccructry defetizac programs comlles to ai 01iA.

3. While the cxrtct amiirtizatiori'lii;; cmn ofivy he iloried at the terurillatiiri
of the eiitergealcy I.erioti it hi-iiild fxe reogiiel that ,owc trr~ative alloo advice
-*% hich mtay tIe r~di c~l~ ;rorm tiit- prefil. of eiic% ven r AiM Ni 1-illoo e'l.
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r ated4 , n -5-year perns! f 6iieni-e niriivity v ioilh colicrrrent ev-.--rti tnie- %% ill
ensue, arid thurdor.? it seini 01at Ieliii :ut he artiort jeatiom at! ova rices hiv! oil a
5-year c~.irniate of fil, for siuch -pet iht! facilGs is fair alid re t-ioiabh.
'll!- wiounlI allow a tritat he, anito-Iifatieii dtvucituor to) lk ualn in vault year at
the rate uf 20 Vkrc-uut 44 tie eo~t if t!~c- ificifitiv,.

WF S1,miidu tlit -itt e~ ,~ coli cv lorlorii dr In 41lk .5.a-y n ! adjiiif -
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thec lit dio n arrinig r iv itt ~ t fl. 1.(ow. 41 (-z - ol nttl-ono, to,-n I 1-ti o ill -ii
ilcomorti -z wtav ar-A fvwu xiir :ro or jiill'-trIMI-t of ciitraclz %%(ene ri Cm-i~t
for 0%r' jirpow~s.

1. 1!It-oid Iex- orii a-z a Ioj 4 1.1.1 111n cije irt~ ire 0iis' of Slich
fa-iFil ies iiusI 1e rr col. rv al i te ji i(I thati IaX(e-; Irk -a-v. iii up tl:%-
mlfti t a rid I'Zilrn hvttt i opr ruilii- il 'r l*et twc la'-e relio- art tint it I~.

5. pt'jrinctuce tlv i Ti Lu lro: 1 lii" '010 .i in It0 4 il ftr .coil) I! ;t~o:1
of flaln h- aiteatli titld of d!.' je l i,1 nu w lxdi-cmia'tn lien Il-, if I i iicin'tv

jjii4alet i i iuig qrich v-.11; C.. it IC toiut 11 ()tItll if -itt-h roix ill.it s hae -outch
!i-alole. valune, lio fi u1l,0x doic iation i I ex talke,1 n d urlo lr ax ti %% iii rve1till

ii satn-sjieityers alt i lintl th is w-ill larngely ii.set nak Swiiig ill '-) \ iIith miught
ar.-e from th'ciini uat tozi of 1:-attlu vplta' froini (Let cn-uj at on of tt tort b cationl
la-n;.

6'. Special ailiortiyatioii allowaances -sloud lie exteiiicul it ontly to facilities
ihirectisv utilized ill tlie funlfillrneaut of (tnticrlilelt c'iirtractk Iit ah.,o to ill (other
facilities tistit to mpjxil)rt tic rational di forow plograml.

7. Siich qpwrial am- rlizalion allomtwais should tIe granutedl for lx~th ivrnifth
iricone tax arid exc-s-pri fits talx pnrpo..s.

S. To tRe ettrit tha.-t it is nie-issary tio kmx 1p ipn the tax years involved fur
an "juitahle adijrtnniit o~f the iarr(it; nri'ilig from liatiritl n0echiioc act iiitiesz,
the itilization of deofense activities for titich piurpoese arnd thec anielizatioa thlrcof,
Section 3S01 ,;Iioiill Ive airided to liertiit of the adljtn-.titt i of tile ynar', in-
volved in litigation of thie elfced of limtitat ion alit otlicr provisiolki tif I he
intcrnual-reveii law.

9. In thie event that a contract li twtvii theo taxpayer mrid Mhe Covcrlallilt
Specifically covers thle rjulrl of aittrtauartziin oaf facilities lins, in a1 iniariter
-whichi k idinrg uuiior the 'rrvasiry3 Departmient, thie lrrviuil- (of sauld coritriact
will suijersetio the aiv'

M\r. TIIEADWAAY. I notice yout apjpeair in a trial -ipacity, or have a
dual0 connection?

Mr. HOWELU. Yes,-, sir.
Mr. TiIEADWAY. Youu are coiiiptroller of time General Fire Extik-

gciishier Co.,, and y'ou are also a julcimber of time National Ass-ocintion
of Mlntfaictitrers' Gov-ernment Finance Committee?
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Mr. llow :LL. That is- tie Capacity in which I am appearing, Mr.
Chairunan.

Mr. TRE IWAY. In that Capacity?
Mr. HowELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. T .mDw.,v. Now, would you mind telling the committee just

what that long- title means?
Mr. llowi:m.. Wdl. there is a governmentt Finance Committee of

the National Asvciation of hMnufacturers, tind the problem of depre-
viation and amortization se-mned so difficult that we formed a com-
mittee and we have lecn studvin,, it for many months.

Mr. 'TREAuwAv. Is it iirci.; a* theoretical study, or have you had
practical experience with G(overnment contracts?

Mr. llo%%mLL. We have had reports from many concerns who are
tdealiog with Gioverimel contacts, and also had the cooperation of
the Anuivica Institute of Accouiitaints--aecoinitatits experienced in
lie hIamiling of amortization under tlie last 1918 act.

Mr. 'I'READwAV. You atre a ventin body. rather than a practical
group?

Mr. I IowEa.L. That is right.
Mr. Tm: F.ow. v. Now your mniirs--what experience have they

had with Government contracts?
Mr. lOwELL. WVell. I cali Ile a list of the people who have con-

trihuted to this particular study we have made. They represent a
very large nuinler of concerns ini the United States in afl fields, and I
ca t; ti i la t.

Mr. T" F:IVwAv. 1 say that have Contracts with the Government.
I Am tiryilg to get at time point whether or not you are speaking from
exlriez'ie in your remarks about amortization, and I might ask you
soeic flu(stions if you have had a practical experience oii it.

Mr. lfowm:mi. 'ou will note in the very first statement I made I say
our committee was not dear as to whether this amortization provision
is going to be confined to the facilities used directly on Governent
contracts. We felt there are nany subsidiary indstrics-for instance,
people that make taps, dies, and so forth-that will not have Govern-
muenit contracts, but they will le supplying vital facilities for people
woo do have Goverment contracts; antd, if it does not. apply to such

Mi. T1'iml.\vy. Indirectly, they are supplying a Government
conlra1ct, if they are sulbontractors for various features going to
mhake ill the general contract.

Mr. I lowL''L. Thev iav ll,(t even be subcontractors; they may be
supplying, a part of the tool.; and equipment, and not part. of tlie final
job. .l o'r iinstance, an outlit manufacturing shells will require verlain
tools, taps, aiid die.; that are made Iby indememilent tool makers.

Mr. 'TREAuwAv. Yes; 1 nlerstanml tha1t.
Mr. IIow r:m. Now, we are not clear whether this amortization

provision covers stich people. If they are not Covered, we believe
they should be.

Mr. TInI:.Iw.i . I other words. von fvel anvolme thut has a gov-
CrIllih'ltal iltercst in 1 Caltl'at should be eared) for in time amortiza-
iol fot tire of lie bill, providing it has to do with the expansion of

their i-la1t; i.; that it?
Mr. Ylwi:mi. Yes, si.. using thme rules of the 1918 act "acquired

or constrix-teil for the luodumtimi of Articles contributing to the
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prosecution of the war." Now, that broad interpretation we feel
should be placed upon this and, upon that basis, all of our members
have had a great deal of experience under the last act.

Mr. TEADWAY. Just one other idea: Should that amortization
include anything having to do with expanding the plant that is not
for national defense?

Mr. HOWELL. No.
Mr. THEADWAY. Or do you limit your recommendation to having

to do with the national defense?
Mr. HOWE.LL. That is right.
Nir. TREADWAY. Which is right?
Mr. HOWELL. It is limited. The ordinary expansion is taken care

of by the regular depreciation provisions of the income-tax law.
Mr. TnEADWAY. Yes; but that is not nearly as liberal as the one

proposed in this bill; but it is liberal enough, in your judgment, to
care for any nonnational defense activity of the firm?

fr. HOWELl, Yes sir
The CHAIRMAN. I1 there are no further questions, we thank you

for your testimony.
The next witness on the calendar is the Honorable Jerry Voorhis,

a Representative in Congress. Please give the stenographer your
name and address.

STATEMENT OF HON. JERRY VOORHIS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OALIFORNIA

Mr. VOORHIS. M fy name i Jerry Voorhis; my address is San Dimas,
Calif. I am Representative from the Twelfth District of California.

Mr. Chairman, I have had tha, pleasure of listening to the testi-
mony most of the time for the last 2 days and the things that I very
much want to say to the committee are in emphasis of this problem
from a little different angle than that to which you have been listening.

The American people are high-powered people. We want to have
security; we want to have a high standard ol living and we do not
want, if we can avoid it, to have our lives disturbed any more than
necessary. But, after all, national security is the primary considera-
tion.

National security is going to cost money to finance, and that is
the reason why the Ways and Means Committee is up against a very
tough problem at the present time.

I would like to say at the outset, Mr. Chairman, that I am not a
bit certain that the soundest way to raise revenue, generally speaking,
is by taxing profits. I believe the income and inheritance taxes and
taxes on idle accumulations of money or property should be the main
sources of revenue, and I feel sure we are going to have to operate
pretty drastically in these fields pretty soon. For example, I believe
the taxes on my own salary are pretty small compared to our country's
need of revenue.

This excess profits t:x will, I am informed, produce no more than
$200,000,000 of reven ic. That is not very much. But the basic
reason for this bill, or for any other tai on profits, so far ashI am con-
cerned, is tb see that,, as iiearly as possible, justice is done nil the way
around, to see that where specially large profits nre made as a result
of the defense program, a portion of them must he slinred with the
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Nation as a whole. For, after all, the more prosperous a business is,
the more that business has to lose if anything happens to our country,

I do not presume to come here to attempt to discuss in detail the
bill which the committee will report on the basis of the proposal of its
subcommittee on taxation. I have studied that proposal as carefully
as I can in the few days since I was able to obtain a copy. But. that
is, of course, hardly time enough to digest in detail so important a
matter as this.

I am not here to urge upon the committee the adoption of any
program which would either be unfair to any taxpayer or which will
stand in the way of an effective caujng forward of the national-
defense program. I am,hei'o to urge Wh't this bill be so carefully
prepared that it wiji be fair not only to the people who will pay the
excess-profits t aF, but also to the American people who in the end
will foot the bill for the national-defese pro vm nOW being carried
out. I do not believe that the AmericAh businessman Asks anythingfrom his country and his 'vernmet beyorld a reasonable return on
his investment so long as the business he is doing is conneetbd with the
defense effort of the Natioh, W have pledged ourselves that
there will be no profiterin n1 o- tion vfthf this deflse effort
and since all the people of ti oUiitry All b 'ask to bear 'portion
of the burden, it ts import tthat we ke p.fhat pdge. '

This .xcess-pr ltatax bil as ' t to be cbsiderd, it seem1 to me
against n ait;in his billis included repeal
of the profits limitation' provisions .ofthe Vinson-Tramrll Act.
Second,ithis is an excesd-pofits tWKs bill on profits over a above
normal profits and is therf~re in a -diIerehit tpegory finm that
of a bill Which applied to all profits. In the thi lace, oe of the
functions of this Till is to protect the Ooiernmn t and thdrpeople in
connection;with orders for goods wvich itis Wiortant t~h ave filled
just as fast a possible tud whcre I mani-iistances representatives
of the Government are, tlerfW6e;4h no position to 0, too exacting
or to drive too 0greful a bargain. Under the old profits limitation
program it was n6t so necessary or so vital, btk;*ith that provision
repealed the only devit' that remains is this ex! ,s-profits tax program.
Unless, therefore, this is effective and'fair bill froin every stand-
point, we will be in a position of having permitted a further growth
of concentrated financial and industrial control in the United States,
a development which in my judgment is contrary to the basic American
principles which we are seekir, to uphold in this entire effort.

Furthermore, unless the bill is an effective one we will make posible
a serious maldistribution of income not only as between the recipients
of large profits on the one hand and the rank and file of the people
on the other but also as between those industries which will inevitably
find themselves in a favored position on account of the national
crisis, and those other industries, such as agriculture particularly,
whose markets have been drastically curtailed as a result of it. Tie
very same causes that are proving at this time a very great profit
opportunity to concerns producing national-defense materials, are
the ones whieh have restricted our agricultural exports.

It is an axiom of our economic system that if exorbitant profits are
made by some and not promptly reinvested there will inevitably be
less purchasing power for goods produced by other farmers or manu-
facturers and they must consequently suffer loss. The total purchasing
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power of the Nation is always equal to the total cost of production
11nidess new itonley is being injiected ito the systemn fromt ,;ojiie source.
For till these reaisois. bi~rt partienniarly for thle sake of hatvinig tie
peole of tine United States know that, tiw ('omigress is benling ever,
effort to prevent unfair advange beiti,., piled by v anyone Ins .1
result of tlie natioiail-defense effort, I have tlsked this' lime' to appear
bL'fore you.

I have two or three specific sug testioits with regard to tine proposals
of llie subcommit tee. 'fihere are two phlzs for the deh'riinalt ol of
n:eriimal prohits in te butst' period. .,t'der tlhe Irst plan, .s I un1der-
Stlnld it, normal profits or the excess-p'ofits urtlit as it is eilled, art,
determined by averaging tine e.artings for the 4 yeair in tin base
period. This is, of co'oue, a plan which will be "nnplovel by vor-
Iloratlions whos rati, of taliings td ative to invested tllpial was high
in the base Period. Tint' secoii plan, whih ll t( laxpavenr mayv ht'l
to use, providtts that normal prlits or lthe exet'-,m-proliis eivilit .'lhal
1,w nh'eirined by taking inn a'rnge of the perc'eitagi, wllich its
earnings in t'a'h bast.-piriod year lbore to its capital in that period.
'This, of course, woull Il hi' phn which would lie cnosvil by cor-
porationns with large Capitailizations relative to income. Ul'ner tlie
second plan a ceiling of 10 ierevnt of invested canpithal is set, and the
credit caiiot be more than that. in the Clm of tine first phin, ito
ceiling is provided. (Jorlorntionis, could, therefore, under this piln
have earned very ig llrates of prolits ninring tihe base period alit still
ise these ins il exc&s.-prufits credit. Thost' corporations which will
be O1( St laii(aged by so nloin' mre tihe grit nlinoliaploly corporations
of tIhe Nation. Their excess-pioifits tax will only opernie oil ver'y high
ratrs of eaiininigs.

As ann exillih, (of Wlil this m 11n .il11. I ilin l iat i the -V 'AIS
1934 to 193i, inw, of which were partituizirly pr lspirolis years,
earnings inn excess of !S percent wetr' mialih by I "llit of -4 of a sainiiple
of 500 of Ine InOn iliirlint 'orporitionis in tine oiitr -more
tri, in 1937 id 19,39. It see , s I n e Ilt inider this tirialter-
natite plan tire shloll lie it coiling, to Ine :1nioint of excetss-pn - its
credit whiil couh let clailnitd. I woii prefer to st'e Iis grnidialed
5') as to allow small corpnli iions ai greater j).,rntingte on Ineir iivnstod
c0pitAl as i excess-prolts credit linnin Wouiiul lit illoweil in tiht case
of linge corloirtio;. lilt I iiink sOiie ceiling 'trtaiiily should be
set a1ind tit nilnh'ss his is lone ctraiin iinqninilifiv.- art, bound to
appear nind O ' iirliaionsi. will (ijo y a ininn1n ninore fni vort'l poi I ion
with rt'gard In) tint \'myiiv'rit of axxees-iorolils tnx.t ho. thlihers.
Furtlhernmore', a ieat dt al (of rv'emnt'l, I a1n 'rl:iiin, %%ill be I.osi. 1
helt'vt, car'il eoil. rzih ol'hil of lit' prol hl of tne Stl:nll corliia!ioll
winicl 1ins einjonrt'lh :ap.iinl rowlh Inninl .iblthd (i i1; capital iit of
ariiings his got 'to lie ivel. I voliln.n:f I ntiio no w t Ii', L-i4nwen"

it this slpecifi' prolnh'ii. lbmit I woinhl ti.v that spinil coin.-idetratlion
ha' uivei to Ihis groupllq id I :i lit' bill, ias i whoh. I, kot! ii i-dit
bill, rtlnt'r I ill to :ntirifie i Il si li'iiion,  if IO In ill fl. Ilie,
snYu of tkini't, are Of iiost' parlitilmir czais.

i wionuid uot inke thme i'eiliug too) tow if one, were jonit iii, bill I wouili
poiit Ount I Innt, sice 11 131) is included its tie oif It'e baist peiol t'a r,,
there must hie coisidered tne fact tnat in some iit , ' s ,e eit, nintIni
with liiiiitions very ,l"gl polits were imide in Ile hn ltl pnrt of that
year and thatt in coitrast to tine fact tlhat in other lines ol Imi iimi,- Ini
pirolit rate for tie whole y-ear 193o was very iilest. indeed.
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The flat credit of $5,000 seems to me to be entirely proper for the

reason that it will mean a great deal to some of the smallest corpor-
ations. In my own excess-profits tax bill, a credit for $10,000 was
allowed. Personally, I wish a law could be drawn so that the exemp-
tion could apply only to the little fellow where it is in many cases of
vital consequence, but so there would be no exemption for big concerns
with earnings running into the millions where it makes little difference
anyway. I realize, however, the difficulties in working this out in an
equitable manner and have no objection to the proposal of the sub-
committee on this point. o

No if I make a point about the rate of tax. If I understand
correctly the subcommittee's proposal, a reduction is allowed from net
income equal to the normal corporation income tax paid by the
corporation. This means, of course, that on that portion of net
income that has already been paid to the Government in taxes the
excess-profits tax would not apply. This is obviously the only fair
thing to do and it was included in my own bill on the subject. but it
has bearing on the matter of rates to be imposed in the excess-
profits tax.

These rates as proposed by the subcommittee reach a maximum of
40 percent on that portion of the excess profits net income which is
above 20 percent of the excess-profits credit. Remembering first
that the Vinson-Trammell Act is being repealed, second tbat this whole
tax program is on excess profits over and above normal profits and,
third, that the top rate applies only to that portion of profits which is
far in excess of normal profits; remembering also that we are seeking to
prevent undue advantage accruing to anyone in connection with this
national defense program it would certainly appear to me that if
anything, the rate in the first 10-percent bracket is too high and tiat
at the very least a fourth bracket should be added to provide taxation
at the rate of 50 or 60 percent on excess profits net income in excess of
50 percent of excess-profits credit. If there is any inequity in the
determination, gentlemen, of the excess-profits credit in the first
instance, that inequity will be carried over more seriously, if the rate
of taxes suggested in the subcommittee's report is used, than would be
the case on a basis such as I have proposed. In my own bill on the
subject., it was graduated more steeply and I had 75 percent in the
bracket where the excess profits ran over 50 percent in excess of
normal profits.

It must be remembered that in the end the American people are
paying for the increased business which causes these additional
earnings to be made, and that the patriotism and sacrifice of the
people is the base on which the whole thing rests. It is true we are
not at war, but it is also true that our Wlrorts should be in the direction
of greater equa!ity of opportunity and better spread of income which
are ntid have alays been fundamental objectives of the American
Nation.

I notice that it is proposed to allow the inclusion of certain per-
centages of borrowed money as part of invested capital. I do not feel
that I am prepared to discuss this proposal in detail. I can see the
importance of it in the ease of small corporations which have to pay a
relatively high rate of interest on borrowed money and whose invested
capital was necessarily small at, the beginning. 1 assume, however,
that the committee in'its bill will guard against the possibility of some
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of the great corporations of the Nation, whose credit advantages are
such that they can borrow at extremely low rates of interest, delib-
erately doing so for the purpose of aoidance of taxation. I also
wonder whether the graduation is as steep as it ought to be in con-
nection with these allowances of borrowed money as part of invested
capital.

I realize fully that the matter of pushing forward the defense
program is of primary consideration. I trust and believe, as I have
said before, that American business stands ready to cooperate in this
respect on the basis of fair and just returns and that its cooperation'
does not have to be purchased. It is obvious that a private corpora-
tion cannot afford to construct extensive new plant facilities or to
retool its plant if all it. has to look forward to is the meeting of a peak
demand for national-defense material over a comparatively short
period of time. I am personally of the opinion that in the munitions
industry itself such peak demand needs should be met by means of the
construction of plants or the purchase of tools by or for the Govern-
ment itself and the leasing of such facilities on a fair basis to those
capable of running them. But I shall not go into this phase of the
situation at this time because it does not directly concern the Ways
and Means Committee. in its consideration of this bill. If a private
corporation is going to risk its money and construct additional plant
and facilities to meet the demand of national defense, then I under-
stand the importance of special amortization allowances to such a
corporation. I would like to stress that, Mr. Chairman.

I would like, in the next place, to point out that there is another
phase to this amortization question which seems to me to present an
entirely different picture from that where the corporation risks its
own funds. The situation I have reference to is one where the cor-
poration takes no risk at all. For example, suppose a corporation
sets up a subsidiary and secures an R. F. C. loan for the construction
of a new plant, the R. F. C. having no other security than the new
plant to be built out of its loan. Suppose further that the business
of this new plant will be the filling of orders for the War Department
so that one agency of the Government will be paying to the company
through its purchases the income necessary to repay the R. F. C.
loan. In such a case, the corporation has taken no risk at all itself.
But as I understand it, even in such a case it would receive a 20
percent amortization credit each year. Certainly this is not equit-
able and furthermore the whole principle of the generous amortiza-
tion provision is, as I understand it, to compensate business for risks
which it may take. Under a circumstance such as I have outlined,
it certainly seems to me after the amortization is complete, that the
plant should belong to the United States. Its costs would have been
completely amortized and the corporation will have received the
profit from the contracts given it by the Government.

I sincerely believe that democracy is on trial now as it has never
been before and, believing that, I think that the Members of Congress
have a responsibility which is so tremendous that it terrifies one to
think of it. The consideration of this tax bill presents one phase of
how this responsibility is developed and, I think, one example of how
difficult it is for Members of Congress to exercise or have an oppor-
tunity to exercise and meet that responsibility. I wish to make a
proposal regarding how I think we can better discharge it.
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During the World War Congress adopted an excess-profits tax law
and without doubt the House and Senate committees thought at that
time that they had written a measure which was clear and which
would involve no great difficulty for the administrators. But, as*I
am sure you gentlemen know, what actually happened was that
bureau chiefs practically assumed the responsibility and perhaps had
to assume the responsibility of writing their own excess-profits tax
law by means of opinions, rules, and regulations.

For example, long after the war, in 1924, a select committee of. the
Senate made an investigation of the Bureau of Internal Revenue and
found among other things that it was 8 years after the law was adopted
before the Solicitor of the Bureau of Internal Revenue issued his,
opinion setting forth the principles upon which the amortization
deductions were to be decided. For 8 years, the report indicates,
employees in the Bureau of Internal Revenue floundered around one,
group deciding it one way, and another group another way. 6bvi-
ously, it is not fair either to the taxpayers or to the Government.

Railroads, for example, were denied the benefit of the amortization
provisions of the law but some railroads, owned by industrial cor-
porations, got amortization allowance. One claim of a great corpora-
tion to the effect that war orders had compelled it to build plants from
34 to 40 percent in excess of its post-war necessities was approved on
the basis of statistical computation. But testimony before the
Senate committee showed that at the very time the corporation was
claiming it had excess plant facilities, it was before the Federal Trade
Commission pleading it did not have sufficient plant capacity to meet
demands.

Another corporation claimed amortization of $55,000,000. The
Senate committee questioned $27,000,000 of this deduction, but the
Commissioner insisted the claim was closed and could not be reopened.
When the committee proved that if the Bureau would use actual pro-
duction figures of the corporation instead of estimated figures, millions
of dollars of the amortization claim could not be supported, the claim
was reopened.

These.are only examples and to a certain extent they are ancient
history. But the object of my mentioning them is to prevent their
happening again and to urge that both for the sake of taxpayers and
the Government steps be taken to see that the same sort of uncer-
tainty does not take place in the carrying out of the law now under
consideration. For otherwise the regulations and administrative
decisions adopted by the Bureau may become more important than
the law itself and it will be difficult it not impossible for Members of
Congress to know what is being done or to effectively carry on their
responsibility to the taxpayers, the Government, and the people.

It is true that, as a result of the Senate investigation, Congress
created the Joint Conuittee on Internal Revenue Taxation and,
while that step was good, frankly I do not believe it has solved the
problem. The Members of the House have little opportunity to
make use of the joint committee and, in fact, I doubt that iany
Members of the Iouse, aside from those on Ways and 'Means, know
what this joint committee or its experts are doing. I would make
two suggestions:

1. The Congress should require the Bureau of Internal Revenue
to submit its regulations for the administration of this act, and the
joint committee should be required to take responsibility for reporting
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to Congress its approval of the regulations. We should develop a
method of maintaining a day-by-day check on the law. I can see
no other way of improving the law and of permitting Members of
Congress to exercise their responsibility.

2. Congress, on a number of occasions, has voted against making
income-tax returns a public record. There is no reason to believe that
Congress would change its opinion if that issue were now raised.
Members of Congress and supporters of secrecy insist that the income-
tax payments should not bedivulged by the Government. But is there
any "reason why we should not require the Bureau to report to the
Congress the amount of deductions a corporation has claimed for
amortization, for depletion, and for depreciation? Perhaps those re-
ports might help to accomplish what I desire-to inspire interest on
the part of Members of Congress in what these provisions in the tax
laws mean in practice.

I would merely like to point out that, out of total deductions of
$672,000,000 claimed by corporations where individual claims were
in excess of $500,000, tlie Senate committee, on the basis of its evi-
dence, contended that excess allowances had been made in the amount
of $210,000,000. If the facts, opinions, rules, and regulations had been
matters of public record, I do'not think these things would have
happened and I believe it would have been better for all concerned.
I hope, gentlemen, that I have made my position plain. I shall

not be surprised if I am the only witness appearing to urge the tighten-
ing of the provisions of this bill in certain respects. I have done so
simply because I believe it is important for somebody to emphasize
and reemphasize the necessity for having Congress prove to the Amer-
ican people that it is going to exercise extreme care to protect the
interests of the people generally at a time and in a psychology when
that interest is all too easy to forget.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Hon. J. Harold Flannery,
Representative in Congress from Pennsylvania. Is Mr. Flannery
present?

(There was no response.)
The CHAIRMAN. The next name on our list is Mr. R. V. Fletcher,

vice president and general counsel of the Association of American
Railroads.

STATEMENT OF R. V. FLETCHER, VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL
COUNSEL, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS, WASH-
INGTON, D. 0.

The CHAIRMAN. How much time do you require, Mr. Fletcher?
Mr. FLETCHER. Ten minutes, I think, will be ample.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:

My name is R. V. Fletcher. I am vice president and general counsel
of the Association of American Railroads, a voluntary organization
maintaining headquarters in Washington and representing substan-
tially all of the class I railroads of the country. I suppose it would be
a fair estimate to say that 95 percent of the entire mileage of railroads
are members of the association.

I desire to express my appreciation of the opportunity of appearing
again before the Committee on Ways and Means, and I shall try to
sustain what I hope is a well established reputation for brevity.
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In making my brief presentation of the railroad question, as applied
to this excess-profits tax, I have no purpose at all of criticizing the
policy of the committee or of the Treasury with respect to the prin-
ciples which are discussed in the subconrnittee's report dated August
8, 1940. I have no doubt that the demand upon the Treasury incident
to national defense is such that an excess-profits tax is inevitable, and
I have no opinion to express contrary to the subcommittee's conclusion
in regard to the suspension of the Vinson-Trammell Act, and the
desirability of adopting a policy of amortization of emergency facilities.
As a matter of fact, my rather slight acquaintance with the subject
leads me to the conclusion that such amortization is not only fair but
absolutely essential to the inauguraton and prosecution of an effective
program of national defense.

My only purpose is to make some suggestions with respect to the
application of the proposed law to railroads, themselves essential
agencies in any well-considered defense program. As all the members
of the committee know the railroads have been far from prosperous
in the past 10 years. bue to the industrial depression affecting all
business and other adverse factors which need not here be enumerated,
something more than one-third of the railroad mileage of the country
is now in the hands of the courts undergoing reorganization either
through the medium of receiverships or bankruptcies. In adopting
plans for promoting the national defense it is important that the rail-
roads should not be overlooked, and that language should not be
written into any tax bill which would place them at a disadvantage in
comparison with their competitors or which would subject them to
treatment less favorable than accorded to industry generally.

May I say here, gentlemen, that whje I Have a more or Les ire-
pored statement, I will welcome interruptions at. any time. It does
not make any diference to me if anybody want to ask a question.
If you wish to ask any questions, I wi try to answer them, without
waiting until I complete this prepared statement.

Now, may I say at the outset that I echo the 'sentiment which, I
believe, has already been expressed to the committee by other wit-
nesses, to the effect that it is a little difficult to attempt to pass upon
this proposed legislation without having had an opportunity to ex-
amine the bill which the committee proposes as a means of carrying
out its general recommendations. All of us, of course, are familiar
with the very clear and comprehensive report of the subcommittee
signed by Chairman Cooper, and my discussion of the bill is based
upon that report. I realize, however, that it is of the utmost impor-
tance that a bill should be presented to the Congress and disposed of
at the earliest possible moment in order that there may be no delay
in getting under way a well-organized defense program.' Then, when
the conclusions of the committee come to be embodied in an actual
bill, language may be" found which will lead one who examines it to
a different conclusion from that derived from reading the subcom-
mittee's report. It is important, therefore, that those of us who are
interested in the questions covered by the bill should have the advan-
tago of examining the actual bill after it has been drafted, and the
privilege of expressing our views, perhaps, not orally, but in writing.
I do not know whether that would be practicable or not, but, as I
have said, when a bill has been prepared and presented to Congress,
from an examination of the exact language of the legislation, we might
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draw different conclusions from those dawn from reading the report.
It is sincerely hoped, therefore, that opportunity will be afforded to
all interestedin the question to submit supplemental statements in
some form after the bill has been presented to the Congress and its
exact language has been examined.

Now, may I mention the question of amortization, because from
certain statements in the press it might appear that it would apply only
to so-called industrial corporations. It is highily important that
equipment purchased by the railroads for the purpose of cooperating
in carrying out the national defense program should be amortized in
the saine way as facilities acquired for defense purposes by industrial
concerns. I read from the subcommittee's report, on page 2, where
I find the following language:

Your subcommittee, therefore, recommends that a corporation be allowed a
deduction for income-and excebs-profits tax purposes for the amortization of
certain facilities which are certified by the Advisory Commision to the Council
of National Defense and either the Secretary of War or the Secretary of the Navy
as necessary in the interest of national defense during the present emergency.
Such facilities are land, buildings, machinery and equipment, or parts thereof,
constructed, reconstructed, erected, installed, or acquired after July 10. 1910
and the construction, reconstruction, erection, installation, or acquisition of
which was contracted for prior to the termination of the present emergency.

I would suppose that the statute would follow the obvious intent of
that declaration in the subcommittee's report, and that it would, no
doubt, include within tile scop of the relief provision equipment which
has been purchased by a railroad company in order to furnish trans-
portation that is made necessary by' the'national defense program.
That would be equipment which would not be required for the ortilnary
operations of the railroad at all, and I take it that such equipment
would fall within the scope of the amortization provision of the law.
It should apply not only to equipment, but possibly it should apply
in the case of -the construction of new lines. There may be occasion
for the construction of new lines, as, for instance, if there should be a
munitions factory located at a place that is not now served by a rail-
road. In that case, it would be necessary to make an extension of the
railroad line solely for the purpose of serving such a plant, and I
presume that that line facility could be amortized on the 5-year basis
the same as a facility that might be constructed in the interest of
directly carrying out the nation defense program.

I want to say, however, that this date of July 10, 1940, challenges
attention. I have the impression that other witnesses have explained
to the committee the importance of careful consideration with respect
to that (late of July 10, 1040, so as not to exclude equipment which
may have been ordered, or the construction of which may have been
begun, prior to that date. Of course, we are not contending here that
equipment purchased for ordinary commercial purposes, having no
reat ions hip to the national-defense program,should be subject to
special treatment, but our contention is that the statute should not
be so written as to exclude railroad equipment which may have been
contracted for prior to that date, provided it is completed subsequent
thereto, provided, of course, the railroad company shall furnish the
certificate which the statute no doubt will require. It is a matter of
common knowledge that prior to July 10, 1940, it was obvious to all
well-informed, thoughful people that the Nation must embark upon a
more intense and complete program of national defense, and cases
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may no doubt be found where railroad companies, anticipating the
need for equipment in order to discharge their obligations in the
premises, made contracts for equipment which would not have been
made but for the obvious necessity for speeding up and intensifying
the national-defense program.

M\r. REED. Do you have any evidence, as a result of conferences
with the railroad organizations that they were looking forward in
their expenditures in anticipation of this emergency?

Mr. FLETCHER. I am not sure that I could cite any specific instance
of that now, but I liave no doubt that such instances do exist, without
being able to put my finger on the particular cases at this moment.
I have no doubt that if a railroad company can convince this com-
mittee, the War Department, or the Navy Department, that such
instances existed, you would want to provide language in the law
that would not exclude them from the benefits of the amortization
program.

Mr. REED. I wondered how far they had foreseen it.
Mr. FLETCHER. I do not think there would be a great deal of that,

but where there was, it should be taken care of in the amortization
provision. If a railroad company can convince the Advisory Com-
mission to the Council of National Defense, the Secretary of War, or
the Secretary of the Navy that the equipment is necessary in the
interest of national defense during the present emergency, such
equipment should be given the privilege of special treatment in the
matter of amortization regardless of any particular date.

Now we come down to the very important question of what basis
should be adopted in determining excess profits, or how the excess-
profits taxes are to be collected. Of course, we have here two alterna-
tive methods: We have the invested-capital method and the average-
earnings method. It is probable that by far the majority of the
railroads would select as preferable the invested-capital method
rather than the average-earnings method. I say that by reason of
the fact that for the past 10 years the railroads have had a most
unhappy experience in the matter of net earnings during that depres-
sion period, and very few of them would be able to obtain any sub-
stantial credits by taking into consideration their earnings in that
period. I believe it was Mr. Staem who spoke on behalf of the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, and after explaining, with
admirable clarity, the details of the average-earnings method, he used
this language:

However, It is recognized that taxpayers with very low base earnings will be
unjustly treated by a tax based entirely on average earnings.

This terse statement exactly expresses the situation of the majority
of the railroads of the country. The test period 1936-1937-1938-1939
was, with the possible exception of 1937, a period of profound depres-
sion in the railroad industry. Taking the railroads as a whole, there-
fore, it will be found that the average earnings for the 4 years are very
low and in the case of many roads utterly nonexistent.. it is assurned,
therefore, that most of the railroads will gratefully elect to adopt the
invested capital method rather than the alternative. Generally speak-
ing, these railroads will find their protection in the credit of percent
upon invested capital which the proposed statute will reflect. In
some cases there will be an additional credit, since not all of the rail-
roads were without net earnings in the base period. In connection
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with the determination of invested capital, which is, of course, all
important, I venture to suggest that language be used in the bill
which will make it clear that the so-called depreciation reserves may
be included in the term "earnings and profits" which, according to the
subcommittee's report, are to be included in computing equity in-
vested capital.

I mention that, because a great many railroads have a substantial
amount of money in the so-called depreciation reserves. I do not
want to go into too much detail about it, but I think it is understood
that under the accounting rules of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission railroads are required to set up annually on their books figures
that will represent the depreciation of equipment. Those amounts
are not kept in cash, but they are invested in property. They are
put in the property investment accounts of the carriers, and in most
cases they are substantial in amount. I think they should be al-
lowed to be included in the equity invested capital, but it is not clear
from the statement of the subcommittee whether they will be permit-
ted to be so included, and we apprehend that, unless that is taken
care of by express language in the statute, there will be some diffi-
culty with the Bureau of Internal Revenue in having those particular
reserves included in the term "invested capital."

Some question has arisen in the minds of the tax experts connected
with the railroad industry as to whether such depreciation reserves
will be recognized by the Department of Internal Revenue. Of
course, these reserves represent actual earnings set aside for a special
purpose and in determining in the case of a particular railroad the
amount of its equity invested capital, depreciation reserves should
not be excluded.

Now, we come to the question of borrowed capital, and the point I
have just made is all the more important by reason of the fact that in
the case of most railroads their capital structure includes a compara-
tively large amount of borrowed capital, which borrowings were used
actually to construct the line and are included in the property invest-
ment account.

As I have previously stated to the committee in reply to questions
from members, the railroad industry to a greater extent that almost
any other, by reason of the low rate of interest at which money can be
borrowed, hs seen proper to construct very substantial portions of
their lines through the medium of bond issues rather than stock issues.
As I understand the proposition, in the case of a fairly large railroad
company only 333 percent of borrowed capital can be included in the
term "invested capital." It is highly important, therefore, that these
very substantial amounts which the railroads carry in depreciation
reserves should not be excluded.

Now, there is one class of railroads to which I desire to call particular
attention. I have reference to railroads which are now undergoing
reorganization through receivership or bankruptcy proceedings.
Many of these railroads will emerge from bankruptcy during the
period when the excess-profits tax is in effect. Special problems arise
in connection with this class of railroads. In many cases the existing
stock will be entirely wiped out and the new stock will be distributed
to bondholders and other creditors. There will be difficulty, there-
fore, in determining with respect to such railroads as to money paid
in for stock. Some method will have to be worked out whereby a
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valuation can be put upon the stock in order to determine invested
capital. It is respectfully suggested that language be included in the
new law which will provide in effect that in the case of railroads which
have been reorganized the capital stock be valued at a sum approved
by the Interstate Commerce Commission as the basis of the accounting
for the new company. It will be necessary, doubtless, for the re-
organized company to open up a new set of books and the Commission
under its general duties to superintend accounts will be called upon to
approve a figure on tie balance sheet of tie carrier representing the
value of the capital stock. That figure the Treasury can very well
afford to accept as the basis for the value of the capital stock in
determining equity invested capital.

In this connection, technically, many railroad corporations will
come into existence as new corporations subsequent to the last of the
base years and, as I understand the proposition, these companies will
be entitled to a credit of 8 percent upon the value of the invested
capital.

Of course, those companies will have to open books. They will
have to begin their career with a new set of accounts, and the Inter-
state Commerce Commission will supervise those accounts, because
under the law all accounts are under the control of the Interstate
Commerce Commission.

There has been a great deal of discussion before this committee
about the desirability of applying consolidated returns for excess-
profits tax purposes. I do not intend to go into that very largely,

ut I venture to make the suggestion, in connection with the excess-
profits tax, as applied to railroads, that the privilege be extended to
the railroads to make consolidated returns for excess-profits purposes.
The committee will remember that under the present law applicable
to income taxes railroads are permitted under certain restrictions and
limitations to make a consolidated return for income-tax purposes.
This policy was deliberately adopted by the Congress some years ago
by reason of the peculiarities of railroad capital structures. It is not
necessary to reiterate the reasons why it was necessary in order to do
justice to permit railroads to make consolidated returns. Suffice
it to say that the principal and controlling reason is that the laws of
many States make it necessary for the railroads to maintain separate
corporations in order to conform to the policy of those States. It is
obvious that the same principle which controls souid policy as to
consolidated returns applicable to the income tax should apply to
excess-profits tax returns. There are some railroads which have as
many as 49 companies in the consolidated tax returns and railroad
systems with 20, 30, and 40 companies are by no means rare. Gen-
erally speaking, all these companies represent but a single investment
and a single operation. From the viewpoint of simplicity as well as
for obvious practical considerations, the various separate corporations
making up a system should be permitted to file a consolidated return
for excess-profits taxes just as they now do in the case of income taxes.

In connection with the whole subject of taxes upon railroads I am
asking the privilege to file with the committee a printed copy of some
suggestions which were made to the Secretary of the Treasury in 1939,
at a time when hearings were had upon the whole question of taxation
by the Undersecretary of the Treasury. While some of the questions
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discussed in this carefully prepared memorandum are not before the
committee at the present time, yet in my opinion the committee will
be interested in that discussion of the problem of railroad taxation so
far as the Federal Government is concerned. One question of great
importance is discussed on pages 3 and 4 of this pamphlet. I refer to
the desirability of making some change in the law which would permit
consolidated returns in the case of lessor corporations where less than
95 percent of the stock is owned by an operating railroad company
but where under the contract the taxes levied upon the lessor cor-
poration must be borne by the lessee. Many instances could be cited
where all the property of a railroad corporation has been leased to an
operating company so that this lessor property is in effect a part of
the railroad system of the lessee. Under the lease contracts the
internal revenue taxes imposed upon the lessor must be paid by the
lessee. No good reason can be cited why in cases of this sort thelessor
company should not be included in the consolidated return.

As previously stated, we respectfully ask that the privilege be ex-
tended to the railroads of the country to express further views after
the text of the law is available.

Mfr. TREADWAY. I notice that this pamphlet is dated November
1939. Does it represent the view of your organization today?

.Mfr. FLETCHER. It does as to matters therein treated. There are
many matters treated there which are not involved in this bill.

Mr. TREADWAY; With a view to saving printing costs, would it
not be desirable to designate the portions of the report that relate to
matters we are dealing with here?

M\fr. FLETCHER. I am not submitting that pamphlet for inclusion
in the record, but I am simply filing it with the committee. The
reason I offer it is because thereis a discussion in there, more elaborate
than I have time to make now, with reference to the desirability of
making consolidated returns for excess-profits-tax purposes.

I thank you very much.
The Cn xn31.A.X The next witness we will hear is Mr. W. W.

Schneider.
Mr. Schneider, please state your name for the record and whom you

represent.

STATEMENT OF W. W. SCHNEIDER, SECRETARY, MONSANTO
CHEMICAL CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is W. W.
Schneider; I am secretary of the Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis,
Mo.

I want to discuss just a few points in the subcommittee's report.
The first point I want to discuss is with reference to a question Mr.
Disney raised this morning. The subcommittee's report does not
indicate how you intend to handle the case of a company that has
acquired some other business during this base period, or a case where
two companies have merged or consolidated during that base period.

We happen to have that case in our company. That is one of the
reasons for making my remarks on that subject.

I might call your attention to the recommendation made by the
Minister of Finance in Canada to the House of Commons, on June
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20 of this year, on that very point, in connection with the Canadian
excess-profts law. His recommendation is as follows:

That in the case of a t&xpayer who acquired a business as a going concern
since January 1, 1938, the Minister may direct that the standard profits of the
predecessor may be added! to those of the taxpayer if the Minister is satisfied that
the trade or business of the predecessor and the taxpayer are not susbtantially
different.

I do not know whether that recommendation was adopted or not,
but I put it forward as a suggestion in this case.

It seems to me offhand that where two businesses have joined, or
where one company has taken over another business during this base
period, that for the purpose of making a comparison between the
average profits for that 4-year period and the profits of both on which
the tax is to be paid, it is only fair and proper that the profits of those
two companies, or those two businesses which are now one business,
should bo added together for the purpose of ascertaining the average
profit during that 4-year period.

With respect to the second method, the invested capital method, it
also seems to me that the invested capital of the two companies
should be added together to ascertain the invested capital of the pres-
ent enterprise for the purpose of ascertaining the percentage of return
on invested capital during that 4-year period; and also add together
the profits of those two enterprises (luring that same period to deter-
mine what is the real percentage that that present enterprise should
start with as a base tinder this new tax law. It seems to me that is
a fair and proper method of handling it. Some way has to be devised
of handling it. I do not know what the opinion of your experts is on
that point. I an not an expert myself.

There happens to be another recommendation from the Minister of
Finance of Canada which might be appropriate to point out here.
Ile recommends as follows:

Tiat the Act shall apply to the prorts of the year 1940; and In the ease of a
fiscal period ending In 1940 prior to December 31, that the Act shall apply to
that proportion or percentage thereof which the number of days of said f scal
period in the year 1940 bears to the total number of days of such fiscal period.

I know of sonic companies whose fiscal year ends on November 30
of this year, and they will escape the excess-profits tax for eleven-
twelfths of their 1940*profit, as well as the 3 percent that you tacked
on a few months ago in the Revenue Act of 1940. Perhaps that is
one of the reasons why the revenue tinder this proposal is going to
be so low for the year 1940. I just throw that. thought out in pass-
ing, that you might avoid a discrimination against companies whose
fiscal year starts 30 days later, as against a company whose fiscal
year starts on the 1st of December of last year. Now, I have just
one more point to make, and the most important one, and that is
with respect to the valuation of property that has been received in
exchange for stock.

On page 11 of your committee's report you have recommended
using the unadjusted basis, and I believe the thought behind that is
that there have been tax-exempt reorganizations, under section 112.
and so forth.

In my opinionI there is no necessary connection between the basis
for figuring the income tax and for figuring what is a fair rate of
return on the taxpayer's invested capital.
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If I issue $5,000,000 worth of stock in exchange for $5,000,000
worth of assets, that is my invested capital and not what the seller
may have paid for it 5, 10 15, or 20 years ago. ie might have paid
$10 000,000 or $1,000,000 for it. In my opinion in determining what
is the reasonable rate of return on my invested capital, I should be
given the value of what I pay for it in that case, $5,000,000 worth of
stock, and not what the seller might have paid for it, during some
period in the past.

That is the last point I wish to make.
,Mr. TREADWAY. You started out by referring to your company

having been composed of two separate companies.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is right.
Mr. TREADWAY. And you were asking for a basis of figuring excess.

profits tax on the capitalization or the earnings of the two, according
to the alternate scheme.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is right.
Mr. TREADWAY. When your companies consolidated, does the new

capitalization represent the total of the two capitalizations of the sub-
ordinate companies, or did you change your form of stock in some way
or other? My point is this, that I think very frequently when that
sort of thing is done, there is something put in the capitalization per-
haps reducing the total represented by the stock of the two companies.

Is your stock today identical with what it was when the companies
were separate, before consolidation?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. No; we issued common stock in exchange for
their business and assets. We did not acquire the other company's
capital stock, if that is the point you have in mind.

K.fr. DIs.EY. You refer to a question that I asked. The illustra-
tion that I had in mind was a different one, where there was no cor-
porate change in the purchasing company.

M r. TREADWAY. Does not that weaken your argument a little bit,
that you should now go on the basis of the value of the capital stock
of the two companies?

Mr. SCHXEIDER. I do not believe it does, because in ascertaining
my investment, I think I am entitled to what I paid for the property
and not what somebody else paid for it. lie might have paida whole
lot more. It works both ways. lie might have paid a whole lot
more than I am now paying him for it. In that case I would get a
much higher base under that other theory; or he might have paid a
much lower figure. It works both ways. -

The CHAIRMAN. How can you keep up with what that value is;
some people pay less for a stock than it is worth and others pay more.
Some one else might have paid more for the stock than you did. How
do you equalize it?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I do not think any man is going topay any more
than he thinks the property is worth. That is a matter t hat they have
to prove to the satisfaction of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
in any event.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose he woke up and found that he had paid
more than he thought it was worth?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. If that were so in my case, that would still be my
investment.

Mr. McKEoUoK. You merely approach this, as I see it, on the basis
of some consideration being extended for your new set-up that is
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interrupted by reason of the four test years that are proposed in the
report, either on the basis of earnings or on the basis of your capital
investment.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is correct.
Mr. ,cKEOUGH. In other words, if you changed your operations

while the period of the 4 test years is involved, you merely seek a
consideration for that change in connection with the proposed report
as it applies to your tax for 1940.

I think you have got an approach that is worthy of very sympa-
thetic consideration.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. In other words, there are two businesses now
united in one. If you want to make a proper comparison, you have
to take the investment in both companies and the earnings of both
companies to figure the future tax and profits.

I I kr.SfcUOUOH. Otherwise, you would be manifestly unjustly
treated, if you were posed with a situation where you had no relief
because of that 4-year period being interrupted by a new set-up.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. If there are no further questions, we thank you

for your appearance and the information you have given the committee
Mfr. SCHNEIDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES H. MYLANDER, VICE PRESIDENT,
HUNTINGTON NATIONAL BANK, COLUMBUS, OHIO

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness on the calendar is Mr. Charles
H. Mylander, of the American Bankers Association.

Please give your name and address to the reporter, Mr. M,\ylander.
Mr. MYLANDER. Mr. Chairman, for the record, my name is Charles

I. Mylander. I am vice president of the Huntington National
Bank, of Columbus, Ohio. I am a member of the committee on
Federal legislation of the American Bankers Association and chair-
man of its subcommittee on taxation.

I want to say first that on behalf of the American Bankers Associa.
tion I think we should commend the committee and the Congress for
its efforts on this bill to place the defense program, to some extent at
least, on a pay-as-you-go-basis. We have been advocating that basis
for a good many years, as you know.

I think also that we ought to thank the Ways and Means Com-
mittee for the consideration that it has given the banking business
in the draft of past tax laws.

In the 7 or 8 years that I have been coming down to Washington
this is the first tune, I think, that I have been able to understand the
report of a subcommittee. And, I think the committee which pre..
pared the report should be commended because it has had to deal with
a very difficut subject.

We assume, of course, that because there is no special mention of the
banking business in the report of the subcommittee, that it is intended
that the banks shall pay taxes on their excess profits on the same basis
as any other corporation and that they. will be allowed the same
option as to whether they use their earnings over a base period, or
the invested capital method as other corporations are allowed.
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When we come down to the details of the computation of the in-
vested capital in the banking business I find one place here where the
subcommittee was not as clear as we would like to have it. On page
5 of the subcommittee's report, under the definition of "invested
capital" we find that the report states:

Your subcommittee recommends that the invested capital of the taxpayer
shoizd consist of equity invested capital and borrowed invested capital, and that
borrowed invested capital should be defined as borrowed capital of the taxpayer
which is evidenced by written promises to pay.

Then, when we go over to page 12 we find another definition of
borrowed capital, which should consist of indebtedness of the tax-
payer, evidence by a bond, note, bill of exchange or debenture, cer-
tificate of indebtedness, mortgage, or deed of trust.

Banks issue none of the items which I have listed, but banks have
in addition to equity capital a tremendous amount of borrowed capital
which is represented by deposit liabilities. And, we feel that the bill
should state definitely that the deposit liabilities of the bank should
be included in the invested capital of the institution, since that de-
posit liability represents, money which the banks have borrowed from
the public, and which is evidenced by the promise of the bank to
repay those deposits, either upon demand or upon certain definite
dates, and evidenced by a certificate of deposit or savings passbook,
or what have you.

If we do not have the admission of our borrowed capital, the in-
vested capital of the bank, as defined by the bill will be reduced con-
siderably by the provision in paragraph 5 of the report, that is, the
ratio which certain inadmissable assets bear to the total assets being
taken away from the invested capital.

As you know, banks are confined in their investment to certain
definite types of investments, by the National Bank Act, the Federal
Deposit Insurance Act, and so on. A large part of those admissible
asses which banks may buy, may be inadmissible for tile purposee
of computing invested capital under the proposed bill.

We have not had time to make computations of the typical case,
but for banks as a whole it would mean a reduction of about one-third
of the equity capital in the banks of the United States by reason of
this inadmissible asset.

We have one further point to make and that is in tie determination
of net income, as defined on page 13 of the rport: Net. income as
computed for excess profits-tax purposes, for any taxable year, inelhid-
ing taxable years in the base period, shall be the normal tax net income
plus income tax payable, and less the amount of gains or loses realized
by the sale or exeihange of any asset, depreciable or nondepreciable
held for more than 18 months.

Until the passage of the Revenue Act of 1939, corporations generally,
including banks, had no reason to keep records as to the length of time
an asset was held in gain or loss computation. Consequently, I think
you will find that in most corporations it will be rather difficult, in the
case of certain intangible assets, to determine what length of time that
Particular asset was held. For instance, a bank buys a Government

ond, or did back in that period, bough t a Government bond, and put
one bond on its books at so many dollars but it did not identify that
bond by number, so that some t0 or 12 months lat(r, when it sold the
bond, the bank sold one of the Government bonds for so many dollars
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it ..ight have been a bond which was purchased 10 months before or
it might have been a bond which was purchased 20 months earlier.

And, I feel that is true in the case of a number of corporations who
deal in intangible assets, that is, that the distinction between gain
and loss for 18 months of the tax year, in the base years 1936, 1937,
and 1938, will be very difficult of attainment.

To summarize: We feel that banks, and we ask that banks be
treated exactly as other corporations are to be treated under this bill,
and that is, that they be allowed to include in invested capital the
same proportion of borrowed capital, namely, their deposit liability,
that other business corporations include.

Then, this last point which I have made about the difficulty of
ascertaining the length of time certain assets were held; we asked
that that be cleared up in some way.

Thank you.
Senator KING. Do I understand you to mean that the capital

would consist of deposits, whether those deposits are time deposits,
or whether they are deposits in which you are acting as an agent for
others, or deposits on which you pay interest?

Mr. MYLANDER. Senator King, you have two kinds of capital
defined in this bill: Equity capital and borrowed capital. We feel
that the deposits are borrowed capital, the same as the borrowed
capital of a manufacturing concern from a bank. We have borrowed
that money from our depositors, the same as the manufacturing
concern borrows money, comes and signs a note to the bank to
borrow money. We have .tered into the same kind of contract.

Senator KINo. Many banks now receive deposits upon which they
pay no interest, or a negligible amount of interest.

Mr. MYLANDER. Yes. I

Senator KING. They receive the deposits only because the depositor
comes in, some patrons who have been doing business with the bank
for some years- it represents no advantage to the bank; in some in-
stances iC is a liability rather than a benefit. Would you treat that
as capital?

Mr. MYLANDER. I would treat it as borrowed capital as defined
under tifs bill, because the deposits of a bank, the deposits of these
individuals, while the individual may derive no benefit and the bank
itself may derive no benefit from it for the moment, nevertheless the
bank mist keep as a reserve in cash, idle, earning no money, an
amount equal to its equity capital.

The CHAIRMAN. 11ouifd not the borrowings, which you have
described as capital, fluctuate so much that it would be veiy hard to
determine what your capital was? The other concern does'not have
to keep a reserve which would fluctuate.

Mr. MYLANDER. Very much so, Mr. Chairman, just the same as
the ordinary corporation borrows money.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think it, is analogous. You are bound
to keep a reserve, under the law, and if your deposits run down, then
tlie only way you can keep the reserve is to borrow money, or collect
in notes.

Mr. MYLANDER. Yes.
The CHIAIRMAN. A corporation is under no obligation to keep a

certain reserve. I do not think lie two are analogous.
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Mr. MYLANDER. That is all the more reason, Mr. Chairman, why
we feel that banks are entitled to treatment accorded other Corpora-
tions, because they do have to keep a reserve; we have to keep a very
large fund of idle money in reserve, earning nothing.

The CHAIRMAN. It would be very difficult, I think to tell just what
your borrowed capital was because it would fluctuate so much.

Mr. MYLANDER. Of course, there is one difference between the
banking business and the ordinary corporation: The bank must
balance its books every day and keep records so we can tell exactly
what our deposit liabilities are each day. And, we have to furnish
that information to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; we
furnish them a statement showing the amount of deposits each day,
because it is on that basis that our premiums for deposit insurance are
computed.

Senator KINo. I suppose that upon a lot of such borrowed capital
you would not make any money; that they have money of depositors
m the banks on which they pay no interest to their customers; never-
theless they have a fiduciary relationship.

Mr. MNYLANDER. That is correct yes.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your statement.
Mr. MYLANDER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Byerly.

STATEMENT OF F. P. BYERLY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. BYERLY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is F. P. Byerly. I am a partner in the accounting firm of
Price, Waterhouse & Co., certified public accountant of New York,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, and other States; a member of the American
Institute of Accountants and a number of State accounting societies;
former chairman of the special committee on Federal taxation of the
New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants, having
served in that capacity for 2 years. I am here as representative uf
Price, Waterhouse & Co., and do not represent any of the State ac-
counting societies or the American Institute of Accountants.

The suggestions I wish to offer are limited to certain ones that seem
to me of prime importance following a perusal of the subcommittee
report transmitted to your committee August 8, 1940. In the absence
of a revenue bill no attempt will be made at this time to go into matters
of detail or phraseology.

Both proposed alternative methods of computing the excess-profits
credit for corporations are based upon earnings of the base period
1936 to 1939, inclusive, with which the earnings of the year 1940
and subsequent excess-profits tax years are to be compared. Itseems obvious, therefore, that the bill should provide for computation
of the earnings of the base period on the one hand and of the taxable
year on the other in such a manner that they shall be fairly com-
parable. The subcommittee report proposes to eliminate from the
earnings of both the base period and of the taxable year any long-term
capital-gains or long-term capital losses but there are in many cases a
number of other extraordinary items of the sort commonly described
as nonrecurring. Nonrecurring does not mean items of a nature that
may never recur but items of major importance which do not recur
annually or at longer intervals with some regularity.
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Examples of such items as I refer to are:
1. Substantial gains or losses realized from sale or exchange of

capital assets (including depreciable assets) that may have been held
for not more than 18 months (the subcommittee report having already
proposed to eliminate gains or losses with respect to items held for
more than 18 months).

2. Losses on abandonment or destruction of property.
3. Taxable profit realized upon the purchase at a discount by a

corporation of its own bonds or other outstanding evidences of
indebtedness.

4. Deductible loss incurred upon purchase at a premium (or at an
amount in excess of the principal amount less the related balance of
unamortized discount at the time of purchase) by a corporation of its
own bonds or other outstanding evidences of indebtedness.

Items such as those under 3 and 4 above are liable to be of substan.
tial amount when a corporation carries out a refunding operation.
Such extraordinary profits or losses, if any, realized by a corporation
during the base period or the excess-profits taxable year I think should
be eliminated in determining the excess-profits credit and the excess-
profits income, but not for normal tax purposes.

The subcommittee report fails to provide for the determination of
excess-profits taxes on the basis of consolidated accounts. The profits
tax laws in effect for the years 1917-20 inclusive, made consolidated
returns mandatory. The privilege of filing consolidated returns
extended by later revenue acts was withdrawn by the Revenue Act
of 1934.

The business of a considerable number of corporations is conducted
on such a scale that it is often necessary or desirable, because of State
laws, temporary exigencies of financing and-sometimes for other special
reasons, to have some of the departments, operations, or geographical
divisions of the business conducted by subsidiary corporations. From
the economic standpoint, however, the enterprise is a unit and the
interest of the investing public is wholly or principally in the securities
issued by the parent company.

Under an excess-profits tax law, whereby the tax is determined in
part by reference to invested capital, artificial duplications of invested
capital will exist to the injury of the revenue in a group of affiliated
companies if the accounts are not made up on a consolidated basis.
In consolidated accounts the investment of the parent company in the
stock and securities of the subsidiary companies is eliminated but
in the absence of consolidation no such elimination occurs an the
same net operating assets may be represented in the equity securities
of two or more corporations, subsidiaries and parent. The provision
in the subcommittee's report for an adjustment in respect to "inadmis-
sible assets" would not serve to cure such duplication since such
adjustment is reduced by application of the ratio which the equity or
invested capital bears to the total assets.

Furthermore, consolidated accounts are more equitable to the tax-
payers in that the operating results of the whole enterprise, regardless
of artificial corporate divisions, are combined in arriving at the amount
of net income.

On the basis of consolidated accounts the ratio of income to invested
capital is weighted average for all the separate corporations of the
affiliated group and the artificial peaks and valleys that may exist in
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such ratios for the separate corporate divisions are leveled off. Under
the system of a separate return for each corporation, it would be quite
possible for the effective tax rate on one enterprise to be more than
100 percent under a law which asserted a maximum nominal rate of
only 40 percent.

Without consolidation ambiguities would often be encountered as
to the status of intercompany open accounts. Questions would arise
as to whether such accounts represented indebtedness or capital and
how they should be treated in determining statutory invested capital.

Such complications might put taxpayers under temptation to
rearrange their corporate structures and relationships so as to mini-
mize duplication of taxes and thus might tend to retard progress in
the direction of simplification of corporate structures.

Senator KING. I understand you regard the consolidated return as
indispensable to a fair appraisement of the activities and successes
or failures of the corporation, and therefore very desirable in any
revenue legislation?

Mr. BYERLY. Yes; particularly when the rates Lcoive as high as
profits taxes it is more important than on normal taxe.,.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you.
Mr. ByERLY. Thank you.

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF F. P. ITIERLY, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING
PRICE, WATERHOUSE & CO.

Supplementing the brief statement which I made before your committee August
13, 1910, I wiih to direct attention to the following related points which I did not
specifically mention in that statement.

BASE PERIOD EARNINGS

In line with my recommendation that the bill should provide for the computa-
tion of earnings for the base period, on the one hand, and for the taxable year, on
the other, in such a manner that they should be fairly comparable, provision
should be made for the inclusion in earnings or losses of ilie taxpayer corporation
for the base period of the earnings or losses of going businesses or companies
which the taxpayer acquired by a transaclion on which gain or loss was not recog-
nized (under the income tax law in effect at the time) between the date of com-
mencement of the base period and the date of commencement of the excess-
profits taxable year. Lacking such a provision the income of the taxable year
and of the base period would In many ca,es not be fairly comparable.

For eases where consolidated tax returns are permitted or required, It should
be similarly provided that the base period earnings would Include those of sub-
sidiary companies acquired by the affiliated group during the above-mentioned
interval bjetwe n the commencement of the base period and the commencement
of the exceis-profits taxable year.

Consistent provisions should, of course, be included with respect to the deter-
mination of invested capital for the base period years where that factor is per-
tinent to the computation of the excess-profits credit.

INVESTED CAPITAL,

The subcommittee report transmitted to the Ways and Meens Committee
August 8, 1910, conclude s with a recommendation that earnings or profits should
not include unrecognized gain or loss upon the sale or exchange of property. The
tax law, commencing with the Revenue Act of 1936 (see. 112 (b) (6)), has provided
that under specified conditions the complete liquidation of a subsidiary company
does not result in recognized gain or loss to the parent company. A parallel
provision of the law stated that the basis of assets so acquired by a parent company
should be the same as the basis to the subsidiary. The subcommittee report also
recommends a general rule that assets be included at their income-tax basis In
conformity with this sound principle. It should be made clear in the bill that
this general rule applies to assets acquired by a parent company upon liquidation
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of a subsidiary company under section 112 (b) (6) regardless of whether such
liquidation resulted in an unrecognized gain or loss.

Corollary to this provision, the rule to be included in the bill with respect to the
determination of undistributed earnings and profits for the purposes of invested
capital should explicitly recognize the principle established by the Sansome
decision (Commissioner v. Frederick A. Santome, 60 Fed. (2d) 931 (C. C. A. 2d,
1932) certiorari denied) and consistently applied since that time in the adminis-
tration of the income tax laws, viz, that earnings or profits should include the
amount of the earnings or profits of a predecessor company acquired by a re-
organization, merger, or liquidation which was a tax-free transaction effective for
the year in which it occurred.

August 14, 1940.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Connally. Please give

your full name and address for the record.

STATEMENT OF JOHN L. CONNALLY, SECRETARY AND GENERAL
COUNSEL, MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING CO.,
ST. PAUL, MINN.
Mr. CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:

My name is John L. Connally. I am secretary and general counsel
of the Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., St. Paul Minn.,
which is and has been for the past 30 years engaged exclusively in the
manufacturer of coated abrasives, which is sandpaper, scotch adhesive
tape, rubber cement, roofing granules, and other related products.

While Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. has had certain
contracts with the United States Government, none of them were
subject to the limitations of the Vinson-Trammell Act. We are
therefore in this discussion not dealing with the amortization provisions
of the proposed excess-profits tax law. This discussion will deal only
with the excess-profits tax provisions. i

I have read the report of the subcommittee of the Committee on
Ways and Means on the proposed excess-profits taxation of certain
corporations. As I understand it, the report proposes the allowance
of two alternative bases for credit against income before excess profits
are subjected to tax. The first credit is, in substance average earn-
ings for a base period, which is the 4 years prior to the first excess-
profits tax year. The second credit is inapplicable to our company
for the reason that its average earnings for the base period were
more than 10 percent of its invested capital for the same period.

The first credit,, based on average earnings for the base period, is
the credit applicable to our company. It is not, however, in our
opinion comprehensive enough because it does not permit increasing
the credit by the amount of earnings retained in the business, and
therefore does not recognize expansion financed through the sale of
stock, paid-in surplus, or other contributions to capital. The failure
of the proposal to recognize as a part of the credit of a percentage of
earnings retained and used for the purpose of expansion penalizes
small companies which finance their growth out of reasonable undis-
tributed earnings.

It is believed that the subcommittee's proposal respecting a credit
based on average base period income should be amended to provide
as follows:

The credit is to consist of the average net income for the base period, increased
by 8 or 10 percent of money or property (taken at Its basis for tax purposes) Paid
into the corporation for stock or as pal-ln surplus or as a contribution to capital,
after the beginning of the taxpayer's first taxable year under the excess profits
tax and each excess profits tax year's undistributed earnings.
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It is also believed that the subcommittee's proposal for a base
period consisting of 4 taxable years could well be amended to provide
that the right be accorded taxpayers to discard at least I of the 4 base
periods earnings years, or if 5 base period earnings years are adopted,
the right should be accorded to taxpayers to discard 1 or 2 of those
years. This suggestion is based on the recognition that abnormal con-
ditions may exist, in a year or years in the base period, which should
be recognized to avoid hardship.

We further recommend that the excess-profits tax law include a
provision permitting or requiring affiliated corporations to file con-
solidated returns for each excess-profits tax year and their average
earnings and average invested capital be based upon consolidated
earnings and consolidated invested capital for the base period. This
would be a fair provision from the viewpoint of the taxpayer and of
the Government.

Our company has operated profitably for a number of years, and wo
know that one of the principal reasons for its success has been the
constant development of new products and the investment of capital
in plant and equipment to produce and market such products. The
activities of the company and its progress may be best illustrated by
the increase it has made in employment and research. In 1928, the
company had 517 employees; in 1933, 956 employees; and in 1940,
2,380 employees. It now employes m excess of 100 chemists, whose
entire time is devoted to research and the development of new prod-
ucts. Such products in no instance replaced previously developed and
marketed products. In other words, the research work and develop-
ment of new products has been financed entirely out of undistributed
earnings. At all times the company has been paying a reasonable
dividend to its shareholders, and it has just paid its ninety-third con-
secutive quarterly dividend.

At the present time the company is engaged in a large building
program which, consistent with its policy, is being financed out of
undistributed earnings.

In 1930 its total property and plant account amounted to $2,140,000.
In 1940, that account had increased to approxiniately $6,700,000.
Construction in 1940, now in progress, will result in an expenditure
in excess of $1,000,000.

If the subcommittee's proposals are enacted into law without a pro-
vision for an added credit of a percentage of retained earnings, such a
law would definitely, in our opinion, curtail the future expansion of
our company and like companies.

The CHAIRMA N. Any questions? If not, we thank you.
Mr. CONNALLY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Arthur S. Bowes, of Chicago.

Will you give the reporter your full name, your address, and the
capacity in which you appear.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR S. BOWES, REPRESENTING UNIVERSAL
PRODUCTS CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. BowEs. M\r. Chairman, my name is Arthur S. Bowes, and I
appear as an officer of a relatively small new company, the Universal
Products Co., of Chicago.

The effect of the proposed law on us is probably similar to its effect
on most of the other small new companies.
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We do not and cannot make war materials. Consequently we are
interested only in the excess-profits provisions. We are only 3 years
old. Consequently, in establishing our base for excess profits we
have no alternative. We must use the invested capital base on
which there is a ceiling of 10 percent. Actually, in our case the base
works out at between 8 and 9 percent of ourinvested capital. Be-
cause our capital is not large, the dollar figure is quite low.

Now that figure does not seem like enough when we see that the
largest automobile manufacturer, using the 1936-39 earnings base,
will be allowed 22.2 percent. It seems even more inadequate when
compared with the 12 percent which one of the large soft-drink manu-
facturers will be allowed to use as his base.

Our largest competitor, using the 1936-39 earnings base, will be
allowed 17 percent on his invested capital-about twice what we are
allowed. That is in the face of the fact that one of the reasons why
we started this business was that we felt that we would be able through
technical advancement in our way of making the product, and through
the elimination of slow-moving items, to double that competitive re-
turn on invested ca ital.

We were to be ab e to do that by requiring less capital per dollar of
sales. Our machines are several times as fast. Consequently our
investment in machines could be lower. That speed also meant that
we could carry lower inventories. We did not have to build up big
stocks for the busy season. We could just put a few more machines
to work.

Our capital was not so much in money as it was in a better idea for
making the product. a lot of nerve, knowledge of the business and a
willingness to work hard. Those factors cannot beput into the bal-
ance slcet to arrive at a fairer base for excess profits but those are
the factors that are putting our busifiess over. This year we will
make a nice profit. But that profit is not an excess profit. It is the
result of several years of hard work. It is certainly independent of
the proposed rearmament program. It is certainly a more normal
profit than the meager earnings we were able to show during the first
3 years, when we were getting our business started.

but now we face this situation. If we are able to get the earnings
of our little company up to only one-tenth of the base earnings of our
largest competitor, the combined income and excess-profits taxes will
take away about half of our earnings. Obviously that places us at a
distinct disadvantage in competing with a big well-entrenched com-
petitor, who, because he is so much older, has been able to show,
during the base period, a high level of earnings which are exempt
from excess-profits taxation.

Frankly, under these conditions, if the question of starting our
business had come tp today, instead of 3 years ago, the business now
giving employment to. 75 people, would probably never have been
started. But the choice is more difficult now. We have started the
business. We have severed our past profitable connections. Now,
facing a law that severely taxes us, while protecting our big com-
petitor, we cannot quite figure a course for the future.

It would seem as though, in the case of new companies like ours,
what is meant to be an excess-profits tax becomes a very stiff tax on
normal income.

A business like ours needs money for many purposes. Our invest-
ment in patents, for example, is virtually compulsory. Tie cost of
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acquiring new patents and defending our old ones against competitors
who would like to elhninate us by patent litigation, in itself abosrbs
the greater part of our exempted profits under the proposed law.

Where do we get the money to see us through the next period of bad
business? With what we believe to be an unfair application of the
principle of this law, you make it difficult for us to earn and save a
reserve fund.

We could not sell stock, even to our freinds, because this law would
place obstacles in our path that would make the stock unattractive.

We could not borrow money. A small concern usually pays
relatively high interest rates, and can borrow for relatively s-hort
periods of time. The additional excess profits exemption for borrowed
funds is so low lht we could not repay a loan in any reasonable time
even if proceeds of that loan actually produced-betore taxes-a nice
return on the funds.

Similarly, if you make it so difficult for us to retain earnings or to
borrow money, where will ve get, the funds or the incentive for
making other items to complete our line? We have already spent
money y developing a few new products and the machinery for making
them. Two of these items are now in a State where we should begin
building the production machines. In the face of the competitive
tax handicap and the risks involved in marketing any new product,
is it wise to go ahead?

That type of question confronts not only us, but any other relatively
new ambitious business. Similar questions may prevent the forma-
tion of many new businesses that might otherwise be started, become

rofitable, and pay taxes in the next few years. This law protects thebig fellow.
The subcommittee has recognized that relatively new businesses

are due some special consideration, but we do not believe that they
have gone far enough in providing relief.

I do not pose as a tax authority. I believe that once the problem
is pointed out to them the House committee, the Senate committee,
and their experts can find the answer. Perhaps giving any new com-
pany the alternative of usingthe best of its first 4 or 5 years' profits as
its excess-profits base, might give you a more equitable solution.
But whatever the answer is, I hope that the bill will not take form
until you have devised some means of giving the relatively small new
concern an opportunity to compete with big well-entrelched com-
petitors on an equitable basis.

Senator Kio. Have you suggested any form of an amendment to
the bill that would reach the small companies such as yours?

Mr. BowEs. No; I have not.
Senator KINo. It seems to me there is very much merit in your

position, and I would be glad to have you poi nt out or suggest some
amendment to the bill that would fully protect the small company
and the new company, because obviously we need new companies
even though they are small companies, because small companies
sometimes emerge into much larger companies.

Mr. BowEs. I am entirely unfamiliar with things of this sort,
but I will be glad to be helpful if I knew how to be.

Mr. DisnEy. What do you manufacture?
Mr. BOWES. We manufacture paper drinking cups.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your presence and the state-

ment you have given to the committee.
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e next witness is Mr. A. A. Miller, of Bridgeport, Conn.

Will you give the reporter your full name, your address, and the
capacity in which you appear?

STATEMENT OF A. A. MILLER, REPRESENTING MANNING, MAX-
WELL & MOORE, INC., CHRYSLER BUILDING, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, my name is A. Amasa Miller; my
address is 1 Wall Street, New lork, N. Y. I am representing
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc.

Mr. Chairman, I am here this afternoon speaking in behalf of Mr.
R. R. Wason, president of Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., who
would have liked to have been here and spoken to you himself. But
he is busy in producing goods and could not be here.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore produce heavy machinery of various
sorts, such as cranes, hoists, and large safety valves for high-pressure
marine boilers and other boilers, line gages, and things of that sort.

The principal problem that I would like to discuss, with your per-
mission, is one that has already been discussed in general by several
other witnesses.

I think our company presents a rather special instance of that
problem.

In the middle of 1937, which came during the suggested base period
for determining average earnings, this company which has been in
business during the entire base period itself, absorbed two wholly
owned subsidiaries. That is not exactly the same as a company which
purchases another independent company.

I think it is a special case, and for another reason, namely, that the
parent company, which is the company. existing, and which would
have to pay the excess profits tax, was not the most profitable unit of
the three companies.

The three companies were operated, as a practical matter, as a
branch of one business. And the three companies did make a profit
during the years in the base period, when Manning, Maxwell & Moore,
which is the parent company, realized a loss on its own operations.

Obviously, it would be extremely unjust to this company to compel
to use only its own earnings prior to the time it absorbed the subsidiary
companies as a base for determining its average or normal earnings,
now that it is running the entire business, including the business of the
subsidiaries.

It has, in fact, absorbed all the assets of the business of the subsidi-
aries, the profits it will make this year and future years and on which
its excess-profits tax will be based, will be the result of the operation
of the entire properties, including the assets and business of the sub-
sidiaries, but nevertheless during the base period there would be a year
and a half, under the exact language of the report of the subcommittee,
which says:

In determining the portion of the corporate profits to be considered as "ex-
eessive" to which the tax will apply, your subcommittee recommends that in the
case where the taxpayer corportalon was in existence during the whole of the base
period It be given an election of either of the following methods of securing the
excess profits credit-
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and then it says:
It may take as a credit against its net income for the taxable year its average

earnings for the base period.

Whatever question there may be about handling this as a general
proposition, I do not think there is any question at all that there
should be an appropriate provision of law which, to meet a situation
like this could be a very simple one, to the effect that where the com-
pany has, during the base period absorbed its wholly owned sub-
sidiaries, it should be permitted for the purpose of computing its
average earnings during the base period to take in the earnings of those
wholly owned subsidiaries prior to their absorption.

Mr. BUCK. You speak of absorbing the other companies.
Mr. 'MILLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. BUCK. Did the parent company buy the interest of the two
subsidiaries, or did it buy the stock and take over all of the assets?

Mr. MILLER. It was technically a merger, and, prior to the absorp-
tion the parent company, which is still in existence, owned 100 percent
of the stock of the subsidiary companies. What it did was to take
over all of the assets of the subsidiary companies and the business and
good will of those companies which had been previously conducted
as branches of one business anyway, and in return it delivered to
those companies their stock for cancellation, and the subsidiary com-
panies were absorbed and went out of business.

Mr. BUCK. There might be a slight difference in the treatment
under the subcommittee's report, according to which method was
used.

Mr. MILLER. That is true. What I would particularly like to
emphasize and bring to the attention of the committee is the fact
that although there may be difficult problems in connection with the
handling of this general question, which several people have discussed,
I do not think there is any difficulty in handling just the particular
sort of case about which I do not believe there is any serious question.
It should be taken care of in order to avoid an unjust result.

There is one other thing I would like to discuss very briefly. In our
particular industry, and I think it will be found to be true almost
unanimously of all other branches of the industry, the base period of
1936 to 1039 inclusive might give you a fair normal basis of earnings
if you permitted a company to take its best year of the 4 years.

I do not believe you would find, as a practical matter, anybody in
that business who would say that the average of those 4 years were
normal earnings in any fair sense, even taking the best year. It is
true of our company, and I think that is true of all other companies
in that industry, so far as concerns what could fairly be called normal
earnings, and I would seriously urge that serious consideration be given
to that matter.

I do not have any concrete suggestion to make, because that would
be very difficult to work out as a practical matter.

Mr. Chairman, I have here a letter by the president of Manning
Maxwell & Moore addressed to the chairman of this committee an
the chairman of the Finance Committee of the Senate, which, with
your permission, I would like to file for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
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(The letter above referred to is as follows:)

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE, INC.,

Ron. PAT HARRISON, New York, August 1, 1940.

Chairman of Ie Finance Committee of the Senate.
HOD. ROBERT L. DOUGHTON,

CAairman of the Ways and Means Committee of the flouse of Reprezentatir#,
W|ashington, D. C.

DEAR SiRS: In connection with the consideration by your committees of the
pro-osed excess-profits tax, we respectfully request that you give us an oppor-
tunity to be heard before your committees, through Mr. A. Amass Miller of the
firm of Littlefield, Abbott & Marshall, of New York City, our counsel, whom
we have authorized to represent us for this purpose.

Our company, Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., In July 1937 absorbed by
merger all the business and assets of two other corporations which prior to that
time had been wholly owned subsidiaries, namely, Consolidated Ashcroft Han-
cock Co. and Shaw Box Crane & Hoist Co.

In the act, as now proposed, as I understand it, the excess-profits tax credit is
to be calculated on the basis of the average earnings and/or the average return
on invested capital for the period from 1936 to 1939, both inclusive. During
part of the period In question, a part of the present operations of this company
was being carried on by the two subsidiaries, above named, and the major part
of the profits consisted of profits earned by these companies.

Before, as well as after, the merger wiich took place In July 1937 the entire
business of Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., and the two subsidiaries was
carried on as one business, the subsidiaries being 100-percent owned, and being
managed by substantially the same officers and directors, and being II fact
operating branches of one business.

The earnings, prior to the merger, of Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., es.
pecially if, as is proposed, those earnings did not include dividends on stock of
subsidiaries, would give an entirely unfair picture of the operations during 1936,
and the first half of 1937, of the entire business. Since the excess-profits tax will
be calculated on the earnings of the entire business, the earnings of the entire
business during the base period should be used rather than the earnings of only a
part of the business.

For these reasons it is respectfully urged that the committees give careful
attention to the situation described above, and that appropriate provision be
made in the draft of the act so that Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., as well as
any other corporation similarly situated In this respect, which during the period
between 1936 and 1939 absorlicd wholly owned subsidiaries, can use the earnings
of such subsidiaries prior to their absorption as well as the earnings of the continu-
ing parent corporation in calculating the average return on invested capital, or
the average earnings, as the case may be, for the base period.Yours very truly, MANNINO, MAXWELL & MOORE, INC.,

By ROBERT R. WASON, President.

Mr. CROWTHERI. Mr. Chairman, I desire to offer for the record, on
behalf of Representative F. J. Douglas, of New York, a telegram
and letter.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The telegram and letter referred to are Ps follows:)

Representative F. J. DouoL,.s Rom, N. Y., August 18. 1940.
Mouse Ofice Building.

Proposed excess-profits tax based on invested capital allowing exemption of 4
percent seriously inadequate because it does not allow a fair return on invested
capital considering the risk involved in business enterprises and there is no
guarantee against losses An exemption of 8 percent should be allowed. Tax

ase on earnings in excess of pre-war years should allow taxpayer to use any 3
of the 4 years and loss years during 4-year period should be disregarded. Effect.
tive date of excess-profits tax should be September 1, 1940. Adequate deduc-
tion for amortization of the defense facilities should be allowed. As one of your
constituents I respectfully request you show consideration to the above recom-
mendation.

L. A. WtooiNs.
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ROME CABLE CORPORATION,
Rome, N. Y., August 1, 1940.HOD. F. J. DOUGLAS,

House oj Representtlves, Washington, D. C.
MY DEAR Docron: I am enclosing herewith copy of letter I have today written

to the Senate Finance Committee regarding the proposed excess-profits tax bill.
May I hope that you will use your Influence to get certain modifications of

this bill so that it will be more favorable to new companies?
With very warm regards,

Sincerely, 11. T. DYETT.

AvaSTa 12, 1940.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: I am taking the liberty of presenting to you my thought that the

situation of the new industry has not been given, so far as I am aware, fair con-
sideration in the proposed new excess-profits tax bill.

Our company was incorporated In January 1936. KdeaSIs

Fiscal year ending- aft ers

Mfar. 31, 1937 ---------------------------------- $1,616
Mar. 31, 1938 ---------------------------------- 71,026
Mar. 31, 1939 ---------------------------------- 243,960
Mar. 31, 1940 ---------------------------------- 239, 736

It is our expectation that as our business develops, earnings should somewhat
increase this year and future years above the latest year above reported. We
have at the present time an Investment in our business of approximately $2,400,000
I n addition to which we are constant borrowers at the bank, present bank loans
totaling $W0,000.

It would manifestly be unfair to figure the average of the last 4 years earnings
on a company that started 4 or 5 years ago. Should they not either be given the
privilege of taking the last 1 or 2 year's earnings as a basis of computation, or, if
the 4-year earnings are taken, would it not be possible to adopt a plan to weight
the first year's earnings by multiplying by one, the second year period to be
multiplied by two, the third year by three, and the fourth year by four? This
would give a somewhat truer picture of present conditions.

I also hope that average bank borrowings may be taken Into consideration
and added to capital and surplus in figuring the Invested capital. In the case of
our business, we look for larger earnings this year and In future years, due to the
growth of our business.

I think any company that had the courage to start a new business during this
depression period should be given consideration and the fairest kind of treatment.
New enterprise should not be discouraged but should be encouraged in every
possible way.

I hope that this phase of your proposed tax measure will be carefully studied.
Relief to new enterprise would not seriously affect the amount of taxes collected
and would certainly encourage and stimulate small Industries.

Respectfully, ROME CABLE CORPORATION.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the Chair offers for insertion in
the record a letter from Mr. John E. Walker, attorney, of Washington,
D. C.; and also a letter, accompanied by a statement, from Mr.
Raymond Beebe, of the firm of Davies, Riehberg, Beebe, Busick &
Richardson, of Washington, D. C.

(The letters and statement above referred to are as follows:)
JOHN E. WVALXER

lVasAhingfon, D. C., August 13, 1940.Ron. ROBERT L. Dovosron,
Chairman, W zs and Means Committee,

House of Represerdatives, Wasington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: On behalf of Mack Trucks, Inc., Long Island City, N. Y., and its

affiliated companies, I am directed to submit to your committee the attached
memorandum showing the effect of applying section 45 of the Revenue Acts to
certain of its subsidiary companies, as a result of the elimination of consolidated
ineome-tax returns.
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This group of companies has always been operated as a single entity and in fact

the subsidiary companies are merely incorporated branches of the parent. The
selling companies only sell the con pany products, and the service companies only
service the company products, and, with the exception of the Mack Acceptance
Corporation, all the profits or losses are reflected In the books of the International
Motor Co. (the manufacturing company).

The only way the correct income of a group of companies that are in fact
operated as a business unit can be reflected is through a consolidated return. If
consolidated returns are not permitted with the enactment of an excess-profits
tax, this group will be severely penalized by the application of section 45 of the
Internal Revenue Code, and the group will never know what its ultimate tax
liability is until the Commissioner has made his final tax determination for each
year in question.

The Senate Finance Committee In 1918, In recommending that consolidated
returns be permitted, declared:

"While the committee Is convinced that the consolidated return tends to con-
serve, not to reduce the revenue, the committee recommends Its adoption not
primarily because It operates to prevent evasion of taxes or because of its effect
upon the revenue, but because the principle of taxing as a business unit what In
reality Is a business unit Is sound and equitable and convenient both to the tax-
paer and to the Govetnment."

For the aforesaid reasons, we uyge the privilege of filing consolidated returns
shall be allowed corporations for he purpose of determining Income and excess-
profits taxes, in the manner provided in section 141 of the Internal Revenue Code
in the case of railroad corporations. Such a provision would permit the privilege
of filing consolidated returns only to those affiliated groups which consent to all
the Treasury regulations issued under the consolidated return section.

Respectfully submitted. JOHN E. WALKER.

Macx TRucK,, INC.
MEMORANDUM SHOWING THE EFFECT OF APPLYING SECTION 45 OF THE REVENUE

ACT TO SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES, AS A RESULT OF THE ELIMINATION OF CON-
SOLIDATED INCOME-TAX RETURNS

ORGANIZATION

At December 31, 1934, Mack Trucks, Ino., and subsidiaries consisted of the
following companies:

Orgnized stock
owned

State DI byperent

Peroral
Mack Trucks., no ................................ New York ........ Nov.. 1914 ..........

. emanational Motor Co ..................... Delaware ......... Oct. 1%1911 99+-
t. Mack Acoeptance Corpo a ...................... New York. .. r. 27.1..5 100. InternatIonal Brunswick Motor Co ................. Delaware ..... . 17, 1919 J0
4. Mack Trucks Real Estate. Ine ....................do .......... July 26,1925 10
1. International Motor Co.owns:

Mtack Bros. Motor Car Co ...................... Pennsylvania ..... an. % 1905 10M
International Plainflel MoteS Co ............... New Jersey ....... Feb. 8,1911 100
Mack-International Motet Truck Corporation.. New York ...... Dee. 21 10
Mack Motor Truck Co ......................... Massaebuetts.. Jan. 20,1910 1)
Mack Trucks of Canada, Ud ................... Canada .......................... 10
Mlack Trucks of Cu a ........................... Cut ............................. I0)
Mack Service Building Corporation.......... Illinobs ............ Jan. 26,192M 100

4. Mack Trucks Ree! Estate, Inc., owns:
Mack Service Stations, Inc................... Massachusetts . July 9.12 100Do..... ..........................NewYork. July iIM 10

Do. ....................... . ........ July 2017 100
Do..............................Mayland... .D 1.92 10
Do .......................................... Wisconsin ......... Jan. 2061927 100
Do .......................................... New Jersey ....... Are. .196 1 F
Do .......................................... Delaware ......... July K 1925 100
Do .......................................... Connecticut ....... an. 20,192 100

HISTORY

International Motor Co. was organized In 1911 and acquired all of the stock
of Mack Bros. Motor Car Co., and International Plainfield Motor Co., both of
which were manufacturing companies, and subsequently organized or acquired
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the stocks of Mack-International Motor Truck Corporation, Mack Motor Truck
Co., Mack Trucks of Canada Mack Trucks of Cuba, all of which are selling
companies and Mack Service building Corporation, a real estate company.

On January 2, 1931 Mack Bros. Motor Car Co. ceased operations and became
a real estate company, leasing its entire plant and property to International
Motor Co. According to the lease the International Motor Co. was to maintain
the property, pay all taxes and assessments and a rental equal to the depreciation
on the plant at rates to be mutually agreed upon by the officers of the two corpo-
rations. This lease is still in effect.

The International Plainfield Motor Co. has, since its acquisition in 1911, sold
Its entire output at cost to the International Motor Co.

The Mack-International Motor Truck Corporation and Mack Motor Truck
Co. are selling subsidiaries of the International Motor Co., operating on a nominal
capital of $15,000 and $25,000, respectively. It has always been the policy of
absorbing the book losses of these companies (they have never shown a profit)
each year In the operations of the International Motor Co.

The Canadian and Cuban companies are operated as selling subsidiaries in
accordance with the laws of their respective countries, and their operations are
not considered in connection with Income taxes in this country.

The Mack Service Building Corporation owns our Chicago service station.
Thiq company was acquired by us In June 1934. This company leased a building
In Chicago to the Mack-International Motor Truck Corporation for use as a
service station.

Mack Trucks Inc. was organized in 1916 and acquired all of the stock of
International M'otor o. It Is a holding company only and finances operations
of International Motor Co.

InternatIonal-Brunswick Motor Co. was organized in 1919 and acquired all of
the physical property of the Wright-Marlin Aircraft Corporation, at New Bruns-
wick, N. J. On January 3, 1920, this company entered into a lease with the
International Motor Co. for this New Brunswick property. According to the
lease the International Motor Co. was to maintain the property, pay all taxes
and assessments, and a rental equal to the depreciation on the plant at rates to
be mutually agreed upon by the officers of the two corporations. This lease is
still in effect.

Mack Acceptance Corporation was organized In 1925 to act as a collection
agency for Installment paper received by International Motor Co. in payment
for its sales. The Acceptance Corporation received a portion of the interest
collected for Its services.

Mack Trucks Real Estate, Inc., was organized in 1925 as a holding company
for all of the stocks of the various 'Mack Service Stations, Inc.

Mack Service Stations, Inc., built service stations in the various States and
leased theme stations to the selling suhsldiaries of the International Motor Co.
This rental was a guaranteed 10 percent net return per annum oi the cost of the
building and real estate (guaranteed by lack Trucks, Inc.). These leases were
deposited with Mack Trucks Real Estate, Inc., for moneys advanced to buy and
build these service stations. Mack Trucks Real Estate, Inc., issued to the public
6-percent gold notes backed by these leases to secure the money for such financing.
All of these gold notes had been called and redeemed prior to 1931; there being
no further need of these large rentals, the International subsidiaries maintained
the properties, paid all taxes and assessments, and a rental equal to the deprecia-
tion on the buildings at rates mutually agreed upon by the officers of the two
corporations. The original leases were not formally canceled.

TAX SETTLZUENT--I4

In the year 1934 the Internal Revenue Department under section 45 took
exception to our method of paring rent to the Mack Service Stations, although we
had stopped paying or accruing rents in accordance with the leases mentioned
above in December 31, 1933. The first ass -sment made against us reinstated
the rentals according to the leases mentioned above, but was finally settled on
the basis of an arbitrary income based on the book value of the property.

TAX SETTLEMIENT-IM95

In this year 1935 the Internal Revenue Department, under authority of section
45 not only adjusted Mack servicee Stations rents according to the formula estab-
lished for 1934 (although some of the companies had been dissolved or were In
process of dissolution) but also reallocated profits to the selling subsidiaries Mack-
International Motor Truck Corporation and Mack Motor Truck Co. This
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allocation was arbitrary In that ;t had the effect of divorcing all new unit sales
from our branches and leaving them with nothing but a straight service business.
It also had the effect of establishing a profit in these companies at the expense of
increasing the loss in the parent company-International Motor Co.

TAX SETTLEMENT-6 AND I"?

The same comments for 1935 apply to the years 1936 and 1937.

EFFECT

The general effect of these readjustments of taxable income is to increase the
Income of companies having either none or a nominal capital stock value, thus
increasing the excess-profits taxes, but the profits established by the Internal
Revenue could never be declared as dividends, thus rendering these companies
subject to severe surtaxes, at the same time reducing taxes in the parent company
where the directors and officers had provided management to keep income in the
low brackets.

The years 1934 and 1935 were examined by one field auditor of the Internal
Revente Department who questioned the intercompany leacs. The years 1936
and 1937 were examined bv another field auditor who threw out the working
arrangement that had been'in effect for over 20 years between the parent com-
pany and its selling subsidiaries, but who did not question the leases that had

n questioned by his predecessor.
This group of companies, while having numerous corporate entities, was really

only one company with incorporated departments. The selling companies sold
nothing but the products of the manufacturing companies and the real estate
companies owned and leased only the manufacturing and servicing facilities of
the rest of the group.

It is also contended that legislation cannot produce a profit where profit sold
not exist. In 1034 the group as a whole had a consolidated loss of $342,$63.45
and pald taxes on a profit of $200,915.79. In 1935 the group as a whole had a
consolidated loss of $533,859.96 and yet iaid taxes on a profit of $194,8272.'i.
In 1936 and 1937 the increases in consolidated income of the group is caused
primarily by adjustment of depreciation rates, but by redistribution of income the
taxpayer was penalized by a much greater tax bill than had been anticipated.

It iinst be borne in mind that all of the intercompany arrangements that were
questioned had been in effect many years before the 1934 law became effective
and were not set up at that time in order to effect a lower tax assessment.

Exmani A.-1934 TAXABLE INCOME

Taxable Inene

AsePrtd As deter-min~~draed

Mack Trucks Ie ............................................................ D ,ti & ? D, i?&rIs
Mack Acp ance Crpvatso ................................................ I12,32.D lZa"330
Internallonal Brunswick Motor Co ............................................ IASM 23

nt ernatiosal Moor Co ....................................................... Wi,4117 rA $I
Nack Bros. Motor Ca C o ............. ............................... ............. ............
lInternatonal linrfleid Motor Co...............................................
Mack International Moo Truck Corporstio ............................... ...........
.Mack Motor Truck Co ........................................................
MackSe rce Bldg. Coporatlo, ............................................ - '*i 0 .' 1 'i
Mack Trucks Real Fstate. n ................................................ 7,15. 91 7, 156 91
M.NJk *qerrk*e $I aioo se.:

Mksisahuset ts..............................................................
New York ................................................................. ... M-'9.19
Florida ........................................................... 41 4& A 456
Mra)land ................................................................. 5I 16 11, 9 .3
Wi.coos.n ................................................................ 7.5 1062.47
New Jerse' ............... L3 Z $a635
Pelaws"............................................................ 9.16 11 72k 99
Coonirclcut ........................................................ M 44 1. 0M 94

Cowlidated Income ................................................. .40. M4 8. a 4S
Taxatbe Incooe ............................................................. 12, 1M 5 3 A 91 k9
Los .............................................................. 9. V.0 14. M.14

Nou .- Hatt Indicates red ftu~rma
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Emar B.-1933 TAXABLE INCOME

Taxable laome

As reported As deer-mind

Mack Trucks, In ........................................................... 110,n4.0 ,4a4
Mack Acceptance Crportn .............................................. 3% W 05
teratkosl Brunswc Motor Co .......................................... .

InternatIonalMotor Co ..................................................... 447,04f . s 4 ',
Mack Bros. M0 Car 00 .................................................. ............................
International PInfield Motor Co .........................................................
Mack. nternatiocal Motor Tru c k ttioo ............................................. 10% 75t.46
Mack Motor Truck Co .................................................................... 61.2 iS
Mack Srv-ca BMd. C o rpootiot ............................................ 1,517.W6 19IS as
Mack Trueks Real Estate. Inn ............................................ 1 m.t 18ant
Mack Sr vice Stations, Inc.:

Maacmcstettts ..................................................................................
Nw York ............................................................... 240 24.0loTds .................................................................. 4& 48 K69
Marl.d .............................................................. IL16 6,023. 7
Wisconsin ...........................................................................................
New Jersey ..........................................................................................
Deflre ............................................................................................
Connecticut ..................................................................................

Consolidated Inoome ........................................ ,3.9. & v.9
Table income ..................................................... '3274.49 10.8N.729

oses ...................................................................... 8. t 70.62.

Non-Italle Indicatea red figures.

Esmare C.-193 TAXABLE INCOME

Mack Trucks, t ...........................................................
Mack Acceptance Corporont ...............................................
International Brunswick Motor Co ...........................................
International Motor Co ......................................................
Mack Bros. Motor Car Co ...................................................
Interntional Panfll Motor Co ...............................
Mack International Motor Truck Corporation ............... . . .
Mack Motor Truck Co .......................................
Mack Service Bidg. Corporation ..................................
Mack Trucks Real Estate .........................................
Mack Service Statioms, In.:

Mtaschusetts ..................................................
New York ......................................................

lords ..................................................................
M ryUnd ................................................................
Wison sin ...............................................................
Ne w IJer sey...............................................
Delaware ....................................................
ConnectIcut ..............................................................

Consolidated Income ................................................
Taxable Income .....................................................
Loss.............................................................

$1,331,177.56
4%bSOft 75
...................... ..............
n7' 4% 81$

...............................u.s........ .o ......

43.79
67.98

,26k I1& 41
2,7020.33

1.01S.58

11.331177.16
45 9A0.75

26,541.1

67.91

% 1,.464 95
38%2,Q 6 7

1.,015.95f
NoIL-tslie Indicates red figures.

Emarr D.-1937 TAXABLE INCOME

Mack Trucks, Inc ........................................................... $ ,512, 6. 1 0 t $1.4169,860
Mack Acceptance Corpo .io............................................ '7, 5 7.83 17,174.83
IntcrnatLal-Brua= k Motor Co ..........................................
International Motor Co......................................--------- 1.020, 40& 67 1,0136 3= 13
Mack BroL. Motot Car Co .................................................. 0 0
International Pafafld Motor Co ......................................... . 901.64 I 04.82&$2
Maek-laternationtL Motor Truck Co.. por.t.oa ............................... 0 6,701.08
Mack Mloo T Motk Co ..... .................................. 0 13,2 5. 8
Mack Service Building Corporation ................................. 1,021.68 1,021.68

Consolidated Income........................................... kw613601321 M59

DAVIEs, RICHBERo, BEEBE, BuszcK & RICHARDSON,

Bon. RoBERr L. DOUoBTON, Washington, D. C., August 18, 1940.

Chairman, Committee on W~ays and Means,
House of Representatires, Washington, D. C.

Sin: Our client, Universal Pictures Co., Inc. has forwarded to us the enclosed
statement relative to the "proposed exess-proflte taxation and special amortiza-

376
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tion," with the request that it be presented to your committee to be made a part
of the current hearing on this subject.

We respectfully request that the enclosed Etatement be made a part of the
record of the hearings now being conducted on the above subject.

Respectfully, DAVIES, RICHBERo, BEEBE, BUsICe & RICHARDSON,

By RAYMOND N. BEEBE.

PROPOSED ExcEss-PRowITs TAX IN RELATION TO UNIFIERSAL PIcTuRES Co., IKc.

In a national emergency of the kind now confronting this country, every true
American should willingly assume his share of any burdens which fall on its citizens.
National defense Is obviously of vital importance today and we must appreciate
that the cost involved will be staggering. Universal Pictures Co., Inc., is desirous
of doing its share. The bill as now proposed, however, might very well ruin this
company, which has no possible connection with defense activities.

The Congress of the United States is currently studying a so-called excess-
profits tax and Is hopeful of agreeing on a bill which will be fair to all corporations
and their security holders. People are questioning the apparent haste which Is
being pursued on this vital measure howev-r, that still seems to be the present
intent of Congress. Even though this haste is continued, the company is con-
fident that Congress will want to enact a just and proper bill which will equitably
distribute the excess-profits tax burden upon those receiving some benefit from
the current situation and certainly not penalizing those companies which cannot
possibly receive any share of such benefits.

The very nature of an excess profits tax Is an attempt to place a tax on abnormal
profits arising from Government and defense contracts; in simple words, to take
the profit out of war. While the aim is clear, great care must be exercised to avert
an unjust burden falling on companies which do not participate in such profits
or on those who are actually hampered by the existing conditions.

One of the Industries which has been seriously damaged by the war and cannot
possibly profit therefrom is the production and distribution of motion pictures
which relies on world-wide markets to be able to take a small percentage of
profit on its turn-over, averaging less than 8 percent. Since the commencement
of the war, the foreign markets have been disappearing one after the other, foreign
currencies have depreciated extensively, manyc.ountries have placed embargoes
on the export of currency and domestic costs have been rising. As a result, the
picture is very uncertain, both from the point of view of reasonable profits and
from the point of view of securing sufficient dollars to operate the business and
continue the employment of the vast numbers currently employed In the Industry.
The figures for last year show that approximately 35 percent of the gross revenues
of such companies were derived from sources outside of the United States, a great
part of which has already been eliminated.

The proposed tax, if enacted without certain modification, will place a com-
pletely unjustifiable and unbearable burden upon Universal Pictures. The
company Is certain that the Congress of the United States has no desire to so
unjustly discriminate against it and the other companies In the country similarly
situated, of which there are a large number.

The production and distribution of motion pictures is primarily a creative in-
dustry. Its assets are composed primarily of manpower, the value of which'is
Impossible to appraise. Investment In plants and Inventories Is comparatively
small In relation to the gross business. However, a huge Investment of dollars
must be made In each Important picture which is manufactured, of which there
must be a great many each year. 'I

For a good many years this company has operated at a loss. Operations of the
company and its subsidiaries (Including foreign subsidiaries), as reported by
Price, Waterhouse & Co., for the last 8 years were as follows:

Yeaw Proat Loss Year Profit Less

1932...............................$ , ................... ......... $.84419
133 --.............. .1,01. M 1937 .......... ............ ........... 04999
194 .................. MM ............ I 193 ......... ................. i. 5.. ..
195 ...................... ............ .............. 1, 21.

Such losses used up the working capital of the company and compelled It to
resort to extensive borrowings to continue In business and keep Its thousands
employed. For obvious reasons, the only credit available was short-term credits
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and this was available only because the lenders felt that by certain changes in
operations and management the company would again be placed on a profitable
basis. Such changes were made, and credits obtained. The results of such
changes are just beginning to show-too late, however, to be used in the compila.
tons proposed by the new bill. At the end of its fiscal year in 1939, the company
had so-called current obligations amounting to approximately $7,015,000 and
there had accrued $1,012,293 of unapid dividends on its first preferred stock and
$1796,667 of unpaid dividends on Its second preferred stock.
it was anticipated that as profits were realized they would be available for the

retirement of the debt previously Incurred and for replenishment of its working
capital, and In due course be available to care for the accumulated dividends
owed to Its preferred-stock holders. The company, a short time ago, created a
mortgage on its studio and equipment which requires an amortization payment
of $312,000 a year. It also has a revolving credit with certain banks, secured by a
lien on motion pictures, amounting at the present time to $1,140,000 (which
amount may need to be increased In the immediate future), which matures within
14 months. These obligations must be met.

In applying the proposed excess profits tax to Its situation, the company is con-
fronted with wholly unexpected and unjustifiable difficulties. Assuming that the
business and profits of the company were to continue at the same level as in its
last fiscal year (at which time there could be no profits as a result of defense activ-
ities) it would be required to pay, under the present Income tax law and the pro.
pose excess-profits tax bill, the sum of $462,600, or 40.2 percent of the total
profits of the company. This, with other taxes payable, comes close to confisca.
tion. The balance remaining would be Insufficient to meet .its obligations con-
tracted prior to the proposed act, and it is highly questionable whether the coin-
pany would have sufficient dollars available to it to carry on its business. As
operations come closer to a normal volume, such percentage would become Increas-
ingly more onerous. The result to the company is not a great deal unlike the re-
sults of the former undistributed profits tax. The company does not believe that
this is the intent or desire of Congress.

This Is in contrast to those companies which have had 4 years of normal opera-
tions and profits or whose business requires a large investment In bricks, mortar
and machinery, who would only have to pay the current tax of 20.9 percent based
on a continuation of their 1939 rate of earning&

Application of the tax as proposed would have a disastrous effect on the ability
of the company, or any other companies in a similar position, to obtain banking
credits. It will make it impossible to replenish its working capital and, of course,
to pay any returns to Its stockholders.

Universal Pictures does not expect nor want to avoid Its proper share of any
tax burden. It does not object to the rates proposed to be established, so long
as the basis for such a tax will treat all companies equitably. It is apparent,
however that many companies, including Universal Pictures, will, under the
proposed legislation, be seriously discriminated against.

It Is obviously unfair to compel a company which has turned the corner in the
last year of the 4 years In question to use Its results during such 4-year period
duringj part of which It sustained losses) ao a basis for taxing earnings, pred-
Icated on a theory of unjust enrichment which could never happen to the
company In question.

It Is obvious from the foregoirg that some modifications of the proposed excess-
profits tax bill are Imperative. It is suggested that consideration be given to the
following:

(1) A corporation should be permitted to select any one or more of the 4 years
In question to be used as a basis for determining the earnings base of such cor-
poration.

(2) A corporation which is in no manner benefited by defense activities
should be allowed a refund or credit to the extent of 33% percent of such excess-
profits tax.

(3) Whatever rate is established as a fair rate to be allowed on Invested capital
should apply to both old and new Invested capital. There Is ample precedent
to establish that a reasonable and fair rate would be 8 percent. Allowance
should also be made where there has been an Impairment of capital.

The CHAIRMAN. That completes the list of witnesses to be called
this afternoon,. and the committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock
tomorrow morning.

(Thereupon, at 4:45 o'clock p. in., the committee adjourned to meet
tomorrow, Wednesday, August 14, 1940, at 10 o'clock a. m.
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AUGUST 14, 1940

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMirrEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Washington, D. 0.
The committee met at 10 a. in., lion. Robert L. Doughton (chair-

man) presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in order.
The first witness this morning is Mr. IN I. Ogg, director of the

American Farm Bureau Federation, Washington.
(Mr. Ogg did not come forward.)
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Alger B. Chapman,

representing the Controllers Institute, New York City.
Mr. Chapman, give your name and address, and state whom you

represent, for the record.

STATEMENT OF ALGER B. CHAPMAN, 40 WALL STREET, NEW
YORK CITY, REPRESENTING CONTROLLERS INSTITUTE

Mr. CHAPMAN. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Controllers Insti-
tute, I ask to submit a brief and merely summarize the institute's
recommendations at this time.

Briefly, the modifications which the institute recommend in the
subcommittee's proposal are as follows:

(I) An exemption of at least 8 percent should be allowed in order
to permit a fair return on invested capital. The propriety of at lea-t
an 8-percent return was recognized in the earlier excess-profits laws,
and in the subcommittee's proposal in the case of new corporations.
The age of the corporation should not determine the rate of normal
return.

(2) For the purpose of the tax based on earnings in excess of those
for a prior representative period the taxpayer should be permitted, at
his election, either to use any 3 of the 4 years 1936 to 1939 or to
exclude loss years during the period.

Base-period earnings is certainly the more practicable method of
determining the excess-profits credit. A modlification of this type is
more apt to reflect normal earnings, considering the shortness of the
base period and its proximity to the depression.

(3) A more adequate relief provision in the form of special assess-
ment should be incorporated in the law. This provision is to take
care of the unanticipated cases and, consequently, the relief should
be general and left to the discretion of the Commissioner, or some
administrative body. Each abnormal case cannot be taken care of
in the statute separately.

379254391-40-----25
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(4) Foreign income and excess-profits taxes should be allowed as
credits against the aggregate United States normal and excess-profits
taxcs anlnot against the normal tax alone. This is necessary in order
to avoid more than a 100 percent tax where the corporation uses the
base earnings method rather than the invested capital method.

(5) Borrowed capital should be included in invested capital iii full.
(6) Stocks of other domestic corporations should not be included

among inadmissible assets if no dividends are received thereon during
the taxable year or if the taxpayer elects to treat the dividends as
income subject to excess-profits tax. Apparently the reason for
excluding stock is that the dividends are excluded from income.

(7) Consolidated returns should be allowed for both income and
excess-profits-tax purposes. The sentiment is overwhelmingly in
favor of such a measure and difficulties in drafting have apparently
been offered as the only real objection. These difficulties can be
taken care of if the permissive method of the 1928 and subsequent
acts is employed.

(8) A deficiency in earnings should be applied for excess-profits-tax
purposes against earnings for subsequent years. This principle has
been recognized in the \+ison Act.

(9) The losses for the first year or two after the emergency period
should be applied against, the earnings during the period the excess-
profits tax is in effect. This policy was recgnized iii the 1918 act,
and

(10) Losses after the emergency period due to drop in value of
inventory held at end of such period should be offset against income
for the prior period. This policy was also recognized in the 1918 act.

Tie brief submitted herewith on behalf of the institute presents in
more detail the reasons why the institute feels that the above modi-
fications are desirable and therefore urges their adoption by this
commit tee.

I ask permission to file this statement as part of the record of the
hearings.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the statement may be made a
part of the record.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF CONTROLLERS INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

I Psa~ated to the Committee on Waysand .Veinsofl ' I JwoM o Reresentates, at bearings ot the eves-
pofiLs-tax bI. Aurusl II, 19J

The Controllers Institute of America appreciates this opportunity for the
presentation of its views relating to the excess-profits-tax law proposed by the
subcommittee of the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representa-
tives. The comments contained herein are based on a hurried review of the sub-
committee report which was not available until Friday of last week.

The members of the institute in their capacity as accounting officials of all sizes
and kinds of busirn--s enterprises all over the country have been closely associated
with the workings of the 1917, 1918, and 1921 excess-profits and war-profits tax
laws and also of our income and other tax laws. These experiences have been
drawn upon in making the suggestions which follow.

At the outset, the institute wishes to make it clear that It agrees the Govern-
ment's heavy expenditures for defense should be met in part through increased
taxation and that corporations, especially those benefiting directly from defense
expenditures, should be called upon to bear their just share of this additional
burden. The institute is alo in sympathy with the announced policy of Congress
of preventing excessive profits on business arising out of the defense program.

The subject of an exceis-profits-tax law is so Important from the standpoint of
the defense program and the well-being of the country that It should be carefully
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considered by Congress before enactment even thoug' this would mcan zome delay
In its adoption. A hastily devised excess-profits tax Is likely to result in ver
serious repercussions, financial, social, and economic. Ample consideration is
most essential in order to avoid the economic disturbances which resulted from
the inequities in the old excess-profits-tax laws and the difficulties experienced In
the administration of these laws. The Institute realizes that In order to speed up
the defense program It is of paramount importance that there be enacted imme-
diately a satisfactory provision for amortization facilities constructed for pro-
duction of defense material. However, it would not seem necessary to combine
this provision with the excess-profits tax In one law. In the opinIon of the
institute, the amortization provision should be adopted now and an excess-profits-
tax law should not pe enacted until Congress has had sufficient time to make the
careful study which this important legislation should have.

In considering a workable excess-profits-tax law under present conditions, the
following changes In the situation since the last war should not be overlooked:

In the first place, the corporation-Income-tax rates in 1917, 1918, and 1921 were
6, 12, and 10 percent, respectively. Under the Revenue Act of 1940, this tax is
20.9 percent. In other words, over one-fifth of corporate Income is turned over
to the Government through the Federal Income tax alone. During the last war,
corporations were not subject to unemployment and social Rcurity taxes which
they now have to pay. In addition, many of our States now impose heavy taxes
on Income.

In the second place, the business situation today differs materially from that
during the last war. Then, industry was operating at capacity. At present,
unemployment is very large and few industries are operating at a satisfactory
level. Capital funds are idle because the Investor is hesitant to assume business
risks where only a small rate of return is indicated. We are convinced that a
heavy excess-profits tax unless discrimninately imposed would tend to reduce
business activity, employment, and Investment.

The institute is in accord with the principle that the excess-profits tax shall be
the lesser of (1) a tax computed on the excess of earnings over the average of the
earnings for a representative prior period, or (2) a tax on earnings in excess of a
fair return on Invested capital. The institute Is not in accord, however, with
some important provisions of the excess-profits-tax bill as propostd, and it is of
the firm conviction that modifications are required in order to impose the excess-
profits tax on a sound basis and without too great discrimination among taxpayers.

The revisions and additions which the institute recommends in the subcom-
mittee's proposals are as follows:

(1) For the purpose of the tax based on invested capital, a minimum exemp-
tion of 6 percent on the first $W00,000 of invested capital and 4 percent on In-
vested capital beyond that amount Is seriously inadequate. An exemption of at
least 8 percent should be allowed in order to allow a fair return on invested
capital.

) For the purpose of the tax based on earnings In excess of those for a prior
representative period, the taxpayer should be permitted, at his election, either to
use any 3 of the 4 years 1936 to 1939, inclusive, or to exclude loss years during
the period.

(3) An adequate relief provision in the form of special assessment should be
Incorporated In the law.

(4) Foreign income and excess-profits taxes should be allowed as credits against
the aggregate United States normal and excess-profits taxes and not against the
normal tax alone.

(6) Borrowed capital should be included In invested capital in full.
(6 Stocks of other domestic corporations should not be included among inad-

missible assets If no dividends are received thereon during the taxable year or
if the taxpyer elects to treat the dividends as income subject to excess-profits

tax.
(7) Consolidated returns should be allowed for both income and excess-profits

ta" urposes.( The deficiency of earnings (the excess of the excess-profits-tax exemption

over the earnings) should be applied for excess-profits tax purposes against earn-
in for subsequent years.

) The losses for the first year or two after the emergency period should be
applied against the earnings during the period the excess-profits tax is in effect.

(10) Losses after the emergency period due to drop in value of inventory held
at end of such period should be offset against income for the prior period.
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1. RATES OF EXEMPTION BASED ON INVESTED CAPITAL

The subcommittee proposes that In the computation of the tax based on
invested capital, the minimum exemption allowed in addition to $5,000 shall be
6 percent on the first $500,000 of invested capital and 4 percent on invested capital
beyond that amount.

This exemption Is not sufficient to permit a fair return on Invested capital.
Surely, an expected return of only 4 or even 6 percent would be inadequate to
justify risking capital in a business venture. Even the interest rate on much ofcorporate indebtedness today Is more than 4 percent.

It is the opinion of the institute that a corporation should be permitted at least
an 8-percent return on its invested capital and the institute recommends such a
minimum exemption from the excess-profits tax.

It Is understood that under thesubeommittee's proposals there would be exemptfrom excess-profits tax in case of new companies earnings of 10 percent on h
first $500,000 of invested capital and 8 percent on the balance. There would
seem to be no justification for making the exemption less in the case of old com-

panies.
it must be remembered that e;ven on normal profits the eorpration will betaxed at the rate of 20.9 percent as compared to the 6, 12, and 10 percent normal

tax rates prevailingin 1917, 1918, and 1 921,respectively. In the opinion of the
institute, corporations not earning more than 8 percent on their invested capital
should not be called upon to pay a tax of more than 20. percent on such earnings.
An additional tax on any part of such earnings at excess-profits-tax rates of 25,
30, and 40 percent is In conflict with the ability to pay principal an'! further re-duces the inadequate return on the corporation ls capital.

II. 1538-3 EARNINGS
It Is assumed that the pu o r of the subcommittee in exempting earnings up

to the average for the years 1936 to 1939, Inclusive, was to free from excess-profitstax what might be considered normal earnings.
In 1936, we were only emerging from a long depression and for many industries

earnings for the period 1936 to 1939, Inclusive, was on the average far below
normal. This Is especially true of the raIlroads, construction aviation, and heavy-
goods Induties. As a matter of fact, many industries sustained losses during one
or more of the years in this period.

In order to ofset in part inequities which might result from the use of this
period, subnormal in case of many industries, the Institute urges that instead of
tloing the average earnings for all the 4 years 193-1939 as a yardstick, the
taxpayer be permitted, at his election, to use any 3 of these 4 years or to exclude
loss years within this period.

Il. SPECIAL ASSES.SMENT
In spite of the fact hat the subcommittee is proposing alternative tests for

computing normal profits exempt from excess-profits ta~x, an adequate specialassessment provision is necessary in order to asure equitable treatment of cor-
porations with abnormalities both in income for the 1936-1939 period and in
invested capital. Since the special asessment provision is primarily for the
pur s of taking care of the unanticipated cases, the form of relief should be
made flexible and left to the discretion of the Commissioner.

IV. CREDIT FOR FOREIGN INCOME AND EXCESS-PROFITS TAXES
The institute recoiends that foreIgn income and exess-profits taxes shall

be allowed asioeIs c t against the aggregate United States normal income and
excera-profit taxes. Otherwise , some c orations might be called upon to
pa in united States and foreign income and excess-profits taxes more than 100
percent of their income.Where invested capital method of computing the excess-profits credit is
usd, dividends from foreign corporations are not, under the subcommittee's

ropos-al, subject to excess-profits fax. There Is no specific exemption of dividends
from this tax, however, where the average earnings method is used. The sameis true wtith r pt to income from foreign branches.

Therore, we urge the allowance of a credit for foreign income and excess-
profits taxe in those caes in which the foreign income Is subeted to excess-
profits tax here--as in the two cases mentioned above.
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V. BORROWED CAPITAL

The Institute urges that a corporation should be permitted to include borrowed
capital In invested capital In full. There is no apparent justification for any
limitation.

In ease of some corporations, a large part of their capital is obtained from bonds
and other borrowed funds while other corporations rely entirely or for the most
part on stock issues. In case of many corporations, borrowing Is not a matter
of choice but is unavoidable due to their Inability to sell additional shares. The
inclusion of only part i f borrowed capital.in invested capital discriminates against
the corporation which has to borrow.

Although the Institute is of the opirlon that there should be no limitation on
the inclusion of borrowed capital, It Is submitted that Its inclusion should be
optional with the corporation. To the extent borrowed capital is included in
Invested capital, the subcommittee report quite appropriately provides that the
interest on such borrowed capital will be added back to Income for excess-profits
tax purposes. Many corporations, especially the weaker ones, still pay more
than 5 percent Interest on their indebtedness. With the minimum 4 percent and
6 percent exemption on invested capital proposed by the subcommittee, the
corporation which is required to pay higher interest rates on its indebtedness may
bepenalized by the inclusion of borrowed capital in invested capital. Accordingly,
unless the rates of exemption proposed by the subcommittee are Increased as
recommended In point I above, the Inclusion of borrowed capital in invested
capital should be made optional and not mandatory. Otherwise, the provision
which it was understood was intended to give relief to the corporation which must
borrow may actually penalize such a corporation.

VI. INADMISSIBLE ASSETS

The purpose of the deduction for Inadmissible assets In the old excess-profits
tax laws was to eliminate invested capital to the extent it was used for assets
the income from which was not subject to excess-profits tax. However, it worked
out inequitably in many cases because the Commissioner held that in computing
the deduction ?or InadmlssIble assets, all the inadmissible assets must be deducted
even those which yielded no income during the year. This resulted in a de-
parture from the ability-to-pay principle In case of companies with a large part
of their capital invested in stocks which did not yield any Income during the year.

It Is recommended, therefore, that stocks of other domestic corporations should
not be included among Inadmissible assets if no dividends are received thereon
during the taxable year or if the taxpayer elects to treat the dividends as Income
subject to excess-profits tax.

VI1. CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

The institute is of the firm conviction that the determination of the normal and
excess-profits taxes of an affiliated group of corporations cannot be properly or
equitably determined except on the consolidated-return basis.

The abolition (except in case of railroads) in 1934 of the provision for consoli-
dated returns which had been in our revenue acts since 1918 (and for excess-
profits-tax purposes since 191 7) was a rtrogresve step. In 1939, the consolidated
return privilege was restored to pan-American trading corporations. The reason
these two groups of corporations were excepted was that under the laws of the
States or foreign countries in which they do business the maintenance of subsidi-
aries, Instead of operating in the name of the parent company, Is unavoidable.

This is indeed a justifiable ground for permitting consolidated returns but the
institute wishes to emphasize that nearly all of the subsidiary corporations in
existence today are maintained because of either governmental or business require-
ments. Two obvious examples are public-service companies which are compelled
to operate through subsidiaries under various State laws and American companies
conducting a part of their business in foreign countries which find it impossible or
almost impossible to comply with the governmental requirements of these coun-
tries except by maintaining separate subsidiaries for this businem.

Primarily' , as a result of the tax on intercompany dividends which became effec-
tive In 193,, many companies have Integrated their business through the dissolu-
tion of their subsidiaries wherever it was practicable to do so. The institute
believes that generally where the subsidiary has been retained its dissolution has
been found impracticable either because of legal requirements or business necessity.
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A consolidated statement is not only ordinary business practice for a related
group of corporations; it is regarded by businessmen, accountants, stock exchanges
and the Securities and Exchange Commission as essential to the fair presentation
of the financial position and earnings of a consolidated group. It Is only logical
that this should be the rule. A subsidiary is generally to all intents and purposes
merely a branch of the parent company's business and should be treated in the
same manner as a separate department of a single company. The taxation of a
group of related companies on a separate return basis has the effect of taxing
intercompany profits and allowing intercompany losses which may never be
realized, considering the briuiness as a whole.

The requirement for separate return has complicated the preparations of
income-tax returns and has probably increased the amount of tax litigation. In
addition, it has made the audit of income tax returns more cumbersome because
more returns must be reviewed. It Is impossible to forecast whether the use of
consolidated returns rather than separate returns would reduce the aggregate
yield of the normal and excess-profits taxes. Under separate returns, some com-
panies in the group would pay a lesser excess-profits tax by using the invested
capital basis and others by using the average earnings basis. However, with
consolidated returns, the one basis would have to be used for the group as a whole,
the true economic income of the affiliated group would be reflected and the in-
numerable administrative complications arising out of the use of separate returns
for such a group would be eliminated.

Accordingly, the institute recommends that consolidated returns be permitted
for both income and excess-profits tax purposes.

ViII. CARRY-OVER OF DEFICIWNCY IN EARNINGS

If a heavy excess-profits tax i- to be imposed, its determination on an annual
basis is clearly unjustifiable even if an adeq uate net loss carry-over were permitted.In 1 year. a corporation might have sustantial earnings in excess of the excess-
profits tax exemption, whereas in another year its earnings might be far below
the exemption. To subject the earnings of the very profitable year to an onerous
excess-profits tax without reduction by reaon of the meager earings for the other
year is contrary to the ability to pay principle. To remedy this situation, the
Institute urges that the doficiency of income (the excess of tie excess-profits tax
exemption over the income) be applied for excess-profits-tax purposes against
earnings for subsequent years. This principle was recogni zed by Congress In
the determination of tax inder the Vinson-'i'ramracll Act, with respect to aircraft.

Ix. LoSSES AFTEL EUEROENCY PERIOD
Because of the stimulus to industrial prodazction by the defense program and

because of the war, it is probable that many industries will sustain Inses in the
period following, which will offset in a large nieasure or completely the profits
during the emergency period. Thix was our experience after the last war.

If the earning. of the emergency period are subected to an onerous excess-
profits tax without reard to the losses which may follow, many corporations may
be left with insufficient resources to witMstand the ensuing losses. The ultimate
remutt might be flood of bankruptcies.

It i; recommended, therefore, that the Iosses for the first year or two after the
emergency period be applied agairmt the earnings during the emergency period.
Under the 1918 act, the losses for 1919 could be offset against 1018 income.

X. IN~VENTORY LO&IES AFTER EMERGENCY PERIOD

To meet the increased demand for many materials during the emergency
period many corporations will find it necessary to maintain larger than normal
inventories. It iray be that %hen this demand -ubsides after the emergency
period there will be a sulbtantial drop in the prices at which these Inventories
can be sold. The reulting Io"s may to a large degree offset the profits earned
during the emergency period. . ." ..

Accordingly, the institute recommends that los.ses aftei the emergency period
due to drop in value of inventory held at the end of such period, be offset against
income for the prior period. Similar relief was allowed under the 1018 act.

Respectfully submitted,
CONTROLLER INSTITUTE OF AMiERICA.
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The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Prew Savoy, representing
the Auto-Ordnance Corporation of New York.

STATEMENT OF PREW SAVOY, REPRESENTING THE AUTO-ORD.
NANCE CORPORATION OF NEW YORK

Mr. SAVOY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
represent, as one of its attorneys, Auto-Ordnance Corporation of New
York. This corporation, in 1919, began the production of a machine
gun for war and emergency purposes. It expected during the period
of development, that is from the last war to the next emergency, to
have annual operating deficits and to make up its patent and develop-

* ment costs when tie next national emergency or war arose.From 1919 through 1939 tire corporation fias had an annual deficit
in every year. w rhile iting off its patents it had no tax benefit
except a small amount in 3 years, for the reason that operating deficits

• existed in all but 3 years, exclusive of patent write-offs.
During that period this corporation developed an efficient machine

gun essential to our Army, particularly the mechanized units and air
forces, and in this respect their expectations have been fulfilled.

Thus, while organized prior to the emergency, the corporation has
nonetheless been engaged in developing an article expressly for the
present emergency, just as much as a corporation organized today to
produce and sell an article needed in this emergency.

Because of its history, the present proposals for a credit based on
invested capital or average profits leave that company, and any like
company, in a very unfair position. Unless recognition is given to the
peculiar situation this company can i ever recover its patent or
development expenses. -

As it has had a deficit in every single year since 1919 it cannot use
average profits in the base period. There were no profits.

Its equity invested capital, being the patents acquired, will be
wiped out by tire accumulated deficit. Its only invested capital will
be borrowed capital.

This company cannot benefit from any special assessment, because
other companies developing implement of war during peacetines
manufactured other articles in addition from which profits were
derived.

The only treatment which would give this company fair and equal
treatment would be to allow it to capitalize patent and development
expense and to allow the deduction thereof, to the extent that no tax
benefit was previously derived from the writing off of patents, over
a 60-month period, in the same manner as is proposed for now equip-
ment and facilities.

In view of the purpose for which this company was organized and
of its history, there is no real difference between this corporation,
which voluntarily, over a period of years, developed a gun to meet the
present emergency, and a corporation which voluntarily only now
enlarges its plant for the same purpose. The same equities are
present.

I would like to suggest two possible methods of meeting this and
other similar situations.

On Monday there was testimony to tIre effect that; as to new plants
and facilities established to meet conditions of emergency or war,
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July 10, 1940, is a date too late to cover all such corporations. Janu-
ary 1, 1940, and even September 1939 were suggested. Any date may
leave out some corporations, and particularly the one I represent,
unless general authority is given someone to include it. To meet all
situations, I suggest that the National Defense Council could be given
authority to certify all corporations that have established plants and
developed patents to meet war or emergency conditions, irrespective
of the (late. It could then be provided that all such corporations be
allowed to capitalize plant and patent costs and development expense
and to amortize or depreciate them, to the extent, to which they have
previously derived no tax benefit, over a period of 60 months.

Another method of meeting the problem I have raised would be
by a provision that in the ease of a corporation engaged continuously
since 1918 in the development, manufacture, or sale of implements
of war solely, which implements are standard equipment for the armed
forces of the United States, patent and development costs previously
written off may be restored as an asset to the extent that the corpora-
tion was not benefited thereby in computing its taxable income, and
the sum so determined be treated in the same manner as investments
in new facilities. This matter has been discussed with the experts
of the Joint Committee on Taxation, who understand the problemthoroughly.

Finally, with respect to this corporation, which has a base period
of recurrent deficits, a minimum of 6 and 4 percent on invested capital
is rather low, when it is proposed to give new corporations, who like-
wise have no base period, a minimum of 10 and 8 percent. The pro-
posals penalize a corporation required to lose money preparing for an
emergency or war. We suggest, as a fair rate, so that they may make
up some of the deficits before paying the high excess profits tax, a
rate of 8 percent. It should be at least on an equal footing with a
new corporation.

The CHAIRMAN. If that completes your statement, we thank you
for your appearance and the information you have given the coni-
mittee.

The next witness is the Honorable Charles Hawks, a Representative
in Congress from the State of Wisconsin.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES HAWKS, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. HAWKS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I have
a letter here from the Kohler Co., of Kohler, Wis. It brings up a very
interesting point, in my opinion, in the consideration of this propose
excess-profits tax legislation. I would like to read that letter into
the record, if I may.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the letter may be read.
Mr. HAWKS. The letter is addressed to me, and r ads as follows:

The special House Ways and Means Subcommittee's proposed excess-profits
tax bill has just come to our attention, and both alternatives suggested by the
committee are based on the erroneous assumption that the years 1936-39
were normal years for all companies. This assumption is particularly vicious as
it relates to durable goods industries such as ours.

Our company's sales depend largely on residential building, shown on the
accompanying chart.
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I would like to file that chart as a part of my remarks, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The chart referred to will be found nt the conclusion of the letter.)
Mr. HAwKs. Continuing with the letter:

The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics customarily uses the year 1926
as its base year for comparative statistics, presumably upon the assumption that
that represents a "normal" year. At least, that year represents the sales volume
to which our industry Is geared. ResidentiM building in 1939, the best of the
years used as & base in the subcommittee's report, was only 50 percent of the 1926
volume, and the year 1936 was only 29 percent of 1926. The annual average
residential building for the years 1936-39, inclusive, was only 37 percent of 1926.
Thus, the proposed bill arbitrarily assumes that our earnings in those low-volume
years were normal, and that any higher earnings are excessive and should be
subject to an excess-profits tax.

I he following figures show how unfair either basis proposed by the subcommittee
would be in our case:

Ratio, earnings to invested capital: Prcss
1936 -------------------------------------------- 2.1
1937 --------------------------------------------.
1938 -------------------------------------------- 3
1939 -------------------------------------------- 9 7

Average --------------------------------------- 4. 9
From 1931 to 1935, inclusive, this company suffered heavy losses every year

because of the fact that residential construction during those years averaged only
15 percent of the average volume of 1926, 1927, and 1928. In each of 2 of those
years we lost more nioney than we have made in any year since. Obviously,
this is a highly cyclical businesms, and unless we are permitted substantially
higher earnings in some years than those shown above we cannot offset the loss
years or even hope for any net profit averaged over an entire building cycle.

The following illustration demonstrates the unfairness of the proposed bill:
If we had been in a consumer goods industry, such as food production, we might
have earned 10 percent, 15 percent, or 20 percent regularly throughout the de-
pression without sustaining a loss In any year. In that 'event the bill would
have allowed us earnings of 10 percent before the excess-profits tax would apply,
although our need was less. As it is, we will be allowed ondv 4.9 percent (6
percent on the first $5,000 of profit) before the excess-profits ta'x applies, and in
view of our critical depression loses, we greatly need substantial unpenalized
earnings for some years to come.

The average earnings shown above for 1936-39, moreover, are less than 30
percent of the actual earnings of the company in the more nearly normal years of
1925-28, despite the fact that the company has since greatly expanded
Its facilities, entered new enterprises, and greatly improved its trade position.
From this it will be seen how unreasonable it is to call any profits higher than the
1936 to 1939 average "excesive."

It seems to us that the only fair bsis for taxing diirable goods or other highly
cyclical industries, in view of their continued depressed condition, is to permit them
to deduct a flat 10 percent of invested capital before the exess-profits tax applies,
or to use the earnings of a niore normal period, such as 1925-28, as a base. Even
the basis prescribed for new companies would be reasonably fair. This percentage
may seem excessive to theorists who assitsne that profits are the normal, regular
experience of all industries. However, that is a very modest percentage of earn-
ingq for a company which is still trying to recoup depression losses.

Another erroneous assumption of the drafters of this bill is that all profits now
being snade In excess of the profits of recent years are due to the defense program.
This, however, is not true of our company. We have no war contracts, and any
increase in our business is merely a continuation of the tendency of residential
constnction to approach a normal voluine, a tendency which is quite marked
because new building fell far short of current housing demands for a long period
of tI me.

The point we want to leave vt ith you is that in a company such as ours some-
what larger earnings in 19 10 than in 1936-39, inclusive, are tiot, by reason thereof,
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"excemive" but merely represent a normal experience in a highly cyclical business.
Consequently, they should not be subject to this grossly unfair, arbitrary, and
discriminatory tax.

Very truly yours, KOHLER CO.

Per Lucius P. CHASE, Attorney.

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

MILLIONS Of DOLLARS
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Mr. KNUTso. In the beginning of the letter that you read, did I
understand the writer to say that the building construction in this
country was only 15 percent of normal?

Mr. HAwKs. No. lie sarys that from 1931 to 1935 inclusive, this
company suffered heavy losses every year because of the fact that
residential construction during those years averaged only 15 percent
of the average volume ol 1926, 1927, and 1928.

The CIIAIRMAN. Are there any further questions? If not, thank
you, Mr. Hawks.

Mr. HAWKs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN C. MARSH, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
PEOPLES LOBBY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

The CHA RMSA. The next witness on the calendar is Benjamin C.
Marsh. Mr. Marsh, will you please give your name and address to
the reporter, and tell us wio you represent.

Mr. MARSH. MV name is Ilenjaiin C. .Mirh, executive secretary
of tile Peoples obby with offices here in Washington.The CHAIRMAN.. r. Marsh, will you tell us about how much time
you will nced after we get started?

Mr. M.,Asu. Well, I would like about 15 minutes, although if I can
convince the committee how it has got to chatige this bill in less time
than 15 minutes, I will quit before then. But. 1 would like 15 minutes.

The CH.t3AI.M.N. The Chair would like first to request a little
information without any thought of discussiing any qulestions. You
indicated you wanted to tell us about this measure. You sav you
represent the Peoples Lobby and the Chair is not fully informd w hat
the Peoples Lobby is.

Mr. 'lANsIL 1 will be glad to inform you.
The Peoples Lobby wishes that the ("ongres of the United States

would adopt the resolution before it for many years, and along the
same line this year, put in over here by Mr. lemke, bearing right onthis bill, requiring a public record of the stock and bond holdings
of all members of Congress and the same things of all Federal employ-
ees getting $3,000 a year or over; and als-o the land theyn own.

Thie CHAIRMIAN. 1famn not trying to argue thie quesion, but just
to get information.

Mr. MARSH. I think I have all the information you want..
The CHAIRMAN. l)o I understand you to say tliat Mr. Lenike is a

member of the Peoples Lobby?
Mr. MARSH. Mr. Lemke is not.
The CHAIRMAN. You referred to him.
Mr. MAR6H. lie is not a member of the Peoples Lobby. lie is a

member of Congress.
The Peoples Lobby is incorporated; it is a nonpolitical organiza-

tion of which Bishop Francis J. McConnell of the New York area of
the Methodist Church is president, with about 2,250 members all
over the United States and some four or five hundred subscribers to
the monthly bulletin.

The CHALIRMAN. Do you have State organization, as a part of this
body?
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Mr. 7MARSH. No; wo work only on Congress, and apparently Con-
gress is going to have to adopt a different program or change its
complexion. Of course, we do not have enough money to scare
an body.

The tCHAIRMAN. I was only asking for information about what
constitutes the Peoples Lobby.

Mr. MARSH. I will be glad to give it to you.
Our total budget being around $11,000 a year we cannot attempt

to buy up votes. We have to rely upon the merits of the measures
we propose and the wrath of the voters when Congress does not carry
out our suggestions.

The CHAIRMIAN. That is certainly most commendable.
Mr. MARSh1. It is a highly democratic procedure.
The CHAIRMAN. Just one other statement I would like to make

before you begin.
At the outset of these hearings it was agreed that the testimony

be confined to the three propositions: The excess-profits tax, amortiza-
tion, and the suspension of the Vinson-Trammell Act.

The hearing will be confined to those, and we will be glad to recog-
nize you for 15 minutes.

Mr. MARSH. Thank you. I hope you will let me read this state-
ment which I think bears upon the proposed measure, and I think
the committee will admit that when the Treasury receipts are inade-
quate and the measure presented is inequitable it ought to be con-
sidered, and I hope today to give you soi.'e figures to substantiate it.

This bill should be called a bill to give free play to profiteers who
profit on war activities.

At least $3,000,000,000 additional revenue should be raised through
such a measure instead of the paltry amount that is contemplated
by the pending bill."The national income this year will be about, it is estimated
$75,000,000,000, some $6,000,000,000 more than last year. And, it
the millionaires of America really feared that Hitler would invade this
country they would be down here asking for heavy taxes on themselves.
We have heard much, during the course of the discussion on this bill,
but not that in Great Britain they are taking 100 percent of the income
of corporations above their average pre-war income. I do not know
why we could not do that.

And we have heard discussion about the $3,000,000,000. It is
anticipated that the national deficit will be around $5,000,000,000
this year. Of course that does not mean much to the people who
believe in free and unlimited coinage of deficits with nontaxable
interest-bearing bonds, but it means a ot to the mass of people because
the interest on the national debt is about $1,100,000 000 this year-
approximately one-fourth of what is actually payable for defense.

The provision for the amortization of plant expansion for defense
purposes over 5 years means that these wealthy owners do not think
there is any danger of a military invasion of the Western Hemisphere,
otherwise they would want to get it in 1 year. They want to get it
while they can, possibly for election contributions.

Now while the Government is here trying to work out a plan to
conscript men, industry is
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Mr. McLEAN (interposing). Mr. Chairman, I make the point of
order that the witness' testimony is not directed to what we have
under consideration, and that his observations have no constructive
value whatever.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair sustains the point, and will ask you to
confine your statement to the issues before us.

Mr. MARSH. Well, who is to judge of whether a discus sion of a tax
measure is a discussion of the tax measure?

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair suggests, Mr. Marsh that other wit-
nesses have confined themselves to the matter before us, apparently
without any difficulty.

Mr. MARSH. Then, Mr. Chairman, I would like to read one or two
articles which I think do discuss the proposed bill before you.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair is asking the witness, if lie wants to
continue, to please confine himself to the three, propositions contained
in the report.

I want to be just as fair to the witness as possible, but. it is a little
embarrassing for a witness to come here and secure the attention of
the committee and then violate the regular order adopted by the
committee.

Mr. MARSH. All right.
The CHAIRMiAN. Nobody has complained about the committee

procedure., so far as I know, and each witness has confined himself to
the subjects under consideration without criticizing the committee or
the Congress. Of course that is the privilege of everyone, but it has
no connection with the discussion of the pending measure.

Mr. MARsH. Then, Mr. Chairman, 1 would like to discuss the over-
capitalization of corporations upon which it is proposed to let them
earn this ungodly rate in the name of.defense.

I am going to quote figures of a labor economist, W. Jett Lauck,
who stated:

A purchaser of 100 shares at $100 of stock of General Motors in 1908 when it
was organized would at present hold 25,095 shares, and would have received
stock dividends up to 1936 of $819,081.

Now, you propose to amortize the plant, as I understand it-and
please correct me if I am incorrect, because this report has been about
as stiff a dose of differential calculus as I ever had in college, but as
I understand it you are going to let these corporations earn tlis return
on their present capitalization.

Then, let us take t'ze United States Steel Corporation.
From 1001 to 1936 the United States Steel Corporation had declared dividends

of 227 percent on the preferred stock, aggregating $,S11,360,875, all of which Is
"water."

Now this bill, as I understand it, proposes to say that on this
watered stock you are going to allow them certain returns and you
have. got to assume, in this bill, that you cannot get any defense
contracts until these men get their prfits. They are tihe "fifth
columnists." Why pass such a bill in their favor? '

And Mr. Lauck continues with regard to United States Steel as
follows:

During this same period dividends of 164% percent were declared on the
common stock, totaling $927,951,253, which Is also "water."
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Considering the whole period 1901-35, the corporation actually paid out In
dividends from earnings on these fictitious securities the enormous sum of $1,-
972,633,128.

Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman's remarks do not
seem to me to relate to the bill under consideration. I am asking for
information.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair is of the same opinion.
Mr. TREADWAY. I make that point of order.
The CH AIRMAzi. The point of order is well taken. I think we ought

to be fairly liberal ith witnesses and to let them state their position,
but I do not think this is the proper time to cover all matters relating
to the Government and its affairs. I am sure Mr. Marsh is an intel-
ligent man and can appreciate the committee's efforts to solve this
complicated problem. I am going to ask you to confine your state-
ment to the issues before us.

Mr. MARSH. Mr. Chairman, I am discussing the basis upon which
you propose to guarantee returns to a lot of corporations. And I
think it is fair to discuss the watered stock of these corporations, which
should have been squeezed out in considering their genuine investment.

And it seems to me that in the very beginning, and I have an opinion
that in the election this feeling will be shared by the voters, that these
corporations should bear their proper share of the tax burden.

I wotdd like to read into the record this article in yesterday's Star
by Jay Franklin, favoring conscription of wealth. It was in the Con-
gressional Record, read in on the floor of the Senate under their free
discussion, by lion. Josh Lee, of Oklahoma, and I think it has a
bearing on this subject.

Mr. Lauck reported that during the 35-year period the United States
Steel Corporation paid for debt retirement additions and betterments,
dividends on watered stock, "plus the $150,000,000 paid for the under-
writing syndicate at the time of the formation of the company," a
total of $4,441,247,347.

Now, I would like to discuss some of the profits which the airplane
corporations have made, those of Douglas, Fairchild, Curtis Wright,
United, and Glen L. Martin, the five aircraft companies.

The profits for the first quarter of 1940 were $4,699,258, and in the
same quarter in 1939, $8,970,874, an increase of 91 percent, in round
figures.

They probably want to receive over 100 percent before they are
willing to enter into contracts.

And for three automobile concerns, Chrysler, General motors, and
Studebaker, the profits were $64,873,000 in round figures, $65,000,000
in the first quarter of last year and $83,282,352 in the first quarter of
1940, or an increase of 28.4 percent.

For seven steel companies, Inland, National, United States, Ameri-
can Rolling, Bethlehem, Youngstown, and Republic, profits for the
first quarter of last year were $9,064,000; and for this year, $40,445,000,
or an increase of 348.70percent. And you propose to give a guaranty
which will return a prolit on anything like that.

For the two electrical-equipment giants, General Electric and
Westinghouse, profits for the first quarter of last year were $9,700,000
and for the first quarter of this year, $15,992,000, an increase of 64.6
percent. And you propose a guaranty on such a return.
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Mr. Chairman, I simply cannot understand how these concerns will

persistently demand to be allowed to get their pounds of flesh from
Uncle Sam, before they are willing to enter into a contract with the
Government.

The National City Bank of New York, in its April bulletin-it has
assets of $2,775,000,000--reports that in 1938 the net profits of 2,480
companies were $2,119,000,000; and in 1939, $3,456,000,000, an
increase of 63 percent.

The American Federation of Labor in its current bulletin points
out that the estimated profits of 400 leadin" corporations for the
first half of this year are 59 percent larger tlian they were for the
first half of last year.

The steel companies are doing pretty well up to date.
The Wall Street Journal, in discussing What the bill would do to

U. S. Steel, says that a computation under the least expensive of the
excess-profits-tax methods shows it would retain only 60 percent of
any profits in excess of $67,000,000 remaining after the payment of
nornal income taxes.

Mr. Chairman, here I must ask a question: I cannot understand
the proposal, but if I understand it correctly yoh propose to give
these corpontions-as a price for not striking against the Government
in time of its national defense-you propose to let them receive a
guaranteed return on their investments and stocks to apply to the
debts which they hold. And they may have borrowed at 2 or 3 or 4
percent; rates vary. As I understand, that is correct.

Now, let me point out that back in 1935, the corporations wth
$50,000,000 of assets, 742 of them, had a debt of nearly $28,000,000,000
and their liabilities were nearly $56,000,000,000.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has now expired, but
inasmuch as we took up perhaps 2 minutes of your 15 minutes, we will
extend your time 3 more minutes.

Mr. SASH. I appreciate that courtesy, Mr. Chairman, and I hope
the last 3 minutes will be like the last 3 minutes of a good sermon-it
will result in converting a lot of you.

I understand the Government is to permit the corporations this
return, anl if that is true, I ask if it is true, as stated in this week's
United States News, that under this bill 90 percent of the corporations
in America are exempt. If they are, why? Maybe it is because they
are not important enough to be considered.

I have not meant to be captious, Mr. Chairman, but I think it is
about time we realized that the American people are wondering why
we do not start the program of national defense. Why is it that these
new profiteering interests are being built up and yet the Government
cannot get airplanes?

I would like to read an excerpt from a book by a Wall Street analyst
on tihe aviation business, which tells the story "Of the $40 that grew
into $5,000,000." This is wlhat it says:

As long a.s transport and manufacture of aircraft are in private hands, profits
must be the first consideration.

Then, I want to quote another excerpt from that same writer:
The only American-made machines that the industry managed to get to the

A\rmy on the front were 196 I)elI "Flaming Coffins."
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And again:
That the country should be at the mercy of private industry for this arm of

defense is dangerous. It is particularly dangerous in view of the aviation-
industry's history.

I thank you for your courtesy. And from my personal regard for
the members of both committees, lot me hope that it will not report
out such a measure as this if you expect to grace us with your presence,
after election.

The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
We thank you.
Mr. MARSiH. I thank you.

STATEMENT OF T. 3. PRIESTLY, JR., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Priestly is the next witness on tie calendar.
Will you give your full name, address, and for whom you appear?

Mr. PRIESTLY. J. T. Priestly, 321 South Juniper Street, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

The CHAIRMAN. How much time do you want?
Mr. PRIESTLY. About 6 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. You are recognized for 6 minutes.
Mr. PRIESTL.Y. Mr. Chairman, I am president of the Priestly Print-

ers and a charter member of the National Small Business Men's
Association.

I listened to the National Forum on the air last Sunday evening,
and I felt it was my duty to come here at your request and try to
explain what I believe to be the solution of our tax problem.

It seems to me that tie excess-profits tax is just one more abuse of
tlhe instruments of democracy, and since it is estimated to bring in but
$200,000,000 it will cause more confusion and it will make it necessary
for the manufacturers of war materials to charge the Government an
additional five or six hundred million dollars in order to assure them-
selves of no loss, while corporations producing nonessentials for war
will be crucified by the tax.

The Government will lose about $300,000,000 by the imposition of
this tax.

Since corporation and personal taxes are high, it appears to me that
it would be better to drop the excess taxes and collect it at these
points; if you fail, then you will get it anyway in the death tax.

I wantto call your attention again to equitable taxation as a true
instrument of demiocracv and show wherein a graduated gross business
tax-that is, a transaction tax-based on fair amounts in each line,
will return a sufficient amount to more than balance a normal budget,
while at tie same time eliminate the necessity which compels our
Government to appropriate its citizens' savings to keep millions of the
unemployed from starving.

The object of the graduated gross tax is to make it possible for the
smaller corporation to exist and put back into legitimate employment
all of the unemployed and pay wages more in keeping with wages paid
by the larger corporations.

Government statistics prove that corporations increase their profit
advantage very materially in direct proportion to their increased Vol-
ume of sales.
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It is evident that taxes should be paid on gross sales in accordance

to the wisely established principle that taxes should be levied in pro-
portion to the ability to pay.

Government statistics prove that progressive taxation on gross sales
is the only logical, fair, and honest method of taxation; but if we should
fail to comprehend the importance and necessity for establishing the
base, or fair amount, of business in each line of enterprise for the pur-
pose of progressive taxation, our present chaotic conditions would not,
be improved. Therefore the total amount of business done in each
different line of business throughout the Nation should be divided by
the number of enterprises or corporations following each line, and the
quotient should be used as the base or fair amount in each line for the
purpose of taxation.

This tax should be one-fourth of I percent of the gross receipts not
in excess of the base amount; and one-half of I percent of the gross
receipts in excess of the base amount and not in excess of twice the
base amount; and three-fourths of 1 percent of the gross receipts in
excess of two times the base amount and not in excess of three times
the base amount; and one-fourth of 1 percent for each additional base
amount taxesd progressively and cumulatively.

By this method of taxation the larger corporations will pay less in
taxes than they will eventually have to pay if some such equitable
tax plan is not soon enacted into law.

Sixty percent of this tax should be returned to each State in pro-
portion to that received from each State, so that but one tax may be
levied on business.

While my idea of a graduated gross tax would be to eliminate all
other Federal and State taxes on business, I believe you have a won-
derful opportunity to use this tax method to pay for "preparedness"
without further depressing the Nation. The si n er fraction of
percent for each "fair amount" could be determined by the Treasury
Department for this purpose.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your statement.
Mr. PRIETLY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Richard Pass.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD PASS, PASS-SEYMOUR, INC., SYRACUSE,
N.Y.

Mr. PAss. Mr. Chairman and gentleman of the committee: We are
manufacturers of electric-wiring devices. We employ about 450
people and are located in Syracuse, N. Y.

I have made here, in the very short time at my disposal, some notes
bearing on the serious effect which the excess-profits tax would have
on our company and companies similarly situated if the bill were to
be enacted in the form as proposed, and if I may I will follow the notes
in order to cover the ground in the minimum le?,gth of time.

The excess-profits tax, in the form proposed, would prove extremely
serious to the company which I represent and it wuld make com-
paratively little difference whether the tax were to be figured on the
average earnings basis or on the net invested cap tl basis by the
means which have been proposed by the subconuiittee as alternative
or optional methods of aomputing the escess-prefits tax.

We have worked it out on both bases and as far as we are concerned
it is practically a toss-up, and both of them, would be, to us, disastrous
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and work extreme hardship on this company as on many other
companies similarly situated. The reason for the seriousness to us
of the proposed method of levying excess-profits taxes has to do with
the history of this company's earnings during the recent years which
have been proposed by the subcommittee as the base period for
calculating the tax, namely, the years 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939.
During those years the average net earniligs of this company were
about 4.9 percent of the average net investml capital, calculated in
accordance with the method proposed in said committee's report.

To explain the situation properly it is necessary briefly to review our
recent history and I will (1o so very briefly.

The company has been in business for 50 years. Due to a number of
factors which it is not necessary to discuss here, the company found
itself in a difficult competitive position prior to the years o1 the recent
severe economic depression in this country. We experienced sub-
stantial and increasing operating losses in tle early years of the
depression, until the situation became so critical that in 1932 the
stockholders seriously considered liquidating the business and dis-
tribiting the cash reserves which were still on hand. The only
reasonable alternative to that course was to invest a large sum of
money in new products in the effort to open ip addition markets
and to obtain a sufficient volume of reasonably profitable sales to
sustain continued operations.

Since the new products under consideration were necessarily un-
tried and business conditions generally were at an extremely low
level, it was apparent that the large investment involved would be
made at great risk. The decision to continue operating and to pro-
ceed with the developme., program was very largely due to our
desire to keep the compan) employeess working at a time when they
would have been unable to find other employment. By that year
the company's surplus had been wiped out and the shares of capital
stock were reduced in order to create a book surplus.

In the development program which we undertook, over $135,000
was spent, not including the cost of continuing to operate at a loss.
The new lines of products were only partially successful at first and
our operations continue(] in the red for 2 more years. It was not
until 1935 that we were able to improve our competitive positon
sufficiently to break even and in that year a very small net profit was
earned.

As stated in the beginning the net earnings after Federal income
tax for the 4 years of 1936 to 1939, inclusive, averaged only4.9 percent
of tile average net invested capital during that period. Although
none of these years showed an actual operating deficit, the earnings
in the earlier years of this period were small.

That, of course, is the basis of our difficulty.
During these 4 years it was necessary to do much maintenance

work, after the years of severe depression. Moreover, we applied
as large a part of our increased income as possible to wage increases,
believing that tile interest of the employees should have first consid-
eration. Only one small dividend was paid to the stockholders in the
years from 1930 to 1939. Tie balance of the earnings were plowed
m. Even at present, we feel able to spare only enough for a sniall
dividend ol the capital stock.
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The financial reserves which had been accumulated during tie years

prior to the depression, were used to finance the losses in the early
period of the depression and also to finance, as already pointed out.,
tile development and promotion of new types of products. Therefore,
it became necessary to borrow substantial sums of money to finance
increasing volume, arger inventories, and for the purpose of purchasing
necessary new equipment in order to proceed with an orderly program
of plant modernization. The money borrowed has now been repaid,
but it has not been possible as yet to accumulate a sufficient reserve
to provide ,uch additional equipment as is needed in the continuance
of our inod.-nization program and at the same time to give a reason-
able financial reserve with which to operate during a future slump
in the business cycle.

In other words, gentlemen, these 4 years you are speaking of were
years in which we were just getting back olur strength, after a very
serious illness. We are now just beginning to be able-bodied again.

We have not got the reserves necessary to carry the business on a
sound basis for the future, but we are in a position where now we can
aer,'umulate those reserves if we are allowed to do so.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose every company which would have to pay
any additional taxes or excess profits taxes were to be allowed to re-
cover in that way? Do you think we could ever raise enough money
to finance the Government and meet this eniergency program for
national defense if we waited until those companies'had recovered
and reimbursed themselves for the years when they did not make any
money?

Mr. PASS. I think I have a practical suggestion to make in connec-
tion with that.

The CHAIRMAN. You have given us a-very fine statement and I am
asking for information.

Mr. P..ss. Yes; I think I have a suggestion to make along that
line, and it is predicated on past experience in this country.

In this connection, we wish to emphasize that had we n.. accumu-
lated financial reserves prior to 1930, this company would have been
forced out of business early in the depression and "would have had to
throw out of employment'hundreds of people who in all probability
would have been unable to obtain employment elsewhere. Unless we
now are allowed to build up our reserves again, it is altogether likely
that in any future prolonged recession, we shall be obliged to curtail
employment drastically, if not to cease operations altogether.

That is partly because in our type of business there are large fluc-
tuations in rate of volume. We'are largely dependent on building
operations, and our volume goes up and dow-i with the building cycle.
Therefore we have to plow back our earnings in the good years to
have enough to keep our organization together in the bad years.

Therefore, it is imperative that we continue to plow earnings back
into the business if we are to put ourselves on a sound basis to meet
probable future business developments.

We feel sure that the conditions described herein as applying.to
our own business, apply equally to a great many other companies
and especially to time smaller companies, which, generally speaking,
have much greater difficulty than do the large companies in obtaining
new capital. If your committee has not vet heard from a great
many companies who are in the same situation as are we, that is due,
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we feel sure, solely to the fact that the great majority of these com-
panies are not yet thoroughly familiar with the proposal now under
consideration, or have not had time to present to you the extreme
seriousness and, as we believe, unfairness in the proposed method of
levying an excess-profits tax.

May I say in this connection that the first I knew about this-and
I do not mean to criticize, but the fact is that the first I knew of the
roposition was when I saw it in the paper over the week end. On

Monday morning I tried to find if anybody in Syracuse had an official
report of what was proposed, but nobody in Syracuse had, so far as
I could find out.

So our accountant got to work with what we had gotten out of the
papers and figured out what would happen to us, and, when I saw
that we would be practically skinned alive, I had the figures checked
to see if that was correct.. It was only yesterday afternoon when I was
sure where we stood. So I telephoned here and made arrangements
for this hearing, came down on the train last night to New York, and
flew into Washington, getting here just a few minutes ago.

So I want to point out there has scarcely been time for a great many
of us who are involved to adequately present the extreme seriousness
of the situation which will result if the excess-profits tax were enacted
in the form proposed.

We wish to emphasize that the improved earnings of this company
in the year 1939 as well as the continued improvement in our earnings
this year, have been little affected by war conditions abroad or by
defense spending in this country. In" fact., it is my opinion that our
business today woul be better than it is were there no war activity
abroad and no necessity for a defense program at home. The improve-
ment in our volume ol sales and earnings in 1939 and 1910 is simply
the cuhnination of our efforts and large expenditures during the past
decade to improve our competitive position by the creation of new and
improved products and also to a large extent the improvement is due
to increase in residential building, in which type of construction our
products are largely used.

Therefore, since "the improvement in our situation has to date no
important relation to Government purchases under the defense pro-
gram, we feel that it would be very unfair to our company and to
other companies similarly situated, if we were to be prevented from
building up necessary financial reserves by the application of an excess-
profits tax calculated on either of the bases which have been proposed
by the subcommittee.

We note under the proposal that for new corporations the allowable
return on invested capital before the application of the excess-profits
tax is 10 percent on the first $500,000 of invested capital, and 8 per-
cent on the balance, compared with much lower rates of return on
invested capital allowed older corporation before application of the
proposed excess-profits tax. We cannot see why a company like this,
which would have been liquidated in 1932, had only financial consid-
erations been controlling, should be allowed a credit of a much snialler
return on invested capital than the credit allowed to a new corpora-
tion. Also in this connection we wish to call attention to the credit
of 10 percent and 8 percent allowed on new invested capital.

The fact of the matter is that in actual practice, the alternative
method of computing the excess-profits tax on the basis of invested
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capital, as proposed in the report of the subcommittee, does not
actually give the relief which we believe the subcommittee intended
it should give to those companies which happened to have subnor-
mally low earnings in the base years recommended by the subcom-
mittee. As previously stated, in tie case of our own coinpany it
makes little difference whether the tax is figured on one or t he other
of the two bases proposed by the subcommittee, both methods of
calculation resulting in a dangerously, and, as we believe, unfairly
high excess-profits tax on current earnings. A far more equitable
plan would be to establish a fixed percentage of invested capital as a
credit to be applied uniformly to all corporations before application
of the excess-profits tax, irrespective of what a given company's
earnings may have been in previous years. Such a plan is more
nearly in line with the principle of the excess-profit taxes levied in
connection with the last war.

We believe that this method, establishing for all companies a
credit based on a fixed percentage of invested capital, which credit
we would suggest at 10 percent of the net invested capital, would be
far more equitable than the present proposal, since it would treat
all companies alike, whereas the present proposal seriously discrimi-
nates against those companies which for reasons possibly entirely
beyond their control experienced subnormal earnings in the 4 base
years from 1936 to 1939, inclusive. In our opinion, the present
proposal is particularly unfair and unjust to the companies in that
group whose improved earnings at present, as in the case of the
company which I represent, are not due primarily or substantially
to war conditions abroad or to the defense program in this country
or to defense orders from the United States Government.

The CHAIRMAN. How would the Government determine that?
How would the Government determine whether increased profits were
due to improved conditions or to the national-defense program?
How would that matter be settled?

Mr. PASS. I want to make myself clear in regard to that., if I may.
That is the reason why I think that to base this on net earnings in
past years is quite unjust, because it

Mr. DISNEY. It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that the witness is
assuming an erroneous premise. Do you not understand that the
corporation has its option to either work on a basis of average earnings
for 4 years, or upon invested capital?

Mr. PASS. Yes; I do, sir; but may I point out that that does not
give substantial relief to companies'that had subnormal earnings in
the 4 years used as a base.

The reason it does not give substantial relief-and I am sure I am
right about this, because.I have worked it out in numerous ways-the
reason it does not give substantial relief is because it again is predicated
on average earnings in those 4 years, except as those earnings were less
than 6 percent on the first $500,000 of invested capital, and less than
4 percent on the balance of the invested capital, or unless said earn-
ings were in excess of 10 percent.

In other words, taking our own case, it makes practically no differ-
ence whatever way we figure, because your second method, the one
that is supposed to be predicated on invested capital is likewise tied in
with earnings.

Mr. CooPER. May I inquire there? Mr. Pass, what would you say
would be a fair return on invested capital?
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Mr. PASS. I think, sir, that for a small company-
Mr. COOPER. Never mind about the size. Take any company, and

take its invested capital, that is, money that men have put into the
business. What do you think would be a fair return on that money?

Mr. PASS. In normal years I believe that the return should average
not less than 10 percent. I mean by that not the return to the stock-
holders, because no wisely operated company pays out all of its
earnings, or it could not survive the depressions we have in this
country from time to time.

Mr. COOPER. To get back to my question, what do you think is a
fair return on the amount of money men put into business organiza-
tions or companies?

Mr. PASS. I think in normal years it should average at least 10
percent on the invested capital.

Mr. CoopEn. All right. Letr me ask you one other question.
You have referred several times to the fact that as you understand

it, your company will not benefit any by the national-defense program.
Do you think $14,000,000,000 can be put out by the Government
without sonic benefit flowing to your company?

Mr. P.Ass. May I say, I tried to emphasize the fact that up to
date we have not been substantially benefited.

Mr. COOPER. But the $14,000,000,000 has not been spent up to
date.

Mr. PASS. No; b'ut your tax is retroactive to January 1, 1040,
is it not?

Mr. COOPER. It applies to the calendar year 1940.
Mr. PASS.Yes.
Mr. REED. That. is, this particular tax?
Mr. PASS. Yes.
Mr. Ronarsnmo.,-. Aside from the question of what is a proper

return on invested capital, this committee, I assume, does not want
intentionally to recommend passage of a law that would enable one
company to make a larger return on invested capital than another
company, and we have had some hardship cases pointed out during
these hearings.

We had before us yesterday a Chicago manufacturer of drinking
cups. lie said he hal been in business only 3 years, and of course
those 3 years would be the only 3 years he would use as a basis for
average earnings. But he had th expense of getting started and
competing against established firms. lie said that one of those
established irins would be permitted a normal return of 17 percent,
where a small competitor, under this proposed law, would not be
permitted a return of anything like that amount,

Only this morning I received a letter from the representative of a
flour mill who said that a report of the earnings of the 3 years men-
tioned would cut (]own the net earnings of I of those years and would
not reflect the normal average earnings, because of thile necessity of
reporting nonrecurring items.

Various other representatives have indicated in specific instances
that the proposed tax would not apply equally.

I would like to know whether the witness hias some definite recom-
mendation as to how that could be avoided.

Mr. PASS. Yes, sir; I think I have something to suggest which will
be very helpful in that direction, and may I point out that our situa-
tion is very similar to the one you have mentioned.
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During these 4 years we have just been getting back on our feet
again, just been getting back our strength. We have not been able
to build up our reserves.

Other companies, certain large ones, have been able to carry on
during this period with relative high earnings. They can base their
excess-profits tax oil average past, earnings and in that way will have
to pay very little excess-profits tax. But we who need the reserves
more than they do because we are just getting back on our feet again
will have to pay out most of what we earn, or a large portion, in
excess-profits tax.

Answering your question specifically, sir, I think the principle
established in'the excess-profits laws of 1917, 1919, and 1921, was far
more equitable and fairer than the present proposal.

I have in mind specifically that at lea-st there should be an option
whereby a credit would be allowed, based on a percentage of invested
capital, irrespective of past earnings.

Mr. COOPER. What would you suggest that percentage should be?
Mr. PAss. I think it might visely be a somewhat sliding scale,

following the principle which you have already developed in your
proposal, as between smaller companies and the larger companies.
But I do not consider I am in a position to speak of that without
prejudice, because I am connected with a company that has only
450 employees.

I would say there should be a credit of 10 percent of the net in-
vested capital, and that excess profits should be applied to all earnings
in excess of that credit, and would be applied, presumably, on a
progressive, or sliding scale, which would be in accordance xith the
principle which you lave set forth in your proposal.

I want to make that point clear, because we went through it in the
last war.

I was not intimately" connected vvith it myself. because I was in
the service, but I have learned since that time what the company's
experience was, and what the experience of other companies was
under the excess-profits tax of the last, war.

I feel quite sure that it. is a much fairer method than the present
proposal, which certainly discriminates against companies which had
unusually poor earnings in those 4 years from 1936 to 1939.

That imnav have been due to conditions over which those companies
had no control.

In particular, gentlemen, and in conclusion, this proposal, if I may
say so, with all respect, reminds me of one of the Biblical quotations
which, if I remember correctly, runs somewhat as follows:

For he that hath, to him should be given: and he that hath not, from him shall
be taken even that which he hath.

The CHAIRMAN. You are. quoting the Bible now?
Mr. PASS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that is susceptible of comparison?

Who is trying to take anything away from anyone who has not got
anything? We are not trying to take anything away from you that
you have not, got.. How does your illustration fit in?

Shakespeare said that even Satan could quote Scripture to prove his
point. Of course, I am not comparing you with Satan, but I cannot
see how the Scripture is applicable in this case.

Mr. PAss. I am connected with two businesses, Mr. Chairman. 1
am an officer and director in two companies, and this is one of them.
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The other one is in a different line of business. But I have had
figured out the application of this present proposal to those two com-
panies, anid the difference is enormous because one of the two com-
panies had Food normal earnings in the 4 years you are taking as a
base, and this company I am speaking for here had subnormal earnings
in those years. The percentage of tax is double in one company what
it is in the other company. I say that is not equitable.

Mr. CROWTHER. We had a witness yesterday who presented some
hypothetical cases to us of low earnings in the base earning period of
4 years. In one instance he showed that if the figures in 1940 did not
reach the base level the Government would get no money at all, but
if it went up then they would get a large slice of it.

I want, Mr. Chairman, without unduly wasting the time of the
committee to read half a dozen lines from Mr. Alvord's testimony
that has a bearing on this subject. He says:

The subcommittee proposal, however, is fundamentally objectloiable In
prescribing an average return on invested capital over the same base period as the
alternative to the average earnings base. The two methods tend to duplicate
each other. If a corporation has normal prior earnings, it will use the average
earnings method, without resorting to invested capital. New corporations are
unable to compute average return on invested capital, and must be specially
provided for. The only case In which invested capital will be useful, therefore, is
that of the corporation whose earnings have been unusually low during the base
period. For this purpose, there is no necessity for the extraordinary complications
and innumerable computations required in the subcommittee proposal.

Then this last sentence in that paragraph refers especially to what
you have been discussing:

A specified return on invested capital, such as was provided in the old law, is a
better and more definite "cushion" for corporations with poor-earnings record.

You made reference to an alternate proposal, that we be guided
somewhat by the provision in regard to invested capital in the 1917,
1919, and 1921 acts.

Mr. PAss. In principle, sir; yes.
Mr. CROWTHER. Yes; in principle.
Mr. PAss. That does express exactly what I have in mind; the

alternative that has been suggested does not furnish the relief which I
think you intended it to furnish.

The CHAIRMAN. Your company, as I understand your testimony,
is on a sound basis, and is in a prosperous condition now. If that is
true, would it not be better, in view of the Government's needs in
this emergency, for your company to sell more stock if you need
additional capital; or, if you (1o not want to do that and your credit is
good, there should be no trouble borrowing additional capital at a low
rate of interest. That would be taken into consideration in figuring
the rate of tax and, as your company is in a prosperous condition and
making good returns, you would be able to pay the Government some
money. This condition is an extraordinary o'ne, you understand.

Mr. PAss. May I answer that, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. That is why I ask the question.
Mr. PASS. It is very difficult to find people who wish to invest

money in small enterprises today. They consider the future far too
uncertain and business management today is hesitating to borrow
very heavily for capital expenditures, because of the grave uncertainty
as to what us going to happen to this country if things continue to go
very badly abroad.
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The CHAIRMAN. Are not your present stockholders able to increase
their investment? If not, have you tried to sell additional stock?

Mr. PASS. No; we have not, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are so prosperous ycm (to not want any more

in the business?
Mr. PAss. No: it is not that. I think we possibly are overlooking

a little the issue here. I arn merely trying to say, sir, that I want to
be treated only the same as others'are being tretited.

This present proposal is, unintentionally I know, but none the less
surely, discriminatory against me and 'other companies similarly
situated, because in those 4 base years we happen to have had quite
subnormal earnings.

The CHAIRMAN. The conclusion that I draw from your testimony is
that you are not being treated too harshly but other companies are
being treated too favorably. If other companies were not getting
along so well you would not be complaining.

Mr. Pass. "May I point out, sir, that this works out to practically
40 percent-that is to say, the Federal tax would be practically 40
percent of our net income.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose it is; if you have good returns left.?
Suppose it should be that much in this emergency?

Mr. PASS. Well, sir; it does not leave a sufficient amount to build
lip the reserves that we need for the future. It does not leave a suffi-
cient amount to finance the additional equipment that we need and
it is twice as much, in relation to our net profits-almost twice as
much as certain other companies will have to pay, merely because
those other companies, even in the same line of business, happen to
have good earnings in those 4 years, and we happened to have poor
earnings in those 4 years.

So I say, sir, in all sincerity, that I am not speaking entirely from
a selfish point of view; that there is a principle involved here, and
that what is proposed is not equitable. I am quite sure that you could
accomplish your purpose equally well without any more complication,
in fact, I believe with less coniplication and more effectiveness, if you
would base your credit on a percentage of invested capital and then
apply the excess-profits tax on all earnings in excess of that credit.

The CHAIRMAN. That would not fulfill the definition of an excess-
profits tax, would it? That would be a normal-profits tax. We are
now talking about excess profits over those earned during a certain
base period. That does not have any relation to excess profits. That
is what would be considered a reasohablo and normal tax.

Mr. PASS. May I say, sir, that I evidently have not made myself
clear, because what I am proposing -

The CHAIRMAN. I think I understood you fully. I do not want to
take up too much time of the committee.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. Pass, how mucl is the invested capital of your
company?

Mr. PAss. About 6no million and a quarter.
Mr. COOPER. What. has been your average return on that? I

believe you said 4 percent and something?
Mr. PAss. That was on the averaged invested capital which is

slightly lower, because we have been putting money back into the
business-what we could. It was 4.9 percent.
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Mr. COOPER. Over the base period you have made 4.9 percent on
$1,250,000?

Mr. P.kss. It was 4.9 percent on $1,100,000, about.
Mr. COOPER. I believe you said you would regard 10 percent as a

fair return on capital.
Mr. PASS. In normal years.
Mr. COOPER. We have to take things as they are.
Mr. PAss. If you do not make it in the normal years, you cannot

pay it out in the subnormal years.
Mr. COOPER. You talk about plowing money back into the busi-

ness. Of course, you can put your money where you want to. If you
let thit money go through the tax mill, just as tihe rest of us have to
let our money go through tie tax mill-

Mr. PAss. I do not think I understand what you are saying,
Mr. Cooper.

Mr. COOPER. All that you make, aside from what you pay in taxes,
you can put back into your company, can you not, if you wish?

Mr. PAss. Yes; and that is what we have been doing, practically.
But unfortunately, under this present proposal, there is not going to
be mueh left. And may I try to make clear again-because I do
not think I did-this proposal as to how this could be handled-

Mr. Coorsin. I think we understand that fullv.
Mr. P.,,ss. It is essentially tie same as it wvas before in the old

excess-profits tax.
Mr. CoopER. You have stated no less than half a dozen times that

you prefer the old method.
Mr. PAS S. Have I made it clear, sir, the reasons why I do prefer it?
The CH.AiR.. What is that?
Mr. PAMSS. Have I made it clear why I prefer it? I think it is much

more equitable to base the excess-profits tax, not on past earnings,
but on all earnings in excess of a credit to * allowed oil invested
capital.

The CHAIIT.AN. The Chair thinks you have made your position
clear.

Are there any further questions?
Mr. McKEOUGH. Just to complete the record, I would d like, to ask

time gentleman, what your average earnings were for the 4-year period?
Mr. COOPER. 4.9 percent. lie said that several times.
Mr..McKEotrGH. I understand his invested capital fluctuated during

that 4-year period.
Mr. '.ASS. Somewhat.
Mr. McKEOUGH. As nearly as I am able to figure it out, your aver-

age earnings then were something of the nature of $40,000?
fr. P. SS. It would be 4.9 percent on $1,100,000, which would be

a little over $50,000.
Mr. McKE oH. That. is all.
Mr. TREADWAY. You are complaining, as I understand it, of this

fact; two companies have practically the same invested capital during
the 4 base year. One of those companies is fairly prosperous and
makes normal profits. The other one makes, as you describe it, sub-
normal profits.

Now, using those 4 base years as the period on which we must make
up our figures, for purposes of taxation, the subnormal profit company
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would be very much more penalized than the other that had had aver-
age profits.

Mr. PASS. Yes, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. That is your contention, is it not?
Mr. PAss. It is the fact. I have worked it out. I just cited that

as an illustration.
Mr. TREADWAY. In other words, you are not complaining of the

taxation feature so much as you are of discrimination?
Mr. PASS. Yes, sir. I believe that the same amount of money can

be raised without bringing in that discrimination.
Mr. TREADWAY. The element of discrimination is the basis of your

argument here.
fr. PASS. Yes, sir; I feel that the present proposal is unfair to

companies that happen to have subnormal earnings in those 4 base
years.

Mr. TREADWAY. As a practical businessman, you are just explain-
ing to us your difficulty in meeting the proposition that is before this
committee at the present time.

Mr. PAss. Yes, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. You say you represent a company with something

over a million dollars capitalization.
Mr. PASS. Yes, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. Have you any idea how many companies there

are similarly situated in the country? 1 suppose we have a record
of that, but I do not have it in my own mind.

Mr. PAss. There are a very great many.
Mr. TREADWAY. I realize that.
Mr. PASS. How many 1 would not want to say. 'Mr. Brooks, have

you any idea as to how many there might be?
Mr. TREADWAY. Never nind that now. There are a great many

of them. Has your experience with other businessmen shown you
that this same discrimination applies to numerous concerns other
than your own?

Mr. PASS. Yes, sir; it does.
Mr. TREADWAY. Yours is not an isolated case at all?
Mr. PAss. Not at all, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. You feel that a very large number of companies

similarly capitalized as yours, which are AeTgtrded as small corporations,
could come here, if the opportunity were given thicm, and give the same
testimony that you are giving to us in corroboration of your statement?

Mr. PA". I teel stire of it, sir; yes.
Mr. TREADWAY. And I also milerstood you to say-of course, this

report of the subcommittee has only been out a very short time. But
I understood you to say that you did not know of this matter until you
read of it in the Sundav or Monday paper, is that right?

Mr. PASS. Until I read it in Saturday's paper.
Mr. TREADWAY. I do not recall what day the report was made

public. I was informed it was made public on August 8. Today is
the 14th. The report has not. been puVlic but 6 days, and, therefore,
undoubtedly there are a great many, businessmen situated as you are
who, in the brief time that they hav had, have not had an opportunity
to analyze this very complicated report.

Mr. PASS. I feel sure of it. There was no official copy in the city of
Syracuse on Monday of this week, that I could find.
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Mr. TREADWAY. Your information, then, came through the press?
Mr. PAss. Yes, sir; I checked it subsequently.
Mr. TREADWAY. But your first intimation was the information that

you received from the newspapers, which, of course, must have been a
synopsis of this report. I do not imagine that a Syracuse newspaper,
even as enter rising as they are, would have printed the entire report
that we have before us at tile present time,

Mr. PAss. What I saw was in a New York paper, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. Did it have this complete report?
Mr. PASS. I have not seen the official report yet. This copy that

I have in my hand-this is the first time I have had one.
Mr. TEADWAY. Well, I think you are entitled to have one in view

of your interesting testimony. Could you tell whether or not the
paper that you saw contained more than a synopsis of these 14 pages
which make up the report?

Mr. PASS. Yes; it did. It was a fairly complete report. I had
it checked after I arrived by plane, here in Washington, and my infor-
mation was correct. Therefore, my figures are substantially correct.
I had them checked before I came here, so that I would be sure that I
knew what I was talking about.

Mr. TREADWAY. I am particularly impressed, Mr. Pass, with
your statement that., as a practical businessman, you are very con-
fident that there are a great many other businessmen that would
corroborate your testimony.

Mr. PAss. I am very sure of it, if time were given to them to present
their case, and if they were properly informed. Of course, you all
realize that we businessmen, especially those of us who are in com-
paratively small companies, do not have very much time to keep
closely in" touch with all these developments.

This is, in my opinion, an extremely serious matter to thousands of
companies.

Mr. TREADWAY. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. McCORMACK. What part does good management play in a

successful business?
Mr. PASS. Well, sir, I think it plays a very important part.
Mr. MCCORMACK. I know that; I have some idea of it myself, and

I wanted to get your opinion. Would it contribute 75 percent to the
success of a business?

Mr. PAss. I should say that figure would be quite reasonable.
Mr. MCCORMACK. I picked that out because I wanted to get the

value of your experience. My own views are along that line. Take
two companies in the same line of business. One makes money and
the other does not make money. You say, in your illustration, that
the company with subnormal earnings is discriminated against. Now,
with reference to the company that has good earnings as a result of
effective management, would you not think, if you eliminated average
earnings, that that company would be sharply discriminated against?

Mr. PAss. Generally speaking, such companies would be in a far
better position to pay'lihi taxes.

Mr. McCoRfACK. Unless you have something along the line of
average earnings as a basis ol consideration, you are penalizing good
management.

Mr. PASS. No, sir; because I am simply saying that if we follow the
principle that was set up before, then all companies will be treated
alike, and then there will be no discrimination.
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Mr. MCCORMACK. Do we not treat all companies alike now? If a

company wants to elect the invested-capital theory, if they have
earnings of less than 6 percent on the first $500,000 and 4 percent
above that-and I am not necessarily wedded to 6 and 4 percent, but
we have got to have a percentage, some arbitrary point to start from-
you agree to that, do you not?

Mr. PAss. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMACK. WVhether it is 6 or 8 percent, or 5 or 7 percent-

whatever it is. In this recommendation it is 6 percent on the first
$500,000 of invested capital, and 4 percent above that. Companies
that earn less than 4 percent-6 percent on their first $500,000 or less
than 4 percent on their $20,000,000 of invested capital-that pro-
vision helps them, does it not?

Mr. PAss. If their earnings are less than 6 percent aid 4 percent;
yes. But my thought, sir, is that your question is answered to a
large extent in the suggestion of your subcommittee that in the case
of new corporations those figures be 10 and 8 percent.

Mr. MCCORMAcK. I am not sure whether you are right on that or
not. But we are talking about corporations that have a base period
experience. Do you think there should be any consideration shown
to new corporations in order to induce the investment of capital?

Mr. PAss. I think, sir, that all corporations should be treated
alike under the law. I think that involves the method of assessing
an excess-profits tax that I have outlined here, and which is predicated
upon past experience in this country.

Mr. McCoRnsAcK. We are not passing on the question of old or new
corporations now. We are discussing the two basic theories involved
in the bill. Let us take the corporation that gets less than a certain
exempted percentage, whatever the perentage is. It .would probably
be advisable for that corporation to take the invested capital theory
as their basis of computation, is that right?

Mr. PASS. I did not quite understand that.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Take a corporation that has earned, during the

base period, less than the percentage of earnings that is exempted.
That corporation, it would be advisable to them to take the invested
capital theory?

fr. PASS.'Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Take the corporation that in the average years

has made more, if they applied it on a percentage basis, than what
the exemption would be. It would be better for them to take the
average earniiLgs in dollars, would it not?

Mr. PAss. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCORMACK. You have said that management comprises

about 75 percent of the success of a business. Take two companies
in the same line of business. One does not make money during the
base period. Four percent is the exemption. The other one makes
8 percent.. If you apply the same percentage to all companies, are
you not really penalizing good management?

Mr. PAss. No sir; because the tax is not based on what happens
in those years. The tax is based on earnings in the current year.

Mr. MCCORMACK. I know, but good management applies whether
it is in past years or in the current year, does it not?

Mr. PAss. May I say, sir, that if one reviews the history of any
corporation that I know of that has been in existence a considerable
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number of years, it is quite clear that in the life of practically all cor-
porations except possibly the very largest ones in recent years, there
is a sine curve of business. Their business is not static. They have
their tides, their periods of relatively less success and periods of
greater success.

Mr. .MCCORMACK. You do not have to argue that with me, except
that if there are two companies in the same line of business, they are
following that general curve. If one has good management, and the
other has poor management, the well-managed company will be more
successful within the general trend than the company with poor
management.

Mr. PASS. May I point out, sir, if you take 4 years, those may be
the 4 years in which one of those companies will be at the node of its
sine curve and the other one will be at the loop.

Mr. MCConMACK. If you allowed a corporation to elect 3 out of
the 4 base years, would not that tend to meet that situation in part?

Mr. PAss. I think it would, sir.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Do you think the rates proposed by the sub-

committee should be increased? You know what the rates are, do
you not?

Mr. PASS. The rates of exemption, the rates of credit, or the rates
of tax?

Mr. MCCORSIACK. The rates of tax; do you think they should be
increased?

Mr. PASS. It starts at 25 percent, then goes to 30 percent, and
then goes to 40 percent?

Mr. McCORMACK. Yes.
Mr. PASS. I do not think they should be increased. I do not know

just what would be most equitable. As I say, I am not a tax expert.
Mr. 'MCCOTMACK. Do you think the rates proposed by the sub-

committee to the full committee should be increased-the rates of
tax?

Mr. PASS. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. MCCORMACK. I agree with you personally. I was just inter-

ested to get your answer, because I knew the views of some others.
That is all. "

The CHAtmIN,. Any further questions?
Mr. KNUrso-. Would it improve the bill if we were to give those

making returns the option of selecting say 3 out of the 4 years?
Mr. PASS. I do not think it would (1o awvay with a legitimate charge

of discrimination; no, sir, I (o not.
Mr. K. urso-,. Would it ease the burden any?
Mr. PASS. Very slightly.
Mr. KNUTSON." If we took more years than that, with an oppor-

tunity to go back, say, for the last 10 years-well, the last 10 years
have'been abnormal in all lines of business.

Mr. PASS. Yes, sir.
Mr. KNUTSON. I mean subnormal.
Mr. PASS. Yes, sir.
Mr. KNrUTSON. It is going to be pretty difficult to frame an excess-

profits law that will not work a hardship and that may not put a
number of concerns out of business.

Mr. PASS. May I say, if you based your tax, your excess-profits
tax. on all earnings in excess of a fixed percentage of invested capital,
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you would take care of the situation completely and would treat all
alike under the law.

The CHAIRMAN. If a taxpayer were permitted the option of selecting
as a base period any year tliat would relieve him of all taxes, that
would be ideal, would it not?

Mr. PASS. I do not think so. I am not trying to escape taxation.
The CHAIRMAN. I did not say that; I was just wondering if that

wouldn't be ideal.
Mr. PAss. May I say, sir, that what I am proposing is not todecrease the Federal revenue by one penny; it is simply that the

revenue be raised in a way which will be fair to all who have to pay
the tax under the law.

The CHAInRiA,\. As a basic proposition that is very fair and I
think we would all agree with you. But I suppose we could argue
over here until doomsday on how to accomplish that and not agree.
Each member of this committee may have a different opinion.

Mr. PASS. MNy I ask, sir, why the principle or the method used in
the last war was not fair?

The CHAIRMAN. We are trying to write a bill with a view to present
conditions, at-the same time getting the benefit of the experience that.
we had wvith the excess-profits tax in 1917, 1918, and 1921.

If there are no further questions, we thank you, Mr. Pass.
The next witness is 2\Mr. Ralph I. Miner, representing the Ohio

Manufacturing Association.
(Mr. Miner did not come forward.)
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is John Pieyhan, of Detroit,

Mich.
(Mr. Pleyhan did not come forward.)
The CHAImMAN. The first witness on the calendar this morning

was Mr. Ogg, representing the American Farm Bureau Federation.
I understand that Mr. gi did not know lie was scheduled to appear
first on the calendar, and if there is no objection, the Chair will now
recognize Mr. Ogg.

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I have received a letter from
David Broude discussing the pending bill, for which I would like per-
mission to insert in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it is so ordered.
(The letter referred to follows:)

DAVID IsOUDE,
Botton, Mass., Augusl 8, 1940.lion. Jos " WV. MCoRA~cK,

Iouse of Representalires, Washington, D. C.
)EAR MR. McCoRaCuK: Thank you for your prompt reply to my letter con-

cerning your proposal for consideration of the principle of the tindistributed
earnings tax In connection with the excess profits tax. -Like you, I feel that the
undistributed profits tax was undesirable in the normal corporate tax program,
and I also have a feeling that if it could be employed in connection with the excess-
profits tax in such a way as to eliminate the question of "invested capital,"

pre-war average earnings," and the accompanying "special relief provisions"
including even special amortization," many inequities could be eliminated and
protracted litigation with its incident burden on both taxpayers and the Govern-
inent avoided.

I am sure that if you have not already seen a very recent decision written by
Circuit Justice Clark of the third circuit on June 29, 1940, emphasizing your point,
you will be interested in a short quotation from it:1

'Ptsburgh Can Company, plaintiff-appdlant v. Untied Starts of America, defendant-
appdlce, United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, No. 7272,
October term, 1939, filed June 29, 1910
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"By coincidence this is the third case arising out of World War No. I considered
by this Court at this term. * * * In one case [apparently not a tax easel we
held that those profits may have "disappointed" the United Statew, but had not
"deluded" them in the sense of the rule permitting relief. In another we did not
permit a manufacturing company to ascribe its expansion to patriotism and so
minimize its fax liability for eiets profits. In the case at bar we are upholding the
right and intention of the Congress to enlarge the limitation period for the very
same tax. * * * The elapsed time, twenty-three years, is, we may oburre,
,alker staggering."

I think the last sentence just quoted Is perhaps the most eloquent indictment
that could be made of the old World War excess-profits-tax law, and as you know,
there Is still much more pending litigation.

I wonder if you have any statistics readily available that would show the
amount of excess- and war-profits taxes originally collected under the 1917 and
1918 acts, the amount of additional assessments and the amount of excess- and
war-profits taxes, pls interest, that have had to b)e refunded thereunder. Please,
however, do not trouble to get these statistics if you do not have them at hand.
I feel cert in that the net result would show a much smaller net return from the
war- and excess-profits tax than was anticipated.

It does seem to me that a formula could be evolved which would compel the
distribution of excess business profits among the shareholders to be Included by
them in their returns. The recently increased individual tax rates applied to the
increased-dividend income resulting would undoubtedly yield all that any excess
profits tax law pattervel after those of World War I would with much less dis-
turbance to business and much less likelihood of diminution by subsequent allow-
ances of refunds with 6 percent interest running for years pending ultimate de-
termination of que-stions such av "invested capital," 'special relief," "amortiza-
tion," "average earnings," etc. Such distribution of additional earnings would
allow the shareholders to determine whether to reinvest in the same companies
or in other companies, thus relieving the directors of th3 responsibility which
they srem to fear of determining whether to enlarge plant facilities unless assured
of liberal amortization allowances.

Thank you for mentioning that Mr. Dewey has shown a great interest in -our
proposal. I shall endeavor to get to get together with with him soon for an
exchange cf views.

If I should like to appear before the Committee advocating this proposal,
could you arrange for a hearing?

Very truly yours, DAviD IIROUDE.

DB:EI!

STATEMENT OF W. R. 000, DIRECTOR IN CHARGE OF RESEARCH,
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

The CHAIRSIAN. The next witness is Mr. W. R. Ogg. Please give
your full name and for whom you are appearing.

Mr. OGO. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Committee: I am
director of research in charge of the Washington office, American
Famm Bureau Federation .

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. Oo. Mr. Chairman" and gentlemen of the committee: I have

a statement which I am authorized by telephone from President
Edward A. O'Neal of the American Farm Bureau Federation to present
to the committee.

The American Farm Bureau Federation commends the prompt
action of the Ways and Means Committee and the Finance Com-
mittee in undertaking to formulate legislation with respect to excess-
profits taxation and special amortization provisions. lVe recognize
the great importance of s~tch legislation to the national defense
program.

As spokesmen for farmers representing a large and important part
of our citizenship, we feel it is timely to express some fundamental
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convictions with respect to taxation and profits which we believe are
basic to our national security in this time of great emergency.

We are concerned over the frequently recurring reports in the press
and elsewhere that the national defense program is being delayed and
interfered with by the unwillingiicss of industrial nanagemept to enter
into contracts unless this or tiat assurance is given to industry.

There have also been a few strikes and threats of strikes on the part
of minority groups in labor engaged in essential defense industries.

Even, reasonable person recognizes that sonic special provision
should be made for an equitable amortization of new or special plant
equipment that will be required for defense purposes, and that such
action together with excess-profits taxes, should be settled as soon as
possible in order to relieve business uncertainty and enable it to plan
more intelligently. It is further recognized tlt this emergency should
not be used by selfish groups as an excuse for oppression of labor.

But the Aierican people will not tolerate, at a time of such grave
emergency, any group, in effect, pointing a pistol at the Government
and saving they will not produce guns or airplanes or other supplies
needed for national defense in this hour of grave emergency unless
they are given this guaranty or that guaranty and unless the re-
strictions are kept off their profits.

National Guard men have been called from their jobs or schools to
do their part in special training, and if pending legislation is approved,
will be called for a year's special service. Congress also has under
consideration additional legislation for the conscription of manpower
for military training. If we are going to conscript our manpower to
serve our country at $21 a month to train them to shoot guns, operate
tanks, and fly airplanes, it is equally essential that the industries which
manufacture guns, tanks, plams, and .other military equipment be
willing to do their part in tlie national-defense program.

In such emergency, no industry or groups has any vested right to
demand not only their normal profits, but in addition to demand that
the Government help underwrite their capital risks, take off restric-
tions upon profits, and let them keep the major part, of all excess
profits. To jeopardize our national defense by such an attitude, if
persisted in, obviously could only result ultimately in forcing the Gov-
ernment to conscript industry and labor to get t)ie job done without
dangerous or fatal delays. If everyone will do his part, this should
not become necessary.

At such a time as this, it is imperative that our people as a whole
support the defense program without selfish stipulations. The atti-
tude of every patriotic citizen and group should be: "How can I help
promote the national defense?" instead of "What am I going to get
out of it?"

American agriculture does not ask for any special preferred position
or extra profits out of the war. Farmers are ready to do their part;
they are not going to refuse to produce esential food and fiber unless
they are guaranteed their normal profits and a liberal share of excess
profits as well. Farmers have produced and are continuing to produce
an abundance of food and fiber. Ti~e fact is, our agriculture is going
to suffer tremendously, at least large parts of it, as a result of the
present war. Already surpluses are accunulating due to the curtail-
ment of our export markets. We have confined our requests to re-
paring the damage done by these trade dislocations and to main-
taining a parity relationship'between agriculture, industry and labor.
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We are against profiteering whether it be in agriculture, industry
or labor. We issued such a declaration last summer when the Neu-
trality Act, which we supported, was under consideration oy Congress.
I quote from the statement issued by our board of directors at that
time:

* * * Profits on such transactions, however, should be restricted by law to
normal peacetime levels with all profiteering effectively prohibited. As farmers,
we ask only for parity prices for our commodities, and we condemn any practice
by ziiddlemen of pyraniding commodity price advances into exorbitant prices of
food and fiber to the consumer.

Farmers a- a group are opposed to profiteering by industry, by agriculture, cr by
laboir; and will vigorously resist such methods itith every means at their command.

We believe we should hold prices, wages and interest rates during wartime to
reasonable parity levels in order to prevent excessive inflation and the ruinous
deflation that is the inevitable aftermath of syc'liativc exc.'sses. We invite
industry and labor to cooperate with v~s in a concerted moventent to forestall the
economic anguish that will surely follow the present war unless effective steps are
taken to prevent it.

Again, when the National defensee Tax was under consideration,
a short time ago, we reiterated that declaration, as follows:

We wholeheartedly support steps being taken by the President and Congress
of the United States to strengthen our defenses in the present emergency. We
recognize that this till impose new burdens upon the finances of this country and
feel that the farriers and ploie of the country will willingly pay taxes that are
levied equitably and expended efficiently for this purpose. We feel that it is
inLportant that Iurdens he imposed in accordance with ability to pay and that
adequate tax provisions be maule to chck all profiteering.

With respect to the "Proposed Excess-Profits Taxation and special
amortization-19iO," contained in the report of the Itouse Ways and
Means Subcommittee, we respectfully submit the following recom-
mendaions:

I, We endorse the general principles of the proposed legislation
with some qualifications and exceptions, hereinafter referred to. As
a safeguard to industry during tle emergency, a reasonable amortiza-
tion of extra costs of plant expansion due to defense, should be per-
Illtted, provided due account is taken of the extent to which such
risks are assumed by private capital.

2. The enactment of an equitable excess-profits tax to prevent
war prolitering aud to recapture excess profits to help finance the
national-defense prognm, should also be speedily enacted as a part of
this legislation.

3. In the formulation of excess-profits taxes, there should be some
ceiling, alowe which all profits would be considered excess profits.
One important veakuess in the pending proposal is that it will permit
inordinate profits by corporations which enjoyed a favored position
during time period 1.36-39, while corporations ihich were making only
modest earnings during that period will be much more rigidly restricted
in their profits. In other words, the company which profiteered on
the public due to lucky circumstances or to monopolistic controls,
during this bas-period, will be allowed to continue to profiteer up
to tile same level before it is subject to excess-profits taxes during
this emergency.

This situation is permitted under tihe so-called "average earnings"
option, wherein a corporation is allowed to take as a credit against
its neti nomnc, an amount equal to its average earnings for tie base-
period, 1936-39. The other option allows a credit equal to the per-
centage of its invested capital for the taxable year which its earnings
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during the base-period bears to its invested capital for the base-period,
but not to exceed 10 percent or be less than 4 percent.

The unequal effect of these two options as applied to some of our
leading industrial corporations, is illustrated in the attached analysis
which was published in the Wall Street Journal on August 8 (exhibit 1).

In order to correct this defect., it is suggested that the average
earnings option be safeguarded by adding a reasonable over-all linjita-
tion on earnings, above which all earnings, would be considered excess
profits. The average rate of earnings for 1936-39 is not a satisfactory
imitation. It is an open invitation to the exploiter to continue to
exploit in the name of national defense. It should be borne in mind
also that many corporations which do not obtain national defense
contracts will profit from the increased purchasing power which will
result from large defense expenditures.

4. The proposed rates for excess-profits taxes are too low and should
be increased, in the first place, very liberal exemptions are provided
before any such taxes are levied; then the rate begins at 25 percent
and the maximum to be levied is 40 percent, no matter how great tie
profiteering on national defense.

Thus, a corporation is allowed to write off its entire extra invest-
ment due to defense at the rate of 20 percent per year so that at the
end of 5 years (or less if the cmierency ends sooner) it has paid in
full for its additional plant expansion out of the proceeds of Govern-
ument contracts; and during this period, it is exempted from any excess-
profits toxes on all its earnings which do not exceed its avrage earnings
during 1936-39, no matter how high these earnings were; and finally,
on the earnings in excess of this amomt, the Government will re-
capture, at the very inaxinnun, only 40 percent of all excess profits no
matter how great they may be.
Clearly, the public is entitled to greater protection from war profiteers

than tlis. Surely, ever,v patriotic industry should be content with
reasonable profits, in this time of grave emergency, and not demand the
opportunity to make extortionate profits. This is a time which calls
for sacrifice instead of profiteering.

5. It is further recommended that Congress instruct the Treasury
to continue its studies of the problems involved in these tax proposals
with a view to improving and perfecting such proposals (luring their
first year of operation. We recognize that there are many complex
and difficult problems involved in formulating such legislation. The
committee and experts who have assisted it are to be commended for
the progress nade toward tie solution of some of these problems.

6. We renew the recommendation made to Congress at the time
the national-defense tax was enacted, namely, that Congress, with the
aNsistance of the Treasury Department, immediately undertake a
thorough study and revisoln of our Federal tax structure with a view
to oviding tie additional revenue that will be required for national
defense and for necessary domestic requirements and to distribute
the burden of such taxes on the basis of ability to pay and benefits
derived.

Mr. OGG. Mr. Chairman, I will not take time of the committee to
read the figures but offer for the record the exhibit referred to.

The CHI uMAN. Without objection it will be made a part of the
record.

(Tie statement referred to follows:)
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'Ie~m (orlronra ion 61,.674.319 12.iMV1, 933 48,784:040 V, 220.,124 11.1414,262 .110i. 2W 24.8NO 45.41M9,196 54,674,319
NWe-Mlnellueo 4.Ieetrl,. 2% 25,4.3:44 5, :14414,704 20., .14 14, 539, 210 11' 8410, 3:01 1. UK ,4111 24-V I8m0. 2457, 888 V, 1I0M 40M8
14111451 klerciL ,.t I.'741 235, 14:1 N4,1:412 r ,1%1,14441 3.77.,514 1. 481.2219 34.44:1 7,447.310i 14, 375.4:47
I I 6iml I.. Mtsin. . . . ..-- 5,.,4 1,015,4494 4.2,0 W. Z). ,:41 1,1142,40 724,104: :151.1 :14. 3K.34 4.h11,o. 0)1
I 7. %.. 'St4............. - 124,444,3:54 2t4 4044, 8S1 10ION4XV. 487 44,-.17,11? 0.,41147,018 24,4630.737 404. 61s M-N,804,71 'A 1)44,1M1
IBelhtlem. . . . 44,8,41 8.44541 W4,0601.8141I ls, 0447.:160 11.41444,415 4,.2051,115 3 1,7 34,44.14 1*M,8lAf514
Slonteomer/ Ward 11,-34:10.454 ,170,1925 27,131,724M 21:521,1311 5.61481-04 1. 701,1397 25.88( 'L,4: ,30 27WZI,
Amein (an ---. . . ..--- Z. 404, W4 4.891,.r.70 18.13,14 14t4.j 7744.2145 1,7.0,1,421 4:37, WN1 22.7 - 1G IMMU491 18,2-444,4414

'4,Y1.puIu~~ . . . 31l24 2(y), 4182 7%4,92 121,714 07-21418 261,.0W4 47:414l 528, 117 14.2W1
K*44tnillf .oa... ... 2 fr. M Z12 5N,8845 212. 187 Ix 50,4137,67 2,05.7,512 517.01 22.75 a 150,2 02,475

fe ootiiotexi at end of table.
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RETURN ON INVESTED CAPITAL OPTION

Average Rtio

)Incm Noma tv8e Baac profits rosntio Net after Actual notCompany (a) Ince o r Bmt fore e rs invested (d) r - Excess (C) Excess- normal and normaland reported frbefore taxes (20.9 percent) e s c ital prots profits profits tax ex profits year underprofits taxes HOO-39 exemption onitaxes to car os deration

(percent) ncmo t

Chrysler ------------............. , 110. 543 $15,907,10.3 $0, 203,440 M,6 $17,112,502 $43,020,. 1 $10,77,113 42.94 $. 242,'?2. $62,110,543
General Motors ......... --------- 22 312 2) 3 59. 0,3, M 2,309,441 14 03 104,776,295 I,513 146 44. 79,91 361 74 17-1,515, ) V.. 042.42. 4
General Foods ............... I 4. % , 2m2 3,142, 729 14,M3,534 19,1 7. 91,740 6, 5M1.794 2 425,17%3 :4.09 12. 11 , 30t1 15,11 1(Q
Texas Corporation ............ 1. ,(74,319 12, X89. 932 4K, 74, 376 9,4 41,K31,201 6.951, 12 1, 47, 9 2. 95 16, 907, .1147 54,574.319
Westinghouse Electric ........... 2 5h, 7K344 5, Is49. 7r4 20,.3, 7. r5 14,517.7 5. 450, 902 1. 00. 91 K 2K. .4 i, M7,0 02 2%4 120, 409
United Aircraft- ................. 1 I, 2K7. #% 2.:.'l. 14.3 X. 92M, 625 21.4 .3 2,. 13 5. 6,0 442 2197.772 49. 22 1. 7. 5s."'1 9.375,437 W
Gilenn L. Martin ................ %. 097y',. 1.05. 4(01 4.012. 207 22.2% 1. N000. 620 2 211,.M7 8447.719 37. 52 :3, ,14.41 4, 110,. 6W0
U. 4. St ..----------------------- 124,444.,1) , 20,O0O) 1471 I0, 4, '4a07 2.149 . 004, 413 52,430.624 19, 572127 :6, 62 44m,%63, 360 94,914, 3:fix
Bethlehem ------------------ 3K,17. 44 Y, O 15,6.5 30,4101. 1u 3.X7 19, 312, 4, 11.24,914 4,032.744 31.32 26, . 017 :11,2lt49,M06
Montgomery Ward ............. 4,310,i41 7,170, 1r, 27,139,720 11.7 21,1 II, 195 6, 021,52,5 1, 140,1 (5 20. 14 25,210, 001 27.010,645 0
Amerlean Can ............... ., 404. 5 4,141,579 114 513. I0 10.44 1.r29. 45 2,4K.I,51 664,142 22. 74 17,49,204 is,214.9d
N. Y. ,Shipbuldinr ............. I, 003, 24 20.0 8271. 1,141 306, 529 487, 45.3 1 1,, 31x 39.57 0. 04 92K. 24
Xastman Kodak ............... 27,023,.1 5, ms, 045 22, 095. 1 S7 12.46 18, W4#, 470 3, 24, 717 876,113 24.03 21,219,074 -,347,345 1

(a)-Larnest for recent years. For Chrysler and General Motors, 1926. For United Aircraft, lhnn L. Martin, Gem, rl Foods, American Can, and New York shipbuilding.,
1939. For Montgomery Ward yenr ended January 3I, 1940, and for Texas Corporation, Wetinghouse Ilectric. U. 4..gteel. Bethhhem Steel. and Eastman Kodak. 1937, (b)-Aver-
age earnings, 19$6-39, plus .11,00. (C)-25pereenton net income not inexcess of 10 pereentof the xcess.proflts-tax credit: 30 percent on net Income In excess of 10 percent of the credit.
but not In exres of 20 percent of tht, credit, and 40 percent on nt Ineme In exeia ot 20 percent of the credit. (d)-$5,010 plus maximum of 10 percent on Invested capital and mini-
mum credit of 0 percent on first $50.004 ples 4 percent on remainder or invested capital. Between thoso maximum and mitilmum limits a corporation receives credit equivalent to
Its average rate of return for the years 1920-39. o
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The CHAIRMAN. Does that complete your statement?
Mr. OGG. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions? If not, we desire to thank you for

your very excellent statement, Mr. Ogg.
Mr. OGo. Thank you.
Tie CIJAIRMAN. There has just been handed to tile chairman a

letter which I believe tie committee would be interested in, and with-
out objection, the Chair will read it into the record.

LICKINVILLE, PA., IAUgusI 12, 194I0.
WAVS AXD M.xS Co mirmKE, TAx Divisio.,

LUnitcd Sttets Con gress.
DEAR SIRs: The President can start a march of dimes. Congress should start

a march of dollars for defcwe. Dollars given today help keep the invader away.
If von live freely then give freely.

l'Ihe enclo.-. dollar Is for sfety and securty.
That is signed by John . Krane, and here is tie dollar attaclied.

The Chair will be covered by the legal staff as to what disposition
is to bw made of the dollar.

Mr. MCCORIIACK. The intention of tile writer is certainly patriotic.
Tile CHAIMA. The sentiment is splendid, and I hope the press

makes use of it.
Mr. Phillip W. l[abennan would like very much to be permitted to

make a brie statement; and without objection, we will hear him.

STATEMENT OF PHILLIP W. HABERMAN

Mr. lAFnx1,uAN. Mr. Chairman, for the record, my name is Phillip
W. Ifaberman. I an vice president and general counsel of tile
Commercial investment Trust Corpontion, I Park Avenue, New York
City.

f have read the reports that have been nilno front (lay to day cover-
ing the testimony given before the committee, and I am iilpressed
considerable by tho fact that there is such a vast diversity of opinion
as to the construction of this kind of a measure and its impact on
different industries.

A suggestion occurred to ine which I want to submit to tho com.
niitteo. As I recall now, Mr. Sullivan, of tile Treasury Department,
on the first day of the hearings, said that the estimated revenues for
tile year 1940, arising out of this measure, would be approximately
$190,000,000, which, of course, is not a large sum in view of the
emergency.

The matter of profits arising out of the prepnltion for defense under
contract will be small this year undoubtedly, although they will be
much more next year.

It would be my suggestion, if it is not out of order in view of the
problems of this committee, that the excess-profits tax be not made
applicable to the year 1940 but that in lieu thereof the normal cor-
porate rate be incicased from 19 percent to 22 percent.

The revenues received from corporations in tile year 1939, I inder-
stand, were something like $1,500,000.000, at 19 percent, and one-
nineteenth of 1 percent woull be seventy-nine million. Therfore if
you have an increase of 3 percent iin the normal corporate rau s for the
current year you would receive approximately two hundred aid
thirty-si x million; and then, by adding to that the surtax of 10
percent, you would vield to the National Treasury from that source
in excess of two hundred anti sixty million without giving effect to
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the fact that on the basis of the half-year's earnings as shown in reports
of corporations of tile country for the midyear, and it is obvious that
the net earnings of corporations, by and large, for the country as a
whole, are going to be much more than they were in the preceding
year. Therefore the $260,000,000, which is the imnininium, v-ill un-
doubtedlv be much exceeded if that principle can be adopted, and it
can readily tie in with the amortization provision and give us a con-
structive tax bill without the added burdens incident to this difficult
problem and in addition raise revenue for the Government. That
will allow proper time for formulating the provisions of an excess-
profits tax bill, which are complicated, at best; and it would seem to
be desirable under present circumstances to follow that procedure
and thereby formulate a bill under which industry, by and large, can
operate with fewer di.scriminations and with ?ewei burdens than
under various phases of bills that have been considered up to this
time.

That is my first suggestion.
My secontl suggestion bears on the question of consolidated returns.
I Want to strongly urge upon the committee that if and when

an excess-profit-tax bill is enacted it carry a provision for con-
solidated returns by corporations and their 95-percent owned sub-
sidiaries. lit doinc this there is no distortion of earnings, such as
falls on integrated groups, where some of them have normal or more
earnings and others are in the deficit position. And if you assenble
the separate returns and find tie retsulls of operation'in groups of
ihat kind, you will tinid that the impact of the tax is not within the

philosophy'of equitable taxation.
I am imprt.ssed on this point after reviewing the situation in a

number of industries where there are affiliated corporations of diller-
ent kinds. In our own group there art, a number of sibsudiarics being
what is really a single enterprise but by reason of diverse laws forced
to operate ini separate units.

We have undertaken to simplify the corporate structure as much
as possible but have not been succt.ssful as far as we would like to
have gone by reason of the fact that we operate all over the United
States, and we have been obliged to maintain separate corporations
by reason of diversity of State laws in many areas. And also the
function of the dilfernt corporations in this group are such that they
cannot be carried on under a single entity.

We have, for example, one corporate subsidiary, 100 percent
owined, which will present quite a problem if we cannot file a con-
solidated return. We acquired this corporation just prior to the
beginning of 1939, and 1939 was the first. year's operation of that
particular unit. Prior to that time it has been an absolutely dormant
corporation, for a number of years, with small capital and negligible
earnings.

We acquired it by reason of the fact that certain corporations that
we owneti, which had been doing a somewhat similar function, had to
he di solved by reason of changes in the New York State law. There-
fore. we icquiired tile tompnm-. We cannot relate our earnings of the
oilier companies; which hiave heen dissolved, these 4 years, for to
this particular company and normal earnings of tie kind that we
previously enjoyed in similar operations arising in this company,
contracted with'the 3 prior years of dormancy md no profit to speak
of, would result in a distinct hardship.
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I merely cite that to you as one of the many examples that might
be called io your attention as to the needs and propriety for allowing
a company, if an excis-profits-tax bill is enacted, to file a consolidated
retunl.

I have a very short neiorandumn covering these points.
The CnAIRii.AN. Would you like to submit that for the record?
M. r. llR:A N. Yes; I vould like to (to so.
The ('.ARMAx. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The statement referred to follows:)

AMORTIZATION ASD TA NATION

The anortization treasure should be separately passed, as it is simple compared
with an excess-profits tax.

For 1910 the Treasury is said to need 0300,000,000 from corporations in excess
of returns at the 19-percent rate for 1939. This can be met by a simple increase
in the corporate rate, plus 10 percent supertax. It would avoid accounting
difficulties anr fall proportionately on all profits.

In fact, addiliot.al revemes can be produced by further increase from time
to time, as high as may be necessary. Treastary forecasts anti calculations would
thereby be simplified.

If the amortization plani must be tied to a revenue measure and if the foregoing
formula is followed, it will handle both the defense and revenue needs construc-
tively.

Exces.--profits taxes are complicated and fall unevenly on comparable corpora-
tions with identical capital and profits. Discriminations can be disastrous,
particularly to corporations which have no profits from the defense program.

The national economy ought not to be prejudiced by hurried legislation. Care-
ful study is nesszary. A sound bill, following adequate studies, can be prepared
to apply to 1911 profits.
1939 corporate tax (19-percent rate) ----------------------- $1,500, 000, 000
10-percmt supertax -------------------------------------- 150,000,000

Tufal revenue if 1910 returns no larger -------------- 1,60, 000, 000
Each one-nineteenth of the collections (1 percent) is ---------- 79,000,000

Ifence, a 3-percent increase over the 19 percent is ------------ 237, 000, 000
Add 10 percent supertax ---------------------------------- 23, 700,000

Total additional revenue at basic 22-percent rate plus 10-
percent supertax -------------------------------- 260,700,000

Mr. CnowTnF. With regard to the suggestion you have made,
Mr. Hfaberman, I think it is a very practical one, but you realize there
is a little psychological condition that has to be taken into account
]iere. The general public is sold on the fact that we are not going to
make any war millionaires and therefore we are going to have an excess-
profits tax.

I think your figures are about correct. I think we have figured out
that normally 1 percent of tie corporate income brings ir about
$70,000,000.

Mr. IABnERMAN. Yes.
Mr. CROWTIIEI1. So that your figures are correct as to the rate; but

it seems to me that having advertised that we are going to have an
excess-profits tax so extensively to tie country, carrying the implica-
tion that it will stop tie creation of new miliontires, tirere would be
coi idcrable objection to the adoption of your plan at this time.

Mr. ILtnrnx1AN. Of course, we cannot be carried away by slogans
if we can accomplish a better job for the Treasury.

And my suggestion, as you will note, applies only to the year 1940.
Mr. CmiowTirn. Yes.
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Mr. HIABERMAx. This same principle would aply. It will thereby
give you an opportunity to work out the pro bem of an equitable
excess-profits-tax measure to be applied from January 1, 1941, but
in this year, 1940, the matter of creating millionaires out of war
endeavors is a fiction; there is no such thing.

Therefore, by increasing the corporate tax rate it will give corpo-
rations which use the alternatives that have been presented here the
obligation to pay one tax.

Also, there are companies whose income over a period of years
would be such that they would not conic under the rackets ol this
tax, and yet who may'desire to pay, as they should, a part of the
cost of the national-defense program, and if y'ou increase the normal
rate by 3 percent, which will mean a very heavy increase, but it will
give many of them an opportunity to pay a tax, even though under
the provisions of the excess-profits" tax they might not otherwise have
to pay a tax.

Mr. CROWTHER. Is not tihe corporate tax rate now figured at about
20.9 percent?

Mr. IIABEIRMA'.N. Nineteen plus the 10 percent.
Mr. Crowther. Yes.
Mr. HABJERMAN. I am suggesting that it be increased to 22 percent

plus the 10 percent now in effect.
Mr. COWTHER. Retroactively?
Mr. t. nERMAN. Retroactively for 1940, which in effect, will mean

that 24.2 percent tax, and I think that industry, as a whole would
welcome that kind of a solution for the year i940 to tile present
measure, since they are not prepared to miiect tile situation for the
current year, and it will result. in many controversies if adopted, and
yet this will raise the money sought tq be raised from the pending
measure.

The CAIR, AN-,,,. Any questions? If not we thank you for your
appearance.

Mr. IIABERIMAN. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I suggest that the members of

the Finance Committee and of Ways and Means be permitted to in-
clude in the record letters and communications which they may re-
ceive up to the time the record is going to print.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection that suggestion will be followed.
So far as the Chair knows that concludes the hearings. There are

no further witnesses scheduled.
The chairman would like to make a brief statement before we ad-

journ. I am sure that I express the feeling and sentiment of the
members of the Ways and Means Comniittee when I say that we
have appreciated and enjoyed very much the cooperation of the mem-
bers of the Senate Financc Comnmittee. Since I have been a member
of the Committee on Ways and Means, which dates back sometime
before I became chairman, I have never witne.-sd a hearing where
there hans been as fine a spirit of cooperation anl harmony in working
out a difficult. problem. I am sure that the joint hearings of tIe
Finance Committee and the Ways and ',\eans Comiittee have not
only been interesting but will prove helpful in working out a joint
bill and we appreciate very much having had the members of the
Finance Committee and the fine cooperation and assistance they have
given since the hearings began.
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Senator HARnRsoN. Mr. Chairman, of course, the Finance Com-
mittee is very appreciative of the invitation to sit with your committee
during these" hearings.

Members of the Finance Committee have been tied up in the con-
sideration of another difficult question in reference to conscription, and
they could not therefore be hero as often as they would like to have
been.

I hope that these hearings will be printed as soon as possible so that
members of the Finance Committee may have copies of them. We
will have some conferences to see whether we cannot expedite the
legislation.

l cannot say at this time whether we will have further hearings by
the Finance Commit tee; that is up to the members of that conmuttee.
But personally, I see no necesity for any further hearings.

I know thai we are going to continue to cooperate as much as pos-
sible with the Committee on Ways anti .leans, as we have done
heretofore, in connection with the matter of taxes, so that this program
may get under way as quickly as possible.

Sertator KING. May I express the hope that the Committee on
Ways and Means will report such a perfect bill that the Committee
on Finance will have little to do except to 0. K. it.

The CHAIRMA,. There being no further witnesses to be heard, the
Chair declares that the hearings are now closed.

(Thereupon, the committee adjourned, subject to the call of the
chairman.)

(The following were submitted for the record:)
LETTERR OF W. J. KELLY, PRESIDENT OF THE MACHINERY AND ALLIED PRODUCTS

INSTITUTE, CHICAGO, ILL."

MACHINERY AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE,
Chicago, Augist 14, 1940.lion. RoBERTS L. Doconro.x,

Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means,
House of Represenlatirees, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: In a report entitled "Capital Goods Industries and Federal Income
Taxation," presented to the members of your committee late in July, the Ma-
chinery and Allied Products Institute discussed certain discriminating effects of
Federal tax laws which relate intimately to the phase of income taxation on wvhlch
your committee is now holding public hearings. We attach another copy of this
report, and respectfully request that it be included with this communication in
the record of your current hearings.

The report of your Subcommittee on Proposed Excess Profits Taxation and
Special Amortization makes recommendations on the matter of amortization with
which we are In substantial agreement. Indeed, we believe, and we have urged
on the Treasury Department for several months, that this subject should be given
separate consideration, and that legislation adequately covering it be pased
promptly by the Congress and without reference to excess-profits taxation. We
believe that your committee should promptly assume the leadership in accom-
plishing the enactment of such legislation now.

The subcommittee's report recommends further an excess-profits tax to be
levied on either of two alternatives, election of the alternative to be left to the
taxpayer, the base period in each instance being 193&-39.

As the afore-mentioned report proves beyond question, the 10-year period,
1930-39, witnessed (I) substantial, and in many cases almost constant, losses for
practically every concern engaged In the capital-goods industries and (2) extremely
severe Federal tax discrimination against these companies. Moreover, we invite
your committee's attention to the fact that the results of 1938 ranged from minor
profit to substantial loss for most of the momnpnfes In the capital-goods indu-strIez,
whereas consumption-goods companies as a group made near-normal profits. To
Include the year 1938 in averaging profits is therefore without justice to the manu-
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facturers for whom we speak. To require, when either the average earnings
alternative or the so-called invested capital alternative Is used, the earnings of
the 4-year period, 1936-39, to be taken as the base, would be grossly unjust.

We realize your committee wishes to be fair and insofar as possible spread the
Federal tax load equitably. We want to help you attain this end. However,
we believe the manner in vhlch the proposed excess-profits tax legislation is now
being rushed is entirely unnecessary and unwise; we feel that unless certain pro-
visions are changed, equity cannot be accomplished, and we reluctantly conclude
that the present proposal will certainly lea to greater rather than less discrimina-
tion, with the capital-gcads industries again the principal victims.

Under these circumstances we ask for time In which our taxation committee
may further canvas the effects of the present proposals. The provisions recoin-
llendeil by your subconmittee are complex. Only this week have individual

companies received the details, and projection of the recommendations to their
individual situation is daily bringing numerous questions and revealing new impli-
cations. We ask that your committee allow us the privilege of appearing before
you at a later date so that wemnay discuss with you the conclusions reached by
our members. To proceed to enact new tax legislation without this kind of careful
study ih not prudent, and in our judgment may impede seriously the national-
defense production we are all seeking to stimulate. As well as the relatively small
number of prime &intractors, there must be considered the opinions of the very
mIay more subcontractors.

Meanwhile, we trust that your committee will find it possible, before reporting
your recommendations on the'subject of excess profits, to make such changes In
the sutbomipittee's plan as will more nearly restore Federal income-tax equity
to capital-goods manufacturers. In this connection, any approach to the solution
of this gravh problem msuming the tveo elierotives outlne by the subcommitteeare to be stained In principle, cannot be sound to far 'a the capital-goods Indu%-
tries are concerned, unless it Ineliides am6ng others s ich coqlsiderations is:

(I) ProVision which will assure against taxation of profits which are lei than a
10 percent return on capital.

12) Ex~enslon of the period over which exc-s profits ae to be measured by
provision permitting a 6-year earry-over of net 1os as an offset to taxable profits.

13) Greater latitude in the choice of base years by permitting the taxpayer to
average earnings over the best 3 years in the decade 1930-39.

Respectfully submitted. ,-
"WM. J. KELLY, President.

TELEORAM OF NItERNATIONAL MILuo Co.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Aulst 14, 1940.
Hon. Jo-N G. ALEXANDER,

11I'eaWglon, D. C.
Understand exces-profita tax contemplates base period'4 years from 1936 to

1939, inclusive. 193 was yer in which we rfunded flour customers approxi-
mately million and half dollars miohey recovered account supreme court Invalida-
tion of processing tax, Treasury Department instead allocating these refunds [to
years in which proces-ing taxes were collected as allocated them all to 1936, thus
creating enormous loss in our income-tax computation for that year. If proposed
base period Is used4 will completely distort our earnings for base period and
Government will confiscate large part of our earnings during the next 5 years
under guise of excess-profits tax. Urge proposed law be amended to eliminate
1936 taxable year from base period. INTERNAI[IONALh MILLING Co.

STATEMENT OF11. If. MI NE, oF AKRo., OHIO, REPRESENTING THE OHIO
MANUFACTU-EKS ASSOCIATION

Thick Atatement is submitted by the chairman of the taxation committee of the
Ohio Manufacturers AFsociation on behalf of that association.

1. It L recommended that a provision permitting consolidated returns for the
purpose of the excess-profits tax be Incorporated in the bill now being drafted.
As a matter of fairness to stockholders of business enterprises, comprising a num-
bor cf afliiatcd corpcratlon., theze enterprises should be taxed as a unit rather
than having separate levies made upon various divisions of the enterprises at
variable rates resulting in comparatively higher taxes on the equities of some
stockholders as compared with similar holdings of others.
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2. It is urgcei that in many cawes earnings above .4 percent of inve-,ted capital
arc inot "c\ e,.<-ive." The 4-kireent exemption tends to tax excessively concerns
which may have had a series of Ior years as compared wilth enterprises which
have had prlfitable years eveni though in the taxable ycar their earnings inay be
comparable. Thc exemption is in direct proportion to the pro pcrity of the cor-
poration in the base rnol. Among comlnp titors in 5

one ca-se. the tax will Ibear
most lavily on those least able to pay.

The I-percent exemption tend.l to lpenalize the ploneer.i in industry who may
spond a nimlwr of years developing procec4ss at no profit and who finally after
much expense legin to make inoney.

it further tend, to discriminate between ol companies, limiting them to 1
percent %% hen new enterprises are to be granted an S-percent exemption.

It seeks to determine what L excessive " on the same basis for both financially
hazardou-s and financially .afe types of enterprises.

It is recommended that with; resect to more hazardous enterprises involving
long periods of research and development that an exemption of not les than
8 percent be granted.

3. Itis sugge-ted tile nxp)ayers be permitted to choo e 3 out if the 4 years in
the ba'e period for calculati:,g tie exemption.

Many concerns have years in which unusual circnntances arL-e .ueh as re-
financing, protracted labor trouble, and periods of retooling which make these
years abnormal and not representative e of normal conditionQ. The-e corporations
should be allowed to eliminate 1 year of the 4 to take care of these situations.

4. It is recommended that credit for income, exce!s-profits, and war-profits
taxes levied hy foreign governments upon income earned In foreign countries be
allowed again-t the new protsed exce.s-profits tax as isi now already allowed
against the normal corporation income tax.

We know of instances where the combined foreign and American taxes on time
upper brackets of income will be more than the aniomit of income unless such
credit is allowed.

We approve of the proposed provisiors of the bill providing for the amortization
of new facilities and granting the taxpayer the optional Inethods of computing
its exemption under the tax.

Realizing that the proper drafting of an excess-profits tax law should normally
take a number of week. or possibly months, it is. suggested that it might be welI
for the Congresi to proceed with the amortization provi,ions and take more tine
for mature coniderat ion of the exccss-profits tax portion of the bill.

TELEGRAM OF EDWARD L. STANTON, GENERAL MAN'AF.R OF THE GEN'ERALF
CONTRACTORS AssocIAT O N OF NEW YORK, N. Y.

NEW YORE, X. Y., .lugusl 12, 1940.
lion. ROBERT ,. DoUorON:

Members of General Contractors A-ociation of New York strongly urge ex-
emlption in excess-profits tax bill of construction contracts entered into prior to
1940. Many contractors file tax reports on compnleted-contract basis and woulh
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INTRODUCTION

When the pending excess-profits tax was proposed, it was stated that its enact-
unent would prevent the creation of new "var millionaires." It was arguled, also,
that since the tax upon individuals was recently inereasd, it is fair not to ino-
pose an exce s-profits tax on corporations. 8iucl statements utterly disregard
the facts.

Corpoxrations are not the ultimate beneficiaries of corporate income. Corpora-
tions receive income for the benefit of their stockholders. Under existing laws,
corporations no longer dare accuuntilate any substantial part of the net income re-
tInnin?, to thorn 4fter the pa-iont of nonnl taxes; except such portion as is re-
Invested in plant facilities, expansion, etc. Examination of the conduct of the
large corporations in this coutntry in this resicet over the lazl 5 years-that is,
since January 193l-will disclose that the income retained by then and not dis-
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tribntcl to .-tockholdcrs is relatively a very iruch smaller percentage of their total
net income than in any -preceding period.

If vou aitake the comparison with the period, say, from 1916 to 1929, it iF almost
startling. In a large ieaure, this is the re.-ult of section 102 of the Internal
Revenze Code as now revised, which peializes a corporation's accinnulation of
profits with the pirpoe of preventing the imposition of surtax on stockholders.

The result under existing income-tax law ii that substantially all corporate
income, rvmaiing aftu.r the normal corporate tax, is distributed to stockholders.
The stockholders then pay tax upon all the corporation's distributed income.
This is double taxation. ft penalizes in(tividials-stockholders--who receive
their inicon,, that way.

NEW TAX SETTIO TODAY

The excess-profits tax in the period from 1917 to 1921 operated in an entirely
different atmosphere. The personal holding company law had not been passwd;
the unlawful accumulation section of those acts was inelfctive; corporations in
sonic instances were withholding distribution to prevent taxes against the stock-
holders. The excess-profits tax upon corporations in that setting might have
be, necess;iry, but the setting has .en entirely changed.

The tax under section 102 is substantially as high upon undistributed income
as the proposed excess-profits tax. Considering that corporate net income is
substantially all distributed to stockholders and taxed against then at the very
high rates under the 1940 law, there is nothing unfair in omitting to impose
higher taxes upon the corporation.

If, as has been claimed, corporations will Ixnefit from the increased expenditures
due to the defense program, generally they cannot retain the benefit because they
must distribute it and it will then be taxest with the high rates which are imposed
upon individual income. Again, double taxation.
Under existing law it would be intere-ting to have soncone point out how new

"war millionaires" can be created.

wVE WvANr NO FROrEE.INo

Th nmijority of our Ix'iple are sincre wheIn they say they do not wish to make
any profit out of war. We want na profiteeriig, but profiteering must first be
defined before the ternm can be applied. On the other hand, recognition of high
returns for hard work an< genius is a necessity.

The proposes bill is a drastic tax neasure; it is capable of a stifling effect upon
industries not sustained by the niational-defense program. Taxes in themselves
are no complete cure for profiteering. They (to not prevent inflation-and
inflation makes costs mmiont antd presents oplortunities for the making of increased
profits.

The anxiety of businessmen today, however, does not arise from the expecta-
tion of making large profits out of national defense, but rather front a wish to
avoid lo ses. They know, too, that if the ri ks of investment are made too great,
new capital will be difficult to obtain through the normal channels; hence not only
impending the development needed to maintain employment and increase the
national income out of which additional taxes might flow, but also retarding the
now vitally necessary expansion of the defense izdutry.

If excess-profits taxes nzvit be levied to provide funds for the defense program-
andi we do not concede this nccessity-they should be appliel with extrene care.
There Is snl(h a thing as being pemnv-wie- and pound-foolish. Normal business
operations will suffer the heaviest tax drain. We do not question any objective
which .wks to get money to pay for armament. Our only concern is how to
increase tax receipts and still keep normal business from being dcmoralirs.

To draft an equitable exces.s-profits tax suitable for peacetime Is practically
imlpossible. It iUs a good deal like asking a fellow ishich way or by uhat method
he wouldI like to lame hi, ley ctii off. It camiot be deniied that an excecs-profits
tax is a major surgical operation on the profit system as a whole.

CORPORATE TAXES A IEAVY BURDEN TODAY

The proposal for a new excess-profts tax comes at a time when corporate taxes
and corporate income generally are far different than s lhen the asar excess-profits
tax wa. 0rigin1ll r nV iml-0il in* Oetolsr 1917, 6 months after our entry into the.
World War. At'that time, corporate incomes were relatively high, the normal
Federal income taxes were relatively low, and all other taxes (Siate, local, and
micellaneous Federal) were like ike low. At the present time, however, all
three of these conditions are reversed.
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Corporations at that time were subject to a flat rate of 12 percent; reduced
to 10 percent in 1919. Today, corporations are subject to a tax of 20.9 percent:
and, in addition, they are paying a tax of 3 percent of their pay roll under the
Social Security Act.

All taxes consumed then only 7 percent of national income and Federal taxes
took only 2 percent of national income; today all taxes consume 22.4 percent
of national Income, and Federal taxes take up 9.5 percent of national income.

According to Statistics of Income, published by the Treasury Department,
the net income before taxes of all corporations in 1937, the last complete year
for which official figures are available, was about 23 percent below the 1929 all-
time high. However, the total of corporate taxes in 1937 was the largest ever
paid, with the result that net income after taxes in 1937 was less than half that
of 1929.

Although the aggregate net income before taxes of all corporations in 1937,
best business year since 1929, was 10 percent less than the average of the 3 years
1917-19, nevertheless the total of corporate taxes was 44 percent greater, not-
withstanding the inclusion of wartime excess-profits taxes in the fornier period.
As a result, the net income after taxes in 1937 was 40 percent less than the
1917-19 average.

Stated in another way, the official Treasury statistics show that the portion of
,corporate income absorbed hy taxes rose during the period from 35 to 56 per-
cent. The relation of total taxes to the net income, after taxes available to the
corporations and their shareholders, rose from 51 to 128 percent.

These figures mean simply this: Both individuals and corporations are al.
ready bearLng extremely heavy burdens; tax rates have been advanced to levels
never before reached. This should convey a warning as to the dangers of legis-
lation that may add to these burdens in such a manner as to actually stop the
processes upon which we are dependent for success of the whole defense plan.

REPORTS OF VARIOUS SENATE COMMITTEES

The inherent difficulties and injustices involved in any excess-profits taxes have
been disclosed by our previous experience with this form of taxation. Some of
them ate suggested inl a Senate report of Septemibnr 26, 1921, on the excess-profits
taxes then in effect. The report states:

"The time for discussion (of the excess-profits tax) is pasd; and the time to
repeal the tax has arrived. It may be mentioned, however, that further hn esti-
gation has only accentuated the conviction that the inequalities of this tax make
necessarv its early repeal. Whatever may be its theoretical merits, it pC. dtizes
business conservatism, and places upon the Bureau of Internal Revenue tasks
which are beyond its strength."

The War Department has only one attitude with regard to profit taxation. It
has alsaVs maintained that tax measures must not impose so much of a burden
on industry that the production of war munitions and materials might thereby
be hampered or even destroyed. It has recognized that excessive taxes might
result in a failure to produce sufficient munitions when needed, and this would
be paid for not in dollars and cents but in lives and the consequenees of a pC ;Sible
defeat.

In his testimony before the Nye committee, Bernard Iaruch said: "In all
solemnity, let me say that there i such a thing as taking the profits out of war
at the cost of losing the war. Wars are never won biat they can be lost. Let us
at least avoid self-imposed defeat."

The Senate Finance Committee recognized these principles in its report on
I. li. 5529, "A Bill to Prevent Profiteering in Time of War." The Committee

said: "A tax law devL-e to yield revenue sufficient to run a war, should, in addi-
tion, be constructed so as net to hinder the production of war materials or curl)
the incentive for continuous economic activity." Uninterrupted output, in most
fields of industry is essential for any proper dcfce program.

The Senate Munition Committee also declared: "if the absolute rate of any
wartime tax is so severe as to discourage investment reni'lred for reconditioning
idle plants, converting pants trom nonessential to essentiall production, iihlitdg
new facilities, financing larger piirchvcs of raw n-aterials, and increased I)kv
rolls * * * it cannot be permitted."

We want to expand our industrial machine to property build this defense and
iur'ure sgynntt fin indlistriltl collAP1e when the job i4 fini~hed. O1ur indistrnIl
plant hai shrunk almost 25 percent since 1929 and no inclination for further
invemt.tent is at present manifest. Taxes have contributed largely to this
lethargy.

424
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HOW PaODUCTION MAY BE INCREASED

As pointed out by one large corporation, it should be plain that if our defense
program is to succeed, either the industries must be made more productive or
sonic of the wants must be denied, either in whole or in part. It is impossible
to consume, or have, more than can be produced. Unless we can produce more,
the defense program must be curtailed or the standard of living lowered, and we
do not want to do either.

We believe the people of this Nation do riot wish to See the standard of living
lowered further; they do not wish to aee the defense program slowed up; they
undoubtedly want to increase production. This can be done in two ways:

(I) By putting idle men and idle machines to work, and (2) by increasing the
productivity of labor and capital already employed.

It was Germany's recognition of the principle of work and production that
largely explains her amazing success in the field, while the failure of France was
foretold in the following paragraphs from the I)aladier-Reynaud report submitted
to the President of France in November 1938:

"The gravest failure, from which the others follow, has been the persistently
low level of production. * * * If production is insufficient it is primarily
because its possibilities of development have been paralyzed. * * * The
idoa of a reduction in the length of the working day had been entertained on the
assumption that,. as a result of increased efficiency of labor and more Intensive use
of machinlery, the same output could be obtained with fewer hours of work. But
the efficiency of labor has not increased and the hopes founded on technical im-
provernent have not been realized. low could it have been otherwise, when the
majority of factories and shops were closed 2 days out of 7? All the efforts at
reorganization that have been tried have failed. Sometimes it has been the
authorities themselves who have Intervened to prevent the introduction of new
methods designed to lower costs. In every field where activity might be reborn
enterprise has been restricted and discouraged. The creative spirit, and the will-
ingsess to take risks have been weakened. This-let us not fear to say it-is the
root of the evil, for it adds a sort of moral abdication to the material difficulties."

HOW REVENUES CAN BE OBTAINED TO MEET DEFENSE REQUIREMENTS

If it were true that the United States had reached a condition of full employ-
ment of men and machines, it is obvious that the possibilities of meeting defense
needs out of expanding production would be limited, and the primary problem
then would be of curtailing consumption of nonesentials in order to release men
and machinery for supplyin4 necessary materials for the armed forces. But this
is not the condition in the United States today.

We have large reserves of unemployed manipower and capital that can and
should be brought into use. Commercial banks are not only ready to finance
plant expansion, but are positively anxious to do so.

However, the very essence of a capitalistic system is that profits shall be per-
mitted and that consideration should be given to the degree of risk. The risk
is very great when Investment is for defense and all these specialized plants may
be rendered useless at any time by peace or political decision.

This fact was very forcibly stressed by Secretaries Morgenthau, Stimson, and
Compton; as well as Mr. Knudsen, in their testimony before your committee
several days ago.

It is against this general background that proposals to further increase the
already hlgh level of taxes should be viewed. It may be pointed out that on the
basis of present rates the amount of additional revenue that the Government
would realize, If the economy were operating under full steam, would be extremely
large. If our national income could be increased to $90,000,000,000 or even
$100,000,000,000, our present tax rates would produce sufficient revenue to take
care of our entire defense program and also enable the Government to balance its
Budget for the first time in many years.

One of the outstanding lessons to be learned from the official Treasury stat;stic.t
is the way in which tax collections steadily increased during the 20's, even tlaough
the tax rats were being steadily reduced.

On the other hand if taxes are advanced too rapidly or at the wrong points
there is grave danger that not only will the expansion of the defense induAries Le
imp ded, but, because of the cheek upon investments and consumption generally,
proluction, employment, and the national income may hc frozen at the existing
sub-normal level. In such case, all that %,ill have been accomplished will be a
shifting of protluction front peacetime to defense industries, and a corresponding
reduction ih the standard of living.
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CHANGE IN POIACIE.S NECESARY

Within Ihe past few months we have increased taxes to the extent of approx-
inately a billion dol ir rs a ya r. before subjecting industry and the ipople to new
taxes at the ri-k of iipairing t-ilhienicy anl drying up the otrce of capital, we
ought to weigh carefully the possibilitic. that exist not only for increasing tax
yivl throright arextpan io o I (ie at ioial income, but also for effect lng economies
outside of the arit budget.

For the pa-t 7 years the Federal Government has been spending billions of
dollars for jmnp-prining and relief, jitstified on the ground that there were not
jobs enough to go around and that hut for these ejxnditres, millions of people
wOdd .larve. With .o rouch work now urgently needed to he done for the de-
fCeise program, it ought to be po.-idle, as the program procads, to di-lxnse with
nost of this "untde" work, thnis relieving the budget and making available addi-
tional 'minds for arms spenfling.

litre again it is a question of the general policies iurstued toward industry.
If th(ee are of a kind to encourage al( tinulate induttry, it should be possible to
make this shift. Otherwise, we are likely to find ourselves saddled with a huge
defense cot and a big relief bill lx-ctdes.

Tihe prodebn, in other words, is a broad one of making the econolny strong as a
ihole, and of seeking the highest losibe productivity of mien atid machines.
Th, the su1 total of work am:d icmeon would be increased, and tie proportionate
burden of defew'e cots thereby liminiihed.

~XCES PROFITS TAX SHOULD Xor BE, DEVjSED IN HASTE

In view of the foreguing fact', we ste 1o reason to incor(IXrate ira one bill (1)
exc-sive pIroit.s taxation, (2) qjtial allowance for amortizatiot of emergency
natiorzal defell-e facilities. oal (3) the st0.iion of the 'inson-Trawit ll Act.
The Secruet:ries of the 'i'rva'my, War, and Navy and lreitrs of the National

Dfer-e Advi.miry ('olnli6siont all have (tified before your committee that
special amiortizatro hli-lation mttuAt Ix provided withortt delay covering the
inve(tmteit of fmidni for niew plants, eqjuipimiient, and th exmai.-lion of exiling
facilities for dcfen-e iirpo-es. Their testimony disclo-zed that iniportant tort-
tracts are llow li nd rp pIuting rlefirite action on the pmrt of (Congres+; to this eul.
We re s fully ,Iuhtit that this difficulty coudd Ix renioveil in a few hours by
suitalde elion oil tie part of the ('uzgress.

It is our belief that the provi-ions of the Vinsor-Traninicl Act should be
Ssi.lsnlieel. We see no rca-oAn why two types of prottcers (airplanes anl ships)
should I, stthljeete(l to irca-tret ilfereTt front that accorded to other corpora-
tioris. A ill the cae of anl'ortiz-atio, ('orgress can pass the uece..s ry legilatio
without dvlay.

The for-ren ehig effects utpon tl:e economy of the Naliot of a bill sieh as thi.4
exeess-prvlit.s tax warrants a'ct careltil s-tuky. Untlue haste in the e:actment
of such a neatrire cfatI t be jtrtitl. There is certainly ample tie during the
next 6 routis to give thi s,tlject the carelir and considered stuly it deserves.
Accorolii;g to te-tiilony of Treasury ofl ials, revetie is riot the primary inruese
of t s ma-mr. Futhermore, returns will rot be made by taxra.ers until
next March 15.

EXCES*-LS-PPMFITS TAX CREDIT

The statutory credit ais prolxoetl it the recorinteilatiors of the sbcommitttee
alm".rs to gratt to ne',v c noratios orgatized ill the year 1010 an advantage
over coritrationi organizei during the .- ye-ar basic period 1936-39 ar4! tiose
corporations organized before this period. The fair rate of returrm proposal by
the couirrrtittt lJ)3ars to be lrr arbitrary rate arid wows prolaly bzasl tipori
statistics obtained from the Ieiarlt,:ett of ('o'ntierce, the lltreat of Intern,!
Ileverite, or the "'reasrry 1)eiprtwent. If this It r ent represents a fair
return to new corporatioris organized in the year 110, then why 4loul,I n.ot this
sante rate be altpicl to all corl)rationts?

It is a .sell-kirown fart that only in rare zutol exceptiontl cases (1o corporations
earn a profit inl the y-ear of incorporation or even in the firt full year of operation
succ ing the year of ine.plif.i.

Information obtaineet frirti the corixrate Inerlel-hil of our association shows
th-t a vast rtumber nf crliorations organized prior to -January 1, 13, sribtarried
net losses. or had sunitnml earmign (ltritg this basic period. "'hien su i sib-
noritril earning are emiared with the averge earrtitgs of such cerjxramtons for
the past 20 or 2.5 years, it is shonJ that tl ese corpxorations organzed prior to
January I, 1910, are oeialized with a low-earnigs credit under ietlhod It. Most
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of these corporations due to the lo- years and subnormal earnings during the
basic period would obtain l.-i relief through the use of method A (average earn-
ings for Ibasic perid).

It is recommenlded that under method A the basic period be broadened to a ,5-
year period %iith the option of the taxpayer to select any 3 of those 5 years, clini-
nating loss years, as representing its normal earning.i for the statutory exce.s-
profits tax credit.

It is our further rconimendation that under method It a flat rate of 10 percent
of the equity invested capital be used as a relit against the net income of all
corporations, regardless of date of incorporation.

].VESTED CAViTAL-INTANGILE VALUES

The suhcornmrittee in its report with reference to special relief provisions states
that under the proposal vxccss-profits-tax law the need for special assessment is
much Ies than it was under the excess-profits tax of the World War period forcertain reasons, one of which is contained in item 3, "the omission of any percent-
age limitation upon the value of intangible property paid in for stock that may
be includt4l in invested capital."

There are hany corporations hihieh during the past years have spent largeamounts. of mnoncey in creating goosl-will, Thle-se exlx hitores repreeent snh.stantiat

investllents and lave created aKsets of intangible value. Nuch coriorations
should be pernrittel to include this intangible value in their invested Capital.
Unless it liet income during the base period represents a fair return on the
monies CxIpeldt1C and in tile building up of such intangille good-will value,
it is iwealized % with, a low excess-profits credit. The sp ial relief provisions .rug-
gested by your committee do iot aid or help these corlprations: therefore w:e
rmstunmenil I rovisions similar to tiose contained in sections 327 and .32S 1f the
Revenue Act of 1918 and 1921 be incorporated in tlie ne,, law.

INVESTED C(A i.ITAL--BomRoi ED MoNEV

There appears to Ie an unfatr discrimiation Ietuvesn Iarge and 'snvall cor-
poratious inl the amou1iut of Ierroved money that a corporation will be joernitted
to irrc(tmle in its investedI capital. The statements contained in the detailed dis-
emslon. of the slubeomlloitte on this subj-et give no basic reason for the ru-e of
arbitrary prreentagces in determining tY .in-l, t of lrr ,Aed n'oney to be included
in the equity inve-sted capital. There is no Iracticable distinction Ix tweci smali
corporatioli and large corporationS. All corporations. regardless of size are comi-
p"lksl to borrow at ecriain times for sonic purpose. TLerfore, it is our recoi-
minf dation that the law provide for tle hnclu-ion of all borrowed money in in-
ve-teti capital.

REPEAL EXISTING CAPITAL STOCK AND EXCESS PROFITS TAXES

If a new excess-profits tax ii enacted, the present capital stock and excess-
profits taxes. should be repeal"M. There is no justification for subjecting corpora-
tions to two separate (nd distinct excess-profits taxes at the same time. Inas-
much as the present execss-profits tax Is deterrnimel by tl;e "altal stock (Icelara-
tIon and Is, t ierefore, air I tgral part of the cal ital stock tax, it would seem only
just that these tm~o taxes should be repealed uron the enacteniit of a new excess-
profits tax.

Furthermore, any capital stock taxes paul pursuant to returns for the year
ended June 30, 1910, wsc-re the result of values irectlv counted with lbl-
miiing 1910 exces-profits taxes lder the present law. -tice these exe -profits
taxes %,.Ill vow be levied ou air entirely new lais, It lI only fair to nierie the pay-
merits Fo clooely connected 1%ith the old law with those to be mrade unler the niew
law by allon ing credit therefore against the tax due tinder the .ew law.

CONSOLIDATED RETUBNS

In the recomnendat ions suihnitted N. this association for consideration by (he
subcozrin-ittec, we strt-eed tle pol,it of having this law -otin a proviliori grant-
ing corporat ions the Ipri ilete of filing g consoi-lat(d return- for incernic nnd exc'ess-
I)rofits tax purposes. We xlieve It essential to a correct determination ef true
income arul invested capital of all closely aiffilited corporatisns.

Thii privilege wa-, ailow'ei to corporations under the Fetdv.tl la frui 1 " tip
to 104. The almses oil tie part of e-rtain corporallons which resulted in the
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elimination of the general privilege of filing consolidated returns in the 1934
revenue Act have now been removed. The denial of this privilege since that
act has unfairly burdened many corporations.

This problem has a very direct relationship to the preparedness program. It
ii going to be necessary for some plants to spread their operations, or to estab-
lish new departments or operations of an existing company, and under laws of
various States under which a corporation should either qualify or he incorporated.
many corporations have found that it is necessary to incorporate and form legally
sclarate corporations. The burden which is placed upon such expansion of
operations as the result of the ban on consolidated returns Is a substantial one
and permission to file consolidated returns is essential to sound industrial
operation.

CAPITAL C.AIxS AND LOSSES

There does not appear to he any reason for determining net income ;ubject to
exce-s-profits tax on one basiA and net income subject to the normal income tax
on a different base. It is, therefore, recommended that all gain or loss realized
upon the sate or exchange of any asset be excluded In the determination of income
subject to both the normal income and excess-profitq taxes, regardless of the
length of time the ass.et is held.

iNVENTORY LOSSES

Provi in should ben made permitting taxpayers to file claims on inventory
losses where such losses occurred in goods, materials, etc., purchased for use during
the emergency period if, at the end of such period, there occurs a serious deflation
in prices of such goods and materials.

LETTER OF JOHN P. LEIIHAN, DETROIT, MICH.

Jon.- P. LEYHAN,
Detroit, Mich., August 14, 190.

lIon. ltomxmss I. DOrnisTON,
C!airnian, 1ays an,! .11011s Cointnitee,

il'as/irnglon, D. C.
)ESt SIR: The few comments that I desire to wake, can be expressed in this

letter. They represent views of owners of about 50 small companies capitalized
in amounts ranging from $5 000 to $100,000.

All owners or executives interviewed expre,*sd objection to excess-profits
tax based on capitalization of entei praise. The.;e people have conducted their busi-
mtes .- on conervative basis, they did not go through recapitalizations. stock split-
lps, appraisal s, or any other methods cf watering of investment, conseqlently their

capital structurs remained conservatively tow. To the best of my knowledge
there are several thousands of establishmnents of this type in the State of Mich-
igan alone.

The majority of those conferred with favored an excess-profits tax, if there
must be one, bas1ed on average earnings for normal 3- or 4-year period, say 1936-
39, inclusive. %vith earnings in years subsequent to 1940 in excess of the average
being subject to excess-profits tax. Practically every one expressed a view that a
new busin(*s starting up should be given an equal chance, with excess-profits tax
based on average profits of .imilar established buinesses or capitalization, at
the election of the taxpayer. In connection with this thought, Treasury Depart-
ment has compiled studies of average earnings of various types of businesses,
which are fairly accurate and cant be u.ed to establish an equitable basis.

Alt houigh nore of my clients are directly engaged in defense work now, a number
of theri, uill he onc the defense program is fully under way. The problem of
arnortizatim, of facilities acrquired for defense work was discussed with those who
iiill be' affected in time ant all of them expressed an opinion that amortization
over a period of the program should be i-rmitted. All concerned agreed that
where defense work facititks nre prnitte to N he amortized over a period shorter
thant normal life of them and are dis posed of at the end of amortization peric"I
the anoumits realized rholild naturally constitute a taxable income. When the
fac'iliis are held and 1used by the taxpayer after the Complete amortization, an
:tniiondt etual to normal annual amortization charge should be added to taxpayers
ho tuile e-ah ar for a Jeriodl of ILOrmual life of a-mt. To illustrate: A concern

equires machinery for defen-e work costing $100,000 having an estimated useful
life of 121; years. The entire amount is amortized in 4 years and taxpayer retains
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and uses the machinery for other purposes. The normal annual depreciation of
$8,000 should be addedl to taxpayers income each year for 834 years or until the
machine ry is disposed of, whichever occurs earlier. This method would tax
profits dferred by abnormal amortization and would place new concerns just
starting in business on equal footing with those established as far as depreciation
is concerned.

Realizing that your committee is burdened with great deal of work, I have
tried to condense all views obtained to a minimum of essentials and hope that you
may find something of value herein.

Please accept my sincere thanks for the courtesy extended me in this matter
by your committee.

Respectfully yours,

LETTER AND STATE NT SUBMITTED BY It. GERRSH SMrH, PRESIDENT or THE
NATIONAL COUNCiL OF AmERicAN SHIPBUILDERS

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AMERacA., SHIPBUILDERS,
New York, Augusl 14. 1940.

lion. ROBERT L. DOUoHTON,
(,aoirnan, Commiftee on l'ays and .rorn,

lWashington, D. C.
MY DEAR CONoRESSMAN: In the report of a subcomnmitce of the Committee

on Ways and Means (louse of Representatives) on proposed excess-profits
taxation and special amortization, transmitted to you on August 8, 1040, by the
c..irnan, Subcommittee on Taxation, the subcommittee recoimnends:

" ' 0 * that those provisions of the \'insonuTranunell Act, as amended,
which relate to limitation of profit upon the construction or manufacture of
naval vessels and Army and Navy airfcraft be suspended as to contracts or sub-
contracts for such construction or manufacture which are entered into or com-
pleted during the taxable years to which the excs-s-profits tax will e applicable."

Section 505 of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 is sinsilar to the profit-liinita-
tion provisions of the so-called Vinson-Tramimell Act.

The same shipyards and their subcontractors construct and furnish material
and equipment for the merchant marine as weiras for the Navy program: and as
the subeomnimittee report states: %,#

"Since the proposed exce.s-profits tax uill apply to all corporations, including
corporations now subject to the special profit-limiting provisions * * * it is
felt that such special provisions ,hould not apply while the excess-profits tax is
in force. Uniformity will thereby be achieved in the treatment for tax purposes
of all abnormal profits resulting from the national-defense program."
We can sce no reason why the said merchant-marine program should be treated

differently from the Navy program and respectfully request that in the event an
excess-profit law is pas.,td and the profit-limitation provision of the Viasson-Trari-
mell Act is suspended that the excess-profit provisions (se-s. 505 (b), (c), (d),
and (e)) of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 e also suspended.Respectfully yours,

NATIONAL COUNCiL OF AMERICAN SHIPIBIILDER.S,

II. GERRISH SMITH, Picaidernt.

EXcERPaT FROm REPORT OF A SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND
MEANS, IoIsE OF REPRE.ENTATiVSxs, SEVENTrY-SIxTH CONGRESs, THIRD
SE.%SIO , ON PROPOSED ':XCESS-PROFITS TAXATION AND SPECIAL A1sORTIZATION

1. SUSPENSION OF THE s 'iSON-TRAM'sIELL ACT

Your subcommittee recommends that those provisions of the so-called Vinson-
'Trammell Act, as amended, which relate to limitation of profit upon the construe-
tion or manufacture of esval vessels and Army atid Navy aircraft, be suspended as
to contracts or subcontrmcts for such construction or manufacture which are

*ntered into or completed during the taxable years to which the exce.s-profits
tax will be applicable.

Since the proposed excess-profits tax will apply to all corporations, including
corporations now subject to tie special profit-limiting provisions of the Vinson-
Trammell Act, it is felt that such spodul prnovin, should nomt apply while the
excess-tprofits tax is in force. Uniformity will therehy he achlevcd in the treat-
nent for tax purposes of all abnormal profits resulting from the n.ational-defence
program. It is not believed that the limited types of buinesses affected by ti
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Vinson-Trammell Act should be treated, during the period in ishieh the excv..ss-
profits tax applies, differently from the way in hrlich other brinesses erigagufl ill
production for the national defense are treated.

EXCERPT FROMS MERCHANT MARINE ACT OF 1936

SEc. 505. (b) No contract shall be made for the conrstruclion of any vessel
under this Act unless the shipbuilder shall agreed (I) to make a report under oath
to the Commission upon completion of the contract, setting forth in the form
prescribed by the Commis-sion the total contract price, the total cait of performing
the contract, the amount of the shlpbuildcr s overhead charged to stich cost, the
net profits and the percentage such net profit bears to tie conlrapt price, and
such other information as the Conrni&-ion shall prescribe; (2) to pay to the Coml-
mission profit, as hereinafter provided shall be deternminled by the Coiumir.-on,
in excess of 10 per centum of the total contract prices of such cordtacts within
the scope of this section as are completed by the particular contraclijng party
within the income taxable )ear, such amorit to hIeetine the property of the
Ujjited States, but the surety under such contract. shall not be liable for the
payment of such excess profile: 1'rovidcd, Fht if there is a net lo i on all such
contracts or subcontracts completed by the Iarlicular co:,tractor or subcontractor
within any income taxable year, such net loss shall be allowed as a credit in de-
termining the excess profit, if any, for the next sucecmdifig income taxable year:
I',orIdcl, That if such amount is not volunlarilv paid, the Comiii.-.-ion ',hall
determine the amount of such excess profit aid collect it in the sanie imauier tihac
other debts (file the United States may be collected; (3) to make no suhxlivi-ions
of any contract or subcontract for th same article or articles for the prlpes of
evading the provi-ions of this Ac, and any sudxlivision of any contract or su-
contract involving an aniount in excess of $10,000 shall be sre, to the conrldi-
tions herein iprescrilvd; (4) that the books, files, al all other record- of th.e ship-
buitler, or any holding, sulmiuliary, affiliated, or a.sociateol company, sliall at all
tinles be subject to inseel ion anni audit by airy person dc-ignated'by I lie Com-
min5-ion, arid the preniis, including shijli under contruiclion, of tie .l4i4lnmildcr,
shall at all reasonable tille be subject to inspection by the agent., of the Conimik-
smon; and (51 to make no .ilbcontract nless the rmbeorut raetor agrceA to the fore-
going coilitions: i'ori!o,, Titoi this e Wimu slhall int apply to con,1tracts 40r
siilbort racts for scientific eqlizipment utid for coinuniiieali;in 'and iavigation -.v
mnay be so deAgnated by the Coluni.ior, nor to contract- or otilier arratigeinents
ntcrcdl into under thinstitle bv tile terns of which Ihe United Stalte- .urdertakes

to pay only for national-lc'fetee features, aid the Commis-ion shall report amally
to Cngrc. s the names of -uch contractors ard sibcoztractors arete I iy Ihi,
provioll, together with the applicable cordracts and the arnourts thereof.
(c) The method of determining the shipi'rildcr's profit shall he 1rescribxed by

the Commission: lPoridrd, That in computing such profits ro salary of more
thara $25,000 per year to any individual shall be con sdered as R part ;of tle cost
of bitilding such ship, and tlio Commission shall sentinrize (onstrimetion costs and
overhead expenses to determine that they are fair, juist and not ii exc-ss of a
reasoroable market price for coil, nodit cs or goods or services purchased or charged.

(d1) The ('onimission may, with the coniscrit of the Seeilary rf the Treasury,
utilize the services of Treasury D epartnent emnployee-s engaged in similar finc-
tionq in the deterininition or colletion of sllipbuihler profits in lla% al conistrulion.

(e) If the shipbilder whose bid ha been approved by the Cciiini ksion arid
accepted by the applicant, aq lprovided in section 502 of this title, shall refuse to
agree to amy of the requirements of this section, the Coilmi mission is authorized to
recind its approval of such bid and to advertise for new l,;ds, or, in its dliscretlo,
the Couminion may have the vessel or vessels in question cownstruclted it) a
'tiiterl Statei navy yard.

TFLEGRASI OF JY I[LWER, C IAIRMAN OF TWIE TAx COMi/ITrEr, NATIONAL
II rAIr, I)mv Goos AssociATIox

CLEVELA.0,D, 011o, AligUsl, 15 1910.
Hon. ROPEurT L,. )OUGHTON,

Ilove of Repreosorioatrn.v:
Taxation committee. National WWtail Dry Goods Association, sees no objection

to prolSmis cxces.;-t)rofis bill. Suggested choice of any 3 of 4 ears 1930 to 1910
woul improve hil 1 by feding to equalize the alternative lisses of invested
capital andth average earnig.ag. JAY IOL.',eER, Chairman.
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Lyrrrr O HARRY L. LOcHiE, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIOEET OF THE NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE IIORTEHS, INC.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ALCOHOLIC ]lEVERAGE IMPORTERS, IC.,
1101. POFRT DOUITON 11othinglon, D. C., Auqusf 13, 1940.

Chaiirman, Committc on 1Ways an! .1eans,
lWaslirgton, D. C.

Mr )EAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The eessprofits-tax proposal now pending before
your committee has been given coiishleration by the members of my association.
'We lvive, of e.iurw, beu forced to rely on details carried in the report of tile sub-
coltimit ee, and! we are familiar with the two methods proposesl for the computing
of exce&. -jrofits ta.'es.

We most reslxctfulIy rectuest the committee to give consideration to a problem
hidch we believe nlmy'b unique for the import trade in general and particilarly

for imrrwrters of ale,,irolic ieverages.
The Eiiropein war at fir.-t lad lit Ie effect on the operations of the inx rt trade

in aleoholie beverages. From September 1039 tmill May 1910 it was pissible
for the trade to import alcoholic Iverages from the principal shipping countries
of Firopeu ith the exception of Germany, Poland, and the Scandinavi,11i countries.
Since then, however, the situation has changed materially. We are mow limited
in our imiplts front l:urojx" to the United Kingdom, Portugal, and Spain.

As a reslt, fhe trade realizes that it is entirely 1)ossible that 19t will find the
industry virtually out of Ibsiness.

The .xtcnsioii'of the war, and its obvious effect on the import blsiness, has
resulted i a greatly increased demand by the general public, as evidenced by
orders filed with importers by wholesale di-ttilutilg companies as well as by State
govereite s which maintain their own State store systems. Available statistics
indicate that in 1940 tihe import trade m ill have done an unusually large business,
but that i. 1911 the stocks inl the United States of various lEuropean wines and
spirits will lve been reduced so materially that many importers of such articles
may be forced to cease dong business.

The trade is anxious to avoid, if possible, the discharge of employvees and the
breaking up of existing companies. It views with fear the possibility that the
stirplus-prefits taxes he mider the propol bill for business done in 19m0 ay
prove unustially large anid that in 1911 deficit operations will be the rule rather
than the exceptioni.

I ant inst uted, therefore, to inqure if there is any lsissibility of the law being
so drafted a4 to permit consideration of this obvious and difficult problem. Can
alt arrangement be, made whereby deficit olperations in 1911 can be used to offset
surplus profits obtained in 1910? The attention of the committee undoulbtedly
has koen called to the provision found in section 231 (a) (14) of the Revenue
Act twf 191S, which prnitted the filing of amended tax returns where certain
tylies of hok-s were incurred in 1910 as against profits subject to the excess-profits
tax incurred in lOIS.

I respectt fully ablunitteul.
HARRY L. LoURnE,

Efr(eutire 'ice I midpi,.

TELEGRAn OF fIEsRY J. GtIL, BRIGHTWAm PAPER Co., Xsw YORK, N. Y.

NEw YORK, N. Y., August 15, 1940.
lion. Joie, MCCOR.ACK,

1U .'. 0loute of Repreststalres.
I am heartily in favor of Bradley Dewev's propo.al as outlined before Ways

and Means Coinmillee Monday that any excms-profits-tax law contain provision
that corporation which pay out ii di'iideinds within C days after the close of
their tasale .ear all of their excess earnings plus two-thirds of their lhase earnings
shall obtain a credit equal to the exces-profits tax that they would otherwise
poy. Such a credit msould 

1re pmrely optional and would remove maV inequities
of prolposd excess-prtit--tax 1 ill a well as had feahtures any such bill.

hIFNtir J. (uri.o,
ilrightlrratr P'apecr Co.
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LETTER OF THE T.AxEfs' COUNCIL OF AmES.m, NEW YoaK, N. Y.
NEw YoRx, Augst 13, 19,10.CIII.X, Co.SItsurEE oX" WVAYS .AO .ME.,,s,

louse o f lrpresentatires.
Sis: The Tanners' Council of America, on behalf of its member companties,

wishes to c:tl to the attention of your committee a possibly crious injustice in the
proposed exces.s-profits-tax, plan.

As untlird in the report of the subcommittee, two al ernatives are pro% Ided for
tMe co putation of excc-s-profits-tax credits. The first is basil directly on
average earnings during the period 10341-39); the -secod ls baset on the ratio of
average carvings to invested apltal for the base period aplilicd to invested capital
for the taxable'year. Under the lat ter option, a wmnxiinnin ratio of 10 percent and
a niuiunn of 4 percent may 1w, teken. Boh .nethos , however, involve the
average net income of a li itc bas, period, and, therefore, corporate-tax payer.
may he seriok.-ly affected by the nonrepresentative nature of the base period net
income.

In the ease of corporations with reasonably stable earnings, or whose income
during 193C-39 w.vas representative, the proposexl plan may tnot otter any dis-
crimination or hardship. That Is not true, however, in the tanning Indihstry
where:

1. Turn-over is very slow.2. liaw-zoaterlal prices fluctuate sharply.
3. Annual earnings are extremely erratic.
4. Smibst antial losses have been Incurred for a number of years.
Earnings in the tanning industry are notoriously volatile because both raw

material prices and business volume fluctuate sharply. The coincidence of a
sharp price rise and expanded sales in a given year may inflate income sharply,
and far beyond the average or long-term earnings of the tanner. Furthermore,
in many instances such earnings would represent income which is not realizable
and will be completely offset by subsequent losses when raw material prices
decline. Silence, a very serious possibility arises if either of the alternative credits
deriving from the 4-year base Is neither a representative measure of income nor
of adequate rates of return. For example, a tanning company has earned 2
percent upon its invested capital during the base pe.riod. That average, however,
may represent such varying rates of return for individual years as: 3 percent profit,
12 percent profit, 8 percent loss, 1 percent profit.Whether the average earnings or the ratio of such earnings to invested capital
are niicd as excess-profits tax credit, the tanner would be severely penalized in
comparison with otber Indus trtes where earnings are more stable. In the example
used, a tanner could apply only a little more than 4 percent of invested capital as a
credit against the exce, profits, tax. Actual net income in a single year, as the
result of price and volume changes, nmlight be substantially greater than 4 percent.
Such a year might be exceptional, the high earnings would either offset previous
losses or be offset by sutscquent loss.s. Yet from 25 to 40 per cent of such income,
after the allowable credits, would be payable as tax.

It is submitted that the use of an arbitrary 4-year as period for all industries
is contrary to the intention that a normal earnings base be used for the determina-
tion of excess-profits-tax credit. Sich a normal earnings base for tanning comi-
panics may not coincide with tile normal base of other industries. A corporation
with average or high earnings in 1036-39 would have a maximum allowable credit
of 10 percent, while a tanner might be limited by low rates of return i, the bast,
period to a credit of little more than 4 percent. 'This minimum credit would not
be commensurate with tanners' ability to pay taxes, with true average income,
nor would it take account of the erratic nature of tanners' earnings4. A limitation
of 4 percent upon invested capital can certainly not be considered a normal
measure of income for a given year in an industry subject to violent price and
income fluctuation.

The suggestion i made, therefore, that relief provisions be incorporated in the
"-tll to avi I tax imIm1liti.,, har,l4hip, -Ind ,lizerimiatio (or corporate taxpayers
.Ath erratic annual net income such as the tanning industry. Such relief pro-

vision should:
i. Increase the altow&ahle credit ratio of invested earnings to capital to a flat

and nondiscriminatory basis of, say, 10 percent. There is no reason why co-
porations which through coilcidence, market fluctuations, or other reasons beyond
control, show low earnings or low rate of return on invested capital in the sug-
gested Ibse period, should he penali [ed and discriminated against.

432
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2. Extend the base period to comprehend more representative years.
3. Offer a maximum base period of 6 years with tile option of usng any 3

sucesive years, within the maxinuin period, a- the normal net income Ia.&e.
4. Permit the a(Ijustment of normal tax net income by the net operating loss

carry-over in arriving at excess-profits tax income.
These relkf provisions are required because the incidence of the contemplated

tax would be unju,4 for tanners regardless of conditions created by Vational
eiergency. Violent fluctuations in ran material prices and earnitig-i have
alnavs characterized tanners' oiprations and net income. lence, emergency tax
legislation will affect tanners seriotsly and dangeruusly unle-s it takes kcoubt
of tile foregoing conditions.Resectfully s-ubmitted. 'tANNERS' COUNCIL OF AMERICA.

BRiEF' SV1I4ITTED BY EMMETT F. CONNELY, PRE qIDENT OF TilE INVEsrsENT
BANxEns ASSOCIATION

The Investment Bankers Association comprLcs over 700 Investment banking
firms scattered throughout the country. The members of the association handle
the major part of the private financing done for American Indutry. In the course
of their everyday work, these members have seen at first hand the impact of
Government policles upon Industry and the private inve.-or. Their committee
on Federal taxation has asked me to present this brief to the Committee on Ways
and Means, on behalf of the association, believing that it represents the vlens of
its membership.

(1) Defense program emnlial.-The United States is faced with a grave emer-
gency. In a war-minded world, its defenses are adly inadequate. A vast program
of national defense is necessary. None of 0s know just how far that program imust
go. All of us are determined that it shall be fully adequate to protect us from any
conceivable attacks, and all of us know that the carrying out of even a minimum
program will require a tremendous national effort and sacrifice.

(2) Productive capacity insusfflient.-We are all aware that the productive
eapacitv of industry Is unfortunately far from sufficient for the job to be done.
N o need new plant, new equipment, new machinery, new trained employees
new facilities of all kinds. Capital investment in industrial facilities has Ia ed
seriously in the past 7 years. It has been estimated that as much as $25.00.-
000,000 must be invested to place the country on an adequate defense lxivis.
Most certainly several billion are required immediately.

(3) Financing of expansion.-A great issue presents Itself, and it must be
decided at once. flow shall the necessary expansion of our productive capacity
be financed? Shall it be done by the Government, or by Viivate investmentO
If the Government does it, it will have to borrow the people a sAvings, either bv
voluntary loans or forced loans, or both, and then invest the money itself. The
facilities'will then be owned bv the Government, and controlled anl orated by
Government employees, not onlv during the emergency, but also after ithas ended.
That is the totalitarian way. If it Is done by priate financing, those facilities
will be ow-ned, controlled, and operated by private individuals, both during aud
after the emergency. That i the democratic way.

(4) Privateinar gcng possibe.-We believe there would be no dissent from the
view that private investment must do the job if it can. We submit that it can.
There are millions of potential private investors, large and small, in this country,
and they have a vast store of idle funds. They are ready to put those dollars to
work for the defense program. Those dollars are not waiting to be comman-
deered they are merely awaiting a word of encouragement.

(5) IV'hai does prirdle inrestor wanlt-The potential private Investors in this
country are not "timid." They are not afraid to take risks. They want only-

(a) First, reasonable safety for their principal: Reasonable assurince that their
investment will be returned to them in a reasonable period of time. By this they
do not mean that they will take no risks that their principal %Alll be lost. They
are willing to take all'normal risk.

(b) Second, reasonable liquidity: If nece.sity arises, requiring the disposition
of investments, they want to know that a reasonably fair and active market will
be available.

(c) Third, a reasonable profit, commensurate with the risk.
(6) Governmncni relation to capital.-The investment banker is the conduit for

the flow of capital into industry. In that capacity he knows what has dammed
up this flow. lie knows that it has been the stagnation of capital moving into
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new ri1(d expanding entcrpri'e that ha.; prolonged the depre.sioi in America and
haltedl the creation of new jobs to relieve titiemployment.

We believe that the Ireaking of this clam Is the mo0-t important problem facing
Government, hosincs, aild finance. New capital flionwing into industry at thi.
tit e ill I*. the mu,--t trecltive titnulant to the program of ftriainment for national
defen-e. Tie ,ane expail-ioi, devoted to liacctiie effort, tieali a res.umption
of America's eC*1olinmoic progress.

(7) IIl, at ran Gorn(rdcnt do?--(Coverment can help end Ihis stagnation by
inodifying. or rejaliig w¥herc nuc.-ary, laws and adminii-lrative rulings which
have contributol to conftion and fear i.itlh inmutry. For examle, mo(difica.
lion of thie law governing the i--ue of sectiriti s could le aecomplised in such a
way that min.cei.ary mid luhurdeimuie restrictlots ilKIi kitimate filnanCing
woul ie reloved Ilzile real abu-es coulI dill x correctesl. It ii gralifying to
note that the & eitritke and Exchailge ('oimission i.s working milli iatere.ted
Iartles ili the LojK, that something can be done along this lile. At-o, Iiuch can
and should be dlone in the labor field to permit the more effective use (of the labor
resourms. of the country, without infringitg npon tie rights of ltalxr. In addition,
a found , long-ratlge tax progrln should ie prepared and ecvactl, so as to cable
the bliv-icvmiimni anl the investor to plan for the future.

(S) ll'hl can ,sinu do?-Aieriait lusiness itcust be prepared to work bard,
to make many sacrifices. It ntist lx- ureparel to cooperate with a willing Gov-
cruimint to I)mrecsI promptly, energetically, And enthuisiastically to nma:e the
defense rogramu a succes, oA to place our nati nal conomy on a sound basis for
the future, i other respects. We know that Aiverican luisiness is ready to do
thtse things. It neesl only the s signal. Private capital i cager t(l make the
immense contribution it is capable (of making in the interest's of all of ui1.

(9) Te aHrnuiies.-\e have two alternalive road that we can travel in
strengthenitg America either for war or peace.

If we so restrict the profit from doing l|linm'ss as to make private investment
a bad risk we drive into hiding not only large investment capital lit the savings
of the small investor. It haS Ieen these Invet.ments seeking a legitimate return
on capital that have financed the growth of America.

The rnly sulatitite for this flow of private capital is Governnnt credit through
which lusimi es comes tinder the domination of Government as in tle totalitarian
states.

I)rastie measures at this time lv Government intenmcd to strengthen our
democracy will have the reverse effct if they so hurden private enterlirise that
It cannot function.

The other road is for C(ongress to declare itst Intent to encourage in every way
the *low of private capital into imr:try and to discourage the competition of
(;oerimment credit.

A strong virile industrial system Is a definite bulwark o national defense and
peaeetime Frol)erity.

(10) Tlr it ibon ini fibt r.-porl.-WVe congra tnlate the suiciomwittce on its aecoin-
plishmnents in the short time available to it. With rt-.Ilvet to the suil'commit lte's
three main reeoimendations, ounr po.itiott is; as follows:

(n) Anitoliivzhce.-We recoiiimenit tie inunoeuiate elactluielltt a. a separate
pleasure. of the aimortization provisions propocd by% the report. The provisions
are important lkcauis they- constitute % degree of s u race to the inve.stor that
to the extent tht lie recovers his capital, lie sill not 1I tixed. The iromosel
provision miill eliminate doubles and utcertainties, arid remove serious ob-tacles
to the defeiie program. They mill comisltilto a real eneolirageiiietil In private
Investors. They shoul(i be made retroactive to Janmary 1, 1910, Instead of July
10, 1910.

(b) Frer- s-pr,itm tr.-W\e ito iuot opliv. tie enaeiuent of an exess-profits
tax at a relatively '.rly date. Ih|ovever, there i4 no Iecessity for indite hasle, and
Congre.. shoilf vive" the hatter extended and carefil cni.!deratlon. Snch a
tax can have cr20u1 and unfore(en effects. ,Maiy (iuletliolis 1111t bie Co'.-Iuterrtl

lid ildeided. If tley ire not properly denied, tie tax wi'll, d moore harm thaigood.
The only legitimate object of an excess-profits tax iv the prevention of exesive

price tn'rllaes, which rt-sult in profit in excess of 'Iiorial." It isx a legitimate
device for the control of pric The idal excess-profits tax would, of course,

effectively cotrol prices, and produce 1o reveinte. ITli|jtionalyA, the present
pries. level is still too low. A "rmawayo" increase would be' dis.timAuiv, but nione
1s presently in prospect, aiid a moderate increase would be a helpful stimulant to
our ec)m0io|i .
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The reverie to be I)rutleed by the pending measure is relatively utdimportant,

at least iu tihe first )var. Postliy-ieilet of enactment until i)rices Lave shou it
soie' imnprolcrlit'lt ;conhl stuiIrute busines,1 anLd iTcrcase the national i1LcoWe.
IiI that event, the re'enuirs woubd als) be increased, itudolbtedly by at least as
munch as the "lot:wit eXinected to he prudnnol by the tax.

(e) I'eot-amntl ,t.--'the prufit-linitationn ptovislons of tie Viinson-
'ratinotli Act should be sussen esld while ait- excess-protils tax is int force, int

aecrodtanne with the -itncomnmttce's recutnniindatioli.
(1I) Elcors-profils otz.- In its spccifie recomnitctidatious relating to the exess-

profits tax, the sltnulnittecs report represents a long stelo itn the right direc-
tio:m. The plan proliiqi-d Imako, , ilx-4aiitial progrc.ss toi ard ,lihtuiiating the
defects of previous excess-profits taxes. Much more relainnii to be done, how-
ever. We submit tie following specific rccomnntnl'stionns for modificationi of the
proLosl:

(a) lhtu,,.inntion tJ czCes profAts.--Tne itoe of the average of eartlings for all
4 years of t.e 1936-39 period uould iuork a severe 1,ard-hip upon manky cor-
ponrationns %llicel had abnormalilv low earinhogs dniritig one or mnore of thc-se 'years.
IVe reconnmentnd Is.rnkittilg taxpa)-ers to adopt the best 3 years of the period.
Muhx-e ct-rtahit it i. unfair to ,tns iase-period eartigs as the neaonre of the return
to be allo%%csl on invested capital, as the subcouninitt(e's proposal does. We
accordingly recommend that no rate under 10 percent on invested capital be
con-ldere4 a fair return fit any evet.

(b) I'radceion o) jup,ior issurs.--Undcer the committee's proposal, many con-
cern- would find that the requirements of senior Istes constituted as tucih a4,
or more than, their entire excess-profits credit. We recommend that junior Isstes
be permitted Ito arn a mitilnum of 10 percent u ithott imposition of the tax.

(c) Iiorrircrd capit.- borrowed capital represents capitaI ri-ed in the bud-
ne": ju-t a. much as equity capital. We recommend that the full amount of
borrowed capital Ibe permitted to be inelided in invested capital.

(d) ('ar'g-orr oj losir.-it is nmi tst to cottsider a single year only when deter-
nuindag whether profits are "excess ', for too many accidental circaimstances can
operate to proditce an uneven income record. We r-ecommend that losses be
permitted to be carried over for 5 years.

(r') ('nsdidoted rdras.--A single business unit, such as an affiliated group of
corporatlons, should Ix permitted to treat itself as a single unit for the purpose of
determining whether it has, as a whole, earned -"excess" profits. We therefore
recommend that consolidated returns be permitted.

(J) ,p&xciol rlir.-It would be impossible for the Congress to consider anid
provide for all the cases which might arise in which some adjustment might be
absolutely necessary. We rocomniend that provision Ixe made for adtnid-ttatIve
relief in cases of undue hardship.

(g) Ttrnination.--The excess-profits tax should be treated as ant emergency
measure, and not mnc a permanent part of our revente system. We recommttend
that a definite date be fixed for its terminiation.

The views expressed herein are rot prt.-,etted in the selfish interest of thi.
association or its intlmoers. They ar, prvsnted as.; consideration' which are
vital to the naitetmance of free eniterprise in the investment of private capital.
Thi.s Is one of the es.sentials of a democracy. EUIIET? F. CONNELiv,

irsidrit, lrnrrstnritM 1, itrs .As..vriatiou.
Auavs'r 15, 1910.

TEUEORAU , F II. N. GOODSPEED, PRE1sDEx OF T tE A. C. LAWRENCE IE 'ntER
Co., PEABoDY, MASS.

PEABODY, MASS., ANgUlt 15, 1940.lion. JoHx~ W. McCoauAeK,
lous c Office Iuiding:

Regarding proposed so-called "excess profits tax," tanning industry durig
past 4 years has earned sub-tanitially le s than 4 percent. Many large concerns
having tet los-s for total period. New proposed law which under such conditions
pernits usaximum earnings of 4 percent before application of extra taxation wiili
work extreme hardship oat MaNsachumtts laun fng intsktrics. ringg years
when inventories appreciate rapidly profits should e much over 4 percentt to
conpei-usate for corresponding decline in inventory values (luring other years.
These unntsual profits therefore are fictitious in that they are lost when markets
decline ant consquently s4-ould not be taxed so dratically. ApIplication of such
a plan to this type of idistry will ultimately break tie entire hdiustry. In ieew
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of the fact that our raw materials fluctuate more widely than any raw material%
known in any indutry, leather manufacturers should be entitled to a maximuni
of at least 8 percent before excess tax is applied. 11. N. GooDSPEED,

President, A. C. Laternce Leather Co.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY TIE COMMITTEE ON LAWS OF THE NAiIONAL BOARD
OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS

Ii'wss profits tax.-In the use of the word "capital" in .such an act, the ter-
minology should specificallyy provide, or be broad enough to ernmit, the inclusion
of all -tockholders money actually used In the business of fire, marine, or casualty
insurance companies.

The business of Insurance Is peculiar in that the actual capital, as capital Is
generally known, paid In by the stockholders, does not represent the entire
Investtntent of the stockholders in the business.

To illustrate: The companies are required to keep and maintain what is known
as a reinsurance reserve for the protection of claimants and policyholders. For
instance, In the fire, marine, and casualty Insurance business, one-half of all
annual premiums Is transferred to the reinurance reserve and earmarked for the
purposes above mentioned. On a policy to run for 5 yeoris, 90 percent of the
p renium Is transferred to reinsurance reserve the fir6t year, and proportiox'ately
elca during the en.ulng 4 yeati of the contract, and there held until the contract is

terminated.
It i quite obviousq that where a 5-year policy Is written, the premiun received

is not suflicient in amount to provide'for the tatutory rcqiremcnt-., nor tle rules
of good urderwriling. If 00 percent of the premium Is placed in the reinsurance
reserve, a coinilission paid to the agent, provision made for current taxes aid
general company expenses there will be needed a sulstattial stn in addition to
the premium. This additional amount cannot be taken from the corit.7f of the
company paid in by the stockholders. There are provisions in the laws of all
of the States forlddiimtg any, impairment in capital and if the capital of a company
actually bcome.s imnpnircd, conipadeies muist immediately ccase operations ulil
any deficit Is made good.

There are other reasons xshv the cushion of surplus is nreed to prevent impair-
niet. Severe losses due t; conflagration or catastrophe, tmfortunate under-

writing or like esxperieuccs are illustrative. Shrinkage in the Inarket value of
see'ritih' in which funds are invested to occur.

I's r this reason, the laws; of practically all of the States provide, that in addition
to capital, a company must, on organization, be possessed of a surplusu" front
which InaV he taken the additional amounts required for the proper conduct of its
lousines. No company may lx organized without a capital and a surplus, regard.
less of statutory provisions. No discreet group of underwriters would organize
in insurance company without an adequate surplus.

Surplus may be acquired either by an actual payment to the organisation by the
subscribing stockholders at the timne of organization, or by an accmulation of
profits transferred to surplus, rather than paid out as dividends. Generally
speaking, no insurance company pays any substantial dividends to its stockholders
over the first years of its existence. Such dividends, being in fact stockholders'
money, are placed In surplus for the purposes mentioned.

Capital and surplus together constitute the working "capital" of the com-
panic.. To all Intents and purpose they are Inseparable.

Attention is called to a bill now before the Congres. (11. R. 9722) beIng an act
to provide for the regulation of business of fire, marine, and casualty insurance.
There Is here quoted ections 7 and 13 of that act as illustrative of the requirements
generally found in all of the Statesi in this re ard. The minimum requirements
inav vary but the general provisions are sub-tantlally the same.

'"SwE. "7. IWken capital or surplus of compnni deemed iuupaired.-Any company
whose capital has bitn reduced to an amount Ies than that required by this Act,
or whos .surplus of admit ted assets in excess of all IFabilities is less than the amount
required b" this Act, shall be deet-ned to he impaired in capital or surplus, and
may he pr oceed. -l a.airst as provided in this Act.

"SEe. 13. ,Minidnum capital and surplus# requirement.-Every stock company
authorized to do bI.iness in the Distriet shall have and shall at all times maintain
a paid-up capital stock of riot les than $150,000, and a surpliv of not tem than
$150,000. Every domestic mutual company and every domestic reciprocal
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company shall have and shall at all times maintain a surplus of not less than
$150,000, and every foreign or alien mutual company and every foreign or alien
reciprocal company shall have and shall at all times inaintain a surplus of not less
than $200,000.

SiTAiEVENT OF THE COMMITTEE ON TAXATIO.N OF THE NATIONAL ASsoCIATION
OF CREDIT MEN ON PRoPosEo ExcEsS-PHor1T TAXATION AND SPECIAL
.AMORTIZATION

The connittee on taxation of the National Aw.oclation of Credit Men, which
comprises a membership of approximately 20,000 manufacturers, wholesalers
bank%, and Insurance companies located throughout the country, desires to submit
the following ohservations concerning the report of the SuAeorinitte on Ways
and Means on proposed exes-profits taxation and speiAl amortizatlon.

I1ecause of the limited time available to study the report, the committee Is
forced to restrict Its comments to certain suggestions which appear to be necessary
to prevent the proposed tax from opere.ting in a manner detrimental to sound
credit conditions. The committee rtalizes that there nay he other aspects of the
tax which may adversely affect credit conditions. It intends, therefore, to observe
vareftllv the actual operation of the tax In that regard and be prepared later to
sluhmit to the Congress further Information derived from such observations.

The committee desires to make a general observation with regard to the need for
the proposed Icislation. The committee understands that the annual revenue
whieb will be derived from the proposed excess-profits tax Is likely to be much
less than the estimated "00,000,000 which is generally suposed to be the
expected annual revenue. Much greater revenue could obviously" he raised more
easily through other means of taxation which would he less productive of the diffi-
culties and inequities which will probably result from the proposed excess-profits
tax. The revenue-produelng spect of the tax appears, therefore, to be relatively
unimportant and the legislation must be regarded from the standpoint of its
primary purpose-to recapture undue profits which companies may earn as a
result of participation In the defense program.

The propo-ed legislation may accomplish that obviously desirable purpose to
some extent hut it waiy fairly Ie asked whether, in doihg'so, it will not operate
to the detriment of many companies whose activities are not related in any way
to the defense procratn. The committee believes IIat a more electivee form of
taxation so designed as to recapture excess profits realized by companies prodMic-
ing materials for the defence program would more effectively attain the desir-
able ohjectives of the proposed legislation and would, at the same time, not cauce
difficulties and probable hardthipL for other companies.

The committee believe% after a review of conditions that existed tinder former
excess-profits tax laws, that it is virtually impossible to have an equitable exces-s-
profits tax, and feels that this form of tax leilatlion should not be enacted.
The Inherent complications and inelasticity of an exet-profits tax, and the
high rates of such a tax, inevitably result in inequities and frequently cause
serious Injury to many types of business organl7atlons.

The committee also desires to comment concerning the association of the pro-
posed amortization legislation with the exers-profits tax propoMCd. It Is gen-
erally understood that enactment of an excess-profits tax has been set as an
essential prereoul'ite to the adoption of a policy concerning amortization of ex-
penditures for defense ptrposcs which will he acceptable to the Government and
to business. The committee believes that it would have been preferable to deal
first with the question of amortization for the roirpose of expediting the defense
program And to prcred more delilerately with the Important question of an
excess-profits tax. That approach would liave nae possible a inore deliberate
study of the problems of taxing excess profits as equitably as possible and, we
believe. would have been even more effective in protcetihg the public interest in
connection with any Splelal treatneont which mIght be accorded to companies
part!eipating In tle defence program In connection with the qisation of
nmortiaWon.

The conmlnittee d". iot oppcse tie alternative inelhods of arriving at the
exewplons frnm tihe excecs-profit tax which are proposed in the subcommittee
report bNt dloes suggest the consideration of conic effective relief provision in the
legislation which would prevent the operation of flie ta" from working any
iinnce-Sary hardships against any company, large or snall. It is specifically
silggested tlat ti-e law contain a lrovision that, it cases heree b'sse of present
deficiences in average earnings or invested capital. or because of other abnormal
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eordilion.s affcetibig capital and income, a har,-hip is worked on the taxpaieras a
rsult of the exe---profit. tax, the income of such taxpayer -houl I.e subject to
an exce.s-profits tax which bears the same ratio to its net itieone as the average
tax of rvire.enitathie corporations engaged in a like or similar trade or Iuiiueo.3
bears to their liet illneole.

With tie addition of thik relief proxy iion the law xuouhl cont ai three la;es to
I,e tloycil iN, arriving at the tax: (1) Inveted capital, (2) average eariiing., and
(3) the.-IKciad relief jnrovi-ion.

The cointnitteve lo desirersto inake the following si"itic reconinienqiation;:
(haligo the ls'e inriorI, to he u.d in deterinining avernge evarriigA, from the

lor-esnt orop e.al of the years 1936 -39 innelitive, to any 3 of the -1 vean4. The
piroi'ouxt 3-year hae period wol hd ted to elininiate abioriali tiesslilel ill exist
if the average of the 4 years must Ie use.d.

Permit corporatiotis to file consolidated return-4. Unless the filing o' conotli.
dated returns is Isrnited, snhatatitial inequities will retilt ill tihe reflct [on of true
income and trite invested capital.

Elinimiate stoek dividends ii the couipnntation of Cluity invested capital.
Stock dividends pail hy a corporation do not add to or detract froni the amount
of monev that the shareiolders have invested in the bIsimness. 1hC increase in
the capital -tovk account is otf,;et by a like decrease in tie surphla account, result-
ing in no chllange in invested capital.

In connection %with the determination of "borrowed invested capital," Irtit
the taxpayer to use an average of the capital borrowed during the taxable year.
This could be accomplished by totaling the amount of borrowed capital at the
end of each month of the year and dividing the total by 12. Th6 i suggested
because of the established practice of many firms of reducing their borrowed
capital at the end of the calendar year. If the amount of borrowed capital shoihl
be computed as of that time, substantial inequity might result which would be
eliminated by striking an average for the year.

Make the excess-profits tax applicable to 1941 instead of 1910. The amount
of excess profits whose recapture is sought in the proposed legislation during the
current year is likely to be small compared to the advantage of permtttit)x cor-
porat Ions to adjust themselves to the new tax by extending its date of application
to next year.

The committee desires to emphasize that, even with the changed suggested
above, the proposed excess-profits tax Is likely to produce many difficulties and
hardships. It believe, however, that the proposed changes will reduce somewhat
the complications which would otherwise be caused by the tax.

The committee clearly recognizes the necessity of preventing profiteering in
connection with the operation of the Government's defense program. It Is forced
to the conclusion, however, that the effect of the proposed tax in that direction
may prove to be secondary to the unfortunate results which may follow the
operation of the tax. Avoidance of those difficultie, would neeositate a more
deliberate approach to the problem of taxing excess profits.

The committee believe. that it voices the sentiment of the entire n1cmberslip
of the National Association of Credit Meu in reeog:ir' , that all element.- of our
country will have to make serifiecs to promote the a t of our defense efforts.
It recegies that those sacrifice, will have to he made hv husiness as well as by
individuals. It believes, however, that the iecessity for those sacrifices shoul
not obsenre tme danger of enactitig legislation whict i ill he needlessly detrienctal
to many otipalles without producing any correspotidin benefits. ,Nothing
cold be more harmful to the country at the present time than any Action oil the
part of the Govermilit x Milm wsouhl I disturh or impair sound credit conditions.
koMnd credit is essential to sound Industrial and commercial activitv and con-
secquently essential to the ultimate success of the efforts which are being made
to mobilize industry anld business In the common caune of national defense.

lespectfully submitted h1:
Cominittm, on Taxation of the National Asociation of Credit Men:

John I. ReIniond (Member lx Officio), Vice President. Cromp-
in n-Riel mond ('o., Ine., Niw Yerk, N. Y., Prusident, National
Association of Crelit Men; Bryant Eutsick, .Fs k Machinery
Co., Los Angeles. (alif.- If. F. "Kay, Tie Teachont Co., Clv&
land, Ohio: Ii. 3. Miller, San Juan Fishiv & Packing Co., Seattle,
Wash.: S. Graham Nelson, Wolf & Co., Chicago, Ill.; Thotuas W.
Peck, Kalamazoo Vegellahle Parchment Co., lgalanaoo, Mich.:
Paul A. Plhueger, Max I. Koshland & Co., Ssu Francisco, Calif.;
Andrew B. Trudgiat,. S. 1). Lcldesdorf & Co., New York. N. Y.;
V. S. Waldcn, Strevell-Patcrson hardware Co., Salt L.nke City,
Utah.
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OF Com m E it F

CiItN.Ec, St'fiC.INTELD IN EX( ES-POFITSl*. TAx Pw,)roS %L
U'ailcs s.iun~ iuzotlif.athiiis are tinale il the report of the suliconinilttce of the

Committee ll Ways a1lnd Mvasl, for the cohlllttation of the excess-profits tax it
is rather clear that it will rsiilt in s;crious discriminiations against some cotalisnics
anid also scriolls irn icuali it's in the Ivvyig uf this lax. Two or three slight changes
in the ptqoit.,ial muld tend to relieve a ulbstailtial 8mout1t of these diScrimittions
aid tht-e changes cal Ien made without doing ally violence whatsoever to the
princiloes mitimiticd in the reltirt. To illutrate our position we have selected
eOithaliics whl,.e income will mt Ime der;ivd from war contracts.

YESR (,OF BASE PERIOD

The reltort sliggests that tle base jicriod be fixed to cover the 4 years, 1936 to
1939. ite siVe, and would rcquiire a taxpayer to use all 4 ytars if it %vere in exi-t-
C'l' during the entire hae- period.

We recommetid that this base period le incrma~ed to 5 years, or 1935 to 1039,
inchi ive, anld thiat the taxpayer lie 1iernitted to use the average of any 3 of the
5 year. for comuuitinig hi; excess-prifits credit. If the 1-year base period is re-
tailied, then we recomn d that the taxpayer lie IiK rmitt(d to uSe the average of
ary 2 of the -4 years. It. either case, the taxpayer shcuhld be permitted to exclude
from the Ia~e period any year or years in shich a los is sutained and use the
average of the rmainig year.:. 6

MINIMUMI CREDITY IERCE TAGE

The report irolto:vz a minimum credit of 4 percent on invested capital In excss
of $:)0,000. It is obvious that such a return is Inadeqmlate and that it canmot l
resonmah~lv said that profits in exce of 4 I reent of invested capital are "excessive."

Such a limitation wvoild impose serious hardishuips on many companies, particiu.
larly those that have Lad a struggle for existence in recent years. Even the war
reveme acts of 1917 and 1918 impstekd n1o stuch hardships. in the case of the 1917
act a 7-permit credit was allowed and the 1918 act allowed an 8-percent credit.

We, accorlingly, submit that the 4-percent cfidit should be increased to at least
the crmlit allow in the 1917 act.

The report of the ulicominitce apparently attempts to rectify this severe
limllation by allowing a certai jiereentage of borrowed money to be included in
invested capital but it is o)bvioos that a company With no borrowed moncy will
ie penalized in comparison wiilh a company having borrowed money. Such
inequality should be corrected.

CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

We subunit that a s*ouud provision In the proposed revenue hill would be oel
permitting the filing of consolidated returns for excess-profits tax purposes.
Ruch a provi-Ion vould accord with prior revenue acts here excess-profits taxes
have been impose l and would aid in removing inequalities for some companies
which will occur if the report Is unchalngol.

Soias: OEFxSi+.: ,
. 

INE UALTIE, TIiAT WILL llr%.,LT IF IllM REPORT OF -VnF
81,34 OIMiTTITEE Is U yNII.nGF

Company A hail average it earning-s of about 4 percend on invested capital
for te base period (1936 to 1939. inclusive}. One of its chief ctmelltitlors arnesd
about 9," percent on its invested capital dluring the same Ibse period.

Al evxnination of the record of company A will disclose that its cariiiuta during
the bxve lioriN! wcresilrnorlual. F"or example, for the 4-year period 1932 to 1935,
inchsive, it hall average net earning., of alout 12 ercent on its itvcsted capital.
It Made soniC ricovery in 1939 and for 1910 the train d cittiurn, toward normal
earnings. Consc l(mily. it iould lie required to pauy hirli excess-prfits taxes on
all earnigs ii xevs of the 4 iercen it mnim credit %uhereas its aforesaid coin-
pelitor ouli probably be rumiired to pay little if any e\cess-profit taxes.

It is clear therefore that if the pri-leised ill does iot deliart to slme extent from
the report of the subomndmttee. compmy A will lI- bearing ani unfair portion of

1EXCI-:SS PROFITS TAXATION, 1940
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the excess-profits tax and will be placed at a serious disadvantage in the competi-
tive field. Indeed, company A would be seriously handicapped In its effort to re-
gain its normal position in the industry.

It

Company B is in the same industry as company A given in the previous example
but is located In a different section of the countSr. During the base period (1935
to 1939, Inclusive) it had an aggregate net loss, whereas one of its chief competitors
earned about 20 percent on its invested capital during the same period. For the
year 1940 indications are that company B will be "in the black" as compared with
having been "in the red" during the base period. Company B during the 4 ,ears
1932 to 1935, inclusive, earned In excess of 5 percent on its Invested capital and
it is clear that Its experience during the base period is subnormal. Unless some
relief Is granted this company it Is clear therefore that it will be discriminated
against as will company A in the above example.

AuGusr 2, 1940.
MEMORANDUM

To: The Executive Committte of the Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce of
America, Inc.

From: The Accounting Committee.
Subject: Excess-profits Taxes and Amortization of Excess Facilities.

The purpose of this memorandum Is to present the comments and recom-
mendations of this committee Mth regard to excets-profits tax and to amortization
of excess facilities. It should be clearly understood that In expressing such views
It Is contemplated that the Vinson-Traminell Act, as amended and supplemented,
Insofar as it applies to profit limitation and amortization of facilities, will be
suspended.

The recommendations contained herein are further based on the belief that
the aviation industry Is entitled to such treatment that will take Into consideration
its rapid expansion and growth over the past several years. By providing an
alternate basis for exces-profits tax purposes, hereinafter reviewed, this can be
accomplished.

As to amortization of exes.a facilities, the clarification of this question is of
Immediate necessity, both as to facilities already acquired and those to be acquired.

These subjects ire covered In more complete detail as follows:

EXCESS PROFITS TAX

It is the conserus of this committee that any basis of excess profits tax for the
aircraft industry based on inve-sted capital or p&at dollar profits is inequitable.
For the past few years the Industry has been rapidly expanding and further extra-
ordinary expansions are necessary to provide the aircraft required under the
defense program. In view of the increa-ing risks involved with the increasing
volume and the necessity of the industry beivg on a firm fooling at the end of the
emergency It is necessary that fair treatment be accorded if the industry is to be
able to do Its full part In the national defense program. The eemption base for
the purposes of excess-profits tax determination must take Into consideration the
growth of the Industry shich Is being experienced each year. The volume of
sales for the year 1033 was S-I1,000,000; 1936, $76,000,000; 1937, $114,000,000;
1938, $130,000,000; 1939, $225,000,000. For the year 1940 it Is estimated sales
will total $500,000,000, of which only a small portion Is attributable to the national
defense program. In order to equitably take Into consideration the foregoing
condition, the recommendation of this committee Is that with the enactment of an
excess-profits tax this Industry be accorded an alternate method, such as one of the
following:

I. That an exemption base for excess-profits tax he established as a deduction
from taxable income (before excem-profits tax) In an amount equal to a specified
percentage of the sales In the taxable -ear.

2. That the exemption base for eicess-profits tax determination take Into con-
sideration the composite average of three factors---sales, pay rolls, and gross
investment In facilities for 3 of the 4 years 1936 to 1939, Inclusive.
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To illustrate the working of this latter suggestion the following example Is given:

Facilties Earnlngs
Sales Pay rolls (grss Together before

ale) Federal
I _________taxes

IDS ..................... ................ $,000 0 M, 00 0 , M $ 150,000 $0O00
1938 ....................... .............. , Jh 000 I C 000 &50, 3,150,000 200.0)0
199 ...................................... 3,000,000 910,000 1.50 S 410,000 459,0

Total............................... A.7% O 5,5V4. ow &lr, ,I , 73(k000
Average ............................. 1,9KOW OW , o , 0o0o

1941 .......... ................... , 000,000 0 3,0)0,000 I$,100 ,. 0000

Weighted normal earnings ratto )) e)- percent.
Normalevings ratio, 7 crce..
Exemption bas 07 percent of 115,5W,000), $1 0.5.000.
Earnings subject to exccs-lreflts tax, $215.OE,.

For tho-e contfactors who because of losses during the 1936-3 period are
unable to aplb'-ihe above formula, it will be necsary to provide a equitable
exemption b for exc .p ofits-tgx determination, and possibly K provision
such as that bf section 329 of theS918 act (a comparison with representative
corporations engaged In IL like or slmjlar ¢ad e or bu1inese) would have to be
provided. 1 10, 1 " '

If in any 'year during the Inspovt, ln 6t an excess-profits tax, the exemption
ba--e should exceed the taxable earnings, the contractor shabld be granted the
privilege of carrying the unused exmption forwv~d to future ye.rs to the end
that no exems-profits tax will be imposed until the accumulated carning.s exceed
the accumulated exemptions.

AMORTIZATION'

Equipment and facilities acquired or tobe Rcquired fo facilitate th6' Mnanu-
facture of aircraft and the parts and equipment therefor, during thefriational
emergency d~cared by the President on September 8, 1939, to exist, fall into the
following two general clas ifications, both of which require full aitortization
during the emteency period. .

(a) Excess equipment and facilities aireay acquired and which will be uped in
the performance 61 contracts with the United States Government or others
during the period of the national emergency;

(b) Exeess equipment pnd facilities required for further expansion, whether in
connection with United States Government contracts or other contracts.

Equipment and facilities already acquired have to a great extent resulted from
contracts entered into with certain foreign govetrnients which phase of expansion
was coordinated through the United States Army Air Corps. Substantial addi-
tional equipment and facilities have also been acquired in anticipation of increaped
volume. In view of the fact that such facilities will have no further use upon the
termination of the emergency period, it is necessary that the cost thereof be
amortized over their actual useful life.

Specifically as regards the period for amortization It Is the view of this con-
mnittee that a niaxinium period of 5 years should be provided by statute, with the
provision that the contractor, at his discretion, take the deduction in the year or
years desired within the 5-year period, except that during the first year not noro
than 20 percent amortization may be taken, by the end of the second year not
more than 40 percent of the amortization may be taken, etc.

In the event of the termination of the emergency before the end of the 5-year
period it Li necessary for the proper protet ion of the contractor, to provide
(a) that such excess facilities and equipment be amortized over a 5-year period
from date of acquisition or over the shorter period r Inultilg from the terminat Ioi
of the national emergency, and (b) the right to amend Income and exces-profits
tax returns already filed in order that the amortization charges can be properly
reapportioned.
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AOOIt'.;T S. 1.010.
ME~n M H r-VI

TO: 'rI'l 1.weiiItv Coninittiv of I lie Aerontautical (Iitnlr of Commerce of
America, file.

From;: Th'e Accounting Commit011tee.
SubIjeclt: I-e~s-profitz; Taws4 art( Amnortizat ion or uNcA. IpacilitieA.

Tis Comimittee Illet ]I-;t week al pirepared ier dale of Alugii'd 2, 1010,
(lie attacheil miemiorandii relative to excv-.N-protits tmve awl amnortizaition of
eCe.S- facilil icm The pulrposeZs for Olch I hik muio.orandun u a. prepared are
expl1ained4 thereini. Since iti prepanutio4)1, 11rojeo-e4 h-Aklatio louui the m-Iklject s;
jI low heCing Coll-Ider(A by lte ilomws Ways -.11t NMean- Stlcomiltee hw; K51k
relvac.it for Imlicatiml. fee 1Ci Of the ifrmfnatioti flk io-(41 ilk lte" reieae
1h h i' mit tee hia- again uMet to 14tudl) the Sikhjects aoot noIw w~i-lIw.A tt k INA
oppsrt huuit% of siupldelnei g i s uiunora ii iu of Avigiiit 2, 19W.

ExCK-PROVITS TAXIP5

T'ie propostA legiatioti %volid( give corpratonis the choicei~tvecia two
ftltcrntltve.4 wit!. lihe 2wle gradulated -scale of rtsoaplinehr a. tUndecr
One pdarn the tax ha-c Woluld Ile odetermnied by thei vevesi Of profits, it 1910 for
exalliple, over the average for the -I-year period 1936 .39, iul~zL1e. tUnler the
alternatIve the Im~se would bie iuive-teut capital, i itt a 11iiiuuiuiuii ePwznpt ionl of
6 pcrceit onl the 1'urs R:00,000 of mich capial auid -1 txreen1t on capital aixive
thamt figure andi a lna'mioumn (.\C lit of tO percent. Been Ili1"IIiflhiilu
and imaimumu croidit.4 a corjKoratloto iioiiid be given ai mrolit. feterimAne by it.-
average rate of return on In ve.-ted capital (hItring tile - ar 1036-39 ha-4 periodI.

The rate-c muiler botlh plate; are itidvreI~xxI is) lbe a,; follows: Oi exce-4 sprofits
(If not titore than 10 Ix-rcent of the credit tlivl rate ks 2.1 jercit; Oil the licit 10
Percent the rate ks 30 IKereellt; andl oil lte rellaititlhr the rate ks -10 percent. A
S~5.000 specific exempiitioni for ocec.4 lprlfils ivoititl be granted ittider either tax plai.

fit the p~revlius mtieioraiitliuu of this committee, hereto mutaclmei, referei.-e izi
made41 to the fact that .Iitring the Imst few ears the Intsillrv has Iiceu r~tlpi'h1y
exjpmniiuix and it Is lK'hievedl that f: iew om(f thn' risks; invol veil 'huec to the fuIrthler
extraordinary c%JsalImu ro iirod it 1i la'c'sary that fair treatment Ive ztecorthled
to the finihuist r if it is to Iw Nle )1 to 414) its fi ll j aA fit lie piiih~-~l15'lro~ran)l,
avid emerge ttherdroui onl a firmu footing.

Ini tike )wi1fe( that thie exies-s-p rofils ta'es to Ie enactedii will prolably follow the
gotuIeral patter., Of the jprol)ic*I edi lat joll, this couiliittee believes thiat In rieog.
otiot.~l Of the conditiouis abo~ve referredI to a ceiliig Shoil he' pAcd Onl the excess-
urofits tax. This cotidt tbe areomiplishel buy pIroviding all addl~ition~al alternative
w yound that coultculplatedl Iit tie levislotlo1w 1Irols~sei. A tabulatio?) It thie
Wall Strtet Journal of Augutst S sluoms that the average aggregate tax incomee
and excess profits) for a soeledo unnuher of eottipatdi falls generally belowV 30

pr(t.This comiittee believes it would tIk N'qnitable to citllblish a ceiling
fo0r e1X1cessjIrofi ts taxes [it all aunoiuiut e~il to 12 pwect of income subject to
normal tax wih, after tikig i1nt0 consiuleratioui thie 20.9 percent rate now In
effect. would Indicate a tax of 32.0 Ivrcent as compareiv willt the aforviiinnt oncti
average aggregate tax which was hess, thitn 30 percent.

ASIO)UTIZATl0N OF 5AtIK55 FACIiTIES

Theo same proposed legisation carries a provision of amnortizationu for new
plants roquilhlr for the Tiational-ftefeulse program. Tho provision 111uiCaten that
the costs Of SUchI'llat liNU e aniort'iZedl (Over a perill of 5 years at the rate of 20
percent per year.

lIM on 'the White 1101240e relvas:- of Jualy 10 relative to this subject, it was
iiulcrstooit that the 20 tx'rctut amliziatiunt eouldl Is taken m niot more than
20 percent the irAt year, not more that P1 prent ley' the endu of the secondl year,
etc. It wam flirther itlierstood that all plant exhpatisiols sico Septetauuir 8 1 i039,
thie date of tile dec~larationl of tile nationesi emergenlcV, WoUld lbe theC Sulbject Of
amiortizationi duirig the 5-year periAw if much facilities were necessary in the
Interests of tiatloital defense. The prolxisil of tine ihoitse Way., and Mfem, Siib-
committee indicates th'ut these two iteuiiq are lnt tlclig accorded the treatizient
that wat expected andl the aircraft industry feels that it ks essential andl important
to obtain proper and fuill amuortiiatlon for all special facilities to tIV ises In the
Initerests of national defence.
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IUVTURN ON INVESTED CAPITAL OPTION
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BIOSTON C1IAUJBER OF COsasLacE COMMIaITEE ON~ 1F.D)EiI'L TAXATION A%D

F:XPE.NDtTUREs

IN PROPOSED EXCESS-PRtOFITs TAX AN\D AmZoRTtZATIO Or FArCLITIES PasOViDED
F0OR THlE NATIONAL )F.FEN ,E

1. EXCE,"-PROVITS TAX

(an) Form tof ta eco WCrttJfod~.-lt I., obvious2 that the extraordlinary exjWprlti-
tu res requireld by thle pro.4vat eanrgelacy it. order to pro% Meb for the iast iortal defense
Call (or adlilonai taxation And that Althouagh abr:ornaal profits Are not likely to ibe
as cotnnions a% they were in the la..r Worldl War, publtaic settimenat aleiiaaral and
the public tiecessitkes require the Ititareliale etractlwrait of !Forte form. of excess-
profitsk tax. The problem therefore Is to levicA- alit vxc -profits tax that wsill be
as productive of reveame asz po!;Fitole Notiheunt making it too difficult for private
enlterpriw to devote its orlergics to bel-t advanltge iIii behalf oft the flat ioraldcfas
atd IVha will be a-4 free as possible fromt the ineqa taslt iv..& tand I njiistirs atar the
diitlicultie.s ira admiia~t rat loll which led to they aianoamarnt kf the porevioiis excess
profits tax toy univer.Nil crrt

Ani eceffs-lrofitq trix, Qtrietly so called, is iaarjosdci %%henever the net inlcorare of
thle taspaver exccols a certain proportion of its iias-t-est capital, even if the pro-
Iortion 1; nao greater than. during trormnal titaaes. A war-jarifiti tax Is inipos
when the profits of the taxpayer txeceal tharse earned b)ay him nt normal tlnows even
if t00en bY thenaselves-0 they' ArM 11ot eXCQSsive In relation to invested capital or by
any other Iraasure. An excess-profits taox ata war-profits tax were both Included1
in the lievenuie Act, of 1918, the taxpayer becig a, 'w~sed on whicheverr tax was the
greater.

There are gross Inequities in citirer of thezse tnethoti.ls of taxation taken by itself.
It is; believed, however, that these taso aIaethoal, of ta1x.tion1 call Ile conatpiiInit a
siage revenue niaassre in such a mmmaarer &.4 to avoiri sotare of the Inequities un-
avoidatble in) eh tIthod.

We recomnetd that a tax be tC'vi-ml 01 ever corporation %%hecn its, profits are
ill vmvtV' of those of the preemnergclacy tx'rial iii Iheir rrAtat an to IN Inavested
Capital a.4 It thlaci stood, atad at thle sampa ltle exceed a fnir Car~ua ol its ilaveded
capital of the taxable year.

(M tatIenatin,( of ir<rcr erpdal.- A-, a tatatter of ala~trlet tihcory the in-
ve,tr-a capital ui-cL in the Comrputation of it rx%'i-*-praatits tax sliorald unafoubtetlly
he the true hitvedr capi~tail, 1-Nixtie it. tire years 1017 ito 11111. when the
former excestslarofits tax was In force, indicated such almost Inbarperable practical
aliticulties itt determrining tre tite itavestedl capital of almair all Corporations
that the tax sans alvradoned, Although the relationa of nct Itncotme to invested
capital conistitt.-es the only eqatitat al- nicarstre of a graratiated corporation inconme
tax. As the cottroversis over invested raoital dragged their u-av through the
courts for 20 cars after the ecc,,s-prtatits-tn% L-%%% hadt bevii repe-alad, it %aas alint
the ulal.-litlis opirriola of lwoaa is familiar saitla tax probalenas that the attentilt
olaght never be mde .ar Aitl tat fleteruriire the true invested caltal of all the cor-
porations fit tire Ltriteal StAtcus.

It is tiae tit:at sitire tile lastI World War galtihig lareliacs taf corporate ao
limea gralalv inapaiMs . Na'veallit lea, -41 a ry aji ae'z a i of tralilcy 111t11al 4 11 zl0tioi1
:ale iravarlio" eat) izeatarilkaiitI 'M iCt tar :aaaa1 ito %as1 cha t axtla l:triIit rs sAll I ae
(hargNt tot eaaitral t hat ant elzaiaarale ras'xatniaar ionta f Oi Ira a'crrttitig of :aicawat
.1ll uorjaoriit OIL from It& ie t ja %%'a et 1ev 'tarltl ojar1rtriaa: %A1orti41 Ibe ar'eoary
if threy are nil ito tv trvatril rca arl e(I-iA 11 kr- I iz ra' trn itt tl~o tmase of al
cart pomlrat s that hrave tkcat itt eu-tt tva for 20~ ventrs or rarora iOw iitrovrstl c'rrpan t
Was, tilinl iletermiaa'a for thte ln' jra axe~p lt-% I xither tby tIA' Wd1ri-a or
11% q~rn'c:axlIt:rt 4 atriht ttais. rltrriaairatrigir la tzakena an a slarting paainat.
I totl itn nizalay, if niot Illrast C A:-(-. tin ahtrr ttli a sa ilr ary tigatre iurrival
at A-; a cr1111 arotlaise to avoid flrrttcr titigat jol ifa a pasrtia'rllar ease ara it ma,11la1
Ive mto:st tlrair tot treat such. deterrinatiart m bitnitg oit r'itier party for anly
olrcr plrlaw-a'. NYe believe that trute invc-te4d capaitral ik As eluive am tire pot of
goldi at ther enad of tite rainabow atnd shrouldltot Ile tcal as a Itaaarr of taxation
exmcl as a Iat re-ort.

,ime rartitriry alecrttiatan of itavcstral Capaitral ao is ls'rnitted turnder the

! rasert crtatlined "-lital -11(wk atnd execrsR trotits tI aw asmair irel lotrmpracticatble
ratrairr the cotalilt iraa %hc (tlei e jarolsa-ed nievi to\ is aicaigraca to Iniet. The ulse

oif a cortortilot' wmit complutat ion of Its ton tact woartht As Carricoi ott Its book.-
moauW~ be, intequitable ItI tile ease of an excess profits tasat a untiformt rate itmasured1
siaally by the relation of ilcttim to invenstl capital as. corikratins %hlichlo Iad
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hiabltuallv used a conservative policy in capitalizing expenditures would be
iializetf. If, however, profits are not excess " unless ; they exceed the ratio of

preemergency profits to precinergetcy Invested capital, any difertnice betwceii
oorporattons due to different methods in computing invested capital will xta4h
out. Fortunately all of the figures irie..sarv to determlmiiig Invested capital as
computed by cacti corporation are (i-closed i;i the corporatlis Income tax returils.

We reeonmend that for invested capital at the (late when the tax goes into
effect there be taken the v-et worth of cacti corporationP, that is, its capital stock
anid surplus, or capital stock lest capital deficit, as the case may be, as d i.cloled in
the Federal Iucoene tax return for the year ended on that (late, increased iii either
ca.se by the addition of any surplus reserves ax o! t hat date, t he provsion for which
have itot been clainecd or allowed as deductio,ta from taxable ilnctinie.

The inve-tcd capital thUs deternled should be taken as a starting point, aul
invited capital should thereafter Ie cotnptted by adding to the invcste-d capital
thus determnined all contributIons of capital and taxable income, antd deductinle
therefrom all Federal income and profits taxes paid, to.-s-s as detertnled uuid-r
Federal Inleonc-t.x laws, and distributlons to .stockholder.

The inimteI capital for each taxable year should be the average of the invited
capital at the beginnng avd the end of the taxable year.

(c) Base andl rate of the ta.-The excess-profitq tax should be a tax on profits
deternlined In accordance with the provisiot- of the Federal itncome tax law.
which should be amen lded to provide for a deduction for amortization of defei-e
facilities. Thin lucone iiectssatilv constitutes a certain percentage of invested
capital, deternhned a4 above set forth. Froil this percentage there should be
deducted the proportion which the average atnnual taxable income for the ba-e
period of the 5 years 1935 to 1930, itkelustive, lei Federal ico mn taxes, bore to the
average of investvd capital at the begivnling of the ba e period anl at tile end of
each year thereof, invested capital being deternined in cacti instance in the same
manner as it is to be determined as of the date when the tax goes into effect. To
rotect corporations M111tl made small earnings or tone during the base period.
percent of present Inuv, ted capital should be taken as the nhinimurn credit for

bas e period profits.
From the percentage of profits to Invested capital in the taxable year there

should be deducted the percentage of profits to Invested capital In; the base
period, and the percentage renaluinig -hould be applied to the Invested capital of
the taxable year, and the profits subject to exeex,.-profits tax thus established.

The taxable profits thtus determined should be subject to a tax graduated in
proportion to the relation of "Itch profits to Invested capital; but in our opinion
even In the highest bracket the rate should not exceed 50 percent of the profits.

As few corporations have made consistently large profits over the years of the
base period, a mnaxinum credit allowable for percentage of profitsto invested
capital in the bs.e period Is probably inot n ecesary and in any event would impair
the flexibility of the proposed tax method. if figure. In poss,,cion of the Tre¢sury
I)epartnent or developeId it the first year of aduinititration indicate that a MINxI-
mum credit Is neesary, it could be added, Oither now or later.

The following table will show how the foregoing excess-profits tax would work
out in the c.%s of two corporations with the same invested capital, one making a
moderate and the other a great Increa&e in profits over the bae, or preemnergecy,
period, assumnmg the rate of tax was the sane as in 1921, namely 20 li-recat on
taxable income in excess of the credit but inot ii. excess of 20 percent uf 'tves-ti'i
capital; and 40 percent on taxable itcome in excess of 20 percent of invested
capita'.

A it

A-ra-e frnvestt-] cir l Ix n e nr d ...................................... p" (00 W41L (0)
Averai ..P in nacoo e t rijits ... ............................... Man 414,M)Ratio C14 tr n to Calit.I in ba g~rkod ............................... Percent to ' .
Percatiszenn - r A -r ei. --------......................... do . to
invit-ed o r4tal IT, t%%sttd )er ................................................. SI.M0.4Ix $i.to.xiW
Net trnom Ia tisable )*rt . .......... ......... ................. .l4 ._. - .- .tsw
Cecdht Re fIncme In tk&a* t-rkA .................... ............... .... .. *nei SKAr(W
Sub; tto s v ;tx ...................................................... U ) M W,
Taib nm wer1-ckt..... ...... ..................... .............. i.5 AM" "101Tax tu k wer l rket ........................................................ W APO S0i x$ ")
Taxlt tt hi'*r t-c ket ................................................................. M C"
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Corporation 11, having a little over twice the net Income of corporation A, and

the .ane invested capital, pays nearly even tihnes as great an excess-profits tax
as corporation A.

1I. AMORTIZATION OF DEFENSE FACILITI-S

The necemsity of an iminerse expansion of manufacturing plants for the pro-
dukction of ships and materials ne e. -ary for the national defend, with tie prob-
ability that ws hen the defense program is completed the new buildings andi ma-
chinery will no longer e needed, ha-i raised a -Ariotts tax problem. Money ui-id
for plaint expansion is a capital expenditure, and is not a legitimate deduction
frot, current grovs income for tax purioc-.. l)edietions for depreciation and
olsolescence may be claimed only as tie property becomes plhyfeally worn out
or its design has Iecome out of date. No dteducilon is allowed4 for the Cost of a
sound and modern plant merely tieesto.e the deniand for its output has cea--ed.
If under the present law a corlration should spend a large sun, for pLmnt ex-
parn5ion for national defene and the plant .a&s no longer needed after a short
term of years, and if the corporation included the cost of the plant in the amount
charged the purela.ser for the nmatet;at or vescels produced, though the cor-
poratlion may have In truth imade a very moderate profit, its Income-tax returns
would indicate a prodigious but fictitious h''ome, upon which it would be obliged
toga )" not only Income tax but doubtless a very substantial exce.s-profits tax.

It is therefore universally recognized that there inast Ie some inicans provided
by which tie cost of the expansion of plants for defense ptrposes may be deducted
from gross income for tax p1irpo*Cs if the facilities thus provided ceCse to be useful
wien the present emergency p3sses. The best method is to allow a deduction
from gross. income similar to the dleiietions now allowed for depreciation, obso-
lescence, or destruction by flood, fire, or other calamity of capital aqsets, under
the heading of amortization of defense facilities.

We favor the immediate enactment of an ametidnient to the revenue acts now
in force allowing such a deduction, since no corporation can safely expand its
defend se facilities until it is certain that whatever gain It may niake on ontruets
for the production of defense facilities will not be turned into a loss by a huge
tax on a fictitiot Income.

We recnnunend that the deduction for amortization be subjuet to the following
provisions:

(a) Amortization should be allowed only with respmt to the cost of facilities,
the acquisition of which is certified by the National 1)efenve Commission as nec-
es'sary for the national defense.

(b) To avoid a multiplicity of small claims, amortization should be allowed
only when the cost of the facilities acquired exceeds a specified proportion of the
value of the existing plant. This proportion should be not more than 10 percent
and night be as small as 5 percent.

(c) The aniortization allowed in any year should not i more than 20 percent
of the cost of the facilities, and the taxpaver should not be required to deduct in
any year amortization in exes of the profits for much year otherwise taxable.
Amtortizatiort should be allowable until the entire cost It the facilities has been
covered.

(d) If fakiitile in tse at the tiue of the effective date of the amortization pro-
sision are abandoned In favor of facilities acquired thereafter, with respect to

%%hich fill amortization is allowed, depreciation at the existing rates only should
e allowed on the facilities so abandoned.

While manufacturers capable of providing nateria.s and vessel. nece,;ary for
the national defense are fairly entitlei to know the entire tax program before they
enter Into contracts with the Govenment, It Is vitally necessary that the anoril-
zation provision, be enacted without delay. Acecodiigly, if" It aplars likely
that the mo.t desirable foni of excess-profits tax law cannot be agreel upon attd
enacted ,s ithout substar :al delay, we recommend that the provision for amuorti-
zation of lefenCe facilities be e boied in a separate statute, and le enacted
without awating the outcome of tl~e deliberations on the exce.s-profits tax,

l. cARHV-OVER OF LOSSES

Apart from questions arising out of the problem of amortization of defense
facilities, there are likely to be great irregularities in the income of corporations
engaged in producing materials and vessels for the national defcise, so that in
the cave of a single long-tenn undertaking, which shows a moderate profit as a
whole, the trict division of income into years as required by the revenue acts
might indicate heavy losss in certain years and prodigious profits in others. We
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recommend therefore that, In the case of such corporations, unlilintcd carrying
over of losses into subsequent years be perit ted as long as the present entergeney
exists.

MEMORADVUM O. TIliE EXCe.-PROFITS TAX, SUBMITTED B, ELISHA M. FRIEDMA\
15 lirROAD SxRF. r, Nx:W YOsX,

lion. PAT IHARRISON:

1. THE BRITISH EXFERIENCE IN WORLD WAR

a. Taxpayer r-eved a choice of the best 2 of the 3 pro-war years.
b. The Pirinellle of gradualntes. The tax rate on var profits 'as set at 50

percent In the fiscal year 1014-15 and rose to 80 percent in 1917-18.
c. The tax was tr;ly a tax on war profits or the excess over pre-war profits.

The tax ignored net capital or Invested capital except in cases of tnew enterprises
which had no pre-war base. In this event the law allowed an exemption of 7
percent on the capital Invested for individuals and 6 percent for corporations.

It. FRANCE

France was late in adopliug suitable tax measures. The excec.ss-profits tax
was enacted on July 1, 1916. it followed the British precedent of a base of the
3 pro-war years, and of a rate of tax which began at 50 percent and rase as the
war progressed.

III. nIRMANY

Germany had no tax on war profits because the federal government could levy
only proi ert% taxes and taxes on Income were reserved to the several member
states. In June, 1016, the federal government levied a tax on the increase in
the value of property over the preceding year. In 191S another tax was levied
on the Increase from 1014 to 1918-a sort of war-wealth levy.

IV. ITALY

Italy's excess-profits tax was based on invested capital. The Chairman of the
Ways and Means Committee, then Ilepresentatlve Claude Kitchin, favored this
forn Sso greatly that it was enacted in the United States. The tax In Italy
enacted in November 1016 was iaiposed on all profits above S percent on invested
capital. On January 1, 1020, Italy inmposil a lax on increase in war wealth,
namely, the different ce bet%%cun a corporation's net capital in 1914 and 191S.

V. RUSSIA

RussIa, like Italy, also adopted a tax on profits In excess of a certain percentage
on authorized capital. Profit up to S percent on ts capital was exempt and
the rates of tax rose from 20 percent to 40 percent on the taxable amount above
8 percent.

VI. APPRAISAL

The British, m ho have the soundest fiscal policy in Europe and have the lonigezt
exocricnce uith taxes on income dating bacl: to 1812, were fiscally In tile best
condition at the end of the war. The Engli-hl pound suffered the least devaluat ion
of any belligerent's currency. The other countries mentioned above suffered
great devaluation up to 100"percent. The Briti-h procedure, therefore, Is then
and now worth studying. Our own exce.ss-profits tax during the Worl War,
based on Invested capital, was severely criticized by a specia committee of the
American Economic Association (p. 440). It was udiecult to find what consti-
tutes Invested capital arid not to discriminate against effient versus inefticlent
companies. Furthermore, many cas. of unlettled taxe.4 were pending for 10
years or mnore since tire World War. The British type had practically no cases
pending.

VII. RECOMMENDATION

Undoubtedly, the feature of net invested capital will ktain cause difficulty.
To obviate it, would it not be possible to have a straight tax on Increase of profits
above some basic average period. However, because of the low level of corporate
earnings in recent years, the increase in profits would be abnormally large. Per-
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haps the taxpayer should be afforded, as in the 1915 lritish law, a choice of years
which would give a fair average or a normal year, we for example (a) choice oflet
2 of the past 3 years- (b) choice of a-.y 3 years, 1937-39 or 193G-01 or 1935-37.
For ness ly establidsl business , apply the experience of slilar-sized companies
in the samie inidustry. it other word, tax the ,aume percenlage of the profits of
1040 or 1911 in a newly ctablished bIviess &. applied to comllarable profits In
the sat ie industry; for. exiai t-oli of plant., the sample princiile could apply. To
the additional plant bilt receIIly, allow a tax exeClipt return or a "pro-war" base
coinparable to that kihich applies to the rest of the plant. For such purpose it
wold tue nces(I ar to have in the United States a device which hai proven very
succs.fful i Great lritaih. There, the treaury has al advisory committee for
each Idin-try to handle tax appeal- and technical inatters colncerling tie liduhtry.
For iri-tane, Ii the clentical industry te shouldd be representatives: on the chemi-
cal section of such a board of tax a~pal-, ilu;ding mmnainfaturere., independent
accoiillant-,, tot enllplolct by the chemical icdu-try, such as university profes.-ors
of accounting, and otliers %;ho would -t rulle for the lirdi-Ary a(Ii dcilde on
appeals.

Vll. LATER ADWLSTIENT,

Since speed of defense i,; a prine prerequilite, it is important that the tax situa-
tion be clarifiedA soon so that industry can proceed to the Important work of pro-
duction. Errors can be adjuuited later by refinenients and subsequent legislation.
Europe after the World War provides a wealth of experience on how war-gotten
wealth was taxed by the government in a more lePircly and deliberate way after
the crisis was over.

REroaRT, PRINTED AS SVPPLESIENT No. 2 OF Tim AsiEiHIAN ECONOMIC
Rviw, MARCH 1939, PAGE 15

The s uccss of the tax was cic not so nuch to the manner hi which the law
was drrsw'i as to the skill and gtod judgment of tlfe Internal Revenue Department
in administerinig the act isnt to the loyalty of the taxpayers in complying as best
they could with the (rude, obscure, and, i many ways, harsh and unequal revenue
meAsUre.

The law undlertook to levy the tax at rates varying with the percentage which
the taxable iicone bears to the invested capital Stu tistics show, as might have
been expected, that the tax collected l)re no necessity relaiom to war profits,
and imposed much heavier rates upoin small, than upon; large, concerns.
Great difficulties have been encountered li administering the present law In defin-
ing invested capital; i the case of borrowed capital; in cases w-here corporations
had issued stock for the liirchac.e of aigible preplerty-; In conlectioll with value
of g, x)will., and lit the provisloii niade for patenis and copyrights. In the
definition of income ilso, several difficulties have risn, es1ecially In connection
with the limitation of deduction., on account of salaries actually pald in the case
of profits which flmctmate illi year to year; in tIe casl of indilstr' carried oio with
different degrees of risk and different degrees of stability; aTd In the case of net
Income i excess of the specific exenr ptions. Other great difficulties appeared in
connection with the determination of nominal capital. in fact, had it not been
for the administrative discretion exercised by the Internal Revenue Department
which went to the extreme limit, and perhaps even transcended the limit, in
intCrrelting tire law, the results wold have beei far more insatisfactory than
was actually the cae.

MEMORANDUM ON PmOPo5SD Excess PROFiTs TAx

I. NORMAL EAnNINCrS WHiCll SltOUDt) NOT IRE iDJECT TO TiE TA

While it must Ib recognized that the proposed exce..-s-profits tax law Is designed
to be a source of sib~tantial additional revenue to the (ovcrnnent. it must further
be reco nized that thii fori of rai-inig revenue rather than ai Increanie in ordinary
corporation tax rat-) Is adopted for a special reason i e that those corporations
which will profit "excehSiVelv" as a result of the natfonal-defcnse prograni should
ms a latter of fairness contribiute to the national defense on a higher basis than
others. Thus the only ".rnings which are justifiably subject to such a special
tax are those which are act'tally in excess of a normal or fair rate of return (under
normal circumstances) on tire "venture capital" which has been risked in the
business. The profits which a company has Ibeen able to earn during the last
several years, when conditions generally have been below normal, have certainly
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beein u more than normal earnings. Accordingly that part of the irolpoal by
which profit,. not in excess of the average for the lat several years may be claimed
a. exempt front tie tax, h reasonable and proper, except that it n oi;id be a con-
.eralle inprovemncit to adopt the suggested change by which the tapaycr

Inay take the average earning. of any 3 of the la-t 4 %car,. Ait earning capacity
demion-trated in 3 out of -1 years, prior tto the defIIIe prograilt,slh~ih Id , con-
siderol uonnial, not ewes-ive, and hc,1uh1 not be penalized bv the Io+sce or lower
earnitigs of a ingle year, which may have reulted from a .iugle inli-forttne, or
from very special andI almorial conidit lull§..

But string tills Sallie period imanv companies, t ith large Invested ('altal, have
been unable to earn ally return on'it, or naiy substantially and rasonable ret irni.
Indeed, during these years many corporations have lost large siums and some
have consunied ini losse not only their entire Nurphis itll have used up a Iart
of, that is "i,-,,,ired," their venture capital. [it eases where los-ses il,%tead of
I rofits have o, -red, it shouhli not be considered Ihat the earnings for 1010 and
tilti re years art abnormal, or constitute ePxee. profits, if they merely alonoit

to a reasonable return tipoll tie original invested capital.
it the report of the silonunittee of the ('onmmittee oil Ways and Means,

dated August 8, 1910, his lat i r pohit i. reogift.ed, tO only artially, as a
colniany %t ich has not been earning oim, thai 4 ierceit on it. invested'capital
during the l.t several years (0 percent on the first 00.000), is not to be
Iermitted to earn inore thtn that, wilhotl making the excess subject to the pro-
poed tax. This vodld be anl tnLdQC hardship on soIC Coinqaniles. When stock-
holders have received little or Ulilg fOr several years, but have had their money
invested, waiting for the day when a return of *noruial business activity would
bring about a sufficient dentand for their company's prodtls to give ilen Some
reasonable returi, they should not Ibe penalized by having a tax assessed against
earnings In excess of 4 percent. This might well ;jean that tie average earnings
for the last 4 years, and for the year 1910, would not exceed about I percent,
or indeed be less than nothing, I. e., a loss, if substantial losses have occurred
in the years prior to 1910, yet the excess-profits tax might be levied in a con-
siderable ainount.

This hardLship on companies with large Invetsted capital, bitt which are engaged
in those Industries which have been e specially affected by the long continued
depression, will no doubt result in numerous l)riopoed aneidinents, and possibly
some changes in the bill, and these may be con-idered with a view to reaching ati
equitable compromise between the two concepts of the exces.-profits 1a referred
to on page 3 of the subeommiite's report. The point wichh Is urged by this
memorandum Is that the situation is inot one calling for coniprosnlse, but for a
free and fair option on tIm part of the taxpayer to take either one of two alterna-
tive methods, each of uhich Should be fair and neither of which -hould have linil-
tatlons Imposed becats of the existemce of the alternative inethol. No corpora-
tion should be subject to what amounts to a penalty tax against its defense pro-
grain profits, unless. the defere program has eoutrilnted "excessively" to those
profits. If the corporation l&s bee able to earn profits e during a depression
period, without the benefit of the defense program, certaily it should have a
right to have the past rate of return considered iornal. This is recognized inl
the propose-d ill, and in tihe sub'ouuittce's report. There may, however, Ib
somne tendency to uinize this basis, or p)ace restrictioii; or iitnitaions upon it,
in return for concesions which may be made to tho. e companies which have large
invested capital, bitt hitch have beeon unable in recent years to carn any reason-
able return upon it. Such restrictions or limitations should not be male. The
proposit on thIat the rate of earning. for the last several years cannot' in any ca.e
fairly be deened to have lxn better than normal, and hence that earnings ip to
that rate should not be ubject to any excess tax, is 100 percent sound, and should
be retained. If it is deemed proper to grant a more liberal definition of tiornml
profits to companies with larfe invested capital, that should be done without
penalizing thoe companies which have ben able, in spite of unfavorable genrat
conditions, to earn more liberal returns itpen their capital.

Many) colnpalti(s, with large investilients, neciatily have plamits that are Idle
a Part of the time. When there Is a demand for the products of thse plants, sone
reasonable opportmiity ought to be given to make lip for the lean years, before
axscssing an excess profits tax upon the incrra.e earmigs. It might well be said
that the stockholders of those companies have suffered enough, uvithout bcing
made subject to heavy additional taxes, because they have kept available and In
working order Inactive plant facilities which are now found valuable and useful
in the prc.parcdne.;s program. A minimnii of 8 percent, or certainly 6 percent,
would seem to Le much moro reasonable than the Proposed mlnhimnm of 4 percent,
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anl this minhlni, as well as the average carhtihgs basis, siouil fairly Ile hased
upon any 3 of the last 4 ycars, rather than on an average of all 4 year., whicli may
include I year of abnormal losses, and thereby take away much of the benefit of
the pirovision. ut this is a matter which, like the basis of average earnings in
rce nt years, should stand upon its own1 merits. It is suibinitted that the two
concepts of "exess" earnings are independeiit of cachi other, that i~o earnitigs are
properly to be colsidered "exess" unless they are excessive from both stand-
points, and that to taxpayer should ie siujecet to the Iropolsd excess, profits tax
iItlessi its income e Is its ptast deinom-strated earning capacity, and also exceeds
a reasonable return upon its investineit. There Is Ito ucssity for coliroinise,
loecause it i rntirely fair and equiitable that the taxpayer should have the full
measure of reasonable protection under both bases.

2. I'ROVISIONS A'FE-tIIN CORPORATIONS WiTH IMPAIRi:D CAPITAL

corportions which have suffered sitlslanital loe-es, so that their capital
accounts are impaired, should be permitted to re.-tore their original capital front
earnings, before loccondng subject to an exces-s4-profits tax. With the exi,tlng
iixpairient, ilcir iiineroums State corporation law., such eimpiliies are iot
periiitted to ly dividends to .-harehoblers, .o that mtil the Io't Capital i.4 restored,
the .hareholders have n1o chance of getting anything. If the restoration of the lot
capital is delayed by the imposition of exces.s-profit.a taxes, the day when stich
shareholders Nsill have an opportunity to salvage at least sonie return on their
inve-stwcnt Is unduly xstponued.

if all venture capital which has Ien risked it a certain ,u-hues, is still intact, It
is reasonable enough that excess earnings upon such capital, resulting from the
toatioal-defese program, should le subject to si ial taxes. if uipuch of the
capital cunbarked tlpon anl enterprise has liven lost, lut it is found tlat the fa ili-
ties of that enterpri- are valuable in the defense program, vith the result that
substantial current earnings cal le achieved, it Is no nor thiall fair that the
losses which the stockholders suffered should be restored fir4t. This wouhl not be
letting an yone profit unAily from thIe natlioual-defcnse prograli., int would I, only
a reasomable provi.Ion to permit the recoupmrent of lo.ssets ffore ililpoi ig a special
tax. Thi would ie a fair and reasonalble encouragement to invc-tors, who wo-ald
thereby know that It I; not propased in effect to tax their capital or to prevent Its
being restored front operations. Ily penulttlug the restoration of the capital of
such colmanles to Its original amount, It would be possible for their plant. and
facilities to be operated efficiently, aud such a prov-lion would have a strong
tendency to restore husines conflactice and to increase eVwploynment. Certainly
one who acconplisles no more than to restore his i'mpalred capital to par rc.ot
hue said ill any rea-onable sense of the word, to have received any 'excessive" or~excv.-i" profits.

We also note in this connection that tinder the old excss-profits tax laws, In
force in 1917 and later years, the original invcsted capital, upon which a return
of about S percent was'allowed before the i position of the excess-profits tax
was riot dimnini.e ! by impamirment or losses. In other word", the company and
the shareholders were'given the benefit of the original investment, in deternminIng
a fair rate of return. The sanke rule was followed iii the definition of Invttcd
capital [In the recent l~a Follette and Connielly amendments in the Senate. This
semtu to have been changed, fi the recommendation of the subconmittce, in
which it is stated, page 5, that tie invested capital sKhould be reduced by "the
deficit in the earnings and profits account a.4 of the beginning of the taxable year."
The corporation and the shareholders will rot receive a rcasontablc return upon
their investnient, if the permLssible retiri is cuat down. by subtracting from the
capital account losses which have been Incurred is prior years. It Is to Ix, hoped
that thLi proposed ehsinge will not be made, and that the law a enacted will
follow the precedent of the 1017-20 law and Treasury regulations Iii that regard.
It Is suluitted that corporations with Impired capital are equitably entitled to
special antl addiitianal relief, by leing permitted to restore their losi capital out
of earnings bIfor- the exce.s-profit% tax applied , and that certainly they should
riot be Iumalized by having their invested capital reduced by the amiouuit of
previous bissCes.

Itesjivctfuily submitted.

Toi.EDo, Oitio,,lugusl 16, 1.0
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REPORT ON TIE EXCESS-PRoFITS TAX

By LEONARD E. RIFAD. general manager, Los Angde Chamber oj Commerce
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THE "EXCESS PROFITS" TAX

FOREWORD

The -o-called excess-profits tax propoal now before Congre*s should be con-
sidered firit and last from the stalpoint of its effvts on the public welfare. How
will it affect the execution and financing of the defense program? hlow will it
affect employment and uage-leveli? How %rill it affect the sy-tem of free enter.
pri-ze and our repre-entative form of governttuent? These are the questions to be
anu er'd l (in dkeltssig legislative policies today.

t the outset, however, there -hould be noted certain principles which must be
accepted as basic for any disciiosion of inereased profits taxation).

(1) Tihe public credit should not be further Jeopardized by large-scale borrow-
Ings to finance the dense program. Either by economies in other governmental
expliditures or by increased taxation, or both, public revenues and expenditures
should be speedily brought into balance.

(2) Private enterpri-.e should continue to ie our Imain reliance, at least in the
absence of a declared state of war, both because of its proven superior efficiency
in production and because it is the only economic basis for democratic institutlots
whose present continance we believe Is desired by an overwlelhning majority of
United Slates citizens.

(3) A marked expansion of employment In private Industry is a goal of primary
importance for the United States at the pre snt time both for political arid eco-
nomic reasons.

(4) The financial arid other burdens of the defense program should be equitably
distributed. Perfect justice is never attainable, but every precaution must be
taken to prevent any class of citizens profiting at the expense of the community.
Specifically It is repugnant to every sense of justice that producers behind the
lines should grow wealthy while their fellows on the fighting lines risk life arid all
that makes life worthwhile.

ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF AN EXCESS PROFITS-TAX

(I) The excess-profits tax is prot at this time as a substitute for the 7 to 8
percent profits limitations in por by the Vinson-Trammell Act on Government
contracts In connection with the defense program. This act was found to prevent
the placing of contracts (a) because existing amortization allowances appeared
Inadequate, (b) because certaIn necessary expenses could not be included In costs,
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and (c) because unforeseeable expenses and losses were not sufficiently compen-
sated by the7 to 8 percent maximum profit set by law. The excess-profits tax bill
therefore greatly liberalizes the amortization provisions of the income-tax laws
for inestanents'certified to be necessary for tlhe defense program and repeals the
limitation on the rate of profits.

(2) Sonic form of limitations on profits from armanit making, however, is
felt to be necessary to protect the public against profitceritug.

(3) Proviliotts against war profiteering are politically expedient or necessary
as an accompaniment to conscription of men. They are a part of the program
for maintaimng morale.

(4) To finance the defense program Increaei la"xtion is icessary. Part of
this Increased tax burden should fall on corporation profits. This sez s weljciallv
reasonable in view of the financial betiefits accruing to business front the Gvem-
ment's increased expenditures.

ARGUMENrb A(lAINsT AN ExCEss-rHOVITS TAX

(I) The Inmniediate pre"ing ILced is for liberalizing amortization provielons of
income-tax laws relating to Goverlmoeit contracts. This, however, bears no
nec mry rdhtion to the VilsmOn-Trannimidl limitation on rate of profits or to an
excess-sl-rfits tax. The vew bill proliJes that thel aniortalion Ierioil on hriest-
ments necesskarv for the defend program be imade 5 years, or hs than 5 ycars if
the Prcsl~kitt ilclare; thie state of ciaureiscy enided7 before that time. 1'Iiat is,
In Industry"~ essential to the defense lorrwrsun, producers may. for income-tax
yrurposes, set at a higher figure tin formerly their auiutal dqpreclioa charges.

his will raise their cost figures and reduce their net hearing subject to corporation
income taxes.

Fears have been expressed that, under tile new amortization provisions, business-
Imi iiia" antimrtize their il(e-tiue0its nure quickly than the assets lose their
(eoltomic value. In other word, it is feared that isusinrvstien will ch.irgo high
prices to co er costs of tleir investnetut In a short time, at tMe ramne time reducing
their tax abyesszemits Iay artificially high depreciation charge.. Th.s they would
have received back front male of their lroducts the etiire amount of their original
investment and yet their equipment would still pss .ss considerable earning

power. Excess profits, it is ass nied, ssonld thvn be the result. Therefore,
according to thi, view, an excess-profits tax mut accompany any provisions to
liberalize the amortization provisions of our Incoic-tax laws.'

The above view, however, fails to take Into account the position of the enter-
priser with regard to taxes and negotiation of Government contracts in case he has
amortized his investment (luring a period shorter than the Ccohtnmie life of his
assets. If he maintains his prices and volume of business, icone-tax assessnents
will rise by the amount formerly charged for depreciation. The Treasury would
then collect from hini as much In total taxes as if he had amnortized his investment
more io ly. Moreover, future rates of taxation are likely to be higher than those
existing now. Therefore, the total taxes paid by such an enterpriser would be
higher than If he had charged off his investment more *lowly.
It is unlikely, however, that he will be able to maintain Iis prices in view of the

Government's power to modify the terin.s of his contracts. Army and Navy
engineers make their own estimates of reasonable costs for the materials ordered
from private busiuess. They are not accustomed to favor business with over-
generous estimates of cost. If they find that business has written off the costs of
Investments, they can and doubtless will reduce the price offered in Government
contracts.

Under conditions of liberal amortization privileges, niorcover, competition for
Government business will be keener and will act as a further influence to prevent
profiteering.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized, however, that the enterpriser cannot
escape his fair share of taxes or make Increased profits by charging off his Invest-
ment at abnormally high rates. At most he can merely postpone payment and
protect himself against taxes on profits lie has never earned. Such excessive
taxes are now frequently levied to the detriment of both business and the public
when actual obsolescence and depreciation occur at a more rapid rate than
recognized by the Treasury Department. Liberalizing amortization provisUions of
the tax laws'In this case only protects against losses from taxation of nonexistent
profits. It does not permit excess profits or call for an excess-profits tax.

(2) The chief objections to the exces-profits lax, however, are that it penalizes
efficiency, discourages enterprise, and checks needed business expansion.
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The firm u which us Its capital arid labor most efliclcitly, get ting highest output
at lumw(t cost, %%ill eari hiesot plrufits oil a given capital h&-.. The firsit which
shows iost enterprise il redinig co.sts. iticreasirg service, anid extending its

markets will show greatest irntreascs ini earnings oer the base years. Therefore
mider an. exces.-profits tax suc.h firms will pay taxes graduated rip ards accoring
to) their (ficienirt atil entterpri.AL,.

Said l'rfc.ssu,r Fi. It. A. -Sligma., olnstandinlg tax authority, concerriig the
)rinil)le cof exces-profits tax:

".'onelhig call be saldl for n graduatedi tax on Income; s iiething can. even le
-sail fr a graduattlt tax oil capital; but it is dillictlt to say atOVhiNg Ill d(efeSC
of a tax i hich is gra|luatse<l oa the varying iercentage ihicli iieoite INars to
capital. To Iialize enterprise and in geumitv itt a msay that Is riot accolmp1 .hiled
hy a tax ti either capital or iile- this is the tltnique lL istinction, of the law
* * * Whih' it ii entirely toler that a share of the lrofits slitoit go to the
comluiiitutty, it is rot at all clear that the tax shod In, grafuhtis! according to
the tegr'O (of itiventiveles displayed." (t'oLifiranl s.rhife Quaururhd, NXXIll.
I
). 17 ff.)

(3) The urleni of the excess- profits tax is especially heavy oil new ari(d groultlg
Imsineou',+ anl oil small or ito, dratecsized firms. TIhles are likely to have the
highest rate of retirni on Invested capital; they find it most dliticill to raise capital
uules.. tlhey call reinve.t siza le aliouitts of earilni'gs, atu it is frum the growth of
.aricl firms that there is Itost hope of tlure idustrial progress.

Prof.ssor SeligniraLi co~itiiies oil this Poilit:
"Ahiwst all large uIi.crs,;s have grown from hi1tmble lsgiunigs, arid it is

I)recivlv li these himle 1xgimilnihgi that the Iercetntage of the lirofits to lhe
capital ivy.-ted Is apt to be the greatest. The criterion selected, therefore, is the
one Iu st calciulated to repress;_ .In stry. to. check enterprise r it. incslitiori, arid to
cotifer artificial artvaritares on large annI well- stahlish conicernis. .othi g
could tie devised %% hich voilil more effect ivele run colmiter to the lourg-cstalishcud
poleV of tK, Ai rican (oivcrlttnclit toward ihe mainlteluarte of colixitlotr.'

A "gxd ca-e it lint I.s a l.os Angeles firm which Ita. show lli uu al oirage
ari( pblic sllirit ill accepting the so-called edlcatiorial orders of tile War
]cxplrtlimnmt. This firll accepted contracts alil Il In fnew equipment lider
corlditiois of great incertaiity. It could riot know lit aulvence what tit costs
were to h oI1) the tiew lrexhtIL, It si-as to ttirn orut. It tail no gilarality that it
would ever receive Ittre that the first order. Yet it Vent ahead, (lid a high.
(iliaty job of modr icloin, and| put Ihck itt earnings year after y.-ar In ilmproved
eqrlipriiit anl methods. Today that firm Is able to prodice il volume arid at
low cost. Its prices to the Col.ermenit are cotinually 1eiwig reduced oil mre-
ce ive tirders arid standard of specifications being ralsel. It call zt.it these
fles' terls l ilcar, it has lever pId a dividend bit putl bIack every eit of eariliug,.
bIeyiiid the oWs her's miudet salary, it raisiiig its ability to produce large vohinile at
low cost. This thrifty ard self-'vacrificig Islicy of iihivctirg eartilgs wat the
only way thi. firm corild have ex.inded, for at the otset it could riot have
borrowel the necessary fund, or coild only have hx<rrosse l y sacrificig the
owler's Initiative and litrMlucing more conservative methods which wold have
jIrevCltedl aceeptauce of the rLskv War I)e artuer It contracts.

Thidi firm is showing the way'to other firms in reducing costs and Is having a
tioticealileeffect in getting red ced prices to the Govermient o crirrerit arnsmrnit
contracts. Suich a firm of proved enterprises and ability should be encouraged to
conlime its development. It Is s till a comparatively small firi, bilt if permitted
can Iecionie a leader ri Its field. We nted mich Idstrial leaders as never before,
Wit thts Is rnitlar firm would find Its growth seriously checked by air excess-
profits tax.

Tie hiiortaice of this polit at the present titiue cannot be too str'pghy cm-
pmhsized. The greatest advantage which private enterlprise hIoqscsqe over
Fascist or Cornunirilst foruiis if CCOlioille organization Is it; ability to make
rapI progress. When It Is easy for uinra with leWv ideas to expani l thlIlro lcratlons
rapIflly, ilidllrial progress is ralhl. And this rallh exliari. ois of oper-tlis by a
new fri can take place oily insofar as opportuitles for good profits exist and
in.ofar as the.e profits. cai lie pit lack hito develolprrmeit of the lliiness. it Is
doviblhil if private enterprio has any important advantage hi conletilion
between mationis except this olin of sulrior capmcity for progress. If we are to
penalize and Irevenit progress by the iew, stiall, arid growing firln., we might as
well at once switch over to a Fascist form of society.

(4) Scriou adunmil~ralive ditficilie-4 exit In an excess--profits tax which do
iot exist In the income tax. Added to the dificrllty of mnaniring Income Is the
iuch greater difieully of measuring capital worth. Professor .Williarii Shultz'
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New York tax authority, says this puts "an imppoiw-ble auditing ta-k" oil tile
tax alministrationt. The sitttatioi kmith resIlect to the World War excesso-profits
tax Ile ttrMIs "a homeless administrative nimddie." (Amriticdin PilbUc Finance,
1939, ). 451.) The Ix-rsistence 20 years later of iaw.suits growing out of this;
tax is supporting evidence of |'rofe. sor $hulltz' opinion.

The dtlticultv of measuring capital worth ptits tretnendous power and re.pon-
ibility in the hands of Treasury official, and ands a no.-t serious factor of un-

cerlainty to every business whether it Is making profits or not.
When rates are moderate this uncertainty is not serious and the o iseuence.

of arbitrary and unfair deciions are not fatal. hut when the ratti are set at
the level. contemplated in the I)resent prol-,ixal and when Ihey are added to
taxes lohich already take over half the profits of the best years and an e-timated
65 to 70 percent of profits in a year like 1938, the danger to private lstilesA is
very great. If bitin.si cannot earn enough to build res-Prves in good years it
cannot stirvive poor years.
(51 Pcr-onal vainW front arnianett making are likely to he tiioderate in view

of exi.ing iiucoue-tatx rates. Tax rat-. oil the higher income brackets are now
higher than In 1918. At recognized by tien like Seiator La Follette, toted for
supjlort of the ability princip&e of taxation taxes on higher incoies are at or near
thetr limit of pIa,'etime pro&uttivity. Federal, sate, and local Ixes on, biinc-s,
furtlternore, in 19.37, the year of greates-t profits since M929, took 'O percent of
cutrpsnratloit tet income a, again,t IS percet in 1918, the year of highest war
taxes. Corporation divldend police. are now more liberal and taxes on divhlctds
higher that in 10iS. State incorme taxes moreover have been added to the load
bore by personal Incotes.

Profits are not personal income lint productive capital until paid out as .salaries
or dividentds.. They can only be converted into personal income or tax payments
hy liquilatIlg productive as-ets or by reducing Itrclt.-es of productive'equip-
mcttt. Therefore a, further control t;f war gains Lt needed it should be secured
hty increased personal iotMe taxes, espeCially in the middle itrackete.

T1te whole subject of war profits, however. should be reexamined in the light
of p)resetit condition,. Inlatlotary policies adopted in the World War caused
a ttlailud rire in price lIvets atd consequent appearance of exceptional profits andwages it, certain war lrthtstrles arid losses' i other lines. Mo.-t of the gaitis to
thee "ar ilidtLstrees, however, iere offset by riing taxes aid by the deflationwhich followed the etid of the war. In fact, the pturcI'asing lower of all ix ~n.
receivig tiore than $25,000 a year was decrease by ,, percent or more, accord-
ing t the figures of ilfortl I. King (Tfe National Income and Its PtreubauingPowter, p. 171.). ansd total tiet property irtcme and profits In tertit of purchasing
power actually declined each year front 1917 to 192, ItlrclizTive. (W. I. 1<ing, p.112.)d 

tTod xay,O In thle absence of inflationary policies, there Is little or no reason for

expecting any important iticrease In profit levels front the defense progratn. in
fact, thte opposite Is me likely to be the caae. Costs will rise atid vohitme of
b oinres dccl in the ioteessetntial industries as consumers' purchasing power is
redttce uly taxation and as labor is taken for theA y and ar industries. Even
In Tlte war industries, high costs of labor and inceserl taxation will redtnce profit
opertingImtleIn

It is te that inflation may occtr. Bit is thisthe reasting back of the exs.
bInufits tax? The bill is an administration measure, is the ad miniration willing
to comte out oltli atd say that It is ncesitated by the danger of inlatIont result.

ing from its own financial polices?
One tnore point should lbe noted in connection with the possibilities of "excess

profits" resulting froto the defense program. Profiteering implies tlte existence
of a degree of monopoly. It is trie that In noticgotiated contracts an element
of tnmooily exists, but ut these eases the degree of monopoly is greater on the
side of the Government than on the side of the bituinessman. The Govertiment
Is tlte sole biyer, or by all odds the biggest ¢nstomer, whereas the businessman is
not likely to have a complete monopoly of the source of supply. As mentioned
above, the Government has Its own experts for making cost estimates to check
the figatres. Iresentled l btsinessnioen In their bids to Government contracts. The
hitsliesmsnan, once lie has made his Investment In spcialized equipment, is at the
tnercy of his custoer-the Government. This Is a further check to profiteering.

it any case ,%here nionowly does exist, moreover, the excess-profits tax wot f
not stole profilecring. It womld only return a part of the profits to the Govern.
merit. TYhe best way, therefore, to" guard against profiteering is to prevent It-
by stinlatling comp tition. And the opportunity for high profits to the excep-
tionally elicient producer is one of the beAt means of stimulating cotnpetition and
reducitig prices. An occasional high prize is much more effective in getting a

455
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large nmier of competitors to enter the lists than a large number of small prizes
even mihen the total anio'int of the small prizes is greater than the single prize.
Accordingly the Government will find it cheaper to permit a few firms to earn
good profits, especially if they are largely reinvested In expanding production
titan in operating on any cost-pluA basis or its equivalent through profits limita-
tions or exess-profils taxation. Under competitive conditions most firms make
small profits or actually lose money. They are kept going largely by hopes,
never to he realized, of gaining the large profits earned by a few leaders. In this
way high profits to the most efficient and succesful has proven to be the most
effective %ay of getting increa.ed output at low cost. Any firm which Is to stay
In libtsites%" moreover, must make good profits occasionally to compensate for
loss e.

(6) In any eae the yield of tile excess-profits tax will not be significant In coni-
partlon with tie total bNmdget. The Treasury estimatcs lie between $190,000,000
aml $100,000,00. But from this should he deducted losses in income-tax yields
siatce dividend iayinents will be reduced by the excesi-proits tax.

CONCLUSION

fI'atd:~ .sck iate.-Menl can't build guns, tanks, airplanes, and battleships
with their bare ham. If they could China would be the world's greatest military
power.

Only with tile hell) of mtachl nes-tlousands of them, big, powerful, and compli-
cated-can we produce the great quantities of munitions and huge weapons
needed for our military defenses.

Machines are also needed to create Jobs at which workers can earn high wages.
In other words, machines are needed to turn out the great quantities of cars, radios,
electric refrigerators, as well as low-cost food, shoes, and clothing which go to
make up a high standard of living and peacetie prosperity for our people.

Until recently we have been lo.lug sight of these facts. Now, however, we see
what men with machines (.an do in crunching along over the bodies and lalds of
other people less well qipped. This should remind tis that mechanical power Is
the material bashI for national strength, security and prosperity.

Ihowc can we best gd At machints tee m(ed?- Whether in Iussia, Germany, or the
United States, machines ca.i be secured only by self-denial and thrift. They are
boTtzht out of someone's savings. What is spent on machinery by way of nloney
or labor cannot for the time being go to buying or producing goods for iIlItnediate
enjoyment of con.,iners.

In Soviet Ilumissa and Nazi Germany these savings have been taken front
people chiefly by force, that is, by taxes, rationing of consuiners, and forcml wage
reductions. Whereas tinder lprivat, enterprise we have relied nlaniny on voluntary
saviag and Investietent.

'iThe sore" of savings on o-hicl, private tlerprise chiefly relied fit the t ,
however, are being lrithl tip by taxes or clItc-d ly bureaucratic control. I he.se
soiire, are the savi Is of the ell-ta-do, ali profits reinvested (saved) lay b-iess
firms.

Taxes on the higher Inteonts seem to have reached nearly their limit. But
taxes ott prolits are likely to he inervated considlerably in the near future. What
effect will this have in cheeking the tatoderaiziig ad expansion of plait and
equipaneat, machincry and tcl', so sorely niM 1).v America today? What
effect will ina.re.,sed Iprotits taxation have on reducing cots aitd secariig for the
taxpayer the iteost for his motnaeY ss.jtt on aratMIneIlt building?

I roixistetts of the excess-proits tax argue that expansion anid Toodernizing of
e(alipa .ult eml ctille out of sItrowings. They IYdht to huge excess bank reservesaital -ittret rates to Irnc that (reilit is ahmlmlidant ana cheap.

But can or will Ii-iiines borrow to exlpnd if our tax policies prevett growth
from usithin bv reinvcstmeat 6f varitiag,?

Rcitrtsa(d profihs-ic groelh-bad.of indulry.-HIeinvestitwnt of Irofits is a most
ml rtant factor in indaltrial growth.

When a firm exiands lay Iirowed fimids it imist go to the trouble and ex se
of pvr.xtvding outsiders that tie new investiaetit will be profitable. If it has
earnings to reinvest, hoxtever, it need ersuatde only its uwn banageici l-a
mnch Aimpler anl lhss expensive ta-k, c-leeially for new firms and for small or
il di~t-I in-mied atermim.

$iice 1933, moreover, tinder the Sccarities Acls and new banking regitlations,
the aimbitlI,04 firm has also txen required to persuade various (overitinlent ofli-
claim before it could borrow for expansion. This iuersuaston has often involved
great expense and trouble even when the company's credit and honesty were of
the highest order.
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True, the income-tax authorities are now looking wore and more suspiciously

on the firn which puts back earnings Into its business. But it has usually becen
easier aid cheaper to persuade the Treasury I)epartinvirt than the lderal
Securities ( onirnission.

Rkittrestai of profits ;nprores credit apid preserres initialire.-New investors,
especially purchasers of tonds, prefer to invest in companies Oshich are building
up surplus out of arath is. Tis surplus provides additional socurity to the
creditors and therefore reduces interest charges on new fnnds.

Furthermore, good financial natagers themselves wvant to pro ide this security
to their creditors. Without such a backlog the creditors will take over control
more quickly when earnings temporarily decline or disappear-as earnings fre.
quently do (or many firms.

In fact all businessmen prefer to finance expansion entirely out of earnings If
pos.ible. borrowing or selling of stock to outsiders always ncans turning over
some of the control to the creditors or new stockholders. It means sacrificing a
certain amount of Initiative arid freedom of action.

Therefore many excellent businessmen refuse to borrow funds unless occasionally
for short-term purposes. Henry Ford is a well-known example. And no careful
businessmen will expand as far or as rapidly on borrowed funds as oil reinvested
earnings, if the latter are available.

Reinvestment of profits is therefore, the growth bud of industry. When
this relnvestnicnt is made ditlicult through declining profits, or through taxation
and Iegal obstacles, business expansion is Correspondingly checked.

duringg ite past 10 years business as a whole has paid out In taxes and dividends
about $30,000,000,006 more than it has earned. During the first part of the
depression this was due to reduced earnings. Since 1936 t has been due to rapidly
mounting taxes and political pressure. And the drain still continues!

This may explain why private business does not take tip the slack In employ-
went and -aiv investnnt funds stagnate In our banks.

Pro~nbie r adults of the proposed excess-profits tax.-lf the expansion of private
business at the present juncture is stopped or seriously checked by Increased
profit, taxation Government It likely to attempt to supply the deficiency. Ei
the urgency of the defense program or the employment and wages problems, or
both, will drive any administration in this direction.

Experience has shown, however. thit Covernment management Is In general
uneonoric and inefficient. Aside from the political con.equences of a further
advance toward socialism there would be a rel-tction in standards of living and
a failure to achieve tire defense program of which this Nation is capable.

Altrrnatire proposals.- insofar as increased taxWs are necessary to balance the
Federal Iludget, it Is our opinion that they should fall on personal Incomes-
dividends. interest, salaries, and wages--and on luxury goods Itis by this means
that mnaxiniun fiscal revenue can be obtained with the least discouragement to
necesarTy Industries.

Efliciknt, low-cost firms should be given greater encouragement and opportunity
to expand, not further penalize by new and discriinatorv taxation. Even In
the production of none-s-nliaLs, in ofar as consumers are to be left enough Income
to enjoy them, it is important that the eflieent, low-cost firms shall replace those
which m.-e more labor and capital to turn out a given product. Exiting provi-
sions against tax-avoidance through unproductive rcinvestreint of earnings should
be ree.vanird lit tile light of the present situallon with a view to strengthening
them where necessary.

lin any modification of existing taxes on business, however, reinvcstmcnt of
earnings In plant and equipment for essential industries should be given special
enreuragennent by tax exemptions or reduced rates of taxation. Not only will
such a policy Incr m.-e the ability of private enterprise to produce maore goods at
lcss cost, but it will also improve business credit. Not only will it stimulate
competition and reduce prices, but it will also stimulate the circulation and ex-
PaIsion of credit and buying power. Not only will it give the public more for
its money in building our defenses, but it will alzo increase personal Inconies and
taxpaylntlg ability. In short, It xill stiniulate business, ]iot only to produce nore
goods but to expaktnd and circulate the purchasing medium necessary for taking
tire goods off the market.

Such stimulation to private enterprise is riceded to expand employment, to
robirlhl conutidence iin free enterprise, and to restore mutual trust aird cooperation
'between employers ard einployees, creditors and debtors, political leaders and
citizens. This rebu ilding of our inorale is a vital part of Ire program for rebuilding
the defenses of our Nation and safeguarding our free institutions. It deserves
Aie cotirageouls support of every citizen btid every statesman.
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lion1. JolHN W. NMCCOI4M1ACK, PEABODY, MIASS., .li'71191 147, 1-940.

H~ose Ojico Bu~ilding, Wath inglon, D. C.:
Prop s"d exc.ss-profit tax will Ile disastrotis to tanning indlistry of Mfas:a.

chuisetts. litring post 4 years many Conceruns show ntil loss. Credit of 4 Ilercent
11J131 iinvested capital is not prope-r meastire of income in given bear III lisluistry
with sutch violent tluctutatins. Over a period of yeas tanneirs' liucoies show
mtore red thaii black. .Sudden demand prilce rises inay late hico)lne bey~ond 4
percent to be subsequently offset with losses. Rcwogilriiig that taii's ra'v
materials flucltiate miore widely than known ill any% inslintry, leather nunfic.
turers.should be allowixi a 110 jircciut edlit oil invesited Capital against net inconie
before excess-profit tax appliedl. JON . GAA%511:1

STATFIENT SI'BIITIru BY HAROLD A. Scittno, 0or &-mcu N ctu;
ATrOREYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW, SCRANTON, PA.

11011. PATRICK BIOLANDS, V1ST7,90

Member, of Congress,
House of Rrpreuritatirs, Wlashingtona, D. C

t(it re: American Stores CV.)
MY D)EAR CONCRESMAN 11LAND: Itepure.,enting the AineriCaii Stores C).,

vkith Lmedqlitarters at flitiladelphia, I ant uritIng %-oil in reference to tlie serious'
effect 'noin that 0otuipany anid tile National Tea to. of thle prolsse liiltations
anid ececess-profit bill swfnich Is now under consideration. My Iniformiation, as
gaied" fromt thie tli-apers atiul other souirce.4 Is that tile prpsdact oif Congress-
coiteitiniates limit lulg tile liuiher of v'ear4 uplii wshichi average earnings imay le
computed to 3 years or 4 years. [it vlew of the earning,4 of tine nixule conuipalie'S,
it wotil Ile eitrempely miutair to take the dlepre:-ed carmlhins At (1 ilt of thle last
3 or 4 years, and Atrike a11 average as the bu-e oili uslMih exm-.i hearings wboulble
conliptitedL It see1115 totisthat the limitation is entirety too strict and %% ill vtork a
great hardihili upott1 collipalics- suich as tile atove which have had slch. had eartliiug
records for the pas-t 3 or 4 years.

I am enclosig herewith a statement. of thle earnings of the Auxericant Stures Co.
and of the National Tea Co). covering the years 103 to 1039. A mtere realiig of
this statement will show how earnings ilave diiiithled tic 1035 aund %it at low
earning.' were obtined~ ill 10M 1937, 1938, anid 19030.

W~oull it ble possiblle for lot to bring to thie attentiott of tile coinlnittee, of wh tich
voil are a tmenher, cases of this character aill, If possible, ite your goodI ilntilelnc
fin the drafting of thle act s o that mich at hards~hip to counipauies, operating ill yur
district and4 Ill thle State of Peuuisvivaunia itighit ie avoided? I wopuldn appreciate
verve 1liulchl anything that youl might (to inl behalf of miy client in sxmiug that this
p~ropierly laid before and( con.siitcnes by yur cotinittee

With; kinde-st personal regard.,, I aii,*
Very trilly yours, HIAROLD A. Sectcl.

I IAS: N SW
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